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have any questions whatsoever. 

Enclosures 

cc: 	 Adam Teitzman (PSC) 
Beth Salak (PSC) 

Sincerely, 

4d 
Beth Keating 
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106 East College Avenue, Suite 1200 

Tallahassee, FL 32302-1877 

Phone : (850) 224-9634 

fax: (850) 222-0103 
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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 


In Re: Bright House Networks Information 
Services (Florida), LLC 

Docket No. 
Petition for Arbitration of Terms and Conditions 
of An Interconnection Agreement with Verizon Filed: November 3, 2009 
florida, LLC 

PETITION FOR ARBITRATION OF INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC, ("Bright House") brings 

this arbitration petition pursuant to 47 U.S.c. §§ 251-252; to Florida Statutes §§ 364.013, 

364.16, 364.161, and 364.162; to applicable regulations of the Federal Communications 

Commission (" fCC"); and to other applicable provisions of federal and s tate law. Bright House 

respectfully requests that the florida Public Service Commission ("Commission") arbitrat e th e 

unresolved issues between Bright House and Verizon Florida, LLC ("Verizon"), and establi sh 

terms and conditions for an interconnection agreement between Bright House and Verizon. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. 

A. Regulation Of Interconnection Is Needed To Enable Retail Competition. 

There are two basic requirements [or consumers to have real and affordable choices for 

re liabl e local phone service : it has to be easy to switch providers , and everybody must bc able to 

call everybody else, both before and after they switch, no matter which provider they choosc . Ii' 

these requirements are met, the only way to win and keep customers is to offer better service at 

lower prices. Providers compete, and consumers win. 

Unfortunately, in the telephone business , these two requirements do not come naturally 

With most retail products or services, if a customer wants to switch suppliers, they just s\vitch. 

But in the phone business, the old provider has to help move the customer to the new one. With 

most reta il products or services, if a customer switches, the old supplier is simply Ollt 01' the 

picture. But in the phone business, the old provider remains constantly involved, sending calls 

to, and receiving calls from, its own former customers. Phone networks have to be 
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interconnected, and calls have to t10vv back and forth between them, no matter which provider 

has won or lost which customers. 

Because of this unusual but unavoidable continuing interaction among providers, [or 

phone competition to work, competing providers have to cooperate behind the scenes, even 

though they are rivals and even though their economic incentive is to hinder, not help, each 

other. This natural tension means that no matter how much retail competition there might be, 

regulation is needed to make sure that the critical behind-the-scenes cooperation actually occurs. 

The rules governing this situation are embodied in the legal provisions referenced above. 

Under those rules, a competing phone provider has to try to negotiate a contract with the 

incumbent to deal with the critical, if sometimes obscure, behind-the-scenes arrangements that 

have to be worked out for competition to t1ourish. Where the two can agree, nne. Where they 

can't, the Commission is empowered 10 arbitrate their differences , and is obliged to set contrdct 

terms that meet the requirements of federal and state law. 

Setting those terms is not, by any means, a simple or mechanical process. At a high 

level, the law requires the parties to interconnect their networks, to exchange traffic, to smoothly 

and promptly "port" (transfer) a customer's phone number from one carrier to the other, etc., and 

there are a number of specific legal and regulatory requirements that must be fulfilled. J3ut the 

devil, as always, is in the details. To sort out those details, the law requires that interconnection, 

traffic exchange, and related activities must occur on te::rms that are "just," "reasonable," "[air" 

and " nond i scrimin atory." 1 This includes the physical, technical , and administrative 

arrangements between the two carriers, as well as the rates (if any) they charge each other. 

Because the two carriers have different interests and viewpoints, terms that seem reasonablc to 

one may seem either inadequate, or unreasonably burdensome, to the other. The Commission's 

task is to apply the tlexible, fact-specific standards just noted - justness, reasonableness, fairness 

E.g. . 47 U.s.c. §§ 251(c)(2), (3) (requiring interconnection and access to nehvork elements to be on 
"just," " reasonable," and " nondiscriminatory" terms); Florida Statutes § 364.01(3) ("regulatory oversight" 
is required to " provide for the development of fair and effective competition"); Florida Statutes § 
364.01(4)(g) (the Commission "shall exercise its exclusive jurisdiction to: ... ensure that all providers or 
telecommunications services are treated fairly , by preventing anticompetitive behavior ... "). 
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and nondiscrimination - to the particular network configurations, serving arrangements, and 

competitive situation presented in each individual arbitration case. 

While these standards give the Commission considerable discretion in resolving disputed 

issues, that discretion is neither unguided nor unfettered. Federal and state law make clear thaL 

the purpose of the law is to establish an interconnection agreement that promotes and enables 

competition that benefits consumers? That purpose is the touchstone Lo guide the Commission's 

exercise of its discretion in resolving issues where the law does not dicLate a particular answer, 

and the parties cannot agree. Consumers are harmed if the behind-the-scenes processes that musL 

occur for competition to work are inefficient, antiquated, cumbersome, or expensive. Inefficient, 

costly or burdensome carrier-to-carrier business or technical arrangements make it harder to 

compeLe, harder to innovate, and harder to invest - thereby directly harming consumers. In 

resolving disputed issues in this case, therefore, the Commission must impose terms that avoid 

inefficiency, promote innovation, and encourage competition - all for the benefiL of Florida 

consumers and the infrastructure upon which consumers and the economy of Florida rely. 

B. Consumers Are Enjoying The Benefits of Retail Phone Competition. 

Bright House provides wholesale telephone service. A separate company, our cable 

affiliate, provides a retail voice service by means of Internet Protocol communications, on an 

unregulated basis, to hundreds of thousands of Florida consumers.3 

In Re Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act oj J996, 
Interconnection between Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, 
First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd 15499 (1996) ("Local Competition Order") at ' 14 ("The opening of 
all telecommunications markets to all providers [through interconnection under 47 U ,S.c. § 251 J will blur 
traditional industry distinctions and bring new packages of services, lower prices and increased 
innovation to American consumers."); Consumer Choice and Protection Act, 2009 Fla. Adv. Leg. Service 
226 (2009) (enacting, among other provisions, Fla, Stat. § 364.013, which provides CLECs with full 
interconnection rights "regard less of the technology" used to provide service to end users); The Florida 
Senate Bill Analysis and Fiscal Impact Statement of CS/SB 2626 (Apr. 20, 2009) at 8 (finding that 
364.013 was amended to "provide that competitive local phone providers have the right to interconnect 
calls with the existing local phone company regardless of the technology used to transmit calls
traditional circuit-switched, the new Internet calls, or future technology."). 

Bright House's cable affiliate is called "Bright House Networks, LLC." To avoid confusion, we will 
simply refer to that company as our "cable affiliate," The relationship between Bright House and its cable 
affiliate was discussed by the FCC and the federal court of appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in 

(note continued) ... 
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Our cable affiliate's voice customers obtain connectivity that allows them to reach the 

public switched network through, and by means of, the wholesale services Bright House 
4

provides. Our wholesale services also permit third-party voice service providers to deliver calls 

from the Internet and the public switched telephone network to our cable affiliate's customers. 

As a result, those consumers cannot be ignored in assessing Bright I-louse's role in the r10rida 

telephone marketplace. For ease of discussion, we will refer to those voice customers as ollr 

"end users." 

Our cable affiliate delivers vOice service to consumers in the territories of all major 

incumbent local exchange carriers, or "ILECs," in Florida. In the Tampa Bay area, where we 

compete with Verizon, our cable affiliate is the second largest residential landline voice service 

provider, serving rou ghly one-third of the residen tial market. Statewide, well over a million 

Florida households have chosen cable-delivered interconnected voice service for their landlinc 

voice phone needs. 5 

.. . (note continued) 

connection with our recent dispute with Verizon rega rding Verizon's so-called " retention marketing" 
practices. See Bright House Networks, LI,C, et al. v. Verizon California, Inc. e/ aI., MemoranduJll 
Opinion and Order, 23 FCC Rcd 10704 (2008) ("Retention Marketing Case") at ' I~I 3,12, 17 37-41; 
Verizon Cali/ornia, Inc. v. FCC. 555 F.3d 270, 275-76 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 

Put another way, like any local telephone company, we provide our cable affiliate-customer with thc 
ability to make calls (called "originating traffic" in phone industry jargon) and to receive calls (called 
"terminating traffic"). By linking our basic telephone capability to its own unregulated voicc servicc, that 
service becomes "interconnected VoIP" within the meaning of relevant federal law. See 47 C.F.R. § 9.3. 
In addition to this basic local connectivity, we also provide a variety of related functions. These include: 
managing the porting of numbers in from Verizon (when a Verizon end user switches to our affiliate's 
voice service) or out to Verizon (when an end user moves to Verizon); arranging for directory listings; 
providing "exchange access" service that connects the affiliate's voice customers to long distance cmriers 
for incoming and outgoing calls; providing connections to the £911 system for emergency calls, and 
obtaining from connected carriers, and passing through to our cable affiliate, the call signaling 
information that identifies the calling party, so "Caller ID" service can work. 

According to a recent Commission report, as of December 2008 there were 4,786,237 traditional 
residential telephone lines in service, with a paltry 131,725 of those - only 2.8% - served by competitivc 
local exchange carriers ("CLECs"). Florida Public Service Commission, Office of Strategic Analysis and 
Governmental Affairs, " Report on the Status of Competition in the Telecommunications Industry as of 
December 31, 2008," at page 27. Tn contrast, the six largest providers of cable-delivered voice service 
reported 1,233,829 residential lines in service - nearly ten times the amount of residenti al lines served by 
traditional CLECs. ld. at 47. This amounts to 23.9% of residential lines (counting both traditional LEes, 
cable-based providers, and other providers), and indicates strong and growing consumer acceptancc of 
cable-delivered voice service. 
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An important factor in our success in the marketplace is our unwavering commitment, 

combined with that of our cable affiliate, to deliver top-quality customer service. Our cable 

affiliate, Bright House Networks, LLC, continues to receive recognition for customer service for 

its products and services, recently earning national attention by the highly respected J.D. Power 

and Associates organization for its Digital Phone service, for the fourth year in a row. According 

to the J.D. Power and Associates 2009 Residential Telephone Customer Satisraction Study 

released September 16, 2009, Bright House Networks' customer satisraction scores in the South 

Region were highest for all five factors that comprise Customer Satisfaction: Customer Service; 

Performance and Reliability; Cost of Service; Billing, and Offerings and Promotions. 

While solid customer service is the bedrock of marketplace success, another important 

ractor arises from the fact that we (along with our cable affiliate) offer aJacilities-based service 

in competition with Verizon. While Bright House and Verizon have to interconnect to permit 

our respective end users to call each other, Bright House otherwise has little need for, and makes 

little use of, Verizon's network. This is quite different from the types o[ entities that came into 

the market when competition was authorized in the mid-1990s. Aside from niche competitors 

(dedicated to serving large businesses, or specialized customers like dial-up ISPs), the earliest 

competitors were either resellers or dependent on Vcrizon for "unbundled network elements," or 

UNEs. Resellers buy Verizon's own services at a discount and resell them to end users, branded 

in the name of the reseller. UNE-based competitors may own some telecommunications gear 

typically a switch - but still rely on Verizon's network for the rest, including (among other 

things) actual physical connections to their own end users (typically referred to as "the last 

mile"). Time, however, has shown that competition can only go so far when the incumbent 

controls the physical facilities on which its rivals rely.6 

In fairness, it would have been prohibitively expensive for a completely new competitor 

to build its own network solely to offer telephone service - and Bright House did not do so. To 

the contrary, as noted above, we provide wholesale telephone service, at present to an affiliated 

Having our own facilities is not unrelated to our success in delivering high-quality customer service. 
Because we "control our own destiny," so to speak, it is possible for LIS and ollr cable affiliate (0 carelLilly 
monitor and manage the services we provide, which is critical to providing service at the level that 
customers demand and deserve. 
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cable television provider, which uses the advanced capabilities of its already-existing hybrid 

fiber-coax cable network to offer voice service. 7 The cable network connects to our telephone 

facilities in order to indirectly interconnect its voice customers with the rest of the world 8 This 

facilities-based business model is one of the most significant, and sustained, success stories in 

the efforts of the State of Florida (as well as the federal government) to promote local telephone 
" competitIOn. 9 

The Florida Legislature has explicitly recognized the imp0l1ance of Voice over Internet 

Protocol ("VoIP") services as competitive retail offerings, as well as the role that wholesale 

providers like Bright House play in making such competitive offerings possible. See Florida 

Statutes §§ 364.01(3), 364.011(3), 364.013. The Legislature has also explicitly recognized that a 

wholesale provider like Bright House, supporting a retail voice provider, must have full 

interconnection rights, like any other CLEC, when seeking to interconnect with an incumbent 

like Verizon, "regardless of the technology by which the voice traffic is originated and 

terminated to an end user." Florida Statutes, § 364.013. This is consistent with federal law, 

which grants interconnection rights to wholesale providers and extends essentially all regul atory 

protections enjoyed by traditional telephone end users to nontraditional VolP end users as well. III 

A hybrid fiber-coax network uses optical fiber from the cable system head-end out towards the end 
users, and then, at "nodes" serving perhaps 500 homes, converts to coaxial cable. 

The FCC and the courts have both recognized that the serving arrangements we use - a wholesale 
telecommunications carrier supporting unregulated retail voice services provided by a cable affiliate 
constitute the type of "facilities-based competition" that the Telecommunications Act of 1996 was 
intended to promote. Retention Marketing Case, supra, at '1 27; Verizon California v. FCC, supra, 555 
f..3d at 274. 

Federal law imposes certain specific obligations on fLEes designed to permit non-facilities-bascd 
competitors - resellers and UNE-based providers - to operate, even though they depend on the II,EC to a 
much greater degree than we do. See 47 U.S.C. §§ 251 (c)(3), (c)(4), (c)(6). Verizon and Bright House: 
have a small number of disagreements relating to these Verizon obligations, rcflecting the relatively 
insignificant role that resale and UN Es play in our business model. 

See, e.g., Time Warner Cable Requestfor Declaratory Ruling, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 22 
FCC Rcd 3513 (rCC Wireline Competition Bureau Mar. I 2007) (providers of wholesale 
telecommunications services in support of VoIP providers are entitled to interconnection rights); 47 
C.F.R. § 9.5 (VofP providers must provide E911 functionality to their end users); Telephone Number 
Requirements .lor IP-Enabled Services Providers; Local Number Portability Porting Interval and 
Validation Requirements; IP-Enabled Services; Telephone Number Portability; eTlA Petitions for 
Declaratory Ruling on Wireline-Wireline Porting Issues; Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis; 
Numbering Resource Optimization, Report and Order, Declaratory Ruling, Order on Remand, and Noticc 

(note continucd) ... 
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We believe that this is one of the first arbitrations in Florida in which the CLEe 

requesting arbitration provides local telephone service on a wholesale basis to an affiliated cable 

television system operator, and one of the first in which the CLEC requesting arbitration serves 

as many end users, and as large a portion of the residential market, as we do in the Tampa area. 

Moreover, Florida is quite unusual (if not unique) in that - as noted above - the Legislature has 

specifically addressed the issue of wholesale CLECs like Bright House that support the network 

connectivity requirements of unregulated voice service providers. ,See Florida Statutes, !l 

364.013. The confluence of these factors means that one of the key goals of the Commission in 

this arbitration must be to establish the interconnection arrangements between V cri7.0n and 

Bright House that are needed to support and expand the high level of retail competition that 

residential consumers in the Tampa area enjoy today. 

We emphasize that, while the rapid growth of cable-delivered, unregulated voice service 

has gone far towards realizing the promise of direct, head-to-head retail competition [or 

residential phone service, this service is viable only because it is interconnected - that is, 

because the end users can make calls to, and receive calls from, everyone else on the public 

switched telephone network. As a provider of wholesale local telephone service, Bright House 

plays the critical role of providing connectivity between unregulated retail voice service provided 

by its cable affiliate, and the traditional, regulated telephone network - including Verizon. As a 

result, ensuring that Bright House can obtain efficient and reasonable interconnection 

arrangements with Verizon is essential to ensuring that the hundreds of thousands of consumers 

... (note continued) 

of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC Rcd 1953 I (FCC reI. Nov. 8, 2007) at '1 3 I (VoIP end users have the 
same number portability rights as direct customers of carriers); IF-Enabled Services. Report and Ordcr, 
FCC 09-40 (FCC reI. May 13,2009) (VoIP end users entitled to same pre-service-discontinuance notices 
and procedures as direct customers of carriers); In Re IP-Enabled Services, Repoli and Order, 24 i-CC 
Rcd 6039 (FCC reI. May 13, 2009) (VoIP end users entitled to same protection of their network usage 
information as direct customers of carriers); In Re IF-Enabled Services WC Docket No. (J../-36 
lmpiemenlation of Sections 255 and 251(a)(2) of The Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by The 
Telecommunications Act of 1996: Access to Telecommunications Service, Telecommunications 
Equipment and Customer Premises Equipment by Persons with Disabilities, Telecommunications Relay 
Services and Speech-to-Speech Services for Individuals with Hearing and Speech Disabilities, The Use of 
N11 Codes and Other Abbreviated Dialing Arrangements, Report and Order, 22 FCC Red I 1275 (FCC 
reI. June 15,2007) (VoIP providers subject to same requirements regarding making equipment accessible 
to persons with disabilities as are telecommunications carriers). 
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In Tampa who have chosen to obtain service from Bright House's cable affiliate - and the 

hundreds of thousands more who can do the same if they so choose - will continue to receive the 

full benefits of innovation and lower prices that competition delivers. 

C. Negotiations And Key Issues In Dispute Between Bright House And Verizon. 

Bright House requested negotiation of a new agreement with Verizon on May 27, 2009, 

as part of a confidential settlement of a dispute regarding fees for directory listings. II Bright 

House had understood that Verizon would revise its standard "template" contract before sending 

it over for Bright House's review, because that template was developed in response to the needs 

of resellers, UNE-based providers, and carriers serving niche markets - not facilities-based 

competitors like Bright House. 
12 

Instead, in early June 2009, Verizon sent Bright House its 

standard 140-page template, along with various attachments. 13 Bright House then had to review, 

amend, and annotate that template, knowing that not only was it not optimized to Bright House's 

situation, it was written with Verizon's interests in mind and honed by Verizon over many years 

to include language actively unfavorable to competitors. This was a formidable task. 

On September 18, 2009, Bright House sent Verizon a marked-up version of the contract, 

along with a chart, known as a " Decision Point List," or DPL, that showed a side-by-sidc 

comparison of Verizon' s language, Bright House's suggested changes, and a j usti fication for 

each change. 14 Our hope was that Verizon would review and respond to our proposals promptly. 

perhaps in writing, so that the pal1ies could quickly identify where agreement might be possible 

)) Bright House originally brought that directory li sting di s pute to the Commission for resolution, but, 
under the terms of the patties' current agreement, the Commi ss ion granted Verizon's motion to refer the 
dispute to private arbi t ration . In re Complaint and petition for resolution 0/ interconnection pricing 
dispute against Verizon Florida, LLC, by Bright House Networks in/ormation Services, U~c, Order 
Granting Request for Oral Argument and Granting Motion to Dismiss Complaint, Docket No. 080 I 10
TP; Order No. PSC-08-0391-FOF-TP, 2008 Fla. PUC LEXIS 238 (fL PSC June I 1,20011) ("'PSC O)'del 
Dismissing Directory Listing Complaint"). 

)2 Exhibit 6 (email dated May 31, 2009 from C. Savage (Bright House) to M. Daly, et a1. (Verizon)). 
Please note that an index to the exhibits follows the body of this petition . 

Jl Exhibit 5 (Verizon contract template). 

)4 Exhibit 3 (current contract template showing Bright Hou se's proposed changes); Exhi bit 2 (Bright 
House current DPL). We are not providing copies of the original marked-up contract and DPI~ as part of 
this pet ition, although we will of course make them available to the Commission should it desire to 
review them. 
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and where our disagreements were more fundamental. Unfortunately, that did not occur. 

Instead, Verizon chose to discuss all of Bright House's changes in "l ive" discussions . To that 

end, the parties have held many negotiating sessions. Time, however, was not on our side. 

Although we have covered the vast majority of the agreement, as of the date of this filing we 

have not discussed the Glossary and certain aspects of the Additional Services Attachment. 

Bright House understands that it must continue negotiating, notwithstanding the filing of this 

arbitration petition, and plans to do SO.15 (In fact, we already have a negotiation session with 

Verizon scheduled for the week following this filing .) 

Even though we have not literally discussed each of our proposed changes with Verizon, 

our negotiations have revealed what we believe to be the fundamental differences between the 

parties - differences that became recurring themes during our negotiations. These fundamcntal 

differences permeate many provisions of the draft contract. As a result , while the total number 

of individual contract provisions in dispute is relatively large, the number of separate meaning fu l 

"issues" in dispute is rather small. In fact, there are only six "high-level" issues in dispute: 

• 	 The need for a definitive contract, i.e., one that clearly and unambiguously lays out each 

pm1y's rights and duties, which actions under the contract are chargeable and which are 

not, and, for chargeable items, what precise rate applies. 

• 	 The need for the contract to take note of Bright House's role as a wholesale carner 

supplying regulated telephone service to a retail, unregulated voice service provider, and 

to include provisions that ensure that our ultimate end users receive all the features, 

capabilities, rights and benefits which they should receive to continue to promote 

competition, and to which they are entitled under the law. 

• 	 The need for a specific and unambiguous resolution of whether Verizon may charge for 

including our end users in its directories. The correct answer is that no charge should be 

imposed, but, if there is to be a charge, it needs to be very low, and clearly stated. 

See 47 U.S.c. § 2S2(b)(S) (parties' obligation to negotiate in good faith includes the obligation to 
" continue to negotiate in the presence, or with the assistance, of the State cOlllm iss ion"). 
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• The need for robust, flexible and reasonably priced arrangements for physical 

interconnection and traffic exchange. There should be no arbitrary restrictions on the 

" types" of traffic that the parties exchange, and no restrictions on our ability to compete 

with Verizon by providing tandem transport capabilities in the exchange access market. 

• The need for clear, easy-to-follow provisions for handling transfers of customers from 

one carrier to the other. 

• The need for fair and symmetrical business terms, particularly 111 light of the size and 

scope of Bright House's presence in the Tampa market. 

A more detailed discussion of these issues, along with the parties ' positions, IS provided 111 

Section VI, below. 16 

II. DESIGNATED CONTACTS. 

All communications, filings, and submissions in this proceeding, including but not 

limited to, correspondence, notices, inquiries, and orders , should be served upon the following 

designated contacts for Bright House: 

Christopher W. Savage l7 


Davis, Wright Tremaine, LLP 

1919 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 200 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

202-973-4211 (work) 

202-256-5445 (cell) 

202-973-4311 (fax) 

chrissavage@dwt.com 


16 In addition to the six issues noted here , there are a celtain number of smaller, miscellaneous iss ues 
which celtainly need to be resolved , but which cannot fairly be considered to be "major" in nature. These 
issues, along with the major ones, are laid out in the DPL chart attached hereto as Exhibit 2 . 

17 As of the date of this petition, Bright House is filing appropriate " Designated Representative" form s 
and accompanying affidavits to include Mr. Savage, as well as his associate, Ms. Danielle Frappier, as 
Designated Representatives for Bright I-louse in this matter. 
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With a copy to: 

Beth Keating 

Akerman Senterfitt 

Highpoint Center, 1 i h floor 

106 East College Avenue 

Tallahassee, FL 32301 

850-224-9634 (work) 

850-222-0 I 03 (fax) 

beth.keating@akerman.com 


and to: 

Marva B. Johnson 
Vice President, Technology Policy & Industry Affairs 
Bright House Networks 
301 E. Pine Street, Suite 600 
Orlando, Florida 3280 I 
407-210-3175 (work) 
813-362-2878 (cell) 
407-210-3146 (fax) 
MarvaJohnson@mybrighthouse.com 

III. THE PARTIES AND THEIR EXISTING RELATIONSHIP. 

Bright House is a competitive local exchange carrier ("CLEC") certified by this 

Commission to offer telephone services in Florida. Bright House provides telephone exchange 

service (traditional "local" service), exchange access (linking customers to long distance carriers, 

and vice-versa), private line services, and a variety of subsidiary and related functions (such as 

the assignment of telephone numbers) on a wholesale basis in the Tampa/St. Petershurg and 

Central Florida areas. Bright House is a "telecommunications carrier" and ·'local exchange 

carrier" under federal law l8 and a "competitive local exchange telecommunications company" 

and a "telecommunications company" under Florida law. 19 As a result, Bright I-louse enjoys lhe 

18 47 U.s.c. § 153(44) (definition of "telecommunications carricr"); 47 Us.c. § 153(26) (dclinition or 
"local exchange carrier"). 


19 Florida Statutes § 364.02(5) (definition of "competitive local exchange telecolllIllunications 

company"); F lorida Statutes § 364 .02( 14) (dcfin ition of "te lecommun ications company"). 
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full panoply of interconnection-related rights and duties available to local exchange carners 

under federal and state law. 20 

Bright House's cable affiliate provides voice services to end users by means of its hybrid 

fiber-coax networks within its franchised cable service territories. As a physical , practica l 

matter, Bright House provides its wholesale services by connecting its telccommunications 

equipment to its affiliate's cable networks, in order to connect the end users with thc public 

switched telephone network. 

In addition to interconnecting with Verizon, we also have direct connections with long 

distance carriers, wireless providers, and other entities. While in certain circumstances 

Verizon's network is involved in our receiving traffic from, or "transiting" traffic to, third-party 

can·iers, our preference is to establish connections with third-party carriers in a manner that docs 

not involve Verizon. 

Verizon is 	 an incumbent local exchange carner, or "ILEC," within the meanlllg 01" 

law21applicable federal and a "local exchange telecommunications company" under Florida 

law. 22 As a result of its status as an ILEC, Verizon has all of the rights and duties established 

under the law for "telecommunications carriers" and "local exchange carriers," but also has 

certain special duties, applicable only to ILECs, set out in 47 U.S.c. § 2SJ(e). Verizon provides 

local , long distance, and other services within its franchised territory in florida , including 

Tampa/St. Petersburg and surrounding areas . 

Bright House's principal contacts with Verizon for purposes of the effort to ncgotiatc an 

interconnection agreement have been: 

William S. Carnell 
Assistant General Counsel 
Verizon 
1320 N. Court House Road 
Arlington, V A 2220 J 

20 See 47 U.S.c. §§ 251-252; Florida Statutes § 364 .013. 
21 47 U.s.c. § 251(h) (defining " incumbent local exchange carrier"). 
22 Florida Statutes § 364.02(8) (definiti on o f " local exchange telecommunicatio ns company"). 
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703-351-3180 

william.s.carnell@verizon.com 


and 

Michael A. Daly 
Manager - Interconnection Services 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
1320 N. Courthouse Road, 8th Floor 
Arlington, V A 22201 
703-974-4552 (work) 
703-974-3714 (fax) 
michael.a.daly@verizon.com 

Bright House's cable affiliate and Verizon compete for end users in the Tampa area. Our 

network is interconnected with Verizon's and we are exchanging calls and performing a variety 

of administrative tasks for each other, such as processing number portability requests when end 

users shift from one network to the other. The parties' relationship is currently governed by an 

interconnection agreement that was originally negotiated and arbitrated in 1997 bel\vecn 

Verizon's predecessor entity, GTE Florida Incorporated, and AT&T of the Southern States. 

Inc.23 Bright I-louse adopted that agreement for use in governing its own dealings with Verizon, 

as permitted under 47 U.S.C. § 252(i). That agreement was amended in a number of respects 

before Bright House adopted it, and Bright House adopted the amendments along with the initial 

agreement. 

Over the last several years, Bright I-louse and Verizon have had a number oj" disputes that 

have directly affected customers and our ability to serve them efficiently. For example, some 

years ago Verizon took the position that it could significantly delay transferring a customer' s 

telephone number to Bright House if the customcr was obtaining unregulated digital subscriber 

line ("DSL" ) service from Verizon on their line. Bright House filed a complaint with this 

Commission against Verizon regarding this problem, which became moot when thc fCC ruled, 

in a related matter, that the presence of DSL on a line did not justify delays in porting. 24 

23 AT&T of the Southern States, Inc. was a CLEC at that time. 

24 Complaint and Request for Declaratory Ruling of Bright HOLlse Networks Information Scrvices. 
LLC (Florida), Docket No. 0401170-TP (filed with FL PSC Sept. 29 , 2009); In Re BellSouth 

(note continllcd) .. 
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More recently, Bright House filed a complaint with the FCC and with this Commission 

regarding Verizon's use of confidential information obtained from "local service requ ests," or 

LSRs (that Bright House must submit to Verizon when it wins a customer), in order to market to 

those customers who were in the process of being transferred to Bright House. After the FCC 

ruled that Verizon was violating federal law, and after that ruling was sustained by the federal 

courts, the parties agreed that the state-law complaint before this Commission could be di sm issed 

without prejudice.25 

Also recently, a dispute arose between Bright House and Verizon regarding Veri zon' s 

authority to charge Bright House for establishing directory listings for the end users oj' our cable 

affiliate, despite contract language stating that Verizon would establish listings Cor Bright 

House's customers at no charge. Bright House filed a complaint regarding that dispute with the 

Commission, but Verizon asserted its right to have the matter handled via private arbitration , and 

the Commission, on that basis, dismissed Bright House's complaint. 26 As noted above, as part of 

a settlement of that dispute, the parties agreed that Bright House would seek to negotiate a new 

interconnection agreement with Verizon, which brings the pal1ies before the Commission now. 

Bright House has other monetarily significant disputes pending with Verizon which have 

not (yet) erupted into litigation . We hope that these can be settled. Regardless, thesc simmering 

disputes simply confirm the need for a new agreement with Verizon that is tailored to our ac tual 

business, technical and operational needs . 

.. . (note continued) 

Telecommunications, Inc. Request for Declaratory Ruling that State Commissions May NOl Regulute 
Broadband Internet Access Services by Requiring Bel/South to Provide Wholesale or Relail Smodhand 
Services to Competitive LEC UNE Voice Customers, 20 FCC Rcd 6830 (2005). 

25 Verizon California, Inc. et af. v. FCC et af., 555 F.3d 270 (D.C. Cir. 2009), upholding Retention 
Marketing Case; Bright House Networks ' Notice of Supplemental Authority and Request for Order, 
Consolidated Docket Nos. 07069J-TP and 080036-TP (filed with FL PSC Feb. I J, 2009); Comcast"s 
Response to Verizon's Suggestion that Comcast ' s Complaint be Dismissed, Consolidated Docket Nos . 
070691-TP and 080036-TP (filed with FL PSC Feb. 24, 2009); Verizon Florida LLC's Response to 
Notice of Supplemental Authority and Request for Order, Consolidated Docket Nos. 070691-TP and 
080036-TP (filed with FL PSC Feb . 18,2009). 
26 PSC Order Dismissing Directory Listing Complaint, supra. 
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At bottom, all of these disputes arise from the competition between the vOice se rvice 

provided by Bright House's cable affiliate and Verizon's traditional phone service . Fortunately, 

because Bright House is a facilities-based competitor, Verizon's opportunities to interfere with 

Bright House are somewhat limited. Verizon must focus on matters regarding interconnection 

and traffic exchange, and on the process of transferring customers from Verizon to Bright House. 

To the extent that Verizon can make those processes and activities cumbersome, slow, and 

expensive, that will interfere with retail competition - and, therefore, will injure consumers. One 

of our key objectives in this arbitration proceeding is to establish a contract with Verizon that 

does not permit this to occur. 

IV. JURISDICTION AND APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS. 

The Commission has jurisdiction over Bright House ' s petition pursuant to Section 252 of 

the Communications Act27 and numerous provisions of Florida law. 28 Under Section 252(b)( I) , 

27 47 U.S.c. §§ 252(b), (c) (empowering state regulators to arbitrate interconnection agreemcnts 
between ILECs and competitors; establishing arbitration procedures; establishing and substantive 
arbitration standards). 

28 Florida Statutes § 364.0 I (3) (noting that the "transition" from monopoly to competition in local 
phone markets "will require appropriate regulatory oversight to protect consllmers and provide for the 
development of fair and effective competition"); Florida Statutes, § 364.01(4)(b) (directing the 
Commission to "exercise its exclusive jurisdiction in order to : ... encourage competition through flexible 
regulatory treatment among providers of telecommunications services in order to ensure the availability 
of the widest possible range of consumer choice in the provision of all telecommunications services"); 
Florida Statutes, § 364.01(4)(g) (directing the Commission to "exercise its exclusive jurisdiction in ol'der 
to: ... ensure that all providers of telecommunications services are treated fairly, by prevcnting 
anticompetitive behavior and eliminating unnecessary regulatory restraint") ; Florida Statutes, § 
364.012(2) (noting that Chapter 364 does not "limit or modify the Commission's authority to arbitratc 
and en force interconnection agreements"); r-Iorida Statutes, § 364.0 13 ("not withstand i ng" the fact that 
retail VoIP services are unregulated , "a competitive local exchange te\ccommunications company is 
entitled to interconnection with a local exchange telecommunications company to tran smit and routc 
voice traffic between both the competitive local exchange telecommunications company and the local 
exchange telecommunications company regardless of the technology by which the voice traffic is 
originated by and terminated to an end user. The commission shall afford such competitive local 
exchange telecommunications company all substantive and procedural rights available to such companics 
regard ing interconnection under the law"); Florida Statutes, § 364 .02( 13) ("notwithstand ing" that Vol P is 
deregulated, " the Commission may arbitrate, enforce, or approve interconnection agreements , and resolve 
disputes as provided by 47 U.S.c. §§ 251 and 252, or any other applicable federal law or regulation") ; 
Florida Statutes § 364.15 (Commission is authorized to direct " repairs," " improvements," "ad ditions," 
and "extensions" to "any telecommunications facility" that reasonably need to be made); Florida Statutes, 
§ 364.16 (local exchange carriers in Florida must interconnect and exchange traffic, and must attempt to 
negotiate terms and conditions for such matters; Commission shall resolve disputes); r-Iorida Statutes ~ 

(note continued) ... 
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a party's request for arbitration to a state commission must be made between the 135 1h day and 

the 160lh day after the date the ILEC receives a request for negotiations. Negotiations were 

formally initiated between Bright House and Verizon as of May 27, 2009. Thc 160lh day 

following that request is Tuesday, November 3, 2009, so this petition is timely filed. Under 

Section 252(b)(4)(C), the Commission is to complete its arbitration of open issues within nine 

months of the date on which negotiations commenced. That date is Saturday, February 27 , 2010, 

and we respectfully urge the Commission to complete this proceeding by that date . 

Bright House requests that the Commission conduct an evidentiary hearing In this 

proceeding. Many of the issues have significant business and competitive implications for 

Bright House, Verizon, and the Florida telecommunications marketplace as a whole. Indeed. 

probably the most important thing about this arbitration is the effect that Commission' s decisions 

will have on the ability of Florida residential consumers to exercise a real choice among retail 

phone service providers. As of the filing of this petition, Bright House expects to provide 

testimony both from its own employees and from outside economic/policy experts, to more fully 

explain the basis for, and implications of, its proposals and Verizon's counter-proposals 2 9 

Substantively, this arbitration must be resolved under the standards in 47 U.S.c. §§ 251 

and 252, applicable rules and orders issued by the FCC, applicable Florida statutes, and 

applicable orders of this Commission . With respect to Florida law, since at least 1995, this state 

has been on the forefront of encouraging competition in local telephone service, for the benefit or' 

... (note continued) 

364.161 (Florida ILECs mllst unbundle their networks and offer their services for resal e without 
unreasonable restrictions; Comm iss ion shall resolve disputes the parties cannot negotiate); Florida 
Statutes, § 364.162 (Florida local exchange carriers must negotiate terms and conditions of 
interconnection and traffic exchange; Commission shall resolve disputes the parties cannot negotiate); 
Florida Statutes, § 364.30 (in establishing interconnection arrangements for trartic exchange, thc carrier 
initiating the traffic may choose the interconnection point to which to route calls); Florida Statutes, ~ 
364.3381 (Commission has "continuing jurisdiction" to resolve issues of "c ross-sub sid ization , predatory 
pricing, or similar anti-competitive behavior"). 

29 The parties have no dispute regarding many issues and contractual provisions, and , based on the 
content of our negotiations with Verizon, we expect that some issues that we clIrI'ently must list as in 
di spute may well be resolved by negotiation by the time Verizon files its response, or shortly there ,lf'ter. 
For this reason, Bright HOllse suggests that the Commission schedule a pre-hearing conference in this 
matter for some time during the first or second week of December, 2009, in order to identify the issucs 
that at that time still separate the parties, so that discovery, testimony, etc. may be focused on the issues 
that are actually open then. 
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Florida consumers?O Also, while federal law "controls," in that the Commission's decision must 

not contradict federal requirements or fail to effectuate federally-mandated rights and duties, 

federal law expressly recognizes that states have the authority to develop state-specific , pro

competitive interconnection and unbundling obligations as needed to reflect and accommodate 

the specific competitive conditions in each individual state, with which each state commission 

will be most familiar. 31 The Commission, in short, is free to, and is expected to, develop Florida

specific interconnection requirements that take account of, and reflect, competitive conditions in 

Florida. 32 

V. NEGOTIA TIONS. 

As noted above, Bright House and Verizon had a dispute regarding directory listing 

charges, which we settled on a confidential basis . As pa11 of that settlement, we agreed to 

negotiate a new interconnection agreement with Verizon. Bright House understood that Verizon 

would review its standard "template" interconnection contract and provide a version for Bright 

House ' s consideration that would have been edited to reflect the fact that Bright House was a 

30 This is evidenced, in part, by the r10rida legislature's decisions both to deregulate Vofr as a retail, 
end-user service (Florida Statutes, §§ 364.0 J (3), 364.0 J 1(3), & 364.013) and to expressly declare thelt 
local carriers are entitled to full interconnection rights regardless of the specitic technology used to 
provide voiee services to end users. (Florida Statutes, § 364.013.) 

31 See 47 U.S.c. § 251(d)(3) (FCC development of rules/regulations to implement local competition 
"shall not preclude the enforcement of any [State] order, regulation or policy ... that (A) establishes 
access and interconnection obligations of local exchange carriers; (B) is consistent with the requirements 
of [Section 251]; and (C) does not substantially prevent implementation of the requirements of rSeetions 
251-261 of the Communications Act]"); 47 U.S.c. § 252(e)(3) (nothing in Section 252 "shall pl'Ohibit a 
State commission from establishing or enforcing other requirements of State law" in connection with 
reviewing an arbitrated or negotiated interconnection agreement); 47 U.S.c. § 261 (b) (nothing in Sections 
251-26 J of the Communications Act "shall prohibit any State commission from ' .. prescribing 
regulations ,." in fulfilling the requirements of [Sections 251-261 of the Communications Act], if' such 
regulations are not inconsistent with [those provisions],,); 47 U.s.c. § 261 (c) ("nothing in [Sections 251
261 of the Communications Act] precludes a State from imposing requirements on a telecommunications 
carrier for intrastate services that are necessary to fUliher competition in the provision or telephone 
exchange service or exchange access, as long as the State's requirements arc not inconsistent with [those 
provisions] or the Commission's regulations to implement [those provisions]"). 

32 In this regard, as shown in note 28, supra, r10rida law contains a wide array of provisions 
empowering the Commission to regulate carriers, including Verizon, as needed to promote efTeetive and 
efficient network interconnection and traffic exchange, as well as effective retail competition. 
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33large, facilities-based competitor. Specifically, Bright House had understood that "Veri zon 

was going to want to take some time to review its generic/template agreement ",vith an eye 

towards cLlstomizing it for the specific circumstances of a cable-based interconnector, whose 

needs for (e.g.) resale and UNEs will be limited at best.,,34 This made sense because Verizon 's 

template contract has evolved over the years as Verizon has encountered competitive challcnges 

from pure resellers; from niche-based CLECs serving dial-up ISPs; and from UNE-based CLl~Cs 

who lack critical "last mile" loop and other facilities and are therefore dependent on Verizon for 

their ability to serve their own customers. The needs and concerns of a cable-affiliated 

competitor such as Bright House are obviously quite different. 

Bright House was, evidently, misinformed. Verizon's negotiator stated that be "had not 

planned [to] take the first shot at revising the template towards the specific needs or ,"Bright 

House] or of cable operators in general" and that he "[knew] of no othcr effort to do SO.,·3~ 

When we delved into our review process, we found a template agreement replete with 

provisions designed to give Verizon an unfair upper hand in its dealings with interconnecting 

entities . On some level we can appreciate that these provisions were developed in response to 

Verizon concerns that arose in dealing with small and, sometimes, potentially unreliable 

reseUers, niche competitors and UNE-based carriers. Even so, many provisions me simply 

inappropriate or unnecessary for a contract with a large, stable facilities-based competitor such as 

Bright House, which has a large and growing base of end users and scant need to rely on 

Verizon' s own network facilities to compete . 

The upshot is that Bright House needed to make substantial changes to Verizon's 

template in order to make the agreement reasonably applicable to - and reasonably fair to 

Bright House. Nevertheless, in order to make it easier for Verizon to review and respond to 

Bright House's proposal, Bright House did not merely send Verizon back a marked-up contract 

(although we did do that). Instead, Bright House also undertook the task of generating a 

See Exhibit 6 (email dated May 31, 2009 from C. Savage (Bright 1-loLlse) to M. Daly, el of. 
(Verizon)). 
34 Id. 
35 See Exhibit 7 (email dated June 1,2009 from W. Carnell (Verizon) to C. Savage (Bright House)). 
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"Decision Points List," or DPL, showing, in a side-by-side chart, Verizon's original proposed 

language, Bright House's proposed changes to it, and Bright House's justification [or each 

change. By providing a concise and complete explanation for each change, Bright House made 

it possible to negotiate in a speedy and efficient manner. 

Bright House sent these materials to Verizon on Friday, September 18, 2009. The next 

wcck, on September 24, the parties had a call in which, among other things, Bright I IOLise 

explained that, "while there are many different places where we think the wording of the 

agreement needs to be changed to reflect current market realities, there really are only a 

relatively small number of 'concerns' or 'issues' that underlie the changes."J6 We explained that 

our key concerns were that (a) the contract must be binding, and must definitively cstablish 

which functions are chargeable, and what the charges for each function would be; (b) thc 

contract must expressly recognize that Bright I-louse is a wholesale provider supporting a retail 

voice service affiliate, and neither Bright I-louse nor its ultimate end users should bc 

disadvantaged by virtue of that arrangement; and (c) the contract must provide for robust and 

flexible interconnection arrangements appropriate to the size and scope of the parties: 

interconnection needs. 

Telephonic negotiation sessions, nearly all lasting sevcral hours, ensued on October 7, 

October 13, October 14, October 20, October 22, October 27, October 29, and October 30. In 

addition, Bright House repeatedly urged Verizon to review the DPL chart and to respond III 

J7writing (via email or otherwise) to Bright House's specific suggestions . Verizon never did so . 

Further, Bright House made clear to V crizon that Bright House negotiators vvere avai lablc to 

conduct negotiations more frequently than the twice-weekly sessions in which Verizon was 

J8 J9prepared to engage. Verizon was not interested in more frequent negotiations . 

36 Exhibit 8 (email dated September 21,2009 from C. Savage (Bright House) to W. Carnell (Verizon) 

(noting points to be discussed on September 24 call). 


37 See, e.g., Exhibit 9 (email dated October 26,2009 from C. Savage (Bright House) to W . Camell & 

M. Daly (Verizon». 
38 Jd. 
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Evidently Verizon hoped that Bright House would agree to extend the deadline for 
4o

filing . Bright House could not agree, however, for several reasons. first, the negotiations that 

had occurred as of the filing date demonstrated that there were significant, recurring issues where 

the parties could not agree, and that would therefore have to be arbitrated. As a result, further 

negotiations - no matter how potentially fruitful on some matters - would not obviate the need 

for an arbitration filing. Second, Bright House is aware (and Verizon apparently agrees) that 

federal law requires that the parties continue to negotiate even after this petition is Ii led. ' I I 

Indeed, now that this petition has been filed, the Commission may order the parties to negotiate 

in the presence of, and with the assistance of, its Staff. Id. We welcome this opportunity and 

believe that such assistance might facilitate reaching agreement on certain issues. Third, our 

experience with Verizon under the cun-ent agreement - including both the dispute regarding 

Verizon 's retention marketing practices, and the dispute regarding charges for directory listings -

has shown that the current agreement is insufficiently protective of Bright House's legitimate 

rights, and in some instances, simply too unclear, to allow it to remain in effect any longer than 

absolutely necessary. In these circumstances, Bright House did not view extending the 

arbitration deadline to be a prudent or realistic option.42 

Considering the history outlined above, Bright House submits that the parties have met 

their obligation to negotiate in good faith. The matter is ripe for arbitration by the Commiss ion , 

... (n ote con ti n ued) 

39 Exhibit 10 (email dated October 26,2009 from W. Carnell (Verizon) to C. Savage (Bright House». 
The exception was Verizon 's willingness to paliicipate in a previollsl y unplanncd negotiation scssi on held 
on October 30. 
40 See id. 

See 47 U.S.c. § 2S2(b)(S) . As noted above, the parties already have a negotiation session scheduled 
for November I 1,2009. 

42 We thus, obviously, disagree with V crizon 's assessment that the two com pan ies "are currently 
operating just fine under our current rCA." Exhibit 10 (email from Verizon counsel to 13right House 
counsel) . In the last two years alone, Bright House has been compelled to spend very large sum s 011 

coul1se I and other fees to de fend against erroneous bills from Verizon claim i ng approximately 58 million 
in charges that Verizon asserted were consistent with the terms of our currcnt agreemcnt. Under an 
appropriately crafted interconnection agreement, these disputes should never have ari sen at all. "Vhile it 
is true that there are not, at this exact moment, any new disputes in litigation between Bright House and 
Verizon, the present negotiation arises directly from the most reccnt string of disputes undcr the current 
agreement. It is urgent that a new interconnection agreement be established as soon as possible. 
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subject, as noted above, to the parties' obligation to continue to negotiate while this matter is 

pending. 

VI. UNRESOLVED ISSUES AND THE POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES. 

As noted above, while Verizon's template agreement requires a large number of "word 

changes," there are actually only six significant " issues" on which the parties disagree . In order 

to assist the Commission and its Staff in their review of the matters to be resolved in this 

proceeding, we present the following : 

• 	 First, we provide a discussion below of the six high-level issues on which the parties 

disagree, along with a summary of both parties' positions. (Obviously, while Bright 

I-louse wi ll do its best to state its understanding of Vcrizon's position , Verizon's own 

response to this petition will more definitively state Verizon's views.) 

• 	 Second, Exhi bit 1 to this petition is a chart which "maps" each hi gh-l evel Issue to 

specific contractual provisions that bring that issue into play. for example , the contract 

must plainly state which of a party's activities are chargeable to the other pa11y and which 

are not. Verizon would defeat this requirement by (among other things) literally 

"incorporating by reference" the terms and conditions of all of its tariffs into the 

substantive obligations of the contract. Exhibit 1 notes the overall issue, and then 

references the specific contract provisions contract in which this issue is implicated (e .g , 

General Terms & Conditions, §§ 1.1 and 1.2; Pricing Attachment, §§ 1.2, 1.3). 

• 	 Third, Exhibit 2 to this petition is Bright I-louse 's DPL, which goes through the entire 

Verizon template, showing on a side-by-side basis, for each provision where Bright 

House is proposing a change, (a) Verizon 's original language; (b) Bri gh t House's 

proposed change; and (c) a brief explanation of why that change is justified . To the 

extent that Bright House and Verizon have been abJe to narrow or eliminate dispute 

regarding a matter during negotiations, this fact is noted in the DPL. 

• 	 Fourth, Exhibits 3-5 provide th ree different versions of the agreement for purposes of 

facilitating review of Bright House's proposed changes with Verizon's template 
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agreement. Exhibit 3 to this petition is a "clean" Bright House version of the agreement 

that incorporates Bright House's current proposed agreement, reflecting, to the best of 

our ability, the matters on which we have been able to narrow or eliminate ollr disputes 

with Verizon.
43 

Exhibit 4 is a marked up version of Verizon's template which shows in 

the "track changes" mode of Word, such that this version shows the difference between 

the "clean" Bright House version and the original template Corwarded by Veri:wn. 

Finally, Exhibit 5 is Verizon's original template agreement. 

We note that while in this petition we are presenting the issues as we see them, as \vell as 

our positions on them, this petition does not present all of the evidence and legal/regulatory 

analysis that supports our views. To the contrary, our effort here is to summarize the issues and 

the parties' positions in order to alert the Commission and its Staff to the scope and nature of this 

arbitration. In keeping with the Commission's practice in prior arbitrations, Bright I-louse 

expects to submit additional detailed evidence with respect to the open issues, as well as to 

submit legal briefing identifying in more detail the legal and regulatory authorities which SUppOl1 

its positions. 

With those caveats, our summary of the open issues follows: 

ISSUE NO.1: THE NEED FOR A DEFINITIVE CONTRACT. 

Statement of the Issue: 	 Should the contract clearly state each party's rights and duties, 
including when services are chargeable and on what terms? 
Should those rights and duties be clearly binding on the parties 
in the absence ofa material change in applicable law? 

Bright House's Position: 

The contract should clearly and unambiguously state each party's rights and duties. This 

is inherent in the federal requirement that the parties establish a "binding" agreement. See 47 

<1:1 With respect to a number of contract provisions, in negotiations, the parties appeared to have comc 
to a general agreement regarding how a particular matter should be handled, but were not yet ablc to 
agree on specific language. In those cases, our DPL and marked-up contract show our revised proposal, 
and the DPL indicates that the proposal reflects our attempt to capture the parties' "agreement in 
principle." Our hope and expectation is that by the time Verizon files its responsc to this petition, many 
of those specific contract provisions can be agreed upon. 
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U.S.c. § 2S2(a)(l). It is also the only result consistent with Congress's purpose, in establishing 

the interconnection agreement process, to make interconnection arrangements as close to 

commercially negotiated deals - as opposed to regulated, tariffed transactions - as possible. 

As a result, it is unjust and unreasonable (and thus legally impermissible) to incorporate 

the terms and conditions of Verizon's retail and wholesale tariffs into the agreement. 'lll Such 

incorporation of tariffs would make it impossible to ever know whether the terms of the contract 

itself were actually binding and controlling. Moreover, Verizon is permitted to modify its tariffs 

without our consent or approval, so incorporating tariffs by reference would mean that our 

contractual rights and duties could be changed unilaterally by Verizon. This is inconsistent with 

the legal requirement that an interconnection agreement be a binding contract, and woule! also 

make it impossible for us to plan and manage our business. Also, certain provisions appeal- to 

allow Verizon to cease performing its contractual obligations any time Verizon subjectively 

concludes that the contract terms are not themselves literally mandated by applicable law. This 

approach is unjust and unreasonable because one of the key functions of an interconnection 

agreement is to nail down the details of how the parties will interact, beyond the general 

obligations laid out in the law. 

Moreover, to ensure clarity about each party's operational duties, and to understand 

which functions are chargeable and which are not , the contract should include language that 

unambiguously states those duties, and that the only chargeable functions are those as to which 

the contract itself expressly calls for a charge. 

Finally, Verizon's template includes a variety of provisions that have the effect of 

allowing Verizon to choose not to perform what would otherwise appear to be its binding 

contractual duties. If there are functions identified in the contract that Verizon is not prepared to 

In re Petition by Global NAPS, Inc. jor arbitration pursuant to 47 US. C. 252(b) of interconnection 
rates, terms and conditions with Verizon Florida Inc., Final Order on Arbitralion, Docket No . 011666-TP; 
Order No. PSC-03-0805-FOF-TP, 2003 Fla. PUC LEXJS 428, (FL PSC July 9, 2003) al 43; Qwest v. 
Union Telephone, 495 F.3d 118 7, 1192 (10th Cir. 200 7) (holding that in light of the sections 251 and 252 
interconnection agreement processes, intra-MTA wireless traffic was subject to reciprocal compensalion 
under an FCC order irrespective of the content of any rural ILEC tariff); VerizOI1 North v. Strand, 367 
f.3d 577, 583-87 (6th Cir. 2004) (finding that the negotiation/arbilration process of sections 2 5 1 a nd 252 
may not be sidestepped by tariffs, and tariffs dealing with sllch topics are void). 
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perform during the contract's term (barring a relevant change in law), Verizon should identify 

those functions now, rather than waiting until Bright House attempts to obtain them . These 

provisions must be removed in order for the contract to truly be binding on both parties. 

Verizon's Position: 

Because many of the functions that Verizon is called upon to perform under the 

agreement are similar if not identical to functions for which Verizon has a tariff, ease of 

administration, as well as concerns regarding nondiscrimination, indicate tbat its tariffs and the 

agreement should be harmonized; the best way to do that is to incorporate tariffs by reference. 

Incorporating tariffs by reference also ensures that Vcri zon will be paid for functions ror 

which it incurs costs and has a tariffed charge in place, even if it is not clear from the contract 

language itself that such charges will be incurred. This is reasonable because Verizon should not 

be called upon to incur costs for the benefit of an interconnecting entity like Bright House 

without recovering those costs. 

Finally, the provisions that Bright House seeks to eliminate either (a) permit Vcrizon to 

negotiate with Bright House regarding the performance of functions that it has not previousl y 

been called upon to perform in Florida or (b) permit Verizon to cease providing functions that it 

turns out that applicable law does not require Verizon to perform. 

ISSUE NO.2: RECOGNIZING BRIGHT HOUSE'S ROLE AS A WHOLESALE 
PROVIDER OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES TO ITS CABLE AFFILIATE. 

Statement of the Issue: 	 Should the contract clearly recognize that Bright House is a 
provider of wholesale telephone services to its cable affiliate (lnd 
ensure that (iJ Bright House is not disadvantaged as compared to 
a retail-serving CLEC, or (iiJ its affiliate's voice customers are 
/lot disadvantaged as compared to direct customers ofa CLEC? 

BI"ight House's Position: 

The contract should expressly and clearly recognize that Bright I·louse is a wholesale 

provider of telephone exchange service, exchange access service, and other telecommunications 

services to its cable affiliate, and should ensure that neither Bright House nor its ultimate end 

users are in any way disadvantaged by virtue of this arrangement. As we noted above, the 

verdict of the market appears to be that only this business model actually delivers real 
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competitive alternatives for residential consumers. It is therefore critical that the terms and 

conditions of the contract recognize and accommodate this business model. In this regard, we 

note that the parties' retention marketing dispute and directory listing dispute, in whole or in 

part, arose because of Verizon's claim that Bright House's wholesale-provider approach meant 

that Verizon could violate otherwise plainly applicable rules or contractual provisions. 'I) This 

illustrates that it is critically important to deal with this issue clearly and directly in the parties ' 

interconnection agreement. 

Verizon's Position: 

Verizon owes vanous statutory duties to "telecommunications carriers" that seek (0 

interconnect with Verizon. Those statutory duties do not differ based on the business model of' 

the carrier seeking interconnection. Therefore, there is no need, and it would be inappropriate. 

to, in effect, modify or expand Verizon's interconnection duties to accommodate Bright HOLlse' s 

specific business plan. That may produce some disadvantages in Bright House's plan, but Bright 

House can take those disadvantages into accollllt when it decides how to proceed in the market. 

ISSUE NO.3: ESTABLISHING DIRECTORY LISTINGS FOR BRIGHT HOUSE'S END 
USERS. 

Statement of the Issue: 	 In light of the substantial benefits that Verizon ohtains FOI11 
having access to Bright House's listing in/ormation, should 
Verizon be permitted to charge Bright House when Bright House 
undertakes the effort to provide that information to Verizo/l: 1/ 
so, what should the charge be? 

Bright House's Position: 

Verizon benefits substantially from receiving Bright House's customer listings for 

Verizon's directories . First, those directories become more useful to Verizon' s customers when 

they include information about Bright House's business and residential end users that Vcrizon's 

customers may wish to contact. Second, Verizon can and does sell the listings in its directories 

to third-party providers of directory services. Thus, when Bright H.ouse provides Veri/,On with 

listing information, Bright House is actually giving Verizon a productive asset. Third, Florida 

~ 5 Retention Marketing Case at ~'1 3, 12, 17,37-41, upheld by Verizon California, Inc. v. FCC, 555 
r.3d 270, 275-76 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 
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regulations require Verizon to publish a directory with the names of all persons wishing to be 

listed who reside within Verizon's service territory.46 Bright House's provision oC listing 

information for its own customers permits Verizon to meet this regulatory obligation. Fourth, 

Bright House incurs costs in assembling the relevant listing information and providing il to 

Verizon, a function from which Verizon clearly benefits, and for which Bright I-foLlse receives no 

compensation from Verizon. IfVerizon can charge Bright House for processing Bright I-loLlse's 

listing information, then theoretically, Bright House should be permitted to charge Verizon for 

assembling it, and should receive an appropriate share of the revenues Verizon gets for selling 

listings to third parties. The better response is simply for there to be no charge in these 

circumstances. 

If some charge from Verizon is permissible, however, it should be very low. The process 

by which Bright House submits directory listings is entirely automated, with human intervenlion 

required only in the very rare cases where an LSR containing listing information "falls out" due 

to some error. We note that Verizon only charges $0.16 to process entirely electronic LSRs in 

California. The California PUC has explained that rates for such "fully-mechanized" order 

processing already takes into account any "fall-out" orders that require manual intervention. 47 In 

this proceeding, however, Verizon is proposing a much, much higher rate, both for an initial 

submission, and for a change or amendment to existing data. These proposed rales arc plainly 

too high and, in any event, take no account of the benefits that Verizon obtains by receiving the 

information, and the costs Bright House incurs in assembling and transmitting it, noted above. Tn 

these circumstances, if any charge from Verizon to Bright House were permissible - which, we 

suggest, it is not - then the highest reasonable rate for establishing or changing a directory listing 

would not exceed $0.42 (the rate for similar functions charged by another Florida ILEe). 

FL. ADMIN. CODE § 25-4.040. 

Rulemaking on the Commission's Own lvlotion to Govern Open Access to Bottleneck Services ond 
Establish A Framework for Network Architecture Development of Dominant Corrier Networks 
Investigation on the Commission's Own lv/otion into Open Access and Network Architecture Deve(opment 
of Dominant Carrier Networks, Decision 03-03-033; Rulemaking 93-04-003, Investigation 93-04-002. 
2003 Cal. PUC LEXIS 168 (Cal. PUC Mar. 13, 2003) at *91. 
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Vcrizon's Position: 

Bright House benefits from being able to offer its customers a listing in Verizon' s 

directory. Verizon incurs costs in processing Bright House's data to include its customers. 

There is, therefore, justification for Verizon to charge Bright House a cost-based rate for that 

activity. Verizon has conducted a cost study indicating that its proposed rates fo r an initial 

submission of directory listing information and for an amendment to an existing listing, and tbc 

Commission should establish those cost-based rates for this function. 48 

ISSUE NO.4: ESTABLISHING ROBUST, FLEXIBLE AND REASONABLY-PRICED 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR PHYSICAL INTERCONNECTION AND THE EXCHANGE 
OF TRAFFIC. 

Statement of the Issue: 	 Should the agreement permit Bright House to establisli JibeI' 
meet arrangements with Verizon where eacli party bears its OWII 

costs of such an arrangement? Should there be any sign(/icollt 
restrictions on the types of traffic to be exchanged over fiber or 
other interconnections? Should there be allY charges for 
trunking or related fill1ctions (e.g., multiplexing)? 

Bright House's Position: 

Given the large and growmg number of calls exchanged between the parties, Bright 

House should be permitted to use fiber meet point interconnection arrangements - the most 

efficient means of transporting and exchanging large amounts of traffic - wi th each party bearing 

its own costs to reach the meet point. Since both parties benefit from interconnection, there 

should be no artificial or arbitrary restrictions on the location of the meet points; each location 

should be negotiated in good faith, with the Commission available to resolve disputes if the 

parties cannot agree. Moreover, once a meet point is established, tllere should be no restrictions 

on the types of traffic that may be transmitted using those facilities. To the contrary, the FCC 

has long recognized that once an interconnection anangement is established, it is anticompetitive 

Bright House understands that as of the date of the filing of this petition, VeriZOIl views it s spcci lic 
proposed rates for these functions to be confidential. We are therefore omitting them from this petiti on. 
Assuming that the pal1ies cannot reach a settlement on this point, we expect that Verizon will explain its 
rate proposals in its response to this petition. 
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to require a competing carrier to establish duplicative physical arrangements to handle different 

services or different types of traffic .49 

When two carriers exchange large volumes of calls, they typically divide the call s into 

different groups based on, for example, the specific switch the calls are coming from or going to. 

This makes the process of exchanging calls more efficient, and in some cases even r~lcilit a te s 

proper billing. A specific traffic link running between two switchcs is known as a " trunk ." 

When carriers exchange a lot of traffic, as Verizon and Bright I-louse do, "trunk groups" - often 

very large - are established between different switches .50 

Every trunk necessarily has two ends - one at each of the switches being connected. As a 

result, in the context of interconnection to exchange traffic, there should be no charges to 

establi sh or maintain trunks or trunk groups, nor any related charges, such as multiplexing, in 

connection with the exchange of traffic between the pa11ies . Because every trunk has two end s, 

trunking costs are essentially symmetrical - that is, for any cost Verizon incurs on its network , 

Bright House incurs a corresponding cost on its own network. More fundamentally, both 

Verizon and Bright I-louse have hundreds of thousands of end users in the Tampa area, 

exchanging hundreds of millions of minutes of traffic in both directions 

Interconnection is essential to both parties to be able to serve their own customer 

circumstances there is no reason to permit either party to impose trunking charges . 

each 

base. 

month. 

In these 

Vcrizon's Position: 

Verizon may be required to incur some small costs to accommodatc a Ii bcl' meet 

arrangement, but those costs must be minimal, and the contract should so reflect. Moreover, the 

purpose of establishing a fiber meet, or other interconnection arrangement under the agreement, 

is to exchange local traffic. Other types of traffic, such as interstate access traffic, should not 

normally traverse local interconnection facilities . As to trunking charges , Verizon proposes to 

47 C.F.R. § 51 . 1 OO(b); Loca! Competition Order at ~ 995 . 

so Note that trunks are not the same as the physical/acilities used to carry traffic. raJ" example, a DS 1
level trunk group between two switches might be physically carried on copper facilities end-to-end , 0 11 

optical fiber facilities end-to-end; or on some combination of fiber and copper. In each case, it is still 
treated as " the same" trunk group between those switches . 
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charge a non-recurring charge to Bright House any time a trunk is established. Since 

interconnection trunks are established to benefit Bright House, this is an appropriate charge, even 

though Verizon is not willing to pay corresponding non-recurring charges from Bright House for 

establishing Bright House's end of an interconnection trunk. 

ISSUE NO.5: THE NEED FOR PROVISIONS GOVERNING CUSTOMER 

TRANSFERS. 

Statement of the Issue: 	 Should the contract contain a separate set of prOVlSlO/lS 
specifically laying out wltat procedures will be follolVed whelZ ([ 
customer is tramferred from one party to another? 

Bright House's Position: 

Yes. As noted above, when customers choose to switch to Bright House from Verizon, 

Verizon has a perverse incentive to slow down this competition by interfering with the s11100th 

and efficient transfer of the customers. It is therefore highly advisable to have a separate and 

identified portion of the contract that clearly "choreographs" what is to occur during this 

competitively sensitive time, and when it should occur. Our proposed "customer transfer 

procedures" attachment accomplishes that purpose. 

Verizon's Position: 

No. Verizon views customer transfer provisions to be administrative in nature. It may be 

appropriate to have a "side letter" dealing with these matters, but they should not be part of the 

actual interconnection agreement. 

ISSUE NO.6: FAIR AND SYMMETRICAL BUSINESS TERMS. 

Statement of the Issue: 	 Should the contract contain provisions that impose substantial 
burdens 011 Bright House that are not imposed 011 Verizol1, or 
that give Verizon special rights that Bright House does /lot 
receive? 

Bright House's Position: 

No. Bright House is a large, growing, and stable competitor. It is inappropriate for the 

agreement to impose burdens on Bright House, or to gi ve protections to V crizon, that are not 
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symmetrical. We understand that in the past Verizon may have had to deal with somc 

undercapitalized CLECs, including some resellers, who may have exposed Veri zon to certain 

business risks . The language of the agreement can be crafted so that if Bright House were to Cal l 

into an economic or operational state in which Verizon's concerns might reasonably arise, 

appropriate protections would apply. However, given that Verizon and Bright House are each 

facilities-based competitors , and that each sends very substantial amounts of traffic to the other 

for termination, as between these two parties Verizon faces no more significant risk s oC 

nonperformance, network damage, etc., than does Bright House. Provisions of this sort should 

either be eliminated or made symmetrical. 

Vcrizon's Position: 

Yes. Even if Bright House is correct that Bright House itself is a large, stable and 

responsible competitor, any contract Verizon enters into is subject to adoption by essentially any 

requesting telecommunications carrier under the terms of 47 U.S.c. § 252(i). As C1 I'esult, it 

would be imprudent of Verizon to agree to, and inappropriate for the Commission to impose. 

contract language that does not protect Verizon from, in effect, the most irresponsible and 

unstable competitor imaginable. Otherwise, such a competitor could adopt the resulting 

agreement and unreasonably subject Verizon to the risks that these provisions are intended to 

protect against. 

ISSUE NO.7: MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 

Bright House's Position: 

In a variety of individual provisions, Verizon is attempting either to avoid its own 

obligations under applicable lay" or to impose extra obligations on Bright House. For example, 

the FCC has clearly ruled that state Commissions may not impose on CLECs sLlch as Bright 

House those duties that are identified in the law (mainly, Section 251(c)) as applying solely to 

ILECs. Yet Verizon proposes to include in the contract provisions that would oblige Bright 

House to negotiate regarding the provision of unbundled elements of its own network to Verizon, 

subject to binding dispute resolution before this Commission if Bright House chooses no t to 

provide such elements, even though the obligation of network unbundling plainly rests with 

ILECs alone. The Commission should reject these proposals. 
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Verizon.s Position: 

Unknovm. Verizon will explain its position on this issue in its response to this petition. 

VII. CONCLUSION. 

Bright House requests that the Commission arbitrate the unresolved issues described 

above and in the attached DPL, and resolve each issue in Bright House's favor. Bright House 

also requests that the Commission find that Bright House's proposed contract language, as set 

out in Bright House's proposed contract and its DPL, is reasonable and consistent \vith the law. 

Accordingly, Bright House requests that the Commission approve Bright I-louse 's proposed 

contract language, and grant such other and fl1l1her relief as the Commission deems appropriate. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Christopher W. Savage Beth Keating 
Daniel le Frappier Akerman Senterfitt 
Davis \\fright Tremaine, LLP 106 East College Ave., Suite 1200 
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Tallahassee, FI 32301 
Suite 200 Tel: 850-521-8002 
Washington, D.C. 20006 Fax: 850-222-0103 
Tel: 202-973-4200 beth.keating@akerman.com 
Fax: 202-973-4499 
chrissavage@dwt.com 
daniellefrappier@dwt.com 

Attorneys for: 
Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC 

November 3, 2009 
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BRIGHT HOUSE  VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 
f---~~~ 

ISSUE No. ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

1. The contract must definitively state the parties' 
obligations in a manner not subject to unilateral 
avoidance or change; identify which functions are 
chargeable, and what any charges are. 

General Terms and Conditions: 


General Terms § 1.1 (tariffs not part of ICA) 


General Terms § 1.2 (tariffs don't apply to services ordered under ICA) 


General Terms § 2.1 (term of ICA should be substantial to create stability and enable planning) 


General Terms § 2.3 (orderly termination procedures; avoid any "gap" in ICA coverage) 


General Terms § 2.4 (tariffs not part of ICA) 


General Terms § 2.5 (ICA cannot be terminated in advance of initial term absent material breach or abandonment) 


General Terms § 4.6 (require that law change before ICA is affected) 


General Terms § 4.6.1 (role of tariffs if applicable law changes) 


General Terms § 4.7 (require that law change before ICA is affected; role of tariffs) 


General Terms § 9.5 (establish one-year contractual "statute of limitations" regarding both disputes and back-billing) 


General Terms § 10 (passim) (change terminology to refer to "Recipient Party" to accommodate change in Glossary § 

2.99, below) 

General Terms § 12 (ICA must clearly choreograph procedures, including suspensions and terminations of service, in 
cases of alleged default) 

General Terms § 16 (change terminology to refer to "obtaining" services rather than "purchasing" services; see Glossary 
§ 2.99, below) 

General Terms § 18 (eliminate language implying that Verizon not strictly bound by commitments in ICA) 

General Terms § 19 (change terminology to reflect that tariffs are not part of ICA) 

General Terms § 23 (change terminology to reflect that tariffs are not part of ICA) 

General Terms § 37.1 (change terminology to reflect clear definition of "Change in Applicable Law;" see Glossary § 2.20) 

General Terms § 37.2 (eliminate Verizon claim to have advised Bright House that certain ICA terms (and, by implication, 
not others) are "intended to reflect Applicable Law) 


General Terms § 41 (passim) (change terminology to refer to "Receiving Party" rather than "Purchasing Party;" see 

Glossary § 2.99, below) 

General Terms § 41.1 (remove reference to tariffs) 

General Terms § 43.2 (Verizon can't walk away from contract obligations by selling territory; must assign duties to any 
purchaser)

I General Terms § 47 (change terminology to refer to "obtaining" service rather than "purchasing" services; see Glossary 
§ 2.99, below) 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

AGREEMENT PROVISIONSISSUE No. ISSUE 

1. The contract must definitively state the parties' General Terms § 50 (eliminate Verizon language purporting to allow it to withdraw seNices at will if not lite ally required 
obligations in a manner not subject to unilateral by Applicable Law) 
avoidance or change; identify which functions are 
chargeable, and what any charges are. 

General Terms § 51 (clarify that the only monetary charges are those specifically stated; clarify that if no cl 
seNice provided at no monetary charge; clarify that placing an "order" does not imply the "ordered" fur 

arge stated, 
ction is 

chargeable; clarify that Verizon's standard 'Pricing Attachment" functions as a reference list of prices <nd does not 
independently create any payment obligations) 

Glossary: 


Glossary § 2.20 (define "Change in Applicable Law" to require change in law after Effective Date) 


Glossary § 2.92 (clarify definition of "Order" to ensure that references to a party "ordering" something from he other 

party are not construed to imply the establishment of a payment obligation) 

Glossary § 2.99 (change the term 'Purchasing Party" to "Receiving Party" to avoid erroneous implication It ,at any receipt 
of a "SeNice" (which is broadly defined) by a party entails a payment obligation) 

Glossary § 2.109 (modify definition of "SeNice" to ensure that it encompasses contract performance actua 'Y provided to 
the other party, whether or not such performance is formally"offered") 

Glossary § 2.116 (clarify definition of "Tariff" to eliminate notion that a tariff might be "applicable" to perforn ance under 
the ICA) 

Additional Services Attachment: 

Additional SeNices § 4.2 (ensure no charges when customers are not included in directory databases) 

Additional SeNices § 4.3 (ensure directory listings are free) 

Additional SeNices § 8.2.3 (ensure that Verizon cannot impose payment obligations on Bright House by UI ilaterally 
amending its 'Change Management Guidelines") 

Additional Services § 13 (eliminate language implying that Verizon not strictly bound by commitments in Ie A) 

Interconnection Attachment: 

Interconnection § 2.3.2 (administration of trunk groups; elimination of Verizon right to charge) 

Interconnection § 2.4.10 (administration of trunk groups; elimination of "ordering" language) 

Interconnection § 3.1.4 (delete unneeded restrictions on use of fiber meets; clarify cost responsibility for fit ermeet 
arrangements) 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. 

1. 

L-

ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

The contract must definitively state the parties' Interconnection § 5.2.2 (rephrase to avoid implication that establishment of trunks is a chargeable event) 

obligations In a manner not subject to unilateral Interconnection § 6.1.1 (ensure that tariffed rates do not apply to traffic exchanged under ICA unless specified) 

~~~~:~~~e~~~~':~:i !~~n~~r;:!c:r~~nctions are Interconnection § 6.2 (clarity in pricing of traffic, including ISP-bound traffic) 

Interconnection § 7.1 (clarity in application of rates for transport and termination) 

Interconnection § 7.2 (clarity in application of reciprocal compensation rates versus access rates) 

Interconnection § 7.2.1 (clarity in application of reciprocal compensation versus access) 

Interconnection § 7.2.8 (clarity in application of reciprocal compensation) 

Interconnection § 8.1 (clarity in application of reciprocal compensation) 

Interconnection § 8.2 (elimination of references to tariffs and extension of tariffs to reciprocal compensation traffic) 

Interconnection § 8.4 (establish rule that traffic types with no specified rate are exchanged at bill and keep; eliminates 
disputes regarding pricing) 

Interconnection § 9.2.5 (new) (clarify that there is no inter-party charging in meet point billing Situation) 

Interconnection § 10.6 (clarify that charges in meet point billing situation are to IXC, not each other) 

Interconnection § 12.5 (clarify charging in cases where we send Verizon transit traffic) 

Interconnection § 13.2 (ensure no charges for loading each other's NXX codes) 

Interconnection § 16 (eliminate language implying that Verizon not strictly bound by commitments in ICA) 

Resale Attachment: 

Resale § 1 (remove reference to "applicable tariffs") 

Resale § 2.2.4 (eliminate language suggesting that a vague group of Verizon restrictions on resale are permissible) 

Resale § 7 (eliminate language implying that Verizon not strictly bound by commitments in ICA) 

UNE Attachment: 

UNEs § 1.1 (ensure tariffs don't govern UNE rates; no "applicable tariffs" under ICA) 

UNEs § 1.4 (eliminate Verizon language suggesting that it isn't obliged to provide the UNEs it offers in ICA) 

UNEs IS 1.5 (ensure tariffs don't apply to "customer not ready" situations; Verizon may include applicable charge in 
appendix) 

UNEs § 9.8.1 (ensure no charges for disconnecting Verizon network from NID) 

UNEs § 9.8.2 (ensure no charges for disconnecting Verizon network from NID) 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. AGREEMENT PROVISIONS ISSUE 

1. The contract must definitively state the parties' UNEs § 19 (eliminate language implying that Verizon not strictly bound by commitments in ICA) 
obligations in a manner not subject to unilateral 
avoidance or change; identify which functions are 

Collocation Attachment: chargeable, and what any charges are. 
Collocation Attachment (passim) (entire section needs to be fleshed out rather than simply cross-referencing 

911 Attachment: 

911 Attachment, § 5 (eliminate language implying that Verizon not strictly bound by commitments in ICA) 


Pricing Attachment: 

Pricing § 1.2 (eliminate ambiguity regarding application oftariffs versus ICA rates) 


Pricing § 1.3 (eliminate importation of tariff rates to ICA) 


Pricing § 1.4 (ensure that no charges apply unless specifically stated in ICA) 


Pricing § 1.5 (confirm that prices are not affected by tariff changes; eliminate automatic updates due to regulatory 


Pricing § 1.6 (delete now-unnecessary material) 


Pricing § 1.7 (eliminate effort to have "FCC or Commission approved charges" apply automatically) 


2. The contract must recognize and accommodate Glossary: 

Bright House's status as a wholesale provider. 
 Glossary § 2.30 (clarify that definition of "Customer" includes indirect/downstream "customers ," including VolP end 

of Bright House's cable affiliate) 

Glossary § 2.35 (clarify that "Oesignated PSAP" is based on the physical location of the "End User," including 
downstream/indirect customers and, specifically, end uses of Bright House's cable affiliate) 

Glossary § 2.46 (add definition of "End User" to refer to both direct customers and indirect/downstream "'"~tnmpr~ 
including VolP end users of Bright House's cable affiliate, but not entities acting as carriers) 

Glossary § 2.87 (clarify definition of "911/E911 Calls" to ensure that 911 calls from end users of Bright House's 
affiliate are covered) 

Glossary § 2.133 (add definition of "VoIP" to clarify that end users 
a party are treated the same as direct telephone exchange service 

Additional Services: 

Additional Services § 4.2 (clarify that Bright House end users (which includes end users of cable 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERlZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

2. The contract must recognize and accommodate 
Bright House's status as a wholesale provider. 

whether to be included in directories/databases; that directory distribution shall be nondiscriminatory; and that there 
are no charges either from Bright House for supplying listing information or from Verizon for processing and 
including it) 

Additional Services § 4.3 (clarify that establishing and maintaining basic listings for Bright House end users (which 
includes end users of cable affiliate) is at no charge. but that tariffed rates apply for special listing treatment) 

Interconnection Attachment: 

Interconnection § 9.1 (clarify reference to cable affiliates' end users) 

Interconnection § 15.2.1 (clarify LNP-related rights of cable affiliate's End Users) 

Interconnection § 15.3 (clarifying language to ensure that cable affiliate's end users are not disadvantaged in whole-NXX 
porting scenario) 

UNE Attachment: 

UNEs § 7.1 (Bright House's cable affiliate has access to Verizon NlDs/house wire on Bright House's behalf) 

UNEs § 9.8.1 (Bright House's cable affiliate may access NIDs on Bright House's behalf) 

911 Attachment: 

911 Attachment §§ 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.3.1,2.3.2,2.4, 3.1 (conform use of now-defined term "End User" to ensure that cable 
affiliate's end users receive proper 911 service) 

The contract must provide specific resolution of 
directory listing arrangements. 

Additional Services Attachment: 

Additional Services § 4 (clarify that Verizon must provide directory listing functions on just, reasonable and 
nondiscriminatory terms as provided by law) 

Additional Services § 4.2 (clarify that Bright House end users choose whether to be included in directories/databases; 
that directory distribution shall be nondiscriminatory; and that there are no charges either from Bright House for 
supplying listing information or from Verizon for processing and including it) 

Additional Services § 4.3 (clarify that establishing and maintaining basic listings for Bright House end users is at no 
charge, but that tariffed rates apply for "npri,,[ li"tinn f",,,fmi>n!\ 

Additional Services § 4.11 (if 
facilitate Bright House's 

services not provided for in ICA, Verizon will reasonably 
party directory publishing company) 
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ISSUE 

4. The contract must provide for robust, flexible, 
reasonably priced interconnection rights. 

Verizon-Bright House Florida 
Mapping Chart: Issues + Contract Sections 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

Glossary: 

Glossary § 2.50 (clarify the term "Exchange Access" to distinguish between meet-point-billing traffic (access billed to 


IXCs) and toll traffic provided by a party (access billed to party» 

Glossary § 2.60 (clarify definition of "Information Access" to conform with applicable law) 

Glossary § 2.63 (clarify definition of "Internet Traffic for application of mirroring rule and transport charges) 

Glossary § 2.79 (clarify definition of "Measured Internet Traffic" to comply with applicable law for application of mirroring 
rule and transport charges) 

Glossary § 2.B2 (add definition of "Meet Point Billing Traffic." to clarify that for such traffic access charges apply to IXC, 
not to parties) 

Glossary § 2.106 (modify definition of "Reciprocal Compensation Traffic' to rellecl applicable law, including FCC's latest 
ruling from November 200B) 

Glossary § 2.123 (clarify definition of "Toll Traffic" to tie to appropriate statutory terminology and to distinguish toll 
services provided to end users by a party (which may result in the parties charging each other access charges) and 
such services provided by third party IXCs (which will result in access charges to the IXCs but no inter-party 
charging) 

Glossary § 2.126 (clarify definition of "Traffic Factor 2" to refiect updates to definitions of "Measured Internet Traffic" and 
"Reciprocal Compensation Traffic") 

Interconnection Attachment: 

Interconnection § 2.1.1 (clarify means by which a party may establtsh facilities to bring traffic to a POI; clarify that 


Verizon is obliged to provide such facilities to Bright House at TELRIC rates) 

Interconnection § 2.1.2 (provide for SIP-format interconnection) 

Interconnection § 2.2 (clarify in heading of section that it deals with trunk administration) 

Interconnection § 2.2.1.1 (conforming change per § 2.2.1.4 to remove inbound transit traffic from general Interconnection 
Trunks, to facilitate billing of transit traffic) 

Interconnection § 2.2.1.2 (clarify that access toll connecting trunks may carry meet point billing traffic where either party 
provides 

Interconnection § 2.2.1.4 (require separate trunks for inbound transit traffic, to facilitate billing of such traffic) 

that parties negotiate establishment of separate trunk groups to facilitate billing, upon 



-------------

BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

4. The contract must provide for robust, flexible, Interconnection § 2.2.4 that trunks between either if Bright 
reasonably priced Interconnection rights. House sends traffiC to offices subtending the the tandem send 

traffic to Bright House) 

Interconnection § 2.2.5 (no need to establish direct end office trunks unless tandem-routed traffic exceeds designated 
thresholds for three consecutille months) 

Interconnection § 2.2.7 (clarify which party has administratille responsibility for trunks) 

Interconnection § 2.2.8 (reasonable forecasting obligation keyed to large amount of traffic exchanged in both directions) 

Interconnection § 2.2.9 (clarify that use of industry-standard ASR to "order" trunks does not imply any payment 
obligation. since trunks halle two symmetrical ends and transport obligations are reCiprocal) 

Interconnection § 2.3.1 (delete language; conforming change in light of addition of material in § 2.1.1) 

Interconnection § 2.3.2 (clarify administration of trunks. eliminate right to charge for unused trunks; simple disconnection 
sufficient) 

Interconnection § 2.3.3 (delete language; conforming change in light of addition of material in § 2.1.1) 

Interconnection § 2.4.1 (delete language; conforming change in tight of addition of material in § 2.1.1) 

Interconnection § 2.4.2 (delete language; conforming change in light of addition of material in § 2.1.1) 

Interconnection § 2.4.4 (delete language; conforming change in light of addition of § 2.2.8) 

Interconnection § 2.4.6 (interconnection can occur at higher than OS1 or OS3levels) 

Interconnection § 2.4.10 (clarify administration of trunks) 

Interconnection § 2.4.11 (trunk augmentation to Verizon tandem to occur within commercially reasonable time of 
identification of congestion) 

Interconnection § 2.4.12 (eliminate right to charge for unused trunks; simple disconnection suffident) 

Interconnection § 3.1.1 (clarify BHN right to establish fiber meets and clear dispute resolution if need be) 

Interconnection § 3.1.2 (loosen unreasonable and arbitrary restrictions on where fiber meets may be established) 

Interconnection § 3.1.3 (any traffic may flow oller a fiber meet arrangement) 

Interconnection § 3.1.4 (clarify that each party bears its own costs in a fiber meet arrangement) 

Interconnection § 3.1.5 (conforming change regarding forecasting usage oller fiber meets, in light of § 2.2.8's mutual 
forecasting obligations) 

Interconnection § 3.2 (passim) (prollisions regarding good faith negotiation to establish SIP-format interconnection) 

Interconnection § 4.1 (clarify that prollision of either telephone exchange service or exchange access warrants 
interconnection. to conform to applicable law) 

Verizon-Bright House Florida 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. ISSUE 

4. 
 The contract must provide for robust, flexible, 

reasonably priced interconnection rights. 


AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

Interconnection § 4.2 (conforming change reflecting availability of fiber meets) 

Interconnection § 5 (modify heading to reflect broader scope of traffic to be exchanged) 

Interconnection § 5.2.1 (conforming change to reflect potential higher-data-rate interconnections, per § 2.4.6) 

Interconnection § 5.2.4 (conforming change; move discussion of signaling to § 5.4) 

Interconnection § 5.4 (confirm that parties will use SS7 signaling; confirm that parties will use JIP parameter) 

proper application of mirroring rule and transport charges given agreement to exchange 

interconnection § 6.5 (treat FX and VlFX traffic as de minimis and therefore not requiring special treatment) 

Interconnection § 7.1 (ensure proper application of mirroring rule and transport and termination charges given 
agreement to exchange traffic at $0.0007) 

Interconnection § 7.2 (clarify application of reciprocal compensation to all appropriate traffic, mirroring rule, and transport 
charges) 


Interconnection § 7.2.1 (clarify limitation on reciprocal compensation) 


Interconnection § 7.2.2 (delete; clarifies application of mirroring rule and transport charges) 


Interconnection § 7.2.9 (conforming change in light of change to § 6.5) 


Interconnection § 7.3 (delete; moot in light of agreement on $0.0007 rate) 


Interconnection § 8.1 (clarify application of recent FCC rulings regarding scope of reciprocal compensation) 


Interconnection § 8.2 (delete; language confuses application of reciprocal compensation and access rates under ICA, in 
part by reference to tariffs) 

Interconnection § 8.4 (establish rule that traffic types with no specified rate are exchanged at bill and keep; eliminates 
disputes regarding pricing) 

Interconnection § 8.5 (delete; language subject to interpretation and ambiguity) 

Interconnection § 9.2.1 (clarify language regarding Bright House switch subtending Verizon tandem for purposes of meet 
point billing to (XCs who do not directly connect to Bright House) 

Interconnection § 12.4 (delete unworkable provision regarding transit traffic) 

Interconnection § 12.5 (delete language purporting to allow Verizon to charge Bright House whatever charges a third 
party carrier might impose of Verizon for transit traffic originating with 

Interconnection § 14.2.2 (delete language re: forecasting; unnecessary in light of new § 2.2.8) 

Interconnection § 16 (Bright House Version) (oblige Verizon to provide reasonable assistance to Bright House in 
establishing direct connections with Verizon affiliates) 

Verizon-Bright House Florida 
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BRIGHT HOUSE- VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

4. The contract must provide for robust, flexible, 
reasonably priced interconnection rights. Fiber Meet Exhibit: 

Fiber Meet § 2.1 (remove unnecessary/unreasonable restriction on location of fiber meets) 

Fiber Meet §§ 2.2 & 2.3 (clarify that each party bears its own costs of constructing to the fiber meet) 

Fiber Meet § 8.3 (clarify that if a party causes the other party to bear costs due to a move in the location of the fiber 
meet, the party causing the costs only pays the costs attributable to the move) 

5. The contract must provide clear provisions for 
handling transfers of customers from one carrier to 
the other. 

Interconnection Attachment: 

Interconnection § 15.2 (clarify obligations regarding porting intervals, no charge for porting, classification of ports as 
simple or complex) 

Interconnection § 15.2.4 (clarify procedures regarding retaining 10-digit trigger to accommodate possible missed ports) 

Interconnection § 15.2.5 (require coordinated ports, at no charge, for customers with 12 or more lines) 

Transfer Attachment: 

Transfer Attachment (passim) (provide clear procedures for customer transfers) 

UNE Attachment: 

UNEs § 9.8.1 (confirm that Bright House or its cable affiliate may access NIDs without charge and without prior notice) 

UNEs § 9.8.2 (confirm that Bright House or its cable affiliate may access NIDs without charge and without prior notice) 

911 Attachment: 

911 Attachment § 2.3.5 (require that parties comply with NANC guidelines regarding unlocking E911 records after 
transfer of customer) 

I 

6. 

I 

The contract must contain fair and symmetrical 
business terms. 

General Terms and Conditions: 

General Terms § 4.7 (allow "commercially reasonable" time to wind down provision of services being terminate due to 
change in law) 

General Terms § 5 (permit routine assignments in connection with corporate reorganizations/refinancings) 

General Terms § 6 (eliminate Verizon's unilateral ability to demand "assurance of payment") 

General Tenms § 7.2 (clarify that audits may involve specialized professionals other than CPAs; orderly scheduling of 
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BRIGHT HOUSE  VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

6. The contract must contain fair and symmetrical 
business terms. 

audits except in exigent circumstances) 

General Terms § 9.2 (party being billed must always have 30 days from receipl of bill 10 pay il) 

General Terms § 9.3 (explanation of a billing dispute must be in "commercially reasonable" detail) 

General Terms, § 10.1.6 (specifically include information in Bright House-submitted LSRs to Verizon as confidential 
information) 

General Terms, § 10.2.1 (prohibit Verizon's retail/sales operations from using Bright House confidential information) 

General Terms, § 10.7 (add specific references to subsections of 47 U.S.C. § 222, and refer to "carrier" confidential 
information, not just CPNI) 

General Terms § 12 (ICA must clearly choreograph procedures, including suspensions and terminations of service, in 
cases of alleged default) 

General Terms § 13 (passim) (procedures for handling a Party discontinuing service) 

General Terms § 14.1 (initiation of a dispute must contain "commercially reasonable" level of detail) 

General Terms § 16 (Verizon requests for "extra" forecasts must be reasonable; forecasts nonbinding) 

General Terms § 17 (provision barring party from responsibility for fraud perpetrated by that party's end users should be 
mutual) 

General Terms § 21 (passim) (make insurance obligations mutual) 

General Terms § 25.5.6 (exclude a party's gross negligence and intentional misconduct from limitations of liability) 

General Terms § 26.3.1 (require a "substantial" interference with/impairment of customer service before a party may 
disconnect the other party's service without prior notice) 

General Terms § 26.4 (use industry-standard procedures, not Verizon's procedures, for isolating troubles) 

General Terms § 30 (all ordering by either party from the other should be via automated ass, not manual) 

General Terms § 41.6 (characterize degree of cooperation required when other party being audited as "reasonable") 

General Terms § 42 (make obligation to deal with each other's technology upgrades mutual) 

General Terms § 46 (any costs imposed on Bright House as a result of exercising rights under 47 U.S.C. § 252(i) shall 
be as required by applicable law) 

Glossary: 

Glossary § 2.82 (add definition of "meet pOint billing" clarifying that either party may provide tandem functions) 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRAnON: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

6. The contract must contain fair and symmetrical Additional Services Attachment: 
business terms. Additional Services § 4.5 (specificaUy include directory-related information as confidential information, until it becomes 

public) 

Additional Services § 8.1.1 (oblige Verizon to provide electronic OSS ordering for any service provided under the ICA) 

Additional Services § 8.1.4 (ensure that Bright House's information does not inadvertently become "Verizon OSS" 
information) 

Additional Services § 8.2.1 (oblige Verizon to provide electronic OSS ordering for any service provided under the ICA) 

Additional Services § 8.2.3 (require Verizon to provide commercial reasonable advance notice of OSS changes) 

Additional Services § 8.4.2 (delete restriction on use of Verizon OSS that is not consistent with applicable law) 

Additional Services § 8.4.5 (limit BHN obligation to comply to commercially reasonable practices and procedures) 

Additional Services § 8.5.2 (ensure that Bright House's information does not become "Verizon OSS" information) 

Additional Services § 8.6.1 (clarify that general dispute resolution provisions apply to assertions that Bright House has 
materially breached terms of use of OSS) 

Additional Services § 8.7 (expand scope of reference to 47 U.S.C. § 222 to include carrier confidential information) 

Additional Services § 8.8.1 (clarify that any Bright House forecasts of OSS use are non-binding) 

Additional Services § 8.8.2 (clarify that any limitations Verizon imposes on volume of use of OSS are commercially 
reasonable) 

Additional Services, § 8.9 (confirm status of Bright House's ordering information as confidential) 

Additional Services § 8.11 (delete vague provision regarding Verizon's right to cancel orders which Verizon itself allows 
to languish) 

Additional Services § 12 (add provision obliging parties to negotiate reasonable means to clear PIC freezes) 

Interconnection Attachment: 

Interconnection § 2.2.1.2 (ensure that in meet point billing Situation, either party may provide tandem functions) 


Interconnection § 2.4.13 (delete provision exempting Verizon from being subject to performance standards regarding 

trunks) 

Interconnection § 7.3 (ensure that reciprocal compensation rates are the same in both directions) 

Interconnection § 9.2.2 (modify language to accommodate mutuality of meet point billing arrangements) 
Interconnection § 9.2.3 (modify language to "t"f'n",rnnrl",,,, "",t! ,,,J;t,, nf "'''AI nnjnl hillin" """n"A",<>nl<:\ 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-lEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. ISSUE 

6. I The contract must contain fair and symmetrical 
business terms. 

7. Miscellaneous problems with Verizon's template 
must be corrected. 

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

functionality in meet point billing arrangements) 


Interconnection § 12.4 (no need for traffic exchange deal with any carrier to which we send traffic via VZN tandem) 


Interconnection § 12.5 (eliminate automatic liability for any charges from 3rd party at far end of transit service) 


Interconnection § 14.2.1 (make traffic forecasting obligations mutual) 


, Resale Attachment: 
Resale §4.1 (ensure that Bright House retains right to object to invalid bills from Verizon in connection with resold 

services) 

UNE Attachment: 

UNEs § 1.3 (ensure that Bright House can use UNEs to the full extent permitted by applicable law) 


911 Attachment: 
911 Attachment § 1.2.3 (ensure that Bright House has electronic and free access to MSAG to ensure that its end users 

are properly listed for purposes of receiving 911 services) 

Preface: 

Preface (ICA should stand alone, not be an amendment/restatement of earlier ICA) 


General Terms and Conditions: 
General Terms § 1.3 (ICA should stand alone, not be an amendment/restatement of earlier ICA) 

General Terms § 8.3 (Bright House already is a CLEC) 

General Terms § 20.3 (clarify role of ban on impleader) 

General Terms § 29.1.2 (clarify mere first class mailing is not sufficient for notice) 

General Terms § 29.1.4 (parties should send email versions of all notices) 

General Terms § 33 (ICA should stand alone, not be an amendment/restatement of earlier ICA) 

Glossary: 

Glossary § 1.2 (meanings may be found in FCC regulations as well as Communications Act itself: terms with specialized 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 
~~r-~ 

ISSUE No. ISSUE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

7. Miscellaneous proble
must be corrected. 

ms with Verizon's template meanings in the industry shall be given such meanings) 

Glossary § 2.2 (delete term not used in ICA) 

Glossary § 2.7 (clarify definition of "Ancillary Traffic" to include traffic with special routing requirements) 

Glossary § 2.9 (clarify that "Applicable Law" includes FCC rulings, not just formal regulations) 

Glossary § 2.13 (clarify that "Business Day" is Monday-Friday except federal holidays (rather than Verizon-observed 
holidays) 

Glossary § 2.19 (clarify that "Central Office" includes both traditional Central Offices as well as facilities or locations 
performing similar functions) 

Glossary § 2.22 (in definition of "CLEC," clarify that Bright House is a CLEC) 

Glossary § 2.25 (confirm that "Commission" means Florida Public Service Commission) 

Glossary § 2.29 (in definition of "Cross Connect: clarify that it may connect either CLEC+--+ILEC or CLEC+--+CLEC) 

Glossary § 2.34 (clarify definition of "Default PSAP" in terms of inability to perform selective routing) 

Glossary § 2.45 (clarify that "End Office" includes both traditional End Offices as well as equipment performing similar 
functions) 

Glossary § 2.51 (clarify that "FCC Regulations" inCludes FCC rulings/orders, because FCC often establishes substantive 
obligations in such orders without including them in formal "rules") 

, Glossary § 2.74 (clarify definition of "Line Side" to reflect that an "End Office" includes both traditional End Offices as 
I well as equipment perfonning similar functions) 

Glossary § 2.76 (clarify definition ofLSR to reflect that the fonn is used for porting and directory listings as well as 
resale, UNEs, etc.) 

Glossary § 2.78 (clarify definition of "Main Distribu1ion Frame" to reflect the variety of equipment that might be present in 
a collocation arrangement) 

Glossary § 2.86 (clarify definition of "NIO" to reflect that Bright House may also deploy NIDs to serve customers) 

Glossary § 2.90 (clarify definition of "NPA" (area code) to reflect existence of non-geographic/nomadic services) 

Glossary § 2.95 (shorten definition of "POI" to avoid duplication of material covered in Interconnection Attachment) 

Glossary § 2.97 (clarify definition of fiber-related term "Primary Reference Source' to avoid confusion with UNEs) 

Glossary § 2.102 (modify definition of "Rate Center Area" to reflect existence of non-geographic/nomadic services) 

Glossary § 2.105 (conforming change to definition of "Reciprocal Compensation" to reflect change to definition of "FCC 
Regulations") 
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BRIGHT HOUSE - VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH-LEVEL ISSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. 

I 7. 

Dispute Resolution provisions of General Terms) 

UNEs § 14 (passim) (clarify that Bright House has no obligation to provide UNEs) 

I ISSUE 

Miscellaneous problems with Verizon's template 
must be corrected. 

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

Additional Services Attachment: 
Additional Services § 4.7 (clarify that indemnification process and provisions laid out in General Terms § 20 applies to 

indemnification relating to directory listings) 

Additional Services § 4.8 (clarify that limitation of liability rules and exceptions laid out in General Terms § 25 apply to 
limitations of liability in connection with directory listings) 

Additional Services § 6 (clarify that neither party is obliged to provide referral services under the ICA) 

Additional Services § 8.9.2 (clarify that Verizon already uses Bright House's ass for ordering, under separate contract) 

Additional Services § 9.1 (clarify that Verizon and Bright House already have pole attachment agreement) 

Additional Services § 9.2 (delete provision regarding Bright House providing pole/conduit access to Verizon, not called 
for by applicable taw) 

Interconnection Attachment: 
Interconnection § 1 (interconnection at any technically feasible point is ILEC-only obligation) 

Interconnection § 6.3 (conform audit provisions regarding traffic exchange to General Terms) 

Interconnection §§ 7.2.3 - 7.2.8 (conforming changes to reflect new introductory language to § 7.2) 

Interconnection §§ 13.2 -13.4 (modify language to reflect allocation of numbering resources in 1000s blocks) 

Interconnection § 15.2.7 (clarify language regarding what NXXs are exempt from porting requirements) 

Interconnection § 15.4 (conforming change to reflect modified definition of "FCC Regulations") 

. Resale Attachment: 
I Resale § 2.2.6 (conform audit provisions regarding resale to General Terms) 

. Resale § 4.2 (conform use of the now-defined term "End User" in context of Verizon resale customers) 

UNE Attachment: 
UNEs § 7.1.1 (clarify Verizon'$ obligation to provide access to house/riser cable whenever it controls such cable) 

UNEs § 7.1.1.1.3 (clarify that disputes regarding Verizon refusing to allow connection to house/riser cable referred to 
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BRIGHT HOUSE  VERIZON ARBITRATION: CHART MAPPING HIGH·LEVEllsSUES TO SPECIFIC CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

ISSUE No. 

7. 

ISSUE 

Miscellaneous problems with Verizon's template 
must be corrected. 

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS 

Pricing Attachment: 

Pricing § 2.1.5.2 (clarify that "special access" circuits sold at retail are subject to a resale discount) 
- - .. -.... -~--~---~-.- ........ -
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NOTES ON BRIGHT HOUSE'S DPL FOR leA WITH VERIZON·FLORIDA 

The following document is the "Decision Point Lisr or "DPL' for Bright House's contract negotiation with Verizon-Florida, prepared as of the filing date of the arbitration petition (November 3, 
2009). On a provision-by-provision basis, it shows Verizon's original language in one column, followed by Bright House's proposed modifications in the next column. In the last column, we 
provide a brief explanation of why each of our proposed changes is appropriate. 

To the extent that we understand Verizon's position with regard to a particular proposed change, we have attempted to state that position in italic font in the last column. Verizon has never 
provided any written response to any of Bright House's proposals. In addition, in many cases, the parties discussed a provision, and Verizon provided some insight into its thinking, but did not 
take a specific position that Bright House could identify. In other cases, Verizon stated that it would 'take back" or 'consider" our proposal. In general in such cases, we simply state here that 
Verizon will provide a definitive response to each proposal, in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Also, on a variety of provisions the parties' negotiations made some progress but have not reached closure on particular language. In such cases, where House agreed in negotiations to 
attempt to craft language other than its original proposal, we have included new language in this document. When this situation exists, we note it in the last as well. 

There are a few exceptions to this normal formal. First, where the only change to Verizon's proposed template language is merely to indicate that the party contracting with Verizon is Bright 
House, or that the agreement relates to Florida, we have made the change in the marked-up contract but not addressed it in the DPL. These changes do show up in the "Track Changes" mode in 
the underlying contract. That said, where we have included a provision because it is changing in some other way, we do indicate the inclusion of "Bright House" and "Rorida" as changes. 

Second, normally, when presenting our response to Verizon's suggested language, we have used "legislative format: with Verizon's suggested language in standard font, Bright House's proposed 
additional language in bold underline font, and Bright House's suggested deletions in strike threygh fen!. The exception is when Bright House proposes to delete an entire numbered section or 
subsection ofVerizon's initial proposal. In those cases, we either layout Verizon's suggested language and simply indicate Bright House's suggested replacement: "[Intentionally lell blank): or, in 
some cases, simply indicate that an entire section is to be deleted. 
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Section 

Preface 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORREC110N 

General Terms 
§ 1.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

DECISION POINT LIST D, 
. HOUSE 20091CA ""'I.>U'""'U"''' ,FLORIDA 

Verizon Proposal 

This [Amended, Extended and Restated] Agreement 
rAgreement") shall be deemed effective as of '''Da1e DTH. (Ihe 
"Effec1ive Date"), between "'CLEC Full Name TE'" (··..CLEC 
Acronym TE'''''), a corporation organized under the laws of Ihe 
"'CLEC Incorpora1ion Sta1e-Commonwealth TE'" of "'CLEC 
State of Incorporation MC·... with offices at "'CLEC Address 1 
TE"', "'CLEC City TE''', '''CLEC State MC'" "'CLEC Zip 
TE'" and '''Venzon Company Full Name 1 TXT'" ("Verizon"), 
a corporation organized under the laws of the "'Incorporation 
State-Commonwealth TXT'" of "'Incorporation State TXT'" 
with offices at "'Verizon Address TXT'" (Verizon and "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" may be referred to hereinafter, each, individually 
as a "Party", and, collectively, as the "Parties") 

-------------

This Agreement includes: (a) the Principal Document; (b) the 
Tariffs of each Party applicable to the Services that are offered 
for sale by ~ in the Principal Document (which Tariffs are 
incorporated into and made a part of Ihis Agreement by 
reference); and, (c) an Order by a Party that has been accepted 
by the other Party. 

Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

PREFACE 

This fl\ffieRaea. ElfieReled aAe Reslaleej Agreement Bright House Comment: 
rAgreement") shall be deemed effec1ive as of "'Date DP*' (the 
'Effective Date"), between "'CbEC ,"~II ~Ia",e Tram (""'CbEC The insertion of Bright House's name/address is uncontroversial. 
,l\ereRYR'l TE·..·), BRIGHT HOUSE NElWORKS 
[NFORMA TION SERVICES {FLORIDAI LLC '''Bright House"] Verizon will provide its incorporalion state, address, etc. 
a limited Ilabili~ corporalion organized under the laws of the 
'''ClEC IRs"r~e,alisR Stale Ceffiffi9A"'ea~R :f~ State of Bright House does not believe this contract should be trea1ed as 
Delaware, ·"C6.,C Siale 9f IAse'~9,alieA MC'" with offices at an 'amended, extended [or] restated' version of its existing 
12985 Telecom Parkwall, Temille Terrace, Florida, 33637, agreement with Venzon. That agreement stands on its own, as 
"'ClEe Address 1 TE"', "'CbEC Cily TE''', "'ClEe Siale will this one. 
Me'" '''Gb!OC Zip TE'" and '''VeFiz9R CaR'l~aAY ,"wll Name 1 
~ VERIZON FLORIDA, LLC ("Verizon"l, a corporation Verizon has stated that it will provide an explanation of why, in 
organized under the laws of the "'Incorporation State- its view, treating this agreement as an "amended, extended and 
Commonweatth TXT'" of '''Incorporation State TXT'" with restated" version of the existing contract is appropriate. 
offices at "'Venzon Address TXT'" (Verizon and Bright House 
may be referred to hereinafter, each. individually as a "Party', 
and, collectively, as the 'Parties") 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDmONS 

This Agreement includes: (a) the Pnncipal Document; and (b) Bright House Comment: 
lhe Tari#s 9f eaeR Party applisable III IRS iiisFlliGes~ 
IlffeFeG fllF sale by it iR IRe FlriRGipal QeslimeAl j'<YRisR Tariff& am Tariffs are legally separate documents that are established by an 
iAGIlFpeFated iAla eRG Alaae a part af IRis A,gmemeAllly entirely different legal process than ICAs. The Florida 
refeleRse); aRG. (sj an Order by a Party tha1 has been accepted Commission has ruled tha1, while the parties may agree to 
by the o1her Party. incorporate tariffed rates by reference, normally tariffs are no1 

incorporated into an ICA. Case faw from other states supports 
this result. No1e Ihaltanffed rates are generally set on a basis 
other than TELRIC, and thallariffed lerms and conditions can be 
modified essentially unilaterally by the carrier, via processes not 
applicable to ICAs. Tartffs are therefore not appropriately 
viewed as part of the ICA. The ICA can specifically point to or 
incorporate specific tariffs if need be. 

Verizon has stated that it is appropriate for activities that are 
available under a tariff to be deemed to be being provided under 
tariff. even if they arise under the auspices of the ICA. A/so, 
applying the tadff rates. terms and conditions to a tariffed 
function, even if under the ICA, ensures nondiscrimination. 
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DECISION POINT LIST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section 

General Terms 
§ 1.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

Verizon Proposal 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Principal 
Document (including, bul nollimiled to, the Pricing A\1achmenl), 
conflicts among provisions in the Principal Documenl, Tariffs, 
and an Order by a Party that has been accepted by the other 
Party, shall be resolved in accordance with the following order of 
precedence, where the document identified in subsection '(a)' 
shall have the highesl precedence: (a) Ihe Principal Documenl; 
(b) the Tariffs; and, (c) an Order by a Party Ihal has been 
accepted by Ihe other Party. The fact that a provision appears in 
the Principal Document but not in a Tariff, or in a Tariff but nol in 
the Principal Document, shall not be interpreted as, or deemed 
grounds for finding, a conflict for the purposes of this Section 
1.2. 

Bright House Res ponse 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Principal 
Document (including, but not limited to, the Pricing Attachment), 
conflicts among provisions in the Principal Document and an 
Order by a Party that has been accepted by the other Party, 
shall be resolved in accordance with the following order of 
precedence, where the document identified in subsection '(a)" 
shall have the highest precedence: (a) the Principal Document; 
and, (b) llle-+ariffs; aA'l, IRe Tariffs; aAB, (s) an Order by a Party 
that has been accepted by the other Party. TRe taGi IRal a 
pre\'isieR appears iA tRe P'iRGi~al geSlotFlleAt lull Rei iA a TaFiff, 
e, iR a TaRII illolt Rat iA tAe PRAGillal OesIlFlleAI, GRail Rei Be 
iRlefllfelea as, SF "eemeel ~r"wA"s fer liAeliAg, a GeAms! feF IRe 
~ellhis SemieR 1.2. Nothing In this Agreement shaH 
be construed to prohibit a Party from purchasing a service 
under the terms of the other Party's Tariff. A Party's Order 
or reguest for a Service that is offered by the other Party 
both under this Agreement and under the other Party's 
Tariff shall be deemed to be an Order or reguest governed 
entirely by the terms of this Agreement, and not by any 
Tariff, unless such Order or reguest specifically states that 
it is an Order for a service under the other Party's Tariff, No 
terms of any Party's Tariff'sl shall apply to any Service 
provided Or to be provided under this Agreement elCcept to 
the extent that this Agreement expressly states that the 
terms of such Tariff apply. No Tariffed charge for any 
Service provided or to be proylded under this Agreement 
shall apply except to the extent that this Agreement 
expressly states that such Tariffed chMge(s) shall apply. 

NoteslElCplanationslComments 
......................... 

Bright House Comment: 

As noted under § 1.1, above, the tariff regime is entirely 
distinct from the ICA regime. These proposed changes 
the relationship between tariffs and the ICA and eliminate any 
possible ambiguity regarding functions thai may be available 
under both. 

Verizon: see comment under § 1.1, above. 

, 
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DECISION POINT lIST- VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 1.3 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 
Parties on the subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior 
or contemporaneous agreement, understanding, or 
representation, on the subject matter hereof. provided, however, 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or 
otherwise, this Agreement is an amendment, extension and 
restatement of the Parties' prior interconnection and resale 
agreement(s), if any, and, as such, this Agreement is not 
intended to be, nor shall it be construed to create, a novation or 
accord and satisfaction with respect to any prior interconnection 
or resale agreements and, accordingly, all monetary obligations 
of the Parties to one another under any prior interconnection or 
resale agreements shall remain in full force and effect and shall 
constitute monetary obligations of the Parties under this 
Agreement (provided, however, that nothing contained in this 
Agreement shall convert any claim or debt that would otherwise 
constitute a pre petition claim or debt in a bankruptcy case into a 
post petition claim or debt). In connection with the foregoing, 
Verizon expressly reserves all of its rights under the Bankruptcy 
Code and Applicable Law to seek or oppose any relief in respect 
of the assumption, assumption and assignment, or rejection of 
any interconnection or resale agreements between Verizon and 
***CLEC Acronym TE*-. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 
Parties on the subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior 
or contemporaneous agreement, understanding, or 
representation, on the subject matter hereof. ~Fayiaea, Rawe"eF, 
Aah'itRstaAaiA!j aAY atReF ~F9YisiaA at tRis A!jFeemeAt SF 
stReR"ise, tRis 1\ gFeemeAt is aA ameAameAt, ellteAsiaA aAe 
FBstatemeAt af tRe PaRies' ~FisF iAteFGaAAesliaA aAa resale 
agFeemeAt(s), if aAY, aAa, as S~GR, This Agreement is not 
intended to be, nor shall it be construed to create, a novation or 
accord and sa1isfaction with respect to any prior interconnection 
or resale agreements. aAe, aGG9FaiAgly All monetary 
obliga1ions of the Parties to one another under any prior 
interconnection or resale agreements shall remain in full force 
and effect subject to the terms of such prior agreement. aM 
sRall GSAslitute mSAetary sbligatisAs sf IRe PaRies ~Aeer IRis 
AgFeemeAI (~Fa\'ieee, RaWe'teF, IRat AslRiAg GSAtaiAea iA tRis 
AgFeemeAI ERall GSA"eR aAY Glaim SF eebt tRat "'a~le elReF\',ise 
GSAEtiMe a ~Fe~etitisA Glaim SF eeb! iA a baAkF~~IGY Gase iAIs a 
~sEt~elilisA Glaim SF eebl). In connection with the foregoing, 
Vefi;!oo each Party expressly reserves all of its rights under the 
Bankruptcy Code and Applicable Law to seek or oppose any 
relief in respect of the assumption, assumption and assignment, 
or rejection of any interconnection or resale agreements 
between Verizon and Bright House. 

Bright House Comment: 

The prior agreemenl is legally distinct from this one. The prior 
agreement has provisions regarding the survival of critical terms, 
including obligations to pay. If there are particular matters that 
Verizon wishes to incorporate from the prior agreement into this 
one it may specify them and we can negotiate with respect to 
them. 

See also discussion of General Terms § 33. 

Verizon has stated that it would get back to Bright House with 
regard to the legal grounds for characterizing this agreement as 
an "amendment, e)(tension and restatement" of the prior 
agreement. 

General Terms 
§ 2.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

This Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Date and, 
unless cancelled or terminated eartier in accordance with the 
terms hereof, shall continue in effect until ***Date CO-* (the 
"Initial Term"). Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue in force 
and effect unless and until cancelled or terminated as provided 
in this Agreement 

This Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Date and, 
unless cancelled or terminated eartier in accordance with the 
terms hereof, shall continue in effect until April 30. 2013 (the 
"Initial Term"). Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue in force 
and effect unless and until cancelled or terminated as provided 
in this Agreement. 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House understands that the parties have compromised on 
a three-year term for this agreement. We note that Bright House 
would prefer a longer term (5 years), and that, as we understand 
it, Verizon would prefer a shorter term (2 years). If our 
understanding regarding agreement with Verizon on this point is 
not correct, we reserve the right to explain to the Commission 
why a five-year term is more appropriate. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Bright House Comment: 

We agree that the new ICA (unlike the current one) should have 
a well-defined termination date. However, the applicable 
termination date falls during the time that the Parties are in the 
process of arbitrating a new agreement before the Commission, 
then this Agreement should continue in effect until the new one 
is established, allowing for a legally orderly transition from one to 
Ihe neld, 

Venzon believes that a firm termination date is appropriate. If 
the circumstance ofconcem to Bright House actually arises in 
the future, the parties can address it with the Commission at that 
time. without the need for a specifiC contract provision regarding 
it. 

General Terms 
§ 2.3 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
OEFINIl1VE 
ICA 

If either Bright House or Verizon provides notice of termination 
pursuant to Section 2.2 and on or before the proposed date of 
termination either Bright House or Venzon has requested 
nego1iation of a new interconnection agreement, unless this 
Agreement is cancelled or terminated earlier in accordance with 
the terms hereof (including, but not limned to, pursuant to 
Section 12), this Agreement shall remain in effect until the earlier 
of: (a) the effective date of a new interconnection agreement 
between Bright House and Verizon; or, (b) the date one (1) year 
after the proposed date of termination, 

If either Bright House or Verizon provides notice of termination 
pursuant to Section 2.2 and on or before the proposed date of 
termination either Bright House or Verizon has requested 
nego1iation of a new interconnection agreement, unless this 
Agreement is cancelled or terminated earlier in accordance with 
the terms hereof (induding, but no1limited to, pursuant to 
Section 12), this Agreement shall remain in effect until the earlier 
of: (a) the effective date of a new interconnection agreement 
between Bright House and Venzon; or, (b) the dale one (1) year 
after the proposed date of termination, except that rcllf on the 
date one (1l y;ear after the prol!osed date of termination, 
either PartY has flied an arbitration (!roceeding at the 
Commission to establ!sb i! Dill!! agreement and such 
(!roceedlng remains !lending at the C!!mmisslon, this 
Agreemen11hal! remain in effect until the Commission, In 
such proceeding, establishes a n~w agreement. 

General Terms 
§2,4 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

If either "'CLEC Acronym TE'" or Verizon provides notice of 
termination pursuant to Section 2.2 and by 11 :59 PM Eastern 
Time on the proposed date of termination neither "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" nor Verizon has requested negotiation of a new 
interconnection agreement, (a) this Agreement will terminate at 
11 :59 PM Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination, 
and (b) the Services being provided under this Agreement at the 
time of termination will be terminated, except to the eldent that 
the Purchasing Party has requested that such Services continue 
to be provided pursuant to an applicable Tariff or Statement of 
Generally Available Terms (SGAT). 

If eilherjGldiGj Bright House or Verizon provides notice of 
termination pursuant to Section 2.2 and by 11 :59 PM Eastern 
Time on the proposed date of termination neither fGb6Gl Bright 
House nor Verizon has requested negotiation of a new 
interconnection agreement, (a) this Agreement will terminate at 
11 :59 PM Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination, 
and (b) the Services being provided under this Agreement at the 
time of termination will be terminated, except to the eldent that 
the PlIfGRSsiRg Receiving Party has requested that6YGl\ 
functionally equivalent services continue to be provided 
pursuant to a R afllliisaille Tariff or Statement of Generally 
Available Terms (SGAT). 

Bright House Comment: 

"Receiving Party": Under the ICA each party wl!! perform 
many functions for which the consideration is performance of 
similar or other functions for the other party and for which there 
is no monetary consideration. As a result, the term "Purchasing 
Party' is l!!-advised in that it suggests that a 'purchase" 
implying monetary payments - will occur. To a\'Oid any such 
general suggestion. we propose to change the term to 
'Receiving Party: See Glossary § 2.99. (Note: this requires a 
slight change to the terminology used in General Terms § 10, 
relating to confidential Information.) 

Tariffing: As described above in connection with General 
Terms §§ 1.1 and 1.2, because tariffs are legally distinct from 
the ICA, referring to a tariff as "applicable" to a 'Service' under 
the ICA is legally incorrect and a source of enormous potential 
ambiguity and dispute. We therefore remove that word from this 
provision. 

Venzon does not believe the change in terminology is 
necessary. Venzon opposes the change regarding tan'ffs as 
stated above. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 2.5 (new) 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

[no Verizon language; new proposal by Bright Housel 2.5 Other than termination for material default bll the other 
Pam as (!rovided for in Section 12 hereof, or termination 
based on the other Pa!1ll's abandonment of the Agreement 
as described below, neither Pam mall terminate this 
Agreement with an effective date of termination earlier than 
the eXl!lration of the Initial Term. For I!url!0ses of this 
section, "abandonment" means that for a I!eriod of sil!!l£ 
(601 continuous dallS, a Pa!1ll has sent no traffic to and 
received no traffic from the other PartY and has neither 
I!rovided nor received anll other Service under this 
Agreement. If a Pa!1ll believes that the other Pa!1ll has 
abandoned this Agreement, the Pa!1ll mall terminate this 
Agreement ul!0n thi!1ll (301 dalls written notice to the other 
f!.!!ll: 

Bright House Comment: 

Our original suggestion was that, in order to be clear that the 
contract is binding under its own terms, the right to terminate in 
advance of the end of the initial term must be limited to 
situations of default. In negotiations, Verizon indicated that it 
needed a provision for terminating an ICA based on an 
interconnector's "abandonment" of any performance under the 
ICA. The language regarding abandonment reflects our attempt 
to accommodate Verizon's concern. 

Verizon expressed concern about the need to terminate an 
agreement in cases of abandonment. Verizon has not yet 
reviewed Bright House's proposed language to that effect. 

General Terms 
§ 4.1 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

The construction, interpretation and performance of this 
Agreement shall be governed by (a) the laws of the United 
States of America and (b) the laws of the State of [State]. without 
regard to its conflicts of laws rules. All disputes relating to this 
Agreement shall be resolved through the application of such 
laws. 

The construction, interpretation and performance of this 
Agreement shall be governed by (a) the laws of the United 
States of America and (b) the laws of the State of Florida, 
without regard to its conflicts of laws rules. All disputes relating 
to this Agreement shall be resolved through the application of 
such laws. 

Bright House Comment: 

This change is agreed to. 

General Terms 
§ 4.6 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

If any legislative, regulatory, judicial or other governmental 
decision. order, determination or action, or any change in 
Applicable Law, materially affects any material provision of this 
Agreement, the rights or obligations of a Party hereunder, or the 
ability of a Party to perform any material provision of this 
Agreement, the Parties shall promptly renegotiate in good faith 
and amend in writing this Agreement in order to make such 
mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement as may be 
required in order to conform the Agreement to Applicable Law. If 
within thirty (30) days of the effective date of such decision. 
determination, action or change, the Parties are unable to agree 
in writing upon mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement, 
either Party may pursue any remedies available to it under this 
Agreement, at law, in equity, or otherwise, including, but not 
limited to, instituting an appropriate proceeding before the 
Commission. the FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction, 
without first pursuing dispute resolution in accordance with 
Section 14 of this Agreement 

In the event of anll Change in AIl(!licable Law, ~ 
le§islali"e, Fe§"laI8F;', j"Gisial 8F 81ReF §8"eFnmenlal aesisi9n, 

Bright House Comment: 

Verizon's language regarding applicable law is vague, and 
creates the prospect that Verizon could unilaterally attempt 
escape its contractual obligations simply because its opinion of 
the meaning of Applicable Law changes. We believe this logic 
underlay Verizon's ill-fated attempt to avoid federal restrictions 
on retention marketing. To avoid this problem, Bright House 
proposes make "Change in Applicable Law" a defined term in 
the Glossary. See Gtossary § 2.20. Note that the phrase 
"change in Applicable Law" is used in several locations in 
Verizon's draft. We propose that all of those be changed to the 
defined term "Change in Applicable Law: While we believe we 
have caught each use of the term in Verizon's template. please 
note that our proposal is to change all such usage. even if we 
missed one or more in this DPL. 

Ven'zon: Bright House is not certain of Verizon 's view on this 
change, 

9FeeF, eeleFminali9n 9F asli8n, 9F any sRange in 1I.~~lisaale loa"', 
maleFially a#esls any maieRal ~F9..isisn 9f IRis II.gFeemenl,tRe 
Fi!lRls 9F 9ali!lali9ns 9f a (:laFty ReFe"nGeF, 9F IRe aaility 8f a (:laFty 
t9 ~elf9Fm any mateFial ~F8visi9n sf tRis ,A !lFIlement, the Parties 
shall promptly renegotiate in good faith and amend in writing this 
Agreement in order to make such mutually acceptable revisions 
to this Agreement as may be required in order to conform the 
Agreement to Applicable Law. If within thirty (30) days of the 
effective date of such Change in A(!(!licable Law, deGisiGII;
eeleFminatien, asli8n 8F GRange, the Parties are unable to agree 
in writing upon mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement, 
either Party may pursue any remedies available to it under this 
Agreement, at law. in equity, or otherwise, including, but not 
limited to, instituting an appropriate proceeding before the 
Commission, the FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction, 
without first pursuing dispute resolution in accordance with 
Section 14 of this Agreement 
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DECISION POINT LIST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms Notwithstanding Section 4.6 above. to the extent Verizon is Notwithstanding Section 4.6 above, to the extent Verizon is Bright House Comment: 
§ 4.6.1 required by a change in Applicable Law to provide to "'CLEe required by a Change in Applicable Law to provide to Bright 
ISSUE 1: NEED Acronym TE'" a Service that is not offered under this House a Service that is not offered under this Agreement to This change clarifies the relationship between the ICA and 
DEFINITIVE Agreement to '''CLEC Acronym TE''', the terms, conditions Bright House, but where the terms, conditions and prices for Verizon tariffs. If a change in law obliges Verizon to provide a 
ICA and prices for such Service (including, but not limited to, the 

terms and conditions defining the Service and stating when and 
where the Service will be available and how it will be used, and 
terms, conditions and prices for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, repair, maintenance and billing) shall be as 
provided in an applicable Verizon Tariff, or, in the absence of an 
applicable Verizon Tariff, as mutually agreed by the Parties in a 
written amendment to the Agreement that, upon the request of 
either Party, the Parties shall negotiate in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 252 of the Act. In no event shall 
Verizon be required to provide any such Service in the absence 
of such a Verizon Tariff or amendment. 

such Service (including, but not limited to, the terms and 
conditions defining the Service and stating when and where the 
Service will be available and how it will be used, and tenns, 
conditions and prices for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, 
repair, maintenance and billing) are provided in a aR a~~liGable 
Verizon Tariff, '* then the terms and conditions of such Tariff 
shall alll1l11 on an interim basis while the Parties negotiate 
permanent terms and conditions al1l1licable to such Service, 
with anllilallments for such Service made l1ursuant to the 
terms of such Tariff sublect to retroactive true-ull to 
conform to the final terms and conditions, In the absence of 
such a aR a~~IiGable VeFii!9R Tariff, as mylyally agFeea by the 
Parties shall mutualill agree on allillicable terms and 
conditions in a written amendment to the Agreement that, upon 
the request of either Party, the Parties shall negotiate in 
accordance with the requirements of Section 252 of the Act. In 
no event shall Verizon be required to provide any such Service 
in the absence of such a Verizon Tariff or amendment, excel1t 
to the extent sl1ecificalill required bll Al1plicable Law. 

service not reflected in the contract then a tariff that might cover 
the service can provide interim terms and conditions, under the 
ICA, while negotiation of replacement contract terms occurs. 
While the tariff terms are used on an interim basis, the tariff itself 
does not govern services provided under the ICA. Due to the 
legal distinction between tariffs and the ICA (see discussion 
under General Terms §§ 1.1 and 1.2), referring to an 
"applicable" tariff creates ambiguity. As a result, we have 
changed such, references to, simply, a "tariff." 

The final phrase conditions Verizon's broad "in no event" 
language by noting that Applicable Law (such as an FCC order 
relieving Verizon of providing some function under its ICAs) may 
impose transitional or other obligations with respect to such 
function. 

Verizon disagrees with Bright House's view that tariffs cannot be 
directly applicable to services under the agreement and so views 
these changes as unnecessary. 
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DECISION POINT liST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIOA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanationslComments 

General Terms 
§ 4.7 
ISSUE 1: NEED 

Nolwilhslanding anylhing in Ihis Agreemenllo Ihe conlrary, if, as 
a result of any legislalive, judicial, regulalory or olher 
governmental decision, order, determination or action, or any 

Notwilhstanding anylhing in this Agreemenllo Ihe contrary, if, as 
a resull of aR~ le!!islali¥8, j~eisial, fe!!~laleFY ef elRef 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House's language eliminates ambiguity, and achieves the !!e"emmeRlal eesisieR, efeef, selermiRalieR er aslieR, ef any 
DEFINIllVE change in Applicable Law, Verizon is not required by Applicable Change in Applicable Law, Verizon is Ret no longer required by correct result, by specifying that any change in Applicable Law 
ICA Law to provide any Service, payment or benefit, otherwise Applicable Law to provide any Service, payment or benefit, has prospective effect only under the ICA, unless otherwise 

required to be provided to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" hereunder, otherwise required to be provided to Bright House hereunder, required by applicable law. Verizon's language could be read to 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

then Verizon may discontinue the provision of any such Service, 
payment or benefit, and "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall reimburse 
Verizon for any payment previously made by Verizon to --CLEC 
Acronym TE'" that was not required by Applicable Law. 
Verizon will provide thirty (30) days prior written notice to 
"'CLEC Acronym TE'" of any such discontinuance of a 
Service, unless a different notice period or different conditions 
are specified in this Agreement (including, but not limHed to. in 
the Networks Element Attachment or an applicable Tariff) or 
Applicable Law for termination of such Service in which event 
such specified period andlor conditions shall apply. For the 
avoidance of any doubt. this Section 4.7 is self-effectuating and 
no amendment to this Agreement shall be required to implement 
il. 

then Verizon may discontinue the provision of any such Service, create a regime in which changes in Applicable law are treated 
as relating back to the original date of the ICA, which would 
destroy the certainty regarding rights and obligations that any 
contract is supposed to create. 

We eliminate references to "an applicable Tariff" for the reasons 
stated above. 

We propose a 'commercial reasonableness" standard for 
handling any termination of a Service so that if a longer period 
than 30 days is required, an arbitrary 3D-day period cannot be 
imposed. 

Finally, there is no reason for this or any other Change-in-Law 
process to be "self-effectuating." If Verizon concludes that its 
interests are being harmed by an inability to reach an 
understanding with Bright House it may promptly bring the 
malter to the Commission for resolution. 

Note that the deletion of the word "specified" in the next-to-Iast 
sentence was made by Bright House following our negotiations, 
in order to clarify Bright House's proposal. 

Velilon indicated that Blight House's initial proposal regarding 
retroactive liability by Blight House could ever exist, and sought 
a more neutral phrasing of that point. Velilon has not yet 
reviewed the specific Blight House language proposed above. 

Velilon does not agree that the term for ceasing provision of a 
Setvice affected by this provision should be subject to the 
"commercially reasonable"limitation proposed by Bright House; 
30 days will normally be sufficient; if not, Bright House may seek 
relief from the Commission duling the 30-day period. 

payment or benefil. aRe '''GbEG ASf9Rym +E'" sRall reimll~fse 
Veri~eR fer aR~ !,a~meAI !,re"ieysl~ maGe Il~ Veri~9R Ie '''GbEG 
A Sf9R~m TiO'" IRat "'as Rei reEl~iree Ily A !,!,Iisaille ba.... A!!Y. 
retroactive liabili!l/: from Bright House to Verizon with 
resllect to anl1 Service, llal1ment or benefit Ilrovided bl1 
Verizon Ilrior to such Change in Alllllicable Law shall be 
determined based on A(!(!licable law, including the order, 
decision or ruling that changed A(!(!licable Law. Verizon will 
provide thirty (30) days prior wrilten notice to Bright House of 
any such discontinuance of a Service, unless a different notice 
period or different conditions are specified in this Agreement 
(including, but not IimHed to, in the Networks Element 
Altachment <If aA a!,!,lisaille Tariff), or by Applicable Law for 
termination of such Service, or in cases where a commerciallll 
reasonable Ilrocess for the discontinuance of such Service 
reasonabll1 reguires a longer notice (!eriod (!rior to 
termination, in which event such Sjl9GifieEI period andlor 
conditions shall apply. j;er IRe a"eieaRse ef aAY seylll, IRis 
SeslieR 4.7 is self effesl~aliR!! aRe Ae ameRGmeRlle IRis 
"'!!reemeRI slmll be reEl~iree Ie im!,lemeRI it. 
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DeCISION POINT LIST  VERIZON-BRIGHT House 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/ExplanatIons/Comments 

General Terms 
§S 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

5. Assignment 

Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any right or interest 
under this Agreement, nor delegate any obligation under this 
Agreement, without the prior written consent of the other Party, 
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned 
or delayed. Any attempted assignment or delegation in violation 
of this Section 5 shall be void and ineflective and constHute 
default of this Agreement. 

5. AssIgnment 

Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any right or interest 
under this Agreement, nor delegate any obligation under this 
Agreement, without the prior written consent of the other Party, 
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned 
or delayed. Any attempted assignment or delegation in violation 
of this Section 5 shall be void and ineffective and constitute 
default of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
either Partv ma~ assign this Agreement ullon written notIce 
to the other Partv, as Ilrovided for in Section 29, to an 
Affiliate of that Partv as Ilart ofa corllorate or similar 
reorganization or refinancing. 

Bright House Comment: 

Either party should be permitted to undertake reorganizations or 
refinancing, which may affect the entity actuany performing 
obligations under the agreement, without hailing such 
transactions subject to the other party's pre-approval. The 
purpose of this provision is to prevent a party from shilling the 
burdens of its performance to an unrelated third party. 

Verizon has stated that it does not object in principal to this 
proposed change, and stated that it would propose alternative 
language to accomplish this result. As of the date of the 
arlJitration petition, no such alternative language has been 
provided. 

General Terms 6. Assurance of Payment 6. nntentlonallv Left Blank! Bright House Comment: 
§6andall 
subsections Bright House's original suggestion is to eliminate this provision 
ISSUE 6: FAIR entirely. Nothing in Verizon's relationship with Bright House 
BUSINESS suggests or has suggested any need for these draconian 
TERMS provisions. Verizon and Bright House pay each other substantial 

amounts each month in intercarrier compensation. Bright House 
could just as well demand "assurance of payment' from Venzon 
as vice versa. 

Vedzon is concerned that even if Bright House is stable and 
unlikely to encounter financial difficulties, a third party adopting 
the leA might not be. 

Bright House has agreed to consider a version of this 
"Assurance of Payment" section that requires Verizon to 
acknowledge that there is no present need for assurances, that 
allows assurances only when Verizon had reasonable grounds 
to require them, and that places limits on Verizon's asserted 
unilateral ability to cease performing under the contract if 
requested assurances were not forthcoming. Bright House will 
generate a version of this section that effectuates those 
concerns for Verizon's consideration. 

Verlzon-Bright House Florida DPL 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 7.2 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

7.2 The audit shall be performed by independenl certified public 
accountants selected and paid by Ihe Auditing Party. The 
accountants shall be reasonably acceptable to the Audited 
Party. Prior to commencing the audit, Ihe accountants shall 
execute an agreement with the Audited Party in a form 
reasonably acceptable to the Audited Party that protects the 
confidentiality of the information disclosed by the Audited Party 
to the accountants. The audit shall take place at a time and 
place agreed upon by the Parties; provided, that the Auditing 
Party may require that the audit commence no later than sixty 
(60) days after the Auditing Party has given notice of the audit to 
the Audited Party. 

7.2 The audil shall be performed by independenl certified public 
accounlanls, assisted b~ such other Ilersons with 

Bright House Comment: 

This provision reflects changes from Bright House's initial 
suggestion, agreed to in principal (we believe) during 
negotiations. Verizon has not yet reviewed this specific 
language, but Bright House believes that this proposed change 
is acceptable to Verizon. 

sl!ecialized knowledge or eXl!ertise as such accountants 
reasonabl~ deem necessary, selected and paid by the Auditing 
Party. The accountants shall be reasonably acceptable to the 
Audited Party. Prior to commencing the audit, the accountants 
shall execute an agreemenl with the Audited Party in a form 
reasonably acceptable to the Audited Party that protects the 
confidentiality of the information disclosed by the Audited Party 
to the accountants. The audit shall take place at a time and 
place agreed upon by the Parties; provided, that, excel!t in 
exigent circumstances, the Auditing Party shall require that 
the audit commence no ~ earlier than sixty (60) days and no 
later than ninety (90) da~s after the Auditing Party has given 
notice of the audit to the Audited Party. 

General Terms 
§ 8.3 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

8.3 "'ClEC Acronym TP" Certification. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon 
shall have no obligation to perform under this Agreement until 
such time as "'ClEC Acronym TP" has obtained such FCC 
and Commission authorization as may be required by Applicable 
law for conducting business in the State of [State]. "'ClEC 
Acronym TE'" shall not place any Orders under this Agreement 
until it has obtained such authorization. "'ClEC Acronym TE'" 
shall provide proof of such authorization to Verizon upon 
request. 

8.3JG-beG} Bright House Certification. Bright House Comment: 

Bright House's original suggestion was to delete this provision 
on the grounds that it is not needed or appropriate for two 
parties already interconnected and exchanging traffic. Following 
negotiations, Bright House now proposes simply to represent 
and warrant that it has the relevant certification. We believe this 
should address Verizon's concerns. 

Verizon has not seen this language. 

~j91"'iIRslaReiR§ aRY 91ReF ~F9"isi9R 91 IRis ,A,gFeeFReRI, VeFii!9R 
ERall Ra'Je R9 e13ligalieR Ie ~eFl9FFR ~ReeF IRis ,O,gFeeFReRI ~Rlil 
s~sA liFRe as (GllOGJ Bright House rel!resents and warrants 
that as of the Effective Date, it has obtained such FCC and 
Commission authorization as may be required by Applicable law 
for conducting business in the State of fStaIelcFlorida. Any 
dlsl!ute regarding Bright House's authorization to ol!erate 
and to I!lace orders under this Agreement shall be subject 
to the disl!ute resolution I!rovisions of Section 14. ~ 
ASF9RYFR :j:!;;'" "Rail Rei plase aRY GFeeFs ~ReeF IAis ,A,gFeeFReRI 
YRlil il Ras 913laiAge S~SA a~IR9Fii!ali9R. "'GlIOG ,o,SF9RYFR +1','" 
sRall pFe"iee ~F991 91 S~SR a~IR9Fii!ati9R Ie "eFii!eR ~peR 

~ 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOllAll0NS - FLORIDA 

Notes/Explanations/CommentsSection Verizon Proposal Bright House Response 

General Terms Bright House Comment:9.:> Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, payment of 9.2 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, payment of 
§ 9.2 amounts billed for Services provided under this Agreement, amounts billed for Services provided under this Agreement, 

Intercarrier compensation constitutes and will constHute the bulk 
BUSINESS 
ISSUE 6: FAIR whether billed on a monthly basis or as otherwise provided in whether billed on a monthly basis or as otherwise provided in 

of the charges as between Verizon and Bright House. Thirty 
TERMS 

this Agreement, shall be due, in immediately available U.S. this Agreement, shall be due, in immediately available U.S. 
days has always been the standard billing/payment interval for 

the due date specified on the billing Party's statement; or (b) 
funds, on the later of the following dates (the 'Due Date"): (a) funds, on the later of the following dates (the 'Due Date'): (a) 

CABS bills, 

twenty (20) days after the date the statement is received by the 


the due date specified on the billing Party's statement; or (b) 
j"'eRly (2Q) ~ days after the date the statement is 


billed Party. Payments shall be transmitted by electronic funds 
 In negotiations, Venzon indicated that it understood Bright 
transfer. 

received by the billed Party. Payments shall be transmitted by 
House's concern but would propose a/temative language. It has 
not done so as of the date of the filing of the arilltration petition. 

electronic funds transfer. 

General Terms Bright House Comment:9.3 If any portion of an amount billed by a Party under this 9.3 If any portion of an amount billed by a Party under this 
§ 9.3 Agreement is subject to a good faith dispute between the Agreement is subject to a good faith dispute between the 
ISSUE 6: FAIR The phrase 'the specific details· is vague. How much detail is 
BUSINESS 

Parties, the billed Party shall give notice to the billing Party of the Parties, the billed Party shall give notice to the billing Party of the 
appropriate in an explanation of a billing dispute will depend on 

TERMS 
amounts it disputes ('Disputed Amounts') and include in such amounts ~ disputes rDisputed Amounts') and include in such 

the circumstances. Bright House's language establishes a 
A Party may also dispute prospectively with a single notice a 
notice the specific details and reasons for disputing each item. notice IRe s~eGil1G delails aRa an explanation in a 

standard of 'commercial reasonableness' to guide a Party in 
class of charges that it disputes. Notice of a dispute may be 

commercially reasonable level of detail, considering the 
framing a billing dispute, and to determine, in the event of a 

given by a Party at any time, either before or after an amount is 
circumstances, of the reasons for disputing each item. A Party 

disagreement as to the adequacy of a dispute notice, whether an 
paid, and a Party's payment of an amount shall not consmute a 

may also dispute prospectively with a single notice a class of 
explanation was sufficient. 

waiver of such Party's right to subsequently dispute hs obligation 
charges that ~ disputes. Notice of a dispute may be given by a 
Party at any time, either before or after an amount is paid, and a 


to Dav such amount or to seek a refund of any amount paid. The 
 Venzon believes that it needs the 'specific details' language in 
shall Dav bv the Due Date all undisputed amounts. 

Party's payment of an amount shall not constitute a waiver of 
order to protect itself against purported disputes that are 

subject to the terms of Section 14, 
such Party's light to subsequently dispute its obligation to pay 

insufficiently specific. such amount or to seek a refund of any amount paid. The billed 
Party shan pay by the Due Date all undisputed amounts. Billing 
disputes shall be subject to the terms of Section 14, Dispute 
Resolution. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

General Terms 9.5 Although il is the intent of both Parties to submit timely 9.5 Although it is the intent of both Parties to submit timely Bright House Comment: 
§ 9.5 statements of charges, failure by either Party to present statemenls of charges, failure by either Party to present 
ISSUE 1: NEED statements to the other Party in a timely manner shall not Although it is not always possible to bill in a completely timely 
DEFINITIVE 

statements to the other Party in a timely manner shall not 
constitute a breach or default, or a waiver of the right to payment manner or to analyze bills received, in order to dispute them, in a 

ICA 
constitute a breach or default, or a waiver of the right to payment 

of the incurred charges, by the billing Party under this completely ti mely manner, H is necessary that there be a 
Agreement, and, except for assertion of a provision of Applicable 

of the incurred charges, by the billing Party under this 
reasonable private 'statute of limitations" on bills or protests, in 

Law that limits the period in which a suit or other proceeding can 
Agreement, and, except for assertion of a provision of Applicable 

order to provide certainty to the parties regarding their financial 
be brought before a court or other governmental entity of 

Law that limits the period in which a suit or other proceeding can 
obligations to each other. 

appropriate jurisdiction to collect amounts due, the billed Party 
be brought before a court or other governmental entity of 
appropriale jurisdiction to collect amounts due, the billed Party 


shall not be entitled to dispute the billing Party's statement(s) 
 Verizon opposes establishing a contractual 'statute of 
based on the billing Party's failure to submit them in a timely 

shall not be entitled to dispute the billing Party's statement(s) 
limitations." Verizon wishes to retain the right to send bills based on the billing Party's failure to submH them in a timely 

fashion. andlor dispute charges indefinitely, subject only to statutorily-fashion. Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is eXl!ressll1 
established limitations periods. agreed that !a) neither Pam mal1 submit a bill to the other 

Pam for anl1 Service hereunder more than one (1)l1ear after 
the Service was I!rovided, it being eXl!ressll1 agreed that anl1 
right to bill or collect anl1llal1ment for Services not billed 
within one l1ear of their being rendered is irrevocabll1 
waived, and (b) neither Patll/ mal1 disllute anl1 charges on 
anl1 bill more than one (1)l1ear after such bill Is received, 
irresllective of the merits of the disl!ute, it being eXllressll1 
agreed that anl1 right to disl!ute anl1 bill more than one (1) 
l1ear after such bill is received, is irrevocabll1 waived. 

General Terms As used in this Section 10, "Confidential I nformation" means the Bright House Comment: 
§ 10.1 

As used in this Section 10, 'Confidentiallnformation" means the 
following information that is disclosed by one Party ("Disclosing following information that is disclosed by one Party ("Disclosing 

ISSUE 1: NEED Party") to the other Party ("Receiving Party") in connection wHh, See comment to General Terms § 2.4 above, and Glossary § 
DEFINITIVE 

Party") to the other Party ("Recipient ~ Party") in 
or anticipation of, this Agreement: 2.99, regarding change in terminology. "Receiving Party" is 

ICA 
connection with, or anticipation of, this Agreement: 

being redefined to mean the party receiving the benefit of 
contractual performance by the other party. In the context of the 
confidential information provisions, it is therefore necessary to 
use a different term to refer to the party that obtains confidential 
information from the other party. 

Verizon does not belie ve that the underlying change in 
terminology (from 'Purchasing Party" to "Receiving Party', is 
needed, so does not view this change as needed either. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 10.1.3 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

Customer Information (except to the extent that (a) the Customer 
information is published in a directory, (b) the Customer 
information is disclosed through or in the course of furnishing a 
Telecommunications Service, such as directory assistance, 
operator service, Caller 10 or similar service, or LlDB service, or 
(c) the Customer to whom the Customer Information is related 
has authorized the Receiving Party to use and/or disclose the 
Customer Information) 

Customer Information (except to the extent that (a) the Customer 
information is published in a directory, (b) the Customer 
information is disclosed through or in the course of furnishing a 
Telecommunications Service, such as directory assistance, 
operator service, Caller 10 or similar service, or LlDB service, or 
(c) the Customer to whom the Customer Information is related 
has authorized the ~ Recipient Party to use and/or 
disclose the Customer Information) 

Bright House Comment: 

See comment to General Terms § 10.1, above. 

General Terms 
§ 10,1.6 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

[Bright House is proposing new language; Verizon's § 10.1.6 
becomes new § 10.1.7] 

[confidential information includes]: anv information regarding 
or contained In anll Orders placed bll a Patll/, Including 
information relating to sllecific Customers who are 
choosing to obtain anll goods, services, arrangements, or 
facilities from a Parnl, the dates on which Customer!s] will 
cease taking service from one Patll/ andlor begin taking 
service from another Patll/, until and unless it becomes 
pUblicill known that such specific Customers have alreadll 
begun to receive such goods, services, arrangements, 
andlor facilities 

Bright House Comment: 

Verizon and Bright House recently litigated a dispute 
surrounding certain now-discontinued Verizon retention 
marketing practices. In that case Verizon asserted that the fact 
that Bright House was placing orders to terminate a customer's 
service and port the customer's number to Bright House, and 
information contained in those orders, was not "confidential" 
information. While the FCC and the courts ruled that such 
information was "confidential" for purposes of certain federal 
law, in order to avoid any ambiguity or possibility of repeated 
problems, ~ is necessary that the ICA clearly state that such 
information is confidential. 

General Terms 
§ 10.1.7 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

[Note: this is § 10.1.6 in Verizon's original draft] any information 
that is communicated orally or visually and declared to the 
Receiving Party at the time of disclosure, and by written notice 
with a statement of the information given to the Receiving Party 
within ten (10) days after disclosure, to be "Confidential" or 
"Proprietary" 

any information that is communicated orally or visually and 
declared to the ~ Recillient Party at the time of 
disclosure, and by written notice with a statement of the 
information given to the ~ Recillient Party within ten 
(10) days after disclosure, to be "Confidential" or 'Proprietary" 

Bright House Comment: 

See above re: terminology. 

General Terms 
§§ 10.2, 10.2.2, 
10.3,10.4.1, 
10.4.2,10.4.6, 
10.5, 10.6, 

[" ... Receiving Party .. "] [" ... ~ Recillient Party ... "] Bright House Comment: 

In each of the listed sections, the only proposed change is the 
conforming change regarding terminology, noted above. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms use the Confidential Information received from the Disclosing use the Confidential Information received from the Disclosing Bright House Comment: 
§ 10.2.1 Party only in performance of this Agreement; and Party only in performance of this Agreement. including, without 
ISSUE 1: NEED limitation, I1reventing the Recil1ient Pa!!ll's retail or sales See note above re: § 10.1.6 and Verizon's retention marketing 
DEFINITIVE ol1erations from learning anll information I1rovided bll the practices. In light of the history of disputes about this topic it is 
ICA Disclosing Pa!:!ll to the Recil1ient Pa!!ll's wholesale prudent to include specific and unambiguous restrictions on the 

ol1erations; and use of a Party's confidential information by the other Party's 
ISSUE 6: FAIR retail or sales operations. 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

General Terms The provisions of this Section 10 shall be in addition to and not The provisions of this Section 10 shall be in addition to and not Bright House Comment: 
§ 10.7 in derogation of any provisions of Applicable Law, including, but in derogation of any provisions of Applicable Law, including, but 
ISSUE 1: NEED not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, and are not intended to not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222 and are not intended to constnute Bright House originally proposed additional changes to this 
DEFINITIVE constitute a waiver by a Party of any right w~h regard to the use, a waiver by a Party of any right with regard to the use, or section but agreed in negotiations to remove them. 
ICA or protection of the confidentiality of CPNI provided by protection of the confidentiality of carrier I1rol1rietarv 

Applicable Law information or CPNI provided by Applicable Law We believe that the change remaining is acceptable to Verizon 
ISSUE 6: FAIR (note that 47 U.S.C. § 222(a) and (b) call for protection of carrier 
BUSINESS proprietary information as well as CPNI). Verizon will clarify its 
TERMS views in its response to the petition, if need be. 

Bright House Comment: 
§ 12 
ISSUE 1: NEED 

General Terms 12, Default 12. Default 

While Bright House does not expect to default, and does not 
DEFINITIVE 

If either Party ("Defaulting Party") fails to make a payment (a) Default is defined as (a) a Pa!:!ll's material breach of anll 
expect Verizon to default, prudence dictates that the agreement 

ICA 
required by this Agreement (including, but not limited to, any material term or condition of this Agreementj or (b) anll 

contain specific and orderly procedures for handling both claims 
billing Party) or materially breaches any other material provision 
payment required by Section 9.3 of undisputed amounts to the other event sl1ecificalill identified as a Default in this 

of default (which may well occur in a dispute) and the potential 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 

Agreement. 
of an actual defau~. Specifically: 

BUSINESS 
of this Agreement, and such failure or breach continues for thirty 

(b) In the event of Defautt, including without limitation non-
TERMS 

(30) days after wr~ten notice thereof from the other Party, the 

· There must be notice and time to cure, which lime 
suspend the provision of any or all Services hereunder, or (b) 
other Party may, by written notice to the Defaulting Party, (a) I!allment of undisl!uted amounts due under the terms of 

period must be commercially reasonable in light of the 
cancel this Agreement and terminate the provision of all 

Section 9 of this Agreement, the non-defaulting Pa!:!ll mall 
nature of the default, but not less·than 30 days. 

Services hereunder. 
susl!end its l1erformance under this Agreement or mall 
terminate this Agreement, in whole or in l1art, when: (i) the 
non-defaulting Pa!:!lll1rovides written Notice of the Default If a party disputes the assertion that it is in default, the 
under the terms of Section 29, which written notice shall · matter goes to dispute resolution and the party claiming 
reasonablll set forth the nature of the Default and shall default may not terminate or suspend service while the 
indicate a sl1ecific term or condition of this Agreement that dispute is being resolved. 
constitutes the grounds for the Defaultj and [iiI the 
defaulting Pam does not, within a commerciallll reasonable If the agreement is to be terminated, the Parties must 
I!eriod in light of the nature of the claimed default, but in no · make commercially reasonable efforts to minimize the 
event less than thirty (30) dallS after receiving written notice impact on the defaulting party's customers. 
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DECISION POINT LIST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

of the Default under Section 29, either: (i) remedy the 
Default or Iiil dispute, in writina and in a commercially 
reasonable level of detail, the assertion that it is in Default. 
under the dispute resolution provisions of Section 14 of this 
Agreement. A non-defaulting Party may not suspend 
performance under this Agreement or terminate this 
Agreement with respect to a claimed Default that is being 
resolved subjectto the dispute resolution provisions of 
Section 14 of this Agreement. 

(clln the event that a non-defaulting Party chooses to 
terminate this Agreement. in whole or in part, the Parties 
shall take commercially reasonable efforts to minimize the 
impact of such termination on the defaulting Party's End 
Users and/or Customers, 

If eilRer Party ("DefawlliR~ Party") fails Ie make a paymeRI 
reqwirea by IRis A~reemeAt (iRclwGiRg, bwl Rellimileale, aRY 
paymeRI req~irea by SestieR g,~ ef ~RGispwleG amewRls Ie IRe 
billiR~ Party) er malerially breacRes aRY elRer malerial pre'/isioR 
ef IRis ll,~reemeRI, aRG swsR fail~re er breacA seRliRwes for IAirty 
(~g) Gays after wrilleR Relise IRereef frem IRe elRer Party, IRe 
elRer Party may, ey "'rilleR Relise Ie IRe DefawlliRg Party, (a) 
s~speRa IRe pre'.'isieR ef aRY er all Servises RerewRaer, er (b) 
saRsellRis AgreemeRt aRG termiRale IRe preHisieR ef all 
SelVises ReFe~Raer, 

(Note: the original DPL sent to Verizon, in place of the second 
reference to notice "under Section 29," referred to notice "under 
Section 31.2.1." This was a typo that has been corrected here.) 

Verizon will explain its views on this provision in its response to 
the arbitration petition. 

General Terms 
§ 13.1 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

If "'CLEC Acronym TE'- proposes to discontinue, or actually 
discontinues, its provision of service to all or substantially all of 
its Customers, whether voluntarily, as a resu~ of bankruptcy, or 
for any other reason, '''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall send written 
notice of such discontinuance to Verizon, the Commission, and 
each of "'CLEC Acronym TE ....s Customers. "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" shall provide such notice such number of days in 
advance of discontinuance of its service as shall be required by 
Applicable Law. Unless the period for advance notice of 
discontinuance at service required by Applicable Law is more 
than thirty (30) days, to the extent commercially feasible, 
·"CLEC Acronym TE··· shall send such nmice at least thirty 
(30) days prior to its discontinuance of service. 

If fGb€G} ~ proposes to discontinue, or actually 
discontinues, its provision of service to all or substantially all of 
its Customers, whether voluntarily, as a result of bankruptcy, or 
for any other reason, fGb€G} that Party shall comply with all 
Applicable Law regarding such discontinuance. SeRG "'FilleR 
Relise af SYSA aissaRliR~aRse la "erizaR, IAe CemmissieR, aRG 
easR af ·"CbEC lI,sraRym lE....• C~slamers. "·CleC 
"sraRym lE"" sRall praHiae SYSA Ralise s~sA R~mber af Gays iR 
aaHaRse ef aisSaRliRYaRse af ils servise as sRall be reqwireG by 
/' pplisable ba"'. biRles" IRe periaa fer aG~'aRSe Ralise sf 
aiseaRtiR~aRee af seR'ice req~irea by /'pplieable ba'" is mere 
!RaR !Airty (~g) Gays, la IRe emeAI eammersially feasible, 
"'CbEC l\ereRym le·" sRall seRa sweR Reliee alleasl IRirty 
(~g) Gays prier Ie its aisc9RliRwaRce af servise. 

Bright House Comment: 

It is no more likely that Bright House will discontinue service than 
that Verizon will, so this provision should be mutual. There is no 
need to provide for anything, in such an evenl, than that the 
Party discontinuing service comply with Applicable Law (which 
would indude the FCC's discontinuance-{)f-service provisions, 
along with any Florida PSC obligations). 

Ven'zon believes that in practical tenns it will be deemed the 
"canier of last resort" and called upon to serve the customers of 
any GLEG existing the market, so that it needs specific advance 
notice ofany Bright House plan to exit the market. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIOA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§§ 13.2.13.3. & 

13.2 Such notice must advise each "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
Customer that unless aelion is taken by the "'CLEC Acronym 

13.2 (Intentionally Left Blankl Bright House Comment: 

13.4 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 

TE-' Customer to switch to a different carrier prior to '''CLEC 
Acronym TE·..·s proposed discontinuance of service. the 

13.3 !Intentionally Left Blank! None of these provisions is necessary or appropriate. 
Discontinuation of service is governed by federal and state 

BUSINESS 
TERMS 

"'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customer will be without the service 
provided by "'CLEC Acronym TE'" to the "'CLEC Acronym 
TEO" Customer. 

13.4 [Intentionally Left Blank! rules/regulations. 

See Verizon comment above. 

13.3 Should a "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customer subsequentfy 
become a Verizon Customer. "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall 
provide Ver/zon with all information necessary for Verizon to 
establish service for the "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customer. 
including. but not limited to. the "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
Customer's billed name, listed name. service address. and 
billing address. and the services being provided to the "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" Customer. 

13.4 Nothing in this Seelion 13 shall limit Verlzon's right to 
cancel or terminate this Agreement or suspend provision of 
Services under this Agreement. 

General Terms 
§ 14,1 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement. any dispute 
between the Parties regarding the interpretation or enforcement 
of this Agreement or any of its terms shall be addressed by good 
faith negotiation between the Parties. To initiate such 
negotiation. a Party must provide to the other Party written 
notice of the dispute that includes both a detailed description of 
the dispute or alleged nonperformance and the name of an 
individual who will serve as the in~iating Party's representative in 
the negotiation. The other Party shall have ten Business Days 
to deSignate its own representative in the negotiation, The 
Parties' representatives shall meet at least once within 45 days 
after the date of the initiating Party's written notice in an attempt 
10 reach a good faith resolulion of the dispU1e. Upon agreement. 
the Parties' representatives may utilize other allernative dispute 
resolution procedures such as private mediation to assist in the 
negotiations 

Except as otherwise provided In this Agreement. any dispute 
between the Parties regarding the interpretation or enforcement 
of this Agreement or any of its tenms shall be addressed by good 
faith negotiation between the Parties. To initiate such 
negotiation. a Party must provide to the other Party written 
notice of the dispute that includes 9alI! il!l a description!n 
commercially: reasonable detail, considering the 
Circumstances, of the dispU1e or alleged nonperformance and 
t.!2J.the name of an individual who will serve as Ihe initiating 
Party's representative in the negotiation. The other Party shall 
have ten Business Days to designate its own representative in 
the negotlalfon, The Parties' representatives shall meet at leas! 
once within 45 days after the date of the iniliating Party's written 
notice in an attempt to reach a good faith resolU1ion of the 
dispute. Upon mutual agreement. the Parties' representatives 
may utilize other atternative dispute resolution procedures such 
as private mediation to assist in the negotiations 

........ 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House's language provides a standard to guide the 
Parties in providing an explanation of a billing or other dispute. 
This standard would also guide a court or commission if a 
disag reement as to the adequacy of a description of a billing or 
other dispute were to arise. 

Adding the word "mutual" before agreemenl darifies and 
emphasizes that both Parties musl consent 10 using any 
alternative dispute resolution procedures. We understand thai 
Verizon agrees to Ihis proposed change. 

Verizon does not agree that the "commercially reasonable" 
standard should be used. Verizon agrees that the term "mutual" 
may be added. 

Verizon-Brlght House Florida OPL 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

General Terms 16. Forecasts 16. Forecasts Bright House Comment: 
§ 16 
ISSUE 1: NEED In addition to any other forecasts required by this Agreement, There are several matters at issue here. First, forecasts must be 
DEFINITIVE 

In addition to any other forecasts required by this Agreement, 
upon request by Verizon, '''ClEC Acronym TE'" shall provide subject to a 'reasonableness" test, both in Verizon's requesting 

ICA 
upon reasonable request by Verizon, ~ Bright House shall 

to Verizon forecasts regarding the Services that "'ClEC them and Bright House's providing them. 
Acronym TE'" expects to purchase Irom Venzon, includinCl, but 

provide to Verizon reasonable, nonbinding forecasts regarding 
the Services that ~ Bright House expects to obtain 

ISSUE 6: FAIR not limited to, forecasts regarding the types and volumes to avoid any ambiguity, by their nature forecasts are 
BUSINESS 

Verizon under this Agreement. including, but 
Services that "'ClEC Acronym TE'" expects to pu' reasonable, nonbinding forecasts regarding the 

TERMS the locations where such Services will be Durchased types and volumes of Services that ~ Bright House 
expects to obtain ~ and the locations where such Third, as noted above, it is not necessarily accurate to refer to a 
Services will be obtained. " .. <GAased Party "purchasing" services from the other 

cases there will not be money 
"purchase" had therefore been 
·obtain." 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

General Terms 17. Fraud Bright House Comment:17. Fraud 
§17 
ISSUE 6: FAIR "'ClEC Acronym TE'" assumeS responsibility for all fraud This provision should be mutual. Also, the term "associated 
BUSINESS 

Each Party fGb€Gi assumes responsibility for all fraud 
associated with its Customers and accounts. Verizon shall bear with" is too vague; Bright House's language clarifies Ihe 

TERMS 
committed by means of services provided by that Party to 

no responsibility for, and shall have no obligation to investigate meaning. 

or make adjustments to -CLEC Acronym TE··..s account in 


assesialed ,",'iltl its Customers andlor through that Party's 
accounts, ~ V&!:ii!GR shall bear no responsibility for, and 


cases of, fraud by '''CLEC Acronym TE....s Customers or other 
 Van'zon will not agree to assume responsibility for fraud that its shall have no obligation to investigate or make adjustments to 
third parties own customers might somehow perpetrate. As anthe other Party's ~ account in cases ot, fraud by the 

other Party's ~ Customers or other third parties. interronnector, Bnght House must assume all risks associated 
with its interoonnection, including the prospect of fraud by 
Verizon's customers. 

Verizon-Bright House Florida OPL 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 18 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINI1lVE 
ICA 

18. Good Failh Performance 

The Parties shall act in good faith in their performance of this 
Agreement. Except as otherwise expressly stated in this 
Agreement (including. but not limited to. where consent. 
approval. agreement or a similar action is stated to be within a 
Party's sale discretion), where consent. approval. mutual 
agreement or a similar action is required by any provision of this 
Agreement. such action shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
conditioned or delayed. If and. to the extent that. Verizon. prior 
to the Effective Date of this Agreement. has not provided in the 
State of [State] a Service offered under this Agreement. Verizon 
reserves the right to negotiate in good faith with "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" reasonable terms and conditions (including. 
without limnation. rates and implementation timeframes) for such 
Service; and. if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and 
conditions (including. without limitation. rates and 
implementation timeframes). either Party may utilize the 
Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. 

18. Good Faith Performance 

The Parties shall act in good faith in their performance of this 
Ag reement. Except as otherwise expressly stated in this 
Agreement (induding. but not limited to. where consent. 
approval. agreement or a similar action is stated to be within a 
Party's sale discretion), where consent. approval. mutual 
agreement or a similar action is required by any provision of this 
Agreement. such action shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

Bright House Comment: 

The deleted language is entirely inappropriate. If there are any 
"Services offered under this Agreement" by Verizon that Verizon 
is not actually prepared to provide to Bright House. in Florida. as 
of the Effective Date. then Verizon needs to identify any such 
"services" in advance of entering into the contract so that 
Bright House can determine whether Verizon's inability to 
actually deliver its purported contractual offering is material to 
Bright House. and to negotiate appropriate substitute 
arrangements in advance. 

Verizon is not wi/ling to review the agreement prior to its 
execution to identify which functions it might be called upon to 
perform under the agreement that it is not. in fact, prepared to 
perform as of the effective date. Verizon does not believe that it 
should be required to do so. If the situation arises the parties 
can negotiate regarding it then. 

conditioned or delayed. If aR9. Ie IRe elEleRIIRal. VeFi~eR. ~FieF 
Ie IRe IOlfesliYe Qale al IRis ~ gFeemeRI. Ras ReI ~Fe"ige9 iR IRe 
Siale ef [Slale] a Sep .ise elleFe9 ~RgeF IRis AgFeemeRI. VeFi~eR 
FeSeFYeS IRe FigRlle Regaliale iR gee9lailR wilR "'GbIOG 
A,sFeR¥m +0;'" FeaseRallle leFms aR9 seR9ijiaRs (iRsl~9iR!!. 
.,.qIRaYllimilalieR. Fales aRa im~lemeRlaliaR limelFamesjleF s~sR 
SeFYise; aRa. iflRe FlaRies GaRRal agFee Ie s~sR leFms aR9 
seRailieRS (iRslbiaiRg.....iIRe~llimilalieR. Fales aRa 
im~lemeRlaliaR limelFames). eilReF FlaR¥ may bllili~e IRe 
AgFeemeRfs ais~~le FesalbilieR ~F9SeabiFeS. 

General Terms 
§ 19 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINI1lVE 
ICA 

19. Headings 

The headings used in the Principal Document are inserted for 
convenience of reference only and are not intended to be a part 
of or to affect the meaning of the Principal Document. 

19. Headings 

The headings used in this Agreement IRe FlFiAsi~al QeG~meAI 
are inserted for convenience of reference only and are not 
intended to be a part of or to affect the meaning of this 
Agreement IRe FlFiAsi~al gesbimeRt. 

Bright House Comment: 

The general rule that headings are for convenience only should 
apply to the entire agreement. Verizon's language leaves open 
the prospect that in some portion of the Agreement that doesn't 
count as "the Principal Document," headings might have 
substantive significance. Bright House's proposal eliminates 
that ambiguity. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

General Terms 
§ 20.3 
tSSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

Each Party agrees that n will not implead or bring any action 
against the other Party. the other Party's Affiliates. or any of the 
directors. officers or employees of the other Party or the other 
Party's Affiliates. based on any claim by any person for personal 
injury or death that occurs in the course or scope of employment 
of such person by the other Party or the other Party's Affiliate 
and that arises out of performance of this Agreement. 

In light of the indemnification I!rovided for in this Section 
20. each iOasIH'arty agrees that it will not implead or bring any 
action against the other Party. the other Party's Affiliates. or any 
of the directors. officers or employees of the other Party or the 
other Party's Affiliates. based on any claim by any person for 
personal injury or death that occurs in the course or scope of 
employment of such person by the other Party or the other 
Party's Affiliate and that arises out of performance of this 
Agreement. 

Bright House Comment: 

This proposed modification is the outcome of the parties' 
negotiations. Bright House believes that this proposed change 
is acceptable to Verizon. 

Verizon-Bright House Florida DPL 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section 

General Terms 
§ 21 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

General Terms 
§ 21.1 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

General Terms 
§ 21.1.5 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

General Terms 
§ 21.2 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Verizon Proposal 

21. Insurance 

[ .... J 

···CLEC Acronym TE"· shall maintain during the term of this 
Agreement and for a period of two years thereafter all insurance 
required to satisfy its obligations under this Agreement 
(including, but not limited to, its obligations set forth in Section 
20 hereof) and all insurance required by Applicable Law. The 
insurance shall be obtained from an insurer having an A.M. Best 
insurance rating of at least A-, financial size category VII or 
greater. At a minimum and without limiting the foregoing 
undertaking, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall maintain the 
following insurance 

All risk property insurance on a full replacement cost basis for all 
of ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s real and personal property located 
at any Collocation site or otherwise located on or in any Verizon 
premises (whether owned, leased or otherwise occupied by 
Verizon), facility, equipment or right-of-way 

Any deductibles, self-insured retentions or loss limits 
('"Retentions") for the foregoing insurance must be disclosed on 
the certificates of insurance to be provided to Verizon pursuant 
to Sections 21.4 and 21.5, and Verizon reserves the right to 
reject any such Retentions in its reasonable discretion. All 
Retentions shall be the responsibility of ···CLEC Acronym TE···. 

Bright House Response 

21. Insurance 

[ .... J 

Each Pa!!y (the "Insuring Pa!!Y"1 ~ shall maintain during 
the term of this Agreement and for a period of two years 
thereafter all insurance required to satisfy ~s obligations under 
this Agreement (including, but not limited to, its obligations set 
forth in Section 20 hereof) and all insurance required by 
Applicable Law. The insurance shall be obtained from an 
insurer having an A.M. Best insurance rating of at least A-, 
financial size category VII or greater. At a minimum and w~hout 
lim~ing the foregoing undertaking, the Insuring Pa!!y ~ 
shall maintain the following insurance: 

For Bright House, all risk property insurance on a full 
replacement cost basis for all of Bright House's real and 
personal property located at any Collocation site or otherwise 
located on or in any Verizon premises (whether owned, leased 
or otherwise occupied by Verizon), facility, equipment or right-of
way 

Any deductibles, self-insured retentions or loss limits 
("Retentions") for the foregoing insurance must be disclosed on 
the certificates of insurance to be provided to ~ the non· 
Insuring Pa!!y pursuant to Sections 21.4 and 21.5, and ~ 
the non·lnsuring Pa!!y reserves the right to reject any such 
Retentions in its reasonable discretion. All Retentions shall be 
the responsibility of ~ the Insuring Pa!!y. 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Bright House Comment: 

The poin1 of the changes in the specific insurance sections is to 
make the insurance obligation mutual. 

Based on negotiations, we believe that Verizon is prepared to 
represent that its insurance (which may include large amounts of 
self-insurance) is adequate for Bright House's needs. As a 
result, Bright House's specific proposed changes will be 
unnecessary; instead, the parties will add language reflecting 
Verizon's insurance/self-insurance as appropriate. Final 
language has not yet been determined. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arlJitraNon peNtion. 

Bright House Comment: 


See above re: mutuality of insurance obligations. 


Bright House Comment: 

This particular insurance requirement relates specifically to 
collocation, and so may appropriately be limited to Bright House 
rather than applying to both parties. 

Bright House Comment: 


See above re: mutuality of insurance obligations. 
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--------------- ------

DECISION POINT LlST-VERIZON·BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NeGOTIATIONS- FLORIDA 

Notes/EKplanations/CommentsSection Verizon Proposal Bright House Response 

General Terms 

Sections 21.1 through 21.5, above, shall be 

Bright House Comment:"'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall name Verizon and Verlzon's The Insuring Party ~ shall name ~ the other Party 
§ 21.3 Affiliates as additional Insureds on the foregoing liability and ~ the other Party's Affiliates as addllfonal insureds 
ISSUE 6: FAIR See above re: mutuality of insurance obligations. 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

insurance. on the foregoing liability insurance. 

General Terms Bright House Comment:"'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall, within two (2) weeks of the The Insuring Party (GbEG} shall. within two (2) weeks of the 
§ 21.4 Effective Date hereof at the time of each renewal of, or material Effective Date hereol at the time of each renewal of, or material 
ISSUE 6: FAIR See above re: mutual~y of insurance obligations. 
BUSINESS 

in, '''CLEC Acronym TE....s insurance policies, and at change in, the Insuring Party's ~ insurance policies, • 
ler times as Verizon may reasonably specify, furnish and at such other times as the other Party ~ may 

TERMS certificates or other proof of the loregolng Insurance reasonably reasonably specify. furnish certificates or other proof of the 

acceptable to Venzon. The certificates or other proof of the 
 foregoing insurance reasonably acceptable to the other Party 

foregoing Insurance shall be sent to: Director-Negotiations, 
 ~. In the case of Bright House as Insuring Party. the 

Venzon Partner Solutions, 600 Hidden Ridge, 
 certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance shall be 

HQEWMNOTICES, Irving. TX 75038. 
 sent to: Director-Negotiations, Verizon Partner Solutions, 600 

Hidden Ridge, HQEWMNOTICES, Irving, TX 75038. In the 
case ofVerl:l:on as Insuring Party, the certificates or other 
proof of the foregoing insurance shall be sent to: [specify 
addressl, 

General Terms Bright House Comment:'''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall require its contractors, il any, that The Insuring Party ~ shall require its contractors, if any, 
§ 21.5 may enter upon the premises or access the facil~ies Or that may enter upon the premises or access the facilities or 
ISSUE 6: FAIR See above re: mutuality of insurance obligations. 
BUSINESS 

equipment of Verizon or Verizon's affiliates to maintain equipment of the other Party ~ or the other Party's 
~ affiliates to maintain insurance in accordance wijh 

TERMS 
insurance in accordance with Sections 21.1 through 21.3 and, if 
requested, to furnish Verizon certificates or other adequate proof Seelions 21.1 through 21.3 and, if requested. to furnish the 

of such insurance acceptable to Verizon in accordance w~h 
 other Party ~ certificates or other adequate proof of such 

Section 21.4, 
 insurance reasonably acceptable to the other Party ~ in 

accordance with Section 21.4. 

General Terms Bright House Comment:FailUre of "'CLEC Acronym TE'" or '''CLEC Failureof~ 
§ 21.6 contractors to maintain insurance and provide certificates insurance and pre 
ISSUE 6: FAIR See above re: mutuality of insurance obligations. 
BUSINESS 

Jired in Sections 21.1 through 21.5, above, 
s material breach of this Agreement breach of this Agreement. 

TERMS 

Bright House Comment: 
§ 21.7 
General Terms Certificates furnished by Bright House or Bright House's Certificates furnished by "'CLEC Acronym TE''' or '''CLEC 

Acronym TE''''s contractors shalt contain a clause stating: contractors shall contain a clause stating: •• ..Verizon Company 
ISSUE 6: FAIR See above re: mutuality of insurance obligations. 
BUSINESS 

Full Name 1 TXT''' shall be notified in writing at least thirty (30)••..Verizon Company Full Name 1 TXT''' shall be notified in 
days prior to cancellation of, or any matenal change in, the 

TERMS 
wtiting at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation of. or any 
material change in, the insurance: insurance: Certificates furnished by Verizon or Verizon's 

contractors shall contain a clause stating: "Bright House 
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emeroencv situations (e.g., situations involving a risk 

DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON·BRIClHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Notes/Explanations/CommentsVerlzon Proposal Bright House ResponseSection 

Networks Information Services (Florida! LLC shall be 
notified in writing at least thirtY (3D! days prior to 
cancellation of. or any material chanqe In. the insurance." 

Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 

GTs&CS§23 23. Joint Work Produd 23. Joinl Work Product 

This change implicates the discussion above 
ICA 

This Agreement IRe PFiRGipal OGGloimeAl is Ihe joinl work The Principal Document is the joint work product of the Parties, 
of, and inclusion by reference of, Verizon 

interpreted in accordance with tts terms, In the event of any 
product of the Parties, has been negotiated by the Parties, and has been negotiated by the Parties, and shall be fairly 

Verizon's tariffs are not "joint work product" and so if they are 
ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against either Party. 

shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its lerms. In Ihe 
legally "part of' the ICA then our change is incorrect. If, as we 

eilher Party. 
evenl of any ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against 

propose, tariffs are not "part of' the ICA then our change is 
appropriate. 

Verizon's views on this change paral/el its views regarding Ihe 
incorporation of lariffs. 

Bright House Comment: 
§ 25.5.6 

25.5 Nothing contained in Sections 25.1 through 25.4 shall General'Terms [Bright House is proposing new language; Verizon's § 25.5.6 
exclude or limit liability: 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
becomes new § 25.5.7] 

While broad limitations of liability in ICAs are generally 
BUSINESS appropriate, there should nol be any limitation or exclusion of 
TERMS liability for damages a Party causes by virtue of its gross 

negligence or intentional misconduct. 
intentional misconduct of a Party; 

Venzon opposes this provision on the grounds thaI 'gross" 
negligence is not well defined, and on Ihe grounds Ihat all 
conducl is, in some sense, 'inlentional.· 

25.5.6 for damages arising out of the grossly negligent or 

Bright House Comment: 
§ 26.3.1 
General Terms Except in emergency situations (e.g., situations 

or damage 10 tangible property, or an of bodily injury 10 persons or damage to tangible 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Both Verizon and Bright House have hundreds of thousands of 
BUSINESS 

service) or as otherwise provided in this substantial interruption in Customer service) or as 
customers. The prospect of a very minor service issue should 

TERMS 
Agreement, the Impaired Party shall have given the Interfering provided in this Agreement, the Impaired Party shall have given 

nol be sufficient to allow a Party to dispense with nolice of a 
inlerference or impairment or potential interference or 
Party at least ten (10) days' prior written notice of the the Interfering Party at least ten (10) days' prior writlen notice of 

problem or justify trealing it as an emergency. 
impairment and the need to correct the condition within said time impairment and the need to correct the condition within said time 
period; and taken other actions, if any, required by Applicable period; and taken other actions, if any, required by Applicable 

the interference or impairment or potential interference or 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
Law; and Law; and response 10 Ihe arbitration petition. 

------------ --------------~~~~~~---l 

Outage Repair Standard. In the event of an outage or trOUble in Outage Repair Standard. In the event of an outage or trouble in Bright House Comment: 
§ 26,4 
General Terms 

any Service being provided by a Party hereunder, the Providing any Service being provided by a Party hereunder, the Providing 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Party will follow Verizon's standard procedures for isolating and Party will follow industry ~ standard procedures for This proposed change arises from negotiations. We believe it is 
MATTERS clearing the outage or trouble. isolating and clearing the outage or trouble. acceptable to Verizon. 
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DeCISION POINT LIST - VERllON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanations/Comments
- ---

NEEDIN ~ 
CORRE l10N 

-

General 'erms 29.1.2 shall be delivered (a) personally, (b) by express delivery 29,1.2 shall be delivered (a) personally, (b) by express delivery Bright House Comment: 
§ 29.1.2 service with next Business Oay delivery, (c) by first class. service with next Business Oay delivery, (c) by ~ 
ISSUE 7 MISC. certified or regislered U.S. mail, postage prepaid, or (d) by certified or registered first class U,S, mail, postage prepaid, or We believe Ihat this proposed change is acceptable to Verizon. 
MATTERS facsimile telecopv, with a copy delivered in accordance with (a). (d) by facsimile telecopv, with a copy delivered in accordance 
NEEDIN ~ (b) or (e), preceding; and with (a), (b) or (c), preceding: and 
CORRE l10N 

--

GTs&C § [no Verizon language at issue] 29.1.4 In addition to the formal Notice (!roeedure (!rovlded Bright House Comment: 
29.1.4 above, each Pam shall (!rovlde the other Patlll with 
ISSUE 7 MISC. notification via emalllwbi!ih shi!1I ng~ !ignst1l!!l;e formal Even though email is not normally viewed as providing formal 
MArnERS notice under this Agreemen!l. In!iluding !!Iectrgnlcal!¥ "notice" under an ICA, email has become the dominant form of 
NEEDIN ; readable co(!i!ll! of anx relevant dg!iumen~. gf ill! business-te-business communication. The contract should 
CORRE nON communications which are (!rovided via forma! notice. For provide that any significant communications will be sent via 

I!url!oses of email notifl!imion. the Parties shall use the email in addition to whatever "formal" notice is required. 
following email adgresses (which max be changed bX 
Notice as (!rovided in this section 291: Verizon opposes any use of email under the contract or 

Bright House: [email addresses! 
recognition of communication by email as having any status 

I"",,,",,,,~- .""',."" ",,,,,,,," .,'"'p""",~ 
V!lc!sln: {email addresses] 
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DECISION POINT UST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 30. Ordering and Maintenance 30. Ordering and Maintenance Bright House Comment: 
§ 30 
ISSUE 6: FAIR "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall use Verizon's electronic Each Party ~ shall use the other Party's ~ It certainly makes sense for Bright House to use Verizon'~ 
BUSINESS Operations Support System access platforms to submit Orders electronic Operations Support System access platforms to electronic ass when Bright House needs Verizon to do 
TERMS and requests for maintenance and repair of Services. and to submij Orders and requests for maintenance and repair of something with respect to a service, facility, orfunctionalfi that 

engage in other pre-ordering, ordering, prOVisioning, Services, and to engage in other prEKlrdering, ordering, Verizon is providing. It makes no sense to suggest that 
maintenance and repair transactions. If Verizon has not yet provisioning, maintenance and repair transactions involving the Verizon's electronic ass would be relevant when Verizor needs 
deployed an electronic capability for "'ClEC Acronym TE'" to other Pam's facilities or Servis;es. If' VeFii!09A Ras Ae!-yel Bright House to do something with respect to a service, f' dlity, 
perform a pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance or 
repair, transaction offered by Verizon, ···ClEC Acronym TE'·· 
shall use such other processes as Verizon has made available 
for performing such transaction (induding, but natlimHed, to 

aell19yea aA eleeiFGAie saflallll"1' feF (GbEGl 19 fleFleFm a IlFe 
9!'<leIiA!}, a!'<leIiA!}: pF9,.jsisRiR!}, maiAleA!lAGe aF Fel"aiF,I'.__ '00 ....."V_,""'''-  ,,.,,...,
I'f9GeSSeS as VericeA Ras maae 8'I9i1aole fer l'eFle~ 

or functionamy that Bright House is providing. In that situ: 
Verizon should use Blight House's systems. 

Separately, if there are any material limitations on Verizor 

on 

s 
submission of Orders by telephonic facsimile transmission and IFaRsaGlieA (iRGIIIGiA!}, DIl! A9llimitea, Ie s~bmissieA ef G!'<leFS by electronic interfaces for ordering. etc. in Florida, Verizon r eds 
placing trouble reports by voice telephone transmission). lelepl:leRiG facsimile !f!lAsmissieA aRG plasiA!! trQllele felleRS by to disdose and discuss those limitations In advance so It ,at 

veiGa !elspReRe tr!lRsmissigA). Bright House may consider their signifrcance and attempt o 
work out a solution. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ami/ration petition. 

General Terms 33. Predecessor Agreements 33. Predecessor Agreements Bright House Comment: 
§ 33 
ISSUE 7: MISC, 33.1 Except as stated in Section 33.2 or as otherwise ~ Except as stated in Section 33.2 or as otherwise agreed in Given that Bright House and Verizon are presently 
MATTERS agreed in writing by the Parties: writing by the Parties, interconnected and providing services to each other, in or erto 
NEEDING ensure legal continuity of service, it makes sense to indiCl e that 
CORRECT10N 33.1.1 Further to the provisions of Section 1 of the General 33.~.~ F~RRer 191he I'fQvisi9R6 sf SeGliaA <af IRe General such services will automatically "roll over" to the new agre ment. 

Terms and Conditions of this Agreement. any prior +Bfms aAQ GSRailisRs elillis ,6,gFBemeAI, aAY !,rier 
interconnection or resale agreement between the Parties for the iRleFG9AReelieF! 9F resale agFeemeRI Sel¥<eBA IRe PaRies fe! IRe Bright House understands that Verizon agrees with Bright 
State of [State] pursuant to Section 252 of the Act and in effect Slate af lliilalej ~"r6waAI Ie SeGlieA :IS:! 911"8 A GI aRa iA effeGl House's suggestecl change to § 33. 1.2. Verizon will provi Ie its 
plior to the Effective Date is hereby amended, extended and ~AeF lathe Effeelive Oale is lIe~l:ly ameAQeg, eldeAGeg aRd response in its response to the aroitrafion petition. 
restated; and reslaleg; aRIi 

Bright House continues to note that there is no need to tre at the 
33.1.2 any Services that were purchased by one Party from ~ any Services that were being purchased by one Party new agreement as an amendment, restatement, etc. of th old 

one. The relevant provisions of the old one (payment Ihe other Party under a prior interconnection or resale from the other Party under a prior interconnection or resale 
agreement between the Parties for the State of Florida pursuant obligations, protection of confidential information, etc.) will agreement between the Parties for the State of [State] pursuant 

survive its termination. See also discussion of General T, ms§to Section 252 of the Act and in effect prior to the Effective Date, to Section 252 of the Act and in effect prior to the Effective Date, 
shall as of the Effective Dale be subject to and purchased under 1.3. above. See comments to Preface, and General Tem §shall as of the Effective Date be subject to and purchased under 

1.3.Ihis Agreement. I"'Ag,~="'. 
33.2 Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties. if [no change to §§ 33.2 and 33.3] IVerizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

response to the ami/ration petition. a Service purchased by a Party unde'-"!'rior interconnection or 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 
I---~~~~ 

resale agreement between the Parties pursuant to Section 252 
of the Act was subject to a contractual commitment that it would 
be purchased for a period of longer than one month, and such 
period had not yet expired as olthe Effedive Date and the 
Service had not been terminated prior to the Effective Date, to 
the extent not inconsistent with this Agreement, such 
commitment shall remain in effect and the Service will be 
purchased under this Agreement; provided, that if this 
Agreement would materially alter the tenns of the commitment, 
either Party may elect to cancel the commttment 

33,3 If efther Party elects to cancel the commitment pursuant 
to the proviso in Sedion 33,2, the PurchaSing Party shall not be 
liable for any termination charge that would otherwise have 
applied. However, if the commitment was cancelled by the 
Purchasing Party, the Providing Party shall be entitled to 
payment from the Purchasing Party of the difference between 
the price of the Service that was adually paid by the Purchasing 
Party under the commftment and the price of the Service that 
would have applied if the commitment had been to purchase the 
Service only until the time that the commitment was cancelled. 

'-~~~ ----~~ 
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Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 37.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

Notw~hstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, 
neither Party waives, and each Party hereby expressly reserves, 
its rights: (a) to appeal or otherwise seek the reversal of and 
changes in any arb~ration decision associated with this 
Agreement; (b) to challenge the lawfulness of this Agreement 
and any provision of this Agreement; (c) to seek changes in this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, changes in rates, 
charges and the Services that must be offered) through changes 
in Applicable Law; (d) to challenge the lawfulness and propriety 
of, and to seek to change, any Applicable Law, including, but nol 
limited 10 any rule, regulation, order or decision of Ihe 
Commission,lhe FCC, or a court of applicable jurisdiction: and 
(e) to collect debts owed to it under any prior interconnection or 
resale agreements. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed 
10 limit or prejudice any position a Party has taken or may lake 
before Ihe Commission, the FCC, any other slate or federal 
regulalory or legislative bodies, courts of applicable jurisdiction, 
or industry fora. The provisions of Ihis Section shall survive Ihe 
expiration, cancellalion or termination of Ihis Agreement. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, Bright House Comment: 
neither Party waives, and each Party hereby expressly reserves, 
Hs rights: (a) to appeal or otherwise seek the reversal of and As noted in the discussion of General Terms § 4.6, above, Bright 
changes in any arbitration decision associated with this House proposes to establish 'Change in Applicable Law' as a 
Agreement; (b) to challenge the lawfulness of this Agreement defined term: This modification to § 37.1 is simply a conforming 
and any provision of this Agreement; (c) to seek changes In this change, 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, changes in rates, 
charges and the Services that must be offered) through ~ Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
a Change in Applicable Law; (d) to challenge the lawfulness and response to the arbitration petition 
propriety of, and to seek 10 change, any Applicable Law, 
induding, but nollimned 10 any rule, regulation, order or decision 
of the Commission, the FCC, or a court of applicable jurisdiction; 
and (e) to collecl debts owed to it under any prior 
interconnection or resale agreements. Nothing in this 
Agreement shall be deemed to limit or prejudice any position a 
Party has taken or may take before the Commission, Ihe FCC, 
any olher stale or federal regulalory or legislative bodies, courts 
of applicable jurisdiction, or industry fora. The provisions of this 
Section shall sUfl/lve the expiration, cancellation or lermination 
of this Ag reement. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Res ponse Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 37.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

~..... 

General Terms 
§ 41 (and 
subsections) 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINInVE 
ICA 

-~~~ 

37.2 '-CLEC Acronym TE'" acknowledges -'CLEC Acronym 
TE-' has been advised by Verizon that ~ is Venzon's position 
that this Agreement contains certain provisions which are 
intended to reflect Applicable Law and Commission andlor FCC 
arbitration decisions. 

37.2 [Intentionally Left Blank) 
----

Bright House Comment: 

The deleted language creates ambiguity and 'wiggle room' for 
Verizon. It suggests that there are other aspects of the 
Agreement that are not required by Applicable Law, opening up 
possibilities for dispute in light of other provisions suggesting 
that Verizon can unilaterally cease performing contractual 
obligations that it later decides are not required by Applicable 
Law. Our view is that once the contract is established, Verizon 
is bound by all of its terms - whether any particular term is or is 
not literally required by Applicable Law - unless that term is 
renegotiated, or is affected by a Change in Applicable Law, in 
which case the Parties must negotiate any needed changes to 
the ICA, and bring the matier to the PSC if they cannot agree. 

The deleted language is also false: other than a general 
slate me nt, Venzon has not advised Bright House of any 
particular provisions that il believes are, or are not, intended to 
reflect Applicable Law. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

[" .. ,Purchasing Party ... ·] [" ... PI.lf<>Aasiflli Receiving Party ... 1 
" 

Bright House Comment: 

In all places in General Terms § 41 (and subsections) where the 
lerm "Purchasing" Party appears, it should be changed to 
"Receiving" Party. This is a conforming change regarding 
terminology, noled above in connection wilh General Terms § 
2.4. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

General Terms 
§ 41.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

41. Taxes 

41.1 In General. With respect to any purchase of Services 
under this Agreement. if any federal. state or local tax, fee, 
surcharge or other tax-like charge, excluding any tax levied on 
property or net income, (a ''Tax'') is required or permitted by 
Applicable Law or a Tariff to be collected from the Purchasing 
Party by the Providing Party, then (a) the Providing Party shall 
bill the Purchasing Party for such Tax, as a separately stated 
item on the invoice, (b) the Purchasing Party shall timely remit 
such Tax to the Providing Party and (c) the Providing Party shall 
timely remit such collected Tax to the applicable taxing authority 
as and to the extent required by Applicable Law. 

41. Taxes 

41.1 In General. With respect to any purchase of Services 
under this Agreement, if any federal, state or local tax, fee, 
surcharge or other tax-like charge, excluding any tax levied on 
property or net income, (a "Tax") is required or permitled by 
Applicable Law 9f-a-+aRfI to be collected from the Receiving 
Party by the Providing Party, then (a) the Providing Party shall 
bill the Receiving Party for such Tax, as a separately stated item 
on the invoice, (b) the Receiving Party shall timely remit such 
Tax to the Providing Party and (c) the Providing Party shall 
timely remit such collected Tax to the applicable taxing authority 
as and to the extent required by Applicable Law 

Bright House Comment: 

The treatment of taxes on items purchased under a Tariff will be 
governed by the lerms of that Tariff. Tariffs are legally distinct 
from the ICA and do not legally constitute any part of the ICA. 
Therefore the reference to a "Tariff" in this context is 
inappropriate. See discussion of General Terms § 1.1, above. 

General Terms 
§ 41.4 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

41.4 Tax Exem~tions and Exem~tion Certificates. If Applicable 
Law clearly exempts a purchase hereunder from a Tax, and if 
such Applicable Law also provides an exemption procedure, 
such as an exemption certificate requirement, then, if the 
Purchasing Party complies with such procedure, the Providing 
Party shall not collect such Tax during the effective period of 
such exemption. Such exemption shall be effective upon receipt 
of the exemption certificate or affidavit in accordance with the 
terms set forth in Section 41.7. If Applicable Law clearly 
exempts a purchase hereunder from a Tax, but does not also 
provide an exemption procedure. then the Providing Party shall 
not collect such Tax if the Purchasing Party {al furnishes the 
Providing Party with a letler signed by an officer requesting such 
an exemption and citing the provision in the Applicable Law 
which clearly allows such exemption and (b) supplies the 
Providing Party with an indemnification agreement, acceptable 
to the Providing Party, which holds the Providing Party harmless 
on an after-tax basis with respect to its forbearing to collect such 
Tax. 

41.4 Tax Exem~tions and Exem~tion Certificates. If Applicable 
Law clearly exempts a purchase hereunder from a Tax, and if 
such Applicable Law also provides an exemption procedure, 
such as an exemption certificate requirement, then, if the 
P~FGRasiR!! Receiving Party complies with such procedure, the 
Providing Party shall not collect such Tax during the effective 
period of such exemption. Such exemption shall be effective 
upon receipt of the exemption certificate or affidavit in 
accordance with the terms set forth in Section 41.7. If 
Applicable Law clearly exempts a purchase hereunder from a 
Tax, but does not also provide an exemption procedure, then the 
Providing Party shall not collect such Tax if the P~FGRasiR!! 
Receiving Party (a) furnishes the Providing Party with a letler 
signed by an officer requesting such an exemption and citing the 
provision in the Applicable Law which clearly allows such 
exemption and (b) supplies the Providing Party with an 
indemnification agreement, acceptable to the Providing Party, 
which holds the Providing Party harmless on an after-tax basis 
with respect to its forbearing to collect such Tax. 

Bright House Comment: 

The change from "Purchasing" Party to "Receiving" Party is a 
conforming change; see discussion under General Terms § 2.4, 
above. 

General Terms 
§ 41.6 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 

41.6 Audit Coo~eration. In the event either Party is audited by a 
taxing authority, the other Party agrees to cooperate fully with 
the Party being audited in order to respond to any audit inquiries 
in a proper and timely manner so that the audit and/or any 
resulting controversy may be resolved expeditiously 

41.6 Audit Coo~eration. In the event either Party is audited by a 
taxing authority, the other Party agrees to cooperate reasonably 
MIy with the Party being audited in order to respond to any audit 
inquiries in a proper and timely manner so that the audit and/or 
any resulting controversy may be resolved expeditiously. 

Bright House Comment: 

We believe that this change refiects a negotiated agreement with 
Verizon. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

BUSINESS 
TERMS 

General Terms 
§ 42 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

42. Technology Upgrades 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. Verizon 
shall have the right to deploy. upgrade. migrate and maintain its 
network at its discretion. The Parties acknowledge that Verizon. 
at its election. may deploy fiber throughout its network and that 
such fiber deployment may inhibit or facilitate ···CLEC Acronym 
TE..··s ability to provide service using certain technologies. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall limit Verizon's ability to modify its 
network through the incorporation of new equipment or software 
or otherwise. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall be solely 
responsible for the cost and activities associated with 
accommodating such changes in its own network 

42. Technology Upgrades 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. ~ 
each Party shall have the right to deploy. upgrade. migrate and 
maintain its network at its discretion. Each PartY TAe PaFlies 
acknowledgel!, that ~ a Party. at its election. may deploy 
fiber throughout its network and that such fiber deployment may 
iAAitlil GF fasililale (Gb~G'sl materially affect the other Party's 

Bright House Comment: 

This provision should be mutual. Verizon and Bright House are 
probably equally likely to deploy major technology upgrades. and 
there is no reason for any asymmetric treatment of the costs 
such upgrades might impose on the other party. 

The change from "inhibit or facilitate" to "materially affect" is a 
clarification. Immaterial impacts are possible but immaterial. 

Bright House would be willing to simply delete this provision 
entirely if Verizon would prefer that to our suggested changes to 
it. 

Verizon opposes these changes. Interconnecton; have to take 
Verizon's network as they find it and cannot have its technology 
decisions affected by any interconnec/or. Interconnecton; bear 
the risk that they will incur costs to accommodate any changes 
Verizon might make in its network. 

ability to provide service using certain technologies. Nothing in 
this Agreement shall limit ~~ ability to modify its 
network through the incorporation of new equipment or software 
or otherwise. Each Party {GbEGt shall be solely responsible for 
the cost and activities associated with accommodating. SYOO 
~ in its own network. such changes in the other Party's 
network. 

General Terms 
§ 43.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

43.2 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. 
Verizon may terminate this Agreement as to a specific operating 
territory or portion thereof if Verizon sells or otherwise transfers 
its operations in such territory or portion thereof to a third-
person. Verizon shall provide ·"CLEC Acronym TE··· with at 
least 90 calendar days prior written notice of such termination. 
which shall be effective upon the date specified in the notice. 

43.2 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. 
Verizon may terminate this Agreement as to a specific operating 
territory or portion thereof if Verizon sells or otherwise transfers 
its operations in such territory or portion thereof to a third-
person. I!rovided, however, that such termination shall be 
I!ermissible only ifVerizon assigns its duties and 
obligations under this Agreement, in accordance with 
Section 5 of this Agreement, to the third I!erson and the 
third I!erson agrees in writing to assume all of Verizon's 
duties and obligations hereunder with resl!ect to such 
territory or I!ortion thereof. Verizon shall provide Bright House 
with at least 90 calendar days prior written notice of such 
termination. which notice shall not be effective unless it is 
accompanied by the written assignment and acknowledgement 
by the third person noted above ...~eA tAe eate s~esi~ee iA tAe 
Affiise., 

Bright House Comment: 

There is no reason that Verizon should be permitted to "walk 
away from" its commitments under the Agreement simply by 
selling off some portion of its territory. To the contrary. once this 
Agreement is in place. it should be completely clear that any 
purchaser of some or all of Verizon's territory will take over such 
territory subject to the obligations in the Agreement. If 
Verizon cannot find a buyer willing to take on those obligations 
then Verizon should come to Bright House to negotiate over 
potential modifications to the Agreement. if any are possible. in 
order to accommodate Verizon's potential buyer. 

Verizon disagrees with this provision. Any sale of Verizon 
tem"tory would have to be approved by the PSG. Any 
appropriate conditions regarding such sale. including handling of 
IGA obligations. can be dealt wilh at the PSG. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments
--------1 

General Terms 46. Section 252(i) Obligations 46. Section 252(1) Obligations Bright House Comment: 
§ 46 
ISSUE 6: FAIR To the exlent required by Applicable Law, each Party shall To the exlent required by Applicable Law, each Party shall It may well be that Applicable Law regarding Bright House's 
BUSINESS comply wijh Section 252(i) Of the Act. To the exlent that the comply with Section 252(1) of the Act. Bright House shall bear exercise of § 252(i) rights would normally place liabil~y for 
TERMS exercise by "'CLEC Acronym TE'" of any rights it may have rearrangement costs, termination charges. and similar rearrangement costs onto Bright House rather than Verizon. In 

under Section 252(i) results in the rearrangement of Services by costs and charges arising from its exercise of Its Section cases where that is true, Bright House will bear any such costs. 
Verizon, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall be solely liable for all 252lil rights, to the extent required by Applicable Law. +G But there may be situations in which it is not appropriate to 
costs associated therewith, as well as for any termination 110....><leA! 11".1 tRe .. " .. ",ise by '''ClEC A,sr~lRym TE'" of aAY impose such costs on Bright House and in which Applicable Law 
charges associated with the terminalion of existing Verizon AgRts it may Rave ~Fltler SeGlieA :l!i2(i) resldits iF! the does not require Bright House to bear such costs, in which case 
Services. rearraRgemsAi sf SSAlises by lleri;!9A, IClEC] 6Rall ge salely Bright House should not bearthem. 

liaille fer all se&ts assesialee IRBFeWitR. as ..,ell as fer !lRY 
termiRatieR Ghllf!les aSMsiate!! with tRe terminati"", of existiR!! Verizon's purpose in induding this provision is to ensure that ifa 
Veri"en Sef'l'iG9s. third party adopts this agreement, Ihat CLEC wi" have to bear 

any costs necessary to bring that third-party CLEC's operations 
into conformity with this agreement. 

response, Bright House notes that those concerns do not 
relate to the ICA belween Verizon and Bright House; 
to the scope of Section 252(i) rights of hypothetical 

party CLECs as against Venzon. As a result, we believe our 
proposal remains appropriate. 

General Terms 47. Use of Service 47, Use of Service Bright House Comment: 
§ 47 
ISSUE 1: NEED Each Party shall make commercially reasonable efforts to Each Party shall make commercially reasonable efforts to As noted above in connection with General Terms §§ 2.4 and 
DEFINITIVE ensure that its Customers comply wilh the provisions of this ensure that its Customers comply wilh the provisions of this 16, many services, functions, etc. will be provided between the 
ICA Agreement (including, but not limited to the provisions of Agreement (including, but not limited to the provisions of Parties with no explicit charges between them. it is therefore 

applicable Tariffs) applicable to the use of Services purchased applicable Tariffs) applicable to the use of Services ~ more appropriate to refer to Services being ·obtained" by a Party 
by it under this Agreement. obtained by it under this Agreement under the Ag reement, rather than 'purchased: 
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Section Notes/Explanations/CommentsVerizon Proposal Bright House Response 

General Terms Bright House Comment:50. Withdrawal of Services I 50. I1ntentionally left Blankl. 
§ 50 
ISSUE 1: NEED This entire provision is completely inappropriate and undermines 
DEFINITIVE 

50.1 Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, 50.1 [Intentionally left blank], 
except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, Verizon may the legitimacy and legalily of the enlire Agreement. Federallaw 

ICA terminate its offering and/or provision of any Service under this 50.2 [intentionally left blankl. requires Verizon to voluntarily enter into "binding" contract terms 
Agreement upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to '''CLEC wilh Bright House or to have the PSC impose such binding 
Acronym TE ..•. terms on Verizon. Section 50.1 essentially says that if there is 

anything in the Agreement that Verizon agrees to do, but which 
is not literally "required by Applicable Law,' Verizon can stop 50.2 NotWithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, 
doing it at any time, on 30 days notice. Such a provision except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, Verizon may 
introduces boundless uncertainty into the Parties' contractual with thirty (30) days prior written notice to '''CLEC Acronym 
arrangement. The point of having the Agreement is to give TE'" terminate any provision of this Agreement that provides for 
certainty to the Parties' interconnection and business dealings. the payment by Verizon to '''CLEC Acronym TE'" of 
We agree that ff Applicable Law changes to relieve Verizon of compensation related to traffic, including, but not limited to, 
some obligation to do something, if can (after appropriate Reciprocal Compensation and other types of compensation for 
negotiation and transition arrangements) stop doing it. But in the termination of traffic delivered by Verizon to "·CLEC Acronym 
absence of a change in law, Venzon should be bound by theTE'" Following such termination, except as otherwise agreed 
terms of its deal. in writing by the Parties, Verizon shall be obligated to provide 

rnrnnAnc!2tinn to ..··CLEe Acronym TE-- related to traffic only 
provision setting a special . Applicable Law. If Verizon exercises its 
19 to intercarrierIr this Section, the Parties shall negotiate 

addressing Verizon's worries !2nnrnnri:rt1llO substitute provisions for comoensation 
SP-bound traffic, an issue that that except as 

particularly concem Bright House. But as a general 19 in its sole discretion, 
proposition, changes in the law regarding intercarrier rnmnensation to '''CLEC 
compensation are just like any other changes in law: If theyexient required by 
occur, the Parties should try to agree on howto makeafter Verizon's notice of 
corresponding changes in their agreement and, if they cannot do Parties are unable to agree in writing upon 
so, they can bring the matter to the PSC for resolution. mutually acceptable substitute provisions for compensation 


related to traffic, either Party may submit their disagreement to 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in itsdispute resolution in accordance with Section 14 of this 
response to the arbitration petition.Agreement. 

General Terms [no corresponding language in Verizon draft] I 51. Payment for Services Bright House Comment: 
§ 51 

51.1 This Agreement contains numerous provisions Verizon's draft is fundamentally vague and ambiguous about 
DEFINITIVE 
ISSUE 1: NEED 

reguiring performance of multiple functions by each Party when one Party's provision of some function or service 
ICA that provide benefits to the other Party and/or the other generates a payment obligation on the part of the other Party. 

Party's Customers and End Users, By way of example and This is bad draftsmanship and is essentially guaranteed to 
not limitation, each Party provides the other Party with generate disputes (and, indeed, has generated such disputes 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

interconnection arrangements, transeort and termination of 
traffic, number !!ortabiliPl, and dialing eariPl. 

51.2 Because of these multiele offsetting obligations, no 
!!erformance of an obligation bll one Pa!!ll under this 
Agreement shall be construed to create an obligation on the 
other Pa!!ll to !!all the !!erforming Partv for eerforming that 
obligation, including without limitation the !!rovision of anll 
Service, activitJl, function, or eerformance under or relating 
to this Agreement. Anll and all !!allment obligations that 
exist or arise under this Agreement are ex!!resslll set forth 
in this Agreement using language that exeresslll states that 
!!allment for the !!articular activitll is reguired and that 
states what s!!ecific eallment is reguired. 

51.3 For the avoidance of doubt, the fact that a Pam elaces 
an Order under this Agreement, whether bll means of an 
LSR, an ASR, or otherwise, shall not be construed to mean 
or im(!lll that the Pam !!Iacing the Order has an obligation 
under this Agreement, or at all, to make anll !!allments to 
the other Pa!!ll in com(!ensation for the Service. Anll 
!!allment obligations that exist under this Agreement are 
ex(!resslll stated in this Agreement. 

51.4 For the convenience of Verizon, the Pricing 
Attachment to this Agreement is Verizon's standard Pricing 
Attachment as of the Effective Date of this Agreement for 
Florida. The Parties acknowledge that thell have made no 
effort to eliminate from the Pricing Attachment references to 
or erices for activities, functions, andlor Services that are 
not charneable or otherwise subject to anll eallment 
obligation under this Agreement. For avoidance of doubt, 
notwithstanding an~hing in the Pricing Attachment to the 
contra!y, nothing in the Pricing Aeeendix creates or shall 
be construed to create anll obligation on the eart of either 
Partv to !!all for anll !!articular activitJl, function, 
I!erformance, or Service under this Agreement. Instead, the 
Pricing Attachment is for reference onlll, and the fact that 
the Pricing Attachment mall contains a I!rice for a earticular 
activitJl, function, !!erformance andlor Service shall not be 

under the Parties' existing agreement). Verizon's use of terms 
such as "Purchasing Party" and "purchase" and "order" all 
contribute to this ambiguity. Yet, a fundamental requirement of a 
binding contract is that ~ unambiguously specify what prices will 
be imposed for which activities. 

To correct this problem, Bright House's language makes crystal 
clear that (a) many functions will be provided by one Party for 
the benefit of the other Party w~hout any obligation to pay being 
thereby created; and (b) when an obligation to pay exists, it will 
be clearly and unambiguously stated. 

This language is not in any way intended to deprive Verizon (or 
Bright House) of the right to receive payment when payment is 
appropriate and required by the contract. It is simply intended to 
make all such payment obligations entirely explicit. This is 
simply good draftsmanship. 

We note that we are suggesting that Verizon's current Pricing 
Appendix may be used even though it contains prices for items 
that may well not be subject to a charge under the substantive 
terms of the Agreement. We take this idea from language 
contained in Verizon's standard "adoption letter," which 
effectively "slaps on" the current pricing appendix to an adopted 
agreement. The alternative to this approach is to save the 
editing of the Pricing Appendix until the conclusion of the entire 
negotiation/arb~ration process, and then edit out any and all 
prices that are not appropriately included under the substantive 
terms of the Agreement. 

Venzon disagrees with these proposals. It will provide its 
detai/ed response in its response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

construed to create anlll!allment obligation. Instead, as 
I!rovided in Section 51.2, each and eVe!lll!allment 
obligation established in this Agreement is eXl!resslll stated 
In the substantive terms of this Agreement. 

GLOSSARY 

Glossary § 1.2 1.2 Unless the context clearly indicales otherwise, when a term 1.2 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, when a term Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. listed in this Glossary is used in the Principal Document, the listed in this Glossary is used in the Principal Document. the 
MATTERS term shall have the meaning stated in this Glossary. A defined term shall have the meaning stated in this Glossary. A defined The reference to "the Act" should be expanded to include 47 
NEEDING term intended to convey the meaning stated in this Glossary is term intended to convey the meaning stated in this Glossary is C.F.R., which includes definitions of particular terms or concepts 
CORRECTION capitalized when used. Other terms that are capitalized. and not 

defined in this Glossary or elsewhere in the Principal Document, 
shall have the meaning stated in the Act. Additional definitions 
that are specific to the matters covered in a particular provision 
ofthe Principal Document may appear in that provision. To the 
extent that there may be any conflict between a definition set 
forth in this Glossary and any definition in a specific provision, 
the definition set forth in the specific provision shall control with 
respect to that provision. 

capitalized when used. Other terms that are capitalized, and not 
defined in this Glossary or elsewhere in the Principal Document, 
shall have the meaning stated in the Act or, if al!l!licable, in 
Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Additional 
definitions that are specific to the matters covered in a particular 
provision of the Principal Document may appear in that 
provision. To the extent that there may be any conflict between 
a definition set forth in this Glossary and any definition in a 
specific provision, the definition set forth in the specific provision 
shall control with respect to that provision. Otherwise, words 
shall be given their normal English language meaning, 
excel!t that terms with a sl!ecialized or generalill 
understood meaning or al!l!fication within the United States 
telecommunications indust!ll as of the Effective Date shall 
be interl!reted in light of that meaning. 

enacted by the FCC. 

There are various terms used in the Agreement with specialized 
meanings in the telecommunications industry. If a dispute arises 
in which those terms are relevant, the Agreement should clearly 
direct the decision-maker to look to the specialized industry 
meanings of the relevant terms. Otherwise the actual intent of 
the Parties may be ignored or misconstrued. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.2 2.2 Advanced Services. 2.2 [lntentionalill Left Blank! Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS As a general matter, shall have the meaning set forth by the The term "advanced services" is not used in any substantive 
NEEDING FCC. provision of the Agreement. In addition, Verizon's proposed 
CORRECTION definition is vague, and its intention is covered by the sentence 

that Bright House proposes to add to the end of Glossary § 1.2. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 2.7 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

2.7 Ancillary Traffic 

All traffic that is destined for ancillary services, or that may have 
special billing requirements, including but not lim~ed to the 
following: directory assistance, 911/E-911, operator services 
(IntraLATA call completion), IntraLATA third party, collect and 
calling card, 800/888 database query and LlDB. 

2.7 Ancillary Traffic 

All traffic that is destined for ancillary services, or that may have 
special billing or routing requirements, including but not lim~ed 
to the following: directory assistance, 9111E-911, operator 
services (IntraLATA call completion), IntraLATA third party, 
collect and calling card, 800/888 database query and LlDB. 

Bright House Comment: 

Traffic may qualify for treatment as "ancillary" if it needs special 
routing arrangements irrespective of billing arrangements 
applicable to it. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.9 2.9 Applicable Law 2.9 Applicable Law Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS All effective laws, government regulations and government All effective laws, government regulations and government The first proposal clarifies and emphasizes that rulings by the 
NEEDING orders, applicable to each Party's performance of its obligations orders, including, without limitation, orders of the FCC and FCC and the Florida PSC count as "Applicable Law" under the 
CORRECTION under this Agreement. For the avoidance of any doubt, when 

used in relation to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements, the term 
"Applicable Law" means the Federal Unbundling Rules 

the Commission, applicable to each Party's performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. For the avoidance of any 
doubt, when used in relation to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements, the term 
"Applicable Law" meaR6 includes the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. 

Agreement. The second proposal clarifies that, while the 
Federal Unbundling Rules (another defined term) are certainly 
part of "Applicable Law" in the context of UNEs and 
combinations, those Federal Unbundling Rules do not constitute 
the entirety of such "Applicable Law." Verizon's proposed 
language would lead to the absurd result that if, for example, a 
dispute arose regarding unbundled Network Interface Devices 
(NIDs), only the Federal Unbundling Rules, and not the 
numerous other FCC rulings regarding NIDs, would count as 
"Applicable Law." 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.13 2.13 Business Day 2.13 Business Day Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS Monday through Friday, except for holidays observed by Monday through Friday, except for Federal holidays. ~ There is no reason to tie our contractual relationship to either 
NEEDING Verizon. By \ 'eriz9R. Party's observances. Federal holidays provide an objective 
CORRECTION determinant for what constitutes a "Business Day." 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 2.19 2.19 CenlralOffice 2.19 Cenlral Office Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS An End Office or Tandem. Somelimes Ihis lerm is used 10 refer An End Office or Tandem, or a facility or location that II is nol always clear Ihallhe specific technology used by a 
NEEDING to a telephone company building in which switching systems and I!erforms generalill similar functions within a CLEC such as Bright Hause meets each aspect of the technical 
CORRECTION telephone equipment are inslalled. communications network. Sometimes this lerm is used to 

refer to a telephone company building in which switching 
systems and telephone equipment are inslalled. 

definition of legacy ILEC terms, including "End Office" and 
"Tandem: This is increasingly true for ILECs as well as they 
modify their networks with new technology. The added 
language clarifies that any facility or location that does 
essenlially what a traditional "Central Office" does, will be 
included within the term as it is used in the Agreement. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the amitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.20 2.20 [Inlentionally Left Blank] 2.20 Change In Al!l!lIcable Law. Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

Anlliegislative, regulato!y, judicial or other governmental 
decision, order, determination or action, that changes 
Al!l!licable Law, that occurs on or after the Effective Date, 
and that materialill affects anll materiall!rovision of this 
Agreement, the rights or obligations of a Pam hereunder, 
or the abili!ll of a Pam to I!erform anll material I!rovision of 
th is Agreement. 

A "Change in Applicable Law" is a significant contractual event 
Ihal entitles a Party 10 renegotiate its obligations under the 
Agreemenl. It is therefore necessary to clearly define it so that 
the Parties will know unambiguously that one has occurred, and 
Ihat a decision maker will have a standard to refer to if the 
Parties dispu1e whether one has occurred. Bright Hause's 
proposed definition meets these criteria. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the amitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.22 2.22 CLEC (Compelitive Local Exchange Carrier) 2.22 CLEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier) Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS Any Local Exchange Carrier other than Verizon that is operating Any Local Exchange Carrier other than Verizon thai is operating These are obvious and should be noncontroversial. That said, in 
NEEDING as a Local Exchange Carrier in the territory in which Verizon as a Local Exchange Carrier in the territory in which Verizon a recenl FCC litigation Verizon contended that Bright House was 
CORRECTION operates as an ILEC in the Slate of [State]. '''CLEC Acronym 

TE'" is or shortly will become a CLEC 
operates as an ILEC in the Stale of ~ Florida. Bright 
Hause ~ is er shertly "'ill 88seme a CLEC 

not actually a LEC by virtue of its providing PSTN connectivity 
indireclly to VolP End Users rather than directly to such End 
Users. The FCC, affirmed by the federal courts, concluded that 
Bright House was, indeed, aLEC. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the amitration petition. 
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Section 

Glossary § 2.25 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

Verlzon Proposal 

2.25 Commission 

--State Commission TXT'*' 

Bright House Response 

2.25 Commission 

The Florida Public Service Commission. 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Bright House Comment: 

This is obvious and noncontroversial. 

Glossary § 2.29 2.29 Cross Connect 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS For a collocation arrangement, the facilities between the 
NEEDING coliocating Party's equipment and the equipment or facilities of 
CORRECTION the housing Party (such as the housing Party's digital signal 

cross connect, Main Distribution Frame, or other suitable frame 
or panel), 

Glossary § 2.30 2.30 Customer 
ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE A third party residence or business end-user subscriber to 
CLEC Telephone Exchange Services provided by either of the Parties. 

2.29 Cross Connect 

~ Within a collocation arrangement, "'" facilities between I!!l 
the collocating Party's equipment and the equipment or facilities 
of the housing Party (such as the housing Party's digital signal 
cross connect, Main Distribution Frame, or other suitable frame 
or panel) or ,bl the eguil!ment or facilities of another 
collocating I!lrtv, 

2.30 Customer 

A tl1iFs ~aFly F9siaeAse eF a~siAess eAa ~seF subscriber to 
f:elepReR9 E*sRaAIJe Telecommunications Services .Q!: 
interconnected VolP Services provided directly by either of 
the Parties, or Indirectly, by means of third I!arties j!nd/or 
affiliates ,ill!Oly\!ing but not limited to resellersl who obtain 
Telecommunications Services from a Partv. For avoidance 
of doubt, the term "Customer" Includes thind I!artv 
residence, business or governmental En\! !.!sers who 
receive lntercgnnected VolP Service from j!n j!ffiliate of a 
Pa~, and also Includes resellers or other entities to which 
a Pa~ I!rovides Telecommunlcationli §eClt:i!Oes on a 
wholesale basis that are then used in connection with the 
Ilrovision by such enti~ of voice communications services 
to End Users. 

Bright House Comment: 

The definition of cross connect should recognize Bright House's 
right to connect to third parties at a collocation site. 

Verilon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House provides its Telecommunications Services directly 
to its cable affiliate, which uses those services to provide VolP 
service to End Users, who, as a result, obtain their PSTN 
connectivity through Bright House, In order to avoid ambiguity 
and confusion in the application of various provisions of the 
Agreement, it is necessary to specify that Bright House's VolP 
End Users are "Customers' for purposes of the Agreement. 

Note that Bright House proposes to add a definition of the term 
"End User" in order to further clarify this and related points. See 
discussion below of Glossary § 2.46 

Varilon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.34 2,34 Default PSAP Bright House Comment: 2.34 Detautt PSAP 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS The PSAP deSignated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive The contract definition of "defautt PSAP' should accurately The PSAP deSignated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive 
NEEDING a 9111E-911 Call when it is not feasible to route that 911/E-911 specify ihe conditions under which a PSAP becomes the default. a 911/E-911 Call when It cannot be selectlvell( routed, due to 
CORRECll0N Call io the Designated PSAP. an ANI/key failure. or other cause, is nGl feasiBle Ie rome lila! 

9111E 911 Call to the Designated PSAP. Verilon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Notes/Explanations/CommentsVerizon Proposal Bright House Response 

Glossary § 2.35 2.35 Designated PSAP Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 2; 
WHOLESALE 

2.35 Designated PSAP 

The definition of "designated PSAP' is determined by the 
ClEC 

The primary PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority The primary PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority 
selective routing assignment, not literally by the geographic 

of the end user. 
to receive a 911/E-911 Cal! based upon the geographic location to receive a 9111E-911 Call based upon the selective routing 

location of the customer. assigned to the geographic location of the .snd !!ser. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.45 2.45 End Office Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 

2.45 End Office 

A switching entity that is used for connecting lines to lines or It is not always clear that the specific technology used by a 
NEEDING 

A switching entity that is used for connecting lines to lines or 
lines to trunks for the purpose of Originating/terminating calls. ClEC such as Bright House meets each aspect of the technical 

CORRECnON 
lines to trunks, or reasonablll equivalent functions, for the 

Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone company definition of legacy ILEC terms, induding 'End Office: This is 
building in which switching systems and telephone equipment 

purpose of originatingltermina1ing GaiI& telecommunications. 
mcreaslngly true for ILECs as well as they modify their networks 

are installed. 
Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone company 

with new technology. The first added phrase clarifies that any 
are installed. 
building in which switching systems and telephone equipment 

or location that does essentially what a traditional "End 
does, will be included within the term as it is used in the 

Agreement. 

As to the second change, the term "calls" is undefined (in the 
Agreement, in the Act, or in FCC regulations) and is increasingly 
ambiguous as the technology of local communications continues 
to evolve. By contrast, the tenm "telecommunications· is defined 
in the Act and, indeed, is used in the Act's definition of 
"telephone exchange service: It is therefore a better term to 
use in this contexl than "calls: 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 2.46 
ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
CLEC 

2.46 [Inlentionally Left Blank]. 2.46 End User 

A business, governmental, consumer/residential or other 
entirl that is not acting in the cal!acitl/ of a 
Telecommunications Carrier that subscribes to a 
Telecommunications Service of a Telecommunications 
Carrier (including but not limited to a Pa!!l!:1 and/or 
subscribes to VolP Service offered bll a I!rovider of such 
service (including but not limited to a Pa!!l!: or an affiliate of 
a Pa!!l!:l. For avoidance of doubt, references to a "Bright 
House End User" refer to End Users that obtain connectivitl/ 
to the PSTN directll£ or indirectlll through Bright House's 
network, and references to a "Verizon End User" refer to 
End Users that obtain connectlvitl/ to the PSTN directlll or 
indirectlll through Verlzon's network. 

Bright House Comment: 

This definilion is needed to clarify the status under the 
Agreemenl of Bright House's VolP customers, who do not 
literally receive service directly from Bright House, but who, in 
practical effect, constitute Bright House's end user customer 
base. 

Note that under Bright House's proposed definitions, the 
distinction between a "Customer" and an "End User" is that an 
"End User" is not acting in the capacity of a telecommunications 
carrier, while a "Customer" can be. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.50 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2.50 Exchange Access 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.50 Exchange Access 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. For I!url!0ses of 
this Agreement, "Exchange Access" traffic shall fall into 
one of two exhaustive and mutualll£ exclusive categories: 
"Toll Traffic," as defined herein, in which one of the Parties 
is the IXC; and "Meet Point Billing Traffic" as defined herein 
in which the Parties lointlll I!rovide exchange access 
service to a third-I!a!!l!: IXC. 

Bright House Comment: 

Because of potential confusion surrounding when rt might be 
appropriate for a party to apply rates from rts "access service" 
tariff, or to apply that tariff itself, it is important to be extremely 
precise about the use of the term "exchange access: Bright 
House's proposed change eliminates ambigurty on that point. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

2.51 FCC Regulations/Rulings 
----------------

Glossary § 2.51 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORREC1l0N 

2.51 FCC Regulations 

The unslayed, effective regulations promulgated by the FCC, as 
amended from lime 10 lime. 

The unstayed, effective regulations promUlgated by the FCC, as 
amended from time to time, including both FCC rules and 
regulations formally codjfied in the Code of Federal 
Regulations and FCC reguirements imposed in FCC orders 
and rulings but not so codified. 

Brigflt House Comment: 

The language to "FCC Regulations· needs to be expanded due 
to that agency's practice of establishing often very specific 
requirements and obiigations without ever formally codifying 
them into the Code of Federal Regulations. For example, the 
FCC's interearrier compensation rule establishing a 
$0.0007/minute rate for ISP-bound traffic, and the associated 
"mirroring rule" requiring an ILEC to apply that rate to both ISP
bound and "normal" traffic is nowhere to be found in the C.F.R.; 
it exists entirely in FCC orders. There is no reason to draw any 
legal distinction, in the Parties' Agreement between the two 
different "types· of FCC-imposed requirements. 

Glossary § 2.60 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNEC1l0N 
RIGHTS 

2.60 Information Access 

The provision of specialized exchange telecommunications 
services in connection with the origination, termination, 
transmission, switching, forwarding or routing of 
telecommunications traffic to or from the facilities of a provider of 
information services, including a provider of Internet access or 
Internet transmission services. 

2.60 Information Access 

The provision of specialized exchange telecommunications 
services in a LATA in connedion with the original1on, 
termination, transmission, switching, forwarding or routing of 
telecommunications traffic to or from the facilities of a provider of 
informationservices.~ 
IRlerRel traAsmissi9R sePo'is8s Such specialized exchange 
telecommunications services Include, where necessary, the 
provision of network control signaling. answer supervision, 
automatlc calling number Identification, carrier access 
codes, testing and maintenance of facliities, and the 
provision of information necessary to bill customers. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

This defin~lon is drawn from the "Modification of Final 
Judgment; which Is the decree that broke up the old Bell 
System in 1984. The modifications Bright House is proposing 
mainly entail conforming the definition in the Agreement to the 
definition in the decree. See United States v. AT& T, 552 F. 
Supp. 131.229 (D.D.C. 1982). 

Deleting the language that includes calls to ISPs within the 
definition of Information Access is necessary in light of the 
FCC's November 5,2008 Internet Ruling. In that ruling the FCC 
dearly and unambiguously ruled that calls to ISPs are embraced 
within Section 251(b)(5), albeit also 

11...t:Tl~itU 50.00071n and mirroring 
. established FCC under § 201 . 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verlzon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Glossary § 2.63 2.63 Internet Traffic Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER

2.63 Internet Traffic 

Any traffic that is transmitted to or returned from the Internet at Verizon's proposed language is vague. The traffic that is subject 
CONNECTION 

Traffic in which a Customer or End User of a Pam 
any point during the duration of the transmission. to controversy is a dial-up call from one Party's Customer or End 

RIGHTS 
establishes a dial-ull connection to the modems or 

User to an ISP served by the olher Party. The definilion should 
Service Provider bll means of connections to the Ilublic 
functionalill eguivalent eguillment or facilities of an Internet 

clearly define that traffic in order to avoid disputes and confusion 
switched telellhone network Ilrovided to the Internet Service in unrelated circumstances. 
Provider bll the other Pam. ARY IFafliG IRal is IFaRsmilleg Ie eF 
FBI~FRea fF8FR IRB IRleFRel al BRY peiRI g~FiR§ IRe a~FBlieR 8f IRB Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
IFaRsmissi8R. response to the ariJitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.74 2.74 Line Side Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 

2.74 Line Side 

An End Office connection that provides transmission, switching It is not always clear Ihat the specific technology used by a 
NEEDING 

An End Office connection that provides transmission, switching 
and optional features suitable for Customer connection to the CLEC such as Bright House is exactly the same as parallel 

CORRECTION 
and optional features, or egulvalent functions, suitable for 

public switched network, including loop start supervision, ground legacy ILEC technology; these changes allow for technical 
slart supervision and signaling for BRI-ISDN service. 

Customer connection to the public switched telellhone network, 
change in the manner in which the noted functions are 

supervision, ground start supervision, and signaling for BRI
~ which mall include, without limitation, loop start 

performed. 
ISDN service. 

The more common industry term is "public switched telephone 
network" rather than "public switched network: so we have 
added the word "telephone" here. 

Verizon wi/I provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.76 2.76 LSR (Local Service Request) Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 

2.76 LSR (Local Service Request) 

An induslry slandard form, which contains data elemenls and The LSR is used for a wide variety of functions by different 
NEEDING 

An industry standard form, which contains data elemenls and 
usage rules, used by the Parties to establish, add, change or CLECs. The two functions listed in Verizon's definition are 

CORRECTION 
usage rules, used by the Parties to establish, add, change or 

disconnect resold Telecommunications Services and Network irrelevant to Bright House, which uses the LSR for (among other 
Elemenls. 

disconnecl certain Services Ilrovided under this Agreement, 
including without limitation resold Telecommunications things) submitting number porting requests and requests to 
Services, aAG Network Elements, reguests for Number establish or modify directory listings for its end users. Brighl 
Porting, the establishment of Directo[l1 Listings, and other House's proposed language reflects this broader use of the LSR 
functions. form. 

Venion will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 2.78 2.78 MDF (Main Distribution Frame) 2.78 MDF (Main Distribution Frame) Bright House Comments: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS The primary point at which outside plant facilities terminate The plimary point at which outside plant facilities terminate The definition of "Interconnection Wire Center" (which Blight 
NEEDING within an Interconnection Wire Center, for interconnection to within an Interconnection Wire Center, for interconnection to House does not propose to change) reflects the fact that a 
CORRECTION other Telecommunications facilities within the Interconnection 

Wire Center. The distribution frame used to interconnect cable 
pairs and line trunk equipment terminating on a switching 
system. 

other Teles9HlHlIIAieatiaRs facilities within the Interconnection 
Wire Center. The distribution frame used to interconnect cable 
pairs and line trunk equipment terminating on a switching 
system. 

variety of different types of facilities may exist at suCh a location. 
Between the advent of VolP and other technologies, limiting the 
types of facilities to which outside plant mayor may not be 
connected is both unnecessary and likely, over time, to provoke 
disputes. Note that removing this word does not expand or 
contract the Parties' substantive interconnection lights and 
obligations; it simply makes the definition of MDF neutral as 
regards those lights and obligations. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petmon. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/ExplanationslComments 

Glossary § 2.79 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2.79 Measured Internet Traffic 

Dial-up, switched Internet Traffic originaled by a Cuslomer of 
one Party on that Party's nelwork al a point in a Verizon local 
calling area, and delivered to a Customer or an Internet Service 
Provider served by the o1her Party, on that other Party's network 
al a poinl In the same Verlzon local calling area. Verizon local 
calling areas shall be as defined by Verizon. For the purposes 
of this definition, a Verizon local calling area indudes a Verizon 
non-optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. but 
does no1 include a Verizon optional Extended Local Calling 
Scope Arrangement. Calls originated on a 1 + presubscliption 
basis, or on a casual dialed (10XXXI101XXXX) basis, are not 
considered Measured Internet Traffic. For the avoidance of any 
doubt, Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic) (as 
defined in the Interconnection Attachment) does not constitute 
Measured Internet Traffic. 

2.79 Measured Intemel Traffic 

Oial ~Jl, 5wilGRed Inlernel Traffic originated by a Cuslomer of 
one Party on that Party's nelwork al a poinl in ~ that 
~ local calling area, and delivered to a G~511'R'!ef ef the 
modems or functionalll( eguivalent eguillment or facilities of 
an Internet Service Provider served by the other Party ~ 
GlRer PaRts Ael'A'efk at a point in the same ~ local calling 
area. For the purposes of this definition, a Verizon local calling 
area indudes a Verizon noo-optiona! Extended Loca! Calling 
Scope Arrangement, but does not include a Verizon optional 
Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. Calls originated on 
a 1 + presubscrlptlon basis, or on a casual dialed 
(10XXX/101XXXX) basis. are not considered Measured Internet 
Traffic. For the avoidance of any doubt, Virtual Foreign 
Exchange TraffIC (i.e., VIFX Traffic) (as defined in the 
Interconnection Attachment) does not constitute Measured 
Internet Traffic. For avoidance of doubt, the Parties 

Bright House Comments: 

Firsl, Brighl House's clarificalion of Ihe definilion of "Internet 
Traffic' makes the reference 10 'dial-up, switched' traffic, and Ihe 
reference to delivery of traffic 10 'a Customer" unnecessary. 

Second, given changing technology ~ is necessary to refer to 
"modems or functionally equivalent' equipment. That Is the 
equipment which effectively "converts' a dial-up PSTN call to an 
information service function, and so is the relevant location for 
purposes of this definition. 

Third, While Bright House does not serve dial-up ISPs on its 
network. Verizon does, and today a non-trivial amount of traffic 
flows from Blight House customers establishing dial-up 
conneclions to dial-up ISPs served by Verizon. As a resuH, the 
language needs to be changed to make the definition work for 
traffic that flows in both directions. For Verizon-to-Bright-House 
dial-up ISP calls (~any were to exist), the relevant local calling 
area is Verizon's. For Bright-House-to-Verizon dial-up ISP calls, 
the relevant local calling area is Bright House's. 

Finally, Verizon's language does not effect the clear ruling by the 
FCC in its November 5 order establishing that dial-up calls to 
ISPs are subject to reciprocal compensation under Section 
251(b)(5) of the Act. Our language corrects that error. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals In Its 
response to the atbltration petition. 

eXl!ress!l( acknowledge 1b~t In tbe November 5, 2008 FCC 
Interne! Order, tbll ECC ruled that Interne! Traffic is subject 
to Rec/grocel Com[!ensat/on and that, as a reSUlt, 
Reci[!rocal Com(!ensation Traffic includes Internet Traffic, 
sublect to the FCC's rules and rulings regarding Intercarrier 
comaensatlon a!!lllicable to such traffic. 

Glossary § 2.82 2.82 [Intentionally left blank] 2.82 Meet Point Billing Traffic Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER- Traffic that lal originates on the network of one Pam!, Is Meet point billing arrangements apply to access traffic (that is, 
CONNECTION exchanged with the other Pam at a POI established under the origination or termination of toll calls) where one Party 
RIGHTS this Agreement, and is delivered bl( the other Party to an 

Interexchange Carrier or Ibl Is delivered b:t an 
provides end office and termination functions, but the other Party 
provides the "transport' function (which may include switching) 

ISSUE 6: FAIR In1!![llXlibange Carrier to one Party, is exchanged with the linking Ihe IXC's point-of-presence to end office of the originating 
BUSINESS other Party at a POI established under this Agreement, and or terminating caller (as the case may be). As currently 
TERMS terminates on the network of the other Pam!. configured and into the future, either Bright House or Verizon 

may, in particular cases. provide either portion of the overall 

-
access service. It is therefore Important to clearly define it so 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

that appropriate intercarrier compensation arrangements among 
the Parties and the affected IXC will be established. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Glossary § 2.86 2.86 NID (Network Interface Device) Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 

MATTERS 


2.86 NID (Network Interface Device) 

The Verizon provided interface terminating Venzon's Depending on the particular service configuration, Bright House 
NEEDING 

An Interface TAe VeFiZ9A provided by a Party terminating 
Telecommunications network On the property where the may provide NIDs or equivalent devices in connection with the 


CORRECTION 

~ that Party's communications network on the property 

Customer's service is located at a pOint determined by Verizon. provision of VolP services to its end users. Provisions in the 
The NID contains an FCC Part 68 registered jack from which 

where the Customer's service is located, at a point determined 
Agreement relating to the use of Verizon NIDs as UNEs reflect 

Inside Wire may be connected to Verizon's network 
by VeFii!OO the Party placing the NID. A Verizon NID shall 

that Bright House may place its own NIDs. The definition of NID 
which Inside Wire may be connected to Verizon's network. 
contain The ~lIg samaiAs an FCC Part 68 registered jack from 

should reflect that potential. Of course, only Venzon is obliged 
to offer its NID as a UNE. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response 10 the arbitration petition. 

-------------- . .. 

Glossary § 2.87 2.87 911/E-911 Call(s) Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 2: 

WHOLESALE 


2.87 91 1IE-91 1 Call(s) 

Call(s) made by the "'CLEC Acronym TE'" end user by dialing Aside from inserting Bright House'S name, here we capitalize the 
CLEC 

Call(s) made by the fGI=EGt Bright House End User by dialing 
the three digit telephone number "91 1" to facilitate the reporting term "End User" in light of its inclusion as a defined term. See 
of an emergency requiring response by a public safety agency. 

the three digit telephone number "91 1"to facilitate the reporting 
Glossary § 2.46, above.of an emergency requiring response by a public safety agency. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response /0 the arbitration petition. 

'---------- 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT House 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 
------------------~ 

Glossary § 2.90 Bright House Comment:2.90 NPA (Numbering Plan Area) 2.90 NPA (Numbering Plan Area) 
ISSUE 1: MISC. 
MATTERS The deleted 
NEEDING 

Also sometimes referred to as an area code, is the first three Also sometimes referred to as an area code, is the first three
indicator of each 10-digit telephone number within the indicator of each 1O-digit telephone number within the 
P. There are two general categories of NPA. "Geogra P. There are two general categories of NPA, "Geogra 


NPAs" and "Non-Geographic NPAs·'. A Geographic NPA is 

CORRECTION 

NPAs" and "Non-Geographic NPAs". A Geographic NPA is 
associated with a defined geographic area, and all telephone associated with a defined geographic area. aRa all tele~R9Ae 


numbers bearing such NPA are associated with services 
 area: 

provided within that geographic area. A Non-Geographic NPA. 


AWfflileFs ileaFiAg s"eR NPA aFa assesiated "oilA seMses 
pFIil\'idea l'IilAiR IRat geegFap!1is afea. A Non-Geographic NPA. 


also known as a "Service Access Code" or "SAC Code" is 
 Venzoo will provide its response to these proposals in its 
typically associated with a specialized Telecommunications 

also known as a "Service Access Code" or "SAC Code" is 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Service that may be provided across muHiple geographic NPA 
typically associated with a specialized Telecommunications 
Service that may be provided across multiple geographic NPA 


areas. 500. 700, 800. 888 and 900 are examples of Non
 areas. 500. 700, 800. 688 and 900 are examples of Non

Geographic NPAs. 
 Geographic NPAs. 

Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 

Glossary § 2.92 2.92 Order 2.92 Order 

The first proposed change clarifies that a Party may submit an An order or application to provide, change or terminate a Service An order or application to provide. change. obtain maintenance 
ICA "order" to obtain maintenance functions with respect to a 

number or minimum number of lines or other Services for a 
(including, but not limited to, a commHment to purchase a stated with respect to. or terminate a Service (including, but not 

limited to, a commitment to ~ obtain a stated number or Service. 

stated period or minimum period of time). 
 minimum number of lines or other Services for a stated period or 

minimum period of time). For the avoidance of doubt, the The second proposed change relates to the need for the 
term "Order" as used in this Agreement. whether such Agreement to be dear and unambiguous regarding when 
"Order" is placed by means of an LSR. an ASR. or payment obligations exist and when they do not. As noted 
otherwise. shall not be construed to mean or Imply that the 

_ 

above Isee General Terms § 51). many functions by Party will 
Party placing the Ord!!r has an obligation under this many if not most 'Orders' will not result in 
Agreement. or at all. to make any payments to the other :or example, the most common form of 
Partv in compensation for the Service being ordered. Any House submits to Velizon is a non
payment obligations that exist under this Agreement are chargeable 'Order" to terminate a Verizon customer's service 
expressly stated in this Agreement. and port the customer's number to Bright House.) It is therefore 

preferable not to refer to 'purchasing' anything - which could be 
construed to imply a payment obligation - in the definition of 
'Order." 

The third change provides clarification regarding interpretation of 
the term 'order: 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. Verizon asked to review the 
language Bn'ghl House has provided in the third change. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 2.95 2.95 POI (Point 01 Interconnection) 2.95 POI (Point of Interconnection) Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS The physical location where the Parties' respective lacilities The physical location where the Parties' respective facilities Good contract draftsmanship does not include statements of 
NEEDING physically interconnect for the purpose of mutually exchanging physically interconnect for the purpose of mutually exchanging parties' sUbstantive obligations within definitions. Instead, such 
CORRECTION their traffic. As set forth in the Interconnection Attachment, a their traffic. 1\5 set IBRR iA tRe IAteFseAAeGtisA A!tasR",eAt, a obligations are set forth in the appropriate 'substantive" sections 

Poinl 01 Interconnection shall be at (i) a technically feasible point PsiAt sllAtsFseAAestisA sRall be at POls include: (i) a of the contract. Here, Verizon is confusing the definition of a 
on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber meet point to technically feasible point on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or POI with the obligations and limitations established by applicable 
which the Parties mutually agree under the terms 01 this (ii) a fiber meet point to which the Parties mutually agree under law regarding where POls mayor may not be established. Our 
Agreement. By way 01 example, a technically leasible Point of the terms of this Agreement. The Interconnection Attachment changes here properly refer questions about where POls might 
Inlerconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA would include sets forth the Parties' obligations with respect to the be established to the Interconnection Attachment, which 
an applicable Verizon Tandem Interconnection Wire Center or establishment of POls. lOy way sf e*amJlle, a tesRAisally expressly deals with those questions. 
Verizon End Office Interconnection Wire Center but, feasiele PsiAt sf IAteFGsAAeslisA SA VeFieBA'S AelweFk iA a bATA 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or "'syla iAslYae aA aJlJllisable VeFiesA TaAllem IAleFssAAeGtisA Ven·zon will provide ifs response to fhese proposals in ifs 
otherwise, would not include a "'CLEC Acronym TE'" IA~Fe CeAleF SF '1eFiesA EAa Ollise IAleFssAAeGtisA V'~Fe CeAleF response fa fhe arbitraNon pefifion. 
Interconnection Wire Center, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" switch or bYt, As1"'~RGtaAsiA~ SAY stReF JlFs'4sisA sf tRis 6.~Fee",eAt SF 
any portion of a transport facility provided by Verizon to "'CLEC slReFwise, WsYls Aet iAslYaa a "'Cl"'C Jl.SFSAY'" TE'" 
Acronym TE'" or another party between (x) a Verizon IAleFssAAestisA V'~Fe CeAtaF, "'ClEC '\SFSAY'" TE'" s"'ilsR eF 
Interconnection Wire Center or switch and (y) the SAY JlsRiSA 9f a IFaASJlSR fasilily JlF9\'iaaa by VeFiesA Ie "'ClEC 
Interconnection Wire Center or switch of "'CLEC Acronym ASF9AY'" T"'''' SF aAslReF JlaRY eetweeA (*) 8 VeFieSA 
TE'" or another party. IAteFsBAAestisA 'MFa CaAtaF SF SYlitsR aAS (y) tRe 

IAtaFs9AAaGtieA 'MFa CeAtaF eF S"'~SR sf "'ClEC A SFSA"'" 
TE'" SF aAelReF Jl8Ry. 

Glossary § 2.97 2.97 Primary Reference Source 2.97 Primary Reference Source Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS Equipment that provides a timing signal to synchronize network Equipment that provides a timing signal to synchronize ABIW9fk This is a "technical" change. Because "Network Element" is a 
NEEDING elements eIemeffi& different equipment within a network. defined term relating to UNEs, the use of the (uncapitalized) 
CORRECTION phrase "network element" in this definition (which relates to 

certain functions involved in establishing fiber meet points) is 
potentially confusing. Our revisions are intended to convey the 
actual intended meaning of the definition without using the 
potentially ambiguous phrase "network elements." 

Ven·zon will provide ifs response to fhese proposals in ifs 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Verizon its response to these proposals in its 

Notes/Explanations/CommentsSection Veril:on Proposal Bright House Response 

Glossal)' § 2.99 2.99 Purchasing Party Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 

2.99 PIII'G~asiR!I Receiving Party 

As noted above (see discussion under General Terms § 51 and 
ICA 

A Party requesting or receiving a Service from the other Party A Party requesting or receiving a Service from the other Party 
Glossal)' § 2.92). the Agreement musl be clear and 
unambiguous regarding when payment obligations exist and 
when they do not. As noted. a wide variety of funelions each 
Party will provide to the other will be without charge. As a result, 
it is potentially highly misleading to refer to a Party requesting or 
receiving a service as a ·purchasing" party. Note that the aelual 
definition in Verizon's proposed language is unobjeelionable; H 
is the use of the term "purchasing" that creates the misleading 
ambiguity. 

under this Agreement under this Agreement 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Glossal)' § 2.102 Rate Center Area 2.102 Rate Center Area Bright House Comment: 
2.102 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
 The stricken language is inaccurate. Between number portability 
MATTERS 

The geographic area that has been identified by a given LEC as 
(including intermodal number portability), wireless traffic, and the 

NEEDING 
being associated with a particular NPA·NXX code to 

availability of nomadic VolP services. the striel correspondence 
CORRECnON 

the LEC for its provision of Telephone Exchange The 
of an NPA-NXX with a defined "exchange area" is becoming 

has identified as the area within which it will provide Telephone 
Rate Center Area is the exclusive geographic area that the LEC 

tenuous at best. Furthermore, there is no need for this language 
Exchange Services bearing the particular NPA·NXX deSignation that Bright House can identify. See Interconnection Attachment, 
associated with the specific Rate Center Area. § 13. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the aroitration petition. 

Bright House Comment:Glossal)' § I 2.105 Reciprocal Compensation 2.105 Reciprocal Compensation 
2.105 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
 This is a conforming change to reflecllhe definition of "FCC 
MATTERS Ael. the FCC Internal Orders. and other 

arranaement for recovering. in accordance with Section 
Regulations/Rulings.' See discussion of Glossal)' § 2.51. 

NEEDING appllcaole FCC orders and FCC Regulations/Rulings. costs 
CORRECnON incurred for the transport and termination of Reciprocal 

nriginating on one Party's network and aroitration petition. 
Party's network (as set forth in Section 
Att~r.nmpnt\ 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Glossary § 2.106 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic 2.106 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Bright House Comment: 
2.106 
ISSUE 4: Telecommunications traffic originated by a Customer of one Verizon's definition is attempting to pack in a number of 
INTER

Telecommunications traffic exchanged between the Parties 
Party on that Party's network and terminated to a Customer of restrictions and limitations that are not consistent with Applicable 

CONNECTION 
and subject to Reciprocal Compensation under Applicable 

the other Party on that other Party's network, except for Law. For example, the FCC's November 5, 2008 Internet Order Law, For avoidance of doubt. the Parties expressly 
RIGHTS Telecommunications traffic that is interstate or intrastate expressly ruled that ISP-bound calls (aka "Internet Traffic") isacknowledge that in the November 5,2008 FCC Internet 

Exchange Access, Information Access, or exchange services for subject to reciprocal compensation under Section 251(b)(5), and 
Exchange Access or Information Access. The determination of 

Order, the FCC ruled that Internet Traffic is subject to! 
that Section 251 (b)(5) is nof limited to "local" traffic, whether 

whether Telecommunications traffic is Exchange Access or 
Reciprocal Compensation and that. as a result, Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic includes Internet Traffic, subject to defined by reference to Verizon's local calling areas or 

Information Access shall be based upon Verizon's local calling otherwise. Rather than try to layout (much less litigate) each of 
areas as defined by Verizon. Reciprocal Compensation Traffic 

the FCC's rules and rulings regarding intercarrier 
the (largely erroneous and unnecessary) restrictions that Verizon 

does not include the following traffic (it being understood that C~6lemer ef eRe Pa~y eR IRa! Pa~Y'6 Rei'" 
compensation applicable to such traffic, erigiRalee by a 

seeks to impose, Bright House proposes to simply state that 
certain traffic types will fall into more than one (1) of the "Reciprocal Compensation Traffic" is whatever traffic the FCC 
categories below that do not consmute Reciprocal has deemed to be subject to Section 251(b)(5). If there are 
Compensation Traffic): (1) any Internet Traffic; (2) traffic that ~ems where the intercarrier compensation arrangements 
does not originate and terminate w~hin the same Verizon local applicable to particular types of traffic are of special concern to 
calling area as defined by Verizon, and based on·the actual Verizon, Bright House will work with Verizon to specify the 
originating and terminating points of the complete end-to-end compensation (which may be no compensation at all, as 
communication; (3) Toll Traffic, including, but not limited to, calls between Verizon and Bright House) applicable to such types of 
originated on a 1+ presubscription basis, or on a casual dialed traffic. Such language would properly appear in the 
(10XXX/101XXXX) basis; (4) Optional Extended Local Calling Interconnection Attachment. 
Scope Arrangement Traffic; (5) special access, private line, 
Frame Relay, A TM, or any other traffic that is not switched by Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
the terminating Party; (6) Tandem Trans~ Traffic; (7) Voice response to the artJitra#on petition. 
Information Service Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of the 
Additional Services Attachment); or, (8) Virtual Foreign 
Exchange Traffic (or V/FX Traffic) (as defined in the 
Interconnection Attachment). For the purposes of this definition, 
a Verizon local calling area includes a Verizon non-optional 
Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement, but does not 
include a Verizon optional Extended Local Calling Scope 
Arrangement. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanationslComments 
-----

Glossary § 2.109 Service 2.109 Service Bright House Comment: 
2.109 
ISSUE 1: NEED Any Inlerconnection arrangement, Network Element, Any Interconnection arrangement, Network Element, As noted at various points above, the Parties will each provide a 
DEFINITIVE Telecommunications Service, collocation arrangement, or other Telecommunications Service, collocation arrangement, or clher wide variety of funclions to the other in the course of performing 
ICA service, facility or arrangement, offered by a Party under this service, facility or arrangement, offered or provided by a Party their obliga1ions under the Agreement. Limiting the definition of 

Agreement under this Ag reement. "Service' to functions 'offered' by one Party to the clher could 
crea1e ambiguities wi1h respect to functions that are necessary 
to the fulfillment of a Party's obligations but which occur, in 
effect, "in the background" and so might not literally be 'offered' 
(depending on how one interprets the term). Our language 
eliminates this potential ambiguity. 

Verizon will provide its response to Ihese proposals in ils 
response to the arbitration petition 

Glossary § 2.116 Tariff. 2.116 Tariff. Bright House Comment: 
2.116 
ISSUE 1: NEED 2.116.1 Any applicable Federal or state tariff of a Party, as 2.116.1 Any ~ Federal or sla1e tariff of a Party, as As noted above, Verizon's proposed language is severely 
DEFINITIVE amended from time to time: or amended from time to lime; or compromised and ambiguous by virtue of its confusion between 
ICA obligations tha1 exis! under the Agreement itself and obligations 

2.116.2 Any standard agreement or other document, as 2.116.2 Any standard agreement or other document, as that might exist under a tariff. It is particula!1y confusing in many 
amended from time to time, Ihat sets forth the generally amended from time to time, Iha1 sets forth the generally instances to refer to an "applicable" tariff in relation to a funclion 
available terms, conditions and prices under which a Party offers available terms, conditions and prices under which a Party offers to be provided under the auspices of the Agreement, including. 
a Service, to provIde a serVice, function gr j!r[a!!gemln!, ~ in particular, on the topic of when or whether a rate specified in a 

tariff might apply. This confusion is exacerbated when Verizon 
The term "Tariff' does not include any Verizon Statement of 2.116,3 FQr avoidancl2! dgubt, !l!l §erviSOI gffered or refers to a "tariff' as being "applicable" to a 'Service' (wi1h a 
Generally Available Terms (SGAn which has been approved or provided und!![ ihis Agreement shall be subject to either capital 'S', indicating a function provided under the Agreement). 
is pending approval by the Commission pursuant to Section Paru'!! Tariff except to the extent that thl!! Agreement 
252(1) of the Act. exeresslll states that a Pam's Tariff, rather than, or In The changes proposed here to eliminate tha1 confusion and 

addition to, the Ilrovisions ofth!s Agreement, shall appll£ to ambiguity. 
such Service. 

See discussion under General Terms §§ 1.1 and 1.2, 
The term "Tariff' does not include any Verizon Sta1ement of 
Generally Available Terms (SGAT) which has been approved or Verizon will provide its response to Ihese proposals in its 
is pending approval by the Commission pursuant to Section response to the arbitration petition. As noted elsewhere, Verizon 
252(1) of the Ad. believes that it is appropriate to incotporate tariffs by reference 

into the leA. 
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section VerizoM Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 
 2.123 Toll Traffic I 2.123 Toll Traffic 
 Bright House Comment: 

1.123 
ISSUE 4: Traffic that is originated by a Customer of one Party on Ihal Verlzon's definition inappropriately uses the term "Toll Traffic" as 
INTER Party's networi( and terminales to a Customer of the other Party a catch-all for any Iype of Iraffic that doesn't fall into certain 
CONNECTION on thal other Party's network and is not Reciprocal specific categories, The implication (inconsistenl wilh applicable 
RIGHTS Isalion Traffic, Measured Internet Traffic, or Ancillary law) is Ihal any Iraffic Ihal does not fit inlo the specific categories 

T otl Traffic may be eilher "IntraLA TA Toll Traffic" or and exchanged between the parties is subject 10 access charges 
"InlerLA TA Toll Traffic', depending on whether the originating In fact, the Act plainly defines whal constitutes "Toll" traffic
and terminating points are within the same LATA. traffic thal crosses lhe boundaries of a local calling zone and for 

which there is a toll charge. Departing from that simple and 
slraightforward definition will only lead to confusion and 
disputes. Moreover, Ihe FCC's November 5, 2008 ruling 
regarding intercarrier compensation establishes that all traffic 
exchanged between LECs is subjecllo reciprocal compensation, 
unless such Iraffic is expressly excluded from Seclion 2S1(b)(5), 
So the "default case" should be reCiprocal compensalion, not 
access charges. 

Nole thal in general a "toll call" may be one that is simply 
exchanged between Ihe two Parties, or may be one in which a 
third-party IXC is involved. Our proposed addilion atlhe end of 
Ihe definition clarifies Ihal "Toll Traffic' refers 10 Iraffic 

Ihe lwo Parties, while "Meel Poinl Billing Traffic' covers 
where a third party is an IXC. This preserves the important 

distinction between Iraffic wihere the intercarrier compensation 
between the Parties would approprialely be the applicable 
access charges, and lraffic where there is no inlercarrier 
compensation between the Parties al all, because Ihey bolh 
charge the third party IXC for the access services they provide 
that (XC. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration pefftion. 
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Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Glossary § 
2.126 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER· 
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

'----

Glossary § 
2.133 (Bright 
House draft) 
ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
CLEC 

,--- .... -

Glossary § 1.34 
(ren umbered) 

2.126 Traffic Factor 2 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage 
calCUlated by dividing the combined total number of minutes of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic and Measured Internet Traffic 
by the combined total number of minutes of intrastate traffic and 
Measured Internet Traffic. ([{Reciprocal Compensation Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use + Measured Internet Traffic Total Minutes 
of Use} + {Intrastate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Measured 
Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use)] x 100). Until the form of a 
Party's bills is updated to use the term "Traffic Fac10r 2', the 
term "Traffic Factor 2" may be referred to on the Party's bills and 
in billing related communications as "Percent Local Usage" or 
"PLU". 

-

[no corresponding language in Verizon draft] 

-

[no change; retain Venzon definition; simple renumbering] 

2.126 Traffic Fac10r 2 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnec1ion Trunks, a percentage 
calculated by dividing the combined total number of minutes of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic and (to the extent not already 
counted! Measured Internet Traffic by the combined total 
number of minutes of intrastate traffic and Measured Internet 
Traffic, ([{Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Total Minutes of Use 
+ Measured Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use} + {Intrastate 
TraffiC Total Minutes of Use + Measured Internet Traffic Total 
Minutes of Use}] x 100). Until the form of a Party's bills is 
updated to use the term "Traffic Factor 2", the term "Traffic 
Fac10r 2" may be referred to on the Party's bills and in billing 
related communications as "Percent Local Usage" or ·PLU". 

Bright House Comment: 

As noted above, the FCC's November 5, 2008 Internet Ruling 
plainly held that dial-up calls to ISPs were subjec1 to reciprocal 
compensation under Sec1ion 251(b)(5). Such traffic therefore 
properly counts as "Reciprocal Compensation Traffic.' See 
discussion under Glossary §§ 2.79 and 2.106. As a result, the 
change noled here is "technical" in nature, intended to ensure 
that any relevant ISP-bound calls (which in our case would be 
from Bright House to Verizon) are not dOUble-counted. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

2.133 Vo!s;e over I!!ternet frotgSlQI ServiSl!! or VQIP li!![vice 

Shall have the meaning set forth for the term 
"Interconnecmd VolP liervic!!" in 47 C,F.R. § 9.3. For 
avoidance of doubt to the extent that a Party Qrovides 
connectivl1X to the Ilubllc switched telellhone network to an 
enti1X [affiliated or otherwisel that Ilrovides Interconnected 
VolP Service to End !,Isel'S, such End Users shall be treated 
for all QurllOSe! under lolli agreement in thl! same manner 
as such Pam's Telellhone Exchange Service customers 
w!!yld b!! tt!!ated, and such fam shall be treated, for all 
l1urllOSeS under ihis Agreement, as though It were 
Ilrovldlng such Service to such End Users. 

Bright House Comme!!t: 

Bright House serves us End Users indirectly by providing PSTN 
connectivity to us efliliate that provides those End Users with 
VolP Service. This provision ensures that Bright House's VolP 
end users are treated appropriately, and that Bright House's 
interconnec1ion and related rights afe not compromised by virtue 
of this serving arrangement. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

-~ 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

AODITIONAL SERVICES ATTACHMENT 

Add'i SelYices 
Attach. § 4 
ISSUE 3: 
DIRECTORY 
LISTING 
TERMS 

4. Directory Listing and Directory Distribution 

To the extent required by Applicable Law, Verizon will provide 
directory services to --CLEC Acronym TE.... Such selYices will 
be provided in accordance with the terms set forth herein. 

4. Directory listing and Directory Distribution Bright House Comment: 

Verlzon is required by Section 251(b)(3) and associated FCC 
rulings to indude Bright House's end users in Verizon directories 

. and databases, and to distribute directories to Bright House 
customers, on just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition 

TetAe eliteRt FBElwirsa by ''''Illliisaille bal", Verizon will provide 
directory and listing services to~} Bright House ,-SooA 
l!efViGe& will be pm'"idea iR aSGElraaASe with tRe terms set fGtiR 
on a iusS. reasonable and nondiscriminalo[ll basis as 
regyjred bl! Al!lllicable Law and as sllecifled herein 
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DECISION POINT LIST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/ExplanatlonsfComments 

Add'i Services 
Attach. § 4.2 
ISSUE 1; NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
CLEC 

ISSUE 3: 
DIRECTORY 
LISTING 
TERMS 

L 

4.2 Listing Information Supply 

"'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall provide to Verizon on a regularly 
scheduled baSis, at no charge, and in a format required by 
Verizon or by a mutually agreed upon industry standard (e.g •• 
Ordering and Billing Forum developed) all listing Information 
and the service address for each '''CLEC Acronym TE-' 
Customer whose service address location falls within Ihe 
geographic area covered by Ihe relevanl Verizon directory. 
'''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall also provide 10 Verizon on a daily 
basis: (al information showing '''CLEC Acronym TE'" 
Customers who have disconnected or terminated their service 
with "'CLEe Acronym TE'''; and (bl delivery information for 
each non-listed or non-published '''CLEC Acronym TE'·' 
Customer to enable Venzon to perform lis directory distribution 
responsibHilies. Verizon shall promplly provide 10 '''CLEC 
Acronym TE'" (normally within forty-eighl (48) hours of receipt 
by Verizon, excluding non-business days) a query on any listing 
that is nol acceptable. 

4.2 Listing Information Supply 

{GYiGj Bright House shall provide to Verizon on a regularly 
scheduled basis, at no charge, and in a format reasonably 
required by Verizon or by a mutually agreed upon industry 
standard (e.g., Ordering and Billing Forum developed) all Listing 
Information (including additions, changes and deletions) and 
Ihe service address for each {GYiGj Bright House Cuslomer 
whose service address location falls wilhin lhe geographic area 
covered by the relevant Verizon directory and who wishes to 
be included in a Verizon directoQ! or directoQ! listing 
database. {GYiGj Bright House shall also provide 10 Verizon 
(OR a daily basis as Ilrometh! as com!!lerciallll reilsonlble, but 
no less freguentlll than dally: (a) information showing {GYiGj 
Bright House Customers listed in a Verizon dlrectoQ! or 
included In a Verlz!!n dir!!s:toQ! information daybase who 
halle disconnected or terminated Iheir service with {GYiGj 
Bright House; and (b) delivery information for each ReA listea Sf 

ROA plIslishea Bright House Customer not included in a 
Verizon dlr!i!!.:10Q! or directorll informl!1ion gatallase, 10 
enable Verizon 10 perform its direclory dislribution 
responslbililies. Verizon shall distribute directories to Bright 
House End UseCi on the same basis alld on the §ame 
s!ihedule as Verizon distributed directories 10 its own End 
Users. Verizon shall promptly provide to {GYiGj Bright House 
(normally within forty-eight (48) hours of receipl by Verizon, 
excluding non-business days) a query on any listing thaI is nol 
acceptable. Bright House shall Imeose no cha!lles on 
Verizon for I!rovidlng this information, and Verizon shall 
iml!ose no charges of any nature on Bright House for 
including this information in Its directories and databases, it 
being acknowledged bll both Parties that each Party 
benefits from the mutual erovlsion of these functions, 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House is under no obligation to provide Verizon with any 
directory-related information with respect to Bright House end 
users who do not wish to be included in a Verizon printed 
directory or database. Our proposed changes reflecl that 
siluation. 

Bright House does nol objecllo providing Verizon wilh its 
valuable listings at no charge as part of an overall agreemenl 
under which Verizon does not impose any charges on Bright 
House for receiving, processing, and maintaining the listings. 
Due 10 recenlliligation surrounding this lopic it is important that it 
be entirely unambiguous in Ihis Agreement going forward. 

See Additional Services Attachment § 4.3. 

Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arllitration petition. Bright House believes that 
Verizon agrees in principle with these changes, other than the 
provisions at the end stating that Verizon will include Bright 
House's listings at no charge. Verizon has proposed a rate for 
an LSR indicating an additional Bright House listing and a 
separate, lower rate for changing an existing listing. 

If any rate could be applied at all, Bright House views Verizon's 
suggested rates to be inappropriate in light of the $0.42 rate far 
this function imposed by another ILEC in Florida and the $0.16 
rate for this function imposed on Verizon in eamornia. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOnATIONs - FLORIDA 

Section NoteslExplanatlons/CommentsVerizon Proposal Bright House Response 

Add'i Services 4,3 Listing Inclusion and Distribution Bright House Comment: 

Attach, § 4,3 

ISSUE 1: NEED 


4,3 Listing Inclusion and Distribution 

Verizon shall include each -'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customer's There should be no charge to Bright House for including a basic 
DEFINITIVE 

Verizon shall include, at no nonrecurring, monthll( recurring, 
primary listing in the appropriate alphabetical directory and. for listing for one of its customers in Verizon's directories. The cost 

leA 
ordering or order I1fOcessing, or other "barge, either to 

business Customers, in the appropriate classified (Yellow of processing the order - which is handled entirely electronically 
Pages) directory in accordance with the directory configuration, 

Bright House or Bright House's Customers or End Users, 
- is trivial. at most a few cents, The cost of maintaining the 


ISSUE 2: 

eaG~ {Cbl!iC] C .. slemer's the primary listing, In the appropriate 

scope and schedules determined by Verizon in fts sole listing is immeasurably small. Moreover. Bright House listings 

WHOLESALE 


alphabetical directory and, for business Customers, in the 
discretion, and shall provide initial distribution of such directories are valuable to Verizon in many ways, First, Verizon has a 


CLEC 

appropriate classified (yellow Pages) directory in accordance 

to such '''CLEC Acronym TP" Customers in the same manner regulatory obligation to put together as complete a directory as 
it provides initial distribution of such directories to its own 

wfth the directory configuration. scope and schedules 
possible consistent with consumer desires not to be listed, 


ISSUE 3; 

determined by Verizon in its sole discretion, for each Bright 

Customers, 'Primary Listing" means a Customer's primary Second, having Bright House's listings makes Verizon's 

DIRECTORY 


House CustomerlEnd User who wishes to be included in 
name, address. and telephone number. Listings of "'CLEC directories more valuable to Verlzon's own customers. Third, 


LISTING 

Verizon's directories, and shall provide initial distribution of 

Acronym TE···'s Customers shall be intertiled with listings of Verizon can and does sell its directory listing databases on a 

TERMS 


such directories to such ECkEGl Brlgbt House Customers In the 
Verizon's Customers and the Customers of other LECs induded per-listing basis to third party directory providers, 
In the Venzon directories. ··'CLEC Acronym TE-* shall pay 

same manner it provides initial distribution of such directories to 
its own Customers. "Primary Listing" means a Customer's 


Verizon's Tariffed charges lOr additional, foreign, and other 
 Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
listings products (as documented in local Tarili] for "'CLEC 

primary name. address, and telephone number. Listings of 
response to the arbitration petition, See discussion regarding 

Acronym TE'-'s Customers, 
~ Bright House's Customers shall be Interfiled with 

Additional Services § 4.2 re: current state ofnegotiations 
LECs included In the Verizon directories. Bright House shalt 
listings of Verizon's Customers and the Customers of other 

regarding a possible rate for listings, 
be entitled to direct Verizon to I1rovide, for Bright Hou!e 
CustomerslEnd Users, anl( additional, f2[!!ign, and other 
listings I1roducts as ma~ be available to Verlzon's 
Customers under a Verlzon Tariff. If and to the extent that 
Bright House orders such additional, foreign or other 
lilitlngs Ilroducts, Verlzon §hajl bill, and ECkEGl Bright 
House shall pay, the same rates for such listing products as 
would apply to a Verizon Customer ordering the same service. 
Other than the same tariffied cbarges that would al1llllo! to a 
Verizon End User ordering such a directo!ll service, 
Verizon shall iml10se no charges of an~ nature on Bright 
House for including anI! Bright House information In 
Verizon's directories and databases or for distributing its 
directories. He~li!eR's +a,illec:l sl1af!j9s ~9F aadilisRal, feFei!lR, 
aRd gil1eF lisliR!l6 Pl'Gdwsls (as "GGl/meRleEi iR leGal ;aFiff) fe, 
"'GbIiiG A,e,gRym ;1;;....6 GwslemeFS, 

Add'i Services 4,5 Confidentiality of Listing Information Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 4,5 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 

4,5 Confidentiality of Listing Information 

Verizon shall accord -'CLEe Acronym TE*" Listing Information Litigation with Verizon surrounding its now-abandoned retention 
BUSINESS 

{al Subiectto subsection Ibl, below, Verizon shall accord 
the same level of confidentiality that Verizon accords Hs own marketing program based on LSRs submitted by Bright House 

TERMS 
ECkEGl Bright House Listing Information the same level of 

listing information. and shall use such Listing Information solely confidentiality that Verizon accords its own listing information, has created a heightened need for explicit protection of the 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

for the purpose of providing directory-related services; provided, confidentiality of, and limitations on the compelitive use of, 
however, that should Verizon elect to do so, it may use or 

and shall use such Listing Information solely for the purpose of 
information that Bright House provides to Verizon regarding 

license -'CLEC Acronym TE'" Listing Information for directory 
providing directory-related services; provided, however, that, 

Bright House's customers, The language we propose in 
publishing, direct marketing, or any other purpose for which 

excegt as I1rovlded in ,bl below, should Verizon elect to do so, 
subsection (b) addresses this need. 


Verizon uses or licenses its own listing information, so long as 

it may use or license iGl=EGi Bright House Listing Information 
for directory publishing, direct marketing, or any other purpose 


"'CLEC Acronym TEO•• Customers are not separately identified 
 During negotiations Verizon pointed out that once the 
as such; and provided further that "'ClEC Acronym TE· ... may 

for which Verizon uses or licenses its own listing information, so 
information is in a directory or directory database it is effectively 

identify those of its Customers who request that their names not 
long as iGl=EGi Bright House Customers are not separately 

public. Bright House agrees and has added language to its 
be sold for direct marketing purposes and Verizon shall honor 

identified as SUCh; and provided further that iGl=EGi Bright 
proposed subsection (b) to address that point. Our primary 

such requests to the same eident that it does for its own 
House may identify those of its Customers who request that 
their names not be sold for direct marketing purposes and concern is that Verizon not use advance knowledge of a 

Customers. Verizon shall not be obligated to compensate Verizon shall honor such requests to the same eident that it customer's leaving Verizon andlor signing up with Bright House 
"'ClEC Acronym TE.... for Verizon's use or licenSing of does for its own Customers. Verizon shall not be obligated to for any marketing purpose. 

"'ClEC Acronym TE'- listing Information. 
 compensate fGhEGl Bright House for Verizon's use or licensing 

of iGl=EGi Bright House listing Information. Verizon wiN provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. See discussion regarding 

Ibllnformation regarding the name andlor location of Bright Additiona/ Services § 4.2 re: current state ofnegotiations 
regarding a possible rate for listings. House customers I1rovided to Verlzon in connection with 

facilitating the establishment of dlrectoD! listings andlor 
dellve!]: of directories shall be treated as Confidential 
Information and shall be use!! ~ Vl!rlzgn so'e'~ for lhe 
l1url!0se of establishing a Iistill9 and/or dellve!]: of 
directories, as the case mall be. For the avoidance of 
doubt, until such time as the information becomes l1ublicll£ 
available bl£ being included in a dlrectoD! or directo!X 
database, it shall Ill! a m!!!;§rial bC!!!!iD of lhili Agreement for 
Verizon to grovide information obtained from Bright House 
in connection with the establishment of listings or the 
derive!]: of directories to anll I!erson, diviSion, unit, or 
oeeration within Verizon or anll affiliate or contractor of 
Verlzon other than such gersons, divisions, units or 
oeerations involved establishing/maintaining directories 
and/or the distribution of directorles,lncludlng without 
limitation anl/ Ilersons, divisions, units or ol!erations with a 
role in or res(!onsibil!!y: for the sale or marketing ofVerizon 
services fa End Users. Verizon e1mresslll agrees that In the 
event of an actual or threatened breach ofthls (!rovlsion, 
and without limiting or excluding anll other remedies that 
Bright House mal/. have under this Agreement or under 
A(!glicable law. Bright House shall be entitled to an 
Immediate Iniunction Ilrohlbiting Verizon from I!roviding,_ 
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DeCISION POINT LIST - VeRlZON-BRIGHT House 2009 leA NeGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal NoteslExplanationslCommentsBright House Response 

such information to anll such I!erson, division, unit or 
ol!eratiQn :!!Ithln V!ltl'QO !It ilnll affiliate or contractor of 
Verizon an!! !!irectiog the Immediate return or datrus;tlQn of 
anll such Information that was Ilrevlous!ll so erovlded.f-

Add'i Services 4.7 Indemnification 4.7 Indemnification Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 4.7 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
 "'eLEC Acronym TP" shall adhere to all practices, standards, £GI=EGl Bright House shall adhere 10 all generallv applicable Verizon's language does not establish any constraints or 
MATTERS and ethical requirements established by Verizon with regard 10 practices, standards, and ethical requirements established by standards with respect to the "practices. standards and ethical 
NEEDING listings. By providing Verizon with Listing Information, "'ClEC Verizon with regard to listings. By providing Verizon wilh Listing requirements" that Verizon might impose and thai, under 
CORRECll0N Acronym TE'" warrants to Verizon that "'CLEe Acronym TP" Information, ~ Bright House warrants to Verizon that Verizon's language. Bright House must automatically follow. 

has the right to provide such Listing Information to Venzon on £GI=EGl Bright House has Ihe righlto provide such Listing Bright House cannot reasonably be expected to accept such an 
behalf of its Customers. "'CLEC Acronym TP" shall make open-ended commitment. Our original proposal was that we 
commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that any business or 

Information to Verizon on behalf of its Customers. £GI=EGl 
Bright House shall make commercially reasonable efforts to only be subject to "reasonable" practices, etc. Following 

person to be listed is authorized and has the right (a) to provide ensure that any business or person to be listed is authorized and discussion with Verizon, we believe that the parties can agree on 
the product or service offered, and (b) to use any personal or has the right (a) to provide the product or service offered, and (b) the qualifying term "generally applicable" instead. 
corporate name, trade name, trademark, service mark or to use any personal or corporate name, trade name, trademark, 

language used in the listing. '''CLEC Acronym TE'" agrees to 
 service mark or language used in the listing. ~ Aller discussion with Verizon, we believe that the cross-
release, defend, hold harmless and indemnify Verizon from and House agrees to release, defend, hold harmless and indemnify reference to Section 20 of the General Terms (regarding 
against any and all claims, losses, damages, suits, or other Verizon, In accordance with Section 20 of the General Tenns indemnification) is acceptable to Verizon. 
actions, or any liability Whatsoever, suffered, made, instituted, or and Conditions. from and against any and all claims, losses, 

asserted by any person arising out of Verizon's publication or 
 damages, suits, or other actions, or any liability whatsoever, Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
dissemination of the Listing Information as provided by "'CLEC suffered, made, instituted, or asserted by any person arising out response to the arbitration petition. 
Acronym TE'" hereunder. of Verizon's publication or dissemination of the Listing 

Information as provided by ~Bright House hereunder. 
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DECISION POINT LtST- VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal NoteslExplanatlons/CommentsBright House Response 

Add'i Services 4.8 Liability Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 4.8 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 

4.8 Liabil~y 

Verlzon's liability to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" In the event of a Section 25 of the General Terms provides detailed terms 

MATTERS 


In accordance with Section 2S of the General Terms and 
Verizon error in or omission of a "'CLEC Acronym TE'" regarding limitations of liability. It should be dear that those 


NEEDING 

Conditions, Verizon's liability to fGl=EGJ Bright House In the 

CUstomer listing shall not exceed the amount actually paid by provisions apply to directory issues. Foilowing discussions with 
CORRECTION 

event of a Verizon error in or omission of a fGl=EGJ Bright 
·"CLEC Acronym TEo+> to Verizon for such listing. '''CLEC Verizon. we believe that this proposed change is acceptable to 
Acronym TE'" agrees to take all reasonable steps, including, 

House Customer listing shall not exceed the amount actually 
Verizon. 


but not limited to, entering into appropriate contractual provisions 

paid by fGl=EGJ Bright House to Verizon for such listing. 
fGl=EGJ Bright House agrees to take all reasonable steps, 


wfth its Customers, to ensure that its and Verizon's liability to 
 Note: we propose removing the term 'applicable" in advance of 
'''CLEC Acronym TE''''s Customers in the event of a Verizon 

induding, but not limited to, entering into appropriate contractual 
the term 'Tariffs" for the reasons stated above in connection 

error In or omission of a listing shall be subject to the same 
provisions with its Customers, to ensure that its and Verizon's 

with, e.g" General Terms §§ 1.1 and 1.2. 
limitations of liability applicable between Verizon and its own 

liability to ~ Bright House's Customers in the event of a 
Verizon errOr in or omission of a listing shall be subject to the 


Customers as set forth In Verizon's applicable Tariffs. 
 same limitations of liabil~y applicable between Verizon and its Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
own Customers as set forth in Verlzon's ~ Tariffs. response to the artJitration petition. For reasons stated above, 

Verizon does not believe that references to 'applicable' tariffs 
are inappropriate. 

Add'i Services 4.11 Other Directory Services Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 4.11 
ISSUE 3: 

4.11 Other Directory Services 

'''CLEC Acronym TE'" acknowledges that if "'CLEC Acronym Verizon cannot fob off 10 a third party publishing company any 
DIRECTORY 

fGl=EGJ Brig ht House acknowfedges that if fGl=EGJ Bright 
TE-' desires directory services in addition to those described additional directory-related services that Verizon itself might be 

USTING 
House desires directory services in add~lon to those described 

herein, such additional services must be obtained under required to provide under Applicable Law. 
TERMS 

herein and that Verizon Is not otherwise reguired to erovide 
separate agreement wfth Verizon's directory publishing under Applicable Law, such additional services ~ shall be 

company. 
 In cases where Bright House is appropriately called upon to deal 

publishing company. In such event, Verizon shallerovlde 
obtained under separate agreement with Verizon's directory 

with a third party publisher. Verizon should be obliged to provide 
commerciallll reasonable coop!!ratlon to Bright House, reasonable cooperation with Bright House in contacting the 
including without limitation the erovislon of aeeroeriate publisher, etc. so that the. separate deal can be promptly and 
contact Information for SUlCh directo!:l! eubllshlng comean)!. efficiently conc/uded. 
to facilitate Bright House In negotiating such a seearate 
agreement. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

response to the arbitration petition. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Add'i Services 6. Intercepl and Referral Announcements 6. Intercept and Referral Announcements Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 6.1 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 6.1 When a Customer changes its service provider from Verizon Bright House originally proposed to delete this section entirely. 
MATTERS 

Neither Party shall have an obligation. under the terms of 
to '''CLEC Acronym TE"', or from '''CLEC Acronym TE'" to Following discussion with Verizon, we agreed to retain the 

NEEDING 
this Agreement. to provide any Intercepts or referral 

Verizon, and does not retain its original telephone number, the section but to expressly stale that the Agreement imposes no 
CORRECTION 

announcements In connection with an End User of one 
Party formerly providing service to such Customer shall provide obligation on either Party 10 provide referral announcements. 
a referral announcement ("Referral Announcemem") on the 

Party transferring service to the other Party while 
We believe that this language shouJd be acceptable to Verizon in 

abandoned telephone number which provides the Customer's 
simultaneouslY changing their telephone number. Nothing 

principle. but as of Ihe date of the arbitration petition Verizon has 
new number or other appropriate irnormation, to the eldent 

in this Section 6 shall be construed to limit any obligation 
not yet reviewed this specific language. 

known to the Party formerly providing service. Notwithstanding 
that a Party may have to provide referral announcements 
under Applicable Law. 


the foregoing, a Party shall not be obligated under this Section 10 
 Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
provide a Referral Announcemem if the Customer owes the response to the alDitration petition. 
Party unpaid overdue amounts or the Customer requests Ihat no 
Referral Announcement be provided. 

6.2 Referral Announcements shall be provided. in the case of 

business Customers, for a period of not less than one hundred 

and twenty (120) days after the date the Customer changes fis 

telephone number, and, in the case of residential Customers. not 

less than thirty (30) days after the date the Customer changes its 

telephone number; provided that if a longer time period is 

required by Applicable Law. such longer time period shall apply. 

Except as otherwise provided by Applicable Law. the period for a 

referral may be shortened by the Party formerly providing 

service if a number shortage condition requires reassignment of 6.2 Referral" ~AeIlA.. emeAls sR811 be jilH,wiasa, IA IRe sase af 

the telephone number. IIllsiRess CYSlllmeF6, fGr a periQa ,,1 R9t le66 IRaA eRe RIlA(jrea 


aAa !>"eAl;, (12Q) Bays after IRe aale tRe Cwst"mer SRaR!!BS iif; 

6.3 This referral announcement will be provided by each Party telepReAB Allmller, BAG, il! Ille sase Elf IeslaeAtial CwstsmBFS, Rei 

at no charge to the other Party; provided that the Party formerty less IRaR tRiFl;, (dO) says Biler IRe sate tRe CYslemer GRaAgss its 

providing service may bill the Customer its standard Tariff telepRsRe AymBe.; p,"viE!BOii IRat if a leRga.IIme pe,ielil is 

charge, if any, for the referral announcement. reqwi,ea by Applh;able Law, SIlGR leRger lime parieE! shall Bl'l'ly. 


ElEGepl a...IRBW,'isB ",.....iaeel By ,4,flPIiGaBle Law, IRe perieE! fG, a 
,eferral may oe sReRsAsa By IRe PaR;' fGFmeriy f1""",iai,,!! 
EaR'IGe if a RlJmOer sReFla!!a seRailieR reql,liras reassi!!AmaAl Elf 
IRe lelapReAe Allmger. 

Ii: 'l T ... ; ......,.f'..........1 ......... ,. ............_ ........,.........."n k... ,..,. ....... n.'''~A '-us _ ...... 1.0. 0 ......... 

""··''''······-TTT~~··'"''~~~~~··T.TW..Tr·T1'·,n···'''' .... -f''·'''''·".·.__-... ~..,.O:··T···""'·'···.·l 

at Ae Gi'lar!le la IRe alRe, PaFly; "raYiess IRat IRe PaR), fGrmerly 
prG\liaiAg servise may bill tl<lEl G~sl9R'1ef its SlaRQaf4 Taril! 
GRarge, if aAY, fsr IAe referral aFlA8IlRSemeRt. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT House 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Add'i Services 8. Operations Support Systems (OSS) Services 8. Operations Support Systems (OSS) Services Bright House Comment: 

Attach. § 8.1.1 

ISSUE &: FAIR ... Verizon's language was vague in that H did not clearly relale the 
BUSINESS OSS functionalHies at issue to Verizon's actual activHies under 
TERMS 8.1.1 Verizon Oaerations SUl1110rt Sy:slems: Verizon systems the Agreement. Bright House's language clarifies this sHuation. 

for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair, 
8.1.1 Verizon QeeratioDs llUBeort S:tstems: Verizon systems 
for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair, 


and billing. 
 and billing of anll Verlzon Service arovided under or In Verizon will provide its response ro these proposals in its 
!<onn!l!llign with this Agreement. response to the afDitration pefition. 

Add'l Services 8.1.4 Verizon OSS Information: Any information accessed by, 8.1.4 Verizon OllS Information: Any infomnation accessed by, Bright House Comment: 

Attach. § 8.1.4 
 or disclosed or provided to, "'CLEC Acronym TE'-through or or disclosed or provided 10, fGbIOGl Bright House through or as 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
 as a part of Verizon ass Services. The term "Verizon ass This change is necessary because in a later section of the 

BUSINESS 


a part of Verizon ass Services. The term 'Verizon ass 
Information' includes, but is not limited to: (a) any Customer Additional Services Attachment (§8.5), Verizon declares that 

TERMS 
Information' includes, but is not limited to T(a) any Customer 

Information Illiated to a Verizon Customer or a '''ClEC Information related to a Verizon Customer or a fGbIOGl Bright 'Verizon OSS Information" is Verizon's proprietary information, 
Acronym TE''' Customer accessed by, or disclosed or provided House Customer accessed by, or disclosed or provided to, and establishes some strong protections against the ClEC 
to, "'ClEC Acronym TE-- through or as a part of Verizon ass making use of that information. Such provisions obviously 
Services; and, (b) any '''ClEC Acronym TE'" Usage 

fGbIOGl Bright House through or as a part of Verizon ass 
Services accessed by, or disclosed or provided to, fGbIOGl should not apply to information that Bright House knows 

Information (as defined in Section 8.1.6 of this Atlachment) Bright House, and, (b) any [ClEC) Usage Information (as independently, whether or not such information is contained in 
accessed by, or disclosed or provided to, "·ClEC Acronym defined in Section 8.1.6 of this Atlachment) accessed by, or and available via Verizon's ass. 
TEu * disclosed or provided to, fGbIOGl Bright House. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing In this Agreement Note proposed change to § 8.5.2, cross-referencing this new 
shall restrict Bright House's right to make use of anll language. 
information of which Bright House Is or becomes aware b~ 
means other than access to Verizon OSS, Verlzon OSS Based on oonversations with Verizon, we have modified the 
Services, or Verizon OSS FacilHles. language at issue. We do not believe that Verizon will object in 

principle to the new language. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arlJitration petition. , 
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DeCISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT House 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/Comments 


Add'i Services 


Bright House Response 

8.2 Verizon ass Services 8.2 Verizon ass Services Bright House Comment: 
Mach. § 8.2.1 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 8.2.1 Upon request by "'CLEC Acronym TE···. Verizon shall There is no reason at this late stage of local competition, for any8.2.1 Upon request by ~ Bright House. Verizon shall 
BUSINESS provide to "'CLEe Acronym TE'" Verizon ass Services. services 10 be manually ordered, processed, etc. Bright House's provide to ~ Bright House Verlzon ass Services. Such 
TERMS Such Verizon ass Services will be provided in accordance with, Venzon ass Services will be provided in accordance wilh, but language darifies Ihat Bright House Shall provide ass for all 

but only 10 the extent required by. Applicable Law. only 10 Ihe extent required by. Applicabfe Law, except that. to Services Ihat it is required by Applicabfe Law 10 provide. 
the extent that Allplicable Law reguires Verlzon to Ilrovlde a 
S!!rvl!<!! t2 Bright House, Verlzon shan make Verizon OSS Verizon will provide its response fo these proposals in its 
Services available to Bright House to the extent reasonabl't response to the ariJitration petition. Verizon, however, objects to 
necessa!:'t to allow Bright House to efficientl't and being required to change, upgrade or modify any of its systems 
effectivel't Order such Service and communicate with or procedures in order to accommodate an interconnector. 
Verlzon regi!rding necessa!:'t maintenance with resllect to it. 


Add'i Services 
 8.2.3 To Ihe extenl required by Applicable Law. in providing 8.2.3 +e Ihe lI~eRl FeE!wiFea lIy APi'll/liable baw, iA pFGlAOIliA!! Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 8.2.3 Verizon ass Services 10 '''CLEC Acronym TE''', Venzon will '4!Fi<:9A Oii ief1'IGes Ie [Gbl!C]. Notwithstanding arry other 
ISSUE 1: NEED comply with Verizon's applicable ass Change Management II!rovlslon of this Agreement, Verlzon shall prgvlde Bright Verizon is free to modify its ass Services as long as Ihey
DEFINITIVE Guidelines, as such Guidelines are modified from time-Io-time, House with such advance notice as is commerclallx remain in compliance wilh Applicable Law. However, changes in 
leA including, bul not ~mited 10. Ihe provisions of the Guidelines reasonable in the circumstances of an't material change to ass Services on which Bright House relies can be disruptive. 

related to furnishing nolice of changes in Verizon ass Services. especially if computer programming or similar changes have to an't V!!rizon OSS Services Ilrovided to Bright House. 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Venzon's ass Change Management Guidelines will be set out be implemented, tested, etc. to accommodate whatever changes Without limiting the foregoing, and b't wa't of Illustration 
BUSINESS on a Venzon websile. and example, Verizon will comply with Venzon's applicable Verizon might make. It is therefore reasonable to require
TERMS ass Change Management Guidelines, as such Guidelines are Verizon 10 give commercially reasonable advance nolice of any 

modified from lime-Io-time. including, but not limited to, the significant changes in those ass Services. What is 
provisions of the Guidelines related to furnishing notice of 'commercially reasonable' will depend on the nature and scope 
changes in Verizon ass Services. Venzon's ass Change of the Verizon chenge at issue. 
Managgmgnt Guidelines are and will continue to be set out 
on a Verlzon website. No change b't Verlzon to lis OSS af course, Verizon cannot, under the guise of modifications 10 its 
shall have the effect of causing an't service, function or ass functionality, impose new charges on Bright House, either 
transaction which is not chargeable to Bright House as of explicilly or indirectly by virtue of changes in procedures. 
lbg E!f!!ctivg Date, to become a chargeable function 
hereunder. Ven'lon will provide Its response to these proposals In its 

response 10 tile ariJitration petition. During negotiations Verizon 
indicated thaI its existing 'Change Management Process' was 
adequate to address Bright House's concems. 

Upon review by Brighl House, we are not persuaded that 
Verizon's process provides adequate prolecfion of our interests. 
Verizon indicates anticipated lead times on different types of 

I changes but does nol commit to provide a reasonable amounl of 
time if a reasonable period is longer than the amounts specified 
byVerizon. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERlZON-BRlGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Add'i Services 8.4.2 Verimn ass Facilities may be accessed and used by 8.4.2 [Intentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 8.4.2 "'ClEC Acronym TE~' only to provide Telecommunications 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Services to ~·ClEC Acronym TE·" Customers. This restriction is not authorized by Applicable law. 
BUSINESS 
TERMS Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

response to the arlJitration petition. 

Add'i Services 8.4.5 '''ClEC Acronym TE··· shall comply w~h all practices 804.5 ~ Bright House shall comply with all commercially Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 8.4.5 and procedures established by Verizon for access to and use of reasonable practices and procedures established by Verizon for 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Venzon ass Facil~ies (including, but not limited 10, Verizon A requirement that Bright House comply, without limitation, with 
BUSINESS 

access to and use of Verizon ass Facilities (induding, but not 
practices and procedures with regard to security and use of "ali practices and procedures' that Verizon might invent is 100 

TERMS 
limited to, Veri zan practices and procedures with regard to 

access and user identification codes). security and use of access and user identification codes). broad. Adding the 'commercially reasonable" standard solves 
that problem. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arlJitration petition. 

Add'i Services 8.5.2 All Verizon ass Information shall at all times remain the 8.5.2 Subject to Section 8.1.4, ali Venzon ass Information Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § 8.5.2 property of Venzon. Except as expressly stated in this Section shall at all times remain the property of Venzon. Except as 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 8, --ClEC Acronym TE-' shall acquire no rights in or to any See discussion of Additional Services Attachment, §8.1.4, 
BUSINESS 

expressly stated in this Section 8, ~ Bright House shall 
Verizon ass Information. acquire no rights in or to any Verizon ass Information. above. Bnght House respects Venzon's right to proprietary 

TERMS treatment of information that is truly Venzon's. The language of 
§ 8.1.4 ensures that information that is truly Bright House's does 
not erroneously fall into that protected category. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response 10 the arlJitration petition. 
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DeCISION POINT lIST- VeRIZON·BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section 

Add'l Services 
Atlach. § 8.6.1 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Verizon Proposal 

8.S.1 Any breach by "'CLEC Acronym TE..•• or ·"ClEC 
Acronym Te-···s employees. agents or contractors, of the 
provisions of Sections 8.5 or 8.5 of this Atlachment shall be 
deemed a material breach of this Agreement. In addition. if 
'''ClEC Acronym TE"" or an employee. agent or contractor of 
"'GlEC Acronym TE"" at any time breaches a provision of 
Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of this Attachment and such breach 
continues for more than ten (10) days after written notice thereof 
from Verizon. then, except as otherwise required by Applicable 
Law, Verizon shall have the right. upon notice to "'GLEG 
Acronym Te-", to suspend the license to use Verizon OSS 
Information granted by Section 8.5.1 of this Attachment and/or 
the provision of Verizon OSS Services, in whole or in part. 

Bright House Response 

8.6.1 Any breach by !GbliGl Bright House, or ~ Bright 
House's employees, agents or contractors, of the provisions of 
Sections 8.5 or 8.5 of this Attachment shall be deemed a 
material breach of this Agreement In addi1ion, if fGbEGJ Bright 
House or an employee, agent or contractor of!GbliGl Bright 
House at any time breaches a provision of Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of 
this Attachment and such breach continues for more than ten 
(10) days after written notice thereoffrom Verizon. then, except 
as otherwise required by Applicable law, Verizon shall have the 
right, upon notice to !GbliGl Bright House, to suspend the 
license to use Verizon OSS Information granted by Section B.S.l 
of this Attachment and/or the provision ofVerizon OSS Services, 
in whole or in part. If the Parties disagree as to whether a 
material breach has occurred, the matter shall be treated as 
a dlsgute I!ursuantto Section 14 of the General Terms and 
Conditions. 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Bright House Comment: 

This clarifies that Verizon may not unilaterally impose 
consequences for an alleged breach when Bright House 
disputes that a breach has occurred. 

Verizon Wi/I provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 
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DECISION POINT LIST  VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Add'i Services 
Attach. § 8.7 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

8.7 Relation to Applicable Law 

The provisions of Sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 of this Attachment 
with regard to the confidentiality of information shall be in 
addnion to and not in derogation of any proviSions of Applicable 
Law with regard to the confidentiality of information. including. 
but not limited to, 47 U,S.C. § 222, and are not intended to 
constitute a waiver by Verizon of any right with regard to 
protection of the confidentiality of the information of Verizon or 
Verizon Customers provided by Applicable Law. 

B.7 Relation 10 Applicable Law 

The provisions of Sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 of this Attachment 
with regard to the confidentiality of information shall be in 
addition to and not in derogation of any provisions of Applicable 
Law with regard to the confidentiality of information and the use 
of confidential infonnation disclosed bll one Pa!:!¥ to the 
other. including, but not limited to, 47 U,S,C, § 222, and ~ 
nothing In this Agreement is intended to constitute a waiver by 
~ either Pa!:!¥ of any right with regard to protection of the 
confidentiality of, or limitations on the use of, the information 
of ~ such Pa!:!¥ or Vefii!eR!& such Pa!:!¥'s Customers 

Bright House Comment: 

First, this provision, dealing with the protection of confidential 
information, should be mutual. Each Party is and should be 
responsible for protecting the confidentiality of the other Party's 
proprietary information of which the Party becomes aware. 

Second, proper treatment of the other Party's confidential 
information is not limited to avoiding public disclosure; it also 
includes limiting the use of that information to the purpose for 
which ~ was provided. 

provided by Applicable Law. Each Patlll agrees to abide bll all 
reguireme!:!£! of 47 U.S.C. 222 In connection with the 
I!erformance of their obligations, and the exercise of their 
rights, under thll! Agreemen!, and each Pa!:!¥ !grees that 
to!! lither PartY would be Irrel!arab!lliniured bll a breach of 
!!Ji§ !llction 8.7 bll the Pa!:!¥ or its emlliollees, i!gents or 
contractors, and that each Pa!:!¥ shall be entitled to seek 
eguitable relief, inSiludll!g inlunSitiv!l rglief and sl!ecific 
I!erfonnance, in the event of anll such breach, SUSih 
remedies shall not be deemed to be the exclusive remedies 

Third, because of the importance of the protection of confidential 
information and compliance with 47 U.S.C. § 222, it is 
appropriate to clarify that 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in Its 
response to the albilration petition. 

for anll such breach, but shall be In addition to anll other 
remedies available under this Agreement or at law or In 
!l9.!!!!ll. 

Add" Services 
Attach § B.B.l 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

B.B.l Upon request by Verizon, '''CLEC Acronym TEm shall by 
no later than the fifteenth (15th) day of the last month of each 
Calendar Quarter submit to Verizon reasonable. good fanh 
estimates of the volume of each type of ass transaction that 
···CLEC Acronym TE'" anticipates submrtting in each week of 
the next Calendar Quarter. 

8.8.1 Upon request by Verizon, ~ Bright House shall by 
no later than the fifteenth (15th) day of the last month of each 
Calendar Quarter submit to Verizon reasonable, non-binding 
good failh estimates of the volume of each type of ass 
transaction that ~ Bright House anticipates submnting in 
each month weel\ of the next Calendar Quarter. 

Bright House Comment: 

1. Forecasts under the Agreement are non-binding. 

2. Weekly forecast are not realistic and are unduly burdensome. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the alblfration petition. 
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DECISION POINT liST- VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOnAnONs - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Add'i Services 
Attach. § 8.B.2 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

B.8.2 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall reasonably cooperate with 
Verizon in submitting orders for Venzon Services and otherwise 
using the Verizon ass Services, in order to avoid exceeding the 
capacity or capabilities of such Venzon OSS Services. 

B.8.2 Bright House shall reasonably cooperate with Verizon in 
submitting orders for Verizon Services and otherwise using the 
Verizon OSS Services, in order to avoid exceeding 
commerciallll reasonable limitations on the capac~y or 
capabilities of such Venzon OSS Services. 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House agrees thai it should work with Venzon to avoid 
overwhelming Verizon's OSS. By the same token, any 
lim~ations on the capacity of the OSS musl be commercially 
reasonable; olherwise Verizon would be free 10 impose 
unreasonable capacity limitations. 

Venzon will provide its response to Ihese proposals in its 
response to the arDitration patition. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal 

\,JP9" ""'1llesl 9'( Veri;!"R, "'CbIi!C ASF9Rym TIi!-' GRail 

Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Add'i Services 8.9 Verizon Access to Information Related to '''CLEC Acronym Bright House Comment: 
Attach. § e.9 

8.9 Verizon Access to Information Related to IGb!;GJ Bright 
TE'" Customers. House Customers. 

ISSUE 6: FAIR Bright House and Verizon engaged in extensive litigation in 2008 
BUSINESS 8.9.1 Verizon shall have the right to access, use and disclose and 2009 in which Verlzon asserted extensive rights to make 
TERMS 

B.9.1 Verizon shall have the right to access, use and disdose 
information related to '''CLEC Acronym TE'- Customers that is use of confidential Information regarding Bright House's 
in Verizon's possession (including, but not limited to, in Verizon 

information related to IGb!;GJ Bright House Customers that is in 
customers, Including asserting that Bright House had no 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
Verizon's possession (including, but not limited to, in Verizon 

OSS Facilities) to the extent such access, use and/or disclosure proprietary rights in such information on various theories. The 
MATTERS 

OSS Facilities) to the extent such access, use and/or disclosure 
has been authorized by the '-CLEC Acronym TE-- Customer FCC and the courts rejected Verizon's positions. Nonetheless, 

NEEDING 
has been authorized by the IGb!;GJ Bright House Customer in 

in the manner required by Applicable Law. in light of that experience, it is necessary to expressly state in 
CORRECTION 

the manner required by Applicable Law. Notwithstanding the 
this Agreement that Verizon may not use Bright House's foregoing or anything else In this Agreement, all 

8.9.2 Upon request by Verizon, -CLEC Acronym TE'" shall information, or information about Bright House's customers, in 
negotiate in good farth and enter into a contract with Verizon, 

Information regarding the name, address. or other 
that way. 


pursuant to which Verizon may obtain access to '''CLEC 

Identifying information of Customers who have chosen to 
take service from Bright House or a Bright House affiliate 


Acronym TE ....s operations support systems (including, systems 
 The proposal with respect to § 8.9.2 is self-explanatory. 
for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair, 

but have not yet begun receiving such service. as well as an 
advance Information regarding the timing of any such 


and billing) and information contained in such systems, to permit 
 Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in itsCustomer's becoming a Bright House Customer, that 
Verizon to obtain information related to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" response to the atbitration petition. Verlzon may possess or come to possess as a result of 
Customers (as authorized by the applicable "'CLEC Acronym either Party performing any obligations or exercising any 

TE'- Customer), to permit Customers to transfer service from 
 rights under this Agreement. shall be deemed to be Bright 

one Telecommunications Carrier to another, and for such other 
 House Confidential Information. and Verizon shall not use 

purposes as may be permitted by Applicable Law. 
 any such information it may possess except in accordance 

with Applicable Law. Including 47 U.S.C. § 222(bl and FCC 
rules and rulings relating to 47 U.S.C. § 222(b). 

8.9.2 As of the Effective Date, the Parties acknowledge that 
they have executed a separate agreement permitting 
Verizon to access Bright House's ass in order to facilitate 
Verizon's receipt of Services from Bright House hereunder. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Add'i Services 
Attach. § 8.11 

8.11 Cancellations B.l1 nntentionallv left blank1 Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Verizon may cancel orders for service which have had no activity 
within thirty-one (31) consecutive calendar days after the original 
service due dale. 

This provision is vague. As written. if Bright House places an 
order with Verizon and Venzon does nothing for 31 days, 
Verlzon can cancel it. If there Is some problem with Bright 
House failing to follow up on its orders, Verlzon should explain in 
greater deta~ the nature of the supposed problem. In the 
absence of such greater detail, however, this provision is 
unnecessary and inappropriate, 

Verizon will provide ils response /0 lhese proposals in its 
response to the arbitralion petition. 

Add'i Services 
Attach. § 9 

9. Poles, Ducts, Conduits and Rights-of-Way 9. Poles, Ducts, Conduits and Rights-of-Way Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORREC110N 

9.1 Verizon Shall afford ·"ClEC Acronym TE·" non
discriminatory access to poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way 
owned or controlled by Verlzon, Such access shalf be provided 
in accordance with. but only to the extent required by, Applicable 

9.1 Verizon shall afford ~ Bright House non
diSCriminatory access to poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way 
owned or controlled by Verizon. The Parties acknowledge 
that as of the Effective Date hereof, !he'l have entered Into a 

Verizon cannot force Bright House to accept pole, conduit, 
andlor right-of-way access on terms already contained in a 
Verizon tariff or standard offering, aHhough Bright House may, if 
it so chooses, accept such terms. Therefore § 9.1 had to be 

law, pursuant to Verizon's applicable Tariffs, or, in the absence sellarate agreemen! seltill9 out the terms and conditions modified. However, given that they are already parties to a pole 
of an applicable Verizon Tariff, Verizon's generally offered form under which Bright House mall access Verizon's Iloles, access agreement, it is not necessary to debate the details of 
of license agreement, or, in the absence of such a Tariff and ducts, cond!!its an~ rlghts-of-wall, SUGR aGGess 61;all be Verizon's obligation. 
license agreement, a mutually acceptable agreement to be p",'Jidee iR aeG9FQaRGe 'OIilA, 01.11 eRly Ie !Ae e!<lel'll Fe"l"i,ed Il~, 
negotiated by the Parties, Allplisable ba'\<, ptlR>"aA! 19 VeRZSR's aplllisable TaFiftG, SF, iR Wdh respect to § 9,2, Bright House, a ClEC, has no obligation 

IRe asseAse 91 aA 81l1lliGal!Ie )teF1i!$9R TaFi#, IJe.iHA's gBI'lBFslly to provide VenlOn, an IlEC, with access to poles, conduits, or 
9,2 "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall afford Verizon non effeFed fGFm 9IliseAse a!lFeemeA!, eF, iF! IRe allseRae af StlGR a rights-of-way, 
discriminatory access to poles. duds, conduits and rights-of-way +aFifI aRd IiGel'l6e agFeemeAl, a m!;ll!;lally assaplaille agFe<lmeRI 
owned Or controlled by '''ClEC Acronym TE·... Such access 19 be Reg9!ialed Il~ IRe PaFlies. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
shall be provided pursuant to ·"ClEC Acronym TE'··'s response to the arbitration petition. 
applicable Tariffs. or, in the absence of an applicable ···ClEC 9.2 [Intentlonafl'lleft blank) 
Acronym Te-*" Tariff, "'ClEC Acronym TE··..s generally . 
offered form of license agreement, or, in the absence of such a 
Tariff and license agreement, a mutually acceptable agreement 
to be negotiated by the Parties. The terms, conditions and 
prices offered to Verizon by "'ClEC Acronym TE'" for such 
access shall be no less favorable than the terms, conditions and 
prices offered to "-ClEC Acronym TE'" by Verizon for access 
to poles, ducts, conduits and rights of way owned or controlled 
by Verizon. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 
r--------,------------------------------~. ~~~~~~~~--------------------------~~ 

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Addrtional 12. Unauthorized Carrier Change Charges Bright House Comment: 

Services Attach. 

§ 12 


12. Unauthorized Carrier Change Charges 

requests that the other Party install. The parties need to work out a commercially reasonable means 

ISSUE 1: NEED 


In the event either Party requests that the other Party install, 
inate a Customer's Telecommunications for removing PIC freezes without giving either party an undue 


DEFINI11VE 

provide. change, or terminate a Customer's Telecommunications 

but not limited to. a Customer's selection of a ability to engage in retention marketing. 

ICA Telephone Exchange Service Provider) without having 


Service (including, but not limited to, a Customer's selection of a 
primary Telephone Exchange Service Provider) without having 


authorization from the Customer for such installation 
 Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

ISSUE 6: FAIR provision, seledion. change or termination in accordance 


obtained authorization from the Customer for such installation. 
prOvision. selection, change or termination in accordance with response to the ami/raubn petition. 


BUSINESS Applicable Laws, the requesting Party shall be liable to the other 
 Applicable Laws, the requesting Party shall be liable to the other 

TERMS Party for all charges that would be applicable to the Customer 
 Party for all charges that would be applicable to the Customer 


for the initial change in the Customer's Telecommunications 
 for the initial change in the Customer's Telecommunications 

Service and any charges for restoring the Customer's 
 Service and any charges for restoring the Customer's 

Telecommunications Service to its Customer-authorized 
 Telecommunications Service to its Customer-authorized 

condition (ali such charges together. the 'Carrier Change 
 condition (all such charges together, the 'Carrier Change 

Charges'). including to the appropriate primary Telephone 
 Charges"), including to the appropriate primary Telephone 

Exchange Service provider. Such Carrier Change Charges may 
 Exchange Service provider. Such Carrier Change Charges may 

be assessed on the requesting Party by the other Party at any 
 be assessed on the requesting Party by the other Party at any 

time after the Customer is restored to its Customer-authorized 
 time after the Customer is restored to Its Customer-authorized 

condition. 
 condition. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Parties agree 

to negotiate in good faith to establish a commercially 
reasonable means bv which a Customer of one Party who 
has chosen to obtain service from the other Party may 
promptly remove any "PIC Freeze" or similar arrangement 
such Customer may have established. 
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DeCISION POINT LIST - VeRIZON-BRIGHT House 2009 leA NeGOTIATIONS  FLORIOA 

Section 

Add'i Services 
Attach. § 13 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
leA 

Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

13. Good Faith Performance 13. Dntentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective ~ate of The deleted language is entirely inappropriate, If there are any 
this Agreement, has not provided In the State of [State] a 'Services offered under this Agreement" by Verizon that Verizon 
Service offered under this Attachment. Verizon reserves the right is not actually prepared to provide to Bright House, in Florida, as 
to negotiate in good faith with "'ClEC Acronym TE'" of the Effective Date, then Verizon needs to identify any such 
reasonable terms and conditions (including, without limitation, 'services' in advance of entering into the contract so that 
rates and implementation timeframes) for such Service; and, if Bright House can determine whether Verizon's inability to 
the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions actually deliver its pUrported contractual offering is material to 
(induding, without limitation, rates and implementation Bright House, and to negotiate appropriate substitute 
timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute arrangements in advance. 
resolution procedures. 

See discussion under General Terms § 18. 

Verizon is not willing to review the agreement prior to its 
execution to identify which functions it might be called upon to 
perform under the agreement that it is not, in fact, prepared to 
perform as of the effective date. Verizon does not believe that it 
should be required to do so. If the situation arises the parties 
can negotiate regarding it then. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

INTERCONNECTION ATTACHMENT 

Inlerconnection 
§ 1 

1. General 1. General Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

Each Party shall provide to the other Party. in accordance with 
this Agreement, but only to the extent required by Applicable 
Law, interconnection at (i) any technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber 

1.1 Verizon l!asl1 ~aFly shall provide to Bright House ~ 
PaFly, iA asseFBaAse will1 Illis ,A,gFeemeAI, e,,1 SAl)' lell1e eKleAI 
Fe~"iFeB ey A~~lisaele la'll, interconnection at (i) any technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a 

First, this provision deals with Verizon's obligation to provide 
interconnection to Bright House, not vice versa. Since the point 
of interconnection is to exchange traffic (see 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 
(definition of "interconnection") obviously the POls established 

meet point to which the Parties mutually agree under the terms LATA andlor (ii) a fiber meet point to which the Parties mutually for this purpose will work in both directions. 
of this Agreement, for the transmission and routing of Telephone agree under the terms of this Agreement, for the transmission 
Exchange Service and Exchange Access. By way of example, a and routing of Telecommunications. +ele~l1sAe I!Ksl1aAge Second, although Verizon's obligation to interconnect under 47 
technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's SeFYise aAB EKsl1aAge Assess By way of example, a technically U.S.C. § 251 (c)(2) extends only to "Telephone Exchange 
network in a LATA would include an applicable Verizon Tandem feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA Service and Exchange Access: its obligation to interconnect 
Interconnection Wire Center or Verizon End Office would include an applicable Verizon Tandem Interconnection under 47 U.S.C. § 251(a)(1) extends to all 
Interconnection Wire Center but, notwiths1anding any other Wire Center or Verizon End Office Interconnection Wire Center "Telecommunications." Since the Parties are already physically 
provision of this Agreement or otherwise, would not include a but, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or interconnected under § 251 (c)(2) , 47 C.F.R. § 51.100 comes into 
"'CLEC Acronym TE'" Interconnection Wire Center, "'CLEC otherwise, would not include a !Gbr;;GJ Bright House play and all "Telecommunications" may be sent via those 
Acronym TE'" switch or any portion of a transport facility Interconnection Wire Center, !Gbr;;GJ Bright House switch or interconnection facilities. 
provided by Verizon to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" or another party any portion of a transport facility provided by Verizon to !Gbr;;GJ 
between (x) a Verizon Interconnection Wire Center or switch and Bright House or another party between (x) a Verizon Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
(y) the Interconnection Wire Center or switch of "'CLEC Interconnection Wire Center or switch and (y) the response to the arbitration petition. 
Acronym TE'" or another party. For brevity's sake, Ihe Interconnection Wire Center or switch of !Gbr;;GJ Bright House 
foregoing examples of locations that, respectively, are and are or another party. For brevity's sake, the foregoing examples of 
not "on Verizon's network" shall apply (and are hereby locations that, respectively, are and are not "on Verizon's 
incorporated by reference) each time the term "on Verizon's network" shall apply (and are hereby incorporated by reference) 
network" is used in this Agreement. each time the term 'on Verizon's network" is used in this 

Agreement. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

IntelCOnnection 
§ 2,1 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2,1 Point(s) 01 Interconnection 

2,1.1 Each Party, al ns own expense, shall provide transport 
facilities to the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on 
Verizon's network in" LATA selected by "'eLEe Acronym 
TE"''', 

2,1 Point(s) of Interconnedion and Interconnection Format 

2.1,1 Each Party, aI its own expense, shall provide transport 
facilities as reguired to deliver traffic originating on, or 
transiting through, Its network to the technically feasible 
Point(s) 01 Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA 
selected by ~rlght House. To meet thi~ Qbligation, a 
Party may: 

2..1.1.1 Ilrovlde Its own facilities for deliver! oftraffic to the 
technical\}! feasible Point!sJ of Interconnection on Verlzon's 
network In a LATA; and/or 

2..1.1.2. obtain tran!!llort for deliver! oftraffic to the 
technical\}! feasIble Poln!!sJ of Interconnection on Verlzon's 
nemork in i! LAIA [al from a third I!artv, or,lbl if the other 
PartY offers such transllort Ilursuant to a Tariff, from the 
other PartY under the terms of such Tariff; or 

2.1.1.3 in the case of Bright House, 2btain facilities frQ!!l 
Bright House's network to the POI, I!rovided bll Verizon at 
TELRIC rates. 

2..1.2. Interconnection Format 

61 !;Irlght House's olltion, the PartIes shall interconnect 
their networks using either TOM [older standard PSTN 
signaling formatl or Session Initlation Protocol [SIPI 
(modern IP signaling formatl. SIP-based arrangements are 
descrlb!!d in S!!ction 3.2 ofthis Interconnection Attachment. 

Bright House Comment; 

The change to 2,1.1 clarifies thai the specific responsibifities of 
each party relale to getting its originated (or transited) traffic to 
the POI. Based on conversalions with Verizon, we believe that 
this language should be acceptable in principle. Adding §§ 
2,1.1.1 and 2,1.1.2 here allows the deletion 01 parallel, 
duplicative language later. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

New Section 2.1.1.3 reflects Verizon's obligalion to provide 
interconnection facllHies to Bright House at TELRIC-based rates, 
as provided in Applicable law, 

Vemon does not agree that it is obliged under applicab/e law to 
provide these facilities at TEL RIC rates, as opposed to tariffed 
rates. and so objects to Section 2_ 1_ 1,3. 

New § 2.1.2 expressly provides for SIP-based interconnection. 

Verizon does not believe that it is or can be required to 
exchange traffIC in SIP fotmal. 
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DECISION PorNT LIST - VeRIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection, 2.2 Trunk Types Bright House Comment:2.2 Trunk Types and Administration 
§ 2.2 
ISSUE 4: This section deals with administration, as well as trunk "types: 

INTER· 
 Bright House had ortginally proposed to establish a separate 

CONNECTION 
 section for trunk administration, moving !;Ome material from 

RIGHTS 
 Section 2.2 to the new section. Venzon slated that it preferred 

keeping the basic structure of its template unchanged. This 
change in the heading reflects part of our atlemptlo 
accommodate Verizon's preference. 

Verizon wil/ provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Interconnection 2.2.1.1 Interconnection Trunks for the transmission and routing 2.2.1.1 Interconnection Trunks for the transmission and routing Bright House Comment: 
§ 2.2.1.1 of Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, translated LEC IntraLATA of Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, translated LEC IntraLA TA 
ISSUE 4: toll free service access code (e.g., 8001888/877) traffic, and See below § 2.2.1.4. Bright House suggests that inbound 
INTER· 

loll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) traffic, and 
IntraLATA Toll Traffic, between theirrespective Telephone IntraLATA Toll Traffic, between their respective Telephone tandem transit traffic be routed on separate trunks 10 facilitate 

CONNECTION Exchange Service Customers, Tandem Transtl Traffic and, Exchange Service Customers, TaRdem TraRsR TraffiG and, billing. 
RIGHTS Measured Internet Traffic, all in accordance with Sections 5 Measured Internet Traffic, all in accordance with Sections 5 


through 8 this Attachment 
 Ven'zon believes that it is unnecessary to separately trunk transit 
traffic to facilitate billing, and /hat other arrangements, such as 
billing factors and the use of C/C and OCN information, is 
sufficient. 

through 8 of this Attachment 

Interconnection 2.2.1.2 Access ToU Connecting Trunks for the transmission and 2.2.1.2 Access Toll Connecting Trunks for the transmission and Bright House Comment: 
§ 2.2.1.2 routing of Exchange Access traffiC, including translated routing of Exchange Access traffic, including translated 
ISSUE 4: InterLATA toll free service access code (e.g., 6001868/877) Bright House or Verizon are both in a position to offer tandem 
INTER-

InterLA TA toll free service access code (e.g., 60018881677) 
traffic, between "-CLEC Acronym TE-' Telephone Exchange switching/lransport service to third party IXCs. This is "Meet 

CONNECTION 
traffiC, between ~ a Pam's End User TeIef>MI!e 

Service Customers and purchasers of Switched Exchange Point Billing" traffic; see Glossary. § 2.82 and Interconnection 
RIGHTS 

lSl<'cl:!aRge ServiG8 Gblsl9FAeFS and purchasers of Switched 
Access Service via a Verizon access Tandem in accordance Attachment, § 10. The new reference to End User deals with the 
with Sections 9 through 11 of this Attachment; and 

Exchange Access Service 1~a a "eRlsR access TaRsem in 
accordance with Sections 9 through 11 of this Attachment; and issue of interconnected VolP service. 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS Verizoo will provide its response 10 Ihese proposals in its 
TERMS response to the arbitration pelition. As Bright House 

understands it, Ven'zon agrees in principle that Bright House 
should be able to provide the equivalent of tandem transport 
service to IXCs in a meet point billing arrangement, but is unsure 
of what language would be required to accomplish that result. 

I 
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§ 2.2.1.4 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER· 
CONNEC110N 
RIGHTS 

Interconnection 
§ 2.2.2 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER· 
CONNEC110N 
RIGHTS 

Interconnection 
§ 2.2.3 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNEC110N 
RIGHTS 

DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIAnONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection I [no Verizon language] Bright House Comment: 2.2.1.4 A trunk group for Tandem Transit Traffic inbound 

2.2.2 Other types of trunk groups may be used by the Parties as 
provided in other Attachments to this Agreement (e.g .. 9111E
911 Trunks) or in other separate agreements between the 
Parties (e.g., directory assistance trunks, operator services 
trunks, BLVISLVI trunks ortrunks for 5001555 traffic). 

2.2.3 In accordance wnh the terms of this Agreement, the 
Parties will deploy One-Way Interconnection Trunks (trunks with 
traffic going in one direction, including one-way trunks and uni
din~r:1inn::l1 twn..w=-v trt.lnk<:) =ann/nr Twn_\Aklv Interconnedion 

Verlzon·Bright House Ftorida DPL 
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from Verjzon to Bright House 
Bright House's ability to properly bill tandem traffic will be 
enhanced by having it separate on its own trunk group. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

See comments to Interconnection, § 2.2.1.1 

2.2.2 Other types of trunk groups may be used by the Parties as Bright House Comment: 
provided in other Attachments to this Agreement (e.g., 9111E
911 Trunks) or in other separate agreements between the There may be other traffic types than identified above whose 
Parties (e.g., directory assistance trunks, operator services technical or billing characteristics make separate trunlting 
trunks, BLVISLVI trunks or trunks for 500/555 traffic). !n logical. 
addition. either Party may request the establishment of a 
separate trunk group for the exchange of any type of traffic Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

response to the arbitration petition. whose technical or billing requirements make such a 
separate trunk qroup commerclallv reasonable. If the 
Parties cannot agree within a period not to exceed sixty (SOl 
days on the establishment of a requested separate trunk 
group. then either Party may Invoke the Dispute Resolution 
provisions of Section 14 oUhe General Terms. 

Bright House Comment: 

Under Applicable Law, Bright House may determine whether 
interconnection trunks are one-way or two-way. Local 
Competition Order at 11 219. 

in both directions). 



DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIOA 

Section Verizon Proposal NoteslExplanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection, '''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall establish, at the technically Bright House Comment: 

§ 2.2.4 


~ The Parties shall establish, at the technically feasible 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a Polnt(s) of Interconnection on Venzon's network in a LATA, 


ISSUE 4: 
 LATA, separate Interconnection Trunk group(s) between such 1. Each trunk has two ends; both parties must participate in 

INTER-


separate Interconnection Trunk group(s) between such POI(s) 
POI(s) and each Venzon Tandem in a LATA with a subtending (and have the obligation to participate In) establishing trunks. 


CONNECTION 

and each Verizon Tandem in a LATA with a subtendlng End 

End Office(s) to which "'CLEC Acronym TEO•• originates calls Office(s) to which ~ Bright House originates calls for 

RIGHTS 
 for Venzon to terminate. 2. In practical terms it is unlikely that there will be Verizon 

for Bright House to terminate. 
Verizon to terminate or from which Verizon originates calls 

tandems in which traffic is not flowing in rough balance in both 
directions: but the need to establish trunks is not dependent on 
which direction the calls flow. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the amitration petition. 

Interconnection, In the event the volume of traffic between a Venzon End Office Bright House Comment: 

§ 2.2.5 


In the event the volume of traffic between a Verizon End Office 
and a technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Venzon's and a technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's 


ISSUE 4: 
 network in a LATA, which is carried by a Final Tandem While in general Bright House does not oppose establishing 

INTER-


network in a LATA which is carried by a Final Tandem 
Intenconnection Trunk grouP. exceeds (a) the Centum Call separa1e trunk groups between as network and individual 


CONNECTION 

Interconnection Trunk group, exceeds (a) the C~ntum Call 

Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) busy hour equivalent of one Verizon end offices, we believe that more common practice is to 
RIGHTS 

Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) busy hour equivalent of one 
(1) DS1 at any time; (b) 200,000 minutes of use for a single view three consecutive months of exceeding an agreed-to traffic 
month; andlor: (c) 600 busy hour Centum Call Seconds 

(1) DS1 al aAY lima: for three '~l cgnsecutive monthsj (b) 
threshold as the trigger for doing so. 

(BHCCS) of use for a single month: (i) if One-Way 
200.000 minutes of use for a siAgle meRtR three consecutive 
monthsj andlor: (c) 600 busy hour Centum Call Seconds 


Intenconnection Trunks are used, the originating Party shall 
 Verizon is very concerned about tandem exhaust and therefore 
promptly establish new or augment existing End Office One-Way 

(BHCCS) of use for a siAgle mMIA three consecutive months: 
believes it is appropriate to require the establishment of direct 

Interconnection Trunk groups between the Verizon End Office 
(i) if One-Way Interconnection Trunks are used, the originating 

end office tronks more quickly.Party shall promptly establish new or augment existing End 
and the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's Office One-Way Interconnection Trunk groups, working with 

network: or, (ii) if Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are used, 
 As Bright House understands it. the parties agree to the ·working 
'''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall promplfy submit an ASR to 

the other Party as necessary, between the Verizon End Office 
with other parties· language. 

Verizon to establish new or augment existing End Office Two-
and the POI; or, (ii) if Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are used, 
~ Bright Hguse shall promptly submit an ASR to Verizon 


Way Interconnection Trunk group(s) between that Verizon End 
 to establish new or augment existing End Office Two-Way 

Office and the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on 
 Interconnection Trunk group(s) between that Verizon End Office 

Verizon's network. 
 and the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's 

network . 

• Interconnection, [no corresponding language] 2.2.7 In the case of a One-Walllnterconne!Clion Trunk Bright House Comment: 

§ 2.2.7 
 groul!. the Pa!:!y griginating traffic over the trunk groull 

ISSUE 4: 
 Based on negotiations with Verizon, Bright House believes that 
INTER-

shall have administrative res!!onsibiliJy for Initiating 
this language is agreed to. 


CONNECTION 

reguests to establish suel! a trunk groul!. add trunks to i!. or 
remove trunks from it. Bright House shall have 


RIGHTS 
 Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
establish a Two-Wall Interconnection Trunk grou!! and for 
administrative resl!onsibiliJ;y: for initiating reguest to 

response to the amitration petition. 
initiating reguests to add trunks to or remove trunks from it. - .. 
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--------------

DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON·BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslElI:planationslComments 

Interconnection, 
§ 2.2.8 

[new provision, replacing various Verizon language regarding 
forecasting] 

2.2.8 Trunk Forecasts Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 4: 
INTER· 
CONNECll0N 
RIGHTS 

The Pacti!!!! aSi~!lgwl!!!l!ge that as of the Effective Date they: 
are routinelY. sending in ell:cess of one hundred million 
1100,000,0001 minutes oftrafflc /!er month to each other. As 
long as the volume of traffic each Partv sends to the other 

Verizon and Bright House are both very large carriers in the 
Tampa Bay area -large enough that normal, small fluctuations 
in volume do not affect overall traffic trends and, therefore, the 
need for trunking. Each party is capable of monitoring, and in 

Partv exceeds one hundred million (100,000,0001 minutes good network administration. must monitor, thOse trends. If over 
!leT month and has exceeded that level for three (31 time the volume of traffic exchanged between the parties falls 
consecutive months, then the Partie!!' forecasling below a high threshold, then different forecasting obligations 
obligation with regard to trunks shall be met by: each Partv might be appropriate. 
advising the gther Patti! of any: antlcl/!ated trunklng needs 
that wo!!ld cgnstltute a material change from the trend 
established over the /!rior six 161 month !leriod. If the 

Verizon has not seen this specific language, but, Bright House 
believes that this approach was agreed to "In principle" during 

amount of traffic either Partv sends to the other Patti! falls negotiations. 
below one hundred million (100,000,0001 mInutes !ler 
month, then u/!on the regul1st of either Partv, the Parties Venzoo will provide its response to these proposals in its 
shall negotiate r~alonable and a/!!lro~riate forecasting response to the arbilration petition. 
requireme!l!:l!. Iflll!! Pilcti!lli Si!!nn91 i!gree on such 
reguirements, their sjl!!ilgreeml1nt shall be subject to the 
dls~ute resolution !!rocedyres of ljectlon 14 of the General 
Terms and Conditions. 

-----------------

Interconnection, 
§2.2.9 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER· 
CONNECll0N 
RIGHTS 

[new provisionl 2.2.9 A Pa!:!y shall initiate requests to establish, add trunks 
to, or remove trunks from, a trunk grou/! by: sending the 
other Pa!:!y an AsR, com(!leted In accordance with OBF 
Guidelines as In effect from time to time. The use of the 
industQ!-standard ASR form for this ~umose shall not be 
construed ill establishing any: obligation on the I!art of 

Bright House Comment: 

Based on negotiations, Bright House believes that this language, 
except for the last sentence is acceptable to Verizon. Wrth 
respect to the last sentence (no charges for trunks), and noted in 
connection with Section 2,3.2, below, all trunks have two ends 

either Partv to com/!ensate the other Partv for any: activit! In and so the costs are symmetrical. Also. trunks are used in the 
connection with the affected trunks or trunk grou!!s. There 
shall be no charnes assessed 9x one Partv to the other with 

transport and termination of traffic, and so any charging would 
necessarily be symme1rical under 47 U.S.C. § 251(b)(5). 

resl!ect to trunks or trunk grou!ls established under this Therefore. no recurring or nonrecurring charges for trunks or 
Agreement trunk groups are appropriate. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 
§ 2.3.1 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2.3 One-Way Interconnection Trunks 

2.3.1 Where the Parties use One-Way Interconnection Trunks 
for the delivery of traffic from "'CLEC Acronym TE'" to 
Verizon, "'CLEC Acronym TE''', a1"'CLEC Acronym TE""s 
own expense, shall: 

2.3.1.1 provide its own facilities for delivery of the traffic to the 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA; and/or 

2.3.1.2 obtain transport for delivery of the traffic to the 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA (a) from a third party, or, (b) if Verizon offers 
such transport pursuant to a Verizon access Tariff, from Verizon. 

2.3 One-Way Interconnection Trunks 

2.3.1 [lntentionallv left blank! 

2.3.1.1 [Intentionally left blank! 

2.3.1.2 [Intentionally left blank] 

Bright House Comment: 

Our proposed addition of §§ 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2 makes these 
provisions unnecessary. We believe that Verizon agrees to this 
change (including the additions noted above). 

Verizon wil/ provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Interconnection, 
§ 2.3.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2.3.2 For each Tandem or End Office One-Way Interconnection 
Trunk group for delivery of traffic from "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
to Verizon with a utilization level of less than sixty percent (60%) 
for final trunk groups and eighty-five percent (85%) for high 
usage trunk groups, unless the Parties agree otherwise, 
"'CLEC Acronym TE'" will promptly submit ASRs to 
disconnect a sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to 
altain a utiliza1ion level of approximately sixty percent (60%) for 
all final trunk groups and eighty-five percent (85%) for all high 
usage trunk groups. In the event "'CLEC Acronym TE'" fails 
to submit an ASR to disconnect One-Way Interconnection 
Trunks as required by this Section, Verizon may disconnect the 

2.3.2 For each Tandem or End Office One-Way Interconnection 
Trunk group for delivery of traffic from fGbEq one Party to the 
~ other Party with a utilization level of less than sixty 
percent (60%) for final trunk groups and eighty-five percent 
(85%) for high usage trunk groups, unless the Parties agree 
otherwise, {Gb€q the Party with administrative 
resl!onsibill!y for the trunk groul! will promptly submit ASRs 
to the other Party to disconnect a sufficient number of 
Interconnection Trunks to altain a utilization level of 
approximately sixty percent (60%) for all final trunk groups and 
eighty-five percent (85%) for all high usage trunk groups. IfHI!e 

Bright House Comment: 

We believe there is no dispute that the administrative 
responsibility for one-way trunk groups lies with the originating 
party. See new § 2.2.7. 

Bright House does not believe that charging for trunks is 
appropriate because every trunk has two ends and so the costs 
of trunks are necessarily symmetrical. It is therefore 
inappropriate to suggest that if a party fails to take down 
underutilized trunks as required by its administrative duties that 
a charge is appropria1e; the other party can fully prated itself by 8u eR! [CbIOC) If the Party with administrative resl!onsibility 

excess Interconnection Trunks or bill (and "'CLEC Acronym for the trunk groul! fails to submit an ASR to disconnect One- simply disconnecting the trunks (after appropria1e notice). 
TE'" shall pay) for the excess Interconnection Trunks at the Way Interconnection Trunks as required by this section, ~ 
rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment. then, on no less than thirty (3~) days written notice, the Ven'zon believes that it is appropriate to pennit Verizon to 

other Party may disconnect the excess Interconnection Trunks. impose charges on a CLEC that faits to disconnect trunks as 
required by its administrative responsibilities. SF bill (aRB "'CbIOC 0GF9Rym +10'" s~all ~a)'llgF !~e 8*G8SS 

IRleFG9RResti9R +FllRks at I~e Fales se119Ft~ iR I~e PFiGiRg 
",laGhmeR!. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslEx:planations/Comments 

Interconnection. 
§ 2.3.3 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNEC110N 
RIGHTS 

2.3.3 Where the Parties use One-Way Interconnection Trunks 
for Ihe delivery of traffic from Verizon to "'ClEC Acronym 
TE"·. Verizon. at Verizon's own expense. shall provide its own 
facilities for delivery of the traffic to the technically feasible 
Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA 

2.3.3. (Intentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 

This is redundant in light of the agreed-to language now included 
as §§ 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals ;n its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Interconnection. 
§§ 2.4.1 & 2.4.2 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONN EC110N 
RIGHTS 

2.4 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.1 Where the Parties use Two-Way Interconnection Trunks 
for the exchange of traffic between Verizon and "'ClEC 
Acronym TE ..•• "'ClEC Acronym TE···. at ~s own expense. 
shall: 

2.4.1.1 provide its own facilities to the technically feasible 
Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA; 
andlor 

2.4.1.2 obtain transport to the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA (a) from a third 
party. or. (b) if Verizon offers such transport pursuant to a 
Verizon access Tariff. from Verizon. 

2.4.2 Where the Parties use Two-Way Interconnection Trunks 
for the ex:change of traffic between Verizon and ·"CLEC 
Acronym TE''', Verizon. at its own expense. shall provide its 
own facilities to the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA. 

2.4 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.1 (Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.1.1 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.1.2 nntentionally left blank] 

2.4.2 [Intentionally left blank] 

. 

Bright House Comment: 

This material is redundant in light of the agreed-to language now 
included as §§ 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Interconnection. 2.4.4 On a semi-annual basis. "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall 2.4.4 [Intentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 
§2.4.4 submit a good faith forecast to Verizon of the number of End 
ISSUE 4: Office and Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that This provision is no longer needed in light of new § 2.2.B. We 
INTER· '''ClEC Acronym TE'" anticipates Verizon will need to provide believe that Verizan agrees in principle with this proposal. 
CONNEC110N during the ensuing two (2) year period for the exchange of traffic 
RIGHTS between "'ClEC Acronym TE'" and Verizon. "'ClEC 

Acronym TE ....s trunk forecasts shall conform to the Verizon 
ClEC trunk forecasting guidelines as in effect at that time. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 
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DECISION POINT LIST- VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOnATIONs  FLORIDA 

Section Veri~on Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection 2.4.6 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks shall have SS7 Common 2.4.6 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks shall have SS7 Common Bright House Comment: 
§ 2.4.6 Channel Signaling. The Parties agree to utili~e B8ZS and Channel Signaling. The Parties shall agIee-l& utilize, at Bright 
ISSUE 4: Extended Super Frame (ESF) DS1 facilities, where available House's option, B8ZS and Extended Super Frame (ESF) Physical interconnection facilities should be DS3 or above, at 
INTER· trunking a1 the OS3 level or above (Including OC.3, QC-12, Bright House's option, and, for DS3, either fiber or copper at 
CONNEClION or OC-4B, as traffIC levels dictate), using. at BCight House's Bright House's option. All of these are completely technical 
RIGHTS olltlon, cOlleer or fiber I!hX§ical transl!ort facilities for OS3

level connections. OS 1 faGilities, '\IAeR! a'lailallie 
feasible arrangements so there is no reason not to expressly 
provide for them. 

Verizon does not agree that it should be required to interconne<:t 
above the OS I level. Its cummt network switches only have 
OS I-Ievel trunk potts and it cannot be required to modify or 
upgrade its network to accommodate an interconnector. 

Interconnection, 2.4.7 With respect to End Office Two-Way Interconnection [No specific aUernalive language] Bright House Comment: 
§2.4.7 Trunks, both Parties shall use an economic Centum Call 

Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) equal to five (5). Either Party 
may disconnect End Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunks 
that, based on reasonable engineering criteria and capacity 
constraints, are not warranted by the actual traffic volume 
experienced 

Bright House has asked Verizon whether the 'economic Centum 
Call Seconds ... equat to 5" is an appropriate measure in this 
context. 

Verizon has agreed to inquire of its engineers and to provide a 
response to this question. 

Interconnection, 
§ 2.4.10 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINIlIVE 
ICA 

ISSUE 4: 
INTER-
CONNEClION 
RIGHTS 

2.4.10 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall determine and order the 
number of Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that are required to 
meet Ihe applicable design blocking objective for aU traffic 
carried on each Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group. 
"'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall order Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks by submitting ASRs to Verizon setting forth the number 
of TWO-Way Interconnection Trunks to be installed and the 
requested installation dates within Verizon's effective standard 
intervals or negotiated intervals, as appropriate. "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" shall complete ASRs in accordance with OBF 
Guidelines as in effect from time to time. 

!Gld"Gl: Bright House shall determine the number of Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks that are required to meet the applicable 
design blocking objective for all traffic carried on each Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group, ICli!Cj BRall 9i'ger Bright House 
shall have administrative r!l!illonslbfll~ for establishing 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks groulls and shall Initiate 
additions oftrunks to or removal oftrunks from such trunk 
~by submitting ASRs to Verizon setting forth the number 
of Two-Way Interconnection Trunks to be installed and the 
requested installation dates. -wiiRiA Verizon's activlW in 
establishing, adding trunks to, or removing trunks from 
such trunk grOUIll! shall be consistent with Verizon's 
effective standard intervals or negotiated Intervals, as 

Bright House Comment: 

As discussed above, it is inappropriate to refer to the trunk 
establishment process as ·ordering." Bright House believes that 
this language is acceptable to Verizon. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

appropriate. fCbl!ClsAali se ... plela ASRs fA aGGeraaRSe wilR 
OBi< G~igeliAeS as iR effeGl Ire... (illls Ie tillle. 
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Interconnection, 
§ 2.4.11 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2.4.11 Verizon may (bol shall not be obligated to) monitor Two-
Way Interconnection Trunk groups using service results for the 
applicable design blocking objective. If Verizon observes 
blocking in excess of the applicable design objective on any 
Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group and '-CLEC 
Acronym TE'" has not notified Verizon that it has correded 
such blocking, Verizon may submit to "'ClEC Acronym TE··· a 
Trunk Group Service Request directing ·"CLEC Acronym TE··· 
to remedy the blocking. Upon receipt of a Trunk Group Service 
Request, '''CLEC Acronym TE··· will complete an ASR to 
establish or augment the End Office Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunk group(s). or, if molually agreed, to augment the Tandem 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with eKcessive blocking 
and subm~ the ASR to Verizon within five (5) Business Days. 

2.4.11 Verizon may (but shall not be obligated to) monitor Two-
Way Interconnection Trunk groups using service results for the 
applicable design blocking objective. If Verizon observes 
blocking in excess of the applicable design objective on any 
Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group and IGbIOGJ 
Bright House has not notified Verizon that it has corrected such 
blocking, Verizon may subm~ to {GbEGl Bright House a Trunk 
Group Service Request directing {GbEGl Bright House to 
remedy the blocking. Upon receipt of a Trunk Group Service 
Request, {GbEGl Bright House will complete an ASR to 
establish or augment the End Office Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunk group(s), or, if molually agreed, to augment the Tandem 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with excessive blocking 
and submn the ASR to Venzon within a commercially 
reasonable time. fi\l!!l (51 IiIYsiResEI gays 

Bright House Comment: 

Our original proposal was to delete this section. In light of other 
changes we no longer insist on deletion. The only sUbstantive 
change require<! is in the last sentence, since five business days 
may not be the appropriate time interval. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arllitralion petition. 

Bright House Comment:Interconnection, 2.4.12 The Parties will review all Tandem Two-Way 2.4.12 The Parties will review all Tandem TWO-Way 
§ 2.4,12 Interconnection Trunk groups that reach a olilization level of Interconnedion Trunk groups that reach a utilization tevel of 
ISSUE 4: seventy percent (10%), or greater, to determine whether those seventy percent (70%), or greater, to determine whether those We believe there is no dispole that the administrative 
INTER- groups should be augmente<!. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· will groups should be augmented, Bright House ~ will responsibility for one-way trunk groups lies with Bright House. 
CONNECTION promptly augment all Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk promptly augment all Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk See new § 2.2.7, 
RIGHTS groups that reach a utilization level of eighty percent (80%) by 

submilling ASRs for addnional trunks sufficient to attain a 
utilization level of approximately seventy percent (70%), unless 
the Parties agree that additional trunking is not required. For 
each Tandem TWO-Way Interconnection Trunk group with a 
olitization level of less than sixty percent (60%), unless the 
Parties agree otherwise, ···CLEC Acronym TE'" will promptly 
submit ASRs to disconnect a sufficient number of 
Interconnection Trunks to attain a utilization level of 
approximately sixty percent (60%) for each respective group, 
unless the Parties agree that the Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks should not be disconnected. In the event ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··· fails to submit an ASR for Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks in conformance with this Section, 
Verizon may disconnect the excess Interconnection Trunks or 
bill (and "'CLEC Acronym TE'·· shall pay) for the excess 
Interconnection Trunks at the applicable Verizon rates. 

groups that reach a utilization level of eighty percent (80%) by 
submitting ASRs for additional trunks sufficient to attain a 
oli1ization level of approximately seventy percent (70%), unless 
the Parties agree that additional trunking is not required. For 
each Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with a 
utilization level of less than sixty percent (60%), unless the 
Parties agree otherwise, Bright House IGUiiGI will promptly 
submit ASRs to disconned a sufficient number of 
Interconnection Trunks to attain a olilization level of 
approximately sixty percent (60%) for each respective group, 
unless the Parties agree that the Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks should not be disconnected. In the event Bright House 
IGbIOGJ fails to submit an ASR for Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks in conformance with this Section, Veri~on may. on no 
less than thltb: 1301 dalts written notice to the other Pa!!l!, 
disconnect the excess Interconnection Trunks. eF oill (aREI 
[CblOG] 6Rall p"'¥! fer IRe eXGes!; IRieFSeFlReGiieR TRoIRk6 alille 
applisable 'teRceR rales. 

Bright House does not believe that charging for trunks is 
appropriate because every trunk has two ends and so the costs 
of trunks are necessarily symmetrical. It is therefore 
inappropriate to suggest that if a party fails to take down 
underutilized trunks as required by its administrative dolies that 
a charge is appropriate; the other party can fully protect itself by 
simply disconnecting the trunks (after appropriate notice). 

Verizon believes that it is appropriate to permit Verizon to 
impose charges on a GLEG that fails to disconnect !ronks as 
required by its administrative responsibilities. 
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Interconnection, 
§ 2.4.13 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

2.4.13 Because Verizon will no! be in control ot when and how 
many Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are established between 
tts network and -'CLEC Acronym TE··..s network, Verizon's 
performance in connection wHh these Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunk groups shall not be subject to any performance 
measurements and remedies under this Agreement, and. except 
as otherwise required by Applicable Law, under any FCC or 
Commission approved carrier-to-carrier performance assurance 
guidelines or plan. 

2.4.13 nntentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 

While Brtght House has agreed to take administrative 
responsibility for Iwo-way trunk groups, Verizon will be involved 
and should be, since of necessity two-way trunks involve traffic 
both to and from its own network. There is no reason to exempt 
Verizon's performance regarding two-way trunks trom any 
applicable performance plan. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration peri/ion. 
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Interconnection. 3.1 Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions Bright House Comment: 
§ 3.1.1 
ISSUE 4: 

3.1 Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions 

3.1.1 Each Party may request a Fiber Meet arrangement by Firsl, the agreement should reflect that Bright House has the 
INTER

3.1.1 eaG'" Pafly may A Fiber Meet arrangement shall be 
right to require a fiber meet arrangement if traffic volumes are 

CONNECTION 
written notice thereat to the other Party if each of the established at the request of Bright House. and may be 
conditions has been met: (a) the Parties have adequate (Which they are). 

RIGHTS 
established at the reguest of Verizon. upon II Fieer Meet 

consistently been exchanging an amount of applicable traffic (as aFl'aA!lemeAI ey pF9'~GiA!I written notice ~ to the other 

set forth in Section 3.1.3 below) in the relevant exchanges equal 
 Second. the provision about overdue bills is gratutlous. If some 
to at least one (1) DS-3 and (b) neither "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 

Party, if lIaGA III IIlII fGlhOl"'iAg GIlAGilieAs Ras lleeA !¥lei: !a) the 
extraneous billing problem provides a reasonable basis for 

nor any af '''CLEC Acronym TE..··s affiliates has an overdue 
Parties have consislently been exchanging an amoul1t of 

refusing to agree to a fiber meet arrangement, then Verizon can 
balance on any bill rendered to "'CLEC Acronym TE-' or 

applicable traffic (as set forth in Section 3.1.1 below) in the 
refuse to agree to it (see below); otherwise, not. 

"'CLEC Acronym TE....s affiliates for charges that are not 
relevant exchanges equal to at least one (1) 05-3. ~ 
ReilRer {CbeGj AeF aAY 91 {CbIOC's] alliliaills Ras !IA 9yerQ~e 


subject to a good faith dispute. Any such Fiber Meet 
 Third, each party's agreemen1 on the details of establishing a 
arrangement shall be subject to the terms of this Agreement. In 

lIaiaRGII IlA aAY Bill reRaerea Ie IClEC] ar (CleCre aftiliales fGr 
fiber meet arrangements must not be unreasonably delayed, etc. 

addition. the establishment of any Fiber Meet arrangement is 
GRaF!leS IRa! are Rat s"9jeGl ta a !laaa lailR Gi6~u!e. Any such 
Fiber Meet arrangement shall be subject to the terms of this 


expressly condtlioned upon the Parties mutually agreeing to the 
 Fourth, the agreement should dearly state that if disputes about 
technical specifications and requirements for such Fiber Meet 

Agreement. In addtlion, the establishment of any Fiber Meet 
fiber meets arise, the normal dispute resolution provisions 

arrangement including. but not limned 10. the location of the 
arrangement is expressly conditioned upon the Parties mutually 

(induding recourse to Ihe Commission if need be) are available. 
Fiber Meet points, routing. equipment (e.g., specifications of 

agreeing to the technical specifications and requirements for 
such Fiber Meet arrangement, such agreement not to be 


Add/Drop Multiplexers, number of strands of fiber, etc 
 Venzon is willing fo establish fiber meets, but if the parties 
software, ordering, provisioning. maintenance, repair. 

unreasonably conditioned, withheld. denied or delayed. 

process should be initiated. 
cannot agree a Section 252 9-month negotiation/arbitration 

augment and on any other technical specifications Or 
induding, but not limited to, the location of the Fiber Meet points 

Venzon stated that the language 
requirements necessary to implement the Fiber Meet 

"""inm..n! (e.g., specifications of Add/Drop Multiplexers, 
bills from or to affiliates was meant to be limited to bUls 

arrangement. For each Fiber Meet arrangement the Parties 
of fiber, etc.), software, ordering. ",ovisionino 

maintenance, repair, testing, augment and on any a Interconnection agreement. 
agree to implement, the Parties will complete and sign a technical specifIcations or requirements reasonably necessary to 

Technical Specifications and Requirements document, the form 
 implement the Fiber Meet arrangement. Any dispute 

of which is attached hereto as Exhibtl A to Section 3 of the 
 regarding the establishment or operation of a fiber Meet 

Interconnection Attachment Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions. 
 arrangement shall be subject to the Dispute Resolution 

Each such document will be treated as Confidential Information. 
 provisions of Section 14 of the General Terms and 

Conditions of the Agreement. For each Fiber Meet 
arrangement the Parties agree to implement, the Parties will 
complete and sign a Technical Specifications and Requirements 
document, the form of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A to 
Section 3 of the Interconnection Attachment Aber Meet 
Arrangement Provisions. Each such document will be treated as 
r.nnfirl_nti~llnforrnation. 
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Interconnection, 3.1.2 The Parties agree to consider the possibility of using 3.1.2 The Parties agree to consider the possibility of using Bright House Comment: 
§ 3.1.2 existing fiber cable with spare capacity, where available, to existing fiber cable with spare capacity, where available, to 
ISSUE 4: implement any such request for a Fiber Meet arrangement If The cost to use already-deployed fiber is very low and implement any such request for a Fiber Meet arrangement If 
INTER- existing fiber cable with spare capacity is not available, the essentially distance-insensitive. Therefore it really makes noexisting fiber cable with spare capacity is not available, the 
CONNECTION Parties agree to minimize the construction and deployment of practical difference how far away from an applicable Verizon Parties agree to minimize the construction and deployment of 
RIGHTS fiber cable necessary for any Fiber Meet arrangement to which central office the meet point might be; the only relevant 

they agree. Except as otherwise agreed by the Parties, any and 
fiber cable necessary for any Fiber Meet arrangement to which 

consideration is how much the parties have to actually build out 
all Fiber Meet points established between the Parties shall 

they agree. Except as otherwise agreed by the Parties, aRy-aRG 
from wherever their existing facilities might be, to the meet point 

extend no further than three (3) miles from an applicable Verizon 
all Fieer Meel peiAiS eSlablisRed bel"reeR tRe PaFties sRall 
eKieRd Re tyFtRer IRaR IRree (3) miles trem aR applisable Veri~eR 

Tandem or End Office and Verizon shall not be required to On that point, 2,SOO feet is about Y. mile. I! does not seem 
construct or deploy more than five hundred (SOO) feet of fiber 

TaRdem eF i;;Rd Offise aRd Verizon shall not be required to 
unreasonable to expect Verizon to extend fiber Y. mile from 

cable for a Fiber Meet arrangement 
construct or deploy more than two thousand five hundred 

existing facilities to establish a meet point, particularly where, as 
with Verizon and Bright House, very large amounts of traffic are 
flowing from Verizon's customers to Bright House's customers. 

(~SOO) feet of fiber cable for a Fiber Meet arrangement 

Verizon seeks to minimize and limit the amount of construction it 
is required to undertake to establish a fiber meet. Most available 
fiber is dose to its central offices and the three-mile limitation is 
therefore reasonable. 

Interconnection, 3.1.3 A Fiber Meet arrangement established under this Bright House Comment:3.1.3 A Fiber Meet arrangement established under this 
§ 3.1.3 Agreement may be used for the transmission and routing of only Agreement may be used for the transmission and routing (Gver 
ISSUE 4: the following traffic types (over the Interconnection Trunks): 1. Once a high-capaci1y fiber meet point is established, it is IRe IRleFGeRAeGiieR TrYRks) of any traffic that they may 
INTER- senseless, from a technical perspective, to declare that certain lawfully exchange under Alllllicable Law. 
CONNECTION types of traffic must be physically routed over other facilities. 3.1.3.1 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic between the Parties' 
RIGHTS The FCC has specifically found that ILECs may not impose such 

needless inefficiencies on CLECs. Local Competition On:Jer at 11 
99S; 47 C.F.R. § S1.100(b). 

eRly the feliewiR!l traffis types (ever the IAierooAReGiieR TrYRks):respective Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

3.~.3.~ Resipresal GempeRsalieR Traffis bel"'eeR the PaFties' 

(e.g., 800/888/877) traffic between the Parties' respective 

3.1.3.2 Translated LEC IntraLATA toll free service access code 

respeGii"e TelepReRe I!xsRaRge SeA·is9 GYSlem9rs; 

Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 
 2. To the extent that particular types of traffic have particular 

intercarrier compensation obligations associated with them, that 3.~ .:l.~ TraAslated bi;;G IRtrabATIl tell free seA,se assess Gada 
can be deal! with in the provisions relating to particular types of (e.g., 8QQ,(8881877) traffis betweeR IRe PaFties' respeGiiYe3.1.3.4 IntraLATA Toll Traffic between the Parties' respective 
traffic. See also new § 3.1.4, below. TelepReAe ,"xsRaAge Servis9 GYstemers; Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

3. To the extent that the proper routing of particular types of 
3.~.3A IRtrabATA Tell Trams eelu'eeR IRe PaFties' respeGli~'e3.1.3.S Tandem Transit Traffic; and traffic calls for segregating any such traffic on separate trunk 
TelepRSR9 I!xsRaAge SeA.ise Gustemers: 

groups, Bright House will work with Verizon to accomplish that 
3.1.3.6 Measured Internet Traffic. segregation. 

:l.~.3.~ TaAoem TraAsil Trams; aAd 


To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under 
 4. Once a fiber-meet point is established, it is neither necessary 
this Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of traffic nor appropriate to impose charges for using it This does not 
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Section Notes/Explanations/CommentsVerizon Proposal Bright House Response 

limit a party'S ability to impose appropriate per-minute charges 
than the obliaation to pay intercarrier compensation charges 
of the types set forth in Sections 3.1.3.1 andlor 3.1.3.5, other 3.1,3.(; MeaswFEld IAlama! Trallie. 

(e.g., reciprocal compensation or access) based on the type at 
terms at the Agreement, neither Party shall have traffic exchanged. 

to pay the ather Party any charges in connection 
Te tile meRl IAat a Fieer Meat arFaA!!emeRl estalllislleG WAGer 
tAIs Jl.greemeRl is ",sealer tRe tFaRsmissiaR aAG rewliRg ef IramG 

Meet arrangements established under this Veri20n will provide ils response /0 lhese proposals in its 
Agreement To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement 

eflRe tYlles sat fellR iR SeGti9fls 3.1.3.1 aRG/or 3.1.3.9, GlRer 
response 10 Ihe arbitraNon petition. 

established under this Agreement is used for the transmission 
IAaR IRe abligatiaflla pay i~lersarrier GGmpeAsatieR GAarg9s 
pwrswaAI ts IRe terms af IRe JI.!lRlemeRl. R9jlher PailI' sRall RB\19 


and routing at traffic of the type set forth in Section 3.1.3.2, the 
 BAY soljgalj9A til pay IRe etAer Parly aAY GRa"1!es iR SSRAeGti9A 

transport and termination of such traffic shall be subject to the 
 YlilR aRY Fiber Meel arraFlgemeRls establisReG WAGer IRis 

rates and charges set forth in the Agreement and applicable 
 "'greemeR!. Ta IRe exieRI tRat a Fiber Meet arr3AIilemeRI 

Tariffs. To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established 
 eslaelisReG WAGer IAIs ',!lreemeAt is ..seG ler tRe IraflsmissioA 

under this Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of 
 aRG FQldIiRg 91 trams sf IAe type set lelll! iA SestiaR 3.1.3.2, IRe 

traffic of the type setforth in Section 3.1.3.3, the Party 
 tran5paFi amj termiRatieR af 6 ..Glllrams sRalllle slIlljeGt Ie IRe 

oliginating such traffic shall compensate the terminating Party 
 rates aRG shargee sellerlR ifl IRe A,greemeRl aRa 91l1lliGallie 

for the transport and termination of such traffic at the rates and 
 TaFlrrs. To IRe eKleAI tRa! a Fiber Ueat arraA!lemsAt establiehea 

charges set forth in the Agreement and applicable Tariffs. To 
 !lRGer Ihis AgreemBAI is WseG ler the IraRsmissiaA aRG rawliA!I ef 

the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under this 
 trams O(IAe Iype sel f<lIlA iA SeGlioR J.1.:I.1I, Ihe PariI' 

Aoreement is used for the transmission and routing of traffic at 
 erigiAaliRg s .. GIl trams sRall s9ml'eAsaia IRe leffAiRatiAg Pally 


type set forth in Section 3.1.3.4, Verizon shall charge (and 
 ler IRa traRsparl aAG termiRa!ioR af s .. GIl trams at IRe rates aREI 

'-CLEC Acronym TE'" shall pay) Verizon's applicable rates 
 GRa"1!es sel laRR iA IRe ,·.greemeAI aAG appljGaele TaFlrrs. Te 

and charges as set forth in the Agreement and Verizon's 
 IRe exieRI thai a !"jeer Meel aFfaAgemeRI eslatllisiolaG wluler IRis 

applicable Tariffs, including transport charges to the terminating 
 Jl.1j!9"meRt is wse,; ler !IoIa traRsmissieR BRG FQwliAIj ef trams el 

Verizon Tandem. 
 11'19 tylle eet fell'" in aesli,m :l.1.3.4. \!eri~R shall Ghar!!" (aAG 

'''GleG Jl.SFGAym n;'" shalllla},) "9rli!oA's apillisaole rales 
aAG SRa"1!eS as set Ierll1 iR tRe Agreement aAQ VaRi!On'S 
apllliGallle TaFiffll, iAGI~QiAg traA61lall GRar~e6 tot~e terminaliA!! 
IkrizElA Taflaem. 

Interconnection, 3.1.4 At "'CLEC Acronym TE··..s written request, a Fiber Meet Bright House Comment:3.1.4 Each Party shall bear its own costs and expenses in 
§3.1A arrangement established under this Agreement may be used for establishIng a Fiber Meet arrangement Other than per
ISSUE 1: NEED The first part at Velizon's version is unnecessary in light of 
DEFINITIVE 

the transmission and routing of the following traffic types over mlnote Intercarrier compensation charges as specified in 
Bright House's changes to § 3.1.3. See above. 

ICA 
the following trunk types: this Interconnection Attachment. neither Party shall Impose 

any charges on the other Party In connection with the 
Once the fiber meet point is established there should be no 

ISSUE 4: 
establishment or use of a Fiber Meet arrangement 

facilities charges /or it from one party to the other, whether 
3.1.4.1 Operator services traffic from '''CLEC TE""s 

INTER
TclAnhnne Exchange Service Customers to an services 

tariffed or otherwise. Whatever per-minute compensation 
CONNECTION 

I'>A ···GlIiiG ,6c:f9f1Vm rEm's ..""illeR fe'1YSst. a !"iller MeGlover operator services trunks: 
properly applies to any particular type at traffic the parties 

RIGHTS 
aFf8A!!emeRl es!aoliSReG WAGer tRis ,<\gf96meRl may be IISeG for 

exchange, should of course be applied.IRe irBnsmissisA aRa rayjiR!! O(t~e IellewiA!! trams types ever 3.1.4.2 Directory assistance traffic from ···CLEC Acronym 

TE""s Telephone Exchange Service Customers to a directory 
 tRe f<l1lQ"~AEllrlfRk ~ 

Verizon will provide its response 10 these proposals in its 
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assistance provider over directory assistance trunks; 3.1.4.1 Ope,atar sep'ises traffis Iram ·"Gb..G AsraRym T ......s 
TelepRsRe l!"sRaR!!e Sep'ise G~stsmers Ie aR speralsr servises 

I response to the arbitration petition. 

3.1.4.3 911 traffic from "'CLEC Acronym TE··.. s Telephone pra"iaer syer sperala, seR 'ises tr~Rks; 
Exchange Service Customers to 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) over 911 trunks; and 

3.1.4.4 Jointly-provided Switched Exchange Access Service 

3.1.4.2 giresteFV . I T......s T I ' assls aRse trallis lrem '''GbI!G • 
. e epllaRe I!IISRaR!!e S ,. sreRym

asslslaRse pre"iaer a'/er a. I e~ Ise G~stameF6 la a airesta,,, IFeG 9Ft aSsistaRs8 tFllRks; ~ 
traffic. including translated InterLATA toll free service access 
code (e.g.• 800/888/877) traffic. between '''CLEC Acronym 3.1.4.3 911 lraffis Iram '''GbIOG AsreRym TI!....s TelepRaRe 
TE·..·s Telephone Exchange Service Customers and third-party ")(SllaR!!e Sep'ise G~slamers la 911'10 911 TaRaem 
purchasers of Swnched Exchange Access Service via a Verizon Ollise(s),Selesti"e Rabller(s) a"er 911 Ir~Rks; aRa 
access Tandem over Access Toll Connecting Trunks. 

To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under 
this Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of any 
traffic of the types set forth in this Section 3.1.4 Verizon may bill 
(and "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall pay) Verizon's applicable 
Tariff rates and charges. Except as otherwise agreed in writing 

:/ .4 A JaiRlly pra' qaea SyqlGRea I!IIGR •
affis. IRsl~alR!llraRslatea IRlerbA. aR!!e r ssess Sep'ise 

saoe (e.I/ .• Sgg/SSS'077) Iraffi II T lall Iree sep'ise assess 
TI!....s TelepRaRe I!IISllaR e ~ ~lweeR ·"Gb..G AGreRym
p~FGllasers al S'yilGRea 1!1(:lIa ef\l~e G~slamers aRalRiro pari . 
assess TaRaem a"er .sGess TR~ttsGess.servise ·qa a Veriza~ a aRRestlR!! Tr~Rks. 

by the Parties or as expressly set forth in Sections 3.1.3 andlor 
3.1.4 of this Interconnection Attachment. access services Ta IRe ellleRI IRal a Filler Meel arraR!!emeRI eslaelisheo ~Raer 
(switched and un switched) and unbundled network elements tllis A!!reemeRI is ",seo fer tRe IraRsmissiaR aAo ra~tiA!I ef aAY 
shall not be provisioned on or accessed through Fiber Meet IraffiG al tile types set feriR iR tllis SestiaA 3.1.4 "erizaA may bill 
arrangements. (aAa "'Gbi!G ".sreRym TP" shall pay) "e,iz8R's appliGable 

Tariff rates aRa sllaf!les. !!lise pi as elllelY/ise agleea iA wFiliR!! 
lly Ihe Parlies al as ellpressly sel ferlll iR SestiaRs 3.1.3 aRoiar 
3.1.4 efthis IRtelsaRRestieR AttasllmeAt. assess seFYiGes 
(s"qtsRea aRo ",Rswitslled) aRd ",Rll~Ralea Ret"lQR< elemeRls 
shall Ret lle pre"isiaAea aR ar assessed IRIB"'!lR Filler Meet 
arraR!!emeRts. 

Interconnection, 
§ 3.1.5 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECnON 
RIGHTS 

3.1.5 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" will include traffic to be 
exchanged over Fiber Meet arrangements in its forecasts 
provided to Venzon under the Agreement. 

3.1.5 ~ Each Party will include traffic to be exchanged 
over Fiber Meet arrangements in its forecasts provided to 
VefizGR the other Party under the Agreement. 

Bright House Comment: 

Given the scope and nature of the traffic exchanged between the 
parties. Bright House has proposed that forecasting obligations 
should be mutual. See § 2.2.8. above. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitra#on petition. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 
§ 3.1.2 (new) 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

[no existing Verizon language] 3.2 SIP-Based Interconnection 

(a) At Bright House's olltion, Bright House and Verizon shall 
interconnect their networks using SIP format and signaling 
arrangements. 

(b) SIP interconnection shall be I!rovided bll means of fiber 
or cOllller-based I!hlll!ical interconnection facilities, at 
Bright House's option. 

Bright House Comment: 

SIP-based interconnection is in many respects more efficient 
than TOM-based interconnection. It is plainly technically feasible 
in that (a) Bright House is already using ~ with certain 3'· party 
carriers and (b) our understanding is that Verizon provides SIP-
based interconnection directly to certain VOIP service providers. 
There is therefore no reason not to provide for it as an 
interconnection option in this Agreement. 

(c) The minimum data rate for SIP interconnection shall be 
100 Megabits Iler second, in Ethernet format 

(d) In a SIP-based interconnection, the Parties shall 
exchange all signaling Information necessa!:ll to allow the 
Patlll receiving the traffic to convert It, if necessa!:ll, into 
TOM format, Including all signaling information necessa!:ll 
to populate all relevant fields of standard PSTN SS7 
signaling messages. 

Verizon does not believe that it can be required to exchange 
traffic in SIP format and is not willing to agree to do so in an leA. 
Verizon therefore objects to this provision. 

(e) To the extent that either Patlll sends the other Party 
traffic that originated on the network of a third I!amt: (such 
as an IXC, wireless carrier, or third I!atlll LEC), that Pamt: 
shall be responsible for converting such third patlll traffic 
into SIP format and for sending all PSTN signaling 
information that such Patlll receives from the third Ilamt:, 
including without limitation ANI, CNAM, and OCN 
information, to the Pamt: receiving the traffic. In addition, 
for Meet Point Billing traffic sent via an SIP interconnection, 
the Pa!!lll!roviding the tandem functionalttll for the third 
l!atllllXC shall record all information necessa!:ll to allow the 
Patlll receiving the traffic to bill such third l!atllllXC and 
I!rovide that information to the other Patlll, to the same 
extent as would al!l!lll to a TOM format interconnection, as 
specified in Section 10 ofthis Attachment. 

c.' .:0•• , nD' 

(!J The Parties shall negotiate in good faith and in a 
commercialill reasonable manner to establish anll other 
technical or other matters necessa!:ll to establish a SIP-
based interconnection. If the Parties are not able to agree 
on anll such matters, the disagreements shall be resolved 
as Ilrovided for in Section 14 of the General Terms and 
Conditions of this Agreement. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 
§ 4.1 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

4.1 If "'ClEC Acronym TE·" determines to offer Telephone 
Exchange Services and to interconnect with Verizon in any 
LATA in which Venzon also offers Telephone Exchange 
Services and in which the Parties are not already interconnected 
pursuant to this Agreement, ···ClEe Acronym TE-- shall 
provide written notice to Verizon of the need to establish 
Interconnection in such LATA pursuant to this Agreement 

4.1 If ~ Bright House determines to offer Telephone 
Exchange Services andlor Exchange Access and to 
interconnect with Venzon in any LA TA in which Verizon aIsq 
offers Telephone Exchange Services and in which the Parties 
are not already interconnected pursuant to this Agreement, 
~ Bright House shall provide written notice to Venzon of 
the need to establish Interconnection in such LATA pursuant to 
this Agreement. 

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House is entHIed to interconnection under § :1.51 (c)(2) if it 
offers e~her telephone exchange service or exchange access. 
Bright House believes that Venzon wi1l find this language 
acceptable, based on negotiations. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

Interconnection, 
§ 4.2 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

4.2 The notice provided in Section 4.1 of this Attachment shall 
include (a) the initial Routing Point(s); (b) the applicable 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network to be established in the relevant LATA in accordance 
with this Agreement; (c) '-ClEC Acronym TE''''s intended 
Interconnection activation date; (d) a forecast of ··'ClEC 
Acronym TE....s trunking requirements conforming to Section 
14.2 of this Attachment; and (e) such other information as 
Verizon shall reasonably request in order to facilitate 
Interconnection. 

4.2 The notice provided in Section 4.1 of this Attachment shall 
include (a) the initial Routing Point(s); (b) the applicable 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network to be established in the relevant LATA in accordance 
with this Agreement (including, In accordance with the terms 
of this Agreement, a designation of a Fiber Meet 
arrangement as a means of interconnection); IeeImiGaUy 
!easiiJle PeiAIEs) aliRtefs9RRestieR eA lIe.i<!eR's Rel .....e'k Ie iJe 

Bright House Comment: 

These are contorming changes, except that Bright House wants 
to be clear that it can initiate interconnection in a LATA with a 
fiber meet. This is reasonable given Bright House's track record 
in market penetration and traffic growth. There is no point in 
requiring Bright House to start with a lower-capacity 
interconnection facility and then duplicating effort by replacing it 
with a fiber meet. 

Verizon wi" provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ariJitration petition. 

estae!1sReg in IR8 fElls'Jam lATA iA aGS9.aaRGe "lill:\ Il:Iis 
Ag,semeRI (c) {GbiiG!&j Bright House's intended 
Interconnection activation date; (d) a forecast of ~ Bright 
House's trunking requirements conforming to Section 14.2 of 
this Attachment; and (e) such other information as Venzon shall 
reasonably request in onder to facilitate Interconnection. 

Interconnection, 
§5 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

5. Transmission and Routing of Telephone Exchange 
Service Traffic 

5. Transmission and Routing of TelepReRII EKGR8R\illllieF¥ise 
Traffic 

Bright House Comment; 

The transmission and routing of traffic addressed by this section 
is not limited to Telephone Exchange Service traffic. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the BriJitrat;on petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NotestExplanations/Comments 

Interconnection 5.2.1 For both One-Way and Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, 5.2.1 For both One-Way and Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, Bright House Comment: 
§ 5.2.1 if "'CLEC Acronym TE*** wishes to use a technically feasible if ~ Bright House elects to establish an OC-Ievel or SIP 
ISSUE 4: interface other than a OS1 or a OS3 facility at the POI, the wishes la lise a leGhAisallY feasiele interface alher tRaA a bJ~1 ar This change clarifies that OS 1 and OS3 arrangements should 
INTER
CONNECTION 

Parties shall negotiate reasonable terms and conditions 
(including, without lim~ation, rates and implementation 

a !)~3 faGilily at the POI, the Parties shall negotiate reasonable 
terms and conditions (including, without limitation, rates ill 

not be controversial, and only OC-Ievel or SIP arrangements 
might call for special negotiations. Since all interconnection 

RIGHTS timeframes) for such arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot applicable) and implementation timeframes) for such arrangements will be mutual (the same on both sides of the POI) 
agree to such terms and conditions (including, without lim~ation, arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and there is no reason to suggest that either Party will charge the 
rates and implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize conditions (including, w~hout limitation, rates lif applicable) and other for establishing such arrangements. The "if applicable" 
the Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the language allOWS for an unusual situation in which charging might 

Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. be appropriate. 

Verizon does not believe that it is required to accommodate 
interconnection above the DS1 leve/. 

Interconnection 5.2.2 When One-Way or Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are 5.2.2 When One-Way or Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are Bright House Comment: 
§ 5.2.2 provisioned using a OS3 interface facility, if "'CLEC Acronym provisioned using a OS3 interface facility, if ~ Bright 
ISSUE 1: NEED TE*** orders the multiplexed DS3 facil~ies to a Verizon Central House orders the mu~iplexed OS3 facilities to a Verizon Central Since all interconnection arrangements will be mutual (the same 
DEFINITIVE Office that is not designated in the NECA 4 Tariff as the Office that is not designated in the NECA 4 Tariff as the on both sides of the POI) there is no reason to suggest that 
ICA appropriate Intermediate Hub location (i.e., the Intermediate Hub appropriate Intermediate Hub location (i.e., the Intermediate Hub either Party will charge the other for establishing such 

location in the appropriate Tandem subtending area based on location in the appropriate Tandem subtending area based on arrangements. 
the LERG), and the provision of such facilities to the subject the LERG), and the provision of such facil~ies to the subject 
Central Office is technically feasible, the Parties shall negotiate Central Office is technically feasible, the Parties shall negotiate Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
in good faith reasonable terms and conditions (including, without in good faith reasonable terms and cond~ions (including, w~hout response to the arllitration petition. 
limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for such limitation, rates !If applicable) and implementation timeframes) 
arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and 
conditions (including, w~hout limitation, rates and 

for such arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such 
terms and cond~ions (including, without limitation, rates ill 

implementation timeframes). either Party may utilize the applicable) and implementation timeframes). either Party may 
Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. utilize the Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. 

Interconnection, 5.2.4 For mu~i-frequency (MF) signaling each Party will out 5.2.4 [Intentionally left blank! Bright House Comment: 
§ 5.2.4 pulse ten (10) digits to the other Party, unless the Parties 
ISSUE 4: mutually agree otherwise. The parties will use SS7, not MF. The possibil~y of a technical 
INTER- limitation requiring MF is addressed in § 5.4, below. 
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS Verizon, we believe, agrees with this change. 
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Section Verizon Proposal 

Interconnection, 

§5.4 

ISSUE 4: 

INTER

CONNEC110N 

RIGHTS 


Interconnedion, 
§ 6.1.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINI11VE 
ICA 

Interconnedion, 
§ 6.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINI11VE 
ICA 

ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNEC110N 
RIGHTS 

5.4 Signaling 

Each Party will provide the other Party with access to its 
databases and associated signaling necessary for the routing 
and completion of the other Party's traffic in accordance with the 
provisions of this Agreement and any applicable Tariff. 

6.1.1 As used in this Sedion 6, "Traffic Rate' means the 
applicable Reciprocal Compensation Traffic rate, Measured 
Internet Traffic rate, intrastate Switched Exchange Access 
Service rate, interstate Switched Exchange Access Service rate, 
or intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit Traffic rate, as provided 
in the Pricing Attachment, an applicable Tariff, or, for Measured 
Internet Traffic, the FCC Internet Orders. 

6.2 At such time as a receiving Party has the capability, on an 
automated basis. to use such CPN to classify traffic delivered 
over Interconnedion Trunks by the other Party by Traffic Rate 
type (e.g., Reciprocal Compensation Traffic/Measured Internet 
Traffic, intrastate Switched Exchange Access Service, interstate 
Switched Exchange Access Service, or intrastate/interstate 
Tandem Transit Traffic), such receiving Party shall bill the 

c Rate applicable to each relevant 
CPN is passed. If the receiving Party 

tacks the capability, on an automated basis, to use CPN 
information on an automated basis to classify traffic delivered by 

Bright House Response 

5.4 Signaling 

5.4.1 The Parties shall configure all trunks to use SS7 
signaling. If a Party's technical limitations reguire the use 
of multl-freguency (MFI signaling 011 any trunk/sl, for such 
trunks each Party will out pulse ten /101 digits to the other 
Party, unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise. Each 
Party will provide the other Party with access to its databases 
and associated signaling necessery for the routing and 
completion of the other Party's traffic. in aese~!laRee \lAtR Ihe 
pre...isisn6 eflRis ,6.gfeBFRenl ana aAY apl'lieable Tariff. 

5.4.2 The Parties shall furnish each other with the 
Jurisdiction Information Parameter [JIP) in the Initial 
Address Message !lAM!, according to industry standards. 

6.1.1 As used in this Sedion 6, "Traffic Rate' means the 
applicable Reciprocal Compensation Traffic rate, Measured 
Internet Traffic rate, intrastate Switched Exchange Access 
Service rate, interstate Switched Exchange Access Service rate, 
or intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit TraffIC rate, as provided 
in the Pricing Attachment., an applieable TaRff. sr, fer Measl/rea 
IAlame! Trame, IRB IOGG 1"leme! OF!leF6. 

6.2 ,"1 SIlElI1 lime as a reElei"i"!! Party has As of the Effective 
Date of this Agreement, both Parties have the capability, on 
an automated basis, to use such CPN to classify traffic delivered 
over Interconnedion Trunks by the other Party by Traffic Rate 
type (e.g., Reciprocal Compensation Traffic/Measured Internet 
Traffic, intrastate Switched Exchange Access Service, interstate 
Switched Exchange Access Service, or intrastatelinterstale 
Tandem Transtt Traffic) ~ and therefore, each receiving 
Party shall bill the originating Party the TraffIC Rate applicable to 
each relevant minute of traffic for which CPN is passed. If the 
Parties eslabllsh Interconnection in any LATA in which the 

I NoteslEKplanatlons/Comments 

Bright House Comment: 

1. This sedion, dealing with signaling, is where to deal with MF 
versus SS7 issues. 

Verizon, we believe, agrees with this change. 

2. The obligation to make signaling data available (including 
access to appropriate databases) is not conditioned on any Tariff 
provisions. 

Verizon disagrees with the change because its position is that 
tariffs can and should be incorporated by reference into the leA. 

3. The language regarding the JIP was misplaced, in Section 15 
of the Interconnection Attachment. It belongs here, under 
'signaling" 

Verizon, we believe, agrees with this change. 

Bright House Comment: 

The parties agree that all reciprocal compensation traffic (which 
includes Internettraffic) will be exchanged at $0.0007. The 
contrad should nat and need not refer to external documents 
(tariffs or FCC orders) for pricing. 

VerilCon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

1. 80th parties are capable of sending and tracking CPN. 

Bright House believes that Verizon agrees with this change. 

in language regarding lariffs is intended to darify 
to Ihe tariff 10 establish a methodoloav. not 

to traffic exchanged 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal 

the other Party by Traffic Rate type, the originating Party will 
supply Traffic Factor 1 and Traffic Factor 2. The Traffic Factors 
shall be supplied in writing by the originating Party within thirty 

originating Party quarterly. 
I days of the Effective Date and shall be updated in writing by 

Measurement of billing minutes 
ninating compensation shall be in 
in seconds that the Parties 

completed call, measured from the 
receipt of answer supervision to the receipt of disconned 
supervision). Measurement of billing minutes for originat; 
free service access code (e.g., 800/BBB/877) calls shall be 
accordance with applicable Tariffs. Determination as to whether 
traffic is Reciprocal Compensation Traffic or Measured Internet 
Traffic shall be made in accordance wHh Paragraphs 8 and 79, 
and other applicable provisions, of the AprillB, 2001 FCC 
Internet Order (including, but not limited to, in accordance with 
the rebuttable presumption established by the April la, 2001 
FCC Internet Order that traffic delivered to a carrier that exceeds 
a 3: 1 ratio of terminating to originating traffic is Measured 
Internet Traffic, and in accordance with the process established 
by the April1S, 2001 FCC Internet Order for rebutting such 
presumption before the Commission), as modified by the 
November 5, 200B FCC Internet Order and other applicable FCC 
orders and FCC Regulations. 

Bright House Response 

receiving Party lacks the capability, on an automated basis, to 
use CPN information on an automated basis to classify traffic 
delivered by the other Party by Traffic Rate type, the originating 
Party will supply Traffic Factor 1 and Traffic Factor 2. The 
Traffic Factors shall be supplied in writing by the 

within thirty (30) days olthe Effective Date 
in writing by the originating Party 

,nt of billing minutes for 
compensation shall be 

time in seconds that the Parties equipment 
completed call, measured from the receipt ot answer supervision 
to the receipt of disconned supervision). Measurement of billing 
minutes for originating toll free service access code (e.g., 
SOOI888/877) calls shall be in the same manner specified in 
the applicable Party's Tariffs establishing terms and 
conditions associated with providing exchange access 
services In connection with toll-free calls. DeterMinmieR as 
19 wRetRer trams is Resipr9sal CSM[3eRsatieR Traffis SF 

~eg Inlemet Trams SRS" be maele in ass9rEianse \Vith 
~h6 6 anEl7Q, aRa et"er appliaaGle [3F9\1isisRs, ef For 
purposes of this Agreement. and pursuanUo the "mirroring 
rule" established by the FCC In the April 18, 2001 FCC 
Internet Order Ihat lratlis aeliveree Ie a (;SHier that eMseeds-a 
:1:1 ralie eflermiRaliR!! Ie eFi!!inalin!! lratlia is Measwreel II'!leFflet 
Tratlia, and iF! asooAlaRGe willi IRB pFQGess esla9lislled by IRe 
!'pAlll!, :!(l(l1 FCC IRteFRet OAlerf9F F9llwl!iR!l6WS" 
~.~fied.by!!!S!..!!!: 
affirmed In the November 5. 200a FCC Internet Order, the 
Parties shall exchange all Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. 
including Measured Internet Traffic, at the $0.0007 
integrated transport and tennlnatlon rate established by the 
FCC and specified in thl!Prlclng Appendix. 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Ven'zon believes that tariffs may be incorporated info the/CA so 
disagrees with this change. 

The parties agree that reciprocal compensation traffic, including 
Internet traffic, will be exchanged at $0.0007. Bright House 
believes that this rate should be stated in the Pricing Appendix 
or Attachment A thereto. We do not understand Verizon to 

its response to these proposals in its 
arbitration petition. 
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DECISION POINT LrST- VERIZON·BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section 

Interconnection, 
§ 6.3 
ISSUE 7: MISC, 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

Interconnection, 
§6,5 
ISSUE 4: 
[NTER· 
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

Interconnection, 
§7.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
teA 

tSSUE4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

Verizon Proposal 

6.3 Each Party reserves the right to audit all Traffic, up to a 
maximum of two audits per Calendar Year, to ensure that rates 
are being applied appropriately; provided, however, that either 
Party shall have the right to conduct additional audit(s) if the 
preceding audit disclosed material errors or discrepancies. Each 
Party agrees to provide the necessary Traffic data in conjunction 
with any such audit in a timely manner. 

-----

6.5 If and, to the extent that, a ·"CLEC Acronym TE··· 
Customer receives VIFX Traffic, ···CLEC Acronym TE·" shall 
promptly provide notice thereof to Verizon (such notice to 
include, without [imitation, the specific telephone number(s) that 
the Customer uses for VIFX Traffic, as well as the LATA in which 
the Customer's station is actually physically located) and shall 
not bill Verizon Reciprocal Compensation, intercarrier 
compensation or any other charges for calls placed by Verizon's 
Customers to such ···ClEC Acronym TE··· Customers. 

7.1 Reciprocal Compensation 

The Parties shall exchange Reciprocal Compensation Traffic at 
the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LA'fA deSignated in accordance with the terms of 
this Agreement. The Party originating Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport 
and termination of such traffic to its Customer in accordance with 
Section 251 (b)(5) of the Act at the equal and symmetrical rates 
stated in the Pricing Attachment; it being understood and agreed 
that Verizon shall charge (and ···CLEC Acronym TE'·· shall pay 

Bright House Response 
-------

6.3 Each Party reserves the right to audit all Traffic, up to a 
maximum of ~ one audit per Calendar Year, to be 
conducted in accordance with Section 7 of till !J!n!ral 
Terms and Conditions, to ensure that rates are being applied 
appropriately; provided, however, that either Party shall have the 
right to conduct additional audil(s) if the preceding audit 
disclosed material errors or discrepancies. Each Party agrees to 
provide the necessary Traffic data in conjunction with any such 
audit in a timely manner. 

6.5 Each Pamr renfesents that the amoun1 2f EX andlor V/FX 
arrangements I1fovlded b'l such Pad'll!! !i;nd y§ers and 
Customers, and the amount of traffic originating with or 
bound for such arrangements, [s not mater[alln light of the 
volume oftraffic exchanged getween the PII!:t.l!!!!. ID light of 
that mutual rel!resentatlon, the Parti!!s agree that all traffic 
th!n( exchange will be classified and rated based on the 
CPN Of egulvalent information sent in connection with the 
tram!;, all grovl!!!!! !!Ir in, and sublec~ 10, Section 6,1, above. 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 
----

Bright House Comment: 

Following negotiations, we believe that the parties are in 
agreement on this change. 

Verizon wil/ provide its response 10 these proposals in its 
response 10 the ari:!itration petition. 

-------

Bright House Comment: 

We generally understand Verizon's concerns regarding VIFX 
traffic. However, in fact Bright House's provision of VlFX service 
is immaterial; it indeed provides some customers "FX" service 
using VIFX arrangements, but no material amount of traffic is 
exchanged. As a result it is much more sensible to agree to 
simply rate such traffic based on CPN. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ari:!ilration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

1. The parties have agreed to exchange traffic at the $0.0007 
rate, and agreed that that rate is inclusive ot all transport and 
termination charges that would otherwise apply. 

Bn'ght House understands that Verizon agrees with these 
changes in principle. Ven'zon has not seen the specific 
language that Bright House is proposing to implement that 
agreement in principle. 

[f aAQ, Ie Ille eKleRlIRal, a ···GbeG .A,G,el\~A'l +e··· Gllsleme, 
F8Gei"9s I,ll~X +FaIlls, ···GbeG .A.sFGRym +e··' BRail I'fGmpily 
"FG'AGe Relies IRs.sef: Ie HSl'i;o;9A (SIlGR Relise Ie iR6IIlGe, wRRellt 
liR'litaliQA, IRB spesiRGlelepheRe AYA'lger(s) IRalille GwsteA'leF 
IIS116 mF Vlf!.X +Fallis, a6 well BS IRS bA,+A iA wRisR Ille 
GIIstemer:6 slalieR is aslwally pllysiGally leGales! aA!! sRall !lei 
eilllJefil!eA Resipmsal G9R'lIlSRSati9A, iRlsFlSBFfisr S9R'lpeFlSali9A 
SF aRY elilaf 6RaF!leS mF Galls plaseG ey ~.lefi;!9A'6 G~st9mElFIIIQ 
swell ···Gb6G A6FeA¥A'l +6··· Gijs\IIA'lSFS. 

7.1 Reciprocal Compensation 

The Parties shall exchange Reciprocal Compensation Traffic at 
the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA designated in accordance with the terms of 
this Agreement. The Party originating Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport 
and termination of such traffic to its Customer at the rate of 
~O.o007. as sllecified in the Pricing Al1l1endix. ill a_maRse 
'. ~tll SeGliaA :la~ (aHa) af Ihs AGI aI IAa a'! .. al aAe 6YR'lA'let,isal 
Fales stalaG iA IRe PRaiA!! MlasRA'l9AI, it eeiR!! ,,,,deffilse9 BAd 
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Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Verizon) the End Office Reciprocal Compensation rate set forth 2, The change in language regarding charges for cross
in the Pricing Attachmenl for Reciprocal Compensation Traffic connection and multiplexing is to ensure that they are imposed 
"'CLEC Acronym TE... • physically delivers to a POI althe only in connection with collocation arrangements and not in 
Verizon Interconnection Wire Center in which the terminating connection with normal delivery of traffic for termination. Verizon 
Verizon End Office is located, and otherwise that Verizon shall can decide for «seW whether it makes sense to multiplex traffIC 
charge ('''CLEC Acronym TE- shall pay Verizon) the Tandem tolfrom an end office, etc, Bright House should not be charged 
Reciprocal Compensation rate set forth in the Pricing for those functions. 

Attachment for Reciprocal Compensation Traffic '-CLEC 

Acronym Teo" delivers to Verizon; it also being understood and 
 Verlzon disagrees; it believes that it is entitled to charge for 
agreed that'''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall charge (and Verizon multiplexing, cross-connects, etc., in connection with 
shall pay '''CLEC Acronym Teo-) the End Office Reciprocal interconnection arrangements established for the exchange of 
Compensation rate set forth in the Pricing Attachment for traffic, not only in connection with collocation arrangements. 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Verizon delivers to "'CLEC 
Acronym Teo", These rates are to be applied at the technically 3. The change in language regarding application of pro-rated 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a access charges is intended for darificalion. Bright House 
LATA at which the Parties interconnect, whether such traffic is agrees that where ij sends Toll Traffic (as defined) to Verizon, 
delivered by Verizon for termination by "'CLEC Acronym TP", Bright House owes per-minute terminating access charges with 
or delivered by '''CLEC Acronym TE'" for termination by respect to that traffic. We do not agree that we owe separate or 
Verizon, No additional charges shall be assessed by the prorated facilities charges for Toll Traffic, especially where a 
terminating Party for the transport and termination of such traffic No additional charges shall be assessed by the terminating fiber meet is established and direct trunking to end offices is 
from the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Party for the transport and termination of such traffic from the used, 
Verizon's network in a LATA to its Customer; provided, however, technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
for the avoidance of any doubt, "'CLEC Acronym TE*'* shall network in. a LATA to its Customer; provided, however, for the Verizon asserts that not only should toll traffic be assessed the 
also pay Verizon, at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, avoidance of any doubt, ~ Bright Hou$e shall also pay appropriate per-minute charges, but also that interc:onnection 
for any muHiplexing, cross connects or other collocation related Verizon, at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment. for any facilities, including meet points, should be pro-rated so that any 
Services that "'CLEC Acronym TE*** obtains from Verizon. A'lIlRiplexiAg, 91'96& C;gRAeGl& sr glRer collocation reIaIe4 Services monthly recurring charges applicable to tariffed access facilities 
When Toll Traffic is delivered over the same Interconnection that fCtEGI Bright House obtains from Verizon, including any would be charged, pro rata, even for Interconnection fSCl1ities 
Trunks as Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, any port, transport cross-connects or multiplexing that Bright House obtains in carrying some access traffic. 
or other applicable access charges related to the delivery of Toll 
Traffic from the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on 4. The parties agree that the physical end pOints of a call govern 
Verizon's network in a LATA to the terminating Party's Customer its status as loll or local. Bright House believes that under 
shall be prorated so as to apply only to the Toll Traffic. The applicable law (induding Commission precedent in the Global 
designation of traffic as Reciprocal Compensation Traffic for NAPs case) the determination of traffic as loll or local depends 
purposes of Reciprocal Compensation shall be based on the on the originating carrier's local calling area structure. 
actual originating and terminating points of the complete end-to
end communication. Verizon agrees that the physical end points of the call govem, 

Verizon asserts that the status of traffic as toll or local should be 
based on Venzon's local calling area structure. 

The determination of whether traffic begins and ends in 
different local calfing areas ("exchanqe areas") for 

connection with a collocation arrangement. ~ 
Traffic:: is aeli'fsR!a guer IRe same IRleFGeAReGiieR TFIIRk& 6 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response 

Interconnection, 
§ 7,2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINI"TIVE 
ICA 

7,2 Traffic Not Subject to Reciprocal Compensation 

[no introductory text] 

ISSUE 4; 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

DECISION POINT LIST - VERllON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 leA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

I!ureoses of Its designation as Toll Traffic ResipFsssl 
GeFflpeAsatieR, shall be based on the actual originating and 
terminating points of the complete end-ta-end communication, 

7,2 Traffic Not Subject to Reciprocal Compensation 

Recil!rocal Coml!ensatlon sball 81!1!1l£ tl! all traffic to which 
Section 2511bl(51 of thl ect agglies, by! !lnll£ to such traffic, 
as determln!!d !i!l£ the rul!!! ;IDcI !l!lings of the FCC. For 
avoida!!ce 2f doub!, for l!ureos!!S of this Agreementancl in 
the absence 2f anll Change iO Agl!tlcable Law, Recil!rocal 
Coml!!!!§ation sball n21 !!l!l!lll 10 the foll2wiOg 1lfl!es of 
traffic: 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

. 

-

Bright Hayse Comment: 

Under Applicable law (notably the November 8 2008 Internet 
Order) reciprocal compensation is the "default" form of 
intercarrier compensation; it applies to everything not excluded 
by § 251 (g). Even so, Bright House agrees that it makes sense 
to specify certain !raffic that will not be treated as subject to 
reciprocal compensation under this Agreement, either because 
we agree that it is indeed excluded, or because it is not worth 
litigating about. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the attlitration peNtion, 

Brlgbt House Comment: 

" is not clear how this would actually come up. If a Party sends 
the other Party Toll Traffic, aCl::ess charges apply; at least 
arguably this is "access traffic' as well as "toll traffic: If a Party 
sends the other Party a 3"'-party IXC's traffic, that is meet point 
billing traffic, and reciprocal compensation does not apply, So 
while the term is somewhat ambiguous, it appears reasonable to 
exclude exchange access traffic from reciprocal compensation 
V/FX traffic is not Toll Traffic and is not Exchange Access, We 
have suggested that VlFX will be billed based on ePN, 

Similarly, the term "Information Access' is actually extremely 
ambiguous, even though it is drawn (by Verizon) from § 251 (g), 
We know, for example, that it does not include dial-up calls to 
ISPs, since we know that those calls are subject to reciprocal 
compensation. 

In these circumstances, the belter course is to limit the exclusion 
here to Exchange Acress, 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the attlitration petition, 

Interconnection, 7,2.1 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to interstate or 7,2.1 Resil'Fesal GGFflpeASaliGR shall AQ\ apply III Interstate or 
§ 7.2.1 intrastate Exchange Access (including, without limitation, Virtual intrastate Exchange ACl::ess. (iRslwdiR!j, WilAllwiIiFfl"alioR, 1I1flwai 
ISSUE 1: NEED Foreign Exchange Traffic (I.e., VlFX Traffic), Information Access, IOaFej~R iKGA8Rge +raffis fLe" IttIOX +Falfisj. IAlel'ffialillR Assess, 
DEFINI11VE or exchange services for Exchange Access or Information Sf el<GR8Age seRliees roF Iiil<sRaR!!9 "'GSBSS OF IR!afmaliaA 
ICA Access. A<;Ge&s, 

ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 

RIGHTS 

_._......_ .. _..... _ .. _.....- - ....... ...... - .. -.... -.- - - -~--.-
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 7.2.2 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Internet 7.2.2 [intentlonallv left blank) Bright House Comment: 
§ 7.2.2 Traffic. 
ISSUE 4: Under the FCC's November 5, 2008 Internet Order, ISP-bound 
INTER· traffic, aka "Internet Traffic: expressly Is subject to reciprocal 
CONNECTION compensation. Verizon's proposed language is directly 
RIGHTS inconsistent with Applicable Law. 

Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Interconnection, 
§ 7.2.3 
ISSUE 7: MISC, 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

7.2.3 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Toll Traffic, 
including, but not limited to, calls originated on a 1+ 
presubscription basis, or on a casual dialed (10XXXI101XXXX) 
basis. 

7.2.3 ReeipfEl6a! G9mpeRsali9R sRall RElI apply Ie Toll Traffic, Bright House Comment: 

This is simply a formal change. 

Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

including, but not limited to, calls originated on a 1 + 
presubscription basis, oron a casual dialed (10XXXI101XXXX) 
basis. 

Interconnection, 
§ 7.2.4 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

7.2.4 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Optional 
Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement Traffic. 

7.2.4 ResipF9Gal GempeRsalieR sAall Rei apply Ie Traffic Bright House Comment: 

This is a solely textual/conforming change. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

originated bl1 a Customer of a Patll/'s Optional Extended 
Local Calling Scope Arrangement. 

Interconnection, 
§ 7.2.5 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

7.2.5 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to special 
access, private line, or any other traffic that is not switched by 
the termineling Party. 

7.2.5 ReGipFElsal GempeAsalieR GRail Rei apilly Ie Special Bright House Comment: 

This is a solely textuallconforming change. 

Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

access, private line, or any other traffic that is not switched by 
the terminating Party. 

Interconnection, 
§ 7.2.6 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

7.2.6 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Tandem 
Transit Traffic. 

7.2.6 ResipFesal GgmpeAsalieR sRall Rei allpl~ Ie Tandem Bright House Comment: 

This is a solely textual/conforming change. 

Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Transit Traffic. 
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Section Veri:l:on Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 7.2.7 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Voice 7.2.7 "esi~!9sal CempeRsatillA sRali R9I apply Ie Voice Bright House Comment: 
§ 7.2.7 Information Service Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of the Information Service Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of the 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Additional Services Attachment). Additional Services Attachment). This is a solely textual/conforming change. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

~RRECll<:l~~ response to the ari:Jitration petition. 

Interconnection. 7.2.8 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to traffic that is 7.2.8 nntentionallv left blank] Bright House Comment: 
§ 7.2.8 not subject to Reciprocal Compensation under Section 251(b)(5) 
ISSUE 1: NEED 01 the Act. This is redundant in of the new introductory language Bright 
DEFINITIVE House has added §7.2. 
ICA 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response fo the ari:Jitration petition . 

......."'~--------------~ 

Interconnection, 7.2.9 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Virtual Foreign 7.2.9 ReeiflF9sai Cefl'lpensalieR Gllall nlll apply Ie Virtual Foreign Bright House Comment: 
§ 7.2.9 Exchange Traffic (i.e .. VlFX Traffic). As used in this Agreement, Exchange Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic) shall be treated as 
ISSUE 4: "Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic" or ·V/FX Traffic" is defined as provIded for In Section 6.5 of this Interconnection Conforming change; see § 6.5, above. 
INTER· calls in which a -'CLEC Acronym TE·" Customer is assigned a Attachment 's ~seg in IRis Agreefl'lenl, 'ViA~al FereigR 
CONNECTION telephone number with an NXX Code (as set forth in the LERG) iKGRBFl!!e Traffis" 9r ''IIFX Traffis' is eeHnea as salls in ....hiGR a Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
RIGHTS associated with an exchange that is different than the exchange ECbeGj Gwstefl'ler Is assigFlea a telel'lulRe Fll!mlaeF ....ith an ~jXX response to the ari:Jitration petition. 

(as set forth in the LERG) associated with the actual physical Gege (as set IGAil in lile bIiRG) ass9Giateei ",itR an eKsRange 
location of such Customer's station. For the avoidance of any that is giffeF9F1t tllall the ellGRaAge (as set IGFtR iR tile be"G) 
doubt, "'CLEC Acronym TE·" shall pay Verizon's originating assesiateQ "'illl Ille aGlwal pRysiGaileGati9A 9f SileR GllstGfl'ler'6 
access charges for all V/FX TraffIC originated by a Verizon statleR. Fer IRe 3'~9iaaAGB 9f allY dalll!!, (Cbi!C] 6Rall flay 
Customer, and "·CLEC Acronym TE'" shall pay Verizon's VaA;KiA's 9R!!iFlatiR!I a_s& sRal1les IGr all \/q;,x Trallis 
terminating access charges for all VIFX TraffIC originated by a erigiAated by a Verl~n Gw6lefl'ler, aRe [Cli!C] sRall flay 
···CLEC Acronym TE-· Customer. VeFi2!eR'S teFfl'linatiR!! assess sRal1leslGr ali I/IIOX TFaffis 

G;i~iRalee bv a reliCj Custefl'ler. 

Interconnection. 7.3 The Reciprocal Compensation rates (including, but not 7.3 nntentionally left blankl Bright House Comment: 
§ 7.3 limited to, the Reciprocal Compensation per minute of use 
ISSUE 4: charges) billed by "·CLEC Acronym TE'" to Verizon shall not This provision is unnecessary in light of the parties' agreement 
INTER· exceed the Reciprocal Compensation rates (including, but not to exchange traffic at $0.0007. 
CONNECTION lim~ed to, Reciprocal Compensation per minute of use charges) 
RIGHTS billed by Verizon to "'CLEC Acronym TE·... Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

response to the ari:Jitration petition, 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 8.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or 8.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or Bright House Comment: 
§ 8.1 any Tariff: (a) the Parties' rights and obligations with respect to any Tariff: (a) the Parties' rights and obligations with respect to 
ISSUE 1: NEED any intercarrier compensation that may be due in connection any intercarrier compensation that may be due in connection To the extent that the agreement is going to call out Internet 
DEFINITIVE with their exchange of Internet Traffic shall be govemed by the with their exchange of Internet Traffic shall be governed by the traffic for specific discussion, Bright House insists that the 
ICA terms of the FCC Intemet Orders and other applicable FCC terms of the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC discussion be accurate. There is no question that under 

orders and FCC Regulations; and, (b) a Party shall not be orders and FCC Regulations/Rulings: and, (b) a Party shall not Applicable Law Internet Traffic is subject to reciprocal 
ISSUE 4: obligated to pay any intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic be obligated to pay any intercarrier compensation for Internet compensation under Section 251(b)(5), subject to the rate cap 
INTER- that is in excess of the intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic that is in excess of the intercarrier compensalion for and mirroring rule established by the FCC. 
CONNECTION Traffic that such Party is required to pay under the FCC Internet Internet Traffic that such Party is required to pay under the FCC 
RIGHTS Orders and other applicable FCC orders and FCC Regulations. Internet Orders and other applicable FCC orders and FCC Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

Regulations/Rulings. For the avoidance of doubt. the Parties response to the arbitration petition. 
agree and acknowledge that in the November 5. 2008 FCC 
Internet Order. the FCC ruled that Internet Traffic is subJect 
to Section 251(bI(5] and Is therefore subject to Recil!rocal 
Coml!ensatlon. SUbject. however. to the rate cal! and 
mirroring rule reaffirmed bll the FCC in that order. 

I ntercon nection, 8.2 Subject to Section 8.1 of this Attachment, interstate and 8.1 [lntentionallllieft blank] Bright House Comment: 
§ 8.2 intrastate Exchange Access, Information Access, exchange 
ISSUE 1: NEED services for Exchange Access or Information Access, and Toll This provision is simultaneously ambiguous, redundant, and 
DEFINITIVE Traffic, shall be governed by the applicable provisions of this wrong. As noted above, it is not clear what "access traffic' the 
ICA Agreement and applicable Tariffs. parties might exchange other than Toll Traffic and Meet Point 

Billing Traffic. The compensation for those is provided 
ISSUE 4: elsewhere. "Information Access" traffic is mainly ISP-bound, 
INTER- which the FCC has said is subject to reciprocal compensation. 
CONNECTION To the extent that Verizon is trying to replicate §251 (g) nhas 
RIGHTS misstated its application, because the WorldCom v. FCC court 

made clear that only traffic of types that was exchanged prior to 
the 1996 Act is exduded by that section; obviously the FCC's 
parallel regulations (47 C.F.R. § 51.701 et seq.) must be 
interpreted accordingly. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal 

B.3 For any Iraffic originaling wilh a Ihird party carrier and 
delivered by ···CLEC Acronym TE···lo Verizon, ···CLEC 
Acronym Tp·· shall pay Verizon Ihe same amounllhal such 
third party carrier would have been obligated to pay Verizon for 
termination of that traffic at the location the traffic is delivered to 
Verizon by ···CLEC Acronym TE···. 

Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

B.3 [lntentionallv left blank) Bright House Comment: 

This provision is unnecessary. Meet point billing arrangements 
cover any legitimate Verizon concern on this point. 

Ven·zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arnitration petition. 

Inlerconnection, 
§ B.3 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

Interconnection, 
§ 8.4 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

8.4 Any traffic not specifically addressed in this Agreement shall 
be treated as required by the applicable Tariff of the Party 
transporting andlor terminating the traffic. 

8.4 Any traffic not specifically addressed in this Agreement shall 
be I'BalBs as 'B"l~iFed by lAB a~~lisabIB +a,i# ef lAB PaFty 
!,aRs~eRiR!! aRdleF le,miRa!iR!! lAB !,aflis exchanged on a "bill-

Bright House Comment: 

Bright House is not aware of any traffic not covered by one or 
more provisions of the Agreement. If any such traffic exists, the 
better approach is to treat it as subject to bill and keep. 
Permitting open-ended debates about whether traffic is covered 
and the tariff-based consequences if it is not, is an inv~ation to 
disputes and difficulties in administering the agreement. If any 
such traffic becomes significant the Parties can negotiate an 
amendment to deal with it. 

Venzon witl provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arnitration petition. 

and-kee(!" basis, with no intercarrier com(!ensation as 
between the Parties with res(!ect to it. Either Partv mall 
reguest negotiation of an amendment to this Attachment to 
s(!ecifll intercarrier comllensation other than bill-and-kee(! 
for anll :!!l(!e of traffic not s(!ecificalill addressed in this 
Agreement and of which the Parties exchange at least a 
DS1 's worth of traffic for a Ileriod of no less than three (3) 
consecutive months_ If the Parties cannot agree on such an 
amendment either Partv mall invoke the Disl!ute Resolution 
I!rocedures of Section 14 ofthe General Terms and 
Conditions of this Agreement_ 

Interconnection, 
§8.S 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

8.5 The Parties may also exchange Internet Traffic at the 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA established hereunder for the exchange of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. Any intercarrier compensation 
that may be due in connection with the Parties' exchange of 
Internet Traffic shall be applied at such technically feasible Point 
of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA in accordance 
w~h the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC orders 
and FCC Regulations. 

B.S [lntentionallllieft blank) Bright House Comment: 

This provision is completely unnecessary. It is redundant of 
other provisions and (erroneously) implies that Internet Traffic is 
not Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arnitration petition. 
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Section 

Interconnection. 
§9.1 
ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
ClEC 

Interconnection 
§ 9.2.1 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

Interconnection. 
§9.2.2 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Verizon Proposal 

9.1 Scope of Traffic 

Section 9 prescribes parameters for certain trunks to be 
established over the Interconnections specified in Sections 2 
through 5 of this Attachment for the transmission and routing of 
traffic between "'ClEC Acronym TE'" Telephone Exchange 
Service Customers and Interexchange Carriers ("Access Toll 
Connecting Trunks"). in any case where '''ClEC Acronym 
TE'" elects to have its End Office Switch subtend a Verizon 
Tandem. This includes casually-dialed (1010XXX and 
10IXXXX) traffic. 

9.2.1 If "'ClEC Acronym TE'" chooses to subtend a Verizon 
access Tandem. '''ClEC Acronym TE'-'s NPAlNXX must be 
assigned by "'ClEC Acronym TE'" to subtend the same 
Verizon access Tandem that a Verizon NPA/NXX serving the 
same Rate Center Area subtends as identified in the lERG. 

9.2.2 "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall establish Access Toll 
Connecting Trunks pursuant to applicable access Tariffs by 
which it will provide Switched Exchange Access Services to 
Interexchange Carriers to enable such Interexchange Carriers to 
originate and terminate traffic to and from '''ClEC Acronym 
TE..··s Customers. 

Bright House Response 

9.1 Scope of Traffic 

Section 9 prescribes parameters for certain trunks to be 
established over the Interconnections specified in Sections 2 
through 5 of this Attachment for the transmission and routing of 
traffic between [CllOC] Tele~ReAe EKsRaAge SeFVise Cwslemers 
Bright House End Users and Interexchange Carriers ("Access 
Toll Connecting Trunks"). in any case where fGbEGl Bright 
House elects to have its End Office Switch subtend a Verizon 
Tandem. This includes casually-dialed (1010XXX and 
10IXXXX) traffic. 

9.2.1 ~ Bright House sReeses Ie shall subtend one or 
more a Verizon access Tandem!.....GlEGJ Bright House shall 
assign NPAlNXX! mwsl be assigRee by to subtend the same 
Verizon access Tandem that a Verizon NPA/NXX serving the 
same Rate Center Area subtends as identified in the lERG. 

9.2.2 ~ Bright House and Verizon shall establish Access 
Toll Connecting Trunks I'wrswaRlle a~~lisable assess Tariffs 
between Bright House's network and the allillicable POI!s]. 
by which Bright House will provide its Ilortion of Switched 
Exchange Access Services to Interexchange Carriers to enable 
such Interexchange Carriers to originate and terminate tratfic to 
and from ~ Bright House's Customers. 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Bright House Comment: 

This is a conforming change. to reflect the fact that Bright House 
indirectly provides PSTN connectivity to VolP end users. 

Verizon wil/ provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the artJitration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

Clarifies language and arrangements. Bright House believes 
that Verizon agrees to these proposals. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the artJitration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

1. Trunks are established jointly. Every trunk has two ends. 

2. In the case of these trunks in particular. the "dividing line" has 
to be the POI. because Verizon. under meet point billing rules. 
will charge the IXC for the portion of transport it provides to the 
IXC. which will go from the IXC's POP to the POI with Bright 
House. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the artJitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 9.2.3 The Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be two-way 9.2.3 The Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be two-way Bright House Comment: 
§9.2.3 trunks. Such trunks shall connect the End Office "·CLEC trunks. For traffic where Verlzon grovides t!:le tandem 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Acronym TE**' utilizes to provide Telephone Exchange Service functionali~ in a Meet Point Billing arrangement, such trunks This language is to clarify the physical routing of the traffic in 
BUSINESS and Switched Exchange Access to its Customers in a given shall connect the End Office !GI='GI Bright House utilizes to question, and to provide for the snuation where Bright House is 
TERMS LATA to the access Tandem(s) Verizon utilizes to provide 

Exchange Access in such LATA. 
provide Telephone Exchange Service and Switched Exchange 
Access to its Customers in a given LATA, via the applicable 
POlis), to the access Tandem(s} Venzon utilizes to provide 
Exchange Access in such LATA. For traffic where Bright 
House I!rovides the tandem functionali~ in a Meet Point 
BltIlng arrangement, such l!:unks s!:lall cSlnneg f[om Bright 
House's swit!<h to each apglicable Venzon End Office. 

providing tandem functionality. 

As Bright House understands its position, Verizon agrees that 
Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 
of long distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
but apparently has some difficulty with Bn'ght House's specific 
language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Interconnection, 
§ 9.2.5 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

~ 

[no corresponding Venzon language] 9.2.5 Nothing in this Section 9.2 of this Interconnection 
Attachment, or In anx tariff, shall be conslrued mimpSl!!e 
ueon Bright House anx obligation to com(!ensate Verizon 
for anil Verizon facilities or services that Verizon might 
(!rovlde In connection wHh the dellve!:ll of Switched 
Ex!<llange Access traffic between Bright House's network 
and Inter!!x!<lla!lge Carriers it belag understood and 
acknowledged that Verizon shall recover anll such 
coml!ensation from such Interexchange Carriers, as 
I!rovlded In Section 10 of this Interconnection Attachment. 

Bright House Comment: 

In light of the position that Verizon has apparently taken in 
certain litigation, ij is necessary to clearly specify that Venzon is 
not enlitled 10 charge Bright House for the same facilities or 
services that Verizon is entitled to charge IXCs for, under meel 
point billing rules. 

Varizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection, 10.1 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" and Verizon will establish MPB 10.1 fGb!;Gj Bright House and Verizon will establish MPB Bright House Comment: 
§10.1 arrangements in order to provide a common transport option to arrangements in order to provide a common transport option to 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Switched Exchange Access Services customers via a Verizon 1. Either Party may be the one providing the tandem Switched Exchange Access Services customers via a Verizon 
BUSINESS access Tandem Switch in accordance with the MPB guidelines functionality in a meet point billing arrangement. access Tandem Swi1ch, or via the tandem functionali!l£ of 
TERMS contained in the OBF's MECAB and MECOD documents, except Bright House's switch, in accordance w~h the MPB guidelines 

as modified herein, and in Verizon's applicable Tariffs. The 2. In such an arrangement, "transport" (used here in its sense contained in the OBF's MECAB and MECOD documents. The 
arrangements described in this Section 10 are intended to be as part of an access service, not as part of "transport and arrangements described in this Section 10 are intended to be 
used to provide Switched Exchange Access Service where the termination") runs from the IXC's POP to the terminating end used to provide Switched Exchange Access Service where J!. 
transport component of the Switched Exchange Access Service office. In an MPB arrangement, it is likely that both Parties will portion of the transport component of the Switched Exchange 
is rou1ed through an access Tandem Switch that is provided by Access Service is routed through an access Tandem Switch that provide some portion of the transport function. Specifically, the 
Verizon. Party terminating the traffic will provide transport from the POI 

transport component, and all other components of the 
is provided by ~ one Patll/, but the remainder ofthe 

with the other Party, to its end office switch. 
Switched Exchange Access Service is provided bll the other 

As Bright House understands its position, Verizon agrees that 
Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 
of long distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
but apparently has some difficulty with Bright House's specific 
language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 

fJ!.!!ll, 

Interconnection, 10.2 In each LATA, the Parties shall establish MPB 10.2 In each LATA, the Parties shall establish MPB Bright House Comment: 
§ 10.2 arrangements for the applicable "'CLEC Acronym TE'" arrangements for the applicable {Gl:€q-Routing Point~ 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Rou1ing PoinWerizon Serving Interconnection Wire Center These changes are needed to reflect the fact that either Party Serving Interconnection Wire Center combinations. 
BUSINESS combinations. may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 
TERMS arrangement. 

As Bright House understands its position, Verizon agrees that 
Bright House is enUtled to compete with Verizon for the business 
of long distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
but apparently has some difficulty with Bright House's specific 
language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 
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I in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanationslComments 

Interconnection, 
§10.3 

10.3 Interccnnection for the MPB arrangement shall occur at 
each of the Verizon access Tandems in the LATA, unless 

10.3 Interconnection for the MPB arrangement shall occur at 
each of the Verizon access Tandems in the LATA as to which 

Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 

otherwise agreed to by the Parties. Bright House has subtending exchanges, and at each Bright 
House switch in the LATA as to which Direct End Office 

These changes are needed to reflect the fact that either Party 
may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 

TERMS Trunks to any Verizon End Office Switches has been arrangement. 
established. wAless EltAepuise agreea tEl by tAe Parties. 

As Bright House understands its position, Verizon agrees that 
Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 
of long distance caniers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
but apparently has some difficulty with Bright House's specific 
language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Interccnnection, 
§10.6 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

10.6 The rates to be billed by each Party for the portion of the 
MPB arrangement provided by it shall be as set forth in that 
Party's applicable Tariffs, or other document that contains the 
terms under which that Party's access services are offered. For 
each "'CLEC Acronym TE-- Routing PoinWerizon Serving 

10.6 The rates to be billed by each Party to the IXC for the 
portion of the MPB arrangement provided by it shall be as set 
forth in that Party's applicable Tariffs, or other document that 
ccntains the terms under which that Party's access services are 
offered. For each !Gb€GJ Routing PointNeritaR-Serving 

Bright House Comment: 

The first change is to clarify that the "billings' being talked about 
here are billings to the IXC, not to each other. 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Interccnnection Wire Center ccmbination, the MPB billing 
percentages for transport between the ---CLEC Acronym TE-
Routing Point and the Verizon Serving Interconnection Wire 
Center shall be calculated in accordance with the formula set 

Interccnnection Wire Center combination, the MPB billing 
percentages for transport between the fGbEG} Routing Point and 
the ~ Serving Interconnection Wire Center shall be 
calculated in accordance with the formula set forth in Section 

The remaining changes are needed to reflect the fact that either 
Party may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 
arrangement. 

forth in Section 10.17 of this Attachment. 10.17 of this Attachment. As Bright House understands its position, Verizon agrees that 
Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 
of long distance caniers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
buf apparently has some difficulty with Bright House's spedfic 
language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Interccnnection, 
§10.7 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 

10.7 Each Party shall provide the other Party with the billing 
name, billing address, and Carrier Identification Code (CIC) of 
the IXC, and identification of the Verizon Interccnnection Wire 

10.7 Each Party shall provide the other Party with the billing 
name, billing address, and Carrier Identification Code (CIC) of 
the IXC, and identification of the VeficGR...lnterccnnection Wire 

Bright House Comment: 

This change is needed to reflect the fact that either Party may be 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Center serving the IXC in order to comply with the MPB 
notification process as outlined in the MECAB document. 

Center serving the IXC in order to comply with the MPB 
notification process as outlined in the MECAB document. 

the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB arrangement. 

As Bright House understands its position, Verizon agrees that 
Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 
of long distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
but apparently fias some difficulty with Bright House's specific 
language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
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Section Verlzon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 
§10.B 

10.8 Verizon shall provide mClEC Acronym TE'" with the 
Terminating Switched Access Detail Usage Data (EMI category 

10.8 ~ The Party Qroviding tandem functional!!y; shall 
provide [CbEGlthe other Party with the Terminating Switched 

Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 

1101XX records) recorded at the Verizon access Tandem on 
cartridge or via such other media as the Parties may agree to, 

Access Detail Usage Data (EM I category 1101XX records) 
recorded at the Verizon access Tandem on cartridge or via such 

These changes are needed to reflect the fact that either Party 
may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 

TERMS no later than ten (10) Business Days after the date the usage other media as the Parties may agree to, no later than ten (10) arrangement. 
occurred. Business Days after the date the usage occurred. 

As Bn"ght House understands its position, Ven"zon agrees that 
Bn"ght House is entitled to compete with Ven"zon for the business 
of long distance carriers seeking to reach Vetizon end offices, 
but apparenOy has some difficulty with Bn"ght House's specific 
language. Ven"zon will provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Interconnection, 10.9 "'ClEC Acronym TP" shall prOliide Verizon with the 10.9 [CbEGl The Party I!roviding end office functlonall!lt: shall Bright House Comment: 
§10.9 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

Originating Switched Access Detail Usage Data (EM I category 
1101XX reccrds) on cartridge or via such other media as the 
Parties may agree, no later than ten (10) Business Days after 
the date the usage occurred. 

provide ~ the other Party with the Originating Switched 
Access Detail Usage Data (EM I category 1101XX reccrds) on 
cartridge or via such other media as the Parties may agree, no 
later than ten (10) Business Days after the date the usage 

These changes are needed to renect the fact that either Party 
may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 
arrangement. 

occurred. 
As Bn"ght House understands its position, Ven"zon agrees that 
Bn"ght House is entitled to compete with Ven"zon for the business 
of long distance carriers seeking to reach Vetizon end offices, 
but apparently has some difficulty with Bn"ght House's specific 
language. Ven"zon win provide its response to these proposals 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 

-~ ------

Interconnection, 10.16 In the event ·"CLEe Acronym TE'" determines to offer 1O. 16 In the event [CbEGl Bright House determines to offer Bright House Comment: 
§10.16 Telephone Exchange Services in a LATA in which Verizon Telephone Exchange Services in a LATA in which Verizon 
ISSUE 6: FAIR operates an access Tandem Switch, Verizon shall permit and operates an access Tandem Switch, Verizon shall permit and These changes are needed to reflect the fact that either Party 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

enable ···CLEC Acronym TE"'to subtend the Verizon access 
Tandem Switch(es) designated for the Venzon End Offices in 

enable [CbEGl Bright House to subtend the Venzon access 
Tandem Switch(es) designated for the Verizon End Offices in 

may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 
arrangement. 

the area where there are located '''CLEC Acronym TE'" the area where there are located [CbEGl Bright House Routing 
Routing Point(s) associated with the NPA NXX(s) to/from which Point!s) associated with the NPA NXX(s) to/from which the As Bn"ght House understands its position, Ven"zon agrees that 
the Switched Exchange Access Services are homed. Switched Exchange Access Services are homed. Bright House Bright House is entitled to compete with Ven"zon for the business 

shalll!rovide recillrocal arrangements for Veri:ton. of long distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
but apparently has some difficulty with Bn"ght House '5 specific 
language. Ven"zon will provide its response to these proposals 

I 
in its response to the arbitration petition. 
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Verlzon Proposal NoteslExplanatlons/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection, Except as otherwise mutually agreed by the Parties, the 10.17 Except as otherwise Bright House Comment: 
§10.17 iIIing percentages for each Routing PointNerizon Serving MPB billing percentages for each Routing PointNerizon Serving 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Interconnection Wire Center combination shall be calculated These changes are needed to reflect the fact that either Party 
BUSINESS 

Interconnection Wire Center combination shall be calculated 
to the following fonnula, unless as mutually agreed to to the following formula, unless as mutually agreed to may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 

TERMS arrangement. 

a /(a + b) """CLEC Acronym TE'" As Bright House understands ils position, Verlzon agrees that 
Percentage 

a /(a + b) ~ Bright House 
Percentage Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 

oflong distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices, 
and but apparently has some difficulty with Bright House'5 specific 

language. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 
b I(a + b) Verizon Billing Percentage 

and 

b I(a + b) Veriron Billing Percentage in its response to the aroitration petition. 

where: where: 

a the airline mileage between """CLEC a the airline mileage between ~ 


Acronym TE""" Routing Point and the actual point of 
 Bright House Routing Point and the actual point of 

interconnection for the MPB arrangement; and 
 interconnection for the MPB arrangement; and 

b the airline mileage between the b the airline mileage between the 

Verizon Serving Interconnection Wire Center and the 
 Verizon Serving Interconnection Wire Center and the 

actual point of interconnection for the MPB 
 actual point of interconnection for the MPB 

arrangement. 
 arrangement. 

In cases where Bright House performs the tandem 
switching functionality, the same formula shall be used to 
determine the Parties' respective billing percentages. 
substituting "Bright House" for ''Verlron'' and vice versa in 
the formula scecified above, 
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Section 

Interconnection, 

§10.18 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 

BUSINESS 

TERMS 


Interconnection, 

§12.4 

ISSUE 4: 

iNTER

CONNECTION 

RIGHTS 


ISSUE 6: FAIR 

BUSINESS 

TERMS 


DeCfSION POINT LIST - VERllON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

10.18 mClEC Acronym Tp·· shall inform Venzon of each 10.18 fGbliiG] sRall iRf9Fm VeFiz9A sfeaeR bATl>, iA whieR ~ Bright House Comment 
LATA in which it intends to offer Telephone Exchange Services iAleAGS Is affer TelepR9Ae ii~GRaAge SefYise. aReI it. "alGwlalieR 
and its calculation of the billing percentages whiCh should apply ~ For LATA XXX. within thirty (30) days of the Effective These changes are needed to reflect the fact that either Party 
for such arrangement. Within ten (10) Business Days of Date. and for any other LATA. within thirty (30) days ofthe may be the one providing tandem functionality in an MPB 
···ClEC Acronym TE....s delivery of notice to Verizon. Verizon date on which Bright House notifies Verizon of its intention arrangement. 
and "'ClEC Acronym TE··· shall confirm the Routing to Interconnect in such other LA TA, the Parties shall 
PoinWen:ton Serving Interconnection Wire Center combination calculate and exchange the billing percentages which should As Bright House understands its position. Verizon agrees that 
and billing percentages. apply for SWGtt MPB arrangement§,. Within ten (10) Business Bright House is entitled to compete with Verizon for the business 

Days of fGI=IiGj such delivery. ~ Aelise Ie "erieBA, the Parties of long distance carriers seeking to reach Verizon end offices. 
Veril!ElA aAa fCbJiiCl shall confirm the Routing Poil11lVerizaA but apparently has some difficulty with Bright House's specific 
Serving Interconnection Wire Center combination§, and billing language. Verizon wi/I provide its response to these proposals 
percentages. in its response to the arbitration petition. 

12.4 ""ClEC Acronym TE'·· may use Tandem Transit Traffic 12.4 [Intentionally left blank) Bright House Comment; 
Service only for traffic that originates on ··'ClEC Acronym 
TE·..·s network and only to send traffic to an Other Carrier with This provision is completely unrealistic and unworkable. Bright 
whom "'ClEC Acronym TE'·· has a reciprocal traffic exchange House does not have and often cannot arrange traffic exchange 
arrangement (e~her via written agreement or mutual tariffS) that agreements with random third party wireless carriers. CLECs. 
provides for the Other Carrier, to terminate or complete traffic etc. We agree that we will pay for trans!! service and that 
originated by "'ClEC Acronym Te-" and to bill '··ClEC Verizon should not be liable for charges to 3'" parties in 
Acronym TE'" and not to bill Verizon. for such traffic. '··CLEC association with our traffic. 
Acronym agrees not to use Verizon's Tandem Transit 
Traffic Service to send traffic to an Other Carrier with whom amenable to an approach that 
"'ClEC Acronym TE'" does not have such a reciprocal traffic states that transit traffic (rom Bright House to a particular third 

arrangement or to send traffic that does no1 originate parly shaH be limited to a parlicu/ar amount of traffic (pemaps a 
Acronym TE· ..·s network. DS1) befOre Bright House would be obliged to attempt to 

establish a direct connection with that entity. Verizon will 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbitration peOnon. 
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Bright House Response NoteslExplanations/Comments 

r-------+---------------~-----------~----------~--
Interconnection. 
§12.S 

Acronym TE'" shall pay Venzon for Tandem 
Transit Traffic Service at Ihe rates specified in Ihe Pricing 

12.5 fGkEGj Bright House shall pay Verizon for Tandem Transn 
Traffic Service al the rales specified in Ihe Pricing Attachment 

Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 1: NEED Attachment. Verizon will not be liable for compensation 10 any Verizon will not be liable for compensation 10 any Other Carrier We agree that Verizon is not liable to 3"' parties for Bright House 
DEFINIllVE 
ICA 

Other Carrier for any traffic that is transported through Verizon's 
Tandem and Verizon reserves the right to assess to "'ClEC 

for any traffic Ihat is transported through Verizon's Tandem.-aM 
VeFii!GA reseFVeS IRe rigRlt9 assess Ie [CbIOGj BAy aaailiGAal 

originated traffic. We cannot agree to pay whatever some 3r
• 

party might impose on Verizon, since we do not know what 

ISSUE 4: 
Acronym TE'" any additional charges or costs any Other 
Carrier imposes or levies on Verizon for the delivery or 

Sllaf!ijBs ar sosls aAY OIlier Carrier imposes ar 19'/ies eR Verii!:eA 
fer IRe eelivery ar lermiAatiaA at SWSA Ira#ie, iRslwGiRg aAY 

those charges are or might be. We are willing to discuss 
aHernative approaches to this problem with Verizon. 

INTER termination of such traffic, including any Switched Exchange SwilGReEilOlEGAaAge ASGess Serviss GAaf!ijsS, If VerizeA is ~illea 
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

Access Service charges. If Verizon is billed by any Other Carrier 
for any traffic originated by mClEC Acronym TE'-, Verizon 

by aRY Oilier CaFFier fer aAY lra#is erigiRate& BY fCLIOCJ, VerizeA 
may preuiEle Reliee Ie fCbiOC] sf 611SR liIiIIiR!!. Upg~ F<lseipl sf 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the aroitration petition. 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

may provide notice to "'ClEC Acronym TP" of such billing. 
Upon receipt of such notice, "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall 
immediately stop using Verizon's Tandem Transit Traffic Service 
to send any traffic: 10 such Other Carrier until it has provided to 

SYGA R9tise. [GblOC] sRall immeGiale!\! step IIsiF!!I'£eri""'F!'S 
TaRlIam TraRsil Tra#is Servise Ie GeREI aAY Ira#is Ie SIISA OIRer 
Carrier "'Rtil it 1l9sllr9'Jiaeli Ie \£eFiZGR sei'tmsatieA IAat IRe OItoer 
CaFFier AaG F<lme'",d eweR lIillee eRaf!ijes frem its gill Ie '.'eril!9A 

Verizon certification that the Other Carner has removed such aRd IRallAe GIAer Carrier "riA Ast bill '£eFiZGR fer any traffiG 
billed charges from its bill to Verizon and that the Other Carrier eFigiRated ~y fCLiOGj. SIlGR ssrlilisatieR mws! De sigAee ~y aA 
will not bill Verizon for any traffic originated by "'ClEC Acronym alilAerizee effiser 9r 8!fjem eftRe OtAer Carrier aAe FAlisl be iF! a 
TE..•. Such certification must be signed by an aulhorized officer ferm a_~lallle le~ 
or agent of the Other Carrier and must be in a form acceptable 
toVerizon. 

Interconnection, 
§ 13.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINIllVE 
ICA 

13.2 II shall be the responsibility of each Party to program and 
update its own switches and network systems pursuant to 
information provided on ASRs as well as the lERG in order to 
recognize and route traffic to the other Party's assigned NXX 
codes. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement. neither 

13.2 II shall be the responsibility of each Party to program and 
update its own switches and network systems pursuant to 
information provided on ASRs as well as the lERG in order to 
recognize and route traffic to the other Party's assigned 
NXXsf1000s blocks.-GQEies, iilEsept as eKpRissly set feriA in 

Bright House Comment: 

Technical fix to reflect assignment of numbers by 1 OOOs blocks, 
not whole NXXs. 

Party shall impose any fees or charges whatsoever on the other IRis A!!reemllAl, Neither Party shall impose any fees or charges As to fees, there is no reason to suggest the possibility that such 
Party for such activities. whatsoever on the other Party for such activities. charges would even be appropriate. They are nol. 

Bright House believes that these changes are acceptable to 
Verizon. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in 
its response to the aroitration petition 

Interconnection. 
§ 13.3 

13.3 Unless otherwise required by Commission order, the Rate 
Center Areas will be the same for each Party. During the term of 

13.3 Unless otherwise required by Commission order. the Rate 
Center Areas will be the same for each Party. During the term of 

Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 

this Agreement. "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall adopt the Rate 
Center Area and Rate Center Points that the Commission has 

this Agreement, fGkEGj Bright House shall adopt the Rate 
Center Area and Rate Center Points that Ihe Commission has 

This is a technical change, necessary. we believe, because 
NANPA assigns numbers in 10005 blocks. not NXX codes. 

NEEDING approved forVerizon within the LATA and Tandem serving area. approved for Verizon within Ihe LATA and Tandem serving area. 
CORRECTION "'ClEC Acronym TE'" shall assign whole NPA-NXX codes to fGkEGj Bright House shall assign whole 1000s blocks NPA Bright House believes that these changes are acceptable to 

each Rat" Center Area unless otherwise ordered by the FCC. N~ to each Rate Center Area uniess otherwise ordered Verizon. Verizon will provide tts response to these proposals tn 
the Commission or another governmental entity of appropriate by the FCC. the Commission or another governmental entity of its response to the Ilroitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanatlons/CommentsBright House Response 

jurisdiction, or the lEC industry adopts a~ernative methods of appropriate jurisdiction, or the lEC industry adopts aHernative 
utilizing NXXs. methods of utilizing NXXs/l 0005 blocks. 

Interconnection 13.4 "'ClEC Acronym TE'" will also designate a Routing Bright House Comment: 13.4 f.GbiGl Bright House will also designate a Routing Point 
§13.4 Point for each assigned NXX code. "'ClEC Acronym TE'" for each assigned NXX code or lDDOs block. f.GbiGl Bright 
ISSUE 7: MISC. shall designate one location for each Rate Center Area in which This is a technical change, necessary, we believe, because House shall designate one location for each Rate Center Area in 
MATTERS the "'ClEC Acronym TE'" has established NXX code(s) as the NANPA assigns numbers in 10005 blocks, nol NXX codes which the f.GbiGl Bright House has established NXX code(s) 
NEEDING Routing Point for the NPA-NXXs associated wHh that Rate or 10DOs blocks as the Routing Point for the NPA-NXXs/l000s 
CORRECTION Center Area, and such Routing Point shall be within the same Bright House believes that these changes are acceptable toblocks associated with that Rate Center Area, and such 

LATA as the Rate Center Area but not necessarily within the Verizon. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in Routing Point shall be within the same LATA as the Rate Center 
Rate Center Area itself. Unless specified otherwise, calls to its response to the albitration petition. Area but not necessarily within the Rate Center Area itself. 
subsequent NXXs of "'ClEC Acronym TE'" will be routed in Unless specified otherwise, calls to subsequent NXXslml!! 
the same manner as calls to '''ClEC Acronym TP-'s initial blocks of f.GbiGl Bright House will be routed in the same 
NXXs. manner as calls to ~ Bright House's initial NXXsl1000s 

blocks. 

Interconnection, 14.2.1 Initial Trunk Forecast Requirements. At least ninety (90) Bright House Comment: 14.2.1 Initial Trunk Forecast Requirements. Atleasl ninety (90) 
§ 14.2.1 days before initiating interconnection in a LATA, "'ClEC days before initialing interconnection in a LA TA, ~ each 
ISSUE 6: FAIR Acronym TE'" shall provide Verizon a two (2)-year traffic ~ shall provide ~ the other Party with a one (1 ).lw9 As noted elsewhere, given the scope of the Parties' 
BUSINESS forecast that complies with the Verizon Interconnection Trunking (;!t- year traffic forecast that complies with the Verizon interconnection arrangements and traffic exchange, forecasting 
TERMS Forecast Guide, as revised from lime to time. This initial traffic Interconnection Trunking Forecast Guide, as revised from time obligations should be mutual. There is no realistic need for two-

forecast will provide the amount of traffic to be delivered to and to time. +m& Each Party's initial traffic forecast will provide the year forecasts, 
from Verizon over each of the Interconnection Trunk groups in amount of traffic to be delivered Ie aRg fFem VeFizeA between 
the LATA over the next eight (8) quarters. Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in itsthe Parties, in each direction, over each of the Interconnection 

Trunk groups in the LATA over the next eight (8) quarters. response to the albilraffon petition., , 
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§ 14.2.2 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 
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Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

14.2.2 Ongoing Trunk Forecast Requirements. Where the Bright House Comment: 
Parties have already established interconnection in a LATA, 
'''CLEC Acronym TP- shall provide a new or revised traffic 

14.2.2 Ontentionallv left blank] 

is unnecessary in light of the forecasting provision 
forecast thai complies with the Verizon Interconnection Trunking in Section 2.2.8. 
Forecast Guide when "'CLEC Acronym TEO.. develops plans or 
becomes aware of information thai will materially affect the Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
Parties' interconnection in thai LATA. Instances that require a response to the amitranon petition. 
new or revised forecast include, but are not limned to: (a) 
'''CLEC Acronym TE'" plans to deploy a new switch; (b) 
"'CLEC Acronym TE'" plans to implement a new POlar 
network archITecture; (c) "'CLEC Acronym TP" plans to 
rearrange its network; (d) "'CLEC Acronym TE'" plans to 
convert a One-Way Interconnection Trunk group to a TWO-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group; (el "'CLEC Acronym TP" plans 
to convert a Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group to a One
Way Interconnection Trunk group; or (f) '''CLEC Acronym TE'" 
expects a significant change in interconnection traffic volume. In 
addition, upon request by either Party, the Parties shall meet to: 
(i) review traffic and usage data on End Office and Tandem 
Interconnection Trunk groups and (li) determine whether the 
Parties should establish new Interconnection Trunk 
augment existing Interconnection Trunk groups. or rlist'.l'lrlnRN 
existing Interconnection Trunks. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection 15.2 Procedures for Providing LNP ("Local Number Portability") 15,2 Procedures for Providing LNP ("Local Number Portability") Bright House Comment: 
§ 15.2 
ISSUES: The Parties will follow the LNP proviSioning The Parties will follow the LNP provisioning process. including This clarifying language ensures that the FCC's rules/rulings 
CUSTOMER recommended by the North American Numb'erinn regarding intervals and what constitutes a complex port will 
TRANSFER 

all established intervals and rules for distinguishing simple 
(NANC) and the Industry Numbering Council apply under the Agreement. 

PROCESS 
from complex ports. recommended by the North American 

by the FCC. In addition, the Parties agree to Numbering Council (NANC) and the Industry Numbering Council 

ordering procedures established at the OBF. The Parties shall 
 (INC), and adopted by the FCC. In addition. the Parties to As we understand it, Verizon: 
provide LNP on a reciprocal basis. follow the LNP ordering procedures established at the The 

Parties shall provide LNP on a reciprocal basis. For avoidance a. agrees with the first change (which was modified fol/owing 
of doubt, the presence of a Verizon DSL or similar service negotiation. 
on a line does not convert an otherwise simple port into a 
complex port. LNP shan be available with respect to all of a b. disagrees that DSL does not make a port a comp/ex port. 
Party's Customers/End Users. irrespective of the status of 
such Customer/End User as a government. business, or Bright House notes that this matter was disputed before the 
residence customer. There shall be no charges between the Commission several years and that the FCC ever 
Parties for any LNP-related services or functions they may ruled that the presence of on a line did not justify 
provide to each other and/or to each other's Customers/End ports. 
Users. including without limitation coordinated ports or 
ports involving multiple lines or numbers of a single c. agrees that there are no charges for nanna/ LNP, but wishes 
CustomerlEnd User. Upon reguest, a Party shall provide to impose charges for coordinated ports; and 
the other Party with a description, In commercially 
reasonable detail. of that Party's procedures and policies d. Does not agree that number reservation policies should be 
for reserving numbers for customers so that such reserved exchanged in writing in that they may not exist in writing. 
numbers may be ported as appropriate. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section 

Interconnection, 
§15.2.1 
ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
CLEe 

Interconnection 
§ 15.2.4 
ISSUE 5: 
CUSTOMER 
TRANSFER 
PROCESS 

Verizon Proposal 

authorization from Ihe Customer in accordance with Applicable 
Law and sends an LSR to Party A, Parties A and 8 will work 
together to port the Customer's telephone number(s) from Party 
A's network to Party B's network. 

15.2.4 When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone 
numbers to Party B, in the process of porting the Customer's 
telephone numbers, Party A shall imolf>ment 
feature where it is allailabl 
request, the uncondHional 
('''·'~-~~·Iine before the 

shall have full responsibilities regarding LNP. 

15.2.4 When a Customer of Party A ports their 
numbers to Party B. in the process of porting the 

where it is 
request, the unconditional 

A shall imnl..m..nt 

Customer's line before the due date of the porting activity and 
shall remain in place for at least ten (101 days following the 
firm order commitment date associated with the port. 

Bright House Comment: 

agreement. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Bright House Comment: 

Based on field experience these requirements are needed in 
order to assure an efficient porting process. 

for a system change to accommodate interconnectors. 
said, Verilon wil/ inquire of its engineers to determine if some 

Translations tear-downs shall not be implemented in Party 
A's network until after the port is completed. When the ten
digit unconditional trigger is not available, Party A and Party B 
must coordinate the disconnect activity. 

15.2.1 A C uslomer of one Partv ("Partv A "\ elects to become a 
Customer elects to 

to the 
from 

conjunction with Ihe Telephone Exchange Service(s) 
now receive from Party B. After Party B has received 

VE;RIZ(:lN·,tsR.IG~IT HOUSE 2(J(J9ICA NEGOTIATIONS-

Bright House Response 

15.2.1 A Customer of one Party ("Party A") elects to become a 
Customer of the other Party ("Party B"). The Customer elects to 
utilize the original telephone number(s) corresponding to the 
Tele~"eAe E*Gl1aA~e service(s) it previously received from Party 
A, in conjunction with the Telef3RGAe El<SAaA!!e service(s) it will 
now receive from Party B. After Party B has received 
authorization from the Customer in accordance with Applicable 
Law and sends an LSR to Party A, Parties A and B will work 
together to port the Customer's telephone number(s) from Party 
A's network to Party 8's network. In accordance with this 
Agreement, and Applicable Law a Party. and the Party's End 
User obtaining interconnected VolP Service with PSTN 
connectivity provided by a Party, shall be entitled to full 
number portability rights, and the Party losing the customer 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

This clarification is needed in order to reflect the rights of VolP 
under Applicable Law, and the 

users as customers for purposes of the 

Verizon disagrees with this proposal because it appears to call 
That 

arrangement dealing with this situation is workable. Verizon will 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/ExplanationslCommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection 15.2.5 The Parties shall furnish each other with the Jurisdiction Bright House Comment:15.2.5 When a Customer of Party A is porting 12 or more 
§ 15.2.5 Information Parameter (JIP) in the Initial Address Message telephone nymbers to Party B, then at Party B's request, 
ISSUES: (lAM), according to industry standards. The JIP has been moved to Section 5.4, regarding and at no charge to either Party or either Party's Customer, 
CUSTOMER signaling. agrees with this change. the Parties shall coordinate the cutover, 
TRANSFER 
PROCESS Although cut-overs of 12 or more lines will be relatively rare, 

such situations could go in either direction and. since LNP costs 
are not to be assessed on competitors or end users, except in 
accordance with FCC rules, no charges should apply for 
coordinated LNP cutovers. 

Verizon will provide coordinated eu/overs for LNP but seeks the 
right to charge for this activity. Verizon will provide its response 
to these proposals in its response to the arbitration petition. 

Interconnection 15.2.7 All NXXs assigned to LNP capable switches are to be 15.2.7 All NXXs assigned to LNP capable switches are to be Bright House Comment: 
§ 15.2.7 designated as portable unless a NXX(s) has otherwise been designated as portable unless a code is not portable in 
ISSUE 7: MISC. aeslgnal:ed as non-portable. Non-portable NXXs include NXX This proposal reflects the results of negotiations. We believeaccordance with Applicable Law. a NXX(s) Ras athelwise 
MATTERS assigned to paging services; NXX codes assigned for that Verizon agrees with it. beeR aesigRatee as nGn PGrta~.-N'm portaele ~IXX6 iRGjY€!e 
NEEDING internal testing and official use, and any other NXX codes NXX ee€!es aSSigned 10 pagffig- 6efIIires; NXX Gades assigne€! 
CORRECllON required to be designated as non-portable by the rules and Venion will provide its response to these proposals in its 

regulations of the FCC. NXX codes assigned to mass callir 
lor i"terRal testiAg ans aflioial,u8e; ane any et~er ~JXX seaeE; 

response to the arbitration petition. req"ired to be designates as.flOI1 portable by the n,les ane 
a choked network may not be ported using LNP technology Fe!!wlatiQRs QHRe FCC. NXX codes assigned to mass calling on 

are portable methods established by the NANC and 
 a choked network may not be ported using LNP technology but 

adopted by the On a prospective basis, newly assigned 
 are portable using methods established by the NANC and 

codes in switches capable of porting shall become commercially 
 adopted by the FCC. On a prospective basis, newly assigned 
available for porting with the effective date in the network. codes in switches capable of porting shall become commercially 

available for porting with the effective date in the nelwork. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Interconnection, 
§ 15.3 

15,3. Procedures for Providing NP Through Full NXX Code 
Migration 

15.3. Procedures for Providing NP Through Full NXX Code 
Migration 

Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
CLEC 

Where a Party has activated an entire NXX for a single 
Customer, or activated at least eighty percent (80%) of an NXX 

Where a Party has activated an entire NXX for a single 
Customer, or activated at least eighty percent (80%) of an NXX 

This change is required to reflect the fact that LNP will 
sometimes occur in connection with Customers obtaining 
interconnected VolP service from a Party or its affiliates, 

for a single Customer, with the remaining numbers in that NXX for a single Customer, w~h the remaining numbers in that NXX 
either reserved for future use by that Customer or otherwise either reserved for future use by that Customer or otherwise Verizon will provide its response ta these proposals in its 
unused, if such Customer chooses to receive Telephone unused, if such Customer chooses to receive Tele~heAe response to the ari:Jitration petition, 
Exchange Service from the other Party, the first Party shall ~ service from the other Party, the first Party shall 
cooperate with the second Party to have the entire NXX cooperate with the second Party to have the enti re NXX 
reassigned in the LERG (and associated industry databases, reassigned in the LERG (and associated industry databases, 
routing tables, etc,) to an End Office operated by the second routing tables, etc.) to an End Office operated by the second 
Party. Such transfer will be accomplished with appropriate Party, Such transfer will be accomplished with appropriate 
coordination between the Parties and subject to appropriate coordination between the Parties and subject to appropriate 
industry lead times for movements of NXXs from one switch to industry lead times for movements of NXXs from one switch to 
another. Neither Party shall charge the other in connection with another. Neither Party shall charge the other in connection with 

, this coordinated transfer. , this coordinated transfer, 

Interconnection, 
§ 15.4 

15,4 Procedures for LNP Request. 15.4 Procedures for LNP Request Bright House Notes: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

The Parties shall provide for the requesting of End Office lNP 
capability on a reciprocal basis through a written The 
Parties acknowledge that Verizon has deployed throughout 
its network in compliance with FCC 96-286 and other applicable 

The Parties shall provide for the requesting of End Office LNP 
capability on a reCiprocal basis through a written request. The 
Parties acknowledge that Venzon has deployed LNP throughout 
its network in compliance with FCC 96-286 and other applicable 

This change reHeets the change in the defined term. See 
discussion above in the Glossary section, We do not believe 
that this is controversial. 

FCC Regulations. FCC Regulations/Rulings. Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the ari:Jitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Interconnection, 16. Good Faith Performance Bright House Comment:16. [Intentionally left blank] 
§16 (Verizon) 
ISSUE 1: NEED If and, to the extent that, Venzon, prior to the Effective Date of The deleted language is entirely inappropriate. If there are any 
DEFINITIVE this Agreement, has not provided in the State of [State] a "Services offered under this Agreement" by Verizon that Verizon 
ICA Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves the right is not actually prepared to provide to Bright House, in Florida, as 

to negotiate in good faith with "·CLEC Acronym TE··· of the Effective Date, then Verizon needs to identify any such 
reasonable terms and conditions (including, without limitation, ·services" in advance of entering into the contract so that 
rates and implementation timeframes) for such Service; and, if Bright House can determine whether Verizon's inability to 
the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions actually deliver its purported contractual offering is material to 
(including, without limitation, rates and implementation Bright House, and to negotiate appropriate substitute 
timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute arrangements in advance. 
resolution procedures. 

See discussion under General Terms § 18. 

Verizon is not wiI/ing to review the agreement prior to its 
execution to identify which functions it might be called upon to 
perform under the agreement that it is not, in fact, prepared to 
perform as of the effective date. Verizon does not believe that it 
should be do so. If/he situation arises the parties 
can negotiate regarding it then. 

'","'l,;Om'",,,,or 16, Facilitation of Direct Connections with Affiliates Bright House Comment: 
§ 16 (Bright 
House) Verizon should not be able to charge transn for traffic to anNotwithstanding any:thing to the contra!)l in this Agreemen!, 
(SSUE4: affiliate unless it makes commercially reasonable efforts toVerizon shall Lise commerciallll reasonable efforts, for a 
(NTER· I!eriod not less than three (3) months lif agreement is not ensure that such transit is not needed. 
CONNECTION reached !!ll tilat time), including access to Verizon I!remises 
RIGHTS Ven'zon does not agree with this suggestion. Verizon will 

facilitate Bright House's efforts to establish suitabl!£ sized 
andlor fa,ljl!i!!!! gn cgmmercially reasonable tenns, to 

provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
direct I!Illlsical con nections to anl£ carrier affiliated with arbitration petition. 
Verizon, Including without limitation, Verizon Wireless. If 
and to the extent that Verizon does not meet the 
reguirement of the llreceding sentence, then Verizon shall 
llrovide transit service for traffic between Bright House's 
network and the affected affiliated Carrier(s) at no charge or 
cost to Bright House for the term of this Agreement 
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DECISION POINT liST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 2009 ICA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposa I Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

PROCEDURES FOR TRANSFERRING CUSTOMERS/END USERS BETWEEN VERIZON AND BRIGHT HOUSE 

Transfer [no Verizon language} 1. Scope Bright House Comment: 
Procedures §1 
(new) 1.1 This Attachment deals with situations in which Experience has shown that the parties' agreement should 
ISSUE 5: Bright House wins a CustomeriEnd User from Verizon and expressly define what happens when a Customer/End User 
CUSTOMER will serve that Customer/End User on a full facilities basis, transfers from one Part to the other. This new Attachment lays 
TRANSFER out reasonable procedures for such transfers. 
PROCESS 

Or in which Verizon wins a Customer/End User from Bright 
House and will serve that Customer/End User on a full 
facilities basis. Verizon does not believe that it is appropriate to include this type 

of administrative material in an leA. Instead. it should be 
1.2 For purposes of thil; atm~llm!!nt, Bright House will handled by a side /elter or similar arrangement. Verizon will 
be treated as serving a Customer/End User on a full provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
facilities basis if either la) Bright House uses or will use no arbitration petition. 
UNEs in serving the Customer/End User or Ib! the onl!.! 
UNEs Bright house uses gr will use to serve such 
Customer/End User are either Ii! a Verizon NIO as Ilrovided 
fur in Section 9 of the UNE Attachment and/or Iii! Verizon's 
on-premises subloops for Multi-Teoan! environments, as 
Ilrovided for in Section 7 of the UNE Attachment. 

Transfer [no Verizon language} 2. Procedures Bright House Comment: 
Procedures. § 2 
ISSUE 5: 2.1 When a PartY wins a Customer/End User from the Experience has shown that the parties' agreement should 
CUSTOMER expressly define what happens when a Customer/End User 
TRANSFER 

other Pa!:!!o(, that Pa!:!!o( shall be referred to here is the "New 
Provider." The Par:!!.! losing the CustomerlEnd User shall be transfers from one Part to the other. This new Attachment lays 

PROCESS referred to here as the "Old Provider." out reasonable procedures for such transfers. 

This section deals with LSRs. retention marketing. and the need 
Provider to accomelish the following tasks: (a! termination 10 property handle disconnection of the old provider's facilities in 
of the Customer'slEnd User's service with the Old Provider; 

2.2 The New Provider shall send an LSR to the Old 

order for the new provider to serve the Customer/End User. 
Ib! porting of the Customer/End User's number to the New 
Provider, in accordance with the reguirements of Section 15 Verizon does not believe that it is appropriate to include this type 
of the Interconnection Attachment, if the Customer/End of administrative materia/ in an leA. Instead. it should be 
User desires to retain their number; lei anll reguisite handled by a side letter or similar arrangement Verizon will 
modifications lincluding, at the New Provider's oetion, provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
deletion! of the CustomerlEnd User's directo!:!o!-related arbitration petition. 
records, as erovided for in Section 4 of the Additional 
Services Attachment; and (dl in the case of Bright House as I 
New Provider, any Verizon UNEs reguired under Sections 7 I 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

-------

and/or 9 of the UNE Attachment. 

2.3 From the time that the Old Provider receives the 
LSR until the Customer/End User has transferred service to 
the New Provider, the Old Provider shall strictlx adhere to 
the reguirements of Al!lllicable Law banning retention 
marketing, as I!rovided for in 47 U.S.C. § 222 and associated 
rules and rulings of the FCC and the courts. This 
reguirement shall be in addition to, and not a substitute for 
or in derogation of, the !!roviding Parn's obligations under 
Section 10.7 ofthe General Terms and Conditions and 
Sections 8.7 and 11.9.1 of the Additional Services 
Attachment. 

2.4 The Parties eXl1resslx acknowledge that in order to 
transfer a Customer/End User from one Pam to the other 
on a full facilities basis, it max, deeending on the seecific 
service configurations and bundles of servi&es being 
erovided bl( the New Provider and the Old Provider and 
their reseectlve affiliates, be necessa!l( for the New Provider 
to ensure that the Customer's/End User's eremises wiring 
used bX the Old Provider to be disconnected from the Old 
Provider's network. With reseect to anl( such 
disconnection: 

2.4.1 The New Provider shall ensure that an:Y, of its 
Ilersonneillerforming such disconnections are fulll£ and 
adeguatelx trained to be able to do so without creating anl( 
Ilotentiallx unsafe or hazardous conditions, including 
without limitation creating a situation in which the Qld 
Provider's facilities I!revious!x used to serve the 
Customer/End User are not adeguately: grounded. Each 
Pam shall seecilicaUx ensure that any: of its eersonnel 
Ilerforming such disconnections are fulll( and ad!!9uate~ 
trained, and directed, to ensure that no such situations of 
unqrou nded facilities will exist 

2.4.2 The New Provider shall ensure that any: of its 
Ilersonneillerforming such disconnections are fuUl( and 
adeguatelx trained to do so in a manner that does not effect 
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Section 

Transfer 
Procedures, § 3 
ISSUE 5: 
CUSTOMER 
TRANSFER 
PROCESS 

• -
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Verizon Proposal 

[no Verizon language} 

Bright House Response 

a disconnection of, imllairment of, or disrulltion to, anll 
servi!<!l~ Ilrovided bll the Old Provider andlor its affiliates 
using the same eh~ical wiring, cabling, fiber oetic cable, or 
other similar facilities but that are not intended bl/ the 
Customer/End User to be disconnected from the Old 
Provider. 

2.4.3 The New Provider shall ensure that anl/ of its 
eersonnel eerforming such disconnections are fulill and 
adeguatell!: trained to do so in a manner that does not harm 
or damage anl!: of the facilities of the Old Provider and/or its 
affiliates, bel/ond the minimum alterations of such facilities 
as are reasonablll necessa!l£ to eermit the New Provider 
and/or its affiliates to I!rollertllllrovide to the Customer/End 
User the !ervices that the Customer/End User has chosen 
to receive from the New Provider. 

3. Comllensation For Correcting Unsafe Conditions or 
Harm to Facilities 

3.1 Each Party shall instruct its eersonnel involved in 
transferring Customers/End Users from one Pam to the 
Other to rellort anll instances in which such Ilersonnel have 
failed to meet the reguirements of SectloD 2.3 hereof. 

3.2 No less freguentIY than weeklll, each Party shall 
rel2!!rt to the other Party anl/ such instances, including the 
sll!!cific address of the Cus12mj!r/End User where such 
instance occurred. The address shall be sufficientll£ 
slleciflc so that the Old Provider can, with reasonable effort, 
visit the location at which the I!foblem has arisen. In 
addition, I and to the extent that a Pa!!lt: becomes aware of 
situations in which the other Pa!!lt: has failed to meet the 
reguirements of Section 2.3 hereof, that Pa!!lt: shall 
Ilromlltlll inform the other Party of such instances. 

3.3 The Old Provider shall have administrative 
resllonsibil!l:Y. for correcting anl£ situations arising from a 
violation bl£ the New Provider of the reguirements of 
Section 2,3 hereof. At the Old Provider's sole ol!tion, the 
Old Provider mal!:: tal require that the New Provider correct 

Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Briqht House Comment: 

Experience has shown that the parties' agreement should 
expressly define what happens when a Customer/End User 
transfers from one Part to the other, This new Attachment lays 
out reasonable procedures for such transfers, 

This section deals with correcting any problems dealing with the 
physical disconnection of the old provider's facilities, and 
assigning cost responsibility for such problems to the new 
provider who caused them, 

Vedzon does not believe that it is appropdate to include this type 
of administrative rnatedal in an leA Instead, it should be 
handled by a side letter or similar alTangement. Venzon will 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbitration petition. 

i 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanations/Comments 
-----

an,/: such situations at the New Provider's sole cost and 
ex!!ense; (bl correct such situations uliing its own 
!!ersonnel, and bill the New Provider commerciall,/: 
reasonab!!! time and materials chames for correcting such 
Situations; or Icl use an thlrd-!!arty contractor to correct 
such situations, and bill the New Provider the full amount of 
such contractor's commerciallY: reasonable charges. 

Transfer [no Verizon language} Bright House Comment: 
Procedures, § 4 
ISSUE 5: 

4. Good Faith Consultations And Negotiations 

Experience has shown that the parties' agreement should 
CUSTOMER 

At the reasonable reguest of either Patllt:. the Parties shall 
expressly define what happens when a Customer/End User 

TRANSFER 
meet to discuss an,/: other issues arising from the need to 

transfers from one Part to the other. This new Attachment lays 
PROCESS 

reasonabllt, ef!icien~, and safelY: transfer a Customer/End 
out reasonable procedures for such transfers. 

basiS, and shall negotiate in good faith regarding an,/: such 
issues. If a Pam r!l9uests such a negotiation and the other 

User's service from one PadJl to the other on a full facilities 

This section allows for continued negotiation and dispute 
Party refuses to [!artlci[!ate, or if such negotiations continue resolution of other transfer-related matters that might arise. 
without resolution for a [!eriod of siltll£ (601 da'lli. then either 
Pam ma,/: treat the matter as a disllute under this Verizon does nor believe that it is appropriate to include this type 
Agreement, to be resolved in accordance with Section 14 of of administrative material in an leA. Instead, it should be 
the General Terms and Conditions. handled by a side letter or similar arrangement. Venzon will 

provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbitration petition. 

RESALE ATTACHMENT 

Resale § 1 1. General Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 

1. General 

The deletion clarifies that Verizon's tariffs are not part of the 
ICA 

Verizon shall provide to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" in accordance Verizon shall provide to ~ Bright House in accordance 
with this Agreement (including, but not limited to, Verizon's agreement. Obviously tariff provisions are relevant to resale, 
applicable Tariffs) and Ihe requirements of Applicable Law, 

with this Agreement (iRGI~GiR\i, elort Ret limiie<i i9, Veril!9R's 
a~~IiGa~le Tariffs) and the requirements of Applicable Law, 

Verizon's Telecommunications Services for resale by '''CLEC Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
Acronym TE"'; provided, that notwithstanding any other 

Verizon's Telecommunications Services for resale by fGl=EGt 
response to the arOitrafion peUlion. Bright House; provided, that notwithstanding any other 

proVision of this Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated to provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated to 
provide Telecommunications Services to "'CLEC Acronym provide Telecommunications Services to ~ Bright House 
TP" only to the extent required by Applicable Law and may only to the extent required by Applicable Law and may decline to 
decline to provide a Telecommunications Service to ~'CLEC provide a Telecommunications Service to ~ Bright House 
Acronym TE*** to the extent that provision of such to the extent that provision of such Telecommunications Service 
i e.eCOfFln 'Y"Mlti('", Service is not required by Applicable Law. I is not required by Applicable Law. I 
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Section Verizon Proposal NoteslExplanations/CommentsBright House Response 

Resale § 2.2.4 2.2. '''CLEC Acronym TE'" shall not resell: Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 1: NEED 

DEFINITIVE 


2.2 [ClEC] Bright House shall not resell: 

2.2.4 Any other Verizon service in violation of a restriction ... Verizon seems to be trying to note, in a convoluted way, that not 
ICA stated in this Agreement (including, but not limited to. a Verizon all possible restrictions on resale are banned. That's true. but 

Tariff) that is nol prohibited by Applicable Law too vague for incorporation here. If there are some specific set 
of restrictions that Verizon believes are permitted that it wants us 
to acknowledge, we are willing to discuss identifying them. 

2.2.4 [Inrentionallx left blank) 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Resale § 2.2.6 2.2.6 Verizon may perform audits to confirm "'ClEC Acronym Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 


2.2.6 Verizon may perform audits to confirm (GL~ Brjght 
TE""s conformity to the provisions of this Section 2.2. Such House's conformity to the provisions of this Section 2.2. Such 


MATTERS 
 audits may be performed twice per calendar year and shall be T wlce-a-year audits would be oppressive and unreasonable. 

NEEDING 


audits may be performed lwiGe .Qlli!l! per calendar year and shall 
performed in accordance with Section 7 of the General Terms be performed in accordance with Section 7 of the General Terms 


CORRECTION 
 and Conditions. and Conditions. Bright House believes that Verizon agrees with this proposal. 
Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition .- i~· 

Resale § 4.1 4.1 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall be responsible for and pay to 4.1 Bright House ~ shall be responsible for and pay to Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 6: FAIR 
 Verizon all charges for any Telecommunications Services Verizon all valid charges for any Telecommunications Services 

BUSINESS 
 provided by Verizon or provided by persons other than Verizon provided by Verizon or provided by persons other than Verizon The change is to make clear that we do not waille any applicable 
TERMS and biUed for by Verizon, that are ordered. activated or used by and billed for by Verizon. that are ordered. activated or used by rights to protest erroneous bills by purchasing something for 

'''ClEC Acronym TE-", '''CLEC Acronym TE'" Customers or resale. Bright House believes that Verizon agrees with this 
any other persons, through, by means of, or in association with. 

~ Bright House, ~ Bright House Customers or any 
proposal, which reflects negotiated language. 

T eiecommunications Services provided by Verizon to "'CLEC 
other persons, through, by means of, or in association with, 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to ~ 


Acronym TE'" pursuant to this Resale Attachment. 
 Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its I 
response to the arbitration petition. 

Bright House pursuant to this Resale Attachment. 

'-----~~ I 
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Resale § 4,2 
ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

services to Verizon's retail Customers, 
~ Bright House understands agrees that certain of 
Verizon's call blocking and call services are not 
guaranteed to block or screen all calls that notwithstanding 

4,2 Upon request by '''CLEC Acronym TE''', Verizon will 
provide for use on resold Verizon retail Telecommunications 
Service dial tone lines purchased by '''CLEC Acronym TE"· 
such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call blocking 
and call screening services as Verizon provides to its own end 
user retail Customers, where and to the extent Verizon 
such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call 
services to Verizon's own end user retail Customers, 
Acronym TP" understands and agrees that ceriain of Verizon's 
call blocking and call screening services are not to 
block or screen all calls and that notwithstanding 
Acronym TE ....s purchase of such blocking or screening 
services, "·CLEC Acronym TE ..··s end user Customers or 
other persons ordering, activating or using Telecommunications 
Services on the resold dial tone lines may complete or accept 
calis which ···CLEC Acronym TE'" intended to block, 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, "'CLEC Acronym TP" shall be 
responsible for and shall pay Verizon all charges for 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided 
by persons other than Verizon and billed for by Verizon in 
accordance with the terms of Section 4,1 above, 

4.2 Upon request by ~ Bright House, Verizon wi!! provide 
for use on resold Verizon retail Telecommunications Service dial 
tone lines purchased by ~ Bright House such Verizon 
retail Telecommunications Service call blocki ng and call 
screening services as Verizon provides to its own efI4.I;oof End 
User retail Customers, where and to the extent Verizon provides 
such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call blocking 

~ Bright House's purchase of such blocking or 
screening services, ~ Bright House's efI4.I;oof End 
User Customers or other pernons ordering, activating or using 
Telecommunications Services on the resold dial tone lines may 
complete or accept calls which ~ Bright House intended 
to block. Notwithstanding the foregoing, ~ Bright House 
shall be responsible for and shall pay Verizon all charges for 
Telecommunications Services provided by Veri zan or provided 
by persons other than Verizon and billed for by Verizon in 
accordance with the terms of Section 4,1 above, 

Bright House Comment: 

Conforming change to reflect that End User is now a defined 
term, 

Venzon will provide its response to toose proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition, 
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Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/Comments8right House Response 

7. Good Faith Performance 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of 
this Agreement, has not provided in the State of [State] a 
Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves the right 
to negotiate in good faith with "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
reasonable terms and conditions (including, without limitation, 
rates and implementation timeframes) for such Service; and, if 
the Parties cannot agree to such terms and oonditions 
(including, without limitation, rates and imolementation 
timeframesl. either Party may utilize 
resolution procedures. 

7. (Intentionally left blank) Bright House Comment: 

The deleted language is entirely inappropriate. If there are any 
"Services offered under this Agreement" by Verizon that Verizon 
is not actually prepared to provide to Bright House, in Florida, as 
of the Effective Date, then Verizon needs to identify any such 
"services" in advance of entering into the contract so that 

House can determine whether Verizon's inability to 
deliver ijs ouroorted contractual offerina is material to 

See discussion under General Terms § 18. 

Venzon is not willing to review the agreement prior to its 
execution to identify which functions it might be called upon to 
petform under the agreement that it is not, in fact, prepared to 
petform as of tile effective date. Venzon does not believe that it 
should be required to do so. If the situation arises the parties 
can negotiate regarding it then. 

UNEs§1.1 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

1.1 Verizon shall provide to '''CLEC Acronym TE''', in 
acoordance with this Agreement (including, but not limited to, 
Verizon's aoolicable Tariffs) and the requirements of the Federal 

access to Verlzon's Network Elements on an 
and in combinations (Combinations), and UNEs 

commingled with whojesale services ("Commingling"); provided, 
however, that notwithstanding any other provlsion of this 
Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated to provide access to 
unbundled Network Elements (UNEs), Combinations. and 
Commingling to '''CLEC Acronym TE'" under the terms of this 
Agreement only to the exlent required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules and may decline to provide access to UNEs, 
Combinations, or Commingling to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" to the 
exlent that provision of such UNEs. Combinations, or 
Commingling is not required Federal Unbundling Rules. 

NETWORK ELEMENTS ATTACHMENT 

1.1 Verizon shall provide to [GheGJ 8right House, 
accordance with this Agreement (iAGlbiEliAg, 11.. 1 AQ!. limileslG, 
"eReGR'S !lPlliiGatJle Tali#s) and the requirements of the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, access to Verizon's Networl< Elements on an 
unbundled basis and in oombinations (Combinations), and UNEs 
commingled with wholesale services ("Commingling"); provided, 
however, that notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated to provide access to 
unbundled Network. Elements (UNEs), Combinations, and 
Commingling to [GheGJ Bright House under the terms of this 
Agreement only to the exlent required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules and may decline to provide access to UNEs, 
Combinations, or Commingling to [GheGJ 8right House to the 
exlent that provision of such UNEs. Combinations, 
Commingling is not required by the Federal 

Bright House Comment: 

Tariffs are not part of the agreement. 


Venzon believes that tariffs may properly be incorporated by 

reference into the leA. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanatio nslComments 

UNEs § 1.3 1.3 "'ClEC Acronym TE*" may use a UNE or Combination 1.3 fGb€Gt Bright House may use a UNE or Combination for Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 6: FAIR only for those purposes for which Verizon is !!!I. QAly fsr tAese purposes for which IJsrizGR is rBqwireG ily tRB 
BUSINESS Federal Unbundling Rules to provide such We recognize that we cannot use UNEs for some But!"elieral UnilwAEiIiR!j Rwles te pro"ide such UNE or Combination 
TERMS to"'ClEC we can uSe them for anvlhino that is oermilled bv Acolicable may be used consistent with Applicable Law. !&{GIdiGj 

'''ClEC Acronym law. Note that under Wrthout limiting the foregoing, fGb€Gt Bright House may not 
for the exclusive provision of Mobile Wireless Services Or access a UNE or Combination for the exclusive provision of obtained for a 
Interexchange Services. For purposes of this section. Mobile Wireless Services or Interexchange Services. For may then be 
"Interexchange Services" shall have the meaning set forth in the purposes of this section, "Interexchange Services" shall have the 
Triennial Review Remand Order and subsequent applicable meaning set forth in the Triennial Review Remand Order and Verizon seeks to ensure that UNEs are only used for permitted 
FCC orders. purposes. Verizon will provide its response to these proposals 

in its response to the arbitralion petition. 
subsequent applicable FCC orders. 

UNEs § 1.4 1.4 Nothing oontained in this Agreement shall be deemed to 1.4 [Intentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED constitute an agreement by Verizon that any item identified in 
DEFINITIVE this Agreement as a Network Element is (i) a Network Element If Verizon wants to assert that any1hing that it is providing to 
ICA under the Federal Unbundling Rules. or (ii) a Network Element Bright House as a UNE underthi:; attachment isn't actually a 

Verizon is required Federal Unbundling Rules to provide UN E. it needs to do so in advance so that there can be no 
to "'ClEC Acronym on an unbundled basis or in dispute later as to whether it must, or must not, provide the 
oombination with other Network Elements. UNEs in question. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

UNEs §l.S 1.5 ff as the result of '''ClEC Acronym TE-' Customer actions Bright House Comment: 1.5 If as the result of fGb€Gt Bright House Customer actions 
ISSUE 1: NEED (e.g., Customer Not ("CNR")), Verizon cannot complete (e.g., Customer Not Ready rCNR")), Verizon cannot 
DEFINITIVE requested work activity a techmcian has been dispatched If Verizon wants to impose these charges on House, they requested work activity when a technician has been discatch.~d 
ICA to the "'ClEC Acronym TE'" Customer premises, '''ClEC need to be included in the Pricing Attachment. do not to the fGb€Gt Bright House Customer premises, ""'=.., ,""',.",. 

Acronym TE'*- will be assessed a non-recurring charge apply under the agreement. will be assessed a non-recurring charge as~;ociatE~d 
associated with this visil. This charge will be the sum of the This charge will be the sum of the applicable Service 
applicable Service Order charge as provided in the Pricing Order charge as provided in the Pricing Attachment and the Verizon believes that tariffs may properly be incorporated by 
Attachment and the Customer Not Ready Charge provided for in Customer Not Ready Charge provided for in lhe Pricing reference into the leA. 
the Pricing Attachment (or. in the absence of a Customer Not Attachment (or, in the absence of a Customer Not Ready 
Ready Charge. the Premises Visit Charge as provided in Charge, the Premises Visit Charge as provided in ~ 
Verizon's applicable retail or wholesale Tariff or in the Pricing aaalisaele retail or '~hale5ale Tariff or iA the Pricing Attachment). 
Attachment). 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

UNEs § 7.1 7,1 Upon request by '''CLEC Acronym TE''', Verizon shall 7.1 Upon request by ~ Bright House, Venzon shall Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 2: provide to "'ClEC Acronym TE'" access to the Sub-Loop for provide to ~ Bright House, or, at Bright House's 
WHOLESALE Multiunit Premises Access in accordance with, but only to the This language is necessary to avoid ambiguity and disputes that 
CLEC 

direction and on its behalf. a Bright House affiliate 
extent required by, 47 U.S.C, § 251(c)(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. might otherwise arise by virtue of the means by which Bright 

with interconnected VolP services (for purposes of this 
providing facilities used to provide Bright House End Users 

House VolP End Users obtain connectivity to the PSTN, 
Section 7 ofthis Attachment, "Bright House"), access to the indirectly via Bright House's cable affiliate, It does not expand 
Sub-Loop for Multiunit Premises Access in accordance wit~ Verizon's substantive obligations regarding the applicable UNE 
~e emmt FeEll.liFeci l3y. 47 U,S,C, § 251(c)(3) and 47 beyond what would apply to a "normal" CLEC. 
C.F ,R. Part 51. 

to Ihese proposals in its 

UNEs§7.1,1 7.1,1 House and Riser. Subject to the condHions set forth in 7,1.1 House and Riser. Subject to the condrtions set forth in Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 2: Section 1 of this Attachment and upon requesl by "'ClEC Section 1 of this Attachment and upon request by ~ Bright 
WHOLESALE Acronym TE''', Verizon shall provide to "'ClEC Acronym TE'" The first change is needed to deal with situations in which 
CLEC 

House, Verizon shall provide to ~ Bright House access to 
access to a House and Riser Cable in accordance with this a House and Riser Cable in accordance with this Section 7 and Verizon may have effective control of relevant facilities (as, for 
Section 7 and the rates and charges provided in the Pricing example, under a maintenance contract without ownership), 
Attachment Verizon will provide access to a House and Riser 

the rates and charges provided in the Pricing Attachment. 
Verizon will provide access to a House and Riser Cable GRly-# 


Cable only if Verizon owns, operates, maintains and controls 
 The second change is intended to leave open the prospect that 
such facility and only where such facility is available, '''CLEC 

where such facility is available and where Verizon.!l!l owns, 
rearrangements within a splice case (which are not technically 

Acronym TE'" may access a House and Riser Cable only 
operates, maintains and controls such facil~y or fbI otherwise 

difficult) could be "technically feasible: Venzon would retain the 
between the MPOE for such cable and the demarcation point at 

has the legal right to provide access to control such facility, 
right to object to any particular proposed implementation on any 

a technically feasible access point. It is not technically feasible 
~ WRBfe SYGR faGili!y is a"ailabi&. ~ Bright House 

particular premises If in fact there were substantial feasibil~y 
to access inside wire sub-loop if a technician must access the 

may access a House and Riser Cable only between the MPOE 
for such cable and the demarcation point at a technically feasible concerns. 


facilrty by removing a splice case to reach the wiring within the 
 access point. 11 is REI! !BeRRiGa!!1' feasible te a""ess iRsias .,.qre 

cable. 
 Venzon opposes these changes. Only if Verizon has full 

sillise Gase Ie Feash IRB yqriRfl "'ithiR the sal>le, 
sullieall if a leGRRiaiaR mws! aSGess !Re fasili!\, Ill' rema>'iFl!l a 

ownership and control of house and riser cable must it provide 
access to a CLEe. The second change only implements 
existing law. 

Bright House disagrees, The FCC's October 2000 Competitive 
Networks order imposes broader obligations than Verizon 
asserts. And, while federal rules (47 C.F,R. § 51 .319(b)(I)(i) 
deal with this in a more positive light, slating "A point of 
technically feasible access is any point in the incumbent LEC's 
outside plant wihere a technician can access the copper wire 
within a cable without removing a splice case, Such points 
indude, but are not limited to, a pole or pedestal, the 
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Notes/Explanations/CommentsSection Verizon Proposal Bright House Response 

7.1.1.1.3 ~ Bright House's facilnies cannot be attached, Bright House Comment: 
otherwise affixed or adjacent to Verizon's facilities or equipment. 

ISSUE 7: MISC. cannot pass through or otherwise penetrate Verizon's facilities or The addition of the last sentence reflects, we believe. the resuHs 
MATTERS of our negotiation with Verizon, although rt has not reviewed this equipment and cannot be installed so that [CLEC],s facilities or 
NEEDING specific language. equipment are located in a space where Verizon plans to locate 
CORRECTION its facilities or equipment. Any dispute regarding the 

application of this provision, including regarding Verizon's Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
plans, shall be subject to the dispute resolution procedures response to the arbitration petition. 
of Section 14 of the General Terms and Conditions. 

UNEs § 9.8.1 9.8.1 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is present and 9.8.1 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is present and Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED environmental condnions permit, '''CLEC Acronym TE'" may environmental conditions permit, fGbEGt Bright House or, at 
DEFINITIVE remove the Inside Wiring from the Customer's side of the Bright House's direction and on its behalf, a Bright House This first proposed change ensures that Bright House's cable 
ICA Verizon NID and connect that Inside Wiring to '''CLEC Acronym affiliate providing facilities used to provide Bright House affiliate may access Verizon NIDs as needed. The second is 

TE""s NID. End Users with interconnected VolP services Ifor purposes intended as clarification only. In insiances where Bright House 
ISSUE 2: of this Section 9 of this Attachment "Bright House" may, uses pre-existing inside wire it will obviously be necessary to 
WHOLESALE without contacting Verizon and without charge, remove the disconnect that inside wire from Verizon's NID. Whether Bright 
CLEC Inside Wiring from the Customer's side of the Verizon NID and House will have a separate telephony NID to which to connect it 

connect that Inside Wiring to ~ Bright House's NID. will vary from case to case. But in any event. simply 
ISSUE 5: disconnecting inside wire from the customer side of a Verizon 
CUSTOMER NID is not event. Bright House's 
TRANSFER proposed that point. 
PROCESS 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration pefftion. 

UNEs § 9.B.2 9.8.2 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is not present 9.B.2 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is not present Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED or environmental conditions do not permit. "'CLEC Acronym or environmental conditions do not permit, fGbEGt Bright House 
DEFINITIVE TE'" may enter the Customer side of the Verizon NID enclosure may, without contacting Verizon and without charge, enter See comment immediately above. This simply clarifies that 
ICA for the purpose of removing the Inside Wiring from the terminals the Customer side of the Verizon NID enclosure for the purpose acceSSing the customer side of a Verizon NID and disconnecting 

of Verizon's NID and connecting a connectorized or spliced of removing the Inside Wiring from the terminals of Verizon's premises wire from that NID is not a chargeable event. 
ISSUE 5: jumper wire from a suitable "punch out" hole of such NID NID and connecting a connectorized or spliced jumper wire from 
CUSTOMER enclosure to the Inside Wiring within the space of the Customer a suitable "punch out" hole of such NID enclosure to the Inside Venzan will provide its response to these proposals in its 
TRANSFER side of the Verizon NID. Such connection shall be electrically Wiring within the space of the Customer side of the Verizon NID. response to the arbitration petition. 
PROCESS insulated and shaff not make any contact with the connection Such conneclion shall be electrically insulated and shall not 

points or terminals within the Customer side of the Verizon NID. make any contact with the connection points or terminals within 
the Customer side of the Verizon N!D. 
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hllnrilinn Rules. 

DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 
r--------,---------------------------------.

Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/Comments 


UNEs § 14.1 


Bright House Response 

14.1 Any request by "'CLEC Acronym TE'" for access to a Bright House Comment:14.1 Any request by~ Bright House for access to a 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Venzon Network Element that is not already available and that Verizon Network Element that is not already available and that 
MATTERS Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide The obligation to provide access to UNEs rests entirely on ILECsVerizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide 
NEEDING on an unbundled basis shall be treated as a Network Element and cannot be imposed on CLECs. See 47 C.F.R. § 51.223(a).on an unbundled basis shall be treated as a Network Element 
CORRECll0N Bona Fide Request to Section 14.2, of this Attachment. The deleted language erroneously suggests that Bricht House 

"'CLEe Acronym shall provide Verizon access to its 
Bona Fide Request pursuant to Section 14.3 of this Attachment. 

might have such obligations. • 
Network Elements as mutually agreed by the Parties or as 

[Gbli!C] shall pre'Jise Verii!9A assess Is ils Nelwerk "laFfleR's as 
H1;rt~ally agreed 9)11he Pallies er as fllqllirea by 'i1e FeEiaral 


required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
 ~~ 

UNEs § 14.2 14.2 Notwithstanding to the contrary in this Section 14. 14.2 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 14, Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. shall not be r provide a proprietary Network Verizon a-ParIy shall not be required to provide a proprietary 
MATTERS t to the other See above. This language is phrased asNetwork Element to Bright House 'lela eiller PailI' under this 
NEEDING required by the Federal Section 14 except as required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. could have an obligation to provide access to 
CORRECll0N Verizon does. 


Ven'zon wil/ provide its response to these proposals in Its 

response to the arl:iltration petition. 


UNEs § 14.3.1 
 14.3.1 Each Party shall promptly consider and analyze access 14.3.1 Verizon Eas~ Pally shalt promptly consider and analyze Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. to a new unbundled Network Element in response to the access to a new unbundled Network Element in response to the 
MATTERS submission of a Network Element Bona Fide Request by the See above. This language is phrased as though either party submission of a Network Element Bona Fide Request by Bright 
NEEDING other Party hereunder. The Network Element Bona Fide could have an obligation to provide access to UNEs. OnlyHouse IRe mRar Party hereunder. The Network Element Bona 
CORRECll0N Request process set forth herein does not apply to those Verizon does. 


services requested pursuant to Report & Order and Notice of 

Fide Request process set forth herein does not apply to those 
services requested pursuant to Report & Order and Notice of 


Proposed Rulemaking 91-141 (reI. Oct, 19, 1992) ~ 259 and 
 Proposed Rulemaking 91-141 (reI. Oct. 19, 1992) ~ 259 and Venzon will provide Its response to these proposals in Its 
n.603 or subsequent orders. response to the arl:iltration petition. 


UNEs § 14.3.3 


n.603 Or subsequent orders. 

14.3.3 The requesting Party may cancel a Network Element Bright House Comment:14.3.3 Bright House The re~~estiA~ Party may cancel a 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Bona Fide Request at any time, but shall pay the other Party's Network Element Bona Fide Request at any time, bui shall pay 
MATTERS reasonable and demonstrable costs of processing andlor See above. This language is phrased as though either party Verizon's tile elher Party's reasonable and demonstrable costs 
NEEDING implementing the Network Element Bona Fide Request up to the could have an obligation to provide access to UNEs. Only of processing and/or implementing the Network Element Bona 
CORRECll0N date of cancellation. Verizon does. Fide Request up to the date of cancellation. 
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Section Verizon Proposal 

UNEs § 14.3.4 14.3.4 Within ten (10) Business Days of its receipt, the receiving 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Party shall acknowledge receipt of the Network Element Bona 

MATTERS 
 Fide Request. 

NEEDING 

CORREC110N 


UNEs § 14.3.5 p.t'''n'';;n''~ circumstances, within thirty 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
 Element Bona Fide 

MATTERS 
 'ovide to the requesting 

NEEDING 
 a preliminary analysis of such Network Element Bona Fide 
CORREC110N Request. The preliminary analysis shall confirm that the 

receiving Party will offer access to the Network Element or will 
provide a detailed explanation that access to the Network 
Element is not technically feasible andlor that the request does 
not qualify as a Network Element that is required to be provided 
by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

UNES § 14.3.6 14.3.6 If the receiving Party determines that the Network 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Element Bona Fide Request is technically feasible and access to 
MATTERS the Network Element is required to be provided by the Federal 
NEEDING Unbundling Rules, it shall promptly proceed with developing the 
CORREC110N Network Element Bona Fide Request upon receipt of written 

authonzalion from the requesting Party. When ~ receives such 
authorization, the receiving Party shall promptly develop the 
requested services, determine their availability. calculate the 
applicable and establish installation intervals. Unless the 
Parties the Network Element requested must 
be priced in with Section 252(d)(1) of the Act. 

UNEs § 14.3.7 14.3.7 As soon as feasible, but not more than 
ISSUE 7: MISC, after its receipt of authorization to proceed with develooino 
MATTERS Network Element Bona Fide Request, the receiving 
NEEDING provide to the requesting Party a Network Element Bona 
CORREC110N Request quote which will include, at a minimum, a description of 

II the installation intervals, 
each Network Element, the availability, the applicable rates, and 

DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS - FLORIDA 

Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

14.3.4 Within ten (10) Business Days of its receipt, Verizon \he Bright House Comment: 
FeseiuiAg PaFiy shall acknowledge receipt of the Network 
Element Bona Fide Request. See above. This is phrased as 

. could have an provide access to 
Verizon does. 

Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

14.3.5 Except under extraordinary circumstances, within thirty Bright House Comment: 
(30) days of its receipt of a Network Element Bona Fide 
Request, Verizon IAe resei>:iRI:! Party shall provide to Bright See above. This language is phrased as though either party 
House IRe FeIlU9SliR!! PaRY a preliminary analysis of such could have an obligation to provide access to UNEs, Only 
Network Element Bona Fide Request. The preliminary analysis Verizon does. 
shall confirm that Verizon IAe feeei'liR!! Party will offer access to 
the Network Element or will provide a detailed explanation that Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
access to the Network Element is not technically feasible andlor response to the arbitration petition. 
that the request does not qualify as a Network Element that is 
required to be provided by the Federal Unbundling 

---------------- ....~ ..---.----~~----+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---! 
14.3.6 If Verizon IRe fEleeiviR!! PaRY determines that the Bright House Comment: 
Network Element Bona Fide Request is technically feasible and 
access to the Network Element is required to be provided by the See above. This language is phrased as 
Federal Unbundling Rules, it shall promptly proceed with could have an obligation to provide access to 
developing the Network Element Bona Fide Request upon Verizon does. 
receipt of written authorization from Bright House. \he 
re'l~esiiRg PaFiy When it receives such authorization, to these proposals in its 
IR8 resei>:iAg PaFiy shall promptly develop the 
servlGes, determine their availability, calculate a~ 
prices and establish installation intervals. Unless the 
otherwise agree, the Network Element requested must be priced 

Section 252(d)(1) 
---------~ 

Bright House Comment: 
receipt of authorization to proceed with developing 
Element Bona Fide Request, Verizon lile Fese.vinG 

soon as feasible, but not more than ninety (90) 

See above. This language is phrased as though either party 
,II provide to Bright House #le-re~lles!jng Party a could have an obligation to provide access to UNEs Only 
Element Bona Fide Request quote which will include, at Verizon does. 

a description of each Network Element. the 
the applicable rates, and the installation intervals. Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in 

response to the arlJitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanationsiComments 

UNEs § 14.3.8 14.3.8 Within thirty (30) days of its receipt of the Network 14.3.8 Within thirty (30) days of its receipt of the Network Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 7: MISC. Element Bona Fide Request quote, the requesting Party must Element Bona Fide Request quote, Bright House tM 
MATTERS erther confirm its order lor the Network Element Bona Fide re~wesliA§ Party must either conlirm its order for the Network See above. This language is phrased as though either party 
NEEDING Request pursuant to the Network Element Bona Fide Request Element Bona Fide Request pursuant to the Network Element could have an obligation to provide access to UNEs. Only 
CORRECnON quote or seek arbitration by the Commission pursuant to Section Bona Fide Request quote or seek arbitration by the Commission Verizon does, 

252 olthe Act. pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 
Venzon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration peution. 

UNEs § 19 19. Good Faith Performance 19. [Intentionally left blank) The deleted language is entirely inappropriate. II there are any 
ISSUE 1: NEED "Services offered under this Agreement" by Velizon that Verizon 
DEFINITIVE If and. to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of is not actually prepared to provide to Bright House, in Florida, as 
ICA this Ag reement, has not provided in the State 01 [State] a of the Effective Date, then Verizon needs to identify any such 

Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves the right "services" In advance ofentering Into the contract so that 
to negotiate in good faith with "'ClEe Acronym TEu, Bright House can determine whether Verizon's inabilrty to 
reasonable terms and conditions (including, without limitation, actually deliver its purported contractual offering is material to 
rates and implementation timeframes) lor such Service; and, if Bright House, and to negotiate appropriate subsmute 
the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions arrangements in advance. 
(including, without limitation, rates and implementation 
timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute Venzon is not willing to review the agreement pn'or to its 
resolution procedures. execution to identify which functions it might be called upon to 

perfonn under the agreement that it is not, in fact, prepared 10 
perfonn as of the effective date. Verizon does not believe that it 
should be required to do so. If the situation arises the parties 
can negotiate regarding it then. 
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DECISION POINT LIST - VERIZON-BRIGHT HOUSE 20091CA NEGOTIATIONS  FLORIDA 

Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

COLLOCATION ATTACHMENT 

Collocation, all 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

[no specific language] [no specific language] Bright House Comment: 

Bright House is currently collocaled in certain Verizon Cenlral 
Offices. The currenl (AT&T-GTE) agreement deals wilh 
colla calion in B single-spaced pages. Verizon's currenllemplale 
Iries to handle it in one paragraph. On Ihe olher hand, Ihe FCC 
has issued numerous rulings and specific rules regarding 
collocalion which did not exist when the AT&T-GTE agreemenl 
was ado pled. Brighl House believes Ihat it would be much more 
appropriale for a more delailed collocation section actually laying 
oul the relevant lerms and conditions. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

911 ATTACHMENT 

911 Attachment 
§ 1.2.3 
ISSUE 6: FAIR 
BUSINESS 
TERMS 

1.2.3 where Verizon maintains a Master Street Address Guide 
(MSAG) on behalf of Ihe Controlling 911 Authority, Verizon shall 
provide 10 "*CLEC Acronym TE*** a complele copy of such 
MSAG annually upon written request for each counly wilhin the 
LA TA(s) In the State of [State], where ***CLEC Acronym TE'" IS 
providing Telephone Exchange Service, provided Ihat Verizon is 
permitted to do so by Controlling 911 Authorily 

1.2.3 where Verizon maintains a Masler Sireel Address Guide 
(MSAG) on behalf of Ihe Conlrolling 911 Authority, Verizon shall 
provide to IGh€Gl Bright House a complete fully machine-
readable copy of such MSAG........aIly at no charge upon 
written requesl for each county within the LA TA(s) in the State of 
[StaIet Florida, where IGh€Gl Bright House is providing 
Telephone Exchange Service, provided Ihat Verizon is permitted 
10 do so by Conlrolling 911 Aulhority 

Bright House Comment: 

Brighl House must audit the accuracy of its 911 records and 
cannot reasonably be limited to annual efforts to do so. There is 
no basis for Verizon to Impose any charge on Bright House for 
access 10 this malerial. Verizon has indicaled Ihal Brighl House 
already has access 10 Ihe MSAG at no charge. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

911 Attachmenl, 
§2.2.1 
ISSUE 2: 
WHOLESALE 
CLEC 

. 

2.2.1 store ***CLEC Acronym TE*** end user data provided by 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** in the ALI Database; 

2.2.1 slore IGh€Gl Bright House End User eflfl..tIsef data 
provided by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in Ihe ALI Database; 

Bright House Comment: 

"End User" is now a defined lerm. This is a conforming change 
to reflect Ihal. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Notes/Explanations/CommentsBright House Response 

911 Attachment, 2.2.2 provide "'CLEC Acronym TE**< access to the ALI 2.2.2 provide {GkEG} Bright House access to the ALI Database Bright House Comment: 
§ 2.2.2 Database for the inilialloading and updating of "'CLEC for the initial loading and updating of {GkEG} Bright House End 
ISSUE 2: Acronym TE'" end user records in accordance with information =;:.:. records in accordance with information contained "End User" is now a defined term. This is a conforming change 
WHOLESALE contained in the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly to reflect that. Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as 
CLEC referred to as the Venzon wholesale website): and the Verizon wholesale website): and 

Venzon will provide its responSe to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

911 Attachment, 2.3.1 provide MSAG valid E-911 data for each of its end users 2.3.1 provide MSAG valid E-911 data for each of its End Users Bright House Comment: 
§ 2.3.1 for the initial loading of. and any and all updates to Ihe ALI ~ for the initial loading of, and any and all updates to the 
ISSUE 2: database; "End User" is now a defined term. This is a conforming change ALI database; 
WHOLESALE to reflect that. 
CLEC 


Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

response to the arbitration petition. 


911 Attachment, 2.3.2 utilize the appropriate Verizon electronic interface to Bright House Comment:2.3.2 u1ilize the appropriate Verizon electronic interface to 
§ 2.3.2 update E·911 data in the ALI Database related its end users update E·911 data in the ALI Database related its End Users 
ISSUE 2: (and all such database information in the AU Database shall "End User" is now a defined term. This is a conforming change ~ (and all such database information in ;Aj} 
WHOLESALE conform to Venzon standards, which are provided at the Venzon to reflect thatDatabase shall conform to Verizon standards, which are 
CLEC Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon provided at the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 

wholesale website)): Verizon wHi provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

referred to as the Verizon wholesale website)); 

911 Attachment, 2,3.3 use its company 10 on all end user records in accordance Bright House Comment:2,3.3 use ~s company 10 on all End User ~ records in 
§ 2.3.3 with NENA standards; accordance with NENA standards; 
ISSUE 2: "End User" is now a defined term. This is a conforming change 
WHOLESALE to reflect that. 
CLEC 

Venzon will its response to these proposals in its 
response to'the arbitration petition. 

L--, "",L-,,,, ---------
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

911 Attachment, 2.3.5 enter E-911 data inlo the ALI Dalabase in accordance with 2.3.5 enter E-911 dala inlo the ALI Database in accordance with Bright House Comment: 
§ 2.3.5 NENA standards for LNP. This includes, but is not limited to, NENA standards for LNP. This includes, but is not limiled to, 
ISSUE 2: using «<CLEC Acronym TE«<'s NENA 10 to lock and unlock using fGh€G!6} Bright House's NENA 10 to lock and unlock "End User" is now a defined term. This is a conforming change 
WHOLESALE records and the posting of Ihe "'CLEC Acronym TE«< NENA 10 records and the posting of the fGbEGj Bright House NENA 10 to reflect that. 
CLEC to the ALI Database record where such locking and unlocking to the ALI Database record where such locking and unlocking 

feature for E-911 records is available, or as defined by local fealure for E-911 records is available, or as defined by local As a practical matter it is important that Ihe parties comply with 
ISSUE 5: standards. "'CLEC Acronym TE«< is required to promptly standards. fGbEGj Bright House is required to promplly unlock NANC processes and intervals regarding locking and unlocking 
CUSTOMER unlock and migrate its E-911 records in accordance wilh NENA and migrate its E-911 records in accordance wilh NENA to ensure that records are updated in a limely manner. 
TRANSFER standards. In the event that "'CLEC Acronym TE«< slandards. In Ihe event that fGbEGj Bright House discontinues 
PROCESS discontinues providing Telephone Exchange Service to any of its providing Telephone Exchange Service to any of its End Users, Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

end users, it shall ensure that its E-911 records for such end ~ it shall ensure that its E-911 records for such End response to the arbitration petition. 
users are unlocked in accordance with NENA standards. Users efIEi...II5efs are unlocked in accordance with NENA-

standards. The Parties shall fullll comllill with all NANC 
guidelines regarding the I!rocesses for locking and 
unlocking E.g11 records and the intervals alll!licable to 
such I!rocesses. 

911 Attachment, 2.4 In the event «<CLEC Acronym TE«< uses an Agent 10 input 2.4 In the evenl fGbEGj Bright House uses an Agenllo input its Bright House Comment: 
§2.4 its end user's E-911 data 10 Ihe ALI Database Ihrough the End Users' ~ E-911 data to the ALI Dalabase Ihrough 
ISSUE 2: appropriale Verizon electronic interface, «<CLEC Acronym the appropriale Verizon electronic interface, fGbEGj Bright "End User" is now a defined term. This is a conforming change 
WHOLESALE TE«< shall provide a Letter of Authorization, in a form House shall provide a Letter of Authorization, in a form 10 reflect that. 
CLEC acceptable to Verizon, identifying and authorizing ils Agent. acceptable 10 Verizon, identifying and authorizing ils Agent. 

Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to the arbitration petition. 

911 Attachment, 3.1 <""CLEC Acronym TE""" may, in accordance with Applicable 3.1 Gb€Gt Bright House may, in accordance wilh Applicable Bright House Comment: 
§ 3.1 Law, interconnect to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Law, interconnect 10 Ihe Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
ISSUE 2: Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s). Office(s)/Selective Rouler(s) or Verizon interface point(s). Interconnection for 911 functionality needs to be keyed to the 
WHOLESALE Verizon shall designate interface poinl(s), e.g., digital cross Verizon shall designale inlerface point(s), e.g., digilal cross locations at which Bright House's inlerconnected VolP End 
CLEC connect systems (DCS), where «<CLEC Acronym TE«< may connect systems (DCS), where Gb€Gt Bright House may Users are located. 

interconnect with Verizon for the transmission and routing of interconnect wilh Verizon for the transmission and routing of 
911/E-911 Calls to all subtending PSAPs thai serve Ihe areas in 911/E-911 Calls 10 all sublending PSAPs thai serve Ihe areas in Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
which "'CLEC Acronym TE«< provides Telephone Exchange which Gb€Gt Bright House provides Telephone Exchange response to the arbitration petition. 
Services. Services andlor Bright House End Users obtain 

interconnected VolP service. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/ExplanationslC omments 

911 Attachmenl, 
§5 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

5. Good Faith Performance 

If and, to Ihe extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of 
this Agreement, has not provided in the State of [State] a 
Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves the right 
to negotiate in good faith with ***GLEG Acronym TE*** 
reasonable terms and condrtions (including, without limitation, 
rates and implementation timeframes) for such Service; and, if 
the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions 
(including, without limitation, rates and implementation 
timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute 
resolution procedures. 

5. (Intentionally left blank! Bright House Comment: 

The deleted language is entirely inappropriate. If there are any 
"Services offered under this Agreement" by Verizon that Verizon 
is not actually prepared to provide to Bright House, in Florida, as 
of the Effective Date, then Verizon needs to identify any such 
"services" in advance of entering into the contract so that 
Bright House can determine whether Verizon's inability to 
actually deliver its purported contractual offering is material to 
Bright House, and to negotiate appropriate substitute 
arrangements in advance. 

See discussion under General Terms § 18. 

Verizon is not willing to review the agreement prior to its 
execution to identify which functions it might be called upon to 
perform under the agreement that it is not, in fact, prepared to 
perform as of the effective date. Ven'zon does not believe that it 
should be required to do so. If the situation arises the parties 
can negotiate regarding it then. 

PRICING ATTACHMENT 

Pricing § 1.2 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

1.2 Except as stated in Section 2 or Section 3 of this 
Attachment, Gharges tor Services shall be as stated in this 
Section 1. 

1.2 nntentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 

This provision is part of a series of provisions at the beginning of 
the Pricing Attachment attempting to establish Verizon's tariffs 
as the standard for pricing under the agreement. Tariffs are 
legally entirely separate from the agreement and in general play 
no role in services provided under it. It is therefore necessary 
and appropriate to delete this provision, in the context of the 
other changes being made to the Pricing Attachment. 

Verizon believes that tariffed rates may be incorporated by 
reference and should control where they apply. Venion wif( 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbilration pelition. 
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Section 

Pricing § 1.3 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEF1NIllVE 
ICA 

Verizon Proposal 

1.3 The Charges for a Service shall be the Charges for the 
Service stated in the Providing Party's applicable Tariff. 

Bright House Response 

1.3 nntentionally left blank) 

NoteslExplanationslComments 

Bright House Comment: 

This provision creates ambiguity, confusion, and undermines the 
validity of the entire contract by confusing services provided 
under the contract with services provided under a tariff, and also 
by failing to specify the price (consideration) associaled with 
such services in any definite way. The fact that parties can 
modify their tariffs without notice to or input from the other party 
further undermines the validity of this approach. Tariffs are 
legally separate from the agreement and need to be kept so. 

If there are specific services to be provided under the agreement 
where Verizon would like to use an existing tariffed rate as the 
price, or, on a specific service basis, to incorporate by reference 
a tariffed rate, Bright House will consider such individual 
suggestions. But this general rule is unacceptable and legally 
suspect. 

Ven'zon believes that tariffed rates may be incorporated by 
reference and should control where they apply. Verizon will 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
amitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Pricing § 1.4 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

1.4 In the absence of Charges for a Service established 
pursuant to Section 1.3 of this Attachment, the Charges shall be 
as stated in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment. For rate 
elements provided in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment that 
do not include a Charge, either marked as "TBO" or otherwise, 
Verizon is developing such Charges and has not finished 
developing such Charges as of the Effective Date of this 
Agreement ("Effective Date"). When Verizon finishes developing 
such a Charge, Verizon shall notify ···CLEC Acronym TE··· in 
writing of such Charge in accordance with, and subject to, the 
notices provisions of this Agreement and thereafter shall bill 
···CLEC Acronym TE···, and ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay 
to Verizon, for Services provided under this Agreement on the 
Effective Date and thereafter in accordance with such Charge. 
Any notice provided by Verizon to ···CLEC Acronym TE'" 
pursuant to this Section 1.4 shall be deemed to be a part of 
Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment immediately after Verizon 
sends such notice to ···CLEC Acronym TE"· and thereafter. 

1.4 IR the al3seRse sl Charges for a Service estal3lishea 
~"rS"aRt ts ~eetisR 1.• al this IIttashA'leRt, the Chaf!!es shall be 
as stated in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment. Except to 
the extent expressly and specifically provided in this 
Pricing Attachment, any rate element, service. or activity for 
which no price is specified herein. but which is reguired to 
be provided under the tenns ofthis Agreement, shall be 
provided at no charge. it being agreed that the Parties 
numerous mutual obligations under this Agreement 
constitute full and complete compensation for such rate 
element!s!. service!sl or activity(ies). "ar rate eleA'leRts 
~ro"iaea iR A~~eRai* A al this PrisiR§ AttashA'leRt that aa RSt 
insl"ae a Char§e, either A'larkea as ''TBD'' ar atAerwise, VerizsR 
is ge· ..la~iR§ s"sh Char§es aRa has net ~nisheg ge"elsl'in§ 
s"sA Char§es as sl tha "'fleeti'" Dale sl this lI§r99A'l9nt 
("Bfesti'Je Date"). 'iVheR VerizaR liRishes aeYelel'in§ s"sh a 
Charge, Ve,iwR shall Retily (Cb"'G] iR w'itiR§ al s"sh Chaf!!e iR 
asssraaRse with, aRa s"l3jeet t9, the Ralises I'ra'/isians al tAis 
AgreeA'lent aRa thereafter shall 13 ill (Cb"'C] ami (Cb"'C] shall ~ay 
la Veriz9n, fa, Sep'ises I',a\'iaea "naer this II §reeA'lent eR the 
"'ffeeti"e Date ana thereafter in ass9,aaRse "'ith s"sh Chaf!!e. 
Any Ratise ~ro ...igea l3y VerizsR te (Cb"'G] ~"rs"aRI Ie this 
~eeti9n 1.4 shalll3e aeeA'lea Ie l3e a ~art el A~~eRai* II af this 
PrisiR§ AttashA'leRI iA'lA'leaialely afte, \/eri2:eR senas s"sh nelise 
Ie (Cb"'C] ana IAereafter. 

Bright House Comment: 

These changes are basic contractual "hygiene." Under this 
contract each party will be providing a variety of functions for the 
benefit of the other. Many will be chargeable, many will not. It is 
an invitation to endless disputes and confusion to fail to specify 
which items are chargeable and, for chargeable items, what the 
charge is. Bright House's proposed changes make clear that all 
charges are contained in the Pricing Attachment, and that things 
for which there is no specific charge stated are to be provided at 
no charge. 

Verizon believes that tariffed rates may be incorporated by 
reference and should control where they apply. Verizon will 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbitration petition. 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response NoteslExplanationslComments 

Pricing, § 1.5 Attachment 1<5 Except to the extent that Appendix A of this Pricing Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED applicable Tariff Attachment expresslv and specifically states that a particular 
DEFINIT1VE charge shall be as specified in a Party's tariff. no charge in language is exactly wrong< Interconnection 
ICA Appendix A of this pricing Attachment or any other contracts. One of the most basic 

when such new Charge(s) are the price for the service to be 
1mission or the FCC, approved bv the CommiSSion or 

provision of this Agreement shall be affected by any Tariff. 
rule must be that the prices for services 

or otherwise allowed to go into The CI'lafil9s ~eEi iA A Pf16Rsi* ... af IRis PriGiflg AllasRmaAI GRail under the contract are as stated in the contract< If 
Commission or the FCC (including. but not limited to< in a Tariff be a~lamaiisally sl,lperoodea ey aAY a""lisabla TaFi~ CRafiles, are particular ~ems that Verizon wants to tie to possibly 
that has been filed with the Commission or the FCC), provided The ChafilEls staled iR Afll"eAai* A at IRis Prisiflg AltaGhm9A! changing tariffed rates, Bright House will discuss those 
such new Charge(sl are nol subject to a stay issued by any alse GRail be awlGmatisally G~I"er&egeg ey aFlY Raw CRaF!ile(s) individually. 

court of competent jurisdiction< 
 wheA G~GR REI'N Gharge(s) are re~"iFaS toy any erda. ef Iha 

CommiesieR_the FCC, al',,,e,,es by IRa GemmissiGnor<tM Ven<zon believes that tariffed rates may be incorporated by 
FCC, 9f athef\"Jise a!lawed Ie !la iAta ~eGl by Ihe CornrnissiGfl reference and should control where they apply. Verizon will 
~ (iF!Gll,lsiA!j, bll! Rat limiteG la, iF! a Ta,ifUIlat~ provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
filed with the CammissisR SF tRe FCC), pr~l"iQeg SUch·fleW arbitration petition 
ChaF€le(s) are nat s~lljeGl 19 a stay issueG-by aR" ee~rt ef 
GampeteR! j~risdietiaA, 

Pricing, § 1.6 1,6 In the absence of Charges for a Service established 1<6 [lntentionallv left blank) Bright House Comment: 
ISSUE 1: NEED pursuant to Sections 1<3 through 1<5 of this Attachment, if 
DEFINIT1VE Charges for a Service are otherwise expressly provided for in This material is now covered in the sections above. Bright 
ICA this Agreement, such Charges shat! apply. House notes that it is inappropriate that prices specified in the 

contract would be the "last resort" of prices to apply to services 
provided under the contract. 

Verizon believes that tariffed rates 
reference and should control wlJere 

its response to 
petition 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/Explanations/Comments 

Pricing, § 1.7 
ISSUE 1: NEED 
DEFINITIVE 
ICA 

1.7 In the absence of Charges for a Service established 
pursuant to Sections 1.3 through 1.6 of this Attachment, the 
Charges for the Service shall be the Providing Party's FCC or 
Commission approved Charges. 

1.7 [Intentionally left blank] Bright House Comment: 

This language would create ambiguity regarding when services 
and functions provided under the agreement are chargeable and 
when they are not. A minimum requirement of good faith 
negotiations is that Verizan should be able to specify the 
~ems/functians for which it wants to charge. 

Verizon believes that tariffed rates may be incorporated by 
reference and should control where they apply. Verizon will 
provide its response to these proposals in its response to the 
arbitration petitiOn. 

-------------------

§ [wholesale discounts shall not apply to ... ] [wholesale discounts shall not apply to ... J Bright House Comment: 

ISSUE 7: MISC. 
MATTERS 
NEEDING 
CORRECTION 

2 1.5.2 Except as otherwise provided by Applicable Law, 
Exchange Access services 

2.1.5.2: Except as otherwise provided by Applicable Law. 
Exchange Access services, it being understood and agreed 19 
by: the Parties that the erovision of eoint-to-eoint "Seecial 
Access" services to End Users for eU!l!0ses of data 
transmission do not constitute "Exchange Access" services 
for this pureose; 

While FCC rules (47 C.F.R. § 51.605(b)) do indeed exclude 
"exchange access' services from the discounted resale 
obligation, that term is defined very specifically, with reference 10 
47 U.S.C. 153(t6), in a manner that does not include point-to
point access data circuits. 

Verizon does not agree that wholesale discounts apply to special 
access. 

EXHIBIT A TO § 3.1 (FIBER MeET TeRM SHEET) 

Fiber Meet, § 
2.1 
ISSUE 4: 
INTER· 
CONNECTION 
RIGHTS 

2.1 FM No. [XX] will be configured as shown on Exhibit A-l. FM 
No. [XX] will have two FMPs. Neither FMP is more than three 
(3) miles from the nearest Verizon Tandem or End Office. 

2.1 FM No. [XX] will be configured as shown on Exhibit A-1. FM 
No. (XX] will have two FMPs. ~,eiIRer FM~ is mor~ 
(.) miles from tAe Aearest "erizoR Tangem or EAa O#is9. 

Bright House Comment 

See discussion under Interconnection Attachment, § 3.1.2. 
There is no regulatory Or economic need to impose any generic 
limitation an how far a fiber meet might be from a Verizon central 
office. What matters in this regard is how much new fiber 
Verizon can reasonably be expected to deploy to establish a 
fiber meet. 

Verizon will provide its response to these proposals in its 
response to tMe aroitration petition 
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Notes/Explanations/CommentsSection Verizon Proposal Bright House Response 

Fiber Meet, § Bright House Comment: 2.2 Verizon will provision a Fiber Network Interface Device 
2.2 ("FNID") at [POLE XX, STREET YY, TOWN ZZ, STATE] and 
ISSUE 4: a clarification. Based on 
INTER

terminate L-J strands of its fiber optic cable in the FNID. The 
he language someWhat), we 

CONNECTION 
FNID provisioned by Verizon will be a [MANUFACTURER, 

agrees with this proposal. 
RIGHTS 

MODEL], Verizon will bear the cost of deploying its fiber to 
the FNIO, as well as the cost of installing and maintaining its 
FNID. The fiber patch panel within Verizon's FNID will serve as 
FMP No.1, Venzon will provide a fiber stub at the fiber patch 
panel in Verizon's FNID for [Gl~ Bright House to connect 
L-J strands of its fiber cable L-J connectors, Verizon's 
FNID will be locked, but Verizon and fGbEG1 Bright House will 
have 24 hour access to their respective side of the fiber patch 
panel located in Verizon's FNID. 

Bright House Comment: Fiber Meet, § 2.3 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" will provision a FNID at [POLE XX, 2.3 [Gl.eq Bright House will provision a FNID at [POLE XX, 
2.3 STREET YY, TOWN ZZ, STATE] and terminate L-J strands STREET YY, TOWN ZZ, STATE] and terminate L-J strands 
ISSUE 4: of its fiber optic cable in the FNID, The FNID provisioned by of rts fiber optic cable in the FNID, The FNID provisioned by See above, This language too was modified based on 
INTER "'CLEC Acronym TE'" will be a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL], fGbEG1 Bright House will be a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL]. negotiation. 
CONNECTION "'CLEC Acronym TE'" will bear the cost of installing and fGbEG1 Bright House will bear the cost of deploying its fiber 
RIGHTS maintaining its FNID. The fiber patch panel within "'CLEC to the FNIO, as well as the cost of installing and maintaining its Ven'zon will provide its response to these proposals in its 

Acronym TE""s FNID will serve as FMP NO.2, "'CLEC FNID. The fiber patch panel within IGL@:;'s} Bright House's response to the arbitration petition, 
Acronym TE'" will provide a fiber stub at the fiber patch panel in FNID will serve as FMP No. 2, (Gb€~ Bright House will 

"'CLEC Acronym TE""s FNID for Verizon to connect L-J provide a fiber stub at the fiber patch panel in fGh€G's} Bright 

strands of its fiber cable. "'CLEC Acronym TE""s FNID will be House's FNID for Verizon to connect L-J strands of its fiber 

locked, but "'CLEC Acronym TE'*' and Verizon will have 24 cable, fGh€G's} Bright House's FNID will be locked, but 

hour access to their respective side of the fiber patch panel fGbEG1 Bright House and Verizon will have 24 hour access to 

located in '''CLEC Acronym TE""s FNID, their respective side of the fiber patch panel located in fGbEG1 


Briqht House FNID, 

Bright House Comment: 
8,3 set forth in this document, at any time before or after it is used to set forth in this document, at any time before or after it is used to 
ISSUE 4: exchange traffic, the Party requesting the move or will e~change traffic, the Party requesting the move or change will 

Fiber Meet, § 8.3 If either Party proposes to move or change FM No, [XX) as 8.3 If either Party proposes to move or change FM No, [XX] as 

This simply clarifies that it is only the costs relating to the party
INTER compensate the other Party for that Party's reasonable compensate the other Party for that Party's reasonable actual initiated movelchange that the party is responsible for. Based 
CONNECTION incurred construction andlor imolementation incurred construction andlor implementation e~penses, __; on negotiations, we believe that Verizon has accepted this 
RIGHTS moves and proposal. 

must be 
from the move or change. Augments, moves and 
FM No. [XX] as set forth in this document must be 
agreed upon by the Parties in writing. Venzon 
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Section Verizon Proposal Bright House Response Notes/EKplanationslComments 

END OF BRIGHT HOUSE DPL 
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by and between 

BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS INFORMATION SERVICES (FLORIDA) LLC 


and 


VERIZON FLORIDA, LLC 


FOR THE STATE OF 


FLORIDA 
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[AMENDED. EXTENDED AND RESTATED] AGREEMENT] 

PREFACE 

This Agreement ("Agreement") shall be deemed effective as of ***Date DT*** (the "Effective 
Date"), between BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS INFORMATION SERVICES (FLORIDA) LLC 
("Bright House") a limited liability corporation organized under the laws of the Delaware, with 
offices at 12985 Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, Florida, 33637, and VERIZON FLORIDA, 
LLC ("Verizon"), a corporation organized under the laws of the ***Incorporation State
Commonwealth TXT*** of ***Incorporation State TXT*** with offices at ***Verizon Address 
TXT*** (Verizon and Bright House may be referred to hereinafter, each, individually as a "Party". 
and, collectively, as the "Parties"). 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

In consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, and intending to be legally 
bound, pursuant to Section 252 of the Act, Verizon and Bright House hereby agree as follows: 

1. 	 The Agreement 

1.1 	 This Agreement includes: (a) the Principal Document; and (b) an Order by a 
Party that has been accepted by the other Party. 

1.2 	 Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Principal Document (including. but 
not limited to, the Pricing Attachment), conflicts among provisions in the Principal 
Document and an Order by a Party that has been accepted by the other Party. 
shall be resolved in accordance with the following order of precedence, where 
the document identified in subsection "(a)" shall have the highest precedence: 
(a) the Principal Document; and, (b) an Order by a Party that has been accepted 
by the other Party. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prohibit a 
Party from purchasing a service under the terms of the other Party's Tariff. A 
Party's Order or request for a Service that is offered by the other Party both 
under this Agreement and under the other Party's Tariff shall be deemed to be an 
Order or request governed entirely by the terms of this Agreement, and not by 
any Tariff, unless such Order or request specifically states that it is an Order for a 
service under the other Party's Tariff. No terms of any Party's Tariff(s) shall 
apply to any Service provided or to be provided under this Agreement except to 
the extent that this Agreement expressly states that the terms of such Tariff 
apply. No Tariffed charge for any Service provided or to be provided under this 
Agreement shall apply except to the extent that this Agreement expressly states 
that such Tariffed charge(s) shall apply. 

1.3 	 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties on the 
subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous 
agreement, understanding, or representation, on the subject matter hereof. This 
Agreement is not intended to be, nor shall it be construed to create. a novation or 
accord and satisfaction with respect to any prior interconnection or resale 
agreements. All monetary obligations of the Parties to one another under any 
prior interconnection or resale agreements shall remain in full force and effect 
subject to the terms of such prior agreement. In connection with the foregoing, 
each Party expressly reserves all of its rights under the Bankruptcy Code and 
Applicable Law to seek or oppose any relief in respect of the assumption. 
assumption and assignment. or rejection of any interconnection or resale 
agreements between Verizon and Bright House. 
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1.4 	 Except as otherwise provided in the Principal Document, the Principal Document 
may not be waived or modified except by a written document that is signed by 
the Parties. Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, a Party shall have 
the right to add, mOdify, or withdraw, its Tariff(s) at any time, without the consent 
of, or notice to, the other Party. 

2. 	 Term and Termination 

2.1 This Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Date and, unless cancelled 
or terminated earlier in accordance with the terms hereof, shall continue in effect 
until April 30, 2015 (the "Initial Term"). Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue 
in force and effect unless and until cancelled or terminated as provided in this 
Agreement. 

2.2 	 Either Bright House or Verizon may terminate this Agreement effective upon the 
expiration of the Initial Term or effective upon any date after expiration of the 
Initial Term by providing written notice of termination at least ninety (90) days in 
advance of the date of termination. 

2.3 	 If either Bright House or Verizon provides notice of termination pursuant to 
Section 2.2 and on or before the proposed date of termination either Bright 
House or Verizon has requested negotiation of a new interconnection agreement. 
unless this Agreement is cancelled or terminated earlier in accordance with the 
terms hereof (including, but not limited to, pursuant to Section 12), this 
Agreement shall remain in effect until the earlier of: (a) the effective date of a 
new interconnection agreement between Bright House and Verizon; or, (b) the 
date one (1) year after the proposed date of termination, except that (c) if on the 
date one (1) year after the proposed date of termination, either Party has filed an 
arbitration proceeding at the Commission to establish a new agreement and such 
proceeding remains pending at the Commission, this Agreement shall remain in 
effect until the Commission, in such proceeding, establishes a new agreement. 

2.4 	 If either Bright House or Verizon provides notice of termination pursuant to 
Section 2.2 and by 11 :59 PM Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination 
neither Bright House nor Verizon has requested negotiation of a new 
interconnection agreement, (a) this Agreement will terminate at 11 :59 PM 
Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination, and (b) the Services being 
provided under this Agreement at the time of termination will be terminated, 
except to the extent that the Receiving Party has requested that functionally 
equivalent services continue to be provided pursuant to a Tariff or Statement of 
Generally Available Terms (SGAT). 

2.5 	 Other than termination for material default by the other Party as provided for in 
Section 12 hereof, or termination based on the other Party's abandonment of the 
Agreement, neither Party may terminate this Agreement with an effective date of 
termination earlier than the expiration of the Initial Term. For purposes of this 
section, "abandonment" means that for a period of sixty (60) continuous days, a 
Party has sent no traffic to and received no traffic from the other Party and has 
neither provided nor received any other Service under this Agreement. If a 
Party believes that the other Party has abandoned this Agreement. the Party may 
terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to the other Party. 

3. 	 Glossary and Attachments 

The Glossary and the following Attachments are a part of this Agreement: 

Additional Services Attachment 
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Interconnection Attachment 

Resale Attachment 

Procedures For Transferring Customers/End Users Between Verizon And Bright 
House 
Network Elements Attachment 

Collocation Attachment 

911 Attachment 

Pricing Attachme nt 

4. 	 Applicable Law 

4.1 	 The construction, interpretation and performance of this Agreement shall be 
governed by (a) the laws of the United States of America and (b) the laws of the 
State of Florida, without regard to its conflicts of laws rules. All disputes relating 
to this Agreement shall be resolved through the application of such laws. 

4.2 	 Each Party shall remain in compliance with Applicable Law in the course of 
performing this Agreement. 

4.3 	 Neither Party shall be liable for any delay or failure in performance by it that 
results from requirements of Applicable Law, or acts or failures to act of any 
governmental entity or official. 

4.4 	 Each Party shall promptly notify the other Party in writing of any governmental 
action that limits, suspends, cancels, withdraws, or otherwise materially affects, 
the notifying Party's ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement. 

4.5 	 If any provision of this Agreement shall be invalid or unenforceable under 
Applicable Law, such invalidity or unenforceability shall not invalidate or render 
unenforceable any other provision of this Agreement, and this Agreement shall 
be construed as if it did not contain such invalid or unenforceable provision; 
provided, that if the invalid or unenforceable provision is a material provision of 
this Agreement, or the invalidity or unenforceability materially affects the rights or 
obligations of a Party hereunder or the ability of a Party to perform any material 
provision of this Agreement, the Parties shall promptly renegotiate in good faith 
and amend in writing this Agreement in order to make such mutually acceptable 
revisions to this Agreement as may be required in order to conform the 
Agreement to Applicable Law. 

4.6 	 In the event of any Change in Applicable Law, the Parties shall promptly 
renegotiate in good faith and amend in writing this Agreement in order to make 
such mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement as may be required in 
order to conform the Agreement to Applicable Law. If within thirty (30) days of 
the effective date of such Change in Applicable Law, the Parties are unable to 
agree in writing upon mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement, either 
Party may pursue any remedies available to it under this Agreement, at law. in 
equity, or otherwise, including, but not limited to, instituting an appropriate 
proceeding before the CommiSSion, the FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction. 
without first pursuing dispute resolution in accordance with Section 14 of this 
Agreement. 

4.6.1 	 Notwithstanding Section 4.6 above. to the extent Verizon is required 
by a Change in Applicable Law to provide to Bright House a Service 
that is not offered under this Agreement to Bright House, but where 
the terms, conditions and prices for such Service (including. but not 
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limited to, the terms and conditions defining the Service and stating 
when and where the Service will be available and how it will be used, 
and terms, conditions and prices for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, repair, maintenance and billing) are provided in a Verizon 
Tariff, then the terms and conditions of such Tariff shall apply on an 
interim basis while the Parties negotiate permanent terms and 
conditions applicable to such Service, with any payments for such 
Service made pursuant to the terms of such Tariff subject to 
retroactive true-up to conform to the final terms and conditions. In the 
absence of a such a Tariff, the Parties shall mutually agree on 
applicable terms and conditions in a written amendment to the 
Agreement that, upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall 
negotiate in accordance with th e req uirements of Section 252 of the 
Act. In no event shall Verizon be required to provide any such Service 
in the absence of such a Verizon Tariff or amendment, except to the 
extent specifically required by Applicable Law. 

4.7 	 Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, if, as a result of any 
Change in Applicable Law, Verizon is no longer required by Applicable Law to 
provide any Service, payment or benefit. otherwise required to be provided to 
Bright House hereunder, then Verizon may discontinue the provision of any such 
Service, payment or benefit. Any retroactive liability from Bright House to 
Verizon with respect to any Service, payment or benefit provided by Verizon prior 
to such Change in Applicable Law shall be determined based on Applicable law. 
including the order, deCision or ruling that changed Applicable Law. Verizon will 
provide thirty (30) days prior written notice to Bright House of any such 
discontinuance of a Service, unless a different notice period or different 
conditions are specified in this Agreement (including, but not limited to, in the 
Networks Element Attachment), or by Applicable Law for termination of such 
Service, or in cases where a commercially reasonable process for the 
discontinuance of such Service reasonably requires a longer notice period prior 
to termination, in which event such period and/or conditions shall apply. For the 
avoidance of any doubt, this Section 4.7 is self-effectuating and no amendment 
to this Agreement shall be required to implement it. 

5. 	 Assignment 

Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any right or interest under this Agreement, 
nor delegate any obligation under this Agreement, without the prior written consent of the 
other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 
Any attempted assignment or delegation in violation of th is Section 5 shall be void and 
ineffective and constitute default of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, either 
Party may assign this Agreement upon written notice to the other Party, as provided for in 
Section 29, to an Affiliate of that Party as part of a corporate or similar reorganization or 
refinancing. 

6. 	 [Intentionally Left Blank] 

6.1 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.2 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.4 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.5 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 
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6.6 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.7 	 [Intentionally Left Blank] .. 

6.8 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.9 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

7. 	 Audits 

7.1 Except as may be otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, either Party 
("Auditing Party") may audit the other Party's ("Audited Party") books, records, 
documents, facilities and systems for the purpose of evaluating the accuracy of 
the Audited Party's bills. Such audits may be performed once in each Calendar 
Year; provided, however, that audits may be conducted more frequently (but no 
more frequently than once in each Calendar Quarter) if the immediately 
preceding audit found previously uncorrected net inaccuracies in billing in favor 
of the Audited Party having an aggregate value of at least $1 ,000,000, 

7.2 	 The audit shall be performed by independent certified public accountants, 
assisted by such other persons with specialized knowledge or expertise as such 
accountants reasonably deem necessary, selected and paid by the Auditing 
Party. The accountants shall be reasonably acceptable to the Audited Party, 
Prior to commencing the audit, the accountants shall execute an agreement with 
the Audited Party in a form reasonably acceptable to the Audited Party that 
protects the confidentiality of the information disclosed by the Audited Party to 
the accountants. The audit shall take place at a time and place agreed upon by 
the Parties; provided, that, except in exigent circumstances, the Auditing Party 
shall require that the audit commence no earlier than sixty (60) days and no later 
than ninety (90) days after the Auditing Party has given notice of the audit to the 
Audited Party. 

7.3 	 Each Party shall cooperate fully in any such audit, providing reasonable access 
to any and all employees, books, records, documents, facilities and systems, 
reasonably necessary to assess the accuracy of the Audited Party's bills, 

7.4 	 Audits shall be performed at the Auditing Party's expense, provided that there 
shall be no charge for reasonable access to the Audited Party's employees, 
books, records, documents, facilities and systems necessary to assess the 
accuracy of the Audited Party's bills. 

8. 	 Authorization 

8.1 	 Verizon represents and warrants that it is a corporation duly organized, validly 
existing and in good standing under the laws of the ***Incorporation State
Commonwealth TXT"" of "**Incorporation State TXT"*" and has full power and 
authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations 
under this Agreement. 

8.2 	 Bright House represents and warrants that it is a corporation duly organized, 
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, 
and has full power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to 
perform its obligations under this Agreement. 
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8.3 	 Bright House Certification. 

Bright House represents and warrants that it has obtained such FCC and 
Commission authorization as may be required by Applicable Law for conducting 
business in the State of Florida. 

8.4 	 [Intentionally Left Blank). 

9. 	 Billing and Payment; Disputed Amounts 

9.1 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each Party shall submit to the 
other Party on a monthly basis in an itemized form, statement(s) of charges 
incurred by the other Party under this Agreement. 

9.2 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement. payment of amounts billed for 
Services provided under this Agreement, whether billed on a monthly basis or as 
otherwise provided in this Agreement, shall be due, in immediately available U.S. 
funds, on the later of the following dates (the "Due Date"): (a) the due date 
specified on the billing Party's statement; or (b) thirty (30) days after the date the 
statement is received by the billed Party. Payments shall be transmitted by 
electronic funds transfer. 

9.3 	 If any portion of an amount billed by a Party under this Agreement is subject to a 
good faith dispute between the Parties, the billed Party shall give notice to the 
billing Party of the amounts it disputes ("Disputed Amounts") and include in such 
notice an explanation in a commercially reasonable level of detail, considering 
the circumstances, of the reasons for disputing each item. A Party may also 
dispute prospectively with a single notice a class of charges that it disputes. 
Notice of a dispute may be given by a Party at any time, either before or after an 
amount is paid, and a Party's payment of an amount shall not constitute a waiver 
of such Party's right to subsequently dispute its obligation to pay such amount or 
to seek a refund of any amount paid. The billed Party shall pay by the Due Date 
all undisputed amounts. Billing disputes shall be subject to the terms of Section 
14, Dispute Resolution. 

9.4 	 Charges due to the billing Party that are not paid by the Due Date, shall be 
subject to a late payment charge. The late payment charge shall be in an 
amount specified by the billing Party which shall not exceed a rate of one-and
one-half percent (1.5%) of the overdue amount (including any unpaid previously 
billed late payment charges) per month. 

9.5 	 Although it is the intent of both Parties to submit timely statements of charges, 
failure by either Party to present statements to the other Party in a timely manner 
shall not constitute a breach or default, or a waiver of the right to payment of the 
incurred charges, by the billing Party under this Agreement, and, except for 
assertion of a provision of Applicable Law that limits the period in which a suit or 
other proceeding can be brought before a court or other governmental entity of 
appropriate jurisdiction to collect amounts due, the billed Party shall not be 
entitled to dispute the billing Party's statement(s) based on the billing Party's 
failure to submit them in a timely fashion. Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is 
expressly agreed that (a) neither Party may submit a bill to the other Party for 
any Service hereunder more than one (1) year after the Service was provided, it 
being expressly agreed that any right to bill or collect any payment for Services 
not billed within one year of their being rendered is irrevocably waived, and (b) 
neither Party may dispute any charges on any bill more than one (1) year after 
such bill is received, irrespective of the merits of the dispute, it being expressly 
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agreed that any right to dispute any bill more than one (1) year after such bill is 
received, is irrevocably waived. 

10. 	 Confidentiality 

10.1 	 As used in this Section 10, "Confidential Information" means the following 
information that is disclosed by one Party ("Disclosing Party") to the other Party 
("Recipient Party") in connection with, or anticipation of, this Agreement: 

10.1.1 	 Books, records, documents and other information disclosed in an audit 
pursuant to Section 7; 

10.1.2 	 Any forecasting information provided pursuant to this Agreement; 

10.1.3 	 Customer Information (except to the extent that (a) the Customer 
information is published in a directory, (b) the CUstomer information is 
disclosed through or in the course of furnishing a Telecommunications 
Service, such as directory assistance, operator service, Caller 10 or 
similar service, or L1DB service, or (c) the Customer to whom the 
Customer Information is related has authorized the Recipient Party to 
use and/or disclose the Customer Information); 

10.1.4 	 information related to specific facilities or eqUipment (including, but not 
limited to, cable and pair information); 

10.1.5 	 any information that is in written, graphic, electromagnetic, or other 
tangible form, and marked at the time of disclosure as "Confidential" or 
"Proprietary"; 

10.1.6 	 any information regarding or contained in any Orders placed by a Party, 
including information relating to specific Customers who are choosing to obtain 
any goods, services, arrangements, or facilities from a Party, the dates on 
which Customer(s) will cease taking service from one Party and/or begin 
taking service from another Party, until and unless it becomes publicly known 
that such specific Customers have already begun to receive such goods, 
services, arrangements, and/or facilities; and 

10.1.7 	 any information that is communicated orally or visually and declared to 
the Recipient Party at the time of disclosure, and by written notice with 
a statement of the information given to the Recipient Party within ten 
(10) days after disclosure, to be "Confidential" or "Proprietary". 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a Party shall have the 
right to refuse to accept receipt of information which the other Party has identified 
as Confidential I nformation pursuant to Sections 10.1.5 or 10.1.7. 

10.2 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, the Recipient Party shall: 

10.2.1 	 use the Confidential Information received from the Disclosing Party 
only in performance of this Agreement, including, without limitation, 
preventing the Recipient Party's retail or sales operations from 
learning any information provided by the Disclosing Party to the 
ReCipient Party's wholesale operations; and 

10.2.2 	 using the same degree of care that it uses with similar confidential 
informatiEln of its own (but in no case a degree of care that is less than 
commercially reasonable), hold Confidential Information received from 
the Disclosing Party in confidence and restrict disclosure of the 
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Confidential Information solely to those of the Recipient Party's 
Affiliates and the directors, officers, employees, Agents and 
contractors of the Recipient Party and the Recipient P arty's Affiliates, 
that have a need to receive such Confidential Information in order to 
perform the Recipient Party's obligations under this Agreement. The 
Recipient Party's Affiliates and the directors, officers, employees, 
Agents and contractors of the Recipient Party and the Recipient 
Party's Affiliates, shall be required by the Recipient Party to comply 
with the provisions of this Section 10 in the same manner as the 
Recipient Party. The Recipient Party shall be liable for any failure of 
the Recipient Party's Affiliates or the directors, officers, employees, 
Agents or contractors of the Recipient Party or the ReCipient Party's 
Affiliates. to comply with the provisions of this Section 10. 

10.3 	 The Recipient Party shall return or destroy all Confidential Information received 
from the Disclosing Party. including any copies made by the Recipient Party. 
within thirty (30) days after a written request by the Disclosing Party is delivered 
to the Recipient Party, except for (a) Confidential Information that the Recipient 
Party reasonably requires to perform its obligations under this Agreement, and 
(b) one copy for archival purposes only. 

10.4 	 Unless otherwise agreed, the obligations of Sections 10.2 and 10.3 do not apply 
to information that: 

10.4.1 	 was, at the time of receipt. already in the possession of or known to 
the Recipient Party free of any obligation of confidentiality and 
restriction on use; 

10.4.2 	 is or becomes publicly available or known through no wrongful act of 
the Recipient Party, the Recipient Party's Affiliates, or the directors, 
officers, employees, Agents or contractors of the Recipient Party or 
the Recipient Party's Affiliates; 

10.4.3 	 is rightfully received from a third person having no direct or indirect 
obligation of confidentiality or restriction on use to the Disclosing Party 
with respect to such information; 

10.4.4 	 is independently developed by the Recipient Party; 

10.4.5 	 is approved for disclosure or use by written authorization of the 
Disclosing Party (including, but not limited to, in this Agreement): or 

10.4.6 	 is required to be disclosed by the Recipient Party pursuant to 
Applicable Law, provided that the Recipient Party shall have made 
commercially reasonable efforts to give adequate notice of the 
requirement to the Disclosing Party in order to enable the Disclosing 
Party to seek protective arrangements. 

10.5 	 Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 10.1 through 10.4, the Recipient Party 
may use and disclose Confidential Information received from the Disclosing Party 
to the extent necessary to enforce the Recipient Party's rights under this 
Agreement or Applicable Law. In making any such disclosure, the Recipient 
Party shall make reasonable efforts to preserve the confidentiality and restrict the 
use of the Confidential Information while it is in the possession of any person to 
whom it is disclosed, including, but not limited to, by requesting any 
governmental entity to whom the Confidential Information is disclosed to treat it 
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as confidential and restrict its use to purposes related to the proceeding pending 
before it. 

10.6 	 The Disclosing Party shall retain all of the Disclosing Party's right. title and 
interest in any Confidential Information disclosed by the Disclosing Party to the 
Recipient Party. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no 
license is granted by this Agreement with respect to any Confidential Information 
(including. but not limited to, under any patent. trademark or copyright). nor is 
any such license to be implied solely by virtue of the disclosure of Confidential 
Information. 

10.7 	 The provisions of this Section 10 shall be in addition to and not in derogation of 
any provisions of Applicable Law, including, but not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, 
and are not intended to constitute a waiver by a Party of any right with regard to 
the use, or protection of the confidentiality of carrier proprietary information or 
CPNI provided by Applicable Law. 

10.8 	 Each Party's obligations under this Section 10 shall survive expiration, 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

11. 	 Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. 

12. 	 Default 

(a) Default is defined as (a) a Party's material breach of any material term or condition of 
this Agreement; or (b) any other event specifically identified as a Default in this 
Agreement. 

(b) In the event of Default, including without limitation non-payment of undisputed 
amounts due under the terms of Section 9 of this Agreement. the non-defaulting Party 
may suspend its performance under this Agreement or may terminate this Agreement, in 
whole or in part, when: (i) the non-defaulting Party provides written Notice of the Default 
under the terms of Section 29. which written notice shall reasonably set forth the nature 
of the Default and shall indicate a specific term or condition of this Agreement that 
constitutes the grounds for the Default; and (ii) the defaulting Party does not, within a 
commercially reasonable period in light of the nature of the claimed default, but in no 
event less than thirty (30) days after receiving written notice of the Default under Section 
29. either: (i) remedy the Default or (ii) dispute, in writing and in a commercially 
reasonable level of detail, the assertion that it is in Default, under the dispute resolution 
provisions of Section 14 of this Agreement. A non-defaulting Party may not suspend 
performance under this Agreement or terminate this Agreement with respect to a claimed 
Default that is being resolved subject to the dispute resolution provisions of Section 14 of 
this Agreement. 

(c) In the event that a non-defaulting Party chooses to terminate this Agreement, in whole 
or in part, the Parties shall take commercially reasonable efforts to minimize the impact of 
such termination on the defaulting Party's End Users and/or Customers. 

13. 	 Discontinuance of Service 

13.1 	 If a Party proposes to discontinue, or actually discontinues, its provision of 
service to all or substantially all of its Customers, whether voluntarily, as a result 
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of bankruptcy. or for any other reason. that Party shall comply with all Applicable 
Law regarding such discontinuance. 

13.2 	 [intentionally left blank] 

13.3 	 [intentionally left blank] 

13.4 	 [intentionally left blank] 

14. 	 Dispute Resolution 

14.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement. any dispute between the Parties 
regarding the interpretation or enforcement of this Agreement or any of its terms 
shall be addressed by good faith negotiation between the Parties. To initiate 
such negotiation, a Party must provide to the other Party written notice of the 
dispute that includes (a) a description in commercially reasonable detail, 
considering the circumstances, of the dispute or alleged nonperformance and (b) 
the name of an individual who will serve as the initiating Party's representative in 
the negotiation. The other Party shall have ten Business Days to designate its 
own representative in the negotiation. The Parties' representatives shall meet at 
least once within 45 days after the date of the initiating Party's written notice in 
an attempt to reach a good faith resolution of the dispute. Upon mutual 
agreement, the Parties' representatives may utilize other alternative dispute 
resolution procedures such as private mediation to assist in the negotiations. 

14.2 	 If the Parties have been unable to resolve the dispute within 45 days of the date 
of the initiating Party's written notice, either Party may pursue any remedies 
available to it under this Agreement, at law. in equity, or otherwise, including. but 
not limited to, instituting an appropriate proceeding before the Commission, the 
FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction. 

15. 	 Force Majeure 

15.1 	 Neither Party shall be responsible for any delay or failure in performance which 
results from causes beyond its reasonable control ("Force Majeure Events"), 
whether or not foreseeable by such Party. Such Force Majeure Events include, 
but are not limited to, adverse weather conditions, flood, fire, explosion, 
earthquake, volcanic action, power failure, embargo, boycott, war, revolution, civil 
commotion, act of public enemies, labor unrest (including, but not limited to, 
strikes, work stoppages, slowdowns, picketing or boycotts), inability to obtain 
equipment, parts, software or repairs thereof, acts or omissions of the other 
Party, and acts of God. 

15.2 	 If a Force Majeure Event occurs, the non-performing Party shall give prompt 
notification of its inability to perform to the other Party. During the period that the 
non-performing Party is unable to perform, the other Party shall also be excused 
from performance of its obligations to the extent such obligations are reciprocal 
to, or depend upon, the performance of the non-performing Party that has been 
prevented by the Force Majeure Event. The non-performing Party shall use 
commerCially reasonable efforts to avoid or remove the cause(s) of its non
performance and both Parties shall proceed to perform once the cause(s) are 
removed or cease. 

15.3 	 Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 15.1 and 15.2, in no case shall a 
Force Majeure Event excuse either Party from an obligation to pay money as 
required by this Agreement. 
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15.4 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall require the non-performing Party to settle any 
labor dispute except as the non-performing Party, in its sole discretion, 
determines appropriate. 

16. . Forecasts 

In addition to any other forecasts required by this Agreement, upon reasonable request 
by Verizon, Bright House shall provide to Verizon reasonable, nonbinding forecasts 
regarding the Services that Bright House expects to obtain from Verizon, including, but 
not limited to, reasonable, nonbinding forecasts regarding the types and volumes of 
Services that Bright House expects to obtain and the locations where such Services will 
be obtained, 

17. 	 Fraud 

Each Party assumes responsibility for all fraud committed by means of services provided 
by that Party to its Customers and/or through that Party's accounts, A Party shall bear no 
responsibility for, and shall have no obligation to investigate or make adjustments to the 
other Party's account in cases of, fraud by the other Party's Customers or other third 
parties, 

18. 	 Good Faith Performance 

The Parties shall act in good faith in their performance of this Agreement. Except as 
otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement (including, but not limited to, where 
consent, approval, agreement or a similar action is stated to be within a Party's sole 
discretion), where consent, approval, mutual agreement or a similar action is required by 
any provision of this Agreement. such action shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed. 

19. 	 Headings 

The headings used in this Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and 
are not intended to be a part of or to affect the meaning of this Agreement. 

20. 	 Indemnification 

20.1 	 Each Party ("Indemnifying Party") shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the 
other Party ("Indemnified Party"), the Indemnified Party's Affiliates, and the 
directors, officers and employees of the Indemnified Party and the Indemnified 
Party's Affiliates, from and against any and all Claims that arise out of bodily 
injury to or death of any person, or damage to, or destruction or loss of, tangible 
real and/or personal property of any person, to the extent such injury, death, 
damage, destruction or loss, was proximately caused by the grossly negligent or 
intentionally wrongful acts or omissions of the Indemnifying Party, the 
Indemnifying Party's Affiliates, or the directors, officers, employees, Agents or 
contractors (excluding the Indemnified Party) of the Indemnifying Party or the 
Indemnifying Party's Affiliates, in connection with this Agreement. 

20,2 	 Indemnification Process. 

20.2.1 	 As used in this Section 20, "Indemnified Person" means a person 
whom an Indemnifying Party is obligated to indemnify, defend and/or 
hold harmless under Section 20,1, 

20,2,2 	 An Indemnifying Party's obligations under Section 20.1 shall be 
conditioned upon the following: 
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20.2.3 

20.2.4 

20.2.5 

20.2.6 

20.2.7 

20.2.8 

20.2.9 

Bright HouseNerizon Arbitration 

The Indemnified Person: (a) shall give the Indemnifying Party notice 
of the Claim promptly after becoming aware thereof (including a 
statement of facts known to the Indemnified Person related to the 
Claim and an estimate of the amount thereof); (b) prior to taking any 
material action with respect to a Third Party Claim, shall consult with 
the Indemnifying Party as to the procedure to be followed in defending, 
settling, or compromising the Claim; (c) shall not consent to any 
settlement or compromise of a Third Party Claim without the written 
consent of the Indemnifying Party; (d) shall permit the Indemnifying 
Party to assume the defense of a Third Party Claim (including, except 
as provided below, the compromise or settlement thereof) at the 
Indemnifying Party's own cost and expense, provided, however, that 
the Indemnified Person shall have the right to approve the 
Indemnifying Party's choice of legal counsel. 

If the Indemnified Person fails to comply with Section 20.2.3 with 
respect to a Claim, to the extent such failure shall have a material 
adverse effect upon the Indemnifying Party, the Indemnifying Party 
shall be relieved of its obligation to indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless the Indemnified Person with respect to such Claim under this 
Agreement. 

Subject to 20.2.6 and 20.2.7, below, the Indemnifying Party shall have 
the authority to defend and settle any Third Party Claim. 

With respect to any Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Person shall be 
entitled to participate with the I ndemnifying Party in the defense of the 
Claim if the Claim requests equitable relief or other relief that could 
affect the rights of the Indemnified Person. In so participating, the 
Indemnified Person shall be entitled to employ separate counsel for 
the defense at the Indemnified Person's expense. The Indemnified 
Person shall also be entitled to participate, at its own expense, in the 
defense of any Claim, as to any portion of the Claim as to which it is 
not entitled to be indemnified, defended and held harmless by the 
Indemnifying Party. 

In no event shall the Indemnifying Party settle a Third Party Claim or 
consent to any judgment with regard to a Third Party Claim without the 
prior written consent of the Indemnified Party, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. In the event the 
settlement or jUQgment requires a contribution from or affects the 
rights of an Indemnified Person, the Indemnified Person shall have the 
right to refuse such settlement or judgment with respect to itself and, 
at its own cost and expense, take over the defense against the Third 
Party Claim, provided that in such event the Indemnifying Party shall 
not be responsible for, nor shall it be obligated to indemnify or hold 
harmless the Indemnified Person against, the Third Party Claim for 
any amount in excess of such refused settlement or judgment. 

The Indemnified Person shall, in all cases, assert any and all 
provisions in applicable Tariffs and Customer contracts that limit 
liability to third persons as a bar to, or limitation on, any recovery by a 
third-person claimant. 

The Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Person Shall offer each 
other all reasonable cooperation and assistance in the defense of any 
Third Party Claim. 
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20.3 	 In light of the indemnification provided for in this Section 20, each Party agrees 
that it will not implead or bring any action against the other Party, the other 
Party's Affiliates, or any of the directors, officers or employees of the other Party 
or the other Party's Affiliates, based on any claim by any person for personal 
injury or death that occurs in the course or scope of employment of such person 
by the other Party or the other Party's Affiliate and that arises out of performance 
of this Agreement. 

20.4 	 Each Party's obligations under this Section 20 shall survive expiration, 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

21. 	 Insurance 

21.1 	 Each Party (the "Insuring Party") shall maintain during the term of this 
Agreement and for a period of two years thereafter all insurance required to 
satisfy its obligations under this Agreement (including, but not limited to, its 
obligations set forth in Section 20 hereof) and all insurance required by 
Applicable Law. The insurance shall be obtained from an insurer having an AM. 
Best insurance rating of at least A-, financial size category VII or greater. At a 
minimum and without limiting the foregoing undertaking, the Insuring Party shall 
maintain the following insurance: 

21.1.1 	 Commercial General Liability Insurance, on an occurrence basis, 
including but not limited to, premises-operations, broad form property 
damage, products/completed operations, contractual liability, 
independent contractors, and personal injury, with limits of at least 
$2,000,000 combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.2 	 Commercial Motor Vehicle Liability Insurance covering all owned, 
hired and non-owned vehicles, with limits of at least $2,000,000 
combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.3 	 Excess Liability Insurance, in the umbrella form, with limits of at least 
$10,000,000 combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.4 	 Worker's Compensation Insurance as required by Applicable Law and 
Employer's Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $2,000,000 
per occurrence. 

21.1.5 	 For Bright House, all risk property insurance on a full replacement cost 
basis for all of Bright House's real and personal property located at 
any Collocation site or otherwise located on or in any Verizon 
premises (whether owned, leased or otherwise occupied by Verizon), 
facility, equipment or right-of-way. 

21.2 	 Any deductibles, self-insured retentions or loss limits ("Retentions") for the 
foregoing insurance must be disclosed on the certificates of insurance to be 
provided to the non-Insuring Party pursuant to Sections 21.4 and 21.5, and the 
non-Insuring Party reserves the right to reject any such Retentions in its 
reasonable discretion. All Retentions shall be the responsibility of the Insuring 
Party, 

21.3 	 The Insuring Party shall name the other Party and the other Party's Affiliates as 
additional insureds on the foregoing liability insurance, 

21.4 	 The Insuring Party shall, within two (2) weeks of the Effective Date hereof at the 
time of each renewal of, or material change in, the Insuring Party's insurance 
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policies, and at such other times as the other Party may reasonably specify, 
furnish certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance reasonably 
acceptable to the other Party. In the case of Bright House as Insuring Party, the 
certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance shall be sent to: Director
Negotiations, Verizon Partner Solutions, 600 Hidden Ridge, HQEWMNOTICES, 
Irving, TX 75038. In the case of Verizon as Insuring Party, the certificates or 
other proof of the foregoing insurance shall be sent to: [specify address] 

21.5 	 The Insuring Party shall require its contractors, if any, that may enter upon the 
premises or access the facilities or equipment of the other Party or the other 
Party's affiliates to maintain insurance in accordance with Sections 21.1 through 
21.3 and, if requested, to furnish the other Party certificates or other adequate 
proof of such insurance reasonably acceptable to the other Party in accordance 
with Section 21.4. 

21.6 	 Failure of a Party or its contractors to maintain insurance and provide certificates 
of insurance as required in Sections 21.1 through 21.5, above, shall be deemed 
a material breach of this Agreement. 

21.7 	 Certificates furnished by Bright House or Bright House's contractors shall contain 
a clause stating: "***Verizon Company Full Name 1 TXT*** shall be notified in 
writing at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation of, or any material change in, 
the insurance." Certificates furnished by Verizon or Verizon's contractors shall 
contain a clause stating: "Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida) 
LLC shall be notified in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation of, or 
any material change in, the insurance." 

22. 	 Intellectual Property 

22.1 	 Except as expressly stated in this Agreement, this Agreement shall not be 
construed as granting a license with respect to any patent, copyright, trade 
name, trademark, service mark, trade secret or any other intellectual property, 
now or hereafter owned, controlled or licensable by either Party. Except as 
expressly stated in this Agreement, neither Party may use any patent, 
copyrightable materials, trademark, trade name, trade secret or other intellectual 
property right, of the other Party except in accordance with the terms of a 
separate license agreement between the Parties granting such rights. 

22.2 	 Except as stated in Section 22.4, neither Party shall have any obligation to 
defend, indemnify or hold harmless, or acquire any license or right for the benefit 
of, or owe any other obligation or have any liability to, the other Party or its 
Affiliates or Customers based on or ariSing from any Third Party Claim alleging or 
asserting that the provision or use of any service, facility, arrangement, or 
software by either Party under this Agreement, or the performance of any service 
or method, either alone or in combination with the other Party, constitutes direct, 
vicarious or contributory infringement or inducement to infringe, or misuse or 
misappropriation of any patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret, or any other 
proprietary or intellectual property right of any Party or third person. Each Party, 
however, shall offer to the other reasonable cooperation and assistance in the 
defense of any such claim. 

22.3 	 NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE 
PARTIES AGREE THAT NEITHER PARTY HAS MADE, AND THAT THERE 
DOES NOT EXIST, ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THAT THE 
USE BY EACH PARTY OF THE OTHER'S SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT GIVE RISE TO A CLAIM OF INFRINGEMENT, 
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MISUSE, OR MISAPPROPRIATION OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
RIGHT. 

22.4 	 Each Party agrees that the Services provided by the other Party hereunder shall 
be subject to the terms, conditions and restrictions contained in any applicable 
agreements (including, but not limited to software or other intellectual property 
license agreements) between the other Party and the other Party's vendors. 
Each Party agrees to advise the other Party, directly orthrough a third party, of 
any such terms, conditions or restrictions that may limit any use by the other 
Party of a Service provided by a Party that is otherwise permitted by this 
Agreement. At a Party's written request, to the extent required by Applicable 
Law, the other Party will use its best efforts, as commercially practicable, to 
obtain intellectual property rights from its vendor to allow the Party to use the 
Service in the same manner as the other Party that are coextensive with the 
other Party's intellectual property rights, on terms and conditions that are equal in 
quality to the terms and conditions under which the Party has obtained its 
intellectual property rights. The other Party shall reimburse the Party for the cost 
of obtaining such rights. 

23. 	 Joint Work Product 

This Agreement is the joint work product of the Parties, has been negotiated by the 
Parties, and shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its terms. In the event of any 
ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against either Party. 

24. 	 Law Enforcement 

24.1 	 Each Party may cooperate with law enforcement authorities and national security 
authorities to the full extent required or permitted by Applicable Law in matters 
related to Services provided by it under this Agreement, including, but not limited 
to, the production of records, the establishment of new lines or the installation of 
new services on an existing line in order to support law enforcement and/or 
national security operations, and, the installation of wiretaps, trap-and-trace 
facilities and equipment, and dialed number recording facilities and equipment. 

24.2 	 A Party shall not have the obligation to inform the other Party or the Customers 
of the other Party of actions taken in cooperating with law enforcement or 
national security authorities, except to the extent required by Applicable Law. 

24.3 	 Where a law enforcement or national security request relates to the 
establishment of lines (including, but not limited to, lines established to support 
interception of communications on other lines), or the installation of other 
services, facilities or arrangements, a Party may act to prevent the other Party 
from obtaining access to information concerning such lines, services, facilities 
and arrangements, through operations support system interfaces. 

25. 	 Liability 

25.1 	 As used in this Section 25, "Service Failure" means a failure to comply with a 
direction to install, restore or terminate Services under this Agreement, a failure 
to provide Services under this Agreement, and failures, mistakes, omissions, 
interruptions, delays, errors, defects or the like, occurring in the course of the 
provision of any Services under this Agreement. 

25.2 	 Except as otherwise stated in Section 25.5, the liability, if any, of a Party, a 
Party's Affiliates, and the directors, officers and employees of a Party and a 
Party's Affiliates, to the other Party, the other Party's Customers, and to any 
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other person, for Claims arising out of a Service Failure shall not exceed an 
amount equal to the pro rata applicable monthly charge for the Services that are 
subject to the Service Failure for the period in which such Service Failure occurs. 

25.3 	 Except as otherwise stated in Section 25.5, a Party, a Party's Affiliates, and the 
directors, officers and employees of a Party and a Party's Affiliates, shall not be 
liable to the other Party, the other Party's Customers, or to any other person, in 
connection with this Agreement (including, but not limited to, in connection with a 
Service Failure or any breach, delay or failure in performance, of this Agreement) 
for special, indirect, incidental, consequential, reliance, exemplary, punitive, or 
like damages, including, but not limited to, damages for lost revenues, profits or 
savings, or other commercial or economic loss, even if the person whose liability 
is excluded by this Section has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

25.4 	 The limitations and exclusions of liability stated in Sections 25.1 through 25.3 
shall apply regardless of the form of a claim or action, whether statutory, in 
contract, warranty, strict liability, tort (including, but not limited to, negligence of a 
Party), or otherwise. 

25.5 	 Nothing contained in Sections 25.1 through 25.4 shall exclude or limit liability 

25.5.1 	 under Sections 20, Indemnification, or 41, Taxes. 

25.5.2 	 for any obligation to indemnify, defend and/or hold harmless that a 
Party may have under this Agreement. 

25.5.3 	 for damages arising out of or resulting from bodily injury to or death of 
any person, or damage to, or destruction or loss of, tangible real 
and/or personal property of any person, or Toxic or Hazardous 
Substances, to the extent such damages are otherwise recoverable 
under Applicable Law; 

25.5.4 	 for a claim for infringement of any patent, copyright, trade name, trade 
mark, service mark, or other intellectual property interest; 

25.5.5 	 under Section 258 of the Act or any order of FCC or the Commission 
implementing Section 258; 

25.5.6 	 for damages arising out of the grossly negligent or intentional 
misconduct of a Party; or 

25.5.7 	 under the financial incentive or remedy provisions of any service 
quality plan required by the FCC or the Commission. 

25.6 	 In the event that the liability of a Party, a Party's Affiliate, or a director, officer or 
employee of a Party or a Party's Affiliate, is limited and/or excluded under both 
this Section 25 and a provision of an applicable Tariff, the liability of the Party or 
other person shall be limited to the smaller of the amounts for which such Party 
or other person would be liable under this Section or the Tariff provision. 

25.7 	 Each Party shall, in its Tariffs and other contracts with its Customers, provide that 
in no case shall the other Party, the other Party's Affiliates, or the directors, 
officers or employees of the other Party or the other Party's Affiliates, be liable to 
such Customers or other third-persons for any special, indirect, incidental, 
consequential, reliance, exemplary, punitive or other damages, arising out of a 
Service Failure. 

26. 	 Network Management 
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26.1 	 Cooperation. The Parties will work cooperatively in a commercially reasonable 
manner to install and maintain a reliable network. Bright House and Verizon will 
exchange appropriate information (e.g., network information, maintenance 
contact numbers, escalation procedures, and information required to comply with 
requirements of law enforcement and national security agencies) to achieve this 
desired reliability. In addition, the Parties will work cooperatively in a 
commercially reasonable manner to apply sound network management principles 
to alleviate or to prevent traffic congestion and subject to Section 17, to minimize 
fraud associated with third number billed calls, calling card calls, and other 
services related to this Agreement. 

26.2 	 Responsibility for Following Standards. Each Party recognizes a responsibility to 
follow the standards that may be agreed to between the Parties and to employ 
characteristics and methods of operation that will not interfere with or impair the 
service, network or facilities of the other Party or any third parties connected with 
or involved directly in the network or facilities of the other. 

26.3 	 Interference or Impairment. If a Party ("Impaired Party") reasonably determines 
that the services, network, facilities, or methods of operation, of the other Party 
("Interfering Party") will or are likely to interfere with or impair the Impaired Party's 
provision of services or the operation of the Impaired Party's network or facilities, 
the Impaired Party may interrupt or suspend any Service provided to the 
Interfering Party to the extent necessary to prevent such interference or 
impairment, subject to the following: 

26.3.1 	 Except in emergency situations (e.g., situations involving a risk of 
bodily injury to persons or damage to tangible property, or a 
substantial interruption in Customer service) or as otherwise provided 
in this Agreement, the Impaired Party shall have given the Interfering 
Party at least ten (10) days' prior written notice of the interference or 
impairment or potential interference or impairment and the need to 
correct the condition within said time period; and taken other actions, if 
any, required by Applicable Law; and, 

26.3.2 	 Upon correction of the interference or impairment, the Impaired Party 
will promptly restore the interrupted or suspended Service. The 
Impaired Party shall not be obligated to provide an out-of-service 
credit allowance or other compensation to the Interfering Party in 
connection with the suspended Service. 

26.4 	 Outage Repair Standard. In the event of an outage or trouble in any Service 
being provided by a Party hereunder, the Providing Party will follow industry 
standard procedures for isolating and clearing the outage or trouble. 

27. 	 Non-Exclusive Remedies 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, each of the remedies 
provided under this Agreement is cumulative and is in addition to any other remedies that 
may be available under this Agreement or at law or in equity. 

28. 	 Notice of Network Changes 

If a Party makes a change in the information necessary for the transmission and routing 
of services using that Party's facilities or network, or any other change in its facilities or 
network that will materially affect the interoperability of its facilities or network with the 
other Party's facilities or network, the Party making the change shall publish notice of the 
change at least ninety (90) days in advance of such change, and shall use reasonable 
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efforts , as commercially practicable, to publish such notice at least one hundred eighty 
(180) days in advance of the change; provided, however, that if an earlier publication of 
notice of a change is required by Applicable Law (including, but not limited to, 47 CFR 
51.325 through 51.335) notice shall be given at the time required by Applicable Law. 

29. 	 Notices 

29.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, notices given by one Party to 
the other Party under this Agreement: 

29.1.1 	 shall be in writing; 

29.1.2 	 shall be delivered (a) personally, (b) by express delivery service with 
next Business Day delivery, (c) by certified or registered first class 
U.S. mail, postage prepaid, or (d) by facsimile tel ecopy , with a copy 
delivered in accordance with (a), (b) or (c), preceding; and 

29.1.3 	 shall be delivered to the following addresses of the Parties: 

To Bright House: 

To Verizon: 

Director-Negotiations 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
600 Hidden Ridge 
HQEWMNOTICES 
Irving, TX 75038 
Facsimile Number: (972) 719-1519 
Internet Address: wmnotices@verizon.com 

with a copy to: 
Vice President and Deputy General Counsel 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
1320 North Court House Road 
9th Floor 
Arlington, VA 22201 
Facsimile: (703) 351-3656 

or to such other address as either Party shall designate by proper notice. 

Notices will be deemed given as of the earlier of (a) where there is personal 
delivery of the notice, the date of actual receipt, (b) where the notice is sent via 
express delivery service for next Business Day delivery, the next Business Day 
after the notice is sent, (c) where the notice is sent via First Class U.S. Mail, 
three (3) Business Days after mailing, (d) where notice is sent via certified or 
registered U.S. mail, the date of receipt shown on the Postal Service receipt, and 
(e) where the notice is sent via facsimile telecopy, if the notice is sent on a 
Business Day and before 5 PM. in the time zone where it is received, on the date 
set forth on the telecopy confirmation, or if the notice is sent on a non-Business 
Day or if the notice is sent after 5 PM in the time zone where it is received, the 
next Business Day after the date set forth on the telecopy confirmation. 

Bright House shall notify Verizon, by written notice pursuant to this Section 29, of 
any changes in the addresses or other Bright House contact information 
identified under Section 29.1.3 above. 
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29.1.4 In addition to the formal Notice procedure provided above, each Party 
shall provide the other Party with notification via email (which shall not constitute 
formal notice under this Agreement), including electronically readable copies of 
any relevant documents, of all communications which are provided via formal 
notice. For purposes of email notification, the Parties shall use the following 
email addresses (which may be changed by Notice as provided in this section 
29): 

Bright House: [email addresses) 

Verizon: [email addresses] 

30. 	 Ordering and Maintenance 

Each Party shall use the other Party's electronic Operations Support System access 
platforms to submit Orders and requests for maintenance and repair of Services, and to 
engage in other pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair transactions 
involving the other Party's facilities or Services. 

31. 	 Performance Standards 

31.1 	 Verizon shall provide Services under this Agreement in accordance with the 
performance standards required by Applicable Law, including, but not limited to, 
Section 251 (c) of the Act. 

31.2 	 Bright House shall provide Services under this Agreement in accordance with the 
performance standards required by Applicable Law. 

32. 	 Point of Contact for Bright House Customers 

32.1 	 Bright House shall establish telephone numbers and mailing addresses at which 
Bright House Customers may communicate with Bright House and shall advise 
Bright House Customers of these telephone numbers and mailing addresses. 

32.2 	 Except as otherwise agreed to by Verizon, Verizon shall have no obligation, and 
may decline, to accept a communication from a Bright House Customer, 
including, but not limited to, a Bright House Customer request for repair or 
maintenance of a Verizon Service provided to Bright House. 

33. 	 Predecessor Agreements 

33.1 	 Except as stated in Section 33.2 or as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties: 

33.1.1 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

33.1.2 	 any Services that were being PlJrchased by one Party from the other 
Party under a prior interconnection or resale agreement between the 
Parties for the State of Florida pursuant to Section 252 of the Act and 
in effect prior to the Effective Date, shall as of the Effective Date be 
subject to and purchased under this Agreement. 

33.2 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

33.3 	 [Intentionally left blank) 

34. 	 Publicity and Use of Trademarks or Service Marks 
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34.1 	 A Party, its Affiliates, and their respective contractors and Agents, shall not use 
the other Party's trademarks, service marks, logos or other proprietary trade 
dress, in connection with the sale of products or services, or in any advertising, 
press releases, publicity matters or other promotional materials, unless the other 
Party has given its written consent for such use, which consent the other Party 
may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. 

34.2 	 Neither Party may imply any direct or indirect affiliation with or sponsorship or 
endorsement of it or its services or products by the other Party. 

34.3 	 Any violation of this Section 34 shall be considered a material breach of this 
Agreement. 

35. 	 References 

35.1 	 All references to Sections, Appendices and Exhibits shall be deemed to be 
references to Sections, Appendices and Exhibits of this Agreement unless the 
context shall otherwise require. 

35.2 	 Unless the context shall otherwise require, any reference to a Tariff, agreement, 
technical or other document (including Verizon or third party guides, practices or 
handbooks), or provision of Applicable Law, is to such Tariff, agreement, 
document, or provision of Applicable Law, as amended and supplemented from 
time to time (and, in the case of a Tariff or provision of Applicable Law, to any 
successor Tariff or provision). 

36. 	 Relationship of the Parties 

36.1 	 The relationship of the Parties under this Agreement shall be that of independent 
contractors and nothing herein shall be construed as creating any other 
relationship between the Parties. 

36.2 	 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall make either Party the employee of the 
other, create a partnership, joint venture, or other similar relationship between 
the Parties, or grant to either Party a franchise, distributorship or similar interest 

36.3 	 Except for provisions herein expressly authorizing a Party to act for another 
Party, nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a Party as a legal representative 
or Agent of the other Party. nor shall a Party have the right or authority to 
assume, create or incur any liability or any obligation of any kind, express or 
implied. against. in the name or on behalf of the other Party unless otherwise 
expressly permitted by such other Party in writing, which permission may be 
granted or withheld by the other Party in its sole discretion. 

36.4 	 Each Party shall have sole authority and responsibility to hire. fire, compensate. 
supervise. and otherwise control its employees, Agents and contractors. Each 
Party shall be solely responsible for payment of any Social Security or other 
taxes that it is required by Applicable Law to pay in conjunction with its 
employees, Agents and contractors, and for withholding and remitting to the 
applicable taxing authorities any taxes that it is required by Applicable Law to 
collect from its employees. 

36.5 	 Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement. no Party undertakes 
to perform any obligation of the other Party, whether regulatory or contractual, or 
to assume any responsibility for the management of the other Party's business. 
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36.6 	 The relationship of the Parties under this Agreement is a non-exclusive 
relationship. 

37. 	 Reservation of Rights 

37.1 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, neither Party waives, 
and each Party hereby expressly reserves. its rights: (a) to appeal or otherwise 
seek the reversal of and changes in any arbitration decision associated with this 
Agreement; (b) to challenge the lawfulness of this Agreement and any provision 
of this Agreement; (c) to seek changes in this Agreement (including, but not 
limited to, changes in rates, charges and the Services that must be offered) 
through a Change in Applicable Law; (d) to challenge the lawfulness and 
propriety of. and to seek to change, any Applicable Law, including. but not limited 
to any rule, regulation, order or decision of the Commission, the FCC, or a court 
of applicable jurisdiction; and (e) to collect debts owed to it under any prior 
interconnection or resale agreements. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
deemed to limit or prejudice any position a Party has taken or may take before 
the Commission, the FCC, any other state or federal regulatory or legislative 
bodies, courts of applicable jurisdiction. or industry fora. The provisions of this 
Section shall survive the expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Agreement. 

37.2 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

38. 	 Subcontractors 

A Party may use a contractor of the Party (including, but not limited to, an Affiliate of the 
Party) to perform the Party's obligations under this Agreement; provided, that a Party's 
use of a contractor shall not release the Party from any duty or liability to fulfill the Party's 
obligations under this Agreement. 

39. 	 Successors and Assigns 

This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the Parties and their 
respective legal successors and permitted assigns. 

40. 	 Survival 

The rights, liabilities and obligations of a Party for acts or omissions occurring prior to the 
expiration, cancellation or termination of this Agreement, the rights, liabilities and 
obligations of a Party under any provision of this Agreement regarding confidential 
information (including but not limited to, Section 10), indemnification or defense 
(including, but not limited to, Section 20), or limitation or exclusion of liability (including, 
but not limited to, Section 25), and the rights, liabilities and obligations of a Party under 
any provision of this Agreement which by its terms or nature is intended to continue 
beyond or to be performed after the expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Agreement. shall survive the expiration, cancellation or term ination of this Agreement. 

41. 	 Taxes 

41.1 	 In General. With respect to any purchase of Services under this Agreement. if 
any federal. state or local tax, fee, surcharge or other tax-like charge. excluding 
any tax levied on property or net income, (a 'Tax") is required or permitted by 
Applicable Law to be collected from the Receiving Party by the Providing Party, 
then (a) the Providing Party shall bill the Receiving Party for such Tax, as a 
separately stated item on the invoice, (b) the Receiving Party shall timely remit 
such Tax to the Providing Party and (c) the Providing Party shall timely remit 
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such collected Tax to the applicable taxing authority as and to the extent required 
by Applicable Law. 

41.2 	 Taxes Imposed on the Providing Party or Receipts. With respect to any 
purchase of Services under this Agreement, if any federal, state or local Tax is 
imposed by Applicable Law on the receipts of the Providing Party, and such 
Applicable Law permits the Providing Party to exclude certain receipts received 
from sales to a public utility, distributor, telephone company, local exchange 
carrier, telecommunications company or other communications company 
("Telecommunications Company"), such exclusion being based on the fact that 
the Receiving Party is also subject to a tax based upon receipts ("Receipts Tax"), 
then the Receiving Party shall pay and remit the Receipts Tax as required by 
Applicable Law. 

41.3 	 Taxes Imposed on Subscriber. With respect to any purchase of Services under 
this Agreement that are resold to a third party, if any federal, state or local Tax is 
imposed by Applicable Law on the subscriber, end-user, customer or ultimate 
consumer ("Subscriber") in connection with any such purchase, which a 
Telecommunications Company is required to impose and/or collect from a 
Subscriber, or if any federal, state or local Tax is imposed on the Providing Party 
and required by Applicable Law to be passed through to the Subscriber, then the 
Receiving Party (a) shall impose and/or collect such Tax from the Subscriber and 
(b) shall timely remit such Tax to the applicable taxing authority. 

41.4 	 Tax Exemptions and Exemption Certificates. If Applicable Law clearly exempts a 
purchase hereunder from a Tax, and if such Applicable Law also provides an 
exemption procedure, such as an exemption certificate requirement. then, if the 
Receiving Party complies with such procedure, the Providing Party shall not 
collect such Tax during the effective period of such exemption. Such exemption 
shall be effective upon receipt of the exemption certificate or affidavit in 
accordance with the terms set forth in Section 41.7. If Applicable Law clearly 
exempts a purchase hereunder from a Tax, but does not also provide an 
exemption procedure, then the Providing Party shall not collect such Tax if the 
Receiving Party (a) furnishes the Providing Party with a letter signed by an officer 
requesting such an exemption and citing the provision in the Applicable Law 
which clearly allows such exemption and (b) supplies the Providing Party with an 
indemnification agreement, acceptable to the Providing Party, which holds the 
Providing Party harmless on an after-tax basis with respect to its forbearing to 
collect such Tax. 

41.5 	 Liability for Uncollected Tax, Interest and Penalty. 

41.5.1 	 If the Providing Party has not received an exemption certificate from 
the Receiving Party and the Providing Party fails to bill the Receiving 
Party for any Tax as required by Section 41.1, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the Receiving Party, (a) the Receiving Party shall 
remain liable for such unbilled Tax and any interest assessed thereon 
and (b) the Providing Party shall be liable for any penalty assessed 
with respect to such unbilled Tax by a taxing authority. 

41.5.2 	 If the Providing Party properly bills the Receiving Party for any Tax but 
the Receiving Party fails to remit such Tax to the Providing Party as 
required by Section 41.2, then, as between the Providing Party and 
the Receiving Party, the Receiving Party shall be liable for such 
uncollected Tax and any interest assessed thereon, as well as any 
penalty assessed with respect to such uncollected Tax by the 
applicable taxing authority. 
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41.5.3 	 If the Providing Party does not collect any Tax as required by Section 
41.1 because the Receiving Party has provided such Providing Party 
with an exemption certificate that is later found to be inadequate, 
invalid or inapplicable by a taxing authority, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the Receiving Party, the Receiving Party shall be 
liable for such uncollected Tax and any interest assessed thereon, as 
well as any penalty assessed with respect to such uncollected Tax by 
the applicable taxing authority. 

41.5.4 	 If the Receiving Party fails to pay the Receipts Tax as required by 
Section 41.2, then, as between the Providing Party and the Receiving 
Party, (a) the Providing Party shall be liable for any Tax imposed on its 
receipts and (b) the Receiving Party shall be liable for any interest 
assessed thereon and any penalty assessed upon the Providing Party 
with respect to such Tax by the applicable taxing authority. 

41.5.5 	 If the Receiving Party fails to impose and/or collect any Tax from 
Subscribers as required by Section 41.3, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the Receiving Party, the Receiving Party shall 
remain liable for such uncollected Tax and any interest assessed 
thereon, as well as any penalty assessed with respect to such 
uncollected Tax by the applicable taxing authority. With respect to any 
Tax that the Receiving Party has agreed to pay, or is required to 
impose on and/or collect from Subscribers, the Receiving Party agrees 
to indemnify and hold the Providing Party harmless on an after-tax 
basis for any costs incurred by the Providing Party as a result of 
actions taken by the applicable taxing authority to recover the Tax 
from the Providing Party due to the failure of the Receiving Party to 
timely pay, or collect and timely remit, such Tax to such authority. 

41.6 	 Audit Cooperation. In the event either Party is audited by a taxing authority, the 
other Party agrees to cooperate reasonably with the Party being audited in order 
to respond to any audit inquiries in a proper and timely manner so that the audit 
and/or any resulting controversy may be resolved expeditiously. 

41.7 	 Notices. Ail notices, affidavits, exemption-certificates or other communications 
required or permitted to be given by either Party to the other, for purposes of this 
Section 41, shall be made in writing and shall be delivered in person or sent by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, or registered mail, or a courier service 
providing proof of service, and sent to the addressees set forth in Section 29 as 
well as to the following: 

To Verizon: 

Verizon Communications 
Tax Department 
One Verizon Way, VC53S-221 
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 

To Bright House: 

***CLEC Tax Notification Contact TE*** 

Each Party may from time to time designate another address or other 
addressees by giving notice in accordance with the terms of this Section. Any 
notice or other communication shall be deemed to be given when received. 
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42. Technology Upgrades 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Party shall have the right to 
deploy, upgrade, migrate and maintain its network at its discretion. Each Party 
acknowledges that a Party, at its election, may deploy fiber throughout its network and 
that such fiber deployment may materially affect the other Party's ability to provide 
service using certain technologies. Nothing in this Agreement shall limit a Party's ability 
to modify its network through the incorporation of new equipment or software or 
otherwise. Each Party shall be solely responsible for the cost and activities associated 
with accommodating, in its own network, such changes in the other Party's network. 

43. 	 Territory 

43.1 	 This Agreement applies to the territory in which Verizon operates as an 
Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier in the State of Florida. Verizon shall be 
obligated to provide Services under this Agreement only within this territory. 

43.2 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon may terminate 
this Agreement as to a specific operating territory or portion thereof ifVerizon 
sells or otherwise transfers its operations in such territory or portion thereof to a 
third~person, provided, however, that such termination shall be permissible only if 
Verizon assigns its duties and obligations under this Agreement, in accordance 
with Section 5 of this Agreement, to the third person and the third person agrees 
in writing to assume all of Verizon's duties and obligations hereunder with 
respect to such territory or portion thereof. Verizon shall provide Bright House 
with at least 90 calendar days prior written notice of such termination, which 
notice shall not be effective unless it is accompanied by the written assignment 
and acknowledgement by the third person noted above. 

44. 	 Third Party Beneficiaries 

Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, this Agreement is for the sole benefit of 
the Parties and their permitted assigns, and nothing herein shall create or be construed 
to provide any third~persons (including, but not limited to, Customers or contractors of a 
Party) with any rights (including, but not limited to, any third·party beneficiary rights) 
hereunder. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement. a Party shall have no liability 
under this Agreement to the Customers of the other Party or to any other third person. 

45. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

46. 	 252(i) Obligations 

To the extent required by Applicable Law, each Party shall comply with Section 252(i) of 
the Act. Bright House shall bear rearrangement costs, termination charges, and similar 
costs and charges arising from its exercise of its Section 252(i) rights, to the extent 
required by Applicable Law .. 

47. 	 Use of Service 

Each Party shall make commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that its Customers 
comply with the provisions of this Agreement applicable to the use of Services obtained 
by it under this Agreement. 

48. 	 Waiver 

A failure or delay of either Party to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement, or 
any right or remedy available under this Agreement or at law or in equity, or to require 
performance of any of the provisions of this Agreement. or to exercise any option which is 
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provided under this Agreement, shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such 
provisions, rights, remedies or options. 

49. 	 Warranties 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER PARTY MAKES 
OR RECEIVES ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
SERVICES PROVIDED, OR TO BE PROVIDED, UNDER THIS AGREEMENT AND THE 
PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE WARRANTIES AGAINST INFRINGEMENT, AND 
WARRANTIES ARISING BY TRADE CUSTOM, TRADE USAGE, COURSE OF 
DEALING OR PERFORMANCE, OR OTHERWISE. 

50. 	 [Intentionally Left Blank] 

51. 	 Payment for Services 

51.1 	 This Agreement contains numerous provisions requiring performance of multiple 
functions by each Party that provide benefits to the other Party and/or the other 
Party's Customers and End Users. By way of example and not limitation, each 
Party provides the other Party with interconnection arrangements, transport and 
termination of traffic, number portability, and dialing parity. 

51.2 	 Because of these multiple offsetting obligations, no performance of an obligation 
by one Party under this Agreement shall be construed to create an obligation on 
the other Party to pay the performing Party for performing that obligation, 
including without limitation the provision of any Service, activity, function, or 
performance under or relating to this Agreement. Any and all payment 
obligations that exist or arise under this Agreement are expressly set forth in this 
Agreement using language that expressly states that payment for the particular 
activity is required and that states what specific payment is required 

51.3 	 For the avoidance of doubt, the fact that a Party places an Order under this 
Agreement, whether by means of an LSR, an ASR, or otherwise, shall not be 
construed to mean or imply that the Party placing the Order has an obligation 
under this Agreement, or at all, to make any payments to the other Party in 
compensation for the Service. Any payment obligations that exist under this 
Agreement are expressly stated in this Agreement. 

51.4 	 For the convenience of Verizon, the Pricing Attachment to this Agreement is 
Verizon's standard Pricing Attachment as of the Effective Date of this Agreement 
for Florida. The Parties acknowledge that they have made no effort to eliminate 
from the Pricing Attachment references to or prices for activities, functions, 
and/or Services that are not chargeable or otherwise subject to any payment 
obligation under this Agreement. For avoidance of doubt, notwithstanding 
anything in the Pricing Attachment to the contrary, nothing in the Pricing 
Appendix creates or shall be construed to create any obligation on the part of 
either Party to pay for any particular activity, function, performance, or Service 
under this Agreement. Instead, the Pricing Attachment is for reference only, and 
the fact that the Pricing Attachment may contains a price for a particular activity, 
function, performance and/or Service shall not be construed to create any 
payment obligation. Instead, as provided in Section 50.2, each and every 
payment obligation established in this Agreement is expressly stated in the 
substantive terms of this Agreement. 
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SIGNATURE PAGE 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of 
the Effective Date. 

***CLEC Full Name TE*** ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT*** 

By: By: 

Printed: ***CLEC Signing Party TE*** Printed: ***Verizon Signing Party's Name MC*** 

Title: ***CLEC Signing Party's Title TE*** Title: ***Verizon Signing Party's Title MC*** 
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GLOSSARY 

1. General Rule 

1.1 The provisions of Sections 1.2 through 1.4 and Section 2 apply with regard to the 
Principal Document. 

1.2 	 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, when a term listed in this Glossary 
is used in the Principal Document, the term shall have the meaning stated in this 
Glossary. A defined term intended to convey the meaning stated in this Glossary 
is capitalized when used. Other terms that are capitalized, and not defined in this 
Glossary or elsewhere in the Principal Document. shall have the meaning stated 
in the Act, or, if applicable, in Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
Additional definitions that are specific to the matters covered in a particular 
provision of the Principal Document may appear in that provision. To the extent 
that there may be any conflict between a definition set forth in this Glossary and 
any definition in a specific provision, the definition set forth in the specific 
provision shall control with respect to that provision. Otherwise, words shall be 
given their normal English language meaning, except that terms with a 
specialized or generally understood meaning or application within the United 
States telecommunications industry as of the Effective Date shall be interpreted 
in light of that meaning. 

1.3 	 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, any term defined in this Glossary 
which is defined or used in the singular shall include the plural, and any term 
defined in this Glossary which is defined or used in the plural shall include the 
singular. 

1.4 	 The words "shall" and "will" are used interchangeably throughout the Principal 
Document and the use of either indicates a mandatory requirement. The use of 
one or the other shall not confer a different degree of right or obligation for either 
Party. 

2. 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 Act. 

The Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. §151 et seq.), as from time to time 
amended (including, but not limited to, by the Telecommunications Act of 1996). 

2.2 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

2.3 	 Affiliate. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.4 	 Agent. 

An agent or servant. 

2.5 	 Agreement. 

This Agreement, as defined in Section 1 of the General Terms and Conditions. 

2.6 	 ALI (Automatic Location Identification) Database. 
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The emergency services (E-911) database controlled by Verizon containing 
caller address/location information including the carrier name, National 
Emergency Numbering Administration ("NENA") 10, Call Back Number, and other 
carrier information used to process caller location records. 

2.7 	 Ancillary Traffic. 

All traffic that is destined for ancillary services, or that may have special billing or 
routing requirements, including but not limited to the following: directory 
assistance. 911/E-911, operator services (Intra LA TA call completion), IntraLATA 
third party. collect and calling card. 800/888 database query and LlDB. 

2.8 	 ANI (Automatic Number Identification). 

The signaling parameter that refers to the number transmitted through the 
network identifying the billing number of the calling party. 

2.9 	 Applicable Law. 

All effective laws, government regulations and government orders. including, 
without limitation. orders of the FCC and the Commission, applicable to each 
Party's performance of its obligations under this Agreement. For the avoidance 
of any doubt. when used in relation to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements, the term "Applicable Law" 
includes the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

2.10 	 ASR (Access Service Request). 

An industry standard form, which contains data elements and usage rules used 
by the Parties to add, establish, change or disconnect services or trunks for the 
purposes of interconnection. 

2.11 	 ATIS. 

The Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions. 

2.12 	 BFR (Bona Fide Request). 

The process described in the Network Element Attachment that prescribes the 
terms and conditions relating to a Party's request that the other Party provide a 
UNE that it is not otherwise required to provide under the terms of this 
Agreement. 

2.13 	 Business Day. 

Monday through Friday, except for Federal holidays. 

2.14 	 Calendar Quarter. 

January through March, April through June, July through 'September, or October 
through December. 

2.15 	 Calendar Year. 

January through December. 

2.16 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 
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2.17 Call Back Number. 

A telephone number that can be used by the PSAP to re-contact the location 
from which a 911/E-911 Call was placed. The telephone number mayor may not 
be the telephone number of the station used to originate the 911/E-911 CalL 

2.18 	 CCS (Common Channel Signaling). 

A method of transmitting call set-up and network control data over a digital 
signaling network separate from the public switched telephone network facilities 
that carry the actual voice or data content of the call. 

2.19 	 Central Office. 

An End Office or Tandem, or a facility or location that performs generally similar 
functions within a communications network. Sometimes this term is used to refer 
to a telephone company building in which switching systems and telephone 
equipment are installed. 

2.20 	 Change in Applicable Law. 

Any legislative, regulatory, judicial or other governmental decision, order, 
determination or action, that changes Applicable Law, that occurs on or after the 
Effective Date, and that materially affects any material provision of this 
Agreement, the rights or obligations of a Party hereunder, or the ability of a Party 
to perform any material provision of this Agreement. 

2.21 	 Claims. 

Any and all claims, demands, suits, actions, settlements, judgments, fines, 
penalties, liabilities, injuries, damages, losses, costs (including, but not limited to, 
court costs), and expenses (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney's 
fees). 

2.22 	 CLEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier). 

Any Local Exchange Carrier other than Verizon that is operating as a Local 
Exchange Carrier in the territory in which Verizon operates as an ILEC in the 
State of Florida. Bright House is a CLEC. 

2.23 	 CLLI Codes. 

Common Language Location Identifier Codes. 

2.24 	 CMOS (Centralized Message Distribution System). 

The billing record and clearing house transport system that LECs use to 
exchange out collects and in collects as well as Carrier Access Billing System 
(CABS) records. 

2.25 	 Commission. 

The Florida Public Service Commission 

2.26 	 Controlling 911 Authority. 

The duly authorized state, county or local government agency empowered by law 
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~o ~v~r~ee the 911fE-911 services, operations and systems within a defined 
JUriSdiction. 

2.27 CPN (Calling Party Number). 

A CCS parameter that identifies the calling party's telephone number. 

2.28 CPNI (Customer Proprietary Network Information). 

Shall have the meaning set forth in Section 222 of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 222. 

2.29 Cross Connection. 

Within a collocation arrangement, facilities between a collocating Party's 
equipment and either (a) the equipment or facilities of the housing Party (such as 
the housing Party's digital signal cross connect, Main Distribution Frame, or other 
suitable frame or panel) or (b) the equipment or facilities of another collocating 
party. 

2.30 Customer. 

A subscriber to a Party's Telecommunications Services or to the services of an 
Affiliate of a Party, or a third party, that provides interconnected VoIP services 
where such interconnected VolP services are connected to the public switched 
telephone network via a Party's Telecommunications Services. For avoidance of 
doubt, the term "Customer" includes third party residence, business or 
governmental End Users who receive interconnected VolP Service from an 
affiliate of a Party, and also includes resellers or other entities to which a Party 
provides Telecommunications Services on a wholesale basis that are then used 
in connection with the provision by such entity of voice communications services 
to End Users. 

2.31 Dark Fiber Loop. 

Consists of fiber optic strand(s) in a Verizon fiber optic cable between Verizon's 
accessible terminal, such as the fiber distribution frame, or its functional 
equivalent, located within a Verizon End Office, and Verizon's accessible 
terminal located in Verizon's main termination point at a Customer premises, 
such as a fiber patch panel, and that Verizon has not activated through 
connection to electronics that "light" it and render it capable of carrying 
Telecommunications Services. 

2.32 Dark Fiber Transport. 

An optical transmission facility, within a LATA, that Verizon has not activated by 
attaching multiplexing, aggregation or other electronics, between Verizon 
switches (as identified in the LERG) or UNE Wire Centers. 

2.33 Dedicated Transport. 

A DSO-, DS1-, or DS3-capacity transmission facility between Verizon switches 
(as identified in the LERG) or UNE Wire Centers, within a LATA, that is dedicated 
to a particular end user or carrier. Dedicated Transport is sometimes referred to 
as dedicated interoffice facilities ("IOF"). Dedicated Transport does not include 
any facility that does not connect a pair of Verizon UNE Wire Centers. 
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2.34 Default PSAP. 

The PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive a 911/E-911 
Call when it cannot be selectively routed, due to an ANl/key failure, or other 
cause, to the Designated PSAP. 

2.35 	 Designated PSAP. 

The primary PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive a 
911/E-911 Call based upon the selective routing assigned to the geographic 
location of the End User. 

2.36 	 Digital Signal Level. 

One of several transmission rates in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.37 	 Discontinued Facility. 

Any facility, element, arrangement or the like that the Federal Unbundling Rules 
do not require Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis to Bright House, 
whether because the facility was never subject to an unbundling requirement 
under the Federal Unbundling Rules, because the facility by operation of law has 
ceased or ceases to be subject to an unbundling requirement under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, or otherwise. 

2.38 	 DSO (Digital Signal Level 0). 

The 64kbps zero-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.39 	 DS1 (Digital Signal Level 1 ). 

The 1.544 Mbps first-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.40 	 DS1 Dedicated Transport. 

Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 1.544 Mbps. 

2.41 	 DS3 (Digital Signal Level 3). 

The 44.736 Mbps third-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.42 	 DS3 Dedicated Transport. 

Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 44.736 Mbps. 

2.43 	 DS3 Loop. 

A digital transmission channel, between the main distribution frame (or its 
equivalent) in an end user's serving UNE Wire Center and the demarcation point 
at the end user customers premises, suitable for the transport of isochronous 
bipolar serial data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 DS1 channels). 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time 
to time. A DS3 Loop requires the electronics necessary to provide the DS3 
transmission rate. 

2.44 	 EMI (Exchange Message Interface). 
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Standard used for the interexchange of telecommunications message information 
b~tween local exchange carriers and interexchange carriers for billable, non
billable, sample, settlement and study data. Data is provided between 
companies via a unique record layout that contains Customer billing information, 
account summary and tracking analysis. EMI format is contained in document 
SR-320 published by ATIS. 

2.45 End Office. 

A switching entity that is used for connecting lines to lines or lines to trunks, or 
reasonably equivalent functions, for the purpose of originating/terminating 
telecommunications. Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone 
company building in which switching systems and telephone equipment are 
installed. 

2.46 End User. 

A business, governmental, consumer/residential or other entity that is not acting 
in the capacity of a Telecommunications Carrier that subscribes to a 
Telecommunications Service of a Telecommunications Carrier (including but not 
limited to a Party) and/or subscribes to an interconnected VolP Service offered 
by a provider of such service (including but not limited to a Party or an affiliate of 
a Party). For avoidance of doubt, references to a "Bright House End User" refer 
to End Users that obtain connectivity to the PSTN directly or indirectly through 
Bright House's network, and references to a "Verizon End User" refer to End 
Users that obtain connectivity to the PSTN directly or indirectly through Verizon's 
network. 

2.4 7 Exchange Access. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. For purposes of this Agreement, 
"Exchange Access" traffic shall fall into one of two exhaustive and mutually 
exclusive categories: "Toll Traffic," as defined herein, in which one of the Parties 
is the IXC; and "Meet Point Billing Traffic" as defined herein in which the Parties 
jOintly provide exchange access service to a third-party IXC 

2.48 Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. 

An arrangement that provides a Customer a local calling scope (Extended Area 
Service, "EAS"), outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area, 
Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangements may be either optional or non
optional. "Optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement Traffic" is traffic 
that under an optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement chosen by the 
Customer terminates outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area. 
"Non-Optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement Traffic" is traffic that 
under a non-optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement, ordered by tne 
Commission, terminates outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area, 

2.49 FCC. 

The Federal Communications Commission. 

2,50 FCC Internet Orders, 

The following FCC orders: (a) Order on Remand and Report and Order, In the 
Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Intercarrier Compensation for ISP Bound 
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Traffic, FCC 01-131. CC Docket Nos. 96-98 and 99-68, 16 FCC Rcd 9151 
(adopted April 18, 2001) (hereinafter the "April 18, 2001 FCC Internet Order"); 
and. (b) Order on Remand and Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, In the Matter ofHigh-Cost Universal Service Support; Federal-State 
Joint Board on Universal Service; Lifeline and Link Up; Universal Service 
Contribution Methodology; Numbering Resource Optimization; Implementation of 
the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996' 
Developing a Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; Intercarrier . 
Compensation for ISP-Bound Traffic; IP-Enab/ed Services, FCC 08-262, CC 
Docket Nos. 96-45,96-98,99-68,99-200,01-92, WC Docket Nos. 03-109. 04
36,05-337,06-122 (adopted November 5,2008) (hereinafter the "November 5, 
2008 FCC Internet Order"). 

2.51 FCC Regulations/Rulings. 

The unstayed, effective regulations promulgated by the FCC, as amended from 
time to time, including both FCC rules and regulations formally codified in the 
Code of Federal Regulations and FCC requirements imposed in FCC orders and 
rulings but not so codified. 

2.52 Federal Unbundling Rules. 

Any lawful requirement to provide access to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements that is imposed upon Verizon by 
the FCC pursuant to both 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. Any 
reference in this Agreement to "Federal Unbundling Rules" shall not include an 
unbundling requirement if the unbundling requirement does not exist under both 
47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. 

2.53 Feeder. 

The fiber optic cable (lit or unlit) or metallic portion of a Loop between a serving 
End Office and a remote terminal or feeder/distribution interface. 

2.54 FNID (Fiber Network Interface Device). 

A passive fiber optiC demarcation unit designed for the interconnection and 
demarcation of optical fibers between two separate network providers. 

2.55 FTTP Loop. 

A Loop consisting entirely of fiber optic cable, whether dark or lit, that extends 
from the main distribution frame (or its equivalent) in an end user's serving End 
Office to the demarcation pOint at the end user's customer premises or to a 
serving area interface at which the fiber optiC cable connects to copper or coaxial 
distribution facilities that extend to the end user's customer premises 
demarcation point, provided that all copper or coaxial distribution facilities 
extending from such serving area interface are not more than 500 feet from the 
demarcation point at the respective end users' customer premises; provided, 
however, that in the case of predominantly residential multiple dwelling units 
(MDUs), an FTTP Loop is a Loop consisting entirely of fiber optiC cable, whether 
dark or lit, that extends from the main distribution frame (or its equivalent) in the 
End Office that serves the multiunit premises: (a) to or beyond the multiunit 
premises' minimum pOint of entry (MPOE), as defined in 47 C.F.R. § 68.105; or 
(b) to a serving area interface at which the fiber optic cable connects to copper or 
coaxial distribution facilities that extend to or beyond the multiunit premises' 
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MPOE, provided that all copper or coaxial distribution facilities extending from 
such serving area interface are not more than 500 feet from the MPOE at the 
multiunit premises. 

2.56 	 House and Riser Cable. 

A two-wire metallic distribution facility in Verizon's network between the minimum 
point of entry for a building where a premises of a Customer is located (such a 
point, an "MPOE") and the Rate Demarcation Point for such facility (or NID) if the 
NID is located at such Rate Demarcation Point). 

2.57 	 Hybrid Loop. 

A Loop composed of both fiber optic cable and copper wire or cable. An FTTP 
Loop is not a Hybrid Loop. 

2.58 	 IDLC (Integrated Digital Loop Carrier). 

A subscriber Loop carrier system that integrates within the switch at a DS1 level, 
which is twenty-four (24) Loop transmission paths combined into a 1.544 Mbps 
digital signal. 

2.59 	 ILEC (Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier). 

Shall have the meaning stated in the Act. 

2.60 	 Information Access. 

The provision of specialized exchange telecommunications services in a LATA in 
connection with the origination, termination, transmission, switching, forwarding 
or routing of telecommunications traffic to or from the facilities of a provider of 
information services. Such specialized exchange telecommunications services 
include, where necessary, the provision of network control signaling, answer 
supervision, automatic calling number identification, carrier access codes, testing 
and maintenance of facilities, and the provision of information necessary to bill 
customers. 

2.61 	 Inside Wire or Inside Wiring. 

All wire, cable, terminals, hardware, and other equipment or materials, on the 
Customer's side of the Rate Demarcation Point. 

2.62 	 Interconnection Wire Center. 

A building or portion thereof which serves as the premises for one or more End 
Offices, Tandems and related facilities. 

2.63 	 Internet Traffic. 

Traffic in which a Customer or End User of a Party establishes a dial-up 
connection to the modems or functionally equivalent equipment or facilities of an 
Internet Service Provider by means of connections to the public switched 
telephone network provided to the Internet Service Provider by the other Party. 

2.64 	 InterLATA Service. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 
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2.65 IntraLA T A. 

Telecommunications that originate and terminate within the same LATA. 

2.66 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.67 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

2.68 	 IXC (Interexchange Carrier). 

A Telecommunications Carrier that provides, directly or indirectly, InterLATA or 
IntraLATA Telephone Toll Services. 

2.69 	 LATA (Local Access and Transport Area). 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.70 	 LEC (Local Exchange Carrier). 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.71 	 LERG (Local Exchange Routing Guide). 

A Telcordia Technologies reference containing NPNNXX routing and homing 
information. 

2.72 	 LlDB (Line Information Data Base). 

Line Information databases which provide, among other things, calling card 
validation functionality for telephone line number cards issued by Verizon and 
other entities and validation data for collect and third number-billed calls (e.g., 
data for billed number screening). 

2.73 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.74 	 Line Side. 

An End Office connection that provides transmission, switching and optional 
features, or equivalent functions, suitable for Customer connection to the public 
switched telephone network, which may include, without limitation, loop start 
supervision. ground start supervision and signaling for BRI-ISDN service. 

2.75 	 Loop. 

A transmission path that extends from a Main Distribution Frame or functionally 
comparable piece of equipment in a Customer's serving End Office, to the Rate 
Demarcation Point (or NID if installed at the Rate Demarcation Point) in or at the 
Customer's premises. The actual transmission facilities used to provide a Loop 
may utilize any of several technologies. 

2.76 	 LSR (Local Service Request). 

An industry standard form, which contains data elements and usage rules, used 
by the Parties to establish, add, change or disconnect certain Services provided 
under this Agreement, including without limitation resold Telecommunications 
Services, Network Elements, requests for Number Porting, the establishment of 
Directory Listings, and other functions. 
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2.77 Maintenance Control Office. 

~ith~r Party's center responsible for control of the maintenance and repair of a 
circuIt. 

2.78 	 MDF (Main Distribution Frame). 

The primary point at which outside plant facilities terminate within an 
Interconnection Wire Center, for interconnection to other facilities within the 
Interconnection Wire Center. The distribution frame used to interconnect cable 
pairs and line trunk equipment terminating on a switching system. 

2.79 	 Measured Internet Traffic. 

Internet Traffic originated by a Customer of one Party on that Party's network at a 
point in that Party's local calling area, and delivered to the modems or 
functionally equivalent equipment or facilities of an Internet Service Provider 
served by the other Party at a point in the same local calling area. For the 
purposes of this definition, a Verizon local calling area includes a Verizon non
optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement, but does not include a 
Verizon optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. Calls originated on 
a 1 + presubscription basis, or on a casual dialed (1 OXXX/1 01 XXXX) basis, are 
not considered Measured Internet Traffic. For the avoidance of any doubt, 
Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic) (as defined in the 
Interconnection Attachment) does not constitute Measured Internet Traffic. For 
avoidance of doubt, the Parties expressly acknowledge that in the November 5, 
2008 FCC Internet Order, the FCC ruled that Internet Traffic is subject to 
Reciprocal Compensation and that, as a result, Reciprocal Compensation Traffic 
includes Internet Traffic, subject to the FCC's rules and rulings regarding 
intercarrier compensation applicable to such traffic. 

2.80 	 MECAB (Multiple Exchange Carrier Access Bi"ing). 

A document prepared by the Billing Committee of the Ordering and Billing Forum 
(OBF), which functions under the auspices of the Carrier Liaison Committee 
(CLC) of ATIS. The MECAB document, published by ATIS as "ATIS/OBF
MECAB", as revised from time to time, contains the recommended guidelines for 
the billing of an Exchange Access Service provided by two or more LECs, or by 
one LEC in two or more states, within a single LATA. 

2.81 	 MECOD (Multiple Exchange Carriers Ordering and Design Guidelines for Access 
Services - Industry Support Interface). 

A document developed by the Ordering/Provisioning Committee under the 
auspices of the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF), which functions under the 
auspices of the Carrier Liaison Committee (CLC) of AT/S. The MECOD 
document, published by ATIS as "ATIS/OBF-MECOD", as revised from time to 
time, establishes methods for processing orders for Exchange Access Service 
thaI is to be provided by two or more LECs. 

2.82 	 Meet Point Billing Traffic. 

Traffic that (a) originates on the network of one Party, is exchanged with the 
other Party at a POI established under this Agreement, and is delivered by the 
other Party to an Interexchange Carrier or (b) is delivered by an Interexchange 
Carrier to one Party, is exchanged with the other Party at a POI established 
under this Agreement, and terminates on the network of the other Party. 
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2.83 	 Mobile Wireless Services. 

Any mobile wireless Telecommunications Service, including any commercial 
mobile radio service. 

2.84 	 NANP (North American Numbering Plan). 

The ·system of telephone numbering employed in the United States, Canada, 
Bermuda, Puerto Rico and certain Caribbean islands. The NANP format is a 10
digit number that consist of a 3-digit NPA Code (commonly referred to as the 
area code), followed by a 3-digit NXX code and 4 digit line number. 

2.85 	 Network Element. 

Shall have the meaning stated in the Act. 

2.86 	 NID (Network Interface Device). 

An interface provided by a Party terminating that Party's communications 
network on the property where the Customer's service is located, at a point 
determined by the Party placing the NID. A Verizon NID shall contain an FCC 
Part 68 registered jack from which Inside Wire may be connected to Verizon's 
network. 

2.87 	 911/E-911 Call(s). 

Call(s) made by the Bright House End User by dialing the three digit telephone 
number "911" to faCilitate the reporting of an emergency requiring response by a 
public safety agency. 

2.88 	 911/E-911 Service Provider. 

An entity authorized to provide 911/E-911 network and database services within 
a particular jurisdiction. 

2.89 	 Non-Revertive. 

Where traffic is redirected to a protection line because of failure of a working line 
and the working line is repaired, traffic will remain on the protection line until 
there is either manual intervention or a failure of the protection line. 

2.90 	 NPA (Numbering Plan Area). 

Also sometimes referred to as an area code, is the first three-digit indicator of 
each 10-digit telephone number within the NANP. There are two general 
categories of NPA, "Geographic NPAs" and "Non-Geographic NPAs". A 
Geographic NPA is associated with a defined geographic area. A Non
Geographic NPA, also known as a "Service Access Code" or "SAC Code" is 
typically associated with a specialized Telecommunications Service that may be 
provided across multiple geographic NPA areas. SOD, 700, 800,888 and 900 are 
examples of Non-Geographic NPAs. 

2.91 	 NXX, NXX Code, Central Office Code or CO Code. 

The three-digit switch entity indicator (i.e. the first three digits of a seven-digit 
telephone number). 
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2.92 	 Order. 

An order or application to provide, change, obtain maintenance with respect to, 
or terminate a Service (including, but not limited to, a commitment to obtain a 
stated number or minimum number of lines or other Services for a stated period 
or minimum period of time). 

2.93 	 Originating Switched Access Detail Usage Data. 

A category 1101XX record as defined in the EMI Telcordia Practice BR-010-200
010. 

2.94 	 POI (Point of Interconnection). 

The physical location where the Parties' respective facilities physically 
interconnect for the purpose of mutually exchanging their traffic. POls include (i) 
a technically feasible point on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber meet 
point to which the Parties mutually agree under the terms of this Agreement. The 
Interconnection Attachment sets forth the Parties' obligations with respect to the 
establishment of POls. 

2.95 	 Primary Reference Source. 

Equipment that provides a timing signal to synchronize different equipment within 
a network. 

2.96 	 Principal Document. 

This document, including, but not limited to, the Title Page, the Table of 
Contents, the Preface, the General Terms and Conditions, the signature page, 
this Glossary, the Attachments, and the Appendices to the Attachments. 

2.97 	 Providing Party. 

A Party offering or providing a Service to the other Party under this Agreement. 

2.98 	 PSAP. 

Public Safety Answering Point. 

2.99 	 Receiving Party. 

A Party requesting or receiving a Service from the other Party under this 
Agreement. 

2.100 	 Qualifying UNE. 

An unbundled Network Element or a combination of unbundled Network 
Elements obtained, pursuant to the Federal Unbundling Rules, under this 
Agreement or a Verizon UNE Tariff. 

2.101 	 Qualifying Wholesale Services. 

Wholesale services obtained from Verizon under a Verizon access Tariff or a 
separate wholesale agreement. 

2.102 	 Rate Center Area. 
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The geographic area that has been identified by a given LEC as being 
associated with a particular NPA-NXX code assigned to the LEC for its provision 
of Telephone Exchange Services. 

2.103 Rate Center Point. 

A specific geographic point, defined by a V&H coordinate, located within the Rate 
Center Area and used to measure distance for the purpose of billing for distance
sensitive Telephone Exchange Services and Toll Traffic. Pursuant to Telcordia 
Practice BR-795-1 00-1 00, the Rate Center Point may be an End Office location, 
or a "LEC Consortium Point of Interconnection", 

2.104 Rate Demarcation Point. 

The physical pOint in a Verizon provided network facility at which Verizon's 
responsibility for maintaining that network facility ends and the Customer's 
responsibility for maintaining the remainder of the facility begins, as set forth in 
this Agreement, Verizon's applicable Tariffs, if any, or as otherwise prescribed 
under Applicable Law, 

2.105 Reciprocal Compensation. 

The arrangement for recovering, in accordance with Section 251 (b)(5) of the Act, 
the FCC Internet Orders, and other applicable FCC orders and FCC 
Regulations/Rulings, costs incurred for the transport and termination of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic originating on one Party's network and 
terminating on the other Party's network (as set forth in Section 7 of the 
Interconnection Attachment). 

2.106 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, 

Telecommunications traffic exchanged between the Parties and subject to 
Reciprocal Compensation under Applicable Law. For avoidance of doubt, the 
Parties expressly acknowledge that in the November 5, 2008 FCC Internet 
Order, the FCC ruled that Internet Traffic is subject to Reciprocal Compensation 
and that, as a result, Reciprocal Compensation Traffic includes Internet Traffic, 
subject to the FCC's rules and rulings regarding intercarrier compensation 
applicable to such traffic. 

2.107 Retail Prices, 

The prices at which a Service is provided by Verizon at retail to subscribers who 
are not Telecommunications Carriers. 

2,108 Routing Point. 

A specific geographic point identified by a specific V&H coordinate, The Routing 
Point is used to route inbound traffiC to speCified NPA-NXXs. The Routing Point 
must be located within the LATA in which the corresponding NPA-NXX is 
located, However, the Routing Point associated with each NPA-NXX need not 
be the same as the corresponding Rate Center Point, nor must it be located 
within the corresponding Rate Center Area, nor must there be a unique and 
separate Routing Point corresponding to each unique and separate Rate Center 
Area. 

2.109 Service, 
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Any Interconnection arrangement, Network Element, Telecommunications 
Service, collocation arrangement, or other service, facility or arrangement, 
offered or provided by a Party under this Agreement. 

2.110 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.111 	 SS7 (Signaling System 7). 

The common channel out-of-band signaling protocol developed by the 
Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) and 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Verizon and Bright House 
utilize this out-of-band signaling protocol in relation to their routing and 
completion of traffic. 

2.112 	 Subsidiary. 

A corporation or other person that is controlled by a Party. 

2.113 	 Sub-Loop Distribution Facility. 

A two-wire or four-wire metallic distribution facility in Verizon's network between a 
Verizon feeder distribution interface (liFO I") and the Rate Demarcation Point for 
such facility (or NID if the NID is located at such Rate Demarcation POint). 

2.114 	 Switched Exchange Access Service. 

The offering of transmission and switching services for the purpose of the 
origination or termination of Toll Traffic. Switched Exchange Access Services 
include but may not be limited to: Feature Group A, Feature Group B, Feature 
Group 0, 700 access, 800 access, 888 access and 900 access. 

2.115 	 Tandem. 

A switching entity that has billing and recording capabilities and is used to 
connect and switch trunk circuits between and among End Offices and between 
and among End Offices and carriers' aggregation pOints, points of termination, or 
points of presence, and to provide Switched Exchange Access Services. 
Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone company building in which 
switching systems and telephone equipment are installed. 

2.116 	 Tariff. 

2.116.1 	 Any Federal or state tariff of a Party, as amended from time to time; or 

2.116.2 	 Any standard agreement or other document, as amended from time to 
time, that sets forth the generally available terms, conditions and 
prices under which a Party offers to provide a service, function, or 
arrangement. 

2.116.3 	 For avoidance of doubt, no Service offered or provided under this 
Agreement shall be subject to either Party's Tariff except to the extent 
that this Agreement expressly states that a Party's Tariff, rather than, 
or in addition to, the provisions of this Agreement, shall apply to such 
Service.. 

The term "Tariff' does not include any Verizon Statement of Generally Available 
Terms (SGAT) which has been approved or is pending approval by the 
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Commission pursuant to Section 252(f) of the Act. 

2.117 	 Telcordia Technologies 

Telcordia Technologies, Inc., formerly known as Sell Communications Research, 
Inc. (Sellcore). 

2.118 	 Telecommunications Carrier. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.119 	 Telecommunications Services. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.120 	 Telephone Exchange Service. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.121 	 Terminating Switched Access Detail Usage Data. 

A category 11 01XX record as defined in the EMI Telcordia Practice BR-01 0-200
010. 

2.122 	 Third Party Claim. 

A Claim where there is (a) a claim, demand, suit or action by a person who is not 
a Party, (b) a settlement with, judgment by, or liability to, a person who is not a 
Party, or (c) a fine or penalty imposed by a person who is not a Party. 

2.123 	 Toll Traffic. 

Traffic that meets the definition set forth in the Act for the term "Telephone Toll 
Service" and as to which one of the Parties is providing the service to the 
affected End User(s) and imposing on such End User(s) the separate charge 
referred to in that definition Toll Traffic may be either "lntraLATA Toll Traffic" or 
"lnterLA TA Toll Traffic", depending on whether the originating and terminating 
pOints are within the same LATA. For avoidance of doubt, traffic that meets the 
definition set forth in the Act for the term "Telephone Toll Service" but as to which 
a third party carrier provides the service to the affected End User(s) and imposes 
on such End User(s) the separate charge referred to in that definition shall be 
treated as Meet Point Billing Traffic for purposes of this Agreement. 

2.124 	 Toxic or Hazardous Substance. 

Any substance designated or defined as toxic or hazardous under any 
"Environmental Law" or that poses a risk to human health or safety. or the 
environment, and products and materials containing such substance. 
"Environmental Laws" means the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act, the Emergency Planning and Community Right
to-Know Act, the Water Pollution Control Act, the Air Pollution Control Act. the 
Toxic Substances Control Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, and all other Federal, State or local laws or 
governmental regulations or requirements, that are similar to the above
referenced laws or that otherwise govern releases, chemicals, products, 
materials or wastes that may pose risks to human health or safety, or the 
environment, or that relate to the protection of wetlands or other natural 
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resources. 

2.125 Traffic Factor 1. 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage calculated by 
dividing the number of minutes of interstate traffic (excluding Measured Internet 
Traffic) by the total number of minutes of interstate and intrastate traffic. 
([Interstate Traffic Total Minutes of Use {excluding Measured Internet Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use} ,. {Interstate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Intrastate Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use}] x 100). Until the form of a Party's bills is updated to use 
the term "Traffic Factor 1", the term "Traffic Factor 1" may be referred to on the 
Party's bills and in billing related communications as "Percent Interstate Usage" 
or "PIU". 

2.126 Traffic Factor 2. 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage calculated by 
dividing the combined total number of minutes of Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic and (to the extent not already counted) Measured Internet Traffic by the 
combined total number of minutes of intrastate traffic and Measured Internet 
Traffic. ([{Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Measured 
Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use}" {Intrastate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + 
Measured Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use}] x 100). Until the form of a 
Party's bills is updated to use the term "Traffic Factor 2", the term "Traffic Factor 
2" may be referred to on the Party's bills and in billing related communications as 
"Percent Local Usage" or "PLU". 

2.127 Triennial Review Remand Order (TRRO). 

The FCC's Order on Remand in WC Docket No. 04-313 and CC Docket No. 01 
338, released on February 4, 2005. 

2.128 Trunk Side. 

A Central Office Switch connection that is capable of, and has been programmed 
to treat the circuit as, connecting to another switching entity. for example, to 
another carrier's network. Trunk side connections offer those transmission and 
signaling features appropriate for the connection of switching entities and cannot 
be used for the direct connection of ordinary telephone station sets. 

2.129 UDLC (Universal Digital Loop Carrier). 

UDLC arrangements consist of a Central Office Terminal and a Remote Terminal 
located in the outside plant or at a Customer premises. The Central Office and 
the Remote Terminal units perform analog to digital conversions to allow the 
feeding facility to be digital. UDLC is deployed where the types of services to be 
prOVisioned by the systems cannot be integrated such as non-switched services 
and UNE Loops. 

2.130 UNE Wire Center. 

Shall have the same meaning as 'Wire Center" set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. 

2.131 V and H Coordinates Method. 

A method of computing airline miles between two pOints by utilizing an 
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established formula that is based on the vertical and horizontal coordinates of the 
two points. 

2.132 Voice Grade. 

Either an analog signal of 300 to 3000 Hz or a digital signal of 56/64 kilobits per 
second. When referring to digital Voice Grade service (a 56-64 kbps channel), 
the terms "OSO" or "sub-OS1" may also be used. 

2.133 Voice over Internet Protocol Service or VolP Service 

Shall have the meaning set forth for the term "Interconnected VolP Service" in 47 
C.F.R. § 9.3. For avoidance of doubt, to the extent that a Party provides 
connectivity to the PSTN to an entity (affiliated or otherwise) that provides 
Interconnected VolP Service to End Users, such End Users shall be treated for 
all purposes under this Agreement in the same manner as such Party's 
Telephone Exchange Service customers would be treated, and such Party shall be 
treated, for all purposes under this Agreement, as though it were providing such Service to 
such End Users. 

2.134 xOSL 

As defined and offered in this Agreement. The small "x" before the letters OSL 
signifies reference to OSL as a generic transmission technology, as opposed to a 
specific OSL "flavor". 
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES ATTACHMENT 

1. Alternate Billed Calls 

1.1 	 The Parties will engage in settlements of intraLATA intrastate alternate-billed 
calls (f!.:.SL. coUect. calling card, and third-party billed calls) originated or 
authorized by their respective Customers in accordance with an arrangement 
mutually agreed to by the Parties. 

2. 	 Dialing Parity - Section 2S1(b)(3) 

Each Party shall provide the other Party with nondiscriminatory access to such services 
and information as are necessary to allow the other Party to implement local Dialing 
Parity in accordance with the requirements of Section 251 (b)(3) of the Act. 

3. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

4. 	 Directory Listing and Directory Distribution 

Verizon will provide directory and listing services to Bright House on a just, reasonable 
and nondiscriminatory basis as required by Applicable Law and as speCified herein. 

4.1 	 Listing Information. 

As used herein, "Listing Information" means a Bright House Customer's primary 
name, address (including city, state and zip code), telephone number(s), the 
delivery address and number of directories to be delivered, and, in the case of a 
business Customer, the primary business heading under which the business 
Customer desires to be placed, and any other information Verizon deems 
necessary for the publication and delivery of directories. 

4.2 	 Listing Information Supply. 

Bright House shall provide to Verizon on a regularly scheduled basis, at no 
charge, and in a format reasonably required by Verizon or by a mutually agreed 
upon industry standard (e.g., Ordering and Billing Forum developed) all Listing 
Information (including additions, changes, and deletions) and the service address 
for each Bright House Customer whose service address location falls within the 
geographic area covered by the relevant Verizon directory and who wishes to be 
included in a Verizon directory or directory listing database. Bright House shall 
also provide to Verizon as promptly as commercially reasonable, but no less 
frequently than daily: (a) information showing Bright House Customers listed in a 
Verizon directory or included in a Verizon directory information database who 
have disconnected or terminated their service with Bright House; and (b) delivery 
information for each Bright House Customer not included in a Verizon directory 
or directory information database, to enable Verizon to perform its directory 
distribution responsibilities. Verizon shall distribute directories to Bright House 
End Users on the same basis and on the same schedule as Verizon distributed 
directories to its own End Users. Verizon shall promptly provide to Bright House 
(normally within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt by Verizon, excluding non
business days) a query on any listing that is not acceptable. Bright House shall 
impose no charges on Verizon for providing this information, and Verizon shall 
impose no charges of any nature on Bright House for including this information in 
its directories and databases. it being acknowledged by both Parties that each 
Party benefits from the mutual provision of these functions. 
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4.3 Listing Inclusion and Distribution. 

Verizon shall include at no nonrecurring, monthly recurring, ordering or order 
processing, or other charge either to Bright House or Bright House's Customers 
or End Users, the primary listing, in the appropriate alphabetical directory and, for 
business Customers, in the appropriate classified (Yellow Pages) directory in 
accordance with the directory configuration, scope and schedules determined by 
Verizon in its sole discretion, for each Bright House Customer/End User who 
wishes to be included in Verizon's directories, and shall provide initial distribution 
of such directories to such Bright House Customers in the same manner it 
provides initial distribution of such directories to its own Customers. "Primary 
Listing" means a Customer's primary name, address, and telephone number. 
Listings of Bright House's Customers shall be interfiled with listings of Verizon's 
Customers and the Customers of other LECs included in the Verizon directories. 
Bright House shall be entitled to direct Verizon to provide, for Bright House 
Customers/End Users, any additional, foreign, and other listings products as may 
be available to Verizon's Customers under a Verizon Tariff. If and to the extent 
that Bright House orders such additional, foreign or other listings products, 
Verizon shall bill, and Bright House shall pay, the same rates for such listing 
products as would apply to a Verizon Customer ordering the such a service. 
Other than the same tariffed charges that would apply to a Verizon End User 
ordering such a directory service. Verizon shall impose no charges of any nature 
on Bright House for including any Bright House information in Verizon's 
directories and databases or for distributing its directories. 

4.4 Verizon Information. 

Upon request by Bright House, Verizon shall make available to Bright House the 
following information to the extent that Verizon provides such information to its 
own business offices: a directory list of relevant NXX codes, directory and 
Customer Guide close dates, and Yellow Pages headings. Verizon shall also 
make available to Bright House, on Verizon's Wholesale website (or, at Verizon's 
option, in writing) Verizon's directory listings standards and specifications. 

4.5 Confidentiality of Listing Information. 

(a) Subject to subsection (b), below, Verizon shall accord Bright House Listing 
Information the same level of confidentiality that Verizon accords its own listing 
information, and shall use such Listing Information solely for the purpose of 
providing directory-related services; provided. however, that, except as provided 
in (b) below, should Verizon elect to do so, it may use or license Bright House 
Listing Information for directory publishing, direct marketing, or any other purpose 
for which Verizon uses or licenses its own listing information, so long as Bright 
House Customers are not separately identified as such; and provided further that 
Bright House may identify those of its Customers who request that their names 
not be sold for direct marketing purposes and Verizon shall honor such requests 
to the same extent that it does for its own Customers. Verizon shall not be 
obligated to compensate Bright House for Verizon's use or licensing of Bright 
House Listing Information. 

(b) Information regarding the name and/or location of Bright House 
customers provided to Verizon in connection with facilitating the establishment of 
directory listings and/or delivery of directories shall be treated as Confidential 
Information and shall be used by Verizon solely for the purpose of establishing a 
listing and/or delivery of directories, as the case may be. For the avoidance of 
doubt, until such time as the information becomes publicly available by being included in 
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a directory or directory database, it shall be a material breach of this Agreement for 
Verizon to provide information obtained from Bright House in connection with the 
establishment of listings or the delivery of directories to any person, division, unit, 
or operation within Verizon or any affiliate or contractor of Verizon other than 
such persons, divisions, units or operations involved establishing/maintaining 
directories and/or the distribution of directories, including without limitation any 
persons, divisions, units or operations with a role in or responsibility for the sale 
or marketing of Verizon services to End Users. Verizon expressly agrees that in 
the event of an actual or threatened breach of this provision, and without limiting 
or excluding any other remedies that Bright House may have under this 
Agreement or under Applicable Law, Bright House shall be entitled to an 
immediate injunction prohibiting Verizon from providing such information to any 
such person, division, unit or operation within Verizon or any affiliate or 
contractor ofVerizon and directing the immediate return or destruction of any 
such information that was previously so provided. 

4.6 Accuracy. 

Both Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the accurate 
publication of Bright House Customer listings. At Bright House's request. 
Verizon shall provide Bright House with a report of all Bright House Customer 
listings in a reasonable timeframe prior to the service order close date for the 
applicable directory. Verizon shall process any corrections made by Bright 
House with respect to its listings, provided such corrections are received prior to 
the close date of the particular directory. 

4.7 Indemnification. 

Bright House shall adhere to all generally applicable practices, standards, and 
ethical requirements established by Verizon with regard to listings. By providing 
Verizon with Listing Information, Bright House warrants to Verizon that Bright 
House has the right to provide such Listing Information to Verizon on behalf of its 
Customers. Bright House shall make commercially reasonable efforts to ensure 
that any business or person to be listed is authorized and has the right (a) to 
provide the product or service offered, and (b) to use any personal or corporate 
name, trade name, trademark, service mark or language used in the listing. 
Bright House agrees to release, defend, hold harmless and indemnify Verizon, in 
accordance with Section 20 of the General Terms and Conditions, from and 
against any and all claims, losses, damages, suits, or other actions, or any 
liability Whatsoever, suffered, made, instituted, or asserted by any person arising 
out of Verizon's publication or dissemination of the Listing Information as 
provided by Bright House hereunder. 

4.8 Liability. 

In accordance with Section 25 of the General Terms and Conditions, Verizon's 
liability to Bright House in the event of a Verizon error in or omission of a Bright 
House Customer listing shall not exceed the amount actually paid by Bright 
House to Verizon for such listing. Bright House agrees to take all reasonable 
steps, including, but not limited to, entering into appropriate contractual 
provisions with its Customers, to ensure that its and Verizon's liability to Bright 
House's Customers in the event of a Verizon error in or omission of a listing shall 
be subject to the same limitations of liability applicable between Verizon and its 
own Customers as set forth in Verizon's Tariffs. 
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4.9 Service Information Pages. 

Verizon shall include all Bright House NXX codes associated with the geographic 
areas to which each directory pertains, to the extent it does so for Verizon's own 
NXX codes, in any lists of such codes that are contained in the general reference 
portion of each directory. Bright House's NXX codes shall appear in such lists in 
the same manner as Verizon's NXX information. In addition, when Bright House 
is authorized to, and is offering, local service to Customers located within the 
geographic area covered by a specific directory, at Bright House's request, 
Verizon shall include, at no charge, in the "Customer Guide" or comparable 
section of the applicable alphabetical directories, Bright House's critical contact 
information for Bright House's installation, repair and Customer service, as 
provided by Bright House. Such critical contact information shall appear 
alphabetically by local exchange carrier and in accordance with Verizon's 
generally applicable policies. Bright House shall be responsible for providing the 
necessary information to Verizon by the applicable close date for each affected 
directory. 

4.10 	 Directory Publication. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall require Verizon to publish a directory where it 
would not otherwise do so. 

4.11 	 Other Directory Services. 

Bright House acknowledges that if Bright House desires directory services in 
addition to those described herein and that Verizon is not otherwise required to 
provide under Applicable Law, such additional services shall be obtained under 
separate agreement with Verizon's directory publishing company. In such event, 
Verizon shall provide commercially reasonable cooperation to Bright House, 
including without limitation the provision of appropriate contact information for 
such directory publishing company, to facilitate Bright House in negotiating such 
a separate agreement. 

5. 	 Voice Information Service Traffic 

5.1 	 For purposes of this Section 5, (a) Voice Information Service means a service 
that provides [i] recorded voice announcement information or [ii] a vocal 
discussion program open to the public, and (b) Voice Information Service Traffic 
means intraLATA switched voice traffic, delivered to a Voice Information Service. 
Voice Information Service Traffic does not include any form of Internet Traffic. 
Voice Information Service Traffic also does not include 555 traffic or similar traffic 
with AIN service interfaces, which traffic shall be subject to separate 
arrangements between the Parties. Voice Information Service Traffic is not 
subject to ReCiprocal Compensation charges under Section 7 of the 
Interconnection Attachment. 

5.2 	 If a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer is served by resold Verizon dial tone line 
Telecommunications Service, to the extent reasonably feasible, Verizon will route 
Voice Information Service Traffic originating from such Service to the appropriate 
Voice Information Service connected to Verizon's network unless a feature 
blocking such Voice Information Service Traffic has been installed. For such 
Voice Information Service Traffic, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay to Verizon 
without discount any Voice Information Service provider charges billed by 
Verizon to *"'CLEC Acronym TE* .... ***CLEC Acronym TE**' shall pay Verizon 
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such charges in full regardless of whether or not ***CLEC Acronym TE*** collects 
such charges from its Customer. 

5.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall have the option to route Voice Information Service 
Traffic that originates on its own network to the appropriate Voice Information 
Service connected to Verizon's network. In the event Bright House exercises 
such option, Bright House will establish, at its own expense, a dedicated trunk 
group to the Verizon Voice Information Service serving switch. This trunk group 
will be utilized to allow Bright House to route Voice Information Service Traffic 
originated on its network to Verizon. For such Voice Information Service Traffic, 
unless Bright House has entered into a written agreement with Verizon under 
which Bright House will collect from Bright House's Customer and remit to 
Verizon the Voice Information Service provider's charges, Bright House shall pay 
to Verizon without discount any Voice Information Service provider charges billed 
by Verizon to Bright House. Bright House shall pay Verizon such charges in full 
regardless of whether or not Bright House collects such charges from its own 
Customer. 

6. 	 [Intentionally left blank) 

7. 	 Originating Line Number Screening (OLNS) 

Upon Bright House's request, Verizon will update its database used to provide originating 
line number screening (the database of information which indicates to an operator the 
acceptable billing methods for calls originating from the calling number (e.g., penal 
institutions, COCOTS). 

8. 	 Operations Support Systems (OSS) Services 

8.1 	 Definitions. 

The terms listed below shall have the meanings stated below: 

8.1.1 	 Verizon Operations Support Systems: Verizon systems for pre
ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair, and billing of 
any Verizon Service provided under or in connection with this 
Agreement. 

8.1.2 	 Verizon OSS Services: Access to Verizon Operations Support 
Systems functions. The term "Verizon OSS Services" includes, but is 
not limited to: (a) Verizon's provision of Bright House Usage 
Information to Bright House pursuant to Section 8.3 of this Attachment: 
and, (b) "Verizon OSS Information", as defined in Section 8.1 A of this 
Attachment. 

8.1.3 	 Verizon OSS Facilities: Any gateways, interfaces, databases, 
facilities, eqUipment, software, or systems, used by Verizon to provide 
Verizon OSS Services to Bright House. 

8.1.4 	 Verizon OSS Information: Any information accessed by, or disclosed 
or provided to, Bright House through or as a part of Verizon OSS 
Services. The term "Verizon OSS Information" includes, but is not 
limited to: any Customer Information related to a Verizon Customer or 
a Bright House Customer accessed by, or disclosed or provided to, 
Bright House through or as a part of Verizon OSS Services accessed 
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b or disclosed or provided to, Bright House. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing in this Agreement shall restrict Bright House's right to 
make use of any information of which Bright House is or becomes aware by 
means other than access to Verizon ass, Verizon OSS Services. or Verizon 
OSS Facilities. 

8.1.5 	 Verizon Retail Telecommunications Service: Any Telecommunications 
Service that Verizon provides at retail to subscribers that are not 
Telecommunications Carriers. The term "Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service" does not include any Exchange Access 
service (as defined in Section 3(16) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 153(16)) 
provided by Verizon. 

8.1.6 	 Bright House Usage Information: For a Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service purchased by Bright House pursuant to 
the Resale Attachment, the usage information that Verizon would 
record if Verizon was furnishing such Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service to a Verizon end-user retail Customer. 

8.1.7 	 Customer Information: CPNI of a Customer and any other non-public, 
individually identifiable information about a Customer or the purchase 
by a Customer of the services or products of a Party. 

8,2 Verizon OSS Services. 

8.2,1 	 Upon request by Bright House, Verizon shall provide to Bright House 
Verizon OSS Services. Such Verizon OSS Services will be provided 
in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, Applicable Law, 
except that, to the extent that Applicable Law requires Verizon to 
provide a Service to Bright House, Verizon shall make Verizon OSS 
Services available to Bright House to the extent reasonably necessary 
to allow Bright House to efficiently and effectively Order such Service 
and communicate with Verizon regarding necessary maintenance with 
respect to it. 

8.2.2 	 Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon Operations 
Support Systems, Verizon Operations Support Systems functions, 
Verizon OSS Facilities, Verizon OSS Information, and the Verizon 
OSS Services that will be offered by Verizon, shall be as determined 
by Verizon. Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon 
shall have the right to change Verizon Operations Support Systems, 
Verizon Operations Support Systems functions, Verizon OSS 
Facilities, Verizon OSS Information, and the Verizon OSS Services, 
from time-to-time, without the consent of Bright House. 

8.2.3 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall 
provide Bright House with such advance notice as is commercially 
reasonable in the circumstances of any material change to any 
Verizon OSS Services provided to Bright House. Without limiting the 
foregoing, and by way of illustration and example, Verizon will comply 
with Verizon's applicable OSS Change Management Guidelines, as 
such Guidelines are modified from time-to-time, including, but not 
limited to, the provisions of the Guidelines related to furnishing notice 
of changes in Verizon OSS Services. Verizon's OSS Change 
Management Guidelines will be set out on a Verizon website. No 
change by Verizon to its OSS shall have the effect of causing any 
service, function or transaction which is not chargeable to Bright 
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House as of the Effective Date, to become a chargeable function 
hereunder. 

8,3 Bright House Usage Information. 

8.3,1 	 Upon request by Bright House, Verizon shall provide to Bright House 
Bright House Usage Information. Such Bright House Usage 
Information will be provided in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, Applicable Law, 

8.3.2 	 Bright House Usage Information will be available to Bright House 
through Network Data Mover (NDM) or other such media as mutually 
agreed by both Parties, 

8,3.3 	 Bright House Usage Information will be provided in an ATIS EMI 
format. 

8,3.4 	 Except as stated in this Section 8.3, subject to the requirements of 
Applicable Law, the manner in which, and the frequency with which, 

8.4 Access to and Use of Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.4.1 	 Verizon OSS Facilities may be accessed and used by Bright House 
only to the extent necessary for Bright House's access to and use of 
Verizon OSS Services pursuant to this Agreement. 

8.4.2 	 [Intentionally left blankJ. 

8.4.3 	 Bright House shall restrict access to and use of Verizon OSS Facilities 
to Bright House, This Section 8 does not grant to Bright House any 
right or license to grant sublicenses to other persons, or permission to 
other persons (except Bright House's employees, agents and 
contractors, in accordance with Section 8.4.7 of this Attachment), to 
access or use Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.4.4 	 Bright House shall not (a) alter, modify or damage the Verizon OSS 
Facilities (including, but not limited to, Verizon software), (b) copy, 
remove, derive, reverse engineer, or decompile, software from the 
Verizon OSS Facilities, or (c) obtain access through Verizon OSS 
Facilities to Verizon databases, facilities, equipment, software, or 
systems, which are not offered for Bright House's use under this 
Section 8. 

8.4,5 	 Bright House shall comply with all commercially reasonable practices 
and procedures established by Verizon for access to and use of 
Verizon OSS Facilities (including, but not limited to, Verizon practices 
and procedures with regard to security and use of access and user 
identification codes), 

8.4.6 	 AU practices and procedures for access to and use of Verizon OSS 
Facilities, and all access and user identification codes for Verizon OSS 
Facilities: (a) shall remain the property of Verizon; (b) shall be used by 
Bright House only in connection with Bright House's use of Verizon 
OSS Facilities permitted by this Section 8; (c) shall be treated by 
Bright House as Confidential Information ofVerizon pursuant to 
Section 10 of the General Terms and Conditions; and, (d) shall be 
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destroyed or returned by Bright House to Verizon upon the earlier of 
request by Verizon or the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

8,4.7 	 Bright House's employees, agents and contractors may access and 
use Verizon OSS Facilities only to the extent necessary for Bright 
House's access to and use of the Verizon OSS Facilities permitted by 
this Agreement. Any access to or use of Verizon OSS Facilities by 
Bright House's employees, agents, or contractors, shall be subject to 
the provisions of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, Section 
10 of the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.5.3.2 of this 
Attachment. 

8.5 Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.1 	 Subject to the provisions of this Section 8, in accordance with, but only 
to the extent required by, Applicable Law, Verizon grants to Bright 
House a non-exclusive license to use Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.2 	 Subject to Section 8.1,4, all Verizon OSS Information shall at all times 
remain the property of Verizon. Except as expressly stated in this 
Section 8, Bright House shall acquire no rights in or to any Verizon 
OSS Information. 

8.5.3 	 The provisions of this Section 8.5.3 shall apply to all Verizon OSS 
Information, except (a) Bright House Usage Information, (b) CPNI of 
Bright House, and (c) CPNI of a Verizon Customer or a Bright House 
Customer, to the extent the Customer has authorized Bright House to 
use the ePNI. 

8.5.3.1 	 Verizon OSS Information may be accessed and used by 
Bright House only to provide Telecommunications Services 
to Bright House Customers. 

8.5.3.2 	 Bright House shall treat Verizon OSS Information that is 
designated by Verizon, through written or electronic notice 
(including, but not limited to, through the Verizon OSS 
Services), as "Confidential" or "Proprietary" as Confidential 
Information of Verizon pursuant to Section 10 of the 
General Terms and Conditions. 

8.5.3.3 	 Except as expressly stated in this Section 8, this Agreement 
does not grant to Bright House any right or license to grant 
sublicenses to other persons, or permisSion to other 
persons (except Bright House's employees, agents or 
contractors, in accordance with Section 8.5.3,4 of this 
Attachment), to access, use or disclose Verizon OSS 
Information. 

8.5.3,4 	 Bright House's employees, agents and contractors may 
access, use and disclose Verizon OSS Information only to 
the extent necessary for Bright House's access to, and use 
and disclosure of, Verizon OSS Information permitted by 
this Section 8. Any access to, or use or disclosure of, 
Verizon OSS Information by Bright House's employees, 
agents or contractors, shall be subject to the provisions of 
this Agreement, including, but not limited to, Section 10 of 
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the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8,5,3,2 of 
this Attachment. 

8.5.3.5 	 Bright House's license to use Verizon ass Information shall 
expire upon the earliest of: (a) the time when the Verizon 
ass Information is no longer needed by Bright House to 
provide Telecommunications Services to Bright House 
Customers; (b) termination of the license in accordance with 
this Section 8; or (c) expiration or termination of this 
Agreement 

8.5.3.6 	 All Verizon ass Information received by Bright House shall 
be destroyed or returned by Bright House to Verizon, upon 
expiration, suspension or termination of the license to use 
such Verizon ass Information. 

8.5.4 	 Unless sooner terminated or suspended in accordance with this 
Agreement or this Section 8 (including, but not limited to, Section 2.2 
of the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.6.1 of this 
Attachment). Bright House's access to Verizon ass Information 
through Verizon ass Services shall terminate upon the expiration or 
termination of this Agreement. 

8.5.5 Audits. 

8.5.5.1 Verizon shall have the right (but not the obligation) to audit 
Bright House to ascertain whether Bright House is 
complying with the requirements of Applicable Law and this 
Agreement with regard to Bright House's access to, and use 
and disclosure of, Verizon ass Information. 

8.5.5.2 Without in any way limiting any other rights Verizon may 
have under this Agreement or Applicable Law, Verizon shall 
have the right (but not the obligation) to monitor Bright 
House's access to and use of Verizon ass Information 
which is made available by Verizon to Bright House 
pursuant to this Agreement, to ascertain whether Bright 
House is complying with the requirements of Applicable Law 
and this Agreement, with regard to Bright House's access 
to, and use and disclosure of, such Verizon ass 
Information. The foregoing right shall include, but not be 
limited to, the right (but not the obligation) to electronically 
monitor Bright House's access to and use of Verizon ass 
Information which is made available by Verizon to Bright 
House through Verizon ass Facilities, 

8.5.5.3 Information obtained by Verizon pursuant to this Section 
8.5.5 shall be treated by Verizon as Confidential Information 
of Bright House pursuant to Section 10 of the General 
Terms and Conditions; provided that, Verizon shall have the 
right (but not the obligation) to use and disclose information 
obtained by Verizon pursuant to Section 8.5.5 of this 
Attachment to enforce Verizon's rights under this 
Agreement or Applicable Law. 

8.5.6 	 Bright House acknowledges that the Verizon ass Information, by its 
nature, is updated and corrected on a continuous basis by Verizon, 
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and therefore that Verizon OSS Information is subject to change from 
time to time. 

8.6 Liabilities and Remedies. 

8.6.1 	 Any breach by Bright House, or Bright House's employees, agents or 
contractors, of the provisions of Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of this Attachment 
shall be deemed a material breach of this Agreement. In addition, if 
Bright House or an employee, agent or contractor of Bright House at 
any time breaches a provision of Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of this Attachment 
and such breach continues for more than ten (10) days after written 
notice thereof from Verizon, then, except as otherwise required by 
Applicable Law, Verizon shall have the right, upon notice to Bright 
House, to suspend the license to use Verizon OSS Information 
granted by Section 8.5.1 of this Attachment and/or the provision of 
Verizon OSS Services, in whole or in part. If the Parties disagree as 
to whether a material breach has occurred, the matter shall be treated 
as a dispute pursuant to Section 14 of the General Terms and 
Conditions. 

8.6.2 	 Bright House agrees that Verizon would be irreparably injured by a 
breach of Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of this Attachment by Bright House or the 
employees, agents or contractors of Bright House, and that Verizon 
shall be entitled to seek equitable relief, including injunctive relief and 
specific performance, in the event of any such breach. Such remedies 
shall not be deemed to be the exclusive remedies for any such breach, 
but shall be in addition to any other remedies available under this 
Agreement or at law or in equity. 

8.7 Relation to Applicable Law. 

The provisions of Sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 of this Attachment with regard to the 
confidentiality of information shall be in addition to and not in derogation of any 
provisions of Applicable Law with regard to the confidentiality of information and 
the use of confidential information disclosed by one Party to the other, including, 
but not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, and nothing in this Agreement is intended to 
constitute a waiver by either Party of any right with regard to protection of the 
confidentiality of, or limitations on the use of, the information of such Party or 
such Party's Customers provided by Applicable Law. Each Party agrees to abide 
by all requirements of 47 U.S.C. 222 in connection with the performance of their 
obligations, and the exercise of their rights, under this Agreement, and each 
Party agrees that the other Party would be irreparably injured by a breach of this 
Section 8.7 by the Party or its employees, agents or contractors, and that each 
Party shall be entitled to seek equitable relief, including injunctive relief and 
specific performance, in the event of any such breach. Such remedies shall not 
be deemed to be the exclusive remedies for any such breach, but shall be in 
addition to any other remedies available under this Agreement or at law or in 
eqUity. 

8.8 Cooperation. 

Bright House, at Bright House's expense, shall reasonably cooperate with 
Verizon in using Verizon OSS Services. Such cooperation shall include, but not 
be limited to, the following: 

8.8.1 	 Upon request by Verizon, Bright House shall by no later than the 
fifteenth (15th) day of the last month of each Calendar Quarter submit 
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to Verizon reasonable, non-binding, good faith estimates of the volume 
of each type of OSS transaction that Bright House anticipates 
submitting in each month of the next Calendar Quarter. 

8.8.2 	 Bright House shall reasonably cooperate with Verizon in submitting 
orders for Verizon Services and otherwise using the Verizon OSS 
Services, in order to avoid exceeding commercially reasonable 
limitations on the capacity or capabilities of such Verizon OSS 
Services. 

8.8.3 	 Bright House shall participate in cooperative testing of Verizon OSS 
Services and shall provide assistance to Verizon in identifying and 
correcting mistakes, omissions, interruptions, delays, errors, defects, 
faults, failures, or other deficienCies, in Verizon OSS Services. 

8.9 	 Verizon Access to Information Related to Bright House Customers. 

8.9.1 	 Verizon shall have the right to access, use and disclose information 
related to Bright House Customers that is in Verizon's possession 
(including, but not limited to, in Verizon OSS Facilities) to the extent 
such access, use and/or disclosure has been authorized in the manner 
required by Applicable Law. Notwithstanding the foregoing or anything 
else in this Agreement, all information regarding the name, address, or 
other identifying information of Customers who have chosen to take 
service from Bright House or a Bright House affiliate but have not yet 
begun receiving such service, as well as all advance information 
regarding the timing of any such Customer's becoming a Bright House 
Customer, that Verizon may possess or come to possess as a result of 
either Party performing any obligations or exercising any rights under 
this Agreement, shall be deemed to be Bright House Confidential 
Information, and Verizon shall not use any such information it may 
possess except in accordance with Applicable Law, including 47 
U.S.C. § 222(b) and FCC rules and rulings relating to 47 U.S.C. § 
222(b). 

8.9.2 	 As of the Effective Date, the Parties acknowledge that they have 
executed a separate agreement permitting Verizon to access Bright 
House's OSS in order to facilitate Verizon's receipt of Services from 
Bright House hereunder .. 

8.10 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.11 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

9. 	 Poles, Ducts, Conduits and Rights-of-Way 

9.1 	 Verizon shall afford Bright House non-discriminatory access to poles, ducts, 
conduits and rights-of-way owned or controlled by Verizon. The Parties 
acknowledge that as of the Effective Date hereof, they have entered into a 
separate agreement setting out the terms and conditions under which Bright 
House may access Verizon's poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way. 

9.2 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

10. 	 Telephone Numbers 
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10.1 	 This Section applies in connection with ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers 
served by Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** for resale. 

10.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s use of telephone numbers shall be subject to 
Applicable Law and the rules of the North American Numbering Council, the 
North American Numbering Plan Administrator, the applicable provisions of this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, this Section 10), and Verizon's practices 
and procedures for use and assignment of telephone numbers, as amended from 
time-to-time. 

10.3 	 Subject to Sections 10.2 and 10.4 of this Attachment, if a Customer of either 
Verizon or ***CLEC Acronym TE*** who is served by a Verizon 
Telecommunications Service ("VTS") changes the LEC that serves the Customer 
using such VTS (including a change from Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE***, 
from ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to Verizon, or from "*"CLEC Acronym TE*** to a 
LEC other than Verizon), after such change, the Customer may continue to use 
with such VTS the telephone numbers that were assigned to the VTS for the use 
of such Customer by Verizon immediately prior to the change. 

10.4 	 Verizon shall have the right to change the telephone numbers used by a 
Customer if at any time: (a) the Customer requests service at a new location, 
that is not served by the Verizon switch and the Verizon rate center from which 
the Customer previously had service; (b) continued use of the telephone 
numbers is not technically feasible; or, (c) in the case of Telecommunications 
Service provided by Verizon to **"CLEC Acronym TE*** for resale, the type or 
class of service subscribed to by the Customer changes. 

10.5 	 If service on a VTS provided by Verizon to """CLEC Acronym TE**" under this 
Agreement is terminated and the telephone numbers associated with such VTS 
have not been ported to a "*CLEC Acronym TE*" switch, the telephone 
numbers shall be available for reassignment by Verizon to any person to whom 
Verizon elects to assign the telephone numbers, including, but not limited to, 
Verizon, Verizon Customers, ***CLEC Acronym TE***, or Telecommunications 
Carriers other than Verizon and "*CLEC Acronym TE"". 

1 0.6 	 ""CLEC Acronym TE*** may reserve telephone numbers only to the extent 
Verizon's Customers may reserve telephone numbers. 

11, 	 Routing for Operator Services and Directory Assistance Traffic 

For a Verizon Telecommunications Service dial tone line purchased by *"*CLEC Acronym 
TE**" for resale pursuant to the Resale Attachment, upon request by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*"*, Verizon will establish an arrangement that will permit "**CLEC Acronym TE**" to 
route the "'*CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer's calls for operator and directory assistance 
services to a provider of operator and directory assistance services selected by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*"*. Verizon will provide this routing arrangement in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, Applicable Law. Verizon will provide this routing 
arrangement pursuant to an appropriate written request submitted by "*CLEC Acronym 
TE"** and a mutually agreed-upon schedule. This routing arrangement will be 
implemented at ""CLEC Acronym TE"**'s expense, with charges determined on an 
individual case basis. In addition to charges for initially establishing the routing 
arrangement, """CLEC Acronym TE*"* will be responsible for ongoing monthly and/or 
usage charges for the routing arrangement. ""CLEC Acronym TE*** shall arrange, at its 
own expense, the trunking and other facilities required to transport traffic to ""*CLEC 
Acronym TE"""'s selected provider of operator and directory assistance services. 
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12. Unauthorized Carrier Change Charges 

In the event either Party requests that the other Party install, provide, change, or 
terminate a Customer's Telecommunications Service (including, but not limited to, a 
Customer's selection of a primary Telephone Exchange Service Provider) without having 
obtained authorization from the Customer for such installation, provision, selection, 
change or termination in accordance with Applicable Laws, the requesting Party shall be 
liable to the other Party for all charges that would be applicable to the Customer for the 
initial change in the Customer's Telecommunications Service and any charges for 
restoring the Customer's Telecommunications Service to its Customer-authorized 
condition (all such charges together, the "Carrier Change Charges"), including to the 
appropriate primary Telephone Exchange Service provider. Such Carrier Change 
Charges may be assessed on the requesting Party by the other Party at any time after 
the Customer is restored to its Customer-authorized condition. 

13. [Intentionally Left Blank] 
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INTERCONNECTION ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

1.1 Verizon shall provide to Bright House interconnection at (i) any technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber 
meet point to which the Parties mutually agree under the terms of this Agreement, for the 
transmission and routing of Telecommunications. By way of example, a technically 
feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA would include an 
applicable Verizon Tandem Interconnection Wire Center or Verizon End Office 
Interconnection Wire Center but, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement 
or otherwise, would not include a Bright House Interconnection Wire Center, Bright 
House switch or any portion of a transport facility provided by Verizon to Bright House or 
another party between (x) a Verizon Interconnection Wire Center or switch and (y) the 
Interconnection Wire Center or switch of Bright House or another party. For brevity's 
sake, the foregoing examples of locations that, respectively, are and are not "on 
Verizon's network" shall apply (and are hereby incorporated by reference) each time the 
term "on Verizon's network" is used in this Agreement. 

2. Points of Interconnection And Interconnection Format 

2.1 Point(s) of Interconnection. 

2.1.1 	 Each Party, at its own expense, shall provide transport facilities as 
required to deliver traffic originating on, or transiting through, its 
network to the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on 
Verizon's network in a LATA selected by Bright House. To meet this 
obligation, a Party may: 

2.1 .1.1 provide its own facilities for delivery of the traffic to the 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA; and/or 

2.1.1.2 	 obtain transport for delivery of the traffic to the technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in 
a LATA (a) from a third party, or, (b) if the other Party offers 
such transport pursuant to a Tariff, from the other Party 
under the terms of such Tariff. 

2.1.2 Interconnection Format 

At Bright House's option, the Parties shall interconnect their networks 
using either TDM (older standard PSTN signaling format) or Session 
Initiation Protocol (SIP) (modern IP Signaling format). SIP-based 
arrangements are described in Section 3.2 of this Interconnection 
Attachment. 

2.2 Trunk Types And Trunk Administration. 

2.2.1 	 In interconnecting their networks pursuant to this Attachment, the 
Parties will use, as appropriate, the following separate and distinct 
trunk groups: 

2.2.1.1 	 Interconnection Trunks for the transmission and routing of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, translated LEC IntraLATA 
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toll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) traffic, and 
IntraLATA Toll Traffic, between their respective Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers, and, Measured Internet 
Traffic, all in accordance with Sections 5 through 8 of this 
Attachment: 

2.2.1.2 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunks for the transmission and 
routing of Exchange Access traffic, including translated 
InterLA TA toll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) 
traffic, between a Party's End Users and purchasers of 
Switched Exchange Access Service in accordance with 
Sections 9 through 11 of this Attachment; and 

2.2.1.3 	 Miscellaneous Trunk Groups as mutually agreed to by the 
Parties, including, but not limited to: (a) choke trunks for 
traffic congestion and testing: and, (b) untranslated 
IntraLATAllnterLATA toll free service access code (e.g. 
800/888/877) traffic. 

2.2.1.4 	 A trunk group for Tandem Transit Traffic inbound from 
Verizon to Bright House. 

2.2.2 	 Other types of trunk groups may be used by the Parties as provided in 
other Attachments to this Agreement (e.g., 911/E-911 Trunks) or in 
other separate agreements between the Parties (e.g., directory 
assistance trunks, operator services trunks, BLV/BL VI trunks or trunks 
for 500/555 traffic). In addition, either Party may request the 
establishment of a separate trunk group for the exchange of any type 
of traffic whose technical or billing requirements make such a separate 
trunk group commercially reasonable. If the Parties cannot agree 
within a period not to exceed sixty (60) days on the establishment of a 
requested separate trunk group, then either Party may invoke the 
Dispute Resolution provisions of Section 14 of the General Terms. 

2.2.3 	 In accordance with the terms of this Agreement, as Bright House may 
elect, the Parties will deploy One-Way Interconnection Trunks (trunks 
with traffic going in one direction, including one-way trunks and uni
directional two-way trunks) andlor Two-Way Interconnection Trunks 
(trunks with traffic going in both directions). 

2.2.4 	 The Parties shall establish, at the technically feasible Poinl(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA, separate 
Interconnection Trunk group(s) between such POI(s) and each 
Verizon Tandem in a LATA with a subtending End Office(s) to which 
Bright House originates calls for Verizon to terminate. 

2.2.5 	 In the event the volume of traffic between a Verizon End Office and a 
technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a 
LATA, which is carried by a Final Tandem Interconnection Trunk 
group, exceeds (a) the Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) 
busy hour equivalent of one (1) DS1 for three consecutive months; (b) 
200,000 minutes of use for three consecutive months; and/or: (c) 600 
busy hour Centum Call Seconds (BHCCS) of use for three 
consecutive months: (i) if One-Way Interconnection Trunks are used, 
the originating Party shall promptly establish new or augment existing 
End Office One-Way Interconnection Trunk groups between the 
Verizon End Office and the technically feasible Point of 
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2.2.6 

2.2.7 

2.2.8 

2.2.9 

Interconnection on Verizon's network; or, (ii) if Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks are used, Bright House shall promptly submit 
an ASR to Verizon to establish new or augment existing End Office 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group(s) between that Verizon End 
Office and the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on 
Verizon's network. 

Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, the total number 
of Tandem Interconnection Trunks between a technically feasible 
Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network and a Verizon Tandem 
will be limited to a maximum of 240 trunks. In the event that the 
volume of traffic between a technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network and a Verizon Tandem exceeds, 
or reasonably can be expected to exceed, the capacity of the 240 
trunks, ""CLEC Acronym TE"*" shall promptly submit an ASR to 
Verizon to establish new or additional End Office Trunks to insure that 
the volume of traffic between the technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network and the Verizon Tandem does 
not exceed the capacity of the 240 trunks. 

In the case of a One-Way Interconnection Trunk group, the Party 
originating traffic over the trunk group shall have administrative 
responsibility for initiating requests to establish such a trunk group. 
add trunks to it, or remove trunks from it Bright House shall have 
administrative responsibility for initiating request to establish a Two
Way Interconnection Trunk group and for initiating requests to add 
trunks to or remove trunks from it. 

Trunk Forecasts. The Parties acknowledge that as of the Effective 
Date they are routinely sending in excess of one hundred million 
(100,000,000) minutes of traffic per month to each other. As long as 
the volume of traffic each Party sends to the other Party exceeds one 
hundred million (100,000,000) minutes per month and has exceeded 
that level for three (3) consecutive months, then the Parties' 
forecasting obligation with regard to trunks shall be met by each Party 
advising the other Party of any anticipated trunking needs that would 
constitute a material change from the trend established over the prior 
six (6) month period. If the amount of traffic either Party sends to the 
other Party falls below one hundred million (100,000,000) minutes per 
month, then upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall 
negotiate reasonable and appropriate forecasting requirements. If the 
Parties cannot agree on such requirements, their disagreement shall 
be subject to the dispute resolution procedures of Section 14 of the 
General Terms and Conditions. 

A Party shall initiate requests to establish, add trunks to, or remove 
trunks from, a trunk group by sending the other Party an ASR, 
completed in accordance with OBF Guidelines as in effect from time to 
time. The use of the industry-standard ASR form for this purpose shall 
not be construed as establishing any obligation on the part of either 
Party to compensate the other Party for any activity in connection with 
the affected trunks or trunk groups. There shall be no charges 
assessed by one Party to the other with respect to trunks or trunk 
groups established under this Agreement.. 
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2.3 One-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.3.1 	 [Intentionally left blank1 

2.3.1.1 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.3.1.2 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.3.2 	 For each Tandem or End Office One-Way Interconnection Trunk group 
for delivery of traffic from one Party to the other Party with a utilization 
level of less than sixty percent (60%) for final trunk groups and eighty
five percent (85%) for high usage trunk groups, unless the Parties 
agree otherwise, the Party with administrative responsibility for the 
trunk group will promptly initiate a request to the other Party to 
disconnect a sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to attain a 
utilization level of approximately sixty percent (60%) for all final trunk 
groups and eighty-five percent (85%) for all high usage trunk groups. 
If the Party with administrative responsibility for the trunk group fails to 
initiate the request as required by this section, then, on no less than 
thirty (30) days written notice, the other Party may disconnect the 
excess Interconnection Trunks. 

2.3.3 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

2.4 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.1 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.1.1 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.1.2 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.2 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.3 	 Prior to establishing any Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, Bright 
House shall meet with Verizon to conduct a joint planning meeting 
("Joint Planning Meeting"). At that Joint Planning Meeting, each Party 
shall provide to the other Party originating Centum Call Seconds 
(Hundred Call Seconds) information, and the Parties shall mutually 
agree on the appropriate initial number of End Office and Tandem 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks and the interface specifications at 
the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA at which the Parties interconnect for the exchange 
of traffic. Where the Parties have agreed to convert existing One-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, at the 
Joint Planning Meeting, the Parties shall also mutually agree on the 
conversion process and project intervals for conversion of such One
Way Interconnection Trunks to Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.4 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.5 	 The Parties shall meet (telephonically or in person) from time to time, 
as needed, to review data on End Office and Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to determine the need for new trunk groups 
and to plan any necessary changes in the number of TWO-Way 
Interconnection Trunks. 
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2.4.6 

2.4.7 

2.4.8 

2.4.9 

2.4.10 

2.4.11 

2.4.12 

Two-Way Interconnection Trunks shall have SS7 Common Channel 
Signaling. The Parties shall utilize, at Bright House's option, B8ZS 
and Extended Super Frame (ESF) trunking at the DS3 level or above 
(including OC-3, OC-12, or OC-48, as traffic levels dictate), using, at 
Bright House's option, copper or fiber physical transport facilities for 
DS3-level connections. 

With respect to End Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, both 
Parties shall use an economic Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call 
Seconds) equal to five (5). Either Party may disconnect End Office 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that, based on reasonable 
engineering criteria and capacity constraints, are not warranted by the 
actual traffic volume experienced. 

Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups that connect to a Verizon 
access Tandem shall be engineered using a design blocking objective 
of Neal-Wilkinson B.005 during the average time consistent busy hour. 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups that connect to a Verizon local 
Tandem shall be engineered using a design blocking objective of 
Neal-Wilkinson B.01 during the average time consistent busy hour. 
Verizon and Bright House shall engineer Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks using Telcordia Notes on the Networks SR 2275 (formerly 
known as BOC Notes on the LEC Networks SR-TSV-002275). 

The performance standard for final Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
groups shall be that no such Interconnection Trunk group will exceed 
its design blocking objective (B.005 or B.01, as applicable) for three 
(3) consecutive calendar traffic study months. 

Bright House shall determine the number of Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks that are required to meet the applicable design blocking 
objective for all traffic carried on each Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
group. Bright House shall have administrative responsibility for 
establishing Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups and shall initiate 
additions of trunks to or removal of trunks from such trunk groups by 
submitting ASRs to Verizon setting forth the number ofTwo-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to be installed and the requested installation 
dates.. Verizon's activity in establishing, adding trunks to, or removing 
trunks from such trunk groups shall be consistent with Verizon's 
effective standard intervals or negotiated intervals, as appropriate. 

Verizon may (but shall not be obligated to) monitor Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups using service results for the applicable 
design blocking objective. IfVerizon observes blocking in excess of 
the applicable design objective on any Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group and Bright House has not notified Verizon 
that it has corrected such blocking, Verizon may submit to Bright 
House a Trunk Group Service Request directing Bright House to 
remedy the blocking. Upon receipt of a Trunk Group Service Request, 
Bright House will complete an ASR to establish or augment the End 
Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group(s), or, if mutually agreed, 
to augment the Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with 
excessive blocking and submit the ASR to Verizon within a 
commercially reasonable time. 

The Parties will review all Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
groups that reach a utilization level of seventy percent (70%), or 
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greater, to determine whether those groups should be augmented. 
Bright House will promptly augment aU Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups that reach a utilization level of eighty 
percent (80%) by submitting ASRs for additional trunks sufficient to 
attain a utilization level of approximately seventy percent (70%), 
unless the Parties agree that additional trunking is not required. For 
each Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with a utilization 
level of less than sixty percent (60%), unless the Parties agree 
otherwise, Bright House will promptly submit ASRs to disconnect a 
sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to attain a utilization level 
of approximately sixty percent (60%) for each respective group, unless 
the Parties agree that the Two-Way Interconnection Trunks should not 
be disconnected. In the event Bright House fails to submit an ASR for 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks in conformance with this Section, 
Verizon may, on no less than thirty (30) days written notice to the other 
Party, disconnect the excess Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.13 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

2.4.14 	 Bright House will route its traffic to Verizon over the End Office and 
Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunks in accordance with SR
TAP-000191, including but not limited to those standards requiring that 
a call from Bright House to a Verizon End Office will first be routed to 
the End Office Interconnection Trunk group between Bright House and 
the Verizon End Office. 

3. Alternative Interconnection Arrangements 

3.1 Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions. 

3.1.1 	 A Fiber Meet arrangement shall be established at the request of 8 right 
House, and may be established at the request of Verizon, upon written 
notice to the other Party, if the Parties have conSistently been 
exchanging an amount of applicable traffic (as set forth in Section 
3.1.3 below) in the relevant exchanges equal to at least one (1) DS-3. 
Any such Fiber Meet arrangement shall be subject to the terms of this 
Agreement. In addition, the establishment of any Fiber Meet 
arrangement is expressly conditioned upon the Parties mutually 
agreeing to the technical specifications and requirements for such 
Fiber Meet arrangement, such agreement not to be unreasonably 
conditioned, withheld, denied or delayed, including, but not limited to, 
the location of the Fiber Meet pOints, routing, equipment (e.g., 
speCifications of Add/Drop Multiplexers, number of strands of fiber. 
etc.), software, ordering, provisioning, maintenance, repair, testing, 
augment and on any other technical specifications or requirements 
reasonably necessary to implement the Fiber Meet arrangement. Any 
dispute regarding the establishment or operation of a Fiber Meet 
arrangement shall be subject to the Dispute Resolution provisions of 
Section 14 of the General Terms and Conditions of the Agreement. 
For each Fiber Meet arrangement the Parties agree to implement, the 
Parties will complete and sign a Technical SpeCifications and 
Requirements document, the form of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A to Section 3 of the Interconnection Attachment Fiber Meet 
Arrangement Provisions. Each such document will be treated as 
Confidential Information. 
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3.1.2 	 The Parties agree to consider the possibility of using existing fiber 
cable with spare capacity, where available, to implement any such 
request for a Fiber Meet arrangement. If existing fiber cable with 
spare capacity is not available, the Parties agree to minimize the 
construction and deployment of fiber cable necessary for any Fiber 
Meet arrangement to which they agree. Except as otherwise agreed 
by the Parties, Verizon shall not be required to construct or deploy 
more than two thousand five hundred (2500) feet of fiber cable for a 
Fiber Meet arrangement. 

3.1.3 	 A Fiber Meet arrangement established under this Agreement may be 
used for the transmission and routing of any traffic that they may 
lawfully exchange in accordance with Applicable Law. 

3.1.4 	 Each Party shall bear its own costs and expenses in establishing a 
Fiber Meet arrangement. Other than per-minute intercarrier 
compensation charges as specified in this Interconnection Attachment, 
neither Party shall impose any charges on the other Party in 
connection with the establishment or use of a Fiber Meet arrangement. 

3.1.5 	 Each Party will include traffic to be exchanged over Fiber Meet 
arrangements in its forecasts provided to the other Party under the 
Agreement. 

3.2 SIP-Based Interconnection 

(a) At Bright House's option, Bright House and Verizon shall interconnect their 
networks using SIP format and signaling arrangements. 

(b) SIP interconnection shall be provided by means of fiber or copper-based 
physical interconnection facilities, at Bright House's option. 

(c) The minimum data rate for SIP interconnection shall be 100 Megabits per 
second, in Ethernet format. 

(d) In a SIP-based interconnection, the Parties shall exchange all signaling 
information necessary to allow the Party receiving the traffic to convert it, if 
necessary, into TDM format, including all signaling information necessary to 
populate all relevant fields of standard PSTN SS7 signaling messages. 

(e) To the extent that either Party sends the other Party traffic that originated on 
the network of a third party (such as an IXC, wireless carrier, or third party LEC), 
that Party shall be responsible for converting such third party traffic into SIP 
format and for sending all PSTN signaling information that such Party receives 
from the third party, including without limitation ANI, CNAM, and OCN 
information, to the Party receiving the traffic. In addition, for Meet Point Billing 
traffic sent via an SIP interconnection, the Party providing the tandem 
functionality for the third party IXC shall record all information necessary to allow 
the Party receiving the traffic to bill such third party IXC and provide that 
information to the other Party, to the same extent as would apply to a TDM 
format interconnection, as specified in Section 10 of this Attachment. 

(f) The Parties shall negotiate in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 
manner to establish any other technical or other matters necessary to establish a 
SIP-based interconnection. If the Parties are not able to agree on any such 
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matters, the disagreements shall be resolved as provided for in Section 14 of the 
General Terms and Conditions of this Agreement. 

4. 	 Initiating Interconnection 

4.1 	 If Bright House determines to offer Telephone Exchange Services and/or 
Exchange Access and to interconnect with Verizon in any LATA in which Verizon 
offers Telephone Exchange Services and in which the Parties are not already 
interconnected pursuant to this Agreement, Bright House shall provide written 
notice to Verizon of the need to establish Interconnection in such LATA pursuant 
to this Agreement. 

4.2 	 The notice provided in Section 4.1 of this Attachment shall include (a) the initial 
Routing POint(s); (b) the applicable technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network to be established in the relevant LATA 
(including, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, a designation of a 
Fiber Meet arrangement as a means of interconnection); (c) Bright House's 
intended Interconnection activation date; (d) a forecast of Bright House's trunking 
requirements conforming to Section 14.2 of this Attachment; and (e) such other 
information as Verizon shall reasonably request in order to facilitate 
Interconnection. 

4.3 	 The interconnection activation date in the new LATA shall be mutually agreed to 
by the Parties after receipt by Verizon of all necessary information as indicated 
above. Within ten (10) Business Days of Verizon's receipt of Bright House's 
notice provided for in Section 4.1 of this Attachment, Verizon and Bright House 
shall confirm the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in the new LATA and the mutually agreed upon Interconnection 
activation date for th e new LATA. 

5. 	 Transmission and Routing of Traffic 

5.1 	 Scope of Traffic. 

Section 5 prescribes parameters for Interconnection Trunks used for 

Interconnection pursuant to Sections 2 through 4 of this Attachment. 


5.2 	 Trunk Group Connections and Ordering. 

5.2.1 	 For both One-Way and Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, if Bright 
House elects to establish an OC-Ievel or SIP interface at the POI, the 
Parties shall negotiate reasonable terms and conditions (including, 
without limitation, rates (if applicable) and implementation timeframes) 
for such arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms 
and conditions (including, without limitation, rates (if applicable) and 
implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's 
dispute resolution procedures. 

5.2.2 	 When One-Way or Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are provisioned 
using a DS3 interface facility, if Bright House calls for the 
establishment of multiplexed DS3 facilities to a Verizon Central Office 
that is not deSignated in the NECA 4 Tariff as the appropriate 
Intermediate Hub location (i.e., the Intermediate Hub location in the 
appropriate Tandem subtending area based on the LERG), and the 
provision of such facilities to the subject Central Office is technically 
feasible, the Parties shall negotiate in good faith reasonable terms and 
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conditions (including, without limitation, rates (if applicable) and 
implementation timeframes) for such arrangement; and, if the Parties 
cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including, without 
limitation, rates (if applicable) and implementation timeframes), either 
Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. 

5.2.3 	 Each Party will identify its Carrier Identification Code, a three or four 
digit numeric code obtained from Telcordia, to the other Party when 
ordering a trunk group. 

5.2.4 	 [Intentionally left blank) 

5.2.5 	 Each Party will use commercially reasonable efforts to monitor trunk 
groups under its control and to augment those groups using generally 
accepted trunk-engineering standards so as to not exceed blocking 
objectives. Each Party agrees to use modular trunk-engineering 
techniques for trunks subject to this Attachment. 

5.3 Switching System Hierarchy and Trunking Requirements. 

For purposes of routing Bright House traffic to Verizon, the subtending 
arrangements between Verizon Tandems and Verizon End Offices shall be the 
same as the Tandem/End Office subtending arrangements Verizon maintains for 
the routing of its own or other carriers' traffic (i.e., traffic will be routed to the 
appropriate Verizon Tandem subtended by the terminating End Office serving the 
Verizon Customer). For purposes of routing Verizon traffic to Bright House, the 
subtending arrangements between Bright House Tandems and Bright House End 
Offices shall be the same as the Tandem/End Office subtending arrangements 
that Bright House maintains for the routing of its own or other carriers' traffic. 

5.4 Signaling. 

5.4.1 The Parties shall configure all trunks to use SS? signaling. If a Party's 
technical limitations require the use of multi-frequency (MF) signaling on any 
trunk(s), for such trunks each Party will out pulse ten (10) digits to the other 
Party, unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise, Each Party will provide the 
other Party with access to its databases and associated signaling necessary for 
the routing and completion of the other Party's traffic 

5.4.2 The Parties shall furnish each other with the Jurisdiction Information 
Parameter (JIP) in the Initial Address Message (lAM), according to industry 
standards.. 

5.5 Grades of Service. 

The Parties shall initially engineer and shall monitor and augment all trunk 
groups consistent with the Joint Process as set forth in Section 14.1 of this 
Attachment. 

6. Traffic Measurement and Billing over Interconnection Trunks 

6.1 For billing purposes, each Party shall pass Calling Party Number (CPN) 
information on at least ninety-five percent (95%) of calls carried over the 
Interconnection Trunks. 

6.1.1 	 As used in this Section 6, "Traffic Rate" means the applicable 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic rate, Measured Internet Traffic rate, 
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intrastate Switched Exchange Access Service rate, interstate Switched 
Exchange Access Service rate, or intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit 
Traffic rate, as provided in the Pricing Attachment. 

6.1.2 	 If the originating Party passes CPN on ninety-five percent (95%) or 
more of its calls, the receiving Party shall bill the originating Party the 
Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute of traffic for which CPN 
is passed. For any remaining (up to 5%) calls without CPN 
information, the receiving Party shall bill the originating Party for such 
traffic at the Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute of traffic, in 
direct proportion to the minutes of use of calls passed with CPN 
information. 

6.1.3 	 If the originating Party passes CPN on less than ninety-five percent 
(95%) of its calls and the originating Party chooses to combine 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic and Toll Traffic on the same trunk 
group, the receiving Party shall bill the higher of its interstate Switched 
Exchange Access Service rates or its intrastate Switched Exchange 
Access Services rates for all traffic that is passed without CPN. unless 
the Parties agree that other rates should apply to such traffic. 

6.2 As of the Effective Date of this Agreement, both Parties have the capability, 
on an automated basis, to use such CPN to classify traffic delivered over 
Interconnection Trunks by the other Party by Traffic Rate type (e.g., Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic/Measured Internet Traffic, intrastate Switched Exchange 
Access Service, interstate Switched Exchange Access Service, or 
intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit Traffic) and therefore, each receiving Party 
shall bill the originating Party the Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute 
of traffic for which CPN is passed. If the Parties establish interconnection in any 
LATA in which the receiving Party lacks the capability, on an automated basis. to 
use CPN information on an automated basis to classify traffic delivered by the 
other Party by Traffic Rate type, the originating Party will supply Traffic Factor 1 
and Traffic Factor 2. The Traffic Factors shall be supplied in writing by the 
originating Party within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date and shall be updated 
in writing by the originating Party quarterly. Measurement of billing minutes for 
purposes of determining terminating compensation shall be in conversation 
seconds (the time in seconds that the Parties equipment is used for a completed 
call, measured from the receipt of answer supervision to the receipt of disconnect 
supervision). Measurement of billing minutes for originating toll free service 
access code (e.g., 800/888/877) calls shall be in the same manner specified in 
the applicable Party's Tariffs establishing terms and conditions associated with 
providing exchange access services in connection with toll-free calls. For 
purposes of this Agreement, and pursuant to the "mirroring rule" established by 
the FCC in the April 18, 2001 FCC Internet Order and re-affirmed in the 
November 5,2008 FCC Internet Order, the Parties shall exchange all Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic, including Measured Internet Traffic, at the $0.0007 
integrated transport and termination rate established by the FCC and speCified in 
the Pricing Appendix 

6.3 Each Party reserves the right to audit all Traffic, up to a maximum of one 
audit per Calendar Year, to be conducted in accordance with Section 7 of the General 
Terms and Conditions, to ensure that rates are being applied appropriately; provided, 
however, that either Party shall have the right to conduct additional audit(s) if the 
preceding audit disclosed material errors or discrepancies. Each Party agrees to provide 
the necessary Traffic data in conjunction with any such audit in a timely manner. 
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6.4 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit either Party's ability to 
designate the areas within which that Party's Customers may make calls which that Party 
rates as "local" in its Customer Tariffs. 

6.5 Each Party represents that the amount of FX and/or V/FX arrangements provided 
by such Party to End Users and Customers, and the amount of traffic originating with or 
bound for such arrangements, is not material in light of the volume of traffic exchanged 
between the Parties. In light of that mutual representation, the Parties agree that all 
traffic they exchange will be classified and rated based on the CPN or equivalent 
information sent in connection with the traffic, as provided for in, and subject to, Section 
6.1, above. 

7. Reciprocal Compensation Arrangements Pursuant to Section 251(b)(5) of the Act 

7.1 Reciprocal Compensation. 

The Parties shall exchange Reciprocal Compensation Traffic at the technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA designated in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The P arty originating Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport 
and termination of such traffic to its Customer at the rate of $0.0007, as specified 
in the Pricing Appendix. 

No additional charges shall be assessed by the terminating Party for the 
transport and termination of such traffic from the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA to its Customer; provided, 
however, for the avoidance of any doubt, Bright House shall also pay Verizon, at 
the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, for any collocation Services that 
Bright House obtains from Verizon, including any cross-connects or multiplexing 
that Bright House obtains in connection with a collocation arrangement. 

The determination of whether traffic begins and ends in different local calling 
areas ("exchange areas") for purposes of its designation as Toll Traffic shall be 
based on the actual originating and terminating points of the complete end-to-end 
communication. 

7.2 Traffic Not Subject to Reciprocal Compensation. 

Reciprocal Compensation shall apply to all traffic to which Section 251 (b)(5) of 
the Act applies, but only to such traffic, as determined by the rules and rulings of 
the FCC. 	 For avoidance of doubt, for purposes of this Agreement and in the 
absence of any Change in Applicable Law, Reciprocal Compensation shall not 
apply to the following types of traffic: 

7.2.1 	 Interstate or intrastate Exchange Access. 

7.2.2 	 [Intentionally Left Blank] 

7.2.3 	 Toll Traffic, including, but not limited to, calls originated on a 1+ 
presubscription basis, or on a casual dialed (1 OXXX/1 01XXXX) basis. 

7.2.4 	 Traffic originated by a Customer of a Party's Optional Extended Local 
Calling Scope Arrangement 

7.2.5 	 Special access, private line, or any other traffic that is not switched by 
the terminating Party. 
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7.2.6 	 Tandem Transit Traffic. 

7.2.7 	 Voice Information Service Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of the 
Additional Services Attachment). 

7.2.8 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

7.2.9 	 Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (Le., VIFX Traffic) shall be treated as 
provided for in Section 6.5 of this Interconnection Attachment. 

7.3 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

8. 	 Other Types of Traffic 

8.1 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or any Tariff: (a) the 
Parties' rights and obligations with respect to any intercarrier compensation that 
may be due in connection with their exchange of Internet Traffic shall be 
governed by the terms of the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC 
orders and FCC Regulations/Rulings; and, (b) a Party shall not be obligated to 
pay any intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic that is in excess of the 
intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic that such Party is required to pay 
under the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC orders and FCC 
Regulations/Rulings. For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties agree and 
acknowledge that in the November 5, 2008 FCC Internet Order, the FCC ruled 
that Internet Traffic is subject to Section 251 (b)(5) and is therefore subject to 
Reciprocal Compensation, subject, however. to the rate cap and mirroring rule 
reaffirmed by the FCC in that order. 

8.2 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

8.3 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

8.4 	 Any traffic not specifically addressed in this Agreement shall be exchanged on a 
"bill-and-keep" basis. with no intercarrier compensation as between the Parties 
with respect to it. _Either Party may request negotiation of an amendment to this 
Attachment to specify intercarrier compensation other than bill-and-keep for any 
type of traffic not speCifically addressed in this Agreement and of which the 
Parties exchange at least a DS l's worth of traffic for a period of no less than 
three (3) consecutive months. If the Parties cannot agree on such an 
amendment either Party may invoke the Dispute Resolution procedures of 
Section 14 of the General Terms and Conditions of this Agreement.. 

8.5 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

9. 	 Transmission and Routing of Exchange Access Traffic 

9.1 	 Scope of Traffic. 

Section 9 prescribes parameters for certain trunks to be established over the 
Interconnections specified in Sections 2 through 5 of this Attachment for the 
transmission and routing of traffic between Bright House End Users and 
Interexchange Carriers ("Access Toll Connecting Trunks"). in any case where 
Bright House elects to have its End Office Switch subtend a Verizon Tandem. 
This includes casually-dialed (101 OXXX and 101 XXXX) traffic. 

9.2 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunk Group Architecture. 
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9.2.1 	 Bright House shall subtend one or more Verizon access Tandems. 
Bright House shall assign NPNNXXs to subtend the same Verizon 
access Tandem that a Verizon NPA/NXX serving the same Rate 
Center Area subtends as identified in the LERG. 

9.2.2 	 Bright House and Verizon shall establish Access Toll Connecting 
Trunks between Bright House's network and the applicable POI(s), by 
which Bright House will provide its portion of Switched Exchange 
Access Services to Interexchange Carriers to enable such 
Interexchange Carriers to originate and terminate traffic to and from 
Bright House's Customers. 

9.2.3 	 The Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be two-way trunks. For 
traffic where Verizon provides the tandem functionality in a Meet Point 
BiUing arrangement, such trunks shall connect the End Office Bright 
House utilizes to provide Telephone Exchange Service and Switched 
Exchange Access to its Customers in a given LATA, via the applicable 
POI(s), to the access Tandem(s) Verizon utilizes to provide Exchange 
Access in such LATA. For traffic where Bright House provides the 
tandem functionality in a Meet Point Billing arrangement, such trunks 
shall connect from Bright House's switch to each applicable Verizon 
End Office. 

9.2.4 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be used solely for the 
transmission and routing of Exchange Access to allow Bright House's 
Customers to connect to or be connected to the interexchange trunks 
of any Interexchange Carrier which is connected to a Verizon access 
Tandem. 

9.2.5 	 Nothing in this Section 9.2 of this Interconnection Attachment. or in 
any tariff. shall be construed to impose upon Bright House any 
obligation to compensate Verizon for any Verizon facilities or services 
that Verizon might provide in connection with the delivery of Switched 
Exchange Access traffic between Bright House's network and 
Interexchange Carriers. it being understood and acknowledged that 
Verizon shall recover any such compensation from such 
Interexchange Carriers. as provided in Section 10 of this 
Interconnection Attachment. 

10. 	 Meet-Point Billing (MPB) Arrangements 

10:1 	 Bright House and Verizon will establish MPB arrangements in order to provide a 
common transport option to Switched Exchange Access Services customers via 
a Verizon access Tandem Switch. or via the tandem functionality of Bright 
House's switch, in accordance with the MPB guidelines contained in the OBF's 
MECAB and MECOD documents. The arrangements described in this Section 
10 are intended to be used to provide Switched Exchange Access Service where 
a portion of the transport component of the Switched Exchange Access Service 
is routed through an access Tandem Switch that is provided by one Party, but 
the remainder of the transport component. and all other components of the 
Switched Exchange Access Service is provided by the other Party. 

10.2 	 In each LATA, the Parties shall establish MPB arrangements for the applicable 
Routing Point/Serving Interconnection Wire Center combinations. 

10.3 	 Interconnection for the MPB arrangement shall occur at each Verizon access 
Tandem in the LATA as to which Bright House has subtending exchanges, and 
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at each Bright House switch in the LATA as to which Direct End Office Trunks to 
any Verizon End Office Switches has been established. 

10.4 	 Bright House and Verizon will use reasonable efforts, individually and 
collectively, to maintain provisions in their respective state access Tariffs, and/or 
provisions within the National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA) Tariff No.4, 
or any successor Tariff sufficient to reflect the MPB arrangements established 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

10.5 	 In general, there are four alternative MPB arrangements possible, which are: 
Single Bill/Single Tariff, Multiple Bill/Single Tariff, Multiple Bill/Multiple Tariff, and 
Single Bill/Multiple Tariff, as outlined in the OBF MECAB Guidelines. 

Each Party shall implement the "Multiple Bill/Single Tariff' or "Multiple Bill/Multiple 
Tariff' option, as appropriate, in order to bill an IXC for the portion of the MP B 
arrangement provided by that Party. Alternatively, in former Bell Atlantic service 
areas, upon agreement of the Parties, each Party may use the New York State 
Access Pool on its behalf to implement the Single Bill/Multiple Tariff or Single 
Bill/Single Tariff option, as appropriate, in order to bill an IXC for the portion of 
the MPB arrangement provided by that Party. 

10.6 	 The rates to be billed by each Party to the IXC for the portion of the MPB 
arrangement provided by it shall be as set forth in that Party's applicable Tariffs, 
or other document that contains the terms under which that Party's access 
services are offered. For each Routing Point/Serving Interconnection Wire 
Center combination, the MPB billing percentages for transport between the 
Routing Point and the Serving Interconnection Wire Center shall be calculated in 
accordance with the formula set forth in Section 10.17 of this Attachment. 

10.7 	 Each Party shall provide the other Party with the billing name, billing address, 
and Carrier Identification Code (CIC) of the IXC, and identification of the 
Interconnection Wire Center serving the IXC in order to comply with the MPB 
notification process as outlined in the MECAB document. 

10.8 	 The Party providing tandem functionality shall provide the other Party with the 
Terminating Switched Access Detail Usage Data (EMI category 1101 XX records) 
recorded at the Verizon access Tandem on cartridge or via such other media as 
the Parties may agree to, no later than ten (10) Business Days after the date the 
usage occurred. 

10.9 	 The Party providing End Office functionality shall provide the other Party with the 
Originating Switched Access Detail Usage Data (EMI category 1101XX records) 
on cartridge or via such other media as the Parties may agree, no later than ten 
(10) Business Days after the date the usage occurred. 

10.10 	 All usage data to be provided pursuant to Sections 10.8 and 10.9 of this 
Attachment shall be sent to the following addresses: 

To Bright House: 

For Verizon: 

Verizon Data Services 
ATTN: 	 MPB 
1 East Telecom Parkway 
Dock D 
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Temple Terrace, FL 33637 

Either Party may change its address for receiving usage data by notifying the 
other Party in writing pursuant to Section 29 of the General Terms and 
Conditions. 

10.11 	 Bright House and Verizon shall coordinate and exchange the billing account 
reference (BAR) and billing account cross reference (BACR) numbers or 
Operating Company Number ("OCN"), as appropriate, for the MPB arrangements 
described in this Section 10. Each Party shall notify the other if the level of billing 
or other BAR/BACR elements change, resulting in a new BAR/BACR number, or 
if the OCN changes. 

10.12 	 Each Party agrees to provide the other Party with notification of any errors it 
discovers in MPB data within thirty (30) calendar days of the receipt of the 
original data. The other Party shall attempt to correct the error and resubmit the 
data within ten (10) Business Days of the notification. In the event the errors 
cannot be corrected within such ten- (10) Business-Day period, the erroneous 
data will be considered lost. In the event of a loss of data. whether due to 
uncorrectable errors or otherwise, both Parties shall cooperate to reconstruct the 
lost data and, if such reconstruction is not possible, shall accept a reasonable 
estimate of the lost data based upon prior usage data. 

10.13 	 Either Party may request a review or audit of the various components of access 
recording up to a maximum of two (2) audits per calendar year. All costs 
associated with each review and audit shall be borne by the requesting Party 
Such review or audit shall be conducted subject to Section 7 of the General 
Terms and Conditions and during regular business hours. A Party may conduct 
additional audits, at its expense, upon the other Party's consent, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

10.14 	 Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, nothing contained in this Section 
10 shall create any liability for damages, losses, claims, costs, injuries, expenses 
or other liabilities whatsoever on the part of either Party. 

10.15 MPB will apply for all traffic bearing the 500, 900, toll free service access code 
(e.g. 800/888/877) (to the extent provided by an IXC) or any other non
geographic NPA which may be designated for such traffic in the future. 

10.16 	 In the event Bright House determines to offer Telephone Exchange Services in a 
LATA in which Verizon operates an access Tandem Switch, Verizon shall permit 
and enable Bright House to subtend the Verizon access Tandem Switch(es) 
designated for the Verizon End Offices in the area where there are located Bright 
House Routing Point(s) associated with the NPA NXX(s) to/from which the 
Switched Exchange Access Services are homed. Bright House shall provide 
reciprocal arrangements for Verizon. 

10.17 	 Except as otherwise mutually agreed by the Parties, the M PB billing percentages 
for each Routing PoinWerizon Serving Interconnection Wire Center combination 
shall be calculated according to the following formula, unless as mutually agreed 
to by the Parties: 

a / (a + b) = Bright House Billing Percentage 

and 

b I (a + b) = Verizon Billing Percentage 
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where: 

a the airline mileage between Bright House Routing Point and the 
actual point of interconnection for the MPB arrangement; and 

b = the airline mileage between the Verizon Serving Interconnection 
Wire Center and the actual point of interconnection for the MPB arrangement 

In cases where Bright House performs the tandem switching functionality, the 
same formula shall be used to determine the Parties' respective billing 
percentages, substituting "Bright House" for "Verizon" and vice versa in the 
formula specified above. 

1 0.18 	 For LATA XXX, within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date, and for any other 
LATA, within thirty (30) days of the date on which Bright House notifies Verizon 
of its intention to interconnect in such other LATA, the Parties shall calculate and 
exchange the billing percentages which should apply for MPB arrangements 
within LATA XXX. Within ten (10) Business Days of such delivery, the Parties 
shall confirm the Routing Point/Serving Interconnection Wire Center 
combinations and billing percentages. 

11. 	 Toll Free Service Access Code (e.g., 800/888/877) Traffic 

The following terms shall apply when either Party delivers toll free service access code 
(e.g., 800/877/888)("8YY") calls to the other Party. For the purposes of this Section 11, 
the terms "translated" and "untranslated" refers to those toll free service access code 
calls that have been queried ("translated") or have not been queried ("untranslated") to 
an 8YY database. Except as otherwise agreed to by the Parties, all Bright House 
originating "untranslated" 8YY traffic will be routed over a separate One-Way 
miscellaneous Trunk group. 

11.1 	 When Bright House delivers translated 8YY calls to Verizon to be completed by 

11.1.1 	 anlXC: 

11.1.1.1 	 Bright House will provide an appropriate EM I record to 
Verizon; 

11.1.1.2 	 Bright House will bill the IXC Bright House's applicable 
Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges and Bright 
House's applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.1.1.3 	 Verizon will bill the IXC Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.1.2 	 Verizon: 

11.1.2.1 	 Bright House will provide an appropriate EMI record to 
Verizon; and 

11.1.2.2 	 Bright House will bill Verizon Bright House's Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Bright House's 
applicable Tariff query charge. 

11.1.3 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 
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11.1.3.1 	 Bright House will provide an appropriate EMI record to 
Verizon and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.1.3.2 	 Bright House will bill the toll free service access code 
service provider Bright House's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Bright House's 
applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.1.3.3 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges. 

11.2 	 When Verizon performs the query and delivers translated 8YY calls, originated 
by Verizon's Customer or another LEC's Customer to Bright House to be 
completed by 

11.2.1 	 Bright House: 

11.2.1.1 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EM I record to Bright 
House; and 

11.2.1.2 	 Verizon will bill Bright House Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable 
Tariff query charges. 

11.2.2 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.2.2.1 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to Bright 
House and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.2.2.2 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable Tariff query 
charges; and 

11.2.2.3 	 Bright House will bill the toll free service access code 
service provider Bright House's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.3 	 When Bright House delivers untranslated 8YY calls to Verizon to be completed 
by 

11.3.1 	 an IXC: 

11.3.1.1 	 Verizon will query the call and route the call to the 
appropriate IXC; 

11.3.1.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EM I record to Bright 
House; 

11.3.1.3 	 Verizon will bill the IXC Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable 
Tariff query charges; and 

11.3.1.4 	 Bright House will bill the IXC Bright House's applicable 
Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges. 
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11.3.2 	 Verizon: 

11.3.2.1 	 Verizon will query the call and complete the call; 

11.3.2.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to Bright 
House; 

11.3.2.3 	 Bright House will bill Verizon Bright House's applicable 
Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.3.3 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.3.3.1 	 Verizon will query the call and route the call to the 
appropriate toll free service access code service provider; 

11.3.3.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to Bright 
House and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.3.3.3 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff and Verizon's applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.3.3.4 	 Bright House will bill the toll free service access code 
service provider Bright House's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11 .4 Verizon will not direct untranslated toll free service access code calls to Bright 
House. 

12. 	 Tandem Transit Traffic 

12.1 	 As used in this Section, Tandem Transit Traffic is Telephone Exchange Service 
traffic that originates on Bright House's network, and is transported through 
Verizon's Tandem to the subtending End Office or its equivalent of another 
carrier (CLEC, ILEC other than Verizon, Commercial Mobile Radio Service 
(CMRS) carrier, or other LEC ("Other Carrier"). Neither the originating nor 
terminating customer is a Customer of Verizon. Subtending End Offices shall be 
determined in accordance with and as identified in the Local Exchange Routing 
Guide (LERG). For the avoidance of any doubt, under no circumstances shall 
Verizon be required to transit traffic through a Verizon Tandem to a Central 
Office that the LERG does not identify as subtending that particular Verizon 
Tandem. Switched Exchange Access Service traffic is not Tandem Transit 
Traffic. 

12.2 	 Tandem Transit Traffic Service provides Bright House with the transport of 
Tandem Transit Traffic as provided below. 

12.3 	 Tandem Transit Traffic may be routed over the Interconnection Trunks described 
in Sections 2 through 6 of this Attachment. Bright House shall deliver each 
Tandem Transit Traffic call to Verizon's Tandem with CCS and the appropriate 
Transactional Capabilities Application Part ("TCAP") message to facilitate full 
interoperability of CLASS Features and billing functions. 

12.4 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 
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12.5 	 Bright House shall pay Verizon for Tandem Transit Traffic Service at the rates 
specified in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon will not be liable for compensation to 
any Other Carrier for any traffic that is transported through Verizon's Tandem. 

12.6 	 If Bright House uses Tandem Transit Traffic Service for traffic volumes that 
exceed the Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) busy hour equivalent 
of 200,000 combined minutes of use per month (a DS1 equivalent) to the 
subtending End Office of a particular Other Carrier for any month (the "Threshold 
Level"), Bright House shall use good faith efforts to establish direct 
interconnection with such Other Carrier and reduce such traffic volumes below 
the Threshold Level. If Verizon believes that Bright House has not exercised 
good faith efforts promptly to obtain such direct interconnection, either Party may 
use the Dispute Resolution processes of this Agreement. 

12.7 	 If Bright House fails to comply with Section 12 of this Attachment, such failure 
shall be a material breach of a material provision of this Agreement and Verizon 
may exercise any and all remedies under this Agreement and Applicable Law for 
such breach. 

12.8 	 If or when a third party carrier plans to subtend a Bright House switch, then 
Bright House shall provide written notice to Verizon at least ninety (90) days 
before such subtending service arrangement becomes effective so that Verizon 
may negotiate and establish direct interconnection with such third party carrier. 
Upon written request from Verizon, Bright House shall offer to Verizon a service 
arrangement equivalent to or the same as Tandem Transit Traffic Service 
provided by Verizon to Bright House as defined in this Section such that Verizon 
may terminate calls to a Central Office or its equivalent of a CLEC, ILEC other 
than Verizon, CMRS carrier, or other LEC, that subtends a Bright House Central 
Office or its equivalent ("Reciprocal Tandem Transit Service"). Bright House 
shall offer such Reciprocal Transit Service arrangements under terms and 
conditions of an amendment to this Agreement or a separate agreement no less 
favorable than those provided in this Section. 

12.9 	 Neither Party shall take any actions to prevent the other Party from entering into 
a direct and reciprocal traffic exchange arrangement with any carrier to which it 
originates, or from which it terminates, traffic. 

13. 	 Number Resources, Rate Center Areas and Routing Points 

13.1 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit or otherwise adversely 
affect in any manner either Party's right to employ or to request and be assigned 
any Central Office Codes ("NXX") pursuant to the Central Office Code 
Assignment Guidelines and any relevant FCC or Commission orders, as may be 
amended from time to time, or to establish, by Tariff or otherwise, Rate Center 
Areas and Routing Points corresponding to such NXX codes. 

13.2 	 It shall be the responsibility of each Party to program and update its own 
switches and network systems pursuant to information provided on ASRs as well 
as the LERG in order to recognize and route traffic to the other Party's assigned 
NXXs/1000s blocks. Neither Party shall impose any fees or charges whatsoever 
on the other Party for such activities. 

13.3 	 Unless otherwise required by Commission order, the Rate Center Areas will be 
the same for each Party. During the term of this Agreement, Bright House shall 
adopt the Rate Center Area and Rate Center Points that the Commission has 
approved for Verizon within the LATA and Tandem serving area. Bright House 
shall assign whole 1 OOOs blocks to each Rate Center Area unless otherwise 
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ordered by the FCC, the Commission or another governmental entity of 
appropriate jurisdiction, or the LEC industry adopts alternative methods of 
utilizing NXXs/1 ODDs blocks. 

13.4 	 Bright House will also designate a Routing Point for each NXX code or 1000s 
block assigned to it. Bright House shall designate one location for each Rate 
Center Area in which the Bright House has established NXX code(s) or 1000s 
blocks as the Routing Point for the NPA-NXXs/1 ODDs blocks associated with that 
Rate Center Area, and such Routing Point shall be within the same LATA as the 
Rate Center Area but not necessarily within the Rate Center Area itself. Unless 
specified otherwise, calls to subsequent NXXs/1000s blocks of Bright House will 
be routed in the same manner as calls to Bright House's initial NXXs/1000s 
blocks. 

13.5 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, nothing in this 
Agreement is intended, and nothing in this Agreement shall be construed, to in 
any way constrain Bright House's choices regarding the size of the local calling 
area(s) that Bright House may establish for its Customers, which local calling 
areas may be larger than, smaller than, or identical to Verizon's local calling 
areas. 

14. 	 Joint Network Implementation and Grooming Process; Forecasting 

14.1 	 Joint Network Implementation and Grooming Process. 

Upon request of either Party, the Parties shall jointly develop an implementation 
and grooming process (the "Joint Grooming Process" or "Joint Process") which 
may define and detail, inter alia: 

14.1.1 	 standards to ensure that Interconnection Trunks experience a grade of 
service, availability and quality which is comparable to that achieved 
on interoffice trunks within Verizon's network and in accord with all 
appropriate relevant industry-accepted quality, reliability and 
availability standards. Except as otherwise stated in this Agreement, 
trunks provided by either Party for Interconnection services will be 
engineered using a design-blocking objective of B.01. 

14.1.2 	 the respective duties and responsibilities of the Parties with respect to 
the administration and maintenance of the trunk groups, including, but 
not limited to, standards and procedures for notification and 
discoveries of trunk disconnects; 

14.1.3 	 disaster recovery provision escalations; 

14.1.4 	 additional technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA as provided in Section 2 of this Attachment; and 

14.1.5 	 such other matters as the Parties may agree, including, e.g., End 
Office to End Office high usage trunks as good engineering practices 
may dictate. 

14.2 	 Trunk Forecasting Requirements. 

14.2.1 	 Initial Trunk Forecast Requirements. At least ninety (90) days before 
initiating interconnection in a LATA, each Party shall provide the other 
Party with a one (1) -year traffic forecast that complies with the 
Verizon Interconnection Trunking Forecast Guide, as revised from 
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time to time. Each Party's initial traffic forecast will provide the amount 
of traffic to be delivered between the Parties, in each direction, over 
each of the Interconnection Trunk groups in the LATA over the next 
eight (8) quarters. 

14.2.2 	 Ongoing Trunk Forecast Requirements. Where the Parties have 
already established interconnection in a LATA, a Party shall provide a 
new or revised traffic forecast that complies with the Verizon 
Interconnection Trunking Forecast Guide when that Party develops 
plans or becomes aware of information that will materially affect the 
Parties' interconnection in that LATA. Instances that require a new or 
revised forecast include, but are not limited to: (a) a Party's plans to 
deploy a new switch; (b) a Party's plans to implement a new POI or 
network architecture; (c) a Party's plans to rearrange its network; (d) 
Bright House plans to convert a One-Way Interconnection Trunk group 
to a Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group; (e) Bright House plans to 
convert a Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group to a One-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group; or (f) a Party expects a significant 
change in interconnection traffic volume. In addition, upon request by 
either Party, the Parties shall meet to: (i) review traffic and usage data 
on End Office and Tandem Interconnection Trunk groups and (ii) 
determine whether the Parties should establish new Interconnection 
Trunk groups, augment existing Interconnection Trunk groups, or 
disconnect existing Interconnection Trunks. 

14.2.3 	 Use of Trunk Forecasts. Trunk forecasts provided pursuant to this 
Agreement must be prepared in good faith but are not otherwise 
binding on Bright House or Verizon. 

15. Number Portability - Section 251(8)(2) 

15.1 Scope. 

The Parties shall provide Number Portability (NP) in accordance with rules and 
regulations as from time to time prescribed by the FCC. 

15.2 Procedures for Providing LNP ("Local Number Portability"). 

The Parties will follow the LNP provisioning process, including all established 
intervals and rules for distinguishing simple from complex ports, adopted by the 
FCC (including those recommended by the North American Numbering Council 
(NANC) and the Industry Numbering Council (INC)). In addition, the Parties 
agree to follow the LNP ordering procedures established at the OBF. The 
Parties shall provide LNP on a reciprocal basis. For avoidance of doubt, the 
presence of a Verizon DSL or similar service on a line does not convert an 
otherwise simple port into a complex port. LNP shall be available with respect to 
all of a Party's Customers/End Users, irrespective of the status of such 
Customer/End User as a government, business, or residence customer. There 
shall be no charges between the Parties for any LNP-related services or 
functions they may provide to each other and/or to each other's Customers/End 
Users, including without limitation coordinated ports or ports involving multiple 
lines or numbers of a single Customer/End User. Upon request, a Party shall 
provide the other Party with a description, in commercially reasonable detail, of 
that Party's procedures and policies for reserving numbers for customers so that 
such reserved numbers may be ported as appropriate 
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15.2.1 

15.2.2 

15.2.3 

15.2.4 

15.2.5 

15.2.6 

15.2.7 

A Customer of one Party ("Party A") elects to become a Customer of 
the other Party ("Party 8"). The Customer elects to utilize the original 
telephone number(s) corresponding to the service(s) it previously 
received from Party A, in conjunction with the service(s) it will now 
receive from Party 8. After Party 8 has received authorization from 
the Customer in accordance with Applicable Law and sends an LSR to 
Party A, Parties A and 8 will work together to port the Customer's 
telephone number(s) from Party A's network to Party B's network. In 
accordance with this Agreement, and Applicable Law a Party, and the 
Party's End User obtaining interconnected VolP Service with PSTN 
connectivity provided by a Party, shall be entitled to full number 
portability rights, and the Party losing the customer shall have full 
responsibilities regarding LNP. 

When a telephone number is ported out of Party A's network, Party A 
will remove any non-proprietary line based calling card(s) associated 
with the ported number(s) from its Line Information Database (L1DB). 
Reactivation of the line-based calling card in another L1DB, if desired, 
is the responsibility of Party B or Party B's Customer. 

When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone numbers to Party B 
and the Customer has previously secured a reservation of line 
numbers from Party A for possible activation at a future point, these 
reserved but inactive numbers may be ported along with the active 
numbers to be ported provided the numbers have been reserved for 
the Customer. Party B may request that Party A port all reserved 
numbers assigned to the Customer or that Party A port only those 
numbers listed by Party 8. As long as Party B maintains reserved but 
inactive numbers ported for the Customer, Party A shall not reassign 
those numbers. Party B shall not reassign the reserved numbers to 
another Customer. 

When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone numbers to Party B, 
in the process of porting the Customer's telephone numbers, Party A 
shall implement the ten-digit trigger feature where it is available. 
When Party A receives the porting request, the unconditional trigger 
shall be applied to the Customer's line before the due date of the 
porting activity and shall remain in place for at least ten (10) days 
following the firm order commitment date associated with the port. 
Translations tear-downs shall not be implemented in Party A's network 
until after the port is completed. When the ten-digit unconditional 
trigger is not available, Party A and Party B must coordinate the 
disconnect activity. 

When a Customer of Party A is porting 12 or more telephone numbers 
to Party B, then at Party B's request, and at no charge to either Party 
or either Party's Customer, the Parties shall coordinate the cutover. 

Where LNP is commercially available, the NXXs in the office shall be 
defined as portable, except as noted in 15.2.7, and translations will be 
changed in the Parties' switches to open those NXXs for database 
queries in all applicable LNP capable offices within the LATA of the 
given switch(es). On a prospective basis, all newly deployed switches 
will be equipped with LNP capability and so noted in the LERG. 

All NXXs assigned to LNP capable switches are to be designated as 
portable unless a code is not portable in accordance with Applicable 
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Law. NXX codes assigned to mass calling on a choked network may 
not be ported using LNP technology but are portable using methods 
established by the NANC and adopted by the FCC. On a prospective 
basis, newly assigned codes in switches capable of porting shall 
become commercially available for porting with the effective date in 
the network. 

15.2.8 	 Both Parties' use of LNP shall meet the performance criteria specified 
by the FCC. Both Parties will act as the default carrier for the other 
Party in the event that either Party is unable to perform the routing 
necessary for LNP. 

15.3 	 Procedures for Providing NP Through Full NXX Code Migration. 

Where a Party has activated an entire NXX for a single Customer, or activated at 
least eighty percent (80%) of an NXX for a single Customer, with the remaining 
numbers in that NXX either reserved for future use by that Customer or otherwise 
unused, if such Customer chooses to receive service from the other Party, the 
first Party shall cooperate with the second Party to have the entire NXX 
reassigned in the LERG (and associated industry databases, routing tables, etc.) 
to an End Office operated by the second Party. Such transfer will be 
accomplished with appropriate coordination between the Parties and subject to 
appropriate industry lead times for movements of NXXs from one switch to 
another. Neither Party shall charge the other in connection with this coordinated 
transfer. 

15.4 	 Procedures for LNP Request. 

The Parties shall provide for the requesting of End Office LNP capability on a 
reCiprocal basis through a written request. The Parties acknowledge that Verizon 
has deployed LNP throughout its network in compliance with FCC 96-286 and 
other applicable FCC Regulations/Rulings. 

15.4.1 	 If Party B desires to have LNP capability deployed in an End Office of 
Party A, which is not currently capable, Party B shall issue a LNP 
request to Party A. Party A will respond to the Party B, within ten (10) 
days of receipt of the request, with a date for which LNP will be 
available in the requested End Office. Party A shall proceed to 
provide for LNP in compliance with the procedures and timelines set 
forth in FCC 96-286, Paragraph 80, and FCC 97-74, Paragraphs 65 
through 67. 

15.4.2 	 The Parties acknowledge that each can determine the LNP-capable 
End Offices of the other through the Local Exchange Routing Guide 
(LERG). In addition, the Parties shall make information available upon 
request showing their respective LNP-capable End Offices, as set 
forth in this Section 15.4. 

15.5 	 Bright House shall submit orders to port numbers electronically using an LSR via 
the Verizon web Graphical User Interface ("GUi") or Electronic Data Interface 
("EDI") pursuant to the instructions, business rules and guidelines set forth on the 
Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale 
website). 

16. 	 Facilitation of Direct Connections with Affiliates 
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, Verizon shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts, for a period not less than three (3) months (if agreement 
is not reached by that time), including access to Verizon premises and/or facilities on 
commercially reasonable terms, to facilitate Bright House's efforts to establish suitably 
sized direct physical connections to any carrier affiliated with Verizon, including without 
limitation, Verizon Wireless. If and to the extent that Verizon does not meet the 
requirement of the preceding sentence, then Verizon shall provide transit service for 
traffic between Bright House's network and the affected affiliated Carrier(s) at no charge 
or cost to Bright House for the term of this Agreement. 
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PROCEDURES FOR TRANSFERRING CUSTOMERS/END USERS 

BETWEEN VERIZON AND BRIGHT HOUSE 


1. Scope 

1.1 This Attachment deals with situations in which Bright House wins a 
Customer/End User from Verizon and will serve that Customer/End User on a full 
facilities basis, or in which Verizon wins a Customer/End User from Bright House and will 
serve that Customer/End User on a full facilities basis. 

1.2 For purposes of this Attachment, Bright House will be treated as serving a 
Customer/End User on a full facilities basis if either (a) Bright House uses or will use no 
UNEs in serving the Customer/End User or (b) the only UNEs Bright house uses or will 
use to serve such Customer/End User are either (i) a Verizon NID as provided for in 
Section 9 of the UNE Attachment and/or (ii) Verizon's on-premises subloops for Multi
Tenant environments, as provided for in Section 7 of the UNE Attachment. 

2. Procedures 

2.1 When a Party wins a Customer/End User from the other Party. that Party shall be 
referred to here as the "New Provider." The Party losing the Customer/End User shall be 
referred to here as the "Old Provider." 

2.2 The New Provider shall send an LSR to the Old Provider to accomplish the 
following tasks: (a) termination of the Customer's/End User's service with the Old 
Provider; (b) porting of the Customer/End User's number to the New Provider, in 
accordance with the requirements of Section 15 of the Interconnection Attachment, if the 
Customer/End User desires to retain their number; (c) any requisite modifications 
(including, at the New Provider's option, deletion) of the Customer/End User's directory
related records, as provided for in Section 4 of the Additional Services Attachment; 
(d) in the case of Bright House as New Provider. any Verizon UNEs required under 
Sections 7 and/or 9 of the UNE Attachment. 

2.3 From the time that the Old Provider receives the LSR until the Customer/End 
User has transferred service to the New Provider, the Old Provider shall strictly adhere to 
the requirements of Applicable Law banning retention marketing, as provided for in 47 
U.S.C. § 222 and associated rules and rulings of the FCC and the courts. This 
requirement shall be in addition to, and not a substitute for or in derogation of, the 
providing Party's obligations under Section 107 of the General Terms and Conditions and 
Sections 8.7 and 8.9.1 of the Additional Services Attachment. 

2.4 The Parties expressly acknowledge that in order to transfer a Customer/End 
User from one Party to the other on a full facilities basis, it may, depending on the 
specific service configurations and bundles of services being provided by the New 
Provider and the Old Provider and their respective affiliates, be necessary for the New 
Provider to ensure that the Customer's/End User's premises wiring used by the Old 
Provider to be disconnected from the Old Provider's network. With respect to any such 
disconnection: 

2.4.1 The New Provider shall ensure that any of its personnel performing such 
disconnections are fully and adequately trained to be able to do so without 
creating any potentially unsafe or hazardous conditions, including without 
limitation creating a situation in which the Old Provider's facilities previously used 
to serve the Customer/End User are not adequately grounded. Each Party shall 
specifically ensure that any of its personnel performing such disconnections are 
fully and adequately trained, and directed, to ensure that no such situations of 
ungrounded facilities will exist. 
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2.4.2 The New Provider shall ensure that any of its personnel performing such 
disconnections are fully and adequately trained to do so in a manner that does 
not effect a disconnection of, impairment of, or disruption to, any services 
provided by the Old Provider and/or its affiliates using the same physical wiring, 
cabling, fiber optic cable, or other similar facilities but that are not intended by the 
Customer/End User to be disconnected from the Old Provider, 

2.4.3 The New Provider shall ensure that any of its personnel performing such 
disconnections are fully and adequately trained to do so in a manner that does 
not harm or damage any of the facilities of the Old Provider and/or its affiliates, 
beyond the minimum alterations of such facilities as are reasonably necessary to 
permit the New Provider and/or its affiliates to properly provide to the 
Customer/End User the services that the Customer/End User has chosen to 
receive from the New Provider, 

3. Compensation For Correcting Unsafe Conditions or Harm to Facilities 

3.1 Each Party shall instruct its personnel involved in transferring Customers/End 
Users from one Party to the Other to report any instances in which such personnel have 
failed to meet the requirements of Section 2,3 hereof. 

3.2 No less frequently than weekly, each Party shall report to the other Party any 
such instances, including the specific address of the Customer/End User where such 
instance occurred. The address shall be sufficiently specific so that the Old Provider can, 
with reasonable effort, visit the location at which the problem has arisen, In addition, I 
and to the extent that a Party becomes aware of situations in which the other Party has 
failed to meet the requirements of Section 2.3 hereof, that Party shall promptly inform the 
other Party of such instances. 

3.3 The Old Provider shall have administrative responsibility for correcting any 
situations arising from a violation by the New Provider of the requirements of Section 2.3 
hereof. At the Old Provider's sole option, the Old Provider may: (a) require that the New 
Provider correct any such situations at the New Provider's sole cost and expense; (b) 
correct such situations using its own personnel, and bill the New Provider commercially 
reasonable time and materials charges for correcting such situations: or (c) use an third
party contractor to correct such situations, and bill the New Provider the full amount of 
such contractor's commerCially reasonable charges. 

4. Good Faith Consultations And Negotiations 

At the reasonable request of either Party, the Parties shall meet to discuss any other 
issues arising from the need to reasonably, efficiently, and safely transfer a 
Customer/End User's service from one Party to the other on a full facilities basis, and 
shall negotiate in good faith regarding any such issues. If a Party requests such a 
negotiation and the other Party refuses to participate, or if such negotiations continue 
without resolution for a period of sixty (60) days, then either Party may treat the matter as 
a dispute under this Agreement, to be resolved in accordance with Section 14 of the 
General Terms and Conditions. 
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RESALE ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

Verizon shall provide to Bright House, in accordance with this Agreement and the 
requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon's Telecommunications Services for resale by 
Bright House; provided, that notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, 
Verizon shall be obligated to provide Telecommunications Services to Bright House only 
to the extent required by Applicable Law and may decline to provide a 
Telecommunications Service to Bright House to the extent that provision of such 
Telecommunications Service is not required by Applicable Law. 

2. 	 Use ofVerizon Telecommunications Services 

2.1 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services may be purchased by Bright House under 
this Resale Attachment only for the purpose of resale by Bright House as a 
Telecommunications Carrier. Verizon Telecommunications Services to be 
purchased by Bright House for other purposes (including, but not limited to, 
Bright House's own use) must be purchased by Bright House pursuant to other 
applicable Attachments to this Agreement (if any), or separate written 
agreements, including, but not limited to, applicable Verizon Tariffs. 

2.2 	 Bright House shall not resell: 

2.2.1 	 Residential service to persons not eligible to subscribe to such service 
from Verizon (including, but not limited to, business or other 
nonresidential Customers); 

2.2.2 	 Lifeline, Link Up America, or other means-tested service offerings, to 
persons not eligible to subscribe to such service offerings from 
Verizon; 

2.2.3 	 Grandfathered or discontinued service offerings to persons not eligible 
to subscribe to such service offerings from Verizon; or 

2.2.4 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

2.2.5 	 In addition to any other actions taken by Bright House to comply with 
this Section 2.2, Bright House shall take those actions required by 
Applicable Law to determine the eligibility of Bright House Customers 
to purchase a service, including, but not limited to. obtaining any proof 
or certification of eligibility to purchase Lifeline, Link Up America, or 
other means-tested services, required by Applicable Law. Bright 
House shall indemnify Verizon from any Claims resulting from Bright 
House's failure to take such actions required by Applicable Law. 

2.2.6 	 Verizon may perform audits to confirm Bright House's conformity to 
the provisions of this Section 2.2. Such audits may be performed once 
per calendar year and shall be performed in accordance with Section 7 
of the General Terms and Conditions. 

2.3 	 Bright House shall be subject to the same limitations that Verizon's Customers 
are subject to with respect to any Telecommunications Service that Verizon 
grandfathers or discontinues offering. Without limiting the foregoing, except to 
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the extent that Verizon follows a different practice for Verizon Customers in 
regard to a grandfathered Telecommunications Service, such grandfathered 
Telecommunications Service: (a) shall be available only to a Customer that 
already has such Telecommunications Service; (b) may not be moved to a new 
service location; and (c) will be furnished only to the extent that facilities continue 
to be available to provide such Telecommunications Service. 

2.4 	 Bright House shall not be eligible to participate in any Verizon plan or program 
under which Verizon Customers may obtain products or services, which are not 
Verizon Telecommunications Services, in return for trying, agreeing to purchase, 
purchasing, or using Verizon Telecommunications Services. 

2.5 	 In accordance with 47 CFR § 51.617(b), Verizon shall be entitled to all charges 
for Verizon Exchange Access services used by interexchange carriers to provide 
service to Bright House Customers. 

3. 	 Availability of Verizon Telecommunications Services 

3.1 	 Verizon will provide a Verizon Telecommunications Service to Bright House for 
resale pursuant to this Attachment where and to the same extent, but only where 
and to the same extent that such Verizon Telecommunications Service is 
provided to Verizon's Customers. 

3.2 	 Except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, subject to Section 3.1 of this 
Attachment, Verizon shall have the right to add, modify, grandfather, discontinue 
or withdraw Verizon Telecommunications Services at any time, without the 
consent of Bright House. 

3.3 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law, the Verizon Telecommunications 
Services to be provided to Bright House for resale pursuant to this Attachment 
will include a Verizon Telecommunications Service customer-specific contract 
service arrangement ("CSA") (such as a customer specific pricing arrangement 
or individual case based pricing arrangement) that Verizon is providing to a 
Verizon Customer at the time the CSA is requested by Bright House. 

4. 	 Responsibility for Charges 

4.1 	 Bright House shall be responsible for and pay to Verizon all valid charges for any 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided by persons other 
than Verizon and billed for by Verizon, that are ordered, activated or used by 
Bright House, Bright House Customers or any other persons, through, by means 
of, or in association with, Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to 
Bright House pursuant to this Resale Attachment. 

4.2 	 Upon request by Bright House, Verizon will provide for use on resold Verizon 
retail Telecommunications Service dial tone lines purchased by Bright House 
such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call blocking and call screening 
services as Verizon provides to its own End User retail Customers, where and to 
the extent Verizon provides such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call 
blocking services to Verizon's own End User retail Customers. Bright House 
understands and agrees that certain of Verizon's call blocking and call screening 
services are not guaranteed to block or screen all calls and that notwithstanding 
Bright House's purchase of such blocking or screening services, Bright House's 
End User Customers or other persons ordering, activating or using 
Telecommunications Services on the resold dial tone lines may complete or 
accept calls which Bright House intended to block. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, Bright House shall be responsible for and shall pay Verizon all 
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charges for Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided by 
persons other than Verizon and billed for by Verizon in accordance with the 
terms of Section 4.1 above. 

5. Operations Matters 

5.1 Facilities. 

5.1.1 	 Verizon and its suppliers shall retai n all of thei r right, title and interest 
in all facilities, equipment, software, information, and wiring used to 
provide Verizon Telecommunications Services. 

5.1.2 	 Verizon shall have access at all reasonable times to Bright House 
Customer locations for the purpose of installing, inspecting, 
maintaining, repairing, and removing. facilities, equipment, software, 
and wiring used to provide the Verizon Telecommunications Services. 
Bright House shall, at Bright House's expense, obtain any rights and 
authorizations necessary for such access. 

5.1.3 	 Except as otherwise agreed to in writing by Verizon, Verizon shall not 
be responsible for the installation, inspection, repair, maintenance, or 
removal offacilities, equipment. software, or wiring provided by Bright 
House or Bright House Customers for use with Verizon 
Telecommunications Services. 

5.2 Branding. 

5.2.1 	 Except as stated in Section 5.2.2 of this Attachment, in providing 
Verizon Telecommunications Services to Bright House, Verizon shall 
have the right (but not the obligation) to identify the Verizon 
Telecommunications Services with Verizon's trade names, trademarks 
and service marks ("Verizon Marks"), to the same extent that these 
Services are identified with Verizon's Marks when they are provided to 
Verizon's Customers. Any such identification of Verizon's 
Telecommunications Services shall not constitute the grant of a 
license or other right to Bright House to use Verizon's Marks. 

5,2.2 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law. upon request by Bright 
House and at prices, terms and conditions to be negotiated by Bright 
House and Verizon, Verizon shall provide Verizon 
Telecommunications Services for resale that are identified by Bright 
House's trade name, or that are not identified by trade name, 
trademark or service mark. 

5.2.3 	 If Verizon uses a third-party contractor to provide Verizon operator 
services or Verizon directory assistance, Bright House will be 
responsible for entering into a direct contractual arrangement with the 
third-party contractor at Bright House's expense (a) to obtain 
identification of Verizon operator services or Verizon directory 
assistance purchased by Bright House for resale with Bright House's 
trade name, or (b) to obtain removal of Verizon Marks from Verizon 
operator services or Verizon directory assistance purchased by Bright 
House for resale. 

6. Rates and Charges 

The rates and charges for Verizon Telecommunication Services purchased by Bright 
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House for resale pursuant to this Attachment shall be as provided in this Attachment and 
the Pricing Attachment. 

7. [Intentionally Left Blank] 
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1.1 

NETWORK ELEMENTS ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

Verizon shall provide to Bright House, in accordance with this Agreement and the 
requirements of the Federal Unbundling Rules, access to Verizon's Network 
Elements on an unbundled basis and in combinations (Combinations), and UNEs 
commingled with wholesale services ("Commingling"); provided, however, that 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated 
to provide access to unbundled Network Elements (UNEs), Combinations, and 
Commingling to Bright House under the terms of this Agreement only to the 
extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules and may decline to provide 
access to UNEs, Combinations, or Commingling to Bright House to the extent 
that provision of such UNEs, Combinations. or Commingling is not required by 
the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

1.2 	 Verizon shall be obligated to combine UNEs that are not already combined in 
Verizon's network only to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
Except as otherwise required by this Agreement and the Federal Unbundling 
Rules: (a) Verizon shall be obligated to provide a UNE or Combination pursuant 
to this Agreement only to the extent such UNE or Combination, and the 
equipment and facilities necessary to provide such UNE or Combination, are 
already available in Verizon's network; and (b) Verizon shall have no obligation to 
construct, modify. or deploy facilities or equipment to offer any UNE or 
Combination. 

1.3 	 Bright House may use a UNE or Combination for any purposes for which such 
UNE or Combination may be used consistent with Applicable Law. Without 
limiting the foregoing, Bright House may not access a UNE or Combination for 
the exclusive provision of Mobile Wireless Services or Interexchange Services. 
For purposes of this section, "Interexchange Services" shall have the meaning 
set forth in the Triennial Review Remand Order and subsequent applicable FCC 
orders. 

1.3.1 	 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide to Bright House, and Bright 
House shall not request from Verizon. access to a proprietary 
advanced intelligent network service. 

1.4 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

1.5 	 If as the result of Bright House Customer actions (e.g., Customer Not Ready 
("CNR"», Verizon cannot complete requested work activity when a technician 
has been dispatched to the Bright House Customer premises, Bright House will 
be assessed a non-recurring charge associated with this visit. This charge will 
be the sum of the applicable Service Order charge as provided in the PriCing 
Attachment and the Customer Not Ready Charge provided for in the Pricing 
Attachment (or, in the absence of a Customer Not Ready Charge, the Premises 
Visit Charge as provided in the Pricing Attachment). 

1.6 	 Absence or Cessation of Unbundling Obligation and Related Provisions. The 
following provisions shall apply notWithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement or any Verizon Tariff or SGAT: 
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1.6.1 	 Discontinued Facilities. 

1.6.1.1 	 Verizon may cease offering or providing Bright House with 
access on an unbundled basis at rates prescribed under 
Section 251 of the Act to any facility that is or becomes a 
Discontinued Facility, whether as a stand-alone UNE, as 
part of a Combination, or otherwise. To the extent Verizon 
has not already ceased offering or providing unbundled 
access to a particular Discontinued Facility that is a 
Discontinued Facility as of the Effective Date, Verizon may 
cease offering or providing unbundled access to such 
Discontinued Facility immediately upon the Effective Date 
without further notice to Bright House. Subject to Section 
1.7 below, if a facility on or at any time after the Effective 
Date is or becomes a Discontinued Facility, Verizon, to the 
extent it has not already ceased providing unbundled 
access to such Discontinued Facility, and provided it has 
given at least ninety (90) days written notice of 
discontinuance in cases where it has not already ceased 
providing such access. will continue to provide unbundled 
access to such Discontinued Facility under the Agreement 
only through the effective date of the notice of 
discontinuance, and not beyond that date. 

1.6.1.2 	 Where Verizon is permitted to cease providing a 
Discontinued Facility pursuant to Section 1.6.1 above and 
Bright House has not submitted an LSR or ASR, as 
appropriate, to Verizon requesting disconnection of the 
Discontinued Facility and has not separately secured from 
Verizon an alternative arrangement to replace the 
Discontinued Facility, then Verizon, to the extent it has not 
already done so, may disconnect the subject Discontinued 
Facility without further notice to Bright House. In lieu of 
disconnecting the subject Discontinued Facility in the 
foregoing circumstances, Verizon, in its sole discretion, may 
elect to: (a) convert the subject Discontinued Facility to an 
arrangement available under a Verizon access tariff (in 
which case month-to-month rates shall apply unless a 
different rate applies under an applicable special access 
term/volume plan or other special access tariff arrangement 
in which Bright House is then enrolled), a resale 
arrangement, or other analogous arrangement that Verizon 
shall identify or has identified in writing to Bright House, or 
(b) in lieu of such a conversion, reprice the subject 
Discontinued Facility by application of a new rate (or, in 
Verizon's sole discretion, by application of a surcharge to an 
existing rate) to be equivalent to an arrangement available 
under a Verizon access tariff (at month-to-mo nth rates 
unless a different rate applies under an applicable special 
access term/volume plan or other special access tariff 
arrangement in which Bright House is then enrolled). a 
resale arrangement, or other analogous arrangement that 
Verizon shall identify or has identified in writing to Bright 
House; provided, however. that Verizon may disconnect the 
subject Discontinued Facility (or the replacement service to 
which the Discontinued Facility has been converted) if 
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Bright House fails to pay when due any applicable new rate 
or surcharge billed by Verizon. 

1.7 TRRO Certification and Related Provisions. 

1.7.1 	 TRRO Certification. Before requesting unbundled access to a DS 1 
Loop, a DS3 Loop, DS1 Dedicated Transport, DS3 Dedicated 
Transport, or Dark Fiber Transport, including, but not limited to, any of 
the foregoing elements that constitute part of a Combination or that 
"""CLEC Acronym TE"" seeks to convert from another wholesale 
service to an unbundled network element (collectively, "TRRO 
Certification Elements"), ""CLEC Acronym TE"" must undertake a 
reasonably diligent inquiry and. based on that inquiry, certify that, to 
the best of its knowledge. ""CLEC Acronym TE"""'s request is 
consistent with the requirements of the TRRO and that """CLEC 
Acronym TE"" is entitled to unbundled access to the subject element 
pursuant to section 251 (c)(3) of the Act. "'CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
provide such certification using the automated method that Verizon 
makes available for that purpose, ""CLEC Acronym TE···'s 
reasonably diligent inquiry must include, at a minimum, consideration 
of any list of non-impaired UNE Wire Centers that Verizon makes or 
has made available to "'CLEC Acronym TE··· by notice and/or by 
publication on Verizon's wholesale website (the "Wire Center List") 
and any back-up data that Verizon provides or has provided to 
'''''CLEC Acronym TP"* under a non-disclosure agreement or that is 
otherwise available to "·CLEC Acronym TE"·', 

1.7.2 	 Provision-then-Dispute Requirements. 

1,7.2.1 	 Upon receiving a request from ·"CLEC Acronym TE"" for 
unbundled access to a TRRO Certification Element and the 
certification required by Section 1.7.1 above, and except as 
provided in Section 1,7.2.3 below, Verizon shall process the 
request in accordance with any applicable standard 
intervals. If Verizon wishes to challenge """CLEC Acronym 
TE·..·s right to obtain unbundled access to the subject 
element pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) , then (except as 
provided in Section 1.7.2.3 below) Verizon must provision 
the subject element as a UNE and then seek resolution of 
the dispute by the Commission or the FCC, or through such 
other dispute resolution process that Verizon elects to 
invoke under the dispute resolution provisions of this 
Agreement. 

1.7.2,2 	 If a dispute pursuant to section 1.7.2,1 above is resolved in 
Verizon's favor. then ·""ClEC Acronym TE""· shall 
compensate Verizon for the additional charges that would 
apply if "'ClEC Acronym TEb had ordered the subject • 

facility or service on a month-to-month term under Verizon's 
interstate special access tariff (except as provided in section 
1.7.2.2.1 below as to Dark Fiber Transport) and any other 
applicable charges, applicable back to the date of 
provisioning (including. but not limited to, late payment 
charges for the unpaid difference between UNE and access 
tariff rates), The month-to-month rates shall apply until 
such time as ""*ClEC Acronym TE"" requests 
disconnection of the subject facility or an alternative term 
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that Verizon offers under its interstate special access tariff 
for the subject facility or service. 

1.7.2.2.1 	 In the case of Dark Fiber Transport (there being 
no analogous service under Verizon's access 
tariffs), the monthly recurring charges that 
Verizon may charge, and that ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· shall be obligated to pay, for each circuit 
shall be shall be the charges for the commercial 
service that Verizon, in its sole discretion, 
determines to be analogous to the subject Dark 
Fiber Transport and, unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Parties, Verizon may, without 
further notice, disconnect the subject dark fiber 
facility within thirty (30) days of the date on 
which the dispute is resolved in Verizon's favor. 
In any case where "·CLEC Acronym TE·", 
within thirty (30) days of the date on which the 
dispute is resolved in Verizon's favor, submits a 
valid AS R for a "lit" service to replace the 
subject Dark Fiber Transport facility, Verizon 
shall continue to provide the Dark Fiber 
Transport facility at the rates specified above, 
but only for the duration of the standard interval 
for installation of the "lit" service. 

1.7.2.3 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement, 
Verizon may reject a ···CLEC Acronym TE"· order for a 
TRRO Certification Element without first seeking dispute 
resolution: (a) in any case where ·"CLEC Acronym TE"·'s 
order conflicts with a provision of a Verizon Tariff, (b) in any 
case where **'CLEC Acronym TE'u,s order conflicts with a 
non-impaired UNE Wire Center designation set forth in a 
Wire Center List that Verizon has made available to 
"'CLEC Acronym TE"· by notice and/or by publication on 
Verizon's wholesale website, (c) in any case where 
···CLEC Acronym TE***'s order conflicts with a non
impaired UNE Wire Center designation that the Commission 
or the FCC has ordered or approved or that has otherwise 
been confirmed through previous dispute resolution 
(regardless of whether "*CLEC Acronym TE*·* was a party 
to such dispute resolution), or (d) as otherwise permitted 
under the Federal Unbundling Rules (including, but not 
limited to, upon a determination by the Commission, the 
FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction that Verizon may 
reject orders for TRRO Certification Elements without first 
seeking dispute resolution). 

1.8 	 Limitation With Respect to Replacement Arrangements. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Agreement, any negotiations regarding any UNE
replacement arrangement, facility, service or the like that Verizon is not required 
to provide under the Federal Unbundling Rules (including without limitation any 
arrangement, facility, service or the like that Verizon offers under an access tariff) 
shall be deemed not to have been conducted pursuant to the Agreement, 47 
U.S.C. § 252(a)(1), or47 C.F.R. Part 51, and shall not be subject to arbitration or 
other requirements under to 47 U.S.C. § 252(b). Any reference in this 
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Attachment to Verizon's provision of a arrangement, facility, service or the like 
that Verizon is not required to provide under the Federal Unbundling Rules is 
solely for the convenience of the Parties and shall not be construed to require or 
permit: (a) arbitration pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 252(b) of the rates, terms, or 
conditions upon which Verizon may provide such arrangement, facility, service or 
the like, or (b) application of 47 U.S.C. § 252 in any other respect. 

2. 	 Verizon's Provision of Network Elements 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide Bright 
House access to the following: 

2.1 	 Loops, as set forth in Section 3 of this Attachment; 

2.2 	 Une Splitting (also referred to as "Loop Sharing"), as set forth in Section 4 of this 
Attachment; 

2.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 

2.4 	 Sub-Loops, as set forth in Section 6 of this Attachment; 

2.5 	 Sub-Loop for Multiunit Tenant Premises Access, as set forth in Section 7 of this 
Attachment; 

2.6 	 Dark Fiber Transport (sometimes referred to as "Dark Fiber IOF"), as set forth in 
Section 8 of this Attachment; 

2.7 	 Network Interface Device, as set forth in Section 9 of this Attachment; 

2.8 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 

2.9 	 Dedicated Transport (may also be referred to as "Interoffice Transmission 
Facilities") (or "IOF"), as set forth in Section 11 of this Attachment; 

2.10 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 

2.11 	 Operations Support Systems, as set forth in Section 13 of this Attachment; and 

2.12 	 Other U NEs in accordance with Section 14 of this Attachment. 

3. 	 Loop Transmission Types 

3.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, Verizon shall 
allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to access Loops unbundled from local switching 
and local transport, in accordance with this Section 3 and the rates and charges 
provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
access to Loops in accordance with, but only to extent required by, the Federal 
Unbundling Rules. Subject to the foregoing and the provisions regarding FTTP 
Loops, in Section 3.5 below, and Hybrid Loops, in Section 3.6 below, the 
available Loop types are as set forth below: 

3.1.1 	 "2 Wire Analog Voice Grade Loop" or "Analog 2W' provides an 
effective 2-wire channel with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is 
suitable for the transport of analog Voice Grade (nominal 300 to 3000 
Hz) signals and loop-start signaling. This Loop type is more fully 
described in Verizon Technical Reference (TR)-72565, as revised from 
time-to-time. If "Customer-Specified Signaling" is requested, the Loop 
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3.1.2 

3.1.3 

3.1.4 

3.1.5 

will operate with one of the following signaling types that may be 
specified when the Loop is ordered: loop-start, ground-start. loop
reverse-battery, and no signaling. Customer specified signaling is 
more fully described in Verizon TR-72570, as revised from time-to
time. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing facilities 
except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

"4-Wire Analog Voice Grade Loop" or "Analog 4W' provides an 
effective 4-wire channel with 4-wire interfaces at each end that is 
suitable for the transport of analog Voice Grade (nominal 300 to 3000 
Hz) signals. This Loop type will operate with one of the following 
signaling types that may be specified when the Loop is ordered: loop
start, ground-start, loop-reverse-battery, duplex, and no signaling. 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR-72570, as 
revised from time-to-time. Verizon will not build new facilities or 
modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of 
this Attachment. 

"2-Wire ISDN Digital Grade Loop" or "BRI ISDN" provides a channel 
with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is suitable for the transport of 
160 kbps digital services using the ISDN 2B1Q line code. This Loop 
type is more fully described in American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) T1.601-1998 and Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time-to
time. In some cases loop extension equipment may be necessary to 
bring the line loss within acceptable levels. Verizon will provide loop 
extension equipment only upon request. A separate charge will apply 
for loop extension equipment. The 2-Wire ISDN Digital Grade Loop is 
available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service Areas. In the former 
GTE Service Areas only, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may order a 2-Wire 
Digital Compatible Loop using 2-wire ISDN ordering codes to provide 
similar capability. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing 
facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire ADSL-Compatible Loop" or"ADSL 2W" provides a channel 
with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is suitable for the transport of 
digital signals up to 8 Mbps toward the Customer and up to 1 Mbps 
from the Customer. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon 
TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. ADSL-Compatible Loops will 
be available only where existing copper facilities are available and 
meet applicable specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities or 
modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 
or 17 of this Attachment. The upstream and downstream ADSL power 
spectral density masks and dc line power limits in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. The 2-Wire ADSL
Compatible Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service 
Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using 2-wire ADSL 
ordering codes to provide similar capability. 

"2-Wire HDSL-Compatible Loop" or "HDS L 2W" consists of a single 2
wire non-loaded, twisted copper pair that meets the carrier serving 
area design criteria. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon 
TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. The HDSL power spectral 
density mask and dc line power limits referenced in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. 2-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loops will be provided only where existing facilities are available and 
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3.1.6 

3.1.7 

3.1.8 

can meet applicable specifications. The 2-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loop is available only in the former 8ell Atlantic Service areas. In the 
former GTE Service Areas only, "'CLEC Acronym TE"· may order a 
2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using 2-Wire HDSL ordering codes to 
provide similar capability. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify 
existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 or 17 of 
this Attachment. 

"4-Wire HDSL-Compatible Loop" or "HDSL 4W' consists of two 2-wire 
non-loaded, twisted copper pairs that meet the carrier serving area 
design criteria. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR
72575, as revised from time-to-time. The HDSL power spectral 
density mask and dc line power limits referenced in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. 4-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loops will be provided only where existing facilities are available and 
can meet applicable specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities 
or modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 
3.2 or 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire IDSL-Compatible Metallic Loop" consists of a single 2-wire 
non-loaded, twisted copper pair that meets revised resistance design 
criteria. This Loop is intended to be used with very-low band 
symmetric DSL systems that meet the Class 1 signal power limits and 
other criteria in the T1 E1.4 loop spectrum management standard 
(T1 E1.4/2000-002R3) and are not compatible with 281 Q 160 kbps 
ISDN transport systems. The actual data rate achieved depends upon 
the performance of CLEC-provided modems with the electrical 
characteristics associated with the loop. This Loop type is more fully 
described in T1 E1.4/2000-002R3, as revised from time-to-time. This 
loop cannot be provided via UDLC. The 2-Wire IDSL-Compatible 
Metallic Loop is available only in the former 8ell Atlantic Service 
Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, "'CLEC Acronym 
TE··· may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using ISDN 
ordering codes to provide similar capability. Verizon will not build new 
facilities or modify existing facilities except to the extent required in 
Sections 3.2 or 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire SDSL-Compatible Loop", is intended to be used with low band 
symmetric DSL systems that meet the Class 2 signal power limits and 
other criteria in the T1 E 1.4 loop spectrum management standard 
(T1 E1.4/2000-002R3). This Loop consists of a single 2-wire non
loaded, twisted copper pair that meets Class 2 length limit in 
T1 E1.4/2000-002R3. The data rate achieved depends on the 
performance of the CLEC-provided modems with the electrical 
characteristics associated with the loop. This Loop type is more fully 
described in T1 E1.4/2000-002R3, as revised from time-to-time. The 
2-Wire SDSL-Compatible Loop is available only in the former Bell 
Atlantic Service Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, 
***CLEC Acronym TE"· may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop 
to provide similar capability. SDSL-compatible local loops will be 
provided only where facilities are available and can meet applicable 
specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing 
facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 or 17 of this 
Attachment. 
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3,1.9 

3,1.10 

3.1.11 

"4-Wire 56 kbps Loop· is a 4-wire Loop that provides a transmission 
path that is suitable for the transport of digital data at a synchronous 
rate of 56 kbps in opposite directions on such Loop simultaneously. A 
4-Wire 56 kbps Loop consists of two pairs of non-loaded copper wires 
with no intermediate electronics or it consists of universal digital loop 
carrier with 56 kbps DOS dataport transport capability, Verizon shall 
provide 4-Wire 56 kbps Loops to ·**CLEC Acronym TE*** in 
accordance with, and subject to, the technical specifications set forth 
in Verizon TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time, Verizon will not 
build new facilities or modify existing facilities except to the extent 
required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

"OS1 Loops" provide a digital transmission channel suitable for the 
transport of 1 ,544 Mbps digital signals. This Loop type is more fully 
described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time to time, The OS 1 
Loop includes the electronics necessary to provide the OS 1 
transmission rate. If, at the requested installation date, the electronics 
necessary to provide the OS1 transmission rate are not available for 
the requested OS1 Loop, then Verizon will not install new electronics 
except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. Verizon 
will not build new facilities and will not modify existing facilities except 
to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. If the 
electronics necessary to provide Clear Channel (B8ZS) signaling are 
at the requested installation date available for a requested OS 1 Loop, 
upon request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, the OS1 Loop will be 
furnished with Clear Channel (B8ZS) signaling, Verizon will not install 
new electronics to furnish Clear Channel (B8ZS) signaling. For 
purposes of prOVisions implementing any right Verizon may have to 
cease providing unbundled access to OS1-capacity Loops under the 
TRRO pursuant to Section 1 of this Attachment, the term "OS1 Loop" 
further includes any type of Loop described in Section 3.1 of the 
Network Elements Attachment that provides a digital transmission 
channel suitable for the transport of 1.544 Mbps digital signals, 
regardless of whether the subject Loop meets the speCific definition of 
a OS 1 Loop set forth in this section. 

"OS3 Loops" will support the transmission of isochronous bipolar serial 
data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 OS1 channels). 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised 
from time to time. The OS3 Loop includes the electronics necessary 
to provide the OS3 transmission rate. If, at the requested installation 
date, the electronics necessary to provide the OS3 transmission rate 
are not available for the requested OS3 Loop, then Verizon will not 
install new electronics except to the extent required in Section 17 of 
this Attachment. Verizon will not build new facilities and will not mOdify 
existing facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of this 
Attachment. For purposes of provisions implementing any right 
Verizon may have to cease providing unbundled access to OS3
capacity loops under the TRRO pursuant to Section 1 of this 
Attachment, the term "OS3 Loop" further includes any type of Loop 
described in Section 3.1 of the Network Elements Attachment that 
provides a digital transmission channel suitable for the transport of 
44,736 Mbps digital signals, regardless of whether the subject Loop 
meets the specifiC definition of a OS3 Loop set forth in this section. 
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3.1.12 

3.1.13 

3.1.14 

In the former Bell Atlantic Service Areas only, "Digital Designed Loops" 
are comprised of designed loops that meet specific '''CLEC Acronym 
TE*** requirements for metallic loops over 18k ft. or for conditioning of 
ADSL, HDSL, SDSL, IDSL, or BRI ISDN Loops. "Digital Designed 
Loops" may include requests for: 

3.1.12.1 a 2W Digital Designed Metallic Loop with a total loop length 
of 18k to 30k ft., unloaded. with the option to remove 
bridged tap; 

3.1.12.2 a 2W ADSL Loop of 12k to 18k ft. with an option to remove 
bridged tap (such a Loop with the bridged tap so removed 
shall be deemed to be a "2W ADSL Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.12.3 a 2W ADSL Loop of less than 12k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap (such a Loop with the bridged tap so 
removed shall be deemed to be a "2W ADSL Compatible 
Loop"); 

3.1.12.4 a 2W HDSL Loop of less than 12k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap: 

3.1.12.5 a 4W HDSL Loop of less than 12k ft with an option to 
remove bridged tap; 

3.1.12.6 a 2 W Digital Designed Metallic Loop with Verizon-placed 
ISDN loop extension electronics; 

3.1.12.7 a 2W SDSL Loop with an option to remove bridged tap; and 

3.1.12.8 a 2W IDSL Loop of less than 18k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap; 

Verizon shall make Digital Designed Loops available **'CLEC 
Acronym TEO .. at the rates as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

In the former GTE Service Areas only. "Conditioned Loops" are 
comprised of designed loops that meet specific ·"CLEC Acronym 
TE*'· requirements for metallic loops over 12k ft. or for conditioning of 
2-wire or 4-wire digital or BRI ISDN Loops. "Conditioned Loops" may 
include requests for: 

3.1.14.1 	 a 2W Digital Loop with a total loop length of 12k to 30k ft.. 
unloaded, with the option to remove bridged tap (such a 
Loop, unloaded, with bridged tap so removed shall be 
deemed to be a "2W Digital Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.2 	 a 2W Digital Loop of 12k to 18k ft. with an option to remove 
load coils and/or bridged tap (such a Loop with load coils 
and/or bridged tap so removed shall be deemed to be a 
"2W Digital Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.3 	 a 2W Digital or 4W Digital Loop of less than 12k ft. with an 
option to remove bridged tap (such a 2W Loop with bridged 
tap so removed shall be deemed to be a "2W Digital 
Compatible Loop"); 
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3.1.14.4 	 a 2W Digital Loop with Verizon-placed ISDN loop extension 
electronics (such a Loop with ISDN loop extension 
electronics so placed shall be deemed to be a "2W Digital 
Compatible Loop"). 

3.1.15 	 Verizon shall make Conditioned Loops available to u'CLEC Acronym 
TE"'" at the rates as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

3.2 	 The following ordering procedures shall apply to xDSL Compatible Loops, Digital 
Designed and Conditioned Loops: 

3.2.1 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE"'u shall place orders for xDSL Compatible 
Loops, Digital Designed and Conditioned Loops by delivering to 
Verizon a valid electronic transmittal Service Order or other mutually 
agreed upon type of Service Order. Such Service Order shall be 
provided in accordance with industry format and specifications or such 
format and specifications as may be agreed to by the Parties. 

3.2.2 	 In former Bell Atlantic Service Areas, Verizon is conducting a 
mechanized survey of existing Loop facilities, on a Central Office by 
Central Office basis, to identify those Loops that meet the applicable 
technical characteristics established by Verizon for compatibility with 
xDSL Compatible or BRI ISDN signals. The results of this survey will 
be stored in a mechanized database and made available to .uCLEC 
Acronym TE"''''* as the process is completed in each Central Office. 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· must utilize this mechanized loop qualification 
database, where available, in advance of submitting a valid electronic 
transmittal Service Order for an xDSL Compatible or SRI ISDN Loop. 
Charges for mechanized loop qualification information are set forth in 
the Pricing Attachment. In former GTE Service Areas, Verizon 
provides access to mechanized xDSL loop qualification information to 
help identify those loops that meet applicable technical characteristics 
for compatibility with xDSL Services that the CLEC may wish to offer 
to its end user Customers. ···CLEC Acronym TE**· must access 
Verizon's mechanized loop qualification system through the use of the 
on-line computer interface at www.verizon.com/wise in advance of 
submitting a valid electronic transmittal Service Order for xDSL service 
arrangements, The loop qualification information provided by Verizon 
gives "'CLEC Acronym TE*** the ability to determine loop 
composition and loop length, and may provide other loop 
characteristics, when present, that may indicate incompatibility with 
xDSL Services such as load coils or Digital Loop Carrier, Information 
provided by the mechanized loop qualification system also indicates 
whether loop conditioning may be necessary. It is the responsibility of 
·'*CLEC Acronym TE ... • to evaluate the loop qualification information 
provided by Verizon and determine whether a loop meets •• ..CLEC 
Acronym TE"· requirements for xDSL Service, including determining 
whether conditioning should be ordered, prior to submitting an Order, 

3,2.3 	 If the Loop is not listed in the mechanized database described in 
Section 3,2.2 of this Attachment, ···CLEC Acronym TE*"'* must 
request a manual loop qualification, where such qualification is 
available, prior to submitting a valid electroniC Service Order for an 
xDSL Compatible or BRIISDN Loop, In general, Verizon will complete 
a manual loop qualification request within three (3) Business Days, 
although Verizon may require additional time due to poor record 
conditions, spikes in demand, or other unforeseen events, The 
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manual loop qualification process is currently available in the former 
Sell Atlantic Service Areas only. 

3.2.4 	 If a query to the mechanized loop qualification database or manual 
loop qualification indicates that a Loop does not qualify (e.g., because 
it does not meet the applicable technical parameters set forth in the 
Loop descriptions above), ·"CLEC Acronym TEO.. may request an 
Engineering Query, where available, as described in Section 3.2.7 of 
this Attachment, to determine whether the result is due to 
characteristics of the loop itself (e.g., specific number and location of 
bridged taps, the specific number of load coils, or the gauge of the 
cable). 

3.2.5 	 Once a Loop has been pre-qualified, ···CLEC Acronym Tp·· will 
submit a Service Order pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of this Attachment if 
it wishes to obtain the Loop. 

3.2.5.1 	 If the Loop is determined to be xDSL Compati ble and if the 
Loop serving the serving address is usable and available to 
be assigned as a xDSL Compatible Loop, Verizon will 
initiate standard Loop provisioning and installation 
processes, and standard Loop provisioning intervals will 
apply. 

3.2.5.2 	 If the Loop is determined to be xDSL Compatible, but the 
Loop serving the service address is unusable or unavailable 
to be assigned as an xDSL Compatible Loop, Verizon will 
search the Customer's serving terminal for a suitable spare 
facility. If an xDSL Compatible Loop is found within the 
serving terminal, Verizon will perform a Line and Station 
Transfer (or "pair swap") whereby the Verizon technician will 
transfer the Customer's existing service from one existing 
Loop facility onto an alternate existing xDSL Compatible 
Loop facility serving the same location. Verizon performs 
Line and Station Transfers in accordance with the 
procedures developed in the DSL Collaborative in the State 
of New York, NY PSC Case OO-C-0127. Standard intervals 
do not apply when Verizon performs a Line and Station 
Transfer, and additional charges shall apply as set forth in 
the Pricing Attachment. 

3.2.6 	 If ···CLEC Acronym TEO •• submits a Service Order for an xDSL 
Compatible or SRI ISDN Loop that has not been prequalified, Verizon 
will query the Service Order back to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· for 
qualification and will not accept such Service Order until the Loop has 
been prequalified on a mechanized or manual basis. If "·CLEC 
Acronym TE·" submits a Service Order for an xDSL Compatible or 
SRI ISDN Loop that is, in fact, not compatible with the requested 
service (e.g. ADSL, HDSL etc.) in its existing condition, Verizon will 
respond back to ···CLEC Acronym TE·" with a "Nonqualified" 
indicator and with information showing whether the non-qualified result 
is due to the presence of load coils, presence of digital loop carrier, or 
loop length (including bridged tap). 

3.2.7 	 Where ···CLEC Acronym TE··· has followed the prequalification 
procedure described above and has determined that a Loop is not 
compatible with xDSL technologies or SRI ISDN service in its existing 
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condition, it may either request an Engineering Query, where 
available, to determine whether conditioning may make the Loop 
compatible with the applicable service; or if **"'CLEC Acronym TE*"'* is 
already aware of the conditioning required (e .g., where *"CLEC 
Acronym TE*** has previously requested a qualification and has 
obtained loop characteristics), "*CLEC Acronym TE*** may submit a 
Service Order for a Digital Designed Loop. Verizon will undertake to 
condition or extend the Loop in accordance with this Section 3.2 of this 
Attachment upon receipt of *"CLEC Acronym TE*"'s valid, accurate 
and pre-qualified Service Order for a Digital Designed Loop. 

3.2.8 	 The Parties will make reasonable efforts to coordinate their respective 
roles in order to minimize provisioning problems. In general, where 
conditioning or loop extensions are requested by *"*CLEC Acronym 
TE***, an interval of eighteen (18) Business Days will be required by 
Verizon to complete the loop analysis and the necessary construction 
work involved in conditioning and/or extending the loop as follows: 

3.2.8.1 	 Three (3) Business Days will be required following receipt of 
***CLEC Acronym TE***'s valid, accurate and pre-qualified 
Service Order for a Digital Designed or Conditioned Loop to 
analyze the loop and related plant records and to create an 
Engineering Work Order. 

3.2.8.2 	 Upon completion of an Engineering Work Order, Verizon 
will initiate the construction order to perform the 
changes/modifications to the Loop requested by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***. Conditioning activities are, in most cases. 
able to be accomplished within fifteen (15) Business Days. 
Unforeseen conditions may add to this interval. 

After the engineering and conditioning tasks have been completed, the 
standard Loop provisioning and installation process will be initiated, 
subject to Verizon's standard provisioning intervals. 

3.2.9 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requires a change in scheduling, it must 
contact Verizon to issue a supplement to the original Service Order. If 
***CLEC Acronym TE*" cancels the request for conditioning after a 
loop analysis has been completed but prior to the commencement of 
construction work, *--CLEC Acronym TE*** shall compensate Verizon 
for an Engineering Work Order charge as set forth in the Pricing 
Attachment. If **·CLEC Acronym TE*** cancels the request for 
conditioning after the loop analysis has been completed and after 
construction work has started or is complete, ***CLEC Acronym TE'" 
shall compensate Verizon for an Engineering Work Order charge as 
well as the charges associated with the conditioning tasks performed 
as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

3.3 	 Conversion of Live Telephone Exchange Service to Analog 2W Unbundled Local 
Loops (Analog 2W Loops). 

3.3.1 	 The following coordination procedures shall apply to "live" cutovers of 
Verizon Customers who are converting their Telephone Exchange 
Services to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Telephone Exchange Services 
provisioned over Analog 2W Loops to be provided by Verizon to 
***CLEC Acronym TE***: 
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3.3.1.1 

3.3.1.2 

3.3.1.3 

3,3.1.4 

3.3.1.5 

Coordinated cutover charges shall apply to conversions of 
live Telephone Exchange Services to Analog 2W Loops. 
When an outside dispatch is required to perform a 
conversion, additional charges may apply. If ""CLEC 
Acronym TE*"" does not request a coordinated cutover, 
Verizon will process ·""CLEC Acronym TE*""'s order as a 
new installation subject to applicable standard provisioning 
intervals. 

"""CLEC Acronym TE""" shall request Analog 2W Loops for 
coordinated cutover from Verizon by delivering to Verizon a 
valid electronic Local Service Request ("LSR"). Verizon 
agrees to accept from """CLEC Acronym TE""" the date and 
time for the conversion designated on the LSR ("Scheduled 
Conversion Time"), provided that such designation is within 
the regularly scheduled operating hours of the Verizon 
Regional CLEC Control Center ("RCCC") and subject to the 
availability of Verizon's work force. In the event that 
Verizon's work force is not available, ""CLEC Acronym 
TE""" and Verizon shall mutually agree on a New 
Conversion Time, as defined below. """CLEC Acronym 
TE"" shall deSignate the Scheduled Conversion Time 
subject to Verizon standard provisioning intervals as stated 
in the Verizon CLEC Handbook, as may be revised from 
time to time. Within three (3) Business Days of Verizon's 
receipt of such valid LSR, or as otherwise required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide "·"CLEC 
Acronym TE""" the scheduled due date for conversion of 
the Analog 2W Loops covered by such LSR. 

"""CLEC Acronym TE""" shall provide dial tone at the 
""*CLEC Acronym TE""" collocation site at least forty-eight 
(48) hours prior to the Scheduled Conversion Time. 

Either Party may contact the other Party to negotiate a new 
Scheduled Conversion Time (the "New Conversion Time"); 
provided, however, that each Party shall use commercially 
reasonable efforts to provide four (4) business hours' 
advance notice to the other Party of its request for a New 
Conversion Time. Any Scheduled Conversion Time or New 
Conversion Time may not be rescheduled more than one 
(1) time in a Business Day, and any two New Conversion 
Times for a particular Analog 2W Loop shall differ by at 
least eight (8) hours, unless otherwise agreed to by the 
Parties. 

If the New Conversion Time is more than one (1) business 
hour from the original Scheduled Conversion Time or from 
the previous New Conversion Time, the Party requesting 
such New Conversion Time shall be subject to the following: 

3.3.1.5.1 	 IfVerizon requests to reschedule outside of the 
one (1) hour time frame above, the Analog 2W 
Loops Service Order Charge for the original 
Scheduled Conversion Time or the previous 
New Conversion Time shall be credited upon 
request from """CLEC Acronym TE*""; and 
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3.3.1.5.2 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requests to 
reschedule outside the one (1) hour time frame 
above, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be 
charged an additional Analog 2W Loops Service 
Order Charge for rescheduling the conversion to 
the New Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.6 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is not ready to accept service at 
the Scheduled Conversion Time or at a New Conversion 
Time, as applicable, an additional Service Order Charge 
shall apply. If Verizon is not available or ready to perform 
the conversion within thirty (30) minutes of the Scheduled 
Conversion Time or New Conversion Time, as applicable, 
Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will reschedule and, 
upon request from ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon will 
credit the Analog 2W Loop Service Order Charge for the 
original Scheduled Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.7 	 The standard time interval expected from disconnection of a 
live Telephone Exchange Service to the connection of the 
Analog 2W Loops to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is fifteen (15) 
minutes per Analog 2W Loop for all orders consisting of 
twenty (20) Analog 2W Loops or less. Orders involving 
more than twenty (20) Loops will require a negotiated 
interval. 

3.3.1.8 	 Conversions involving LNP will be completed according to 
North American Numbering Council (NANC) standards, via 
the regional Number Portability Administration Center 
(NPAC). 

3.3.1.9 	 If *"CLEC Acronym TE*** requires Analog 2W Loop 
conversions outside of the regularly scheduled Verizon 
RCCC operating hours, such conversions shall be 
separately negotiated. Additional charges (e.g. overtime 
labor charges) may apply for desired dates and times 
outside of regularly scheduled RCCC operating hours. 

3.4 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

3.5 FTTP Loops. 

3.5.1 	 New Builds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or 
any Verizon Tariff, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not be entitled to 
obtain access to a FTTP Loop, or any segment thereof, on an 
unbundled basis when Verizon deploys such a Loop to the Customer 
premises of an end user that has not been served by any Verizon 
Loop other than a FTTP Loop. 

3.5.2 	 Overbuilds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or 
any Verizon Tariff, if (a) Verizon deploys an FTTP Loop to replace a 
copper Loop previously used to serve a particular end user's customer 
premises, and (b) Verizon retires that copper Loop and there are no 
other available copper Loops or Hybrid Loops for ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*·*'s provision of a voice grade service to that end user's customer 
premises, then in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, 
the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide ***CLEC 
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Acronym TE··· with nondiscriminatory access on an unbundled basis 
to a transmission path capable of providing DSO voice grade service to 
that end user's customer premises. 

3.6 Hybrid Loops. 

3.6.1 	 Packet Switched Features, Functions, and Capabilities. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or any Verizon 
Tariff or SGAT, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall not be entitled to obtain 
access to the Packet Switched features, functions, or capabilities of 
any Hybrid Loop on an unbundled basis. 

3.6.2 	 Broadband Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment, when ···CLEC Acronym TE··· seeks access to a 
Hybrid Loop for the provision of "broadband services", as such term is 
defined by the FCC, then in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· with unbundled access to the existing time 
division multiplexing features, functions, and capabilities of that Hybrid 
Loop, including DS1 or DS3 capacity (but only where impairment has 
been found to exist, which, for the avoidance of any doubt, does not 
include instances where Verizon is not required to provide unbundled 
access to a DS1 Loop or a DS3 Loop under Section 1 of this 
Attachment) to establish a complete time division multiplexing 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or equivalent) 
in a Verizon End Office serving an end user to the demarcation point 
at the end user's Customer premises. This access includes access to 
all features, functions, and capabilities of the Hybrid Loop that are not 
used to transmit packetized information. 

3.6.3 	 Narrowband Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 
of this Attachment, when ···CLEC Acronym TE··· seeks access to a 
Hybrid Loop for the provision to its Customer of "narrowband 
services", as such term is defined by the FCC, then in accordance 
with, but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, 
Verizon shall, in its sole discretion, either (a) provide access to a spare 
home-run copper Loop serving that Customer on an unbundled basis, 
or (b) provide access, on an unbundled basis, to a DSO voice-grade 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or equivalent) 
in the end user's serving End Office and the end user's Customer 
premises, using time division multiplexing technology. 

3.6.4 	 IDLC Hybrid Loops and Loops Provisioned via Loop Concentrator. 
Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, if 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· requests, in order to provide narrowband 
services, unbundling of a 2 wire analog or 4 wire analog Loop currently 
provisioned via Integrated Digital Loop Carrier (over a Hybrid Loop) or 
via Remote Switching technology deployed as a Loop concentrator 
Verizon shall, in accordance with but only to the extent required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, provide ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
unbundled access to a Loop capable of voice-grade service to the end 
user Customer served by the Hybrid Loop. 

3.6.4.1 	 Verizon will endeavor to provide ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
with an existing copper Loop or a Loop served by existing 
Universal Digital Loop Carrier ("UDLC"). Standard recurring 
and non-recurring Loop charges will apply. In addition, a 
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non-recurring charge will apply whenever a line and station 
transfer is performed. 

3.6.4.2 	 If neither a copper Loop nor a Loop served by UDLC is 
available, Verizon shall, upon request of ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, provide unbundled access to a DSO VOice-grade 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or 
equivalent) in the end user's serving End Office and the end 
user's Customer premises via such technically feasible 
alternative that Verizon in its sole discretion may elect to 
employ. In addition to the rates and charges payable in 
connection with any unbundled Loop so provisioned by 
Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be responsible for 
any of the following charges that apply in the event the 
technically feasible option involves construction, installation, 
or modification of facilities: (a) an engineering query charge 
for preparation of a price quote; (b) upon ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s submission of a firm construction order, an 
engineering work order nonrecurring charge; and (c) 
construction charges, as set forth in the price quote. If the 
order is cancelled by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** after 
construction work has started, ***CLEC Acronym TE**' 
shall be responsible for cancellation charges and a pro
rated charge for construction work performed prior to the 
cancellation. 

3.6.4.3 	 Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with 
providing unbundled Loops pursuant to this Section 3.6.4 
from standard provisioning intervals and performance 
measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Agreement 
or elsewhere. 

4. 	 Line Splitting (also referred to as "Loop Sharing") 

4.1 	 Line Splitting is a process in which one CLEC provides narrowband voice service 
over the low frequency portion of an unbundled copper Loop obtained from 
Verizon (such CLEC may be referred to as the "VLEC") and a second CLEC 
provides cjigital subscriber line service over the high frequency portion of that 
same Loop (such CLEC may be referred to as the "DLEC"). Line Splitting is 
accomplished through the use of a splitter collocated at the Verizon central office 
where the Loop terminates into a distribution frame or its equivalent. 

4.2 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** may engage in Line Splitting, in accordance with this Section 4 
and the rates and charges provided for in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall 
provide access to Line Splitting in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

4.3 	 Any Line Splitting between ***CLEC Acronym TE*** and another CLEC shall be 
accomplished by prior negotiated arrangement between ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
and the other CLEC. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall give Verizon written notice of 
this arrangement through the Verizon Partner Solutions Local Service Customer 
Profile Form (formerly referred to as the Verizon Wholesale Local Service 
Customer Profile Form) on the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 
referred to as the Verizon wholesale website), or such other electronic notice 
mechanism that Verizon may make available, at least thirty (30) days prior to 
placing an order for a Line Splitting arrangement with such other CLEC. The 
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other CLEC must have an interconnection agreement with Verizon that permits it 
to engage in Line Splitting with ***CLEC Acronym TE***. The VLEC shall be 
responsible for all rates and charges associated with the subject Loop as well as 
rates and charges associated with the DLEC's use of the high frequency portion 
of the Loop, including, but not limited to, service order charges, provisioning and 
installation charges, central office wiring, loop qualification charges, and ass 
charges. 

4.4 	 In order to facilitate ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s engaging in Line Splitting pursuant 
to this Section 4, ***CLEC Acronym TE**' may order for use in a Line Splitting 
arrangement, those Network Elements, Combinations, Collocation arrangements, 
services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, appropriate for Line Splitting, 
that are offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** by Verizon under the other sections 
of this Agreement. Such Network Elements, Combinations, Collocation 
arrangements, services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, will be provided 
to '*'CLEC Acronym TE'" in accordance with, and subject to, the rates and 
charges and other provisions of this Agreement and Verizon's applicable Tariffs. 
Verizon shall be obligated to provide Network Elements, Combinations, 
Collocation arrangements, services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, for 
Line Splitting only to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

4.5 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE"* and/or the other participating CLEC shall provide any 
splitters and/or Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers used in a Line 
Splitting arrangement. 

4.6 	 The standard provisioning interval for the Line Splitting arrangement shall be as 
set out in the Verizon Product Interval Guide; provided that the standard 
provisioning interval for a Line Splitting arrangement shall not exceed the 
shortest of the following intervals: (1) the standard provisioning interval for a Line 
Splitting arrangement if stated in an applicable Verizon Tariff; or, (2) the standard 
provisioning interval for a Line Splitting arrangement, if any, established in 
accordance with the Federal Unbundling Rules. The standard provisioning 
interval for a Line Splitting arrangement shall commence only after any required 
engineering and conditioning tasks have been completed. The standard 
provisioning interval shall not apply where a Line and Station Transfer is 
performed. 

4.7 	 Verizon shall not be liable for any claims, damages, penalties, liabilities or the 
like of any kind for disruptions to either *'*CLEC Acronym TE***'s or the other 
CLEC'§ respective voice or data services over a Line Splitting arrangement. 

5. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

6. 	 Sub-Loop 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon request by 
***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall allow ***CLEC Acronym TE""' to access Sub
Loops unbundled from local switching and transport, in accordance with the terms of this 
Section 6 and the rates and charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall 
allow "'"CLEC Acronym TE""" access to Sub-Loops in accordance with, but only to the 
extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. The available Sub-Loop types are as 
set forth below. 

6.1 Unbundled Sub-Loop Arrangement- Distribution (USLA). 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by "'CLEC Acronym TE"", Verizon shall provide "'CLEC Acronym 
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TE*** with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with, and 
subject to, the terms and provisions of this Section 6.1, the rates set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment, and the rates, terms and conditions set forth in Verizon's 
applicable Tariffs. Verizon shall provide ... ·CLEC Acronym TE"· with access to 
a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

6.1.1 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE*"" may request that Verizon reactivate (if 
available) an unused drop and NID or provide ···CLEC Acronym TE·'" 
with access to a drop and NID that, at the time of • ... CLEC Acronym 
TE·**'s request, Verizon is using to provide service to the Customer 
(as such term is hereinafter defined). 

6.1.2 	 Upon site-specific request, "'*CLEC Acronym TE·** may obtain 
access to the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility at a technically feasible 
access point located near a Verizon remote terminal equipment 
enclosure at the rates and charges provided for in the PriCing 
Attachment. It is not technically feasible to access the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility if a technician must access the facility by removing 
a splice case to reach the wiring within the cable. ·**CLEC Acronym 
TE*** may obtain access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility through 
any method required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. in addition to 
existing methods such as from a Telecommunications outside plant 
interconnection cabinet (TOPIC) or, if "'·CLEC Acronym TE... • is 
collocated at a remote terminal equipment enclosure and the FDI for 
such Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is located in such enclosure, from 
the collocation arrangement of ·"'CLEC Acronym TE*" at such 
terminal. If "'CLEC Acronym TP·· obtains access to a Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility from a TOPIC, ···CLEC Acronym TP** shall 
install a TOPIC on an easement or Right of Way obtained by ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··* within 100 feet of the Verizon FDI to which such Sub
Loop Distribution Facility is connected. A TOPIC must comply with 
applicable industry standards. Subject to the terms of applicable 
Verizon easements, Verizon shall furnish and place an interconnecting 
cable between a Verizon FDI and a ···CLEC Acronym TE*** TOPIC 
and Verizon shall install a termination block within such TOPIC. 
Verizon shall retain title to and maintain the interconnecting cable. 
Verizon shall not be responsible for bUilding, maintaining or servicing 
the TOPIC and shall not provide any power that might be required by 
···CLEC Acronym TE··" for any of ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s 
electronics in the TOPIC. ···CLEC Acronym TE"''' shall provide any 
easement. Right of Way or trenching or supporting structure required 
for any portion of an interconnecting cable that runs beyond a Verizon 
easement. 

6.1.3 	 "·"CLEe Acronym TEH * may request from Verizon by submitting a 
loop make-up engineering query to Verizon, and Verizon shall provide 
to ·**CLEC Acronym TE**", the following information regarding a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility that serves an identified Customer: the Sub
Loop Distribution Facility's length and gauge; whether the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility has loading and bridged tap; the amount of bridged 
tap (if any) on the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility; and, the location of 
the FDI to which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is connected. 

6.1.4 	 To order access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility from a TOPIC, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*" must first request that Verizon connect the 
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6.1,5 

6.1.6 

6.1.7 

Verizon FDI to which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is connected to 
a ***GLEG Acronym TE*** TOPIG. To make such a request, ***GLEG 
Acronym TE*** must submit to Verizon an application (a "Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Application") that identifies the FDI 
at which ***GLEG Acronym TE*** wishes to access the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility. A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility IntercQnnection 
Application shall state the location of the TOPIG, the size of the 
interconnecting cable and a description of the cable's supporting 
structure. A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application 
shall also include a five-year forecast of ***GLEG Acronym TE***'s 
demand for access to Sub-Loop Distribution Facilities at the requested 
FDI. ***GLEG Acronym TE*** must submit the application fee set forth 
in the Pricing Attachment attached hereto and Verizon's applicable 
Tariffs (a "Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Application Fee") with Sub
Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application. ***GLEG 
Acronym TE*** must submit Sub-Loop Interconnection Applications to: 

[For VZEast States]: 

Gollocation Applications 
Verizon 
Room 503 
185 Fran klin Street 
Boston, MA02110 
E-Mail: coliocation.applications@Verizon.com 

[For VZWest States]: 

***GLEG Acronym TE***'s Account Manager 

Within sixty (60) days after it receives a complete Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Application for access to a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility and the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
Application Fee for such application, Verizon shall provide to ***GLEG 
Acronym TE*** a work order that describes the work that Verizon must 
perform to provide such access (a "Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Work 
Order") and a statement of the cost of such work (a "Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Gost Statement"). 

***GLEG Acronym TE*** shall pay to Verizon fifty percent (50%) of the 
cost set forth in a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Gost 
Statement within sixty (60) days of ***GLEG Acronym TE***'s receipt 
of such statement and the associated Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
Work Order, and Verizon shall not be obligated to perform any of the 
work set forth in such order until Verizon has received such payment. 
A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application shall be 
deemed to have been withdrawn if ***GLEG Acronym TE*** breaches 
its payment obligation under this Section. Upon Verizon 's completion 
of the work that Verizon must perform to provide ***GLEG Acronym 
TE*** with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility, Verizon shall bill 
***GLEG Acronym TE***, and ***GLEG Acronym TE*** shall pay to 
Verizon, the balance of the cost set forth in the Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facility Interconnection Gost Statement for such access. 

After Verizon has completed the installation of the interconnecting 
cable to a ***GLEG Acronym TE*** TOPIG and "'*GLEG Acronym 
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6.1.8 

6.1.9 

6.1.10 

6.1.11 

TE*** has paid the full cost of such installation, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** can request the connection of Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facilities to the ···CLEC Acronym TE...• TOPIC. At the same time, 
***CLEC Acronym TE··· shall advise Verizon of the services that 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· plans to provide over the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility, request any conditioning of the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility and assign the pairs in the interconnecting cable. 
···CLEC Acronym TE·" shall run any crosswires within the TOPIC. 

If ···CLEC Acronym TE··· requests that Verizon reactivate an unused 
drop and NID, then ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall provide dial tone (or 
its DSL equivalent) on the "'CLEC Acronym TE*** side of the 
applicable Verizon FDI at least twenty-four (24) hours before the due 
date. On the due date, a Verizon technician will run the appropriate 
cross connection to connect the Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
to the *··CLEC Acronym TE··.. dial tone or equivalent from the TOPIC. 
If ···CLEC Acronym TE*** requests that Verizon provide ***CLEC 
Acronym TP** with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility that, at 
the time of "·CLEC Acronym TE··"'s request, Verizon is using to 
provide service to a Customer, then, after ···CLEC Acronym TE*** has 
looped two interconnecting pairs through the TOPIC and at least 
twenty four (24) hours before the due date, a Verizon technician shall 
crosswire the dial tone from the Verizon central office through the 
Verizon side of the TOPIC and back out again to the Verizon FDI and 
Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility using the "loop through" 
approach. On the due date, """CLEC Acronym TE"·· shall disconnect 
Verizon's dial tone, crosswire its dial tone to the Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facility and submit ···CLEC Acronym TE·..·s LNP request. 

Verizon will not provide access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility if 
Verizon is using the loop of which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is 
a part to provide line sharing service to another CLEC or a service that 
uses derived channel technology to a Customer unless such other 
CLEC first terminates the Verizon-provided line sharing or such 
Customer first disconnects the service that utilizes derived channel 
technology. 

Verizon shall provide ··'CLEC Acronym TE··* with access to a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with negotiated intervals 

Verizon shall repair and maintain a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility at 
the request of *"·CLEC Acronym TE··* and subject to the time and 
material rates set forth in Pricing Attachment and the rates. terms and 
conditions of Verizon's applicable Tariffs. "·CLEC Acronym TE·*· 
accepts responsibility for initial trouble isolation for Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facilities and providing Verizon with appropriate dispatch 
information based on its test results. If (a) ···CLEC Acronym TE*** 
reports to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) ···CLEC Acronym TE*** 
requests a dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such 
trouble was not caused by Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
facilities or eqUipment in whole or in part, *"*CLEC Acronym TE*** 
shall pay Verizon the charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment and 
Verizon's applicable Tariffs for time associated with said dispatch. In 
addition, these charges also apply when the Customer contact as 
designated by *··CLEC Acronym TE*** is not available at the 
appointed time. If as the result of *·*CLEC Acronym TE'" 
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instructions, Verizon is erroneously requested to dispatch to a site on 
Verizon company premises ("dispatch in"), the charges set forth in 
Pricing Attachment and Verizon's applicable Tariffs will be assessed 
per occurrence to ***ClEC Acronym TE*" by Verizon. If as the result 
of ***ClEC Acronym TE*** instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site outside of Verizon company premises 
("dispatch out"), the charges set forth in Pricing Attachment and 
Verizon's applicable Tariffs will be assessed per occurrence to 
***ClEC Acronym TP*· by Verizon. 

6.2 	 [Intentionally left Blank]. 

6.3 	 Collocation in Remote Terminals. 

To the extent required by Applicable law, Verizon shall allow "'ClEC Acronym 
TE·** to collocate equipment in a Verizon remote terminal equipment enclosure 
in accordance with, and subject to, the rates, terms and conditions set forth in the 
Collocation Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 

7. 	 Sub-Loop for Multiunit Tenant Premises Access 

7.1 	 Upon request by Bright House, Verizon shall provide to Bright House or, at Bright 
House's direction and on its behalf, a Bright House affiliate providing facilities 
used to provide Bright House End Users with interconnected VolP services (for 
purposes of this Section 7 of this Attachment, "Bright House"), access to the Sub
loop for Multiunit Premises Access in accordance with 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) and 
47 C.F.R. Part 51. 

7.1.1 	 House and Riser. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment and upon request by Bright House, Verizon shall 
provide to Bright House access to a House and Riser Cable in 
accordance with this Section 7 and the rates and charges provided in 
the Pricing Attachment. Verizon will provide access to a House and 
Riser Cable where such facility is available and where Verizon (a) 
owns, operates, maintains and controls such facility or (b) otherwise 
has the legal right to manage, operate, or control such facility. Bright 
House may access a House and Riser Cable only between the MPOE 
for such cable and the demarcation pOint at a technically feasible 
access point. 

7.1.1.1 	 Bright House must satisfy the following conditions before 
ordering access to a House and Riser Cable from Verizon: 

7.1.1.1.1 	 Bright House shall locate its facilities within 
cross connect distance of the point of 
interconnection on such cable. Facilities are 
within cross connect distance of a point of 
interconnection if they are located in the same 
room (not including a hallway) or within twelve 
(12) feet of such point of interconnection. 

7.1.1.1.2 	 If suitable space is available, Bright House shall 
install its facilities no closer than fourteen (14) 
inches of the point of interconnection for such 
cable, unless otherwise agreed by the Parties. 
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7.1.1.1.3 	 Bright House's facilities cannot be attached, 
otherwise affixed or adjacent to Verizon's 
facilities or equipment, cannot pass through or 
otherwise penetrate Verizon's facilities or 
equipment. 

7.1.1.1.4 	 Bright House shall identify its facilities as those 
of Bright House by means of permanently
affixed externally-visible signage or markings. 

7.1.1.1.5 	 To provide Bright House with access to a House 
and Riser Cable, Verizon shall not be obligated 
to (a) move any Verizon equipment, (b) secure 
any right of way for Bright House, (c) secure 
space for Bright House in any building, (d) 
secure access to any portion of a building for 
Bright House or (e) reserve space in any 
building for Bright House. 

7.1.1.1.6 	 Verizon shall perform cutover of a Customer to 
Bright House service by means of a House and 
Riser Cable subject to a negotiated interval. 
Verizon shall install a jumper cable to connect 
the appropriate Verizon House and Riser Cable 
pair to Bright House's facilities, and Verizon 
shall reasonably determine how to perform such 
installation. Bright House shall coordinate with 
Verizon to ensure that House and Riser Cable 
facilities are converted to Bright House in 
accordance with Bright House's order for such 
services. 

7.1 .1.2 If proper B right House facilities are not available at the time 
of installation, Verizon shall bill Bright House, and Bright 
House shall pay to Verizon, the Not Ready Charge set forth 
in the Agreement and the Parties shall establish a new 
cutover date. 

7.1.1.3 	 Verizon shall perform all installation work on Verizon 
equipment in connection with Bright House's use of 
Verizon's House and Riser Cable. All Bright House 
equipment connected to a House and Riser Cable shall 
comply with applicable industry standards. 

7.1.1.4 	 Verizon shall repair and maintain a House and Riser Cable 
at the request of Bright House. Bright House shall be solely 
responsible for investigating and determining the source of 
all troubles and for providing Verizon with appropriate 
dispatch information based on its test results. Verizon shall 
repair a trouble only when the cause of the trouble is a 
Verizon House and Riser Cable. If (a) Bright House reports 
to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) Bright House requests a 
dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such 
trouble was not caused by a Verizon House and Riser 
Cable in whole or in part, then Bright House shall pay 
Verizon the charge set forth in the Agreement for time 
associated with said dispatch. In addition, this charge also 
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applies when the Customer contact as designated by Bright 
House is not available at the appointed time. If as the result 
of Bright House instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site on Verizon company 
premises ("dispatch in"), a charge set forth in the 
Agreement will be assessed per occurrence to Bright House 
by Verizon. If as the result of Bright House instructions, 
Verizon is erroneously requested to dispatch to a site 
outside of Verizon company premises ("dispatch out"), a 
charge set forth in the Agreement will be assessed per 
occurrence to Bright House by Verizon. 

7.1.2 	 Single Point of Interconnection. In accordance with, but only to the 
extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, upon request by 
Bright House and provided that the conditions set forth in Subsections 
7.1.2.1 and 7.1.2.2 are satisfied, the Parties shall negotiate in good 
faith an amendment to the Agreement memorializing the terms, 
conditions and rates under which Verizon will provide a single pOint of 
interconnection at a multiunit premises suitable for use by multiple 
carriers: 

7.1.2.1 	 Verizon has distribution facilities to the multiunit premises, 
and either owns and controls, or leases and controls, the 
House and Riser Cable at the multiunit premises; and 

7.1.2.2 	 Bright House certifies that it will place an order for access to 
an unbundled Sub-Loop network element under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules via the newly provided single pOint of 
interconnection. 

8. 	 Dark Fiber Transport and Transitional Provision of Embedded Dark Fiber Loops 

8.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** with access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport in accordance with, and 
subject to, the rates, terms and conditions provided in the Pricing Attachment and 
rates, terms and conditions of Verizon's applicable Tariffs. Verizon shall not be 
required to provide, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not request or obtain, 
unbundled access to any dark fiber facility that does not meet the definition of 
Dark Fiber Transport (except to the extent Verizon is required to provide "'CLEC 
Acronym TE*** with unbundled access to ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s embedded 
base of Dark Fiber Loops under Section 8.3 below). For the avoidance of any 
doubt. notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. a Verizon Tariff, or 
otherwise, Verizon shall not be required to provide, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
shall not request or obtain, Dark Fiber Transport that does not connect a pair of 
Verizon UNE Wire Centers. Access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport will be 
provided by Verizon only where existing facilities are available except as 
provided in Section 17 below. Access to Dark Fiber Transport will be provided in 
accordance with, but only to the extent required by. the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. Dark Fiber Transport consists of Verizon optical transmission facilities 
without attached multiplexers, aggregation or other electronics. To the extent 
Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport contains any lightwave repeaters (e.g., 
regenerators or optical amplifiers) installed thereon, Verizon shall not remove the 
same. Except as otherwise required by the Federal Unbundling Rules, the 
following terms and conditions apply to Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport offerings. 
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8.2 	 In addition to the other terms and conditions of this Agreement, the following 
terms and conditions shall apply to Dark Fiber Transport: 

8.2.1 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.2.2 	 -"CLEC Acronym TE--- may access Dark Fiber Transport only at a 
pre-existing Verizon accessible terminal of such Dark Fiber Transport, 
and ---CLEC Acronym TE"· may not access Dark Fiber Transport at 
any other point, including, but not limited to, a splice point or case, 
Dark Fiber Transport is not available to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
unless such Dark Transport is already terminated on an existing 
Verizon accessible terminal. Unused fibers located in a cable vault or 
a controlled environment vault, manhole or other location outside the 
Verizon UNE Wire Center, and not terminated to a fiber patch panel, 
are not available to ···CLEC Acronym TEm. 

8.2,3 	 Except if and, to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules 
and Section 17 below, Verizon will not perform splicing (e.g., introduce 
additional splice points or open existing splice points or cases) to 
accommodate ·"CLEC Acronym TE"·'s request. 

8,2.4 	 Verizon shall perform all work necessary to install a cross connect or a 
fiber jumper from a Verizon accessible terminal to a "·CLEC Acronym 
TE"· collocation arrangement. 

8.2.5 	 A "Dark Fiber Inquiry Form" must be submitted prior to submitting an 
ASR. Upon receipt of -"CLEC Acronym TE···'s completed Dark Fiber 
Inquiry Form, Verizon will initiate a review of its cable records to 
determine whether Dark Fiber Transport may be available between the 
locations and in the quantities specified. Verizon will respond within 
fifteen (15) Business Days from receipt of the -··CLEC Acronym 
TEm's Dark Fiber Inquiry Form, indicating whether Dark Fiber 
Transport may be available (if so available, an "Acknowledgement") 
based on the records search except that for voluminous requests or 
large, complex projects, Verizon reserves the right to negotiate a 
different interval. The Dark Fiber Inquiry is a record search and does 
not guarantee the availability of Dark Fiber Transport. Where a direct 
Dark Fiber Transport route is not available, Verizon will provide, where 
available, Dark Fiber Transport via a reasonable indirect route that 
passes through intermediate Verizon Central Offices at the rates set 
forth in the Pricing Attachment. In cases where Verizon provides Dark 
Fiber Transport via an indirect route as described in this section, 
···CLEC Acronym TP** shall not be permitted to access the Dark 
Fiber Transport at any intermediate central office between the two 
Verizon central offices that are the end points of the route. In no event 
shall Verizon be required to provide Dark Fiber Transport between two 
central offices that are the end points of a route on which Verizon is 
not required under the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide Dark Fiber 
Transport to ···CLEC Acronym TE···. Verizon reserves the right to 
limit the number of intermediate Verizon Central Offices on an indirect 
route consistent with limitations in Verizon's network design and/or 
prevailing industry practices for optical transmission applications. Any 
limitations on the number of intermediate Verizon Central Offices will 
be discussed with "·CLEC Acronym TE·... If access to Dark Fiber 
Transport is not available, Verizon will notify ···CLEC Acronym TE···, 
within fifteen (15) Business Days, that no spare Dark Fiber Transport 
is available over the direct route nor any reasonable alternate indirect 
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route. except that for voluminous requests or large, complex projects. 
Verizon reserves the right to negotiate a different interval. Where no 
available route was found during the record review, Verizon will 
identify the first blocked segment on each alternate indirect route and 
which segment(s) in the alternate indirect route are available prior to 
encountering a blockage on that route. at the rates set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment. 

8.2.5.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall indicate on the Dark Fiber 
Inquiry Form whether the available Dark Fiber should be 
reserved, at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, 
pending receipt of an order for the Dark Fiber. 

8.2.5.2 	 Upon request from ***CLEC Acronym TE*** as indicated on 
the Dark Fiber Inquiry Form, Verizon shall hold such 
requested Dark Fiber Transport for u*CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s use for ten (10) Business Days from "*CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s receipt of Acknowledgement and may not 
allow any other party (including Verizon) to use such fiber 
during that time period. 

8.2.5.3 	 ""'CLEC Acronym TE*"* shall submit an order for the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport as soon as possible using 
the standard ordering process or parallel provisioning 
process as described in Section 8.2.5.5. The standard 
ordering process shall be used when **"CLEC Acronym 
TE*** does not have additional requirements for collocation. 
The parallel provisioning process shall be used when 
"**CLEC Acronym TE*** requires new collocation facilities 
or changes to existing collocation arrangements. 

8.2.5.4 	 If no order is received from *"CLEC Acronym TE*" for the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport within ten (10) Business 
Days from ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s receipt of 
Acknowledgement, Verizon shall return to spare the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport that Verizon previously 
notified *"CLEC Acronym TE*** are available. Should 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** submit an order to Verizon after 
the ten (10) Business Day reservation period for access to 
Dark Fiber Transport that Verizon has previously notified 
"*CLEC Acronym TEu * was available. ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** assumes all risk that such Dark Fiber Transport will 
no longer be available. 

8.2.5.5 	 Upon "*CLEC Acronym TE*"*'s request, the Parties will 
conduct parallel provisioning of collocation and Dark Fiber 
Transport in accordance with the following terms and 
conditions: 

8.2.5.5.1 	 ""CLEC Acronym TE"'* will use existing 
interfaces and Verizon's current applications and 
order forms to request collocation and Dark 
Fiber Transport. 

8.2.5.5.2 	 Verizon will parallel process ***CLEe Acronym 
TE***'s requests for collocation, including 
augments, and Dark Fiber Transport. 
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8.2.5.5.3 

8.2.5.5.4 

8.2.5.5.5 

8.2.5.5.6 

8.2.5.5.7 

8.2.5.5.8 

Before ***GLEG Acronym TE*** submits a 
request for parallel provisioning of collocation 
and Dark Fiber Transport, "**GLEG Acronym 
TE*** will: 

8.2.5.5.3.1 	 submit a Dark Fiber Inquiry Form 
and receive an Acknowledgement 
from Verizon; and 

8.2.5.5.3.2 	 submit a collocation application 
for the Verizon Gentral Office(s) 
where the Dark Fiber Transport 
terminates and receive 
confirmation from Verizon that 
***GLEG Acronym TE***'s 
collocation application has been 
accepted. 

***GLEG Acronym TE*** will prepare requests 
for parallel provisioning of collocation and Dark 
Fiber Transport in the manner and form 
reasonably specified by Verizon. 

If Verizon rejects ***GLEG Acronym TE***'s 
Dark Fiber Transport request, *'''GLEG Acronym 
TE"'* may cancel its collocation application 
within five (5) Business Days of such rejection 
and receive a refund of the collocation 
application fee paid by *"GLEG Acronym TE***, 
less the costs Verizon incurred to date. 

If Verizon accepts ***GLEG Acronym TE***'s 
Dark Fiber Transport request, Verizon will 
parallel provision the Dark Transport to a 
temporary location in Verizon's Gentral Office(s). 
Verizon will charge and ""GLEG Acronym TE*** 
will pay for parallel provisioning of such Dark 
Fiber Transport at the rates specified in the 
Pricing Attachment beginning on the date that 
Verizon accepts each Dark Fiber Transport 
request 

Within ten (10) days afterVerizon completes a 
*"GLEG Acronym TE*** collocation application, 
*"GLEG Acronym TE*** shall submit a Dark 
Fiber change request to reposition Dark Fiber 
Transport from the temporary location in that 
Verizon Gentral Office(s) to the permanent 
location at ***GLEG Acronym TE***'s collocation 
arrangement in such Verizon Gentral Office(s). 
""GLEG Acronym TE*** will prepare such 
request(s) in the manner and form specified by 
Verizon. 

If """GLEG Acronym TE"** cancels its collocation 
application, """GLEG Acronym TE*"" must also 
submit a cancellation for the unbundled Dark 
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8.2.6 

8.2.7 

8.2.8 

8.2.9 

8.2.10 

8.2.11 

8.2.12 

8.2.13 

8.2.14 

Fiber Transport provisioned to the temporary 
location in the Verizon Central Office(s). 

***CLEC Acronym TE*·* shall order Dark Fiber Transport by sending 
to Verizon a separate ASR for each A to Z route. 

Where a collocation arrangement can be accomplished in a Verizon 
premises, access to Dark Fiber Transport that terminates in a Verizon 
premises must be accomplished via a collocation arrangement in that 
Verizon premises. In circumstances where a collocation arrangement 
cannot be accomplished in a Verizon premises, the Parties agree to 
negotiate for possible alternative arrangements. 

Except as provided in Section 17 below, Dark Fiber Transport will be 
offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in the condition that it is available in 
Verizon's network at the time that ***CLEC Acronym TE*** submits its 
request (I.e., "as is"). In addition, Verizon shall not be required to 
convert lit fiber to Dark Fiber Transport for ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
use. 

Spare wavelengths on fiber strands, where Wave Division Multiplexing 
(WDM) or Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) equipment is 
deployed, are not considered to be Dark Fiber Transport, and, 
therefore, will not be offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** as Dark Fiber 
Transport. 

Fiber that has been assigned to fulfill a Customer order for 
maintenance purposes or for Verizon's lit fiber optic systems will not 
be offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** as Dark Fiber Transport. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be responsible for providing all 
transmission, terminating and lightwave repeater equipment necessary 
to light and use Dark Fiber Transport. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** may not resell Dark Fiber Transport, 
purchased pursuant to this Agreement to third parties. 

Except to the extent that Verizon is required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules to provide Dark Fiber Transport to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** for use for Special or Switched Exchange Access 
Services, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not use Dark Fiber Transport, 
for Special or Switched Exchange Access Services. 

In order to preserve the efficiency of its network, Verizon may, upon a 
showing of need to the Commission, limit --*CLEC Acronym TE*-* to 
leasing up to a maximum of twenty-five percent (25%) of the Da rk 
Fiber Transport in any given segment of Verizon's network. In 
addition, except as otherwise required by the Federal Unbundling 
Rules, Verizon may take any of the following actions, notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this Agreement: 

8.2.14.1 	 Revoke Dark Fiber Transport leased to ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** upon a showing of need to the Commission and 
twelve (12) months' advance written notice to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***; and 
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8.2.15 

8.2.16 

8.2.17 

8.2.18 

8.2.19 

8.2.14.2 	 Verizon reserves and shall not waive, Verizon's right to 
claim before the Commission that Verizon should not have 
to fulfill a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** order for Dark Transport 
because that request would strand an unreasonable amount 
of fiber capacity, disrupt or degrade service to Customers or 
carriers other than ***CLEC Acronym TE*", or impair 
Verizon's ability to meet a legal obligation. 

Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, "'CLEC Acronym 
TE**' may not reserve Dark Fiber Transport. 

***CLEC Acronym TE'" shall be solely responsible for: (a) 
determining whether or not the transmission characteristics of the Dark 
Fiber Transport accommodate the requirements of -**CLEC Acronym 
TE***; (b) obtaining any Rights of Way, governmental or private 
property permit, easement or other authorization or ~pproval required 
for access to the Dark Fiber Transport; (c) installation of fiber optic 
transmission equipment needed to power the Dark Fiber Transport to 
transmit permitted traffic; and (d) except as set forth with respect to the 
parallel provisioning process addressed above, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s collocation arrangements with any proper optical cross 
connects or other equipment that ***CLEC Acronym TE*** needs to 
access Dark Fiber Transport before it submits an order for such 
access. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** hereby represents and warrants that 
it shall have all such rights of way, authorizations and the like 
applicable to the location at which it wishes to establish a demarcation 
point for Dark Fiber Transport, on or before the date that ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*·· places an order for the applicable Dark Fiber 
Transport, and that it shall maintain the same going forward. 

*'*CLEC Acronym TE*** is responsible for trouble isolation before 
reporting trouble to Verizon. Verizon will restore continuity to Dark 
Fiber Transport that has been broken. Verizon will not repair Dark 
Fiber Transport that is capable of transmitting light, even if the 
transmission characteristics of the Dark Fiber Transport has changed. 

[Intentionally Left Blank]. 

*'*CLEC Acronym TE-** may request the following, which shall be 
provided on a time and materials basis (as set forth in the Pricing 
Attachment): 

8.2.19.1 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.2.19.2 	 A field survey that shows the availability of Dark Fiber 
Transport between two or more Verizon Central Offices. 
shows whether or not such Dark Fiber Transport is 
defective, shows whether or not such Dark Fiber Transport 
has been used by Verizon for emergency restoration 
activity, and tests the transmission characteristics of 
Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport. If a field survey shows that 
Dark Fiber Transport is available, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
may reserve the Dark Fiber Transport, as applicable, for ten 
(10) Business Days from receipt of Verizon's field survey 
results. If '·*CLEC Acronym TE*** submits an order for 
access to such Dark Fiber Transport after passage of the 
foregoing ten (10) Business Day reservation period, Verizon 
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does not guarantee or warrant the Dark Fiber Transport will 
be available when Verizon receives such order, and 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** assumes all risk that the Dark 
Fiber Transport will not be available. Verizon shall perform 
a field survey subject to a negotiated interval. If a ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** submits an order for Dark Fiber Transport 
without first obtaining the results of a field survey of such 
Dark Fiber Transport, **'CLEC Acronym TE*** assumes all 
risk that the Dark Fiber Transport will not be compatible with 
***CLEC Acronym TE*u,s equipment, including, but not 
limited to, order cancellation charges. 

8.3 	 Transitional Provision of Embedded Dark Fiber Loops. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon is not req uired to 
provide, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may not obtain, unbundled access to any 
Dark Fiber Loop; provided, however, that if '**CLEC Acronym TEU. leased a 
Dark Fiber Loop from Verizon as of March 11,2005, "'CLEC Acronym TE*** 
may continue to lease that Dark Fiber Loop at transitional rates provided for in 
the TRRO until September 10, 2006, and not beyond that date. The Parties 
acknowledge that Verizon, prior to the Effective Date, has provided ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** with any required notices of discontinuance of Dark Fiber Loops, 
and that no further notice is required for Verizon to exercise its rights with respect 
to discontinuance of Dark Fiber Loops. 

9. 	 Network Interface Device 

9.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by Bright House, Verizon shall permit Bright House to connect a Bright 
House Loop to the Inside Wiring of a Customer's premises through the use of a 
Verizon NID in accordance with this Section 9 and the rates and charges 
provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall provide Bright House with 
access to NIDs in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the 
Federal Unbundling Rules. Bright House may access a Verizon NID either by 
means of a connection (but only if the use of such connection is technically 
feasible) from an adjoining Bright House NID deployed by Bright House or, if an 
entrance module is available in the Verizon NID, by connecting a Bright House 
Loop to the Verizon NID. When necessary, Verizon will rearrange its facilities to 
provide access to an existing Customer's Inside Wire. An entrance module is 
available only if facilities are not connected to it. 

9.2 	 In no case shall Bright House access, remove, disconnect or in any other way 
rearrange Verizon's Loop facilities from Verizon's NIDs, enclosures, or 
protectors. 

9.3 	 In no case shall Bright House access, remove, disconnect or in any other way 
rearrange, a Customer's Inside Wiring from Verizon's NIDs, enclosures, or 
protectors where such Customer Inside Wiring is used in the provision of ongOing 
Telecommunications Service to that Customer. 

9.4 	 In no case shall Bright House remove or disconnect ground wires from Verizon's 
NIDs, enclosures, or protectors. 

9.5 	 In no case shall Bright House remove or disconnect NID modules, protectors, or 
terminals from Verizon's NID enclosures. 
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9.6 	 Maintenance and control of premises Inside Wiring is the responsibility of the 
Customer. Any conflicts between service providers for access to the Customer's 
Inside Wiring must be resolved by the person who controls use of the wiring 
(e.g., the Customer). 

9.7 	 When Bright House is connecting a Bright House-provided Loop to the Inside 
Wiring of a Customer's premises through the Customer's side of the Verizon N I D, 
Bright House does not need to submit a request to Verizon and Verizon shall not 
charge Bright House for access to the Verizon NID. In such instances, Bright 
House shall comply with the provisions of Sections 9.2 through 9.7 of this 
Attachment and shall access the Customer's Inside Wire in the manner set forth 
in Section 9.8 of this Attachment. 

9.8 	 Due to the wide variety of NIDs utilized by Verizon (based on Customer size and 
environmental considerations), Bright House may access the Customer's Inside 
Wiring, acting as the agent of the Customer by any of the following means: 

9.8.1 	 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is present and 
environmental conditions permit, Bright House may, without contacting 
Verizon and without charge. remove the Inside Wiring from the 
Customer's side of the Verizon NID and connect that Inside Wiring to 
Bright House's NID. 

9.8.2 	 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is not present or 
environmental conditions do not permit. Bright House may, without 
contacting Verizon and without charge, enter the Customer side of the 
Verizon NID enclosure for the purpose of removing the Inside Wiring 
from the terminals of Verizon's NID and connecting a connectorized or 
spliced jumper wire from a suitable "punch out" hole of such NID 
enclosure to the Inside Wiring within the space of the Customer side of 
the Verizon NID. Such connection shall be electrically insulated and 
shall not make any contact with the connection points or terminals 
within the Customer side of the Verizon NID. 

9.8.3 	 Bright House may request Verizon to make other rearrangements to 
the Inside Wiring terminations or terminal enclosure on a time and 
materials cost basis to be charged to the requesting party (Le. Bright 
House, its agent, the building owner or the Customer). If Bright House 
accesses the Customer's Inside Wiring as described in this Section 
9.8.3, time and materials charges will be billed to the requesting party 
(i.e. Bright House, its agent, the building owner or the Customer). 

10. 	 {This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

11. 	 Dedicated Transport 

11.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, where facilities 
are available, at **·CLEC Acronym TE***'s request. Verizon shall provide 
·"CLEC Acronym TE··* with Dedicated Transport unbundled from other Network 
Elements at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall provide 
···CLEC Acronym Tp·* with such Dedicated Transport in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. Except as 
provided in Section 17 below, Verizon will not install new electronics. and Verizon 
will not build new facilities. For the avoidance of any doubt, notwithstanding any 
other provision ofthis Agreement. Verizon shall not be required to provide, and 
"·CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not request or obtain, unbundled access to shared 
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(or common) transport, or any other interoffice transport facility that does not 
meet the definition of Dedicated Transport. 

11.2 	 If and, to the extent that, "'CLEC Acronym TEu 
- has purchased (or purchases) 

transport from Verizon under a Verizon Tariff or otherwise, and -"CLEC 
Acronym TEu 

- has a right under the Federal Unbundling Rules to convert (and 
wishes to convert) such transport to unbundled Dedicated Transport under this 
Agreement, it shall give Verizon written notice of such request (including, without 
limitation, through submission of ASRs ifVerizon so requests) and provide to 
Verizon all information (including, without limitation, a listing of the specific 
circuits in question) that Verizon reasonably requires to effectuate such 
conversion. In the case of any such conversion, ***CLEC Acronym TE-** shall 
pay any and ali conversion charges (e.g., non-recurring charges), as well as any 
and all termination liabilities, minimum service period charges and like charges in 
accordance with Verizon's applicable Tariffs. If the transport to be converted 
comprises a portion of a High Capacity EEL (as defined in Section 16.2.1 below), 
the applicable provisions of Section 16 below shall apply. 

12. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

13. 	 Operations Support Systems 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and in Section 8 of the 
Additional Services Attachment, Verizon shall provide Bright House with access via 
electronic interfaces to databases required for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, 
maintenance and repair, and billing. Verizon shall provide Bright House with such access 
in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. All 
such transactions shall be submitted by Bright House through such electronic interfaces. 

14. 	 Availability of Other Network Elements on an Unbundled Basis 

14.1 	 Any request by Bright House for access to a Verizon Network Element that is not 
already available and that Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to 
provide on an unbundled basis shall be treated as a Network Element Bona Fide 
Request pursuant to Section 14.3, of this Attachment.. 

14.2 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 14, Verizon shall not be 
required to provide a proprietary Network Element to Bright House under this 
Section 14 except as required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

14.3 	 Network Element Bona Fide Request (BFR). 

14.3.1 	 Verizon shall promptly consider and analyze access to a new 
unbundled Network Element in response to the submission of a 
Network Element Bona Fide Request by Bright House hereunder. The 
Network Element Bona Fide Request process set forth herein does not 
apply to those services requested pursuant to Report & Order and 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 91-141 (reI. Oct. 19, 1992),-r 259 and 
n.603 or subsequent orders. 

14.3.2 	 A Network Element Bona Fide Request shall be submitted in writing 
and shall include a technical description of each requested Network 
Element. 

14.3.3 	 Bright House may cancel a Network Element Bona Fide Request at 
any time, but shall pay Verizon's reasonable and demonstrable costs 
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of processing and/or implementing the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request up to the date of cancellation. 

14.3.4 	 Within ten (10) Business Days of its receipt, Verizon shall 
acknowledge receipt of the Network Element Bona Fide Request. 

14.3.5 	 Except under extraordinary circumstances, within thirty (30) days of its 
receipt of a Network Element Bona Fide Request, Verizon shall 
provide to Bright House a preliminary analysis of such Network 
Element Bona Fide Request. The preliminary analysis shall confirm 
that Verizon will offer access to the Network Element or will provide a 
detailed explanation that access to the Network Element is not 
technically feasible and/or that the request does not qualify as a 
Network Element that is required to be provided by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules. 

14.3.6 	 If Verizon determines that the Network Element Bona Fide Request is 
technically feasible and access to the Network Element is required to 
be provided by the Federal Unbundling Rules, it shall promptly 
proceed with developing the Network Element Bona Fide Request 
upon receipt of written authorization from Bright House. When it 
receives such authorization, Verizon shall promptly develop the 
requested services, determine their availability, calculate the 
applicable prices and establish installation intervals. Unless the Parties 
otherwise agree, the Network Element requested must be priced in 
accordance with Section 252(d)(1) of the Act. 

14.3,7 	 As soon as feasible, but not more than ninety (90) days after its receipt 
of authorization to proceed with developing the Network Element Bona 
Fide Request, Verizon shall provide to Bright House a Network 
Element Bona Fide Request quote which will include, at a minimum, a 
description of each Network Element, the availability, the applicable 
rates, and the installation intervals. 

14.3.8 	 Within thirty (30) days of its receipt of the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request quote, Bright House must either confirm its order for the 
Network Element Bona Fide Request pursuant to the Network Element 
Bona Fide Request quote or seek arbitration by the Commission 
pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 

14,3.9 	 If a Party to a Network Element Bona Fide Request believes that the 
other Party is not requesting, negotiating or processing the Network 
Element Bona Fide Request in good faith, or disputes a determination, 
or price or cost quote, or is failing to act in accordance with Section 
251 of the Act, such Party may seek mediation or arbitration by the 
Commission pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 

15. Maintenance of Network Elements 

If (a) Bright House reports to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) Bright House requests a 
dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such trouble was not caused by 
Verizon's facilities or equipment in whole or in part, then Bright House shall pay Verizon a 
charge set forth in the Pricing Attachment for time associated with said dispatch. In 
addition, this charge also applies when the Customer contact as designated by Bright 
House is not available at the appointed time, Bright House accepts responsibility for 
initial trouble isolation and providing Verizon with appropriate dispatch information based 
on its test results. If, as the result of Bright House instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
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requested to dispatch to a site on Verizon company premises ("dispatch in"), a charge set 
forth in the Pricing Attachment will be assessed per occurrence to Bright House by 
Verizon. If as the result of Bright House instructions, Verizon is erroneously requested to 
dispatch to a site outside ofVerizon company premises ("dispatch out"), a charge set 
forth in the Pricing Attachment will be assessed per occurrence to Bright House by 
Verizon. Verizon agrees to respond to Bright House trouble reports on a non
discriminatory basis consistent with the manner in which it provides service to its own 
retail Customers or to any other similarly situated Telecommunications Carrier. 

16. 	 Combinations, Commingling, and Conversions 

16.1 	 Subject to and without limiting the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this 
Attachment: 

16.1.1 	 Verizon will not prohibit the commingling of a Qualifying UNE with 
Qualifying Wholesale Services, but only to the extent and so long as 
commingling and provision of such Network Element (or combination 
of Network Elements) is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
Moreover, to the extent and so long as required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall, upon request of **·ClEC Acronym 
TE*", perform the functions necessary to commingle Qualifying UNEs 
with Qualifying Wholesale Services. The rates, terms and conditions 
of the applicable access Tariff or separate non-251 agreement will 
apply to the Qualifying Wholesale Services, and the rates, terms and 
conditions of the Agreement or the Verizon UNE Tariff, as applicable, 
will apply to the Qualifying UNEs; provided, however, that a 
nonrecurring charge will apply for each UNE circuit that is part of a 
commingled arrangement, as set forth in the PriCing Attachment. In 
addition, if any commingling requested by mClEC Acronym TE"· 
requires Verizon to perform physical work that Verizon is required to 
perform under the Federal Unbundling Rules, then Verizon's standard 
charges for such work shall apply or, in the absence of a standard 
charge, a fee calculated using Verizon's standard time and materials 
rates shall apply until such time as a standard charge is established 
pursuant to the terms set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

16.1.2 	 Ratcheting, Le., a pricing mechanism that involves billing a single 
circuit at multiple rates to develop a single, blended rate, shall not be 
required. UNEs that are commingled with Wholesale Services are not 
included in the shared use provisions of the applicable Tariff, and are 
therefore not eligible for adjustment of charges under such provisions. 
Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with the 
prOVisioning of commingled facilities and services from standard 
prOVisioning intervals and from performance measures and remedies, 
if any, contained in the Agreement or elsewhere. 

16.1.3 	 Limitation on Section 16.1. Section 16.1 is intended only to address 
the Parties' rights and obligations as to combining and/or commingling 
of UNEs that Verizon is already required to provide to ***ClEC 
Acronym TE*'" under the Agreement and the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. Nothing contained in Section 16.1 shall be deemed to limit any 
right ofVerizon under the Agreement to cease providing a facility that 
is or becomes a Discontinued Facility. 
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16.2 	 Service Eligibility Criteria for Certain Combinations and Commingled Facilities 
and Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Sections 1 and 16.1 of this 
Attachment: 

16.2.1 	 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide: 

16.2.1.1 	 an unbundled DS1 Loop in combination with unbundled 
DS1 or DS3 Dedicated Transport. or commingled with DS1 
or DS3 access services; 

16.2.1.2 	 an unbundled DS3 Loop in combination with unbundled 
DS3 Dedicated Transport, or commingled with DS3 access 
services; 

16.2.1.3 	 unbundled DS1 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS1 
channel termination access service; 

16.2.1.4 	 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS1 
channel termination access service; or 

16.2.1.5 	 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS3 
channel termination service, 

(individually and collectively "High Capacity EELs") except to the extent 
Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to do so, and then 
not unless and until -"CLEC Acronym TE***, using an ASR, certifies to 
Verizon that each combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 
equivalent circuit of a High Capacity EEL satisfies each of the service 
eligibility criteria on a circuit-by-circuit basis as set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 
51.318. ***CLEC Acronym TE'" must remain in compliance with said 
service eligibility criteria for so long as "'CLEC Acronym TE*'* 
continues to receive the aforementioned combined or commingled 
facilities and/or services from Verizon and **'CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
immediately notify Verizon at such time as a certification ceases to be 
accurate. The service eligibility criteria shall be applied to each 
combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit of a High 
Capacity EEL. If any combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 
equivalent circuit of a High Capacity EEL is. becomes, or is subsequently 
determined to be, noncompliant. the noncompliant High Capacity EEL 
circuit will be treated as described in Section 16.2.2 below. The 
foregoing shall apply whether the High Capacity EEL circuits in question 
are being provisioned to establish a new circuit or to convert an existing 
wholesale service, or any part thereof. to unbundled network elements. 
For existing High Capacity EEL circuits. "*CLEC Acronym TE***, within 
thirty (30) days of the Effective Date to the extent it has not already done 
so prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement. must re-certify. using an 
ASR. that each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit satisfies the service 
eligibility criteria on a circuit-by-circuit basis as set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 
51.318. Any existing High Capacity EEL circuits that ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** leased from Verizon as of the Effective Date of this Agreement that 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** fails to re-certify as required by this Section by 
the end of such 30-day period shall be treated as a non-compliant circuit 
as described under Section 16.2.2 below effective as of the Effective 
Date of this Agreement. 

16.2.2 	 Without limiting any other right Verizon may have to cease providing 
circuits that are or become Discontinued Facilities, if a High Capacity 
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EEL circuit is or becomes noncompliant as described in this Section 
16.2 and "·CLEC Acronym TE... • has not submitted an LSR or ASR, 
as appropriate, to Verizon requesting disconnection of the 
noncompliant facility and has not separately secured from Verizon an 
alternative arrangement to replace the noncompliant High Capacity 
EEL circuit, then Verizon, to the extent it has not already done so prior 
to execution of this Agreement, shall reprice the subject High Capacity 
EEL circuit (or portion thereof that had been previously billed at LINE 
rates), effective beginning on the date on which the circuit became 
non-compliant by application of a new rate (or, in Verizon's sole 
discretion, by application of a surcharge to an existing rate) to be 
equivalent to an analogous access service or other analogous 
arrangement that Verizon shall identify in a written notice to "**CLEC 
Acronym TE..•. 

16.2.3 	 Each certification to be provided by "*CLEC Acronym TE"*· pursuant 
to Section 16.2.1 above must contain the following information for 
each OS1 circuit or OS1 equivalent: (a) the local number assigned to 
each OS1 circuit or OS1 equivalent; (b) the local numbers assigned to 
each OS3 circuit (must have 28 local numbers assigned to it); (c) the 
date each circuit was established in the 911/E-911 database; (d) the 
collocation termination connecting facility aSSignment for each circuit, 
showing that the collocation arrangement was established pursuant to 
47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(6), and not under a federal collocation tariff: (e) the 
interconnection trunk circuit identification number that serves each 
OS1 circuit. There must be one such identification number per every 
24 OS 1 circuits; and (f) the local switch that serves each OS 1 circuit. 
When submitting an ASR for a circuit, this information must be 
contained in the Remarks section of the ASR, unless provisions are 
made to populate other fields on the ASR to capture this information. 

16.2.4 	 The charges for conversions are as specified in the Pricing Attachment 
and apply for each circuit converted. 

16.2.5 	 All ASR-driven conversion requests will result in a change in circuit 
identification (circuit 10) from access to UNE or UNE to access. If 
such change in circuit 10 requires that the affected circuit(s) be 
retagged, then a retag fee per circuit will apply as specified in the 
Pricing Attachment. 

16.2.6 	 All requests for conversions will be handled in accordance with 
Verizon's conversion guidelines. Each request will be handled as a 
project and will be excluded from all ordering and provisioning metrics. 

16.3 	 Once per calendar year, Verizon may obtain and pay for an independent auditor 
to audit "**CLEC Acronym TE**"'s compliance in all material respects with the 
service eligibility criteria applicable to High Capacity EELs. Any such audit shall 
be performed in accordance with the standards established by the American 
Institute for Certified Public Accountants, and may include, at Verizon's 
discretion, the examination of a sample selected in accordance with the 
independent auditor's judgment. To the extent the independent auditor's report 
concludes that ***CLEC Acronym TE**" failed to comply with the service eligibility 
criteria, then (without limiting Verizon's rights under Section 16.2.2 above) 
""CLEC Acronym TE*'" must convert all noncompliant circuits to the appropriate 
service, true up any difference in payments, make the correct payments on a 
gOing-forward basis, and reimburse Verizon for the cost of the independent 
auditor within thirty (30) days after receiving a statement of such costs from 
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Verizon. Should the independent auditor confirm ·"CLEC Acronym TE"·'s 
compliance with the service eligibility criteria, then "'''CLEC Acronym TE""* shall 
provide to the independent auditor for its verification a statement of ***CLEC 
Acronym TE**"'s out-of-pocket costs of complying with any requests of the 
independent auditor, and Verizon shall, within thirty (30) days of the date on 
which "**CLEC Acronym TE*"" submits such costs to the auditor, reimburse 
"**CLEC Acronym TE*** for its out-ot-pocket costs verified by the auditor. 
**"CLEC Acronym TE*** shall maintain records adequate to support its 
compliance with the service eligibility criteria for each DS 1 or DS 1 equivalent 
circuit tor at least eighteen (18) months after the service arrangement in question 
is terminated. 

17. 	 Routine Network Modifications 

17.1 	 General Conditions. In accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, and subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment: 

17.1.1 	 Verizon shall make such routine network modifications, at the rates 
and charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment, as are necessary to 
permit access by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to the Loop, Dedicated 
Transport, or Dark Fiber Transport facilities available under the 
Agreement (including DS1 Loops and DS1 Dedicated Transport, and 
DS3 Loops and DS3 Dedicated Transport), where the facility has 
already been constructed. Routine network modifications applicable to 
Loops or Transport are those modifications that Verizon regularly 
undertakes for its own Customers and may include, but are not limited 
to: rearranging or splicing of in-place cable at existing splice points; 
adding an equipment case; adding a doubler or repeater; installing a 
repeater shelf; deploying a new multiplexer or reconfiguring an existing 
multiplexer; accessing manholes; and deploying bucket trucks to reach 
aerial cable. Routine network modifications applicable to Dark Fiber 
Transport are those modifications that Verizon regularly undertakes tor 
its own Customers and may include, but are not limited to, splicing of 
in-place dark fiber at existing splice points; accessing manholes; 
deploying bucket trucks to reach aerial cable; and routine activities, if 
any, needed to enable *"'CLEC Acronym TE*** to light a Dark Fiber 
Transport facility that it has obtained from Verizon under the 
Agreement. Verizon shall not be obligated to provide optronics for the 
purpose of lighting Dark Fiber Transport. Routine network 
modifications do not include the construction of a new Loop or new 
Transport facilities, trenching, the pulling of cable, the installation of 
new aerial, buried, or underground cable for a requesting 
telecommunications carrier, the placement of new cable, securing 
permits or rights-of-way, or constructing and/or placing new manholes 
or conduits. Verizon shall not be required to build any time division 
multiplexing (TDM) capability into new packet-based networks or into 
existing packet-based networks that do not already have TDM 
capability. Verizon shall not be required to perform any routine 
network modifications to any facility that is or becomes a Discontinued 
Facility. 

17.2 	 Performance Plans. Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with the 
provisioning of Loops or Transport (including Dark Fiber Transport) for which 
routine network modifications are performed from standard provisioning intervals 
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and performance measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Agreement or 
elsewhere. 

17.3 	 Nothing contained in this Section 17 shall be deemed: (a) to establish any 
obligation of Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules any facility that this Agreement does not otherwise require 
Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal Unbundling Rules, 
(b) to obligate Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, for any period of time not required under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, access to any Discontinued Facility, or (c) to limit any right of 
Verizon under the Agreement, any Verizon Tariff or SGAT, or otherwise, to cease 
providing a Discontinued Facility. 

18. 	 Rates and Charges 

The rates and charges for UNEs, Combinations, Commingling, routine network 
modifications, and other services, facilities and arrangements, offered under this 
Attachment shall be as provided in this Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 

19. 	 (Intentionally Left Blank] 
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COLLOCATION ATTACHMENT 

1, Verizon's Provision of Collocation 

Verizon shall provide to Bright House, in accordance with this Agreement, Verizon's 
applicable federal and state Tariffs and the requirements of Applicable Law, Collocation 
for the purpose of facilitating Bright House's interconnection with Verizon under 47 U.S .C. 
§ 251 (c)(2) or access to Unbundled Network Elements of Verizon; provided, that 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or a Tariff, Verizon shall be 
obligated to provide Collocation to Bright House only to the extent required by Applicable 
Law and may decline to provide Collocation to Bright House to the extent that provision of 
Collocation is not required by Applicable Law. Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement or a Tariff, nothing in this Agreement or a Tariff shall be deemed to require 
Verizon to provide (and, for the avoidance of any doubt, Verizon may decline to provide 
and/or cease providing) Collocation that, if provided by Verizon, would be used by Bright 
House to obtain unbundled access to any network element: (a) that Verizon is not 
required to unbundle under47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) or (b) that Verizon is not required to 
unbundle under47 C.F.R. Part 51. 
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911 ATTACHMENT 

1. 911/E·911 Arrangements 

1.1 911/E·911 	arrangements provide a caller access to the appropriate PSAP by 
dialing a 3·digit universal telephone number "911 ". Verizon provides and 
maintains such equipment and software at the 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s), Verizon interface point(s) and ALI Database as is 
necessary for 911/E·911 Calls in areas where Verizon is the designated 911/E
911 Service Provider. 

1.2 	 Verizon shall make the following information available to Bright House, to the 
extent permitted by Applicable law. Such information is provided at the Verizon 
Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale 
website): 

1.2.1 	 a listing of the ClLl code (and SS7 point code when applicable) of 
each 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)fSelective Router(s) and associated 
geographic location served for areas where Verizon is the designated 
911/E-911 Service Provider; 

1.2.2 	 a listing of appropriate Verizon contact telephone numbers and 
organizations that currently have responsibility for operations and 
support of Verizon's 911/E-911 network and ALI Database systems; 
and 

1.2.3 	 where Verizon maintains a Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) on 
behalf of the Controlling 911 Authority, Verizon shall provide to Bright 
House a complete fully machine-readable copy of such MSAG at no 
charge upon written request for each county within the lATA(s) in the 
State of Florida, where Bright House is providing Telephone Exchange 
Service, provided that Verizon is permitted to do so by Controlling 911 
Authority. 

2. 	 ALI Database 

2.1 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, information regarding the ALI 
Database is provided electronically at the Verizon Partner Solutions website 
(formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale website). 

2.2 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, Verizon shall: 

2.2.1 	 store Bright House End User data provided by Bright House in the ALI 
Database; 

2.2.2 	 provide Bright House access to the ALI Database for the initial loading 
and updating of Bright House End User records in accordance with 
information contained in the Verizon Partner Solutions website 
(formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale website); and 

2.2.3 	 provide Bright House an error and status report based on updates to 
the ALI Database received from Bright House. 

2.3 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, Bright House shall: 

2.3.1 	 provide MSAG valid E·911 data for each of its End Users for the initial 
loading of, and any and all updates to the ALI database; 
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2.3.2 	 utilize the appropriate Verizon electronic interface to update E-911 
data in the ALI Database related its End Users (and all such database 
information in the ALI Database shall conform to Verizon standards, 
which are provided at the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 
referred to as the Verizon wholesale website)); 

2.3.3 	 use its company ID on all End User records in accordance with NENA 
standards; 

2.3.4 	 correct any errors that occur during the entry of E-911 data in the ALI 
Database; and 

2.3.5 	 enter E-911 data into the ALI Database in accordance with NENA 
standards for LNP. This includes, but is not limited to, using Bright 
House's NENA ID to lock and unlock records and the posting of the 
Bright House NENA ID to the ALI Database record where such locking 
and unlocking feature for E-911 records is available, or as defined by 
local standards. Bright House is required to promptly unlock and 
migrate its E-911 records in accordance with NENA standards. In the 
event that Bright House discontinues providing Telephone Exchange 
Service to any of its End Users, it shall ensure that its E-911 records 
for such End Users are unlocked in accordance with NENA standards. 
The Parties shall fully comply with all NANC guidelines regarding the 
processes for locking and unlocking E-911 records and the intervals 
applicable to such processes. 

2.4 	 In the event Bright House uses an Agent to input its End User's E-911 data to the 
ALI Database through the appropriate Verizon electronic interface, Bright House 
shall provide a Letter of Authorization, in a form acceptable to Verizon, identifying 
and authorizing its Agent. 

3. 	 911/E-911 Interconnection 

3.1 	 Bright House may, in accordance with Applicable Law, interconnect to the 
Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface 
point(s). Verizon shall designate interface point(s), e.g., digital cross connect 
systems (DCS), where Bright House may interconnect with Verizon for the 
transmission and routing of 911/E-911 Calls to all subtending PSAPs that serve 
the areas in which Bright House provides Telephone Exchange Services and/or 
Bright House End Users obtain interconnected VolP service. 

3.2 	 In order to interconnect with Verizon for the transmission and routing of 911/E
911 Calls, Bright House shall: 

3.2.1 	 interconnect with each Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office/Selective 
Router or Verizon interface point that serves the exchange areas in 
which Bright House is authorized to and will provide Telephone 
Exchange Service; 

3.2.2 	 provide a minimum of two (2) one-way outgoing 911/E-911 trunks over 
diversely routed facilities that are dedicated for originating 911/E-911 
Calls from the Bright House switch to each deSignated Verizon 911/E
911 Tandem Office/Selective Router or Verizon interface point, using 
SS? Signaling where available, as necessary; 

3.2.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 
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3.2.4 	 provide sufficient trunks and facilities to route 911/E-911 Calls from 
Bright House to the designated Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s), Bright 
House is responsible for requesting that trunks and facilities be routed 
diversely for 911/E-911 interconnection; 

3.2.5 	 determine the proper quantity of trunks and facilities from its switch(es) 
to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or 
Verizon interface point(s); 

3.2.6 	 engineer its 911/E-911 trunks and facilities to attain a minimum P,Q1 
grade of service as measured using the "busy day/busy hour" criteria 
or at such other minimum grade of service as required by Applicable 
Law or the Controlling 911 Authority; 

3.2.7 	 monitor its 911/E-911 trunks and facilities for the purpose of 
determining originating network traffic volumes, If the Bright House 
traffic study indicates that additional trunks and/or facilities are needed 
to meet the current level of 911/E-911 Call volumes, Bright House 
shall order or otherwise provide adequate additional trunks and/or 
facilities; 

3.2,8 	 promptly test all 911/E-911 trunks and facilities between the Bright 
House network and the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective 
Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s) to assure proper functioning of 
911/E-911 arrangements. Bright House shall not transmit or route live 
911/E-911 Calls until successful testing is completed; and 

3.2.9 	 isolate, coordinate and restore all 911/E-911 network maintenance 
problems from its switch(es) to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface points, Bright House 
shall advise Verizon of the circuit identification when notifying Verizon 
of a failure or outage. 

4. 	 911/E-911 General 

4.1 	 Verizon and Bright House shall work cooperatively to arrange meetings with the 
Controlling 911 Authorities to answer any technical questions the PSAPs, or 
county or municipal coordinators may have regarding the initial 911/E-911 
arrangements 

4.2 	 Bright House shall compensate Verizon for provision of 911/E-911 Services 
pursuant to the Pricing Attachment of this Agreement. 

4.3 	 Bright House and Verizon shall comply with all Applicable Law (including 911 
taxes and surcharges as defined by Applicable Law) pertaining to 911/E-911 
arrangements. 

4.4 	 Bright House shall collect and remit, as required, any 911/E-911 applicable 
surcharges from its End Users in accordance with Applicable Law, 

5. 	 [Intentionally Left Blank] 
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PRICING ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

1.1 As used in this Attachment, the term "Charges" means the rates, fees, charges 
and prices for a Service. 

1.2 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

1.3 	 [Intentionally left blank]. 

1.4 	 Charges for a Service shall be as stated in Appendix A of this Pricing 
Attachment. Except to the extent expressly and specifically provided in this 
Pricing Attachment, any rate element, service, or activity for which no price is 
specified herein, but which is required to be provided under the terms of this 
Agreement, shall be provided at no charge, it being agreed that the Parties 
numerous mutual obligations under this Agreement constitute full and complete 
compensation for such rate element(s), service(s) or activity(ies). 

1.5 	 Except to the extent that Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment expressly and 
specifically states that a particular charge shall be as specified in a Party's tariff. no 
charge in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment or any other provision of thi s 
Agreement shall be affected by any Tariff. 

1.6 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

1.7 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

1.8 	 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 
through 1.7 of this Attachment, the Charges for the Service shall be mutually 
agreed to by the Parties in writing. 

2. 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services Provided to Bright House for Resale 
Pursuant to the Resale Attachment 

2.1 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services for which Verizon is Required to Provide a 
Wholesale Discount Pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.1 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service purchased by 
Bright House for resale for which Verizon is required to provide a 
wholesale discount pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be 
the Retail Price for such Service set forth in Verizon's applicable 
Tariffs (or, if there is no Tariff Retail Price for such Service, Verizon's 
Retail Price for the Service that is generally offered to Verizon's 
Customers), less, to the extent required by Applicable Law: (a) the 
applicable wholesale discount stated in Verizon's Tariffs for Verizon 
Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act; or (b) in the absence of an applicable 
Verizon Tariff wholesale discount for Verizon Telecommunications 
Services purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act, 
the applicable wholesale discount stated in Appendix A for Verizon 
Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.2 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service Customer 
Specific Arrangement ("CSA") purchased by Bright House for resale 
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pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Resale Attachment for which Verizon is 
required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) 
of the Act shall be the Retail Price for the CSA. less. to the extent 
required by Applicable Law: (a) the applicable wholesale discount 
stated in Verizon's Tariffs for Verizon Telecommunications Services 
purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act; or (b) in 
the absence of an applicable Verizon Tariff wholesale discount for 
Verizon Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant 
to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act, the applicable discount stated in 
Appendix A for Verizon Telecommunications Services purchased for 
resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, in accordance with, and to the extent permitted by 
Applicable Law, Verizon may establish a wholesale discount for a CSA 
that differs from the wholesale discount that is generally applicable to 
Telecommunications Services provided to Bright House for resale 
pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.3 	 Notwithstanding Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this Attachment, in 
accordance with, and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, 
Verizon may at any time establish a wholesale discount for a 
Telecommunications Service (including, but not limited to, a CSA) that 
differs from the wholesale discount that is generally applicable to 
Telecommunications Services provided to Bright House for resale 
pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.4 	 The wholesale discount stated in Appendix A shall be automatically 
superseded by any new wholesale discount when such new wholesale 
discount is required by any order of the Commission or the FCC, 
approved by the Commission or the FCC, or otherwise allowed to go 
into effect by the Commission or the FCC, provided such new 
wholesale discount is not subject to a stay issued by any court of 
competent jurisdiction. 

2.1.5 	 The wholesale discount provided for in Sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.3 of 
this Attachment shall not be applied to: 

2.1.5.1 	 Short term promotions as defined in 47 CFR § 51,613; 

2.1.5.2 	 Except as otherwise provided by Applicable Law, Exchange 
Access services, it being understood and agreed to by the 
Parties that the provision of point-to-point "Special Access" 
services to End Users for purposes of data transmission do 
not constitute "Exchange Access" services for this purpose; 

2.1.5.3 	 Subscriber Line Charges, Federal Line Cost Charges, end 
user common line Charges, taxes, and government 
Charges and assessment (including, but not limited to, 9-1
1 Charges and Dual Party Relay Service Charges). 

2.1.5.4 	 Any other service or Charge that the Commission, the FCC, 
or other governmental entity of appropriate jurisdiction 
determines is not subject to a wholesale discount under 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.2 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services for which Verizon is Not Required to 
Provide a Wholesale Discount Pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 
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2.2.1 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service for which 
Verizon is not required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be the Charges stated in Verizon's 
Tariffs for such Verizon Telecommunications Service (or, if there are 
no Verizon Tariff Charges for such Service, Verizon's Charges for the 
Service that are generally offered by Verizon). 

2.2.2 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service customer 
specific contract service arrangement ("CSA") purchased by Bright 
House pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Resale Attachment for which 
Verizon is not required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be the Charges provided for in the 
CSA and any other Charges that Verizon could bill the person to 
whom the CSA was originally provided (including, but not limited to, 
applicable Verizon Tariff Charges). 

2.3 Other Charges. 

2.3.1 	 Bright House shall pay, or collect and remit to Verizon, without 
discount, all Subscriber Line Charges, Federal Line Cost Charges, and 
end user common line Charges, associated with Verizon 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to Bright House. 

3. Bright House Prices 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Charges that Bright House 
bills Verizon for Bright House's Services shall not exceed the Charges for Verizon's 
comparable Services, except to the extent that Bright House's cost to provide such Bright 
House's Services to Verizon exceeds the Charges for Verizon's comparable Services and 
Bright House has demonstrated such cost to Verizon, or, at Verizon's request, to the 
Commission or the FCC. 

4. [This Section Intentionally Left Blan k] 

5. Regulatory Review of Prices 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Party reserves its respective 
rights to institute an appropriate proceeding with the FCC, the Commission or other 
governmental body of appropriate jurisdiction: (a) with regard to the Charges for its 
Services (including. but not limited to, a proceeding to change the Charges for its 
services, whether provided for in any of its Tariffs, in Appendix A, or otherwise); and (b) 
with regard to the Charges of the other Party (including, but not limited to, a proceeding 
to obtain a reduction in such Charges and a refund of any amounts paid in excess of any 
Charges that are reduced). 
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[INSERT APPLICABLE STATE APPENDIX A HERE] 
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EXHIBIT A TO SECTION 3.1 (FIBER MEET ARRANGEMENT) OF THE INTERCONNECTION 

ATTACHMENT 


Technical Specifications and Requirements 


for 


Bright House - ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT**

Fiber Meet Arrangement No. [XX] 


The following technical specifications and requirements will apply to Bright House - u*Verizon 
Company Full Name 1 TXT*** Fiber Meet Arrangement [NUMBER] ("FM No. [XX]"): 

1. 	 FM No. [XX] will provide interconnection facilities for the exchange of traffic (as set forth 
in the Amendment) between Verizon's [NAME OF TANDEM/END OFFICE] and Bright 
House's [NAME OF TANDEM/END OFFICE] in the State of Florida. A diagram of FM 
No. [XX] is included as Exhibit A-1. 

2. 	 Fiber Meet Points ("FMPs"). 

2.1 	 FM No. [XX] will be configured as shown on Exhibit A-1. FM No. [XX] will have 
two FMPs. 

2.2 	 Verizon will provision a Fiber Network Interface Device ("FNID") at [POLE XX, 
STREET YY, TOWN 22, STATE] and terminate strands of its fiber optic 
cable in the FNID. The FNID provisioned by Verizon will be a 
[MANUFACTURER, MODEL]. Verizon will bear the cost of deploying its fiber to 
the FNID, as well as the cost of installing and maintaining its FNID. The fiber 
patch panel within Verizon's FNID will serve as FM P No.1. Verizon will provide 
a fiber stub at the fiber patch panel in Verizon's FNID for Bright House to connect 
L--.J strands of its fiber cable connectors. Verizon's FNID will be locked, 
but Verizon and Bright House will have 24 hour access to their respective side of 
the fiber patch panel located in Verizon's FNID. 

2.3 	 Bright House will provision a FNID at [POLE XX, STREET yy, TOWN 22, 
STATE] and terminate strands of its fiber optic cable in the FNID. The 
FNID provisioned by Bright House will be a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL]. Bright 
House will bear the cost of deploying its fiber to the FNID, as well as the cost 
installing and maintaining its FNID. The fiber patch panel within Bright House's 
FNID will serve as FMP NO.2. Bright House will provide a fiber stub at the fiber 
patch panel in Bright House's FNID for Verizon to connect L--.J strands of its 
fiber cable. Bright House's FNID will be locked. but Bright House and Verizon 
will have 24 hour access to their respective side of the fiber patch panel located 
in Bright House's FNID. 

3. 	 Transmission Characteristics. 

FM No. [XX] will be built [as a ring configuration]. 

3.2 	 The transmission interface for FM No. [XX] will be [Synchronous Optical Network 
("SONEr)]. 
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3.3 	 Terminating equipment shall comply with [SO NET transmission requirements as 
specified in Telcordia Technologies document GR-253 CORE (Tables 4-3 
through 4-11 )]. 

3.4 	 The optical transmitters and receivers shall provide adequate power for the end
to-end length of the fiber cable to be traversed. 

3.5 	 The optical transmission rate will be [Unidirectional] OC-[XX]. 

3.6 	 The path switch protection shall be set as [Non-Revertive]. 

3.7 	 Verizon and Bright House shall provide [Primary Reference Source traceable 
timing]. 

4. 	 Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.1 	 Verizon will, at its own cost, obtain and install (at its own premise) its own Add 
Drop Multiplexer. Verizon will use a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL] Add Drop 
Multiplexer with firmware release of [X.x] at the network level. Before making 
any upgrade or change to the firmware of its Add Drop Multiplexer, Verizon must 
provide Bright House with fourteen (14) days advance written notice that 
describes the upgrade or change to its firmware and states the date on which 
such firmware will be activated in Verizon's Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.2 	 Bright House will, at its own cost, obtain and install (at its own premise) its own 
Add Drop Multiplexer. Bright House will use a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL] Add 
Drop Multiplexer with firmware release of [X.x] at the network level. Before 
making any upgrade or change to the firmware of its Add Drop Multiplexer, Bright 
House must provide Verizon with fourteen (14) days advance written notice that 
describes the upgrade or change to its firmware and states the date on which 
such firmware or software will be activated in Bright House's Add Drop 
M ultip lexer. 

4.3 	 Bright House and Verizon will monitor all firmware upgrades and changes to 
observe for any failures or anomalies adversely affecting service or 
administration. It any upgrade or change to firmware adversely affects service or 
administration of FM No. [XX], the firmware will be removed from the Add Drop 
Multiplexer and will revert to the previous version of firmware. 

4.4 	 The Data Communication Channel shall be disabled between the Verizon and 
Bright House Add Drop Multiplexers of FM No. [XX]. 

5. 	 Testing. 

5.1 	 Prior to turn-up of FM No. [XX], Verizon and Bright House will mutually develop 
and implement testing procedures for FM No. [XX] 

6. 	 Connecting Facility Assignment ("CFA") and Slot Assignment Allocation ("SM"). 

6.1 For one-way and two-way trunk arrangements, the SAA information will be 
turned over to Bright House as a final step ottum up of the FM No. [XX]. 

6.2 	 For one-way trunk arrangements, Verizon will control the CFA for the subtending 
facilities and trunks connected to Verizon's slots and Bright House will control the 
CFA for the subtending facilities and trunks connected to Bright House's slots. 
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Bright House will place facility orders against the first half of the fully configured 
slots (for example, slots 1~6 of a fully configured OC12) and Verizon will place 
orders against the second half of the slots (for example, slots 7-12). If either 
Party needs the other Party's additional slot capacity to place orders, this will be 
negotiated and assigned on a case-by-case basis, For SM, Verizon and Bright 
House shall jointly designate the slot assignments for Verizon's Add Drop 
Multiplexers and Bright House's Add Drop Multiplexer in FM No. [XX]. 

6,3 	 For two-way trunk arrangements, Bright House shall control the CFA for the 
subtending facilities and trunks connected to FM No. [XX], Bright House shall 
place facility and trunk orders against the total available SM capacity of FM No, 
[XX]. 

7. 	 Inventory, Provisioning and Maintenance, Surveillance, and Restoration, 

7.1 	 Verizon and Bright House will inventory FM No. [XX] in their operational support 
systems before the order flow begins. 

7.2 	 Verizon and Bright House will notify each other's respective Maintenance Control 
Office of all troubleshooting and scheduled maintenance activity to be performed 
on FM No. [XX] facilities prior to undertaking such work, and will advise each 
other of the trouble reporting and maintenance control point contact numbers and 
the days and hours of operation. Each Party shall provide a timely response to 
the other Party's action requests or status inquiries. 

7.3 	 Verizon will be responsible for the provisioning and maintenance of the FM No, 
[XX] transport facilities on Verizon's side of the FM Ps, as well as delivering its 
applicable traffic to the FMPs. Bright House will be responsible for the 
prOVisioning and maintenance of the FM No. [XX] transport facilities on the Bright 
House's side of the FMPs, as well as delivering its applicable traffic to the FMPs, 
As such, other than payment of any applicable intercarrier compensation charges 
pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, neither Party shall have any obligation to 
pay the other Party any charges in connection with FM No. [XX]. 

7.4 	 Verizon and Bright House will provide alarm surveillance for their respective FM 
No. [XX] transport facilities. Verizon and Bright House wilt notify each other's 
respective maintenance control office of all troubleshooting and scheduled 
maintenance activity to be performed on the facility prior to undertaking such 
work, and will advise each other of the trouble reporting and maintenance control 
point contact numbers and the days and hours of operation. 

8, 	 Cancellation or Modification of FM No. [XX], 

8.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Section 8, all expenses and costs 
associated with the construction, operation, use and maintenance of FM No, [XX] 
on each Party's respective side of the FMPs will be borne by such Party. 

8.2 	 If either Party terminates the construction of the FM No. [XX] before it is used to 
exchange traffic, the Party terminating the construction of FM No, [XX] will 
compensate the other Party for that Party's reasonable actual incurred 
construction and/or implementation expenses. 

8.3 	 If either Party proposes to move or change FM No. [XX] as set forth in this 
document. at any time before or after it is used to exchange traffic, the Party 
requesting the move or change will compensate the other Party for that Party's 
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reasonable actual incurred construction and/or implementation expenses arising 
from the move or change. Augments. moves and changes to FM No. [XX] as set 
forth in this document must be mutually agreed upon by the Parties in writing. 

***CLEC Full Name TEu * ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT .... 

By: r
Date: 

TO BE EXECUTED AT A LATER DATE 

I 

I 
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Exhibit A-1 

Bright House - ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT*** 
Fiber Meet Arrangement No. [XX] 

City, State 
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,AGREEMENT. 
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[AMENDED. EXTENDED AND RESTATED) AGREEMENll 

PREFACE 

ThisAgre~ment("Agre~m~nns.~anbe deelT1~cle!f~c:tiv~~s of "~Date DP" (the "Effective 
Date"), between JIBLGHTHQUSENEIW.QRKS.JNFQRMAIIQN:s.ERViCES..(.E[OrubAiICc 
CangjltHQJ,I§~"l a limibEgJJ!!QiJJ!y"corporation organized under the laws of the~ware, with 
offices at.129..8g,JeJecom.E'.arkw..a¥JemRle.Terrac.e.,f]ori.cla._336.3Z.aruLVERlZON . .FI.QRJDA. 
~ ("Verizon"), a corporation organized under the laws oflhe '**Incorporation State: . 
Commonwealth TXT'·' of "'Incorporation State TXT'·' with offices at '**Verizon Address 
TXT'" (Verizon and.Brl\J.blliQ.I.Ls.emay be referr~d tohereinafter, each, individuallyasa "Party", 
and, collectively, as the "Parties"). 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

In consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, and intending to be legally 
bound, pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. Verizon and Bright Hgyse hereby agree as follows: 

1. 	 The Agreement 

1.1 	 This Agreement includes: (a) the Principal Document; arul(b),an Order by a 
Party that has been accepted by the other Party. 

1.2 	 Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Principal Document (including, but 
not limited to, the Pricing Attachment), conflicts among provisions in the Principal 
Document anclC3nQrderby af'artythC3L~Cils.b~~nac:c:epted.by t~~()therparty! 
shall be resolved in accordance with the following order of precedence, where 
the document identified in subsection "(a)" shall have the highest precedence: 
(a) the Principal Document; R.gg,jb),an Order by aParty that has been accepted 
by the other Party. ,No\hJ.ng,jnthis ..Ag r~emenLshaILb.a.c.ons.trued...to"JlIQllll:lita 
Party from p~g a service under theJfWI1~QfJhe~arty's Tarjff~ A 
e!!)'Jy:§... Q,n;I~L9,L!:!iI,.9Y~§.!".tQ.L.i,1,..§~,Wce..l!l~j~...Qf,fe[e9..bYJb,e..,Qt.t'!eLEar1¥b.QtlJ 
under this Agreement and und§r the other Party's Tariff shajj be deemed to be an 
.d.a.1er or request gov§roed entirely by the terms of this Agreement and not by 
~",I~JjfLJu:)!~,~~".§,!,I2l;).."Q,r.g,~J",Q~~,~~jJj..g§J,~tli',~Jb,ilj1l~~D~Qr.g,~.LfQ,L,~ 
service under the other Party's Tariff No terms of any Party'.s Tariff's) shall 
~pp!Y.lp...!\.nY,§"~[YiS!@ PIPvidec;LQIJQ.. tl§ P~QYJ.g,§q underJ.bi~"A9!@.§.m~nt ~1:S9.~.PUg 
the...e.l\.te.n.l1b.atth.i.s..AIl[ee~stalesthatthete.[ms..Qtliu.ch anff 
apply. NoIarif:fed ggii!rge for any Se[Yice provided or to be p~under this 
8g,r.!i1~!1llw..t.ibiil.u. !lRP..!.YJ!~UgJhe eJ5~~.o..Ub.iil.tthlliLt\g.(S!emeot~~.!ilY",§.~!i!~s 
tha.t...s.u.c.h..Tariffed..c.h.arge(sLshaILaPR1Y~ 

1.3 	 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties on the 
subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous 
agreement, understanding, or representati?n, on the subject matter hereo("",;Thi§ 
Agreement is not intended to be, nor shall It be construed to create, a novation or 
accord and satisfaction with respect to any prior interconnection or resale 
agreements,.. AU monetary obligations of the Parties to one another under any 
prior interconnection or resale agreements shall remain i~ full ~orce and effect 
..'>I.!b,jf!.cttQJb,e.ilmns.."Qts.uch pr~~ment..In c()nnec:tl()nwlth ... t~.eJorE!g()lng, 
£1GjCg Party expressly reserves an of its rights under the Bankruptcy Code and 
Applicable Law to seek or oppose any relief in respect of the assumption, 
assumption and assignment, or rejection of any interconnection or resale 
agreements between Verizon and Bright Hq.~, 
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1.4 	 Except as otherwise provided in the Principal Document, the Principal Document 

may not be waived or modified except by a written document that is signed by 

the Parties. Subject to the requirements of Applicable law, a Party shall have 

the right to add, modify, or withdraw, Its Tarlff(s) at any time, without the consent 

of, or notice to, the other Party. 

2. 	 Term and Termination 

2.1 This Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Dale and, unless cancelled 

or terminated earlier in accordance with the terms hereof, shall continue in effect 

untll.APJ.!L.i22m 2Ql?(th.~ "Initial Term"). Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue 

In force and effect unless and until cancelled or terminated as provided in this 

Agreement. 

2.2 Either .eright HQusegryeriz()nrnaytermin(lte thisJ:\gf(lE!rnent effective upon the 

expiration of the Initial Term or effective upon any date after expiration of the 

Initial Term by providing written notice of termination at least ninety (90) days in 

advance of the date of termination. 


2.3 	 If either~~tt!Q,u.s.e orVerizon provides notice of terminationpursuant to 

Section 2.2 and on or before the proposed date of termination either ~ 

.ti9..Y.§.'i:. or Verizon has requested negotiation of a new interconnection agreement, 

unless this Agreement is cancelled or terminated earlier in accordance with the 

terms hereof (including, but not limited to, pursuant to Section 12), this 

Agreement shall remain in effect until the earlier of: (a) the effective date of a 

new interconnection agreement between.6rigbUj.OlJ.Sf2 and Verizon; or, (b) the 

date one (1) year after the proposed date of termination J!ll.~J,ll.!hat (\;liLp[)Jhg 

dat~",QnlUnyeaUif1er.thepJQlJ..Qs.e.d. datl'l •.Qf termjnatiOJ.l,...e.ither PadyJ,laltflled..,an 

arbitration proceeding a! the Commission to est<!.plish a new agreement and §uch 

P[2~~,ggJ~WiilQ§J.!e[)gjru!Jl.t the CQm~~pll,J.bj§8greem~nt shall J.~Q;).iliJ:Lin 

e.f.fe.c.UI!1til..theC~jSsjQrL in ~uch..llro.c.e.e..dlng esta,t:lJish@,s a.n.ew.ggreement 


2.4 	 If either Jiiright House or Verizon provides notice of termination pursuant to 

Section 2.2 and by 11 :59 PM Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination 

neither .6rjgb.tlio ..ug. nor Verizon has requested negotiation of a new 

interconnection agreement, (a) this Agreement will terminate at 11 :59 PM 

Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination, and (b) the Services being 

provided under this Agreement at the time of termination will be terminated, 

except to the extent that the~~ PartYtlCiS requellte(j th;atJ..\:!.!J.9.fioQiillly 

§glID'§t§nt.§ervic!it§ continue to be provided pursuant to iii,Tariff orStatement of 
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SectiQJl12I'leJeQf,Q.r;mt~l;illl.lllMi.9Jl,!;l.<.!.§~,\;tQntll~."ghtl~Le~,[ty,:,§,,,~t!!!ng,9nm~,nt.gl"'\l'l.eAgreement'" oeittierParty may terminat@ th is t\greement with an effective d.illiLQf 

tf,l.rm.l!1t.lli9r1•.e.arJ if,lfJI'l <.10 ..tpe. eXp.ir.<.1tign..9fJb.~ili.1i!1 Tf1.r.m:...........E9LP..!,l[P9§e§ ..9.f..~ 

~.e.Gti9.Q,.:abang.9nme.nr~~Jh.al. ..fQr.aJl..eIi.Qd;Qt~jiilll.(6Q)QQntio.u.Q.us...!;i~""".<.!. 
Party has \>eot no \raffictoaru1J~nQ traffic from the Qt.I:)~M..bas 
neithe r..Q[g~qLf.@.gell(egilJ]Y.Qlb.f:7.r ServJgeypqefJhl~.. t\gr!?.e.mf:7.pt __ IL~. 
PadYbeiJ.eves.thaUh.eQlherE....r:lYlJasaband.9nedJbisAllreemenLthePadymay 
terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to the oth.er Party 

3. 	 Glossary and Attachments 

The Glossary and the following Attachments are a part of this Agreement: 

Additional Services Attachment 
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Interconnection Attachment 

Resale Attachment 

Er.oce.dJ.lre.sfQI.Iran.sfe[(in~l.I.Sio1lJ!lrs!Em;l...Usars..6.e.twe.enVe.rizQnAn~6rig hi 
~ 	 ..... 

Network Elements Attachment 

Collocation Attachment 

911 Attachment 

Pricing Attachment 

4. 	 Applicable Law 

4.1 	 The construction. interpretation and performance of this Agreement shall be 

governed by (a) the laws of the United States of America and (b) the laws of the 

State of,f.I.QIlrua. without regard to its conflicts of laws rules. All disputes relating 

to this Agreement shall be resolved through the application of such laws. 


4.2 	 Each Party shall remain in compliance with Applicable Law in the course of 

performing this Agreement. 


4.3 	 Neither Party shall be liable for any delay or failure in performance by it that 

results from requirements of Applicable Law. or acts or failures to act of any 

governmental entity or official. 


4.4 	 Each Party shall promptly notify the other Party in writing of any governmental 

action that limits. suspends. cancels. withdraws. or otherwise materially affects. 

the notifying Party's ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement. 


4.5 	 If any provision of this Agreement shall be invalid or unenforceable under 

Applicable Law. such invalidity or unenforceabilily shall not invalidate or render 

unenforceable any other provision of this Agreement. and this Agreement shall 

be construed as if it did not contain such invalid or unenforceable provision; 

provided. that if the invalid or unenforceable provision is a material provision of 

this Agreement. or the invalidity or unenforceability materially affects the rights or 

obligations of a Party hereunder or the ability of a Party to perform any material 

provision of this Agreement. the Parties shall promptly renegotiate in good faith 

and amend in writing this Agreement in order to make such mutually acceptable 

revisions to this Agreement as may be required in order to conform the 


.. Deleted: IfAgreement to Applicable Law. 

4.6 	 JJl.lpe event .Qt.. al'1y.s.;;.b.S1~inmAppli(;~l:lleJ~Yi.Jh~f'~rtiEl.s shaUpr()mptly ..... . 
renegotiate in good faith and amend in writing this Agreement in order to make 
such mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement as may be required in 
order to conform the Agreement to Applicable Law. If within thirty (30) days of Deleted: materially affects any 

material provision of this Agreement. the effective date of such .cD.aru:/.e....ine..PRfu;;ableL.aw. the Parties are unable to the rights or obligations of a Party 
agree in writing upon mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement. either hereunder. or the ability of a Party to 
Party may pursue any remedies available to it under this Agreement. at law. in perform any material provision of this 
equity. or otherwise. including. but not limited to. instituting an appropriate Agreement, 

proceeding before the Commission. the FCC. or a court of competent jurisdiction. . Deleted: 
without first pursuing dispute resolution in accordance with Section 14 of this action or change 

Agreement. Deleted: change 

Deleted: "'elEC4.6.1 	 Notwithstanding Section 4.6 above, to the extent Verizon is required 
by a,changa in Applicable Law to provide toJWghtHQ!J~ a Service Deleted: "·CLEC Acronym TEO••, 
that is not offered under this Agreement to,Bright House but ~ the 

~terms. conditions and prices for such Service (including, but not Deleted: 
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limited to, the terms and conditions defining the Service and stating 
when and where the Service will be available and how it will be used, 
and terms, conditions and prices for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, repair, maintenance and billing)~provided in,ibVerizon , ' 
Tariff,+..bIilJllhe tem!§ and cgIUjjtjoo§.9..f..§.Y!;iP Tari1\§tl~II.~p'~...9..D.A!l 
jn~Jimb,al1!§ w.hU~ the Parties Q~9ti!!M1PJ;Hman.!mL~rm§!!nd 
kQnditj.QmLappU.cable.1QSuctlS,e[lljce,,1iith.an:LR~me.nts ..fQ[..sJJ.ch 
.~~J.vice made.,J1ur§!:Iilot to J.b.!ii1M;;(rJ:!1JU..§Yg, Tariff§.l:!pI@gt19 
(etrQacUll.eJru.~=.upJQ..co.nfQ[mlo.ll:uuinaLterm~aru1QQ.ndltiollS,Jnthe 
absence ota such a Tariff. the Pslfti@s shalllJ1utually agree on
13PplicaQi!:lt!ii1J!JlsJ!QQ¥90.liljtioU§in a written amendment to the 
Agreement that, upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall 
negotiate in accordance with the requirements of Section 252 of the 
Act. In no event shall Verizon be required to provide any such Service 
in the absence of such a Verizon Tariff or amendmenLexcepttQthe 
~.~~.nt§p.~.9jfigJ,IIy'JI.ilQ!:l)rt?sLbY...APPI.i.~a.t1I~· 

4.7 	 Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, if, as a result of any 
..Q;)&nge in Applicable Law, Verizon is Mionger required by Applicable Law to 
provide any Service, payment or benefit, otherwise required to be provided to 
J?-tiQhl..HQu.se hereunder, then Verizon may discontinue the provision of any such 
Service, payment or benefit Any retrQactiye liability from BrightHouse to 
Veri?;9JIWi1b re..§.p§.¥tJP anY.l~e..rvice Pl!'ymeqt orJ?~efitJ;![gll.i.g~g by:il.ilrizor.u;n19X 
t&l,s.u.ch..ChanueJnJjj;)pli,cabie), . ..§lIY..shaJI..b.e"d.etermine.\lbased.QJ1,APl2tic.a.l:),lelalIY., 
including the ord~.1 deCision Qr ruling toat cbanged Applic§ble Law. Verizon will 
provide thirty (30) days prior written notice toJ}rightHousec>fanysuch 
discontinuance of a Service, unless a different notice period or different 
conditions are specified in this Agreement (including, but not limited to, in the 
Networks Element Attachment), or~Applical>le Lavvfortj3tl'Tlinatiol'l()f such 
Service...Ar.i1Lca~es lIY.h~re a commercially reasonable process filr the 
9!§!;i2nJipYf.!!Jcepf§ygb.§.1?JYi.0treasoQ.f.1.!?!.Y re..Q..U ir@§9...IQIJ~JJ.9.ti~P~I!99p.rjor 
lQJen:om.a1i9,11. in which event such.periodand/or conditions shall apply. For the 
avoidance of any doubt, this Section 4.7 is self-effectuating and no amendment 
to this Agreement shall be required to implement it. 

5. 	 Assignment 

Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any right or interest under this Agreement, 
nor delegate any obligation under this Agreement, without the prior written consent of the 
other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 
Any attempted assignment or delegation in violation of this Section 5 shall be void and 
ineffective and constitute default of this Agreement._ NotwiJb§lf.!nglQlLtb.!;lJore.99i.IJg, ..~J!he( 
PaI;t~,a.Wgn.tbj~.Ag~me.ntlJp.QD,Yl!.r.i.tl.e.n,illlti.c.etQ..!he.Q.Ib.f.i!L.Party,...a~.Rr.Qyj.del1fQLm. 
~ 2~ to ~J.lia.te. of that Party as..,part ot§ coroo(ate Qr similar reorgaoization O( 

(l'lfin~nRjJ]\l 
<, 

6. 	 llotentjooally bett Blank] 

6.J.=,,=[lntentionally Left Blank]. 

U=[lntentionally Left Blank]. 

6.3 	 ijnYiotjonally Left Blank] 

6.4 	 b,Uti,QXl,9.HY",l..~,,,!?I9.n,k],, 

6.5 	 nntentLgnal!y~l,eft61~,I',1U 
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Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym IE'" i 

Deleted: an a~plicableIarl~!or 

Deleted: specified 

Deleted: <#:>Assurance of 
Payment'! 
<#:>Upon request by Verizon. 
"'CLEC Acronym IE'" shall, at any 
time and from time to time, provide to 
Verizon adequate assurance of 
peyment of amounts due (or to 
become due) to Verizon hereunder.lI 
<#>Assurance of payment of charges 
may be requested by Verlzon if 
'''CLEC Acronym IE'" (a) prior to 
the Effective Date, has failed to timely 
pay a bill rendered to "'CLEC 
Acronym IE'" by Verlzon or "s 
Affiliates. (b) on or after the Effective 
Date, fails to timely pay a bill 
rendered to "'CLEC Acronym IE'" 
by Veril:on or "s Affiliates, (c) in I 
Verizon's reasonable judgment. at the I 
Effective Date or at any lime 'I 

thereafter, is unable to demonstrate , 
that It is creditworthy, or (d) admits Its I' 

inability to pay fis debts as such debts 
become due, has commenced a ! 
voluntary case (or has had a case . 
commenced against It) under the U.S. 
Bankruptcy Code or any other law 
relating to bankruptcy. insolvency, 
reorganization winding·up 
composrtion 0; adjustment'of debts or 1 
the like, has made an assignment for I 
the benefrt of creditors or is subject to I 
a receivership or similar proceading.'\l 
<#>Unless otherwise agreed by the . 

\\ 
Parties, the assurance of pay"!'!!! !loYl 

Fonnatted: Bullets and Numbering 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

Deleted: <#>Verlzon may (but Is not 
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credit upon ..~otice tO~"CLE~[311j 
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7.1 

6,6 	 ll!;lteotio n a Ill! Left,,61,ankl. 

6,7 	 [inte.ntiQoaU¥J..efL6JankL 

6,8 	 [Intentionally left 6lan,kl 

6,9 	 ll.O!entignE!JJyJ,gf.t!llS!JJ~l 

7. 	 Audits 

Except as may be otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, either Party 

("Auditing Party") may audit the other Party's ("Audited Party") books, records, 

documents, facilities and systems for the purpose of evaluating the accuracy of 

the Audited Party's bills, Such audits may be performed once in each Calendar 

Year; provided, however, that audits may be conducted more frequently (but no 

more frequently than once in each Calendar Quarter) if the immediately 

preceding audit found previously uncorrected net inaccuracies in billing in favor 

of the Audited Party having an aggregate value of at least $1,000,000, 


7.2 	 The audit shall be performed by independent certified public accountants" 

assisted by such 9ther persons with specialized knowledge or expertise 8!!§uch 


""""',\ 
!8gcountaO!§ ~g§QQably deem nece§sary s~I~(;t~(j~n(jp~i(jbytheAuditing .-..-1

Party, The accountants shan be reasonably acceptable to the Audited Party, 

Prior to commencing the audit, the accountants shall execute an agreement with 

the Audited Party in a form reasonably acceptable to the Audited Party that 

protects the confidentiality of the information disclosed by the Audited Party to 

the accountants, The audit shall take place at a time and place agreed upon by 

the Parties; provided, that~~i,g~Q1,g,i!.g,~~ the Auditing Party 

~all require that the audit commence no~ than Sixty (60) days and no later 

to?JJJJiQ§txl§lQ}P?l!§after the Auditing Party has given notice of the audit to the 

Audited Party. 


7.3 	 Each Party shall cooperate fully in any such audit, providing reasonable access 

to any and all employees, books, records, documents, facilities and systems, 

reasonably necessary to assess the accuracy of the Audited Party's bills, 


7.4 	 Audits shall be performed at the Auditing Party's expense, provided that there 

shall be no charge for reasonable access to the Audited Party's employees, 

books, records, documents, facilities and systems necessary to assess the 

accuracy of the Audited Party's bills. 


8. 	 Authorization 

8,1 	 Verizon represents and warrants that it is a corporation duly organized, validly 

existing and in good standing under the laws of the ***Incorporation State

Commonwealth TXT-* of ***Incorporation State TXT"· and has full power and 

authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations 

under this Agreement. 


8,2 Bright House repre~ents and warr<ilI1!SJ.na.t.it is ac;orporation duly organized, 

validly existing and in good standing under the laws oftheptate,.ofDelaware, 

and has fun power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to 

perform its obligations under this Agreement. 
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8.3 	 .arjgh.I..tloUJSii Certification. 

.arjgbttlovliti~PIe.seJl.ts.aru:I...wa[raJl1li.thatjt.ha.s....o.b.tain.e.d..1;u.ch...FC C and 
Commission authorization as may be required by Applicable Law for conducting 
business in the State offlorid.a. 

8.4 	 rlnt~ntiQnallyLe.ft ..61a.nkl 

9. 	 Billing and Payment; Disputed Amounts 

9.1 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each Party shall submit to the 
other Party on a monthly basis in an itemized form, statement(s} of charges 
incurred by the other Party under this Agreement. 

9.2 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, payment of amounts billed for 
Services provided under this Agreement, whether billed on a monthly basis or as 
otherwise provided in this Agreement, shall be due, in immediately available U.S. 
funds, on the later of the following dates (the "Due Date"): (a) the due date 
specified on the billing Party's statement; or (b}J.hirtyj3.Q) days after the date the 
statement is received by the billed Party. Payments shall be transmitted by 
electronic funds transfer. 

9.3 	 If any portion of an amount billed by a Party under this Agreement is subject to a 
good faith dispute between the Parties, the billed Party shall give notice to the 
billing Party of the amounts it disputes ("Disputed Amounts") and include in such 
notice a.ru.lxpIana.tiQnj.n ..a ..cQmm~J~JJ,\.a.sQ.o.abl.e...le)feI .of..d.~taH•.cQnsidedng 
the .pircu!I!~iUlgeS, of the reasons for disputing each item.,AParty may also 
dispute prospectively with a single notice a class of charges that it disputes. 
Notice of a dispute may be given by a Party at any time, either before or after an 
amount is paid, and a Party's payment of an amount shall not constitute a waiver 
of such Party's right to subsequently dispute its obligation to pay such amount or 
to seek a refund of any amount paid. The billed Party shall pay by the Due Date 
all undisputed amounts. Billing disputes shall be subject to the terms of Section 
14, Dispute Resolution. 

9,4 	 Charges due to the billing Party that are not paid by the Due Date, shall be 
subject to a late payment charge. The late payment charge shall be in an 
amount specified by the billing Party which shall not exceed a rate of one-and
one-half percent (1.5%) of the overdue amount (including any unpaid previously 
billed late payment charges) per month. 

9.5 	 Although it is the intent of both Parties to submit timely statements of charges, 
failure by either Party to present statements to the other Party in a timely manner 
shall not constitute a breach or default, or a waiver of the right to payment of the 
incurred charges, by the billing Party under this Agreement, and, except for 
assertion of a provision of Applicable Law that limits the period in which a suit or 
other proceeding can be brought before a court or other governmental entity of 
appropriate jurisdiction to collect amounts due, the billed Party shall not be 
entitled to dispute the billing Party's statement(s) based on the billing Party's 
failure to submit them in a timely fashion.JiQ.twith:illl~...theJQr!i!~in.Q,jUs 
exoressly agreed thet (s) neither Party may liYP!I!it a bill to the other Party fru: 
gnyJ~.!il.!y'.!S;.§.,.b!H!ilYngt;lLm.2~.. thi!!J)Qq.~ili...Y!il~[ aft~{~!l§.. §\ilIYi.s.;\il...~.i!!.11i.»rQxld\ilq., ....i! 
being.e.lmres,$,lllagree.d.thatanyrighttQ,biU.ru ..c.o.Ue..c.t..a.nypayme.lltfQLSe.rv.k;e.s 
n9Lpjll\ilgWiibjg9Q~.1_~!K9fJb~JLPl?lngreg9..§r!'l9.j§iI[!lY.SH:;?RIY~l,'!il(~g,l,'!QgJJ.;l) 
OeJ.t'J,~Le!i!,rty""!I!~"gj§R!,I,i"t.i!!,QY",9t\!i!I9J~,(,U;!J,),,~J!.y,,,p,HL!I!.Qr,!il".ttli!,Q"QD!i."l.u,~~",.!!f:\er
l.lu,"b. biil is"receiyed irrespective of tl']§ rm~rils of IhJi!J;jjSPUte it being e~ 
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Deleted; [State]. "'CLEC Acronym 
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under this Agreement until it has 
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'''CLEe Acronym TE'" shall provide 
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and 

a£lre.e,g, thaL!!J1Y rig blJQ.J:lisPJ.lte..am:.blILmgJ,~tlh.~m.¥e.au;lf1e.LlI!.I.cb.bjUj$ 

re.~jy§d, ill ir~ygg§bly waived 


10. 	 Confidentiality 

10,1 	 As used in this Section 10, "Confidential Information" means the following 

information that is disclosed by one Party ("Disclosing Party") to the other Party 

(':E.lil,~i,p..I.§Il.l Party") in connectionwith, or anticipation of, this Agreement: 


10.1,1 	 Books. records, documents and other information disclosed in an audit 

pursuant to Section 7;' 


10.1.2 	 Any forecasting information provided pursuant to this Agreement; 

10,1,3 	 Customer Information (except to the extent that (a) the Customer 
information is published in a directory, (b) the Customer information is 
disclosed through or in the course offurnishing a Telecommunications 
Service, such as directory assistance. operator service, Caller ID or 
similar service, or L1DB service, or (c) the Customer to whom the 
Customer Information is related has authorized the3ecipient Partyto [~De_leted :_R_e_ce_iv_in..c.9___, "J 
use and/or disclose the Customer Information); 

10,1.4 	 information related to speCific facilities or equipment (including, but not 

limited to, cable and pair information); 


10,1.5 	 any information that is in written, graphic, electromagnetic, or other 

tangible form, and marked at the time of disclosure as "Confidential" or 

"Proprietary"; • 


10.1.6 	 any information regarding or cootamad..in.any Orders placed by a~ 


ingJ\.!gi'JgJI)Jm;[!l.<Mioru~.!~,t9 ,:>,p'~g!lg ClJstom~.rl!"w.b..QJi!.r.~Jfl199.§lQg l.Q"Q\!.l,ili.n 

an¥gQQds,s"'Qlj~"§I(angemenis,QLfaciJJ.tl.ell.l[QlILaJ>,1;\rtY""lhe",date,s,,,on 


whichG.Y§1q[Tle!1§}¥.iI!L~liI§@t1!~jQg§grvice fm!J.)pne ei;l~i;lggIQrbggiD 
taking seryiCll..frQm"liQQUJer Party untiLand...unless it becomes publicly.knQWll 
tbatsuch specifiC Customers hli'Yfi alreaQY begun to receive such goods 
§§!::¥!~s arrangements and/or facilities' and 

1Q,."1...1.,, .",any information that is communicated orally or visually and declared to· Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
the.Recipient Party at the time of disclosure, and by written notice with Deleted: Receiving
a statement of the information given to theBeciph:mt Plilrtywithin ten 

Deleted: Receiving j(10) days after disclosure, to be "Confidential" or "Proprietary". 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a Party shall have the 
right to refuse to accept receipt of information which the other Party has identified 
as Confidential Information pursuantto Sections 10,1,5 or 10,1,7, 

10,2 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement. theRecipiegt Party shall: 

10,2,1 	 use the Confidential Information received from the Disclosing Party 

only in performance of this Agreement.,includi!lQ"wUhQutJimilatiQo, 

~~J1tinlJ.~rllimte.a.rty:'sJe.taiLlJ.L.S.ale.sope.[atjQnsJ(q,!TI 
itj.'lrpiQ.QJl,Q¥ jgformatiQQ PJRyigJt!;l Q~ Di~~!2§j.ogme,Sl.r.t¥,,~ 
BeQipIe.n.lParjy·s who/esale,,,op,e.ratJons; and 

10,2,2 	 using the same degree of care that it uses with similar confidential 

information of its own (but in no case a degree of care that is less than 

commercially reasonable), hold Confidential Information received from 

the Disclosing Party in confidence and restrict disclosure of the 
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as confidential and restrict its use to purposes related to the proceeding pending 
before it. 

10.6 	 The Disclosing Party shall retain all of the Disclosing Party's right, title and 
interest in any Confidential Information disclosed by the Disclosing Party to the 
Recipient Party. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no 
license is granted by this Agreement with respect to any Confidential Information 
(including, but not limited to, under any patent, trademark or copyright), nor is 
any such license to be implied solely by virtue of the disclosure of Confidential 
Information. 

10.7 	 The provisions of this Section 10 shall be in addition to and not in derogation of 
any provisions of Applicable Law, including, but not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, 
and are not intended to constitute a waiver by a Party of any right with regard to 
the use, or protection of the confidentiality ol1::aJJierPfQ,prieta[YJnformatiollQr 
CPNI provided by Applicable Law. 

10.8 	 Each Party's obligations under this Section 10 shall survive expiration, 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

11. 	 Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. 

12. 	 Default 

la) Defllylt is defined as (a) a Party's malerial breach of any material term or conditi.QD....Qf 
thjs1).gIee~Jlt;or{b}any.o1tte.r:Ji!¥,ent:llRecif!caUYid\'ill.tifled.ruLaOefauJtinJb,i§ 
8s@gm§nt 

(b}mJb.e.J;ryenlotDgftluJl."in.cJudingwithoutii!l1i.tatkm.J)onoPtlYme.nLQLuDdJsp.l.!1e.d. 
iroounls d41iLuQdlil.r..the terms o.B?Iil.gjjooJil. Qf.Juis_AgreerTJ.litQt the nOIJ=gefaultiD9...e.~ 
mall~spenditu\erformanC!:l.!Jnde.r...tbls..Agreap:!antQLmayie.rminatethil>AgreemenUn 
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of bankruptcy, or for any other reason,..tb.,a.t..P,artx"",s.h,aJLCQ.mpJx".'.'{Ith",aJJ..AppJ.lc,g,b.le 
Law regarding such discontinuance, 

13,2 	 !intentjonally left blank] 

13,3 	 Dmg!ltiQn~lIy left bJiil!l~l 

13.4 	 nntentiQJ.1~)eftblanJ:>l 

14. 	 Dispute Resolution 

14,1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any dispute between the Parties 
regarding the interpretation or enforcement of this Agreement or any of its terms 
shall be addressed by good faith negotiation between the Parties, To initiate 
such negotiation, a Party must provide to the other Party written notice of the 
dispute that includes '(~~!!Aescription io",c.Q.r.nmerl.;;i.aIlYmIea.s.Qllilb.ledetall" ".......... . 
considering the circumstances of the dispute or alleged nonperformance and {Rl 
the name of an individual who will serve as the initiating Party's representative in 
the negotiation, The other Party shall have ten Business Days to designate its 
own representative in the negotiation, The Parties' representatives shall meet at 
least once within 45 days after the date of the initiating Party's written notice in 
an attempt to reach a good faith resolution of the dispute, Upon ml.l.t!.!,aJ 
agreement, the Parties' representatives may utilize other alternative dispute 
resolution procedures such as private mediation to assist in the negotiations, 

14,2 	 If the Parties have been unable to resolve the dispute within 45 days of the date 
of the initiating Party's written notice. either Party may pursue any remedies 
available to it under this Agreement, at law, in equity, or otherwise. including, but 
not limited to. instituting an appropriate proceeding before the Commission, the 
FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction. 

15. 	 Force Majeure 

15.1 	 Neither Party shall be responsible for any delay or failure in performance which 
results from causes beyond its reasonable control ("Force Majeure Events"), 
whether or not foreseeable by such Party, Such Force Majeure Events include, 
but are not limited to, adverse weather conditions, flood, fire, explosion, 
earthquake, volcanic action, power failure, embargo, boycott, war, revolution, civil 
commotion, act of public enemies, labor unrest (including, but not limited to, 
strikes, work stoppages, slowdowns, picketing or boycotts), inability to obtain 
equipment, parts, software or repairs thereof, acts or omissions of the other 
Party, and acts of God. 

15,2 	 If a Force Majeure Event occurs, the non-performing Party shall give prompt 
notification of its inability to perform to the other Party, During the period that the 
non-performing Party is unable to perform. the other Party shall also be excused 
from performance of its obligations to the extent such obligations are reciprocal 
to, or depend upon, the performance ofthe non-performing Party that has been 
prevented by the Force Majeure Event. The non-performing Party shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts to avoid or remove the cause(s) of its non
performance and both Parties shall proceed to perform once the cause(s) are 
removed or cease, 

15,3 	 Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 15,1 and 15,2, in no case shall a 
Force Majeure Event excuse either Party from an obligation to pay money as 
required by this Agreement. 
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15.4 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall require the non-performing Party to settle any 
labor dispute except as the non-performing Party, in its sole discretion, 
determines appropriate. 

16. 	 Forecasts 

In addition to any other forecasts required by this Agreement, upon r.e.aSQOabJEtrequest 
by Verizon,..6right House shall provide to Verizon f.El.€!.§2.D!1!plf.l.,1l2n.Pi.[)l;/.iLlgJorecasts 
regarding the Services that..6righLHouse expectsto~ainfrorTI\lerl2:()n.lrlcludlng, but 
not limited to, reasonable.J)onblnd.ing"forecasts regarding the types and volumes of 
Services that~Iig..b.tH9.\!§§' expects to.J2..Qi!1.i.Qand the locations where such Services will 
be ,pbtaine.d. 

17. 	 Fraud 

Each Pa6ill assumes responsibility for all fraud .Qommij;l:ed by means of services provided 
!iI.Y.Jb~!e1i!6illJq)ts Customers andtor throygJJ tha.tE~~~§ accounts. ~ shall b\9ar no 
responsibility for, and shall have no obligation to investigate or make adjustments to@ 
oth.@r eii!riY.:~... account in cases of, fraud by ihe other party's Customers or other third 
parties. 

18. 	 Good Faith Perfonnance 

The Parties shall act in good faith in their performance of this Agreement. Except as 
otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement (including, but not limited to, where 
consent, approval, agreement or a similar action is stated to be within a Party's sole 
discretion), where consent, approval, mutual agreement or a similar action is required by 
any provision of this Agreement, such action shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed.• 

19. 	 Headings 

The headings used In ihis Agreement are Il1serted forconvenieJl'lCEl ofreferen(;E! ()rlly arlel 
are not intended to be a part of or to affect the meaning of,this Agre.ement. 

20. 	 Indemnification 

20.1 	 Each Party ("Indemnifying Party") shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the 
other Party ("Indemnified Party"), the Indemnified Party's Affiliates, and the 
directors, officers and employees of the Indemnified Party and the Indemnified 
Party's Affiliates, from and against any and all Claims that arise out of bodily 
injury to or death of any person, or damage to, or destruction or loss of, tangible 
real and/or personal property of any person, to the extent such injury, death, 
damage, destruction or loss, was proximately caused by the grossly negligent or 
intentionally wrongful acts or omissions of the Indemnifying Party, the 
Indemnifying Party's Affiliates, or the directors. officers, employees, Agents or 
contractors (excluding the Indemnified Party) of the Indemnifying Party or the 
Indemnifying Party's Affiliates, in connection with this Agreement. 

20.2 	 Indemnification Process. 

20.2.1 	 As used in this Section 20, "Indemnified Person" means a person 
whom an Indemnifying Party is obligated to indemnify, defend and/or 
hold harmless under Section 20.1. 

20.2.2 	 An Indemnifying Party's obligations under Section 20.1 shall be 
conditioned upon the following: 
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20.2.3 

20.2.4 

20.2.5 

20.2.6 

20.2.7 

20.2.8 

20.2.9 

The Indemnified Person: (a) shall give the Indemnifying Party notice 
of the Claim promptly after becoming aware thereof (including a 
statement of facts known to the Indemnified Person related to the 
Claim and an estimate of the amount thereof); (b) prior to taking any 
material action with respect to a Third Party Claim, shall consult with 
the Indemnifying Party as to the procedure to be followed in defending, 
settling, or compromising the Claim; (c) shall not consent to any 
settlement or compromise of a Third Party Claim without the written 
consent of the Indemnifying Party; (d) shall permit the Indemnifying 
Party to assume the defense of a Third Party Claim (including, except 
as provided below, the compromise or settlement thereof) at the 
Indemnifying Party's own cost and expense, provided, however, that 
the Indemnified Person shall have the right to approve the 
Indemnifying Party's choice of legal counsel. 

If the Indemnified Person fails to comply with Section 20.2.3 with 
respect to a Claim, to the extent such failure shall have a material 
adverse effect upon the Indemnifying Party, the Indemnifying Party 
shall be relieved of its obligation to indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless the Indemnified Person with respect to such Claim under this 
Agreement. 

Subject to 20.2.6 and 20.2.7, below, the Indemnifying Party shall have 
the authority to defend and settle any Third Party Claim. 

With respect to any Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Person shall be 
entitled to participate with the Indemnifying Party in the defense of the 
Claim if the Claim requests equitable relief or other relief that could 
affect the rights of the Indemnified Person. In so participating, the 
Indemnified Person shall be entitled to employ separate counsel for 
the defense at the Indemnified Person's expense. The Indemnified 
Person shall also be entitled to participate, at its own expense, in the 
defense of any Claim, as to any portion of the Claim as to which it is 
not entitled to be indemnified, defended and held harmless by the 
Indemnifying Party. 

In no event shall the Indemnifying Party settle a Third Party Claim or 
consent to any judgment with regard to a Third Party Claim without the 
prior written consent of the Indemnified Party, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. In the event the 
settlement or judgment requires a contribution from or affects the 
rights of an Indemnified Person, the Indemnified Person shall have the 
right to refuse such settlement or judgment with respect to itself and, 
at its own cost and expense, take over the defense against the Third 
Party Claim, provided that in such event the Indemnifying Party shall 
not be responsible for, nor shall it be obligated to indemnify or hold 
harmless the Indemnified Person against, the Third Party Claim for 
any amount in excess of such refused settlement or judgment. 

The Indemnified Person shall, in all cases, assert any and all 
provisions in applicable Tariffs and Customer contracts that limit 
liability to third persons as a bar to, or limitation on, any recovery by a 
third-person claimant. 

The Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Person shall offer each 
other all reasonable cooperation and assistance in the defense of any 
Third Party Claim. 
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20.3 	 J.n...lightQ.fJb.ejnd.emnifl{;a.ti.Qn.proyid~dJOLinth.i:;LS.eQti.Q.n 20. eaeD. Party agrees 
that it will not implead or bring any action against the other Party, the other 
Party's Affiliates, or any of the directors, officers or employees of the other Party 
or the other Party's Affiliates, based on any claim by any person for personal 
injury or death that occurs in the course or scope of employment of such person 
by the other Party or the other Party's Affiliate and that arises out of performance 
of this Agreement. 

20.4 	 Each Party's obligations under this Section 20 shall survive expiration, 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

21. 	 Insurance 

21.1 	 '&S!ch Partv (lhEt "lnsuriM Party") shall maintain during the term of this 
Agreement and for a period of two years thereafter all insurance required to 
satisfy its obligations under this Agreement (including, but not limited to, its 
obligations set forth in Section 20 hereof) and all insurance required by 
Applicable Law. The insurance shall be obtained from an insurer having an A.M. 
Best insurance rating of at least A-, financial size category VII or greater. At a 
minimum and without limiting the foregoing undertaking,~uring.E'artv shall 
maintain the following insurance: 

21.1.1 	 Commercial General Liability Insurance, on an occurrence basis, 
including but not limited to, premises-operations, broad form property 
damage, products/completed operations, contractual liability, 
independent contractors, and personal injury, with limits of at least 
$2,000,000 combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.2 	 Commercial Motor Vehicle Liability Insurance covering all owned, 
hired and non-owned vehicles, with limits of at least $2,000,000 
combined Single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.3 	 Excess Liability Insurance, in the umbrella form, with limits of at least 
$10,000,000 combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.4 	 Worker's Compensation Insurance as required by Applicable Law and 
Employer's Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $2,000,000 
per occurrence. 

21.1.5 	 For Bright House. alLrisk property insurance on a full replacement cost 
basis for all of,Brjght House·sreClI.a~ci pt1lrs()~Cllpropertylocated 
any Collocation site or otherwise located on or in any Verizon 
premises (whether owned, leased or otherwise occupied by Verizon), 
facility, equipment or right-of-way. 

21.2 	 Any deductibles, self-insured retentions or loss limits ("Retentions") for the 
foregoing insurance must be disclosed on the certificates of insurance to be 
provided toihe non-Insuring Partvpursuantt() Sections

u 
21.4 and 21,~,and~ 

n~lns.uIin.\'I..P.ar:tyJeserves the right to reject any such Retentions in its 
reasonable discretion. All Retentions shall be the responsibility oflhe Insuring 
P!!,cty. 

21.3 	 .Illejn.~!.Uln..9..£at!:x. shall name,1b.e...Q.tb.erE,<im: andjheQth~LPa,[ty'sAffiliates as 
additional insureds on the foregoing liability insurance. 

21.4 	 lhe Insuring Party shall, within twoJ?lweeks of the. Effec:tiveOate. hElreofat the 
time of each renewal of, or material change in.J:b.e.Jns.uIing...Ea.rtv:s... insurance 
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policies, and at such other times as.1b.e.Jllb.eL~_mayreasonably specify, 
furnish certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance reasonably 
acceptable to.llli.UJther Party In the case of BrighLHouse as Insuring Party the 
certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance shall be sent to: Director
Negotiations, Verizon Partner Solutions, 600 Hidden Ridge, HQEWMNOTICES, 
Irving, TX 75038·JnJb~ g!,§~9tY~Ji;;Qg.. ~§Jg§lJr.!!Jgear1¥Jt1\l~rljfica~'§'9r 
Q,ttleIPIQotolthe.foIe.QgjngJnsuranc.es.D.aH..b.e.Slmtto;[spe.cifyaddress] 

21.5 	 The InsuringE'arty shall require its cOl1trac;tors, if any, tha\may enterupon the 
premises or access the facilities or equipment of.the....ott:leLP.i.I.ItyJ.lLthe....oth.e.( 
~ affiliates to maintain insurance in accordance with Sections 21.1 through 
21.3 and, if requested, to furnishJh§.Qtb.~Le!!.rn!. certificates orother adequate 
proof of such insurance [eaS.Qilli!;lJk,acceptable tolhe otheLPar:tyill aCcofcjance 
with Section 21.4. 

21.6 	 Failure of,@ ea[l:y or itscontractC)r~tolT1!3int!3ini[l!>lJrance!3ncj pr(jvi<:lElcertificates 
of insurance as required in Sections 21.1 through 21.5, above, shall be deemed 
a material breach of this Agreement. 

21.7 	 Certificates furnished byJ3right Hous§ or Bright House's contractors shall contain 
a clause stating: "···Verizon Company Full Name 1 TXT··· shall be notified in 
writing at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation of, or any material change in, 
the insurance. "~cat~§fymj§b.~g~yyeri;:;9.nQrY§[i~9n:§¥9.gtrac;tQ!§§b.!i1H 
CAAtaJ.n..a.J;(Jau.s.e...stating.;....:.:S.r.ighLHou.seNetworksjJJIorma.tion Servic9s.(ElQr.ida) 
LLC sh?!i ~m notified in :NOting ?At least thirty (30) days prIDr to cancellation QLor 
~~n§£i<.!Lyhang~ i[).,Jt1c§iml\,lfance " 

22. 	 Intellectual Property 

22.1 	 Except as expressly stated in this Agreement, this Agreement shall not be 
construed as granting a license with respect to any patent, copyright, trade 
name, trademark. service mark, trade secret or any other intellectual property, 
now or hereafter owned, controlled or licensable by either Party. Except as 
expressly stated in this Agreement, neither Party may use any patent, 
copyrightable materials, trademark, trade name, trade secret or other intellectual 
property right, of the other Party except in accordance with the terms of a 
separate license agreement between the Parties granting such rights. 

22.2 	 Except as stated in Section 22.4, neither Party shall have any obligation to 
defend, indemnify or hold harmless, or acquire any license or right for the benefit 
of, or owe any other obligation or have any liability to, the other Party or its 
Affiliates or Customers based on or arising from any Third Party Claim alleging or 
asserting that the provision or use of any service, facility, arrangement, or 
software by either Party under this Agreement, or the performance of any service 
or method, either alone or in combination with the other Party, constitutes direct, 
vicarious or contributory infringement or inducement to infringe, or misuse or 
misappropriation of any patent, copyright, trademark. trade secret, or any other 
proprietary or intellectual property right of any Party or third person. Each Party, 
however, shall offer to the other reasonable cooperation and assistance in the 
defense of any such claim. 

22.3 	 NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE 
PARTIES AGREE THAT NEITHER PARTY HAS MADE, AND THAT THERE 
DOES NOT EXIST, ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THAT THE 
USE BY EACH PARTY OF THE OTHER'S SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT GIVE RISE TO A CLAIM OF INFRINGEMENT, 
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MISUSE, OR MISAPPROPRIATION OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
RIGHT. 

22.4 .E.a.gh£artv agrees that the Sel"lii(;esprovided by.Jh~ other Party hereund.ershaU 
be subject to the terms, conditions and restrictions contained in any applicable 
agreements (including. but not limited to software or other intellectual property 
license agreements) betweenJhe other Party andJbe other Party·sV~(l~()rs. 
J;achParty agrees to advise,1hliLotheLPar;ty, directly or through athird party, of 
any such terms, conditions or restrictions that may limit any .,use by the other 
/;'!'lI.lY..,of a Service provided by ~tbatisoth~r.visep~rl11itt~cI by tbis 
Agreement. At.e Partv's writt~n request,to the extent required by Applicable 
Law,JruL9..th!2L.t:.!i!.i1Y..lNiU uSE!.M§bestefforts, al;commerciallypractic~blE!,J() 
obtain intellectual property rights from J,t§\IE!l1cll:)rt()~"-owJhe...E:'.alli.. I() USE!tDE! 
Service in the same manner asJhe other Party that are coextensive with~ 
other P.!'lI~:§ intellectual property rights, on terms and conditions that are equal in 
quality to the terms and conditions under which,tiJe ..EartY has obtainedJ,t§ 
intellectual property rights. Jhe other.P.m shall reimburse.Ihe Party for the cost 
of obtaining such rights. 

23. Joint Work Product 

_This Ag@@meqt is the joint work product of the Parties, has been negotiated by the 
Parties, and shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its terms. In the event of any 
ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against either Party. 

24. Law Enforcement 

24.1 Each Party may cooperate with law enforcement authorities and national security 
authorities to the full extent required or permitted by Applicable Law in matters 
related to Services provided by it under this Agreement, including, but not limited 
to, the production of records, the establishment of new lines or the installation of 
new services on an existing line in order to support law enforcement andlor 
national security operations, and, the installation of wiretaps, trap-and-trace 
facilities and equipment, and dialed number recording facilities and equipment. 

24.2 A Party shall not have the obligation to inform the other Party or the Customers 
of the other Party of actions taken in cooperating with law enforcement or 
national security authorities, except to the extent required by Applicable Law. 

24.3 Where a law enforcement or national security request relates to the 
establishment of lines (including, but not limited to, lines established to support 
interception of communications on other lines), or the installation of other 
services, facilities or arrangements, a Party may act to prevent the other Party 
from obtaining access to information concerning such lines, services, facilities 
and arrangements, through operations support system interfaces. 

25. Liability 

25.1 As used in this Section 25, "Service Failure" means a failure to comply with a 
direction to install, restore or terminate Services under this Agreement, a failure 
to provide Services under this Agreement, and failures, mistakes, omissions, 
interruptions, delays, errors, defects or the like, occurring in the course of the 
provision of any Services under this Agreement. 

25.2 Except as otherwise stated in Section 25.5, the liability, if any, of a Party, a 
Party's Affiliates, and the directors, officers and employees of a Party and a 
Party's Affiliates, to the other Party, the other Party's Customers, and to any 
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other person, for Claims arising out of a Service Failure shall not exceed an 
amount equal to the pro rata applicable monthly charge for the Services that are 
subject to the Service Failure for the period in which such Service Failure occurs, 

25,3 	 Except as otherwise stated in Section 25.5, a Party, a Party's Affiliates, and the 

directors, officers and employees of a Party and a Party's Affiliates, shall not be 

liable to the other Party, the other Party's Customers, or to any other person, in 

connection with this Agreement (including, but not limited to, in connection with a 

Service Failure or any breach, delay or failure in performance, of this Agreement) 

for special, indirect, incidental, consequential, reliance, exemplary, punitive, or 

like damages, including, but not limited to, damages for lost revenues, profits or 

savings, or other commercial or economic loss, even if the person whose liability 

is excluded by this Section has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 


25.4 	 The limitations and exclusions of liability stated in Sections 25.1 through 25.3 

shall apply regardless of the form of a claim or action, whether statutory, in 

contract, warranty, strict liability, tort (including, but not limited to, negligence of a 

Party), or otherwise, 


25.5 	 Nothing contained in Sections 25.1 through 25.4 shall exclude or limit liability: 

25,5,1 	 under Sections 20, Indemnification, or 41, Taxes, 

25,5,2 	 for any obligation to indemnify, defend andlor hold harmless that a 

Party may have under this Agreement. 


25.5.3 	 for damages arising out of or resulting from bodily injury to or death of 

any person, or damage to, or destruction or loss of, tangible real 

andlor personal property of any person, or Toxic or Hazardous 

Substances, to the extent such damages are otherwise recoverable 

under Applicable Law; 


25,5,4 	 for a claim for infringement of any patent, copyright, trade name, trade 

mark, service mark, or other intellectual property interest; 


25,55 	 under Section 258 of the Act or any order of FCC or the Commission 

implementing Section 258~ 


25.5,6 	 for damages arising out of theS!~negligent Qr intentioQ!!1 

mJ§qpQP Ul;:tgfJIR?!1¥;PI 


the financial incentive or remedy provisions of any service { Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
quality plan required by the FCC or the Commission. 

25.6 	 In the event that the liability of a Party, a Party's Affiliate, or a director, officer or 

employee of a Party or a Party's Affiliate, is limited andlor excluded under both 

this Section 25 and a provision of an applicable Tariff, the liability ofthe Party or 

other person shall be limited to the smaller of the amounts for which such Party 

or other person would be liable under this Section or the Tariff provision, 


25,7 	 Each Party shall, in its~ and other contracts with its Customers, provide that Deleted: tariffs 
in no case shall the other Party, the other Party's Affiliates, or the directors, 
officers or employees of the other Party or the other Party's Affiliates, be liable to 
such Customers or other third-persons for any special, indirect, incidental. 
consequential, reliance, exemplary, punitive or other damages, arising out of a 
Service Failure, 

26. 	 Network Management 
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26.1 	 Cooperation. The Parties will work cooperatively in a commercially reasonable 
manner to install and maintain a reliable network .•Bright ~ and Verizon witl : Deleted: "'~~~~Acronym TE''' j
exchange appropriate information (e.g., network information, maintenance 
contact numbers, escalation procedures, and information required to comply with 
requirements of law enforcement and national security agencies) to achieve this 
desired reliability. In addition, the Parties will work cooperatively in a 
commercially reasonable manner to apply sound network management principles 
to alleviate or to prevent traffic congestion and subject to Section 17, to minimize 
fraud associated with third number billed calls, calling card calls, and other 
services related to this Agreement. 

26.2 	 Responsibility for Following Standards. Each Party recognizes a responsibility to 

fOllow the standards that may be agreed to between the Parties and to employ 

characteristics and methods of operation that will not interfere with or impair the 

service, network or facilities of the other Party or any third parties connected with 

or involved directly in the network or facilities of the other. 


263 	 Interference or Impairment. If a Party ("Impaired Party") reasonably determines 

that the services, network, facilities, or methods of operation, of the other Party 

("Interfering Party") will or are likely to interfere with or impair the Impaired Party's 

provision of services or the operation of the Impaired Party's network or facilities, 

the Impaired Party may interrupt or suspend any Service provided to the 

Interfering Party to the extent necessary to prevent such interference or 

impairment, subject to the following: 


26.3.1 	 Except in emergency situations (e.g., situations involving a risk of 
bodily injury to persons or damage to tangible property, or ~ 
§!.l.R§t.!l.!J.Ji.!i!J interruption in Customer service) or as otherwise provided 
in this Agreement, the Impaired Party shall have given the Interfering 
Party at least ten (10) days' prior written notice of the interference or 
impairment or potential interference or impairment and the need to 
correct the condition within said time period; and taken other actions, if 
any, required by Applicable Law; and, 

26.3.2 	 Upon correction of the interference or impairment, the Impaired Party 

will promptly restore the interrupted or suspended Service. The 

Impaired Party shall not be obligated to provide an out-of-service 

credit allowance or other compensation to the Interfering Party in 

connection with the suspended Service. 


26.4 	 Outage Repair Standard. In the event of an outage or trouble in any Service 

being provided by a Party hereunder, the Providing Party will follow ~ 
 Verizon's 
standard procedures for isolating and clearing the outage or trouble. 

27. 	 Non-Exclusive Remedies 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, each of the remedies 

provided under this Agreement is cumulative and is in addition to any other remedies that 

may be available under this Agreement or at law or in equity. 


28. 	 Notice of Network Changes 

If a Party makes a change in the information necessary for the transmission and routing 
of services using that Party's facilities or network, or any other change in its facilities or 
network that will materially affect the interoperability of its facilities or network with the 
other Party's facilities or network, the Party making the change shall publish notice of the 
change at least ninety (90) days in advance of such change, and shall use reasonable 
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efforts. as commercially practicable, to publish such notice at least one hundred eighty 
(180) days in advance ofthe change; provided, however, that if an earlier publication of 
notice of a change is required by Applicable Law (including, but not limited to. 47 CFR 
51.325 through 51.335) notice shall be given at the time required by Applicable Law. 

29. 	 Notices 

29.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, notices given by one Party to 
the other Party under this Agreement: 

29.1.1 	 shall be in writing; 

29.1.2 	 shall be delivered (a) personally, (b) by express delivery service with 
next Business Day delivery, (c) by ..certi~E!cJ()r~Jliste~eclfir.s:t...c.l.ass . 
U.S. mail, postage prepaid. or (d) by facsimile telecopy, with a copy 
delivered in accordance with (a), (b) or (cl, preceding; and 

29.1.3 	 shall be delivered to the following addresses of the Parties: 

To Verizon: 

Director-Negotiations 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
600 Hidden Ridge 
HQEWMNOTICES 
Irving, TX 75038 
Facsimile Number: (972) 719-1519 
Internet Address: wmnotices@verizon.com 

with a copy to: 
Vice President and Deputy General Counsel 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
1320 North Court House Road 
9th Floor 
Arlington, VA 22201 
Facsimile: (703) 351-3656 

or to such other address as either Party shall designate by proper notice. 

Notices will be deemed given as of the earlier of (a) where there is personal 
delivery of the notice, the date of actual receipt, (b) where the notice is sent via 
express delivery service for next Business Day delivery, the next Business Day 
after the notice is sent. (c) where the notice is sent via First Class U.S. Mail, 
three (3) BUSiness Days after mailing, (d) where notice is sent via certified or 
registered U.S. mail, the date of receipt shown on the Postal Service receipt, and 
(e) where the notice is sent via facsimile telecopy, if the notice is sent on a 
Business Day and before 5 PM. in the time zone where it is received, on the date 
set forth on the telecopy confirmation, or if the notice is sent on a non-Business 
Day or if the notice is sent after 5 PM in the time zone where it is received, the 
next Business Day after the date set forth on the telecopy confirmation. 

~tt:L0use~h<lnl1()tifyyerizon, by \Nrittennoticepursuantto thisSection.~9 •. of 
any changes in the addresses or other .f!rightHouse contact information 
identified under Section 29.1.3 above. 
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34.1 	 A Party, its Affiliates, and their respective contractors and Agents, shall not use 
the other Party's trademarks, service marks, logos or other proprietary trade 
dress, in connection with the sale of products or services, or in any advertising, 
press releases, publicity matters or other promotional materials, unless the other 
Party has given its written consent for such use, which consent the other Party 
may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. 

34.2 	 Neither Party may imply any direct or indirect affiliation with or sponsorship or 
endorsement of it or its services or products by the other Party. 

34.3 	 Any violation of this Section 34 shall be considered a material breach of this 
Agreement. 

35. 	 References 

35.1 	 All references to Sections, Appendices and Exhibits shall be deemed to be 
references to Sections, Appendices and Exhibits of this Agreement unless the 
context shall otherwise require. 

35.2 	 Unless the context shall otherwise require, any reference to a Tariff, agreement, 
technical or other document (including Verizon or third party guides, practices or 
handbooks), or provision of Applicable Law, is to such Tariff, agreement, 
document, or provision of Applicable Law, as amended and supplemented from 
time to time (and, in the case of a Tariff or provision of Applicable Law, to any 
successor Tariff or provision). 

36. 	 Relationship of the Parties 

36.1 	 The relationship of the Parties under this Agreement shall be that of independent 
contractors and nothing herein shall be construed as creating any other 
relationship between the Parties. 

36.2 	 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall make either Party the employee of the 
other, create a partnership, joint venture, or other similar relationship between 
the Parties, or grant to either Party a franchise, distributorship or Similar interest. 

36.3 	 Except for provisions herein expressly authorizing a Party to act for another 
Party, nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a Party as a legal representative 
or Agent ofthe other Party, nor shall a Party have the right or authority to 
assume, create or incur any liability or any obligation of any kind, express or 
implied, against, in the name or on behalf of the other Party unless otherwise 
expressly permitted by such other Party in writing, which permission may be 
granted or withheld by the other Party in its sole discretion. 

36.4 	 Each Party shall have sole authority and responsibility to hire, fire, compensate, 
supervise, and otherwise control its employees, Agents and contractors. Each 
Party shall be solely responsible for payment of any Social Security or other 
taxes that it is required by Applicable Law to pay in conjunction with its 
employees, Agents and contractors, and for withholding and remitting to the 
applicable taxing authorities any taxes that it is required by Applicable Law to 
collect from its employees. 

36.5 	 Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no Party undertakes 
to perform any obligation of the other Party, whether regUlatory or contractual, or 
to assume any responsibility for the management of the other Party's business. 
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36.6 	 The relationship of the Parties under this Agreement is a non-exclusive 
relationship. 

37. 	 Reservation of Rights 

37.1 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, neither Party waives, 
and each Party hereby expressly reserves, its rights: (a) to appeal or otherwise 
seek the reversal of and changes in any arbitration decision associated with this 
Agreement; (b) to challenge the lawfulness of this Agreement and any provision 
of this Agreement: (c) to seek changes in this Agreement (including, but not 
limited to, changes in rates, charges and the Services that must be offered) 
through.a"~ in Applicable Law; (d) to challenge the lawfulness and 
propriety of, and to seek to change, any Applicable Law, including, but not limited 
to any rule, regulation, order or decision of the Commission, the FCC, or a court 
of applicable jurisdiction; and (e) to collect debts owed to it under any prior 
interconnection or resale agreements. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
deemed to limit or prejudice any position a Party has taken or may take before 
the Commission, the FCC, any other state or federal regulatory or legislative 
bodies, courts of applicable jurisdiction, or industry fora. The provisions of this 
Section shall survive the expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Agreement. 

38. 	 Subcontractors 

A Party may use a contractor of the Party (including, but not limited to, an Affiliate of the 
Party) to perform the Party's obligations under this Agreement; provided, that a Party's 
use of a contractor shall not release the Party from any duty or liability to fulfill the Party's 
obligations under this Agreement. 

39. 	 Successors and Assigns 

This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the Parties and their 
respective legal successors and permitted assigns. 

40. 	 Survival 

The rights, liabilities and obligations of a Party for acts or omissions occurring prior to the 
expiration, cancellation or termination of this Agreement, the rights, liabilities and 
obligations of a Party under any provision of this Agreement regarding confidential 
information (including but not limited to, Section 10). indemnification or defense 
(including, but not limited to, Section 20). or limitation or exclusion of liability (including, 
but not limited to, Section 25), and the rights, liabilities and obligations of a Party under 
any provision of this Agreement which by its terms or nature is intended to continue 
beyond or to be performed after the expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Agreement, shall survive the expiration, cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

41. 	 Taxes 

41.1 	 In General. With respect to any purchase of Services under this Agreement, if 
any federal, state or local tax, fee, surcharge or other tax-like charge, excluding 
any tax levied on property or net income, (a "Tax") is required or permitted by 
Applicable Law Jobec(>ll~ctedfr()frIJhe ,ReceMngParty t>Y the Eroviding Party, 
then (a) the Providing Party shall bill the Receiving Party for such Tax, as a 
separately stated item on the invoice, (b) the .. !=larty shl:lllJill1elYr~mit 
such Tax to the Providing Party and (e) the Prov Party shall timely remit 
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such collected Tax to the applicable taxing authority as and to the extent required 

by Applicable Law. 


41.2 	 Taxes Imposed on the Providing Party or Receipts. With respect to any 

purchase of Services under this Agreement, if any federal, state or local Tax is 

imposed by Applicable Law on the receipts of the Providing Party, and such 

Applicable Law permits the Providing Party to exclude certain receipts received 

from sales to a public utility, distributor, telephone company, local exchange 

carrier, telecommunications company or other communications company 

("Telecommunications Company"), such exclusion being based on the fact that 

theJl~.irul Party is also subject to a tax based upon receipts ("Receipts Tax"), 

then theJ3.eceiviQ\l. Party shall pay and remit the Receipts Tax as required by 

Applicable Law. 


41.3 	 Taxes Imposed on Subscriber. With respect to any purchase of Services under 

this Agreement that are resold to a third party, if any federal, state or local Tax is 

imposed by Applicable Law on the subscriber, end-user, customer or ultimate 

consumer ("Subscriber") in connection with any such purchase, which a 

Telecommunications Company is required to impose andlor collect from a 

Subscriber, or if any federal, state or local Tax is imposed on the Providing Party 

and required by Applicable Law to be passed through to the Subscriber, then the 

JleceivingParty(a)shall imP().s.El Eincl/()rcolle~ such Tax frOm the Subs.cribE)rand 
(b) shall timely remit such Tax to the applicable taxing authority. 

41.4 	 Tax Exemptions and Exemption Certificates. If Applicable Law clearly exempts a 

purchase hereunder from a Tax, and if such Applicable Law also provides an 

exemption procedure, such as an exemption certificate requirement, then, if the 

J3.li1peivLQgParty complieswithsllch procedure, the Providing Party shall not (Deleted: Purchasing 
collect such Tax during the effective period of such exemption. Such exemption 
shall be effective upon receipt of the exemption certificate or affidavit in 
accordance with the terms set forth in Section 41.7. If Applicable Law clearly 
exempts a purchase hereunder from a Tax, but does not also provide an 
exemption procedure, then the Providing Party shall not collect such Tax if the 

. Co;i;;;d';'P~rchasi~g'~-'- .........__ .....)
J3.eceivingp~rty(alf1JrnishesthEl'=.r().yi(jitl~LParty""it~a letter.signElcl~yatlofficElr.... . 
requesting such an exemption and citing the provision in the Applicable Law 
which clearly allows such exemption and (b) supplies the Providing Party with an 
indemnification agreement, acceptable to the Providing Party, which holds the 
Providing Party harmless on an after-tax basis with respect to its forbearing to 
collect such Tax. 

41.5 	 Liability for Uncollected Tax, Interest and Penalty. 

41.5.1 	 Ifthe Providing Party has not received an exemption certificate from 

theJ3.ecei~igg Party and the Providing Party fails to bill theJ3.eceiving 
 Deleted: PurchaSing J 
Party for any Tax as required by Section 41.1, then, as between the Deleted: Purchasing ,
Providing Party and the.B.e.c.e.ill.i.ng, Party, (a) theRe.ce~ Party shall 1 Deleted;"p:;;;~i~~".....""..""··~="1
remain liable for such unbilled Tax and any interest assessed thereon 
and (b) the Providing Party shall be liable for any penalty assessed Deleted: Purchasing 1 
with respect to such unbilled Tax by a taxing authority. 

41.5.2 	 If the Providing Party properly bills theJ3.eceivingPEi.rty tor any Iaxbu! [>=De=leted==:=pu=r=ch=as=in".:;g~===":~l)
the Receiving PlI.rtYfails t().r.Elmit. suchICiJ( tt) t~E)Provid,ingparty as [ Deleted: purchasin~ ..
required by Section 41.2, then, as between the Providing Party and 
the J3..@~eivingPClrty,Jhe J3.l:lc..ell1lrul Party shall be liable for such 
uncollected Tax and any interest assessed thereon, as well as any 
penalty assessed with respect to such uncollected Tax by the 
applicable taxing authority. 
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41.5.3 If the Providing Party does not collect any Tax as required by Section 
41.1 because the .Receiving Party has provided such Providing Party ( Deleted: Purchasing I 

""".--1with an exemption certificate that is later found to be inadequate, 
invalid or inapplicable by a taxing authority, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the..!3..§p..§i.Xi.n9P!lrtY, the.ReCE~iyigg P!lrtyshallbe . ( Deleted: PurchaSing 
liable for such uncollected Tax and any interest assessed thereon, as lDeleted: Purchasingwell as any penalty assessed with respect to such uncollected Tax by 
the applicable taxing authority. 

41.5.4 	 If the~iYin.g Partyfails to pay the Re~ip~Iax as require(j t>y .. ~~~: Purchasing ""~".-~] 
Section 41.2, then, as between the Providing Party and the~l\llnq. l Deleted: Purchasing JParty, (a) the Providing Party shall be liable for any Tax imposed on its 

r-..- .. --...-----."..."'''-=-...,, """-,
receipts and (b) the~yjng P!lrIY:.I1!1ILPeliable for any irlt~rest . L.~Ieted:"~.~~~~~.i~9._~ ....,..,.,Jassessed thereon and any penalty assessed upon the Providing Party 
with respect to such Tax by the applicable taxing authority. 

41,5.5 If the ..!3.eceivingparty fails b;'l il!1pgse!lndlor(;gllect any Iax from ( Deleted: Purchasing...~............................"-... " ......." ...--...-...."",, ........:=J
Subscribers as required by Section 41.3, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the~llifJQ.party, the&~eartysh.:tll Deleted: Purchasing 
remain liable for such uncollected Tax and any interest assessed 

Deleted: Purchasing
thereon, as well as any penalty assessed with respect to such 
uncollected Tax by the applicable taxing authority. With respect to any 
Tax that the,Be.ce.i.ving Party has agreed to pay, or is required to . { Deleted: PurchaSing 
impose on andlor collect from Subscribers, the..!3.eceiYing Party agrees i Deleted P . 
to indemnify and hold the Providing Party harmless on an after-tax 
basis for any costs incurred by the Providing Party as a result of 
actions taken by the applicable taxing authority to recover the Tax 
from the Providing Party due to the failure of the,Beceiving, Party to 
timely pay, or collect and timely remit, such Tax to such authority, 

41.6 	 Audit Cooperation. In the event either Party is audited by a taxing authority, the 
other Party agrees to cooperate.ma,sQnab,ly with the Party being audited in order §eted.-:-'u-ny----""""--J 
to respond to any audit inquiries in a proper and timely manner so that the audit 
andlor any resulting controversy may be resolved expeditiously, 

41.7 	 Notices. All notices, affidavits, exemption-certificates or other communications 

required or permitted to be given by either Party to the other, for purposes of this 

Section 41, shall be made in writing and shall be delivered in person or sent by 

certified mail, return receipt requested, or registered mail, or a courier service 

providing proof of service, and sent to the addressees set forth in Section 29 as 

well as to the following: 


To Verizon: 

Verizon Communications 

Tax Department 

One Verizon Way, VC53S-221 

Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 


'UDeleted: To mClEC Acronym 1 
TE''':lI .JQaIjgblJ:::!.Q.u..s.e.; 	 ,,_._.____~_......_..-----J 

"""CLEC Tax Notification Contact TE""" 

Each Party may from time to time designate another address or other 

addressees by giving notice in accordance with the terms of this Section. Any 

notice or other communication shall be deemed to be given when received. 
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42. 	 Technology Upgrades 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, .eachEartYshall have the right to Deleb!ld: Verizon 
deploy, upgrade, migrate and maintain its network at its discretion. Each ParN .UU% 

, Deleb!ld: The Parties aC,knowledge,ii,r;;kno.w;ledg.e.s that~, at itsel~(;tion, may deploy fiber throughout itsnetwork and 
that such fiber deployment may materially affect the other Party'~_ ability to provide \ Deleb!ld: Verizon 

service using certain technologies. Nothing in this Agreement shalilimitaJ?ar1y:S ability "I Deleb!ld: inhibij or facilitate "'CLEC 
to modify its network through the incorporation of new equipment or software or 
otherwise, Each Party. shall be solely responsible for the cost and activities associated 
with accommodating,jJlJ.t.§,,,QWLLQ~t'N,g~,such changes in .theotberP.ar.ty:snetW()rk, 

43. 	 Territory 

43,1 	 This Agreement applies to the territory in which Verizon operates as an 
Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier in the State of~yeriz()n~~llllb~ 
obligated to provide Services under this Agreement only within this territory. 

43,2 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. Verizon may terminate 
this Agreement as to a specific operating territory or portion thereof if Verizon 
sells or otherwise transfers its operations in such territory or portion thereof to a 
third-person provided however thai such termination shall be permi,§§jble only if 
¥.filJj;;;90.. a§§i!.ID$jl~Ql.!li!l,§, !iJ:)Q"Qp.J.~atjo!:l§" ,Id gge.r.lbJ§t\Q!]lfilllent ,I!1,!i,\6.,!QJJ,j,iilg!<~ 
w.ith"Se,ctio,n_~2ithis"Agre,e,men.t,jQ the",tbirdper&.Qn",,,,Od,,,theJhir.dper,sQn,,,ag!]l~l:i,
in writing to assU!lJ§ all of Verizon's duties agg QQI!gations hereunder with 
[g§P'i;1QUQ§\d!<bJgI(itQ!:yQLQ.Prt!@~, Verizon shall provide,aUgh\ Hq.blJ!,e, 
with at least 90 calendar days prior written notice of such termination. which 
!1Qti~shall ,00000be effective~nj~§lUU§f,!'-199mpanied Q)!Jb§''NIiU~I1~§§JgIlment 
,and...aclmQwJe,d,g.e.mentbyJb,etbjrq,pefs,on"nole.d above. 

44. 	 Third Party Beneficiaries 

Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, this Agreement is for the sole benefit of 
the Parties and their permitted assigns, and nothing herein shall create or be construed 
to provide any third-persons (including, but not limited to, Customers or contractors of a 
Party) with any rights (including, but not limited to, any third-party beneficiary rights) 
hereunder. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, a Party shall have no liability 
under this Agreement to the Customers of the other Party or to any other third person, 

45. 	 rrhls Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

46. 	 252(1) Obligations 

To the extent required by Applicable Law, each Party shall comply with Section 252(i) of 
the Act. ,,6rightHolJs.e shaJLbe.aue. .•mang.em...e.nLc.Q.sts.Je..rminali!.l.tlJ;;b.a.rge.s.,..,and...&.imilar 
Po.§!§",~,!JQ9h?ril.iEs arising fr,QlJJj!~j?,,~~m~i§~ of il!%§@.9.\ign 2~?.W""dg,ht§,Jg"lli~,,!il1\t!inJ 
regJJJ[j3.9.J;?YApplicableL.aw.,., 

47. 	 Use of Service 

Each Party shall make commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that its Customers 
comply with the provisions of this AgreementJlPplicable to the use of Services,Qbtalo@s,J, 
by it under this Agreement. 

48. 	 Waiver 

A failure or delay of either Party to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement. or 

Acronym TE""s 

" ......... J 


the date specified in 

"""", ."••_~~... ,. ____","" ••••,."."........,,""_ "''''''''h'_~ 


Deleb!ld: To the extent that the I 

exercise by "'CLEC Acronym TE'" I 
of any rights it may have under i 
Section 252(1) results in the II' 

rearrangement of Services by 

Verizon, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 

shall be solely liable for all costs ' 

associated therewith, as well as for 
 .1' 

any termination charges associated 
with Ihe termination of existing i 
Verizon Services i 

Fonnatted: Keep with next 1 
Deleted: (including, but not limned 1;1 
the provisions of applicabte TariffS) I 

any right or remedy available under this Agreement or at law or in equity, or to require , Deleb!ld: purchased 

performance of any of the provisions of this Agreement, or to exercise any option which is Deleted: 
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provided under this Agreement, shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such 
provisions, rights, remedies or options. 

49. 	 Warranties 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER PARTY MAKES 
OR RECEIVES ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
SERVICES PROVIDED, OR TO BE PROVIDED, UNDER THIS AGREEMENT AND THE 
PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY. WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE WARRANTIES AGAINST INFRINGEMENT, AND 
WARRANTIES ARISING BY TRADE CUSTOM, TRADE USAGE, COURSE OF 
DEALING OR PERFORMANCE, OR OTHERWISE. 

50. 	 ~onally Left Blank] 

, 
..!?@Y.!IWrlU.Q[Services 

51.1 	 .This.A9re.emenLcQotains n umerous.,pro.'llSiQos requirinJl.p,e.rf.onnance...Qf.multiple 
functions by each Party that provide benefits t2 th~ gth!i( Party and/or the other 
e~r:t{§Qy§~gm!!~sgg!;nd Users.J~.Y.W.sy' ..gt!!~J~mpl~JIJl.d~QgUirp!t\,ltigJJ eaGQ 
PQ.r1¥...pIQl(jdesthe....QttlerJ:.ar:1Y-withJntercormectiQnarrangements.Jrans,porta..oct 
t.Ii.Irn.iOiil.tigggHL!!:ffif, numb~[ppn£tb[!jty',j~ng..qliil.Hnll.PitcltY.. 

51.212~Qsy§~pttb.~§~myUipJ~gUl!~!!ing Opllg9.tjp'IJ§[)9p~dQIrnan~9tglIJ92!~,i"Jigg 
Q,y",Q.lJe.PartYJ.lndeLthis..Agre.ement.shalLbe c.ojJstrLl~,Q.Jg.cr.eate.an.obli9atiQn..Q.o 
thil 2UJ§[ party to pay the pgdQrming Party for pgrforrn.ing that Qbl~atilLQ 
!!l~io..g""v.4tb..2.J.JJ"J,im,itsti.g.llJ.b..e Qr.Q¥i!li\ill,,QL~Y,,i!~mce,.,actiYity.j.un¥tjQn~QI 
performance under QL1.elatiru:UQ,this Agreement Any and all payment 
2pljg~1i9Jlp that~1).l§t9Lgri!l~\lflq@rJbl§AgJe@m.!?ot are expressly set forth in this 
Agre.e.rnenl!.iaingJangl.lag~,JbaLe.~pr.e.s.ilY ..l$.tate.itl:'l.§ll.rul}'tl1enUoLthe.partic..u.lar 
actllli1¥ is required and that states what sPi?c.ific payment is required 

51.3 	 For the avoidance.9.t.Qg.\l.gi.,.J.b§..J?'!.9bJ.b,§J;.?!.e~.rtY.. places a!1,Qr.&l.§LypderJhis 
AgreemenLw.hetberb¥meansotanJ..SRanA.§.8.,,,Pl,,Q11:l§f'N.ise,sbaUnoLbe 
~d to mean or imply that the Party placing thl'lQrller has an obligation 
1,I.Qq\'lLt.bl.§.Aar§\'lmiEni....9r...?!i...?!.IJ......t.Q".!ll.!i.~JiL.!!.gY...R.?!.Yrn.\\lo.t.§...t.R...!biE ..R.lh.l'I.r...E..ii!.!Jy...in 
.CQmpen.s.aliQnJorJh.e...s.e[v.ice~...AnYRaYme.n.tQbJigatiOnl$tbatex~tYOOe.[Jhi~ 
Agreement are expressly stated in thiS Agreement 

51 ACRr the convenlen\!§9fY§Ii~gn,Jbl3!..eIiQing61.\ii!9.!lm§!J.LiP~greeme.nt is 
Veri4QJl'.s..slanoacge[j.cing~AttachmeDtasQLthe.E.ffe.ctli!J',LDateotl,!JisAgreement 
klLElorida The Parties acknowledge that they have made no. effort to eliminate 
fLam the.E'Ilc.:ipgAt1?!gbm§InEflf§I§DGfI§.IP9!:'Ptlgfl§ f9fltctivitie!?..Jun.g[9'l§, 
lilldloI.Se['l.!.ce.S.lhat.at:e...notc..bargea~tle.rwise..s.ubject. to..aoy. payment 
obligatio!lYn9§!Jbj§Agr.§gmlimt.EQL!l.y'gigiQ~.gtdgJ,Ibt, nO..iWUh..;itanding 
.am.1bJngjoJaa..Pricing.AttaQb.menUotha.c.ootrary, nothingin..th.e...Pr.ic.ing 
Appendix cre.ates Of shall be c.onstrued to create an"y...9.bUgation on the part Qf 
~lther Pagy to pay for any particular ~ctivity fupction, oerfgrmance, or Service 
.undeLthis...8gr.e.ern.enL...lns1ead..Jhe..Pri!;;ing.Attachment.i.a..f.Quefe~JJ¥.J;LQn Iy a00. 
the fact that the Pricing Attachment may contains a price for a particular activity 
lli.!19tIQ.n,p~dQJm?n~.~Il~/or Se['ljcUb..!i!..I.I... D9.t~pe. cQ.n!!I(1,I§QJQ.;;<.r.~~I~~DY 
gaym.e..nt.obJjgatiQJ:),Jostead,aSpIQ\lideq"LQSec.tiQn5.Q,2,eacbaJloe.'lery 

Deleted: <#>Notwithstanding 
anything contained in this Agreement. 
except as othelWise required by 
Applicable Law, Venzon may 
terminate its offering and/or prOVision 
of any Service under this Agreement 
upon thirty (30) days prior written 
notice to '''CLEC Acronym TE ..·.lI 
<#>NotwHhstanding anything 
contained in this Agreement, except 
as othelWise required by Applicable 
Law, Verizon may with thirty (30) 
days prior written notice to '''CLEC 
Acronym TE'" terminate any 
provision of this Agreement that 
provides for the payment by Verizon 
to '''CLEC Acronym TE"· of 
compensation related to traffiC. 
including, but not limited to, 
Reciprocal Compensation and other 
types of compensation for termination 
of traffic delivered by Verlzon to 
'''CLEC Acronym TE·... Following 
such termination, except as otherwise 
agreed in wrillng by the Parties. 
Verlzon shall be obligated to provide 
compensation to '''CLEC Acronym 
TE'" related to traffic only to the 
extent required by Applicable Law. If 
Verlzon exercises "s right of 
terminatIOn under this Section, the 
Parties shall negotiate In good faith 
appropriate subsmute provisions for 
compensation related to traffic; 
provided. however. that except as 
otherwise voluntarily agreed by 
Verizon in writing in its sole 
discretion, Verizon shall be obligated 
to provide compensation to "'CLEC 
Acronym TE··· related to traffic only 
to the extent required by Applicable 
Law. If within thirty (30) days after 
Verlzon's notice of termination the 
Parties are unable to agree in writing 
upon mutually acceptable substitute 
provisions for compensation related 

i to traffic, either Party may submit their R§.¥m&1nLgg!~?'!;!91.1§§t.1!RIi§hggjpJbj§AgE@JiDwnt is e~PI!'lss!UtaW..g in th~ disagreement 10 dlspule resolution in 
,1i.\!P,!!lami\l§",!er.m§",gLttl.i.!!",Ag.r~,§.mef)\, accordance with Section t4 of this 

Agreement.11 

Deleted: 
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SIGNATURE PAGE 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of 
the Effective Date. 

"'CLEC Full Name TE'" "'VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TX,..." 

By: By: 

Printed: "·CLEC Signing Party TE'" Printed: "*Verizon Signing Party's Name MC·" 

Title: ·'·CLEC Signing Party's Title TEo•• Title: "·Verizon Signing Party's Title MC'" 
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1.1 

GLOSSARY 

1. 	 General Rule 

The provisions of Sections 1.2 through 1.4 and Section 2 apply with regard to the Deleted: Tet111s used in a Tariff 
Principal Document. 	 shall have the meanings stated in the 

Tariff. 

1.2 	 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, when a term listed in this Glossary 

is used in the Principal Document, the term shall have the meaning stated in this 

Glossary. A defined term intended to convey the meaning stated in this Glossary 

is capitalized when used. Other terms that are capitalized, and not defined in this 

Glossary or elsewhere in the Principal Document, shall have the meaning stated 

in the Act."Qt ...lLapp~~.jn.ntle.AlJlUhe,,~JI,e....QtFed.eI.aL~\.ll.aliQn!i. 

Additional definitions that are specific to the matters covered in a particular 

provision of the Principal Document may appear in that provision. To the extent 

that there may be any conflict between a definition set forth in this Glossary and 

any definition in a specific provision, the definition set forth in the specific 

provision shall control with respect to that provision.~,i,§'~£@1!mii!,~!; 


giyen their norm~1 English llianguage rneani~xceptJ.l:l.at,terms witb~a 


.ii!P.~!;;i!il!l?;~.QLg~n~t1i!!Jl.l.!Jl.qlit[~qr;t_~W1i.!:l.g.J2r aru?Jj9.1i!ti2D....Will!jnJ!J.g.ug~q 

States.ttllecoJP111!.Wicatiooslnd.u.s.trygs.QUbeEffe.ctiveJ2ate,s!:JalLbei!1terpreted 

in light of that mganlgg 


1.3 	 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, any term defined in this Glossary 

which is defined or used in the singular shall include the plural, and any term 

defined in this Glossary which is defined or used in the plural shall include the 

singular. 


1.4 	 The words "shall" and "will" are used interchangeably throughout the Principal 

Document and the use of either indicates a mandatory requirement. The use of 

one or the other shall not confer a different degree of right or obligation for either 

Party. 


2. 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 Act. 

The Communications Act of 1934 (47 U,S.C. §151 et seq.), as from time to time 

amended (including, but not limited to, by the Telecommunications Act of 1996). 


t;:;;!eted: <#>Advanced SelVices.'11 l 
2.2 	 ,[Intentionally left blaJ'llsl As a general matter. shall have the I 

meaning set forth by the FCC.'11 ..J 
2.3 	 Affiliate. Fonnatted: Bullets and 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.4 	 Agent. 

An agent or servant. 

2.5 	 Agreement. 

This Agreement, as defined in Section 1 of the General Terms and Conditions, 

2.6 	 ALI (Automatic Location Identification) Database. 
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The emergency services (E-911) database controlled by Verizon containing 

caller addressllocation information including the carrier name, National 

Emergency Numbering Administration ("NENA") 10, Call Back Number, and other 

carrier information used to process caller location records. 


2.7 Ancillary Traffic, 

All traffic that is destined for ancillary services, or that may have special billing Ar 

£Quljrljlrequirements, including but not limited to the following: directory 

assistance, 911/E-911, operator services (IntraLATA call completion). IntraLATA 

third party. collect and calling card. 800/888 database query and lIDB. 


2.8 ANI (Automatic Number Identification). 

The signaling parameter that refers to the number transmitted through the 

network identifying the billing number of the calling party, 


2,9 Applicable Law, 

All effective laws, government regulations and government orders, .inc)JJ.diDJ.l. 

without limitation Qrders.JrlJbe FCC andJhe Commi~I1",appliC8ble to each 

Party's performance of its obligations under this Agreement. For the avoidance 

of any doubt. when used in relation to unbundled Network Elements or 

Combinations of unbundled Network Elements, the term "Applicable Law" means 

io.QJu.d.!ill the FederalUnbundlingRulEls. 


2,10 ASR (Access Service Request). 

An industry standard form, which contains data elements and usage rules used 

by the Parties to add, establish, change or disconnect services or trunks for the 

purposes of interconnection, 


2.11 ATIS, 

The Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions. 

2.12 BFR (Bona Fide Request). 

The process described in the Network Element Attachment that prescribes the 

terms and conditions relating to a Party's request that the other Party provide a 

UNE that it is not otherwise required to provide under the terms of this 

Agreement. 


2.13 Business Day. 

Monday through Friday, except for f.e.deralholidays. 

2.14 Calendar Quarter. 

January through March, April through June, July through September, or October 

through December. 


2.15 Calendar Year. 

January through December. 

2.16 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 
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2.17 Call Back Number. 

A telephone number that can be used by the PSAP to re-contact the location 
from which a 911/E-911 Call was placed. The telephone number mayor may not 
be the telephone number of the station used to originate the 911/E-911 Call. 

2.18 CCS (Common Channel Signaling). 

A method of transmitting call set-up and network control data over a digital 
signaling network separate from the public switched telephone network facilities 
that carry the actual voice or data content of the call. 

2.19 Central Office. 

An End Office or Tandem, Of a facility or location that performs,g~nerally simiJaf 
f!dlJ.lt.!iQ!l\LY.iithiJ.Li.~.!llmY1li\!1!li.QJJ.lU)itI:tiQ'~. Sometimes this term is used to refer 
to a telephone company building in which switching systems and telephone 
equipment are installed. 

2.20 ,cbangeJnAp.pllc.abJ.e . .L,aw, 

8n.¥J_latj)l~~gl,!la1~aLor other goyernmental deciSion ~ 
~t!;.[min.eJi9r.LQr..fllt.!iQn,JbEtg.pa Q9§§ARPliG.!\.b.!.11.,~,Jb.at9GC;;!,![§ .. gnQL1!f\grJb.!l 
.Eff.e.ctill.§1. ..Q.ate...aru.t.1b.at.ma.teriil1J.v...ilf.fec1§"~materiaL.p,,r.QllisjQJl,2ftl:1js 
Agreement the (ight!! or gbligations of §! Party hereunder or the ability of a,E.ar~ 
i.!Lqed9I!IUi!!lY,ffiii!J§L@.J1I9.Yi§ign oHo)§AgJeern~nt 

2.21 Claims. 

Any and all claims, demands, suits, actions, settlements, judgments, fines, 
penalties, liabilities, injuries, damages, losses, costs (including, but not limited to, 
court costs), and expenses (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney's 
fees). 

2.22 CLEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier). 

Any Local Exchange Carrier other than Verizon that is operating as a Local 
Exchange Carrier in the territory in which Verizon operates as an ILEC in the 
State of,fJQrid~B4i9ht House isp CLEC. 

2.23 CLlI Codes. 

Common Language Location Identifier Codes. 

2.24 CMOS (Centralized Message Distribution System). 

The billing record and clearing house transport system that LECs use to 
exchange out collects and in collects as well as Carrier Access Billing System 
(CABS) records. 

2.25 Commission. 

J.he FIQrida Public Service Commissiol\ 

2.26 Controlling 911 Authority. 

The duly authorized state, county or local government agency empowered by law 

fDeleted: <#>[Inlentionally Left '·'1 
, Blank].l1 ~ 

fi;;'nnatted: Bullets and Numbering, .~ 

(-.'-.--..--'.-~~~lDeleted: [State]. '~CLEC Acronym J 
TE'.... 

. ( Deleted: or shortly will become 
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to oversee the 911/E-911 services, operations and systems within a defined 
jurisdiction. 

2.27 CPN (Calling Party Number). 

A CCS parameter that identifies the calling party's telephone number. 

2.28 CPNI (Customer Proprietary Network Information). 

Shall have the meaning set forth in Section 222 of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 222. 

2.29 Cross Connection. 

~ithirr ac:oli()c:atiol"larrangemer'lt, lacUiti~sl:letw'een8c()ll()cating P~rty's . 

equipment and eithe,~the equipment or facilities of the housing Party (such as 

the housing Party's digital signal cross connect, Main Distribution Frame, or other 

suitable frame or pane~",gUl;!lJh~~,!;tyJ~1!LQUaciJjl~§"gLano.tQer~g,[l2g,g,ti!!9 
~. 

2.30 Customer. 

A.sYbscribeLto....a.Pam(sIe!eCOO1mJ.Lui.c.a1lo.nsServiceSQLtQJheser'lic~otaQ ( Deleted: A third party reSiden~e or--'" 
Miliate of a Party Qr a third partv that provides interconnected VolP services Ibusiness end-user subscriber to 

Telephone ExChange Services iw.b~r!1.J;L!2Q ...il::t/@. rcqn!JJ1~g .. y9JP....§t;l(Yic~Sjir.§Q9nJJ~qt!i!Q lP.JQ€l.P4P.Ii.p.. §Wilg!JElQ 
i provided by either of the Parties.ll !teJephQ11€l ...oe.tworkv!i..a.Par1¥:s.IeleQQmm\lnic....tlQ.ns...Servtces,,FoJai/oIdarrceoJ '- ,-,-~ 

pO\JI21.Jhe tenn.. "C u%tomeCjn cluQ§§Jh jrctpartvJ:§11ideOg§,.P'us.iDe~§p'.r. 
gQ'le[r:)menta!EJ1l;jU"ser.l!:wbQJece,i'&,jnt~[CQnne,cted.V.Qle.SeI)lic.e.Jn~m..an 
affiliate of a Party and also includes resellers or....o.1tl.er..entities to which a Party 

RfQyig€l§.I§I€lg9.mmunig~tj9.D§§§(y'i9Sl!l on aw.b9.I€l§$.!I~p.f.1.§ls that 1:l,1.51J.b.€ln \I§eq 

j!1.c.Q.l1nection.iCt.ith...~QIQI!~ bv""liUch.mW,f~c~munlc.atip.nu.e..r:v~ 

t!L..Emi.1ls~ 


2.31 Dark Fiber Loop. 

Consists of fiber optic strand(s) in a Verizon fiber optic cable between Verizon's 

accessible terminal, such as the fiber distribution frame, or its functional 

equivalent, located within a Verizon End Office, and Verizon's accessible 

terminal located in Verizon's main termination pOint at a Customer premises, 

such as a fiber patch panel, and that Verizon has not activated through 

connection to electronics that "light" it and render it capable of carrying 

Telecommunications Services. 


2.32 Dark Fiber Transport. 

An optical transmission facility, within a LATA, that Verizon has not activated by 

attaching multiplexing, aggregation or other electronics, between Verizon 

switches (as identified in the LERG) or UNE Wire Centers. 


2.33 Dedicated Transport. 

A DSO-, DS1-, or DS3-capacity transmission facility between Verizon switches 

(as identified in the LERG) or UNE Wire Centers, within a LATA, that is dedicated 

to a particular end user or carrier. Dedicated Transport is sometimes referred to 

as dedicated interoffice facilities ("IOF"). Dedicated Transport does not include 

any facility that does not connect a pair of Verizon UNE Wire Centers. 
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2.34 	 Default PSAP. 

The PSAP designated by the ContrOlling 911 Authority to receive a 911/E-911 

Call when it,pannot be selerulJ.el~uted dye to,a.nhW/key faill,lre.,,<;lLQ1her 

&j;\.~ to the Designated PSAP. 


2.35 	 Designated PSAP. 

The primary PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive a 

911/E-911 Call based upon thes.elec.tiv..e[QMtin9assjgne.d..tQlh~tgeographic 


location of the .,\;pd U§.!H. 


2.36 	 Digital Signal Level. 

One of several transmission rates in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.37 	 Discontinued Facility. 

Any facility, element, arrangement or the like that the Federal Unbundling Rules 

do not require Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis toBriQm 1:iOJ.Is.e., 

whether because the facility was never subject to an unbundling requirement 

under the Federal Unbundling Rules, because the facility by operation of law has 

ceased or ceases to be subject to an unbundling requirement under the Federal 

Unbundling Rules, or otherwise. 


2.38 	 DSO (Digital Signal Level 0). 

The 64kbps zero-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.39 	 DS1 (Digital Signal Level 1). 

The 1.544 Mbps first-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.40 	 DS1 Dedicated Transport. 
Formatte~: contract 2, Indent: Left: 

==Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 1.544 Mbps. 

2.41 	 DS3 (Digital Signal Level 3). 

The 44.736 Mbps third-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.42 	 DS3 Dedicated Transport. 
.. (;,""atted: contr~cti Indent: Left: 1 

==Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 44.736 Mbps. 0.5" .. ..~~_j 
2.43 	 DS3 Loop. 

A digital transmission channel, between the main distribution frame (or its Forma,tted: contract 2, Indent: 
equivalent) in an end user's serving UNE Wire Center and the demarcation point 
at the end user customer's premises, suitable for the transport of isochronous 
bipolar serial data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 OS1 channels), 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time 
to time, A DS3 Loop requires the electronics necessary to provide the DS3 
transmission rate. 

2.44 	 EMI (Exchange Message Interface). 

user 
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Standard used for the interexchange of telecommunications message information 

between local exchange carriers and interexchange carriers for billable, non· 

billable, sample, settlement and study data. Data is provided between 

companies via a unique record layout that contains Customer billing information, 

account summary and tracking analysis. EMI format is contained in document 

SR-320 published by ATIS. 


r ~1Formatted: Keep with next ........J 
2.45 End Office. 

A switching entity that is used for connecting lines to lines or lines to trunks~ 


L~~~~tnab~qu.l.vaJ~Ul!.!l~ll...ons., for the purpose of originating/terminating 

Jelecommy n icstio oS§C>ll1etilT1E!SJllis terll1is used t()Jeferto a teleph()ne . 
company building in which switching systems and telephone equipment are 
installed. 

..
2.46 .&\).d User 

8"PlJ,§j,g,.~~'mgQY~I~nta1.consymerLr.e.slde.n.tialQLQtber.~Ut¥...that~.nQj,Jtc.tirul, 
lrLth.e..capaciWoiiL~ions Carrier that subscribes to a. 
I~I§£gIPm!,lnix~Jiqn§.~I9.\? ota l@.J~~9mm.\!D.i.98tiops CJg..r:i§'L\J!J.9..!yg~~ 
!imjiedtQa£'.artyLi'Ll}SjlQL~i1bs.~besJqJtojt)1\iIQO,nnecte(.tVqIPSeXYJce~eJe"g
QLa prgyider of li!.I..Ch.~ lioclugiog but not limite.d.J.Q..aEarty o~ 
.~.,.EB~) ......E()r§Y..2irJ.?J!,"m~9tq.2YPJ,[\'!rnI!:lnC;~§J9.j! ...::.!;lJ!g.b.LH9u~..J;n!!i\l§!i(~.rfi!.ffi![ 
tQ...Eod.U~s.Jbatobtait.1CQnnectivity.1QJbe"pSTN.di(ectIYQrjn.dire.ct.lyJllrou.gb 


agghtH.9.Y§@:~".!1!i.~o ~k J!!lgJ!i1f§J5lJl.9.!i1§~QJ~,,::Y!i1Ij;!;9Jl J;;J!Q,U§,!i1r"..ref§JJQ ..1:nq 

Usersth.at..ol:llaincoqnecthlilYtoJheP,SIN!.:UrectiY...Q[lOdiIectlYJhr.ough,,~[izon:s 

network. 

2.47 Exchange Access. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act·"!k1CQYIP9,,§es .9.f..'!'bJs~m~nt. 

"Exc.hangeAcc.e.ss"Jrafficsh.aJt . .fal.i...ioto QDeoitwo ..exha.ustillfl...i1nd..mutu.i1.iJ:l 

~.xp.ly§i)(~ci;1!'ilQ9.rI@§"IglLIr{lffiQ," ]§c:l~fiJ).ec:lh~[\'!iQ.,Jo wblcDoneQfJD§lP§r1i€!§ 

.i§..!h~..Jt.S.G.;,,~,,[!q ..':M.§l.!i1t.polnt.ejJiigg..Iri;1ttl!.!"§!I qe.f.jnlilq he~inj!LWhich ..t.b.~.eiilIti§l!l 

igJntlYPcollide...e.x.ch.ange.ac.ce~Se,('lice.to .. a .thJrd:partYJXC 


2.48 Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. 

An arrangement that provides a Customer a local calling scope (Extended Area 

Service, "EAS"), outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area. 

Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangements may be either optional or non· 

optional. "Optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement Traffic' is traffic 

that under an optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement chosen by the 

Customer terminates outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area. 

~-QptiQnal Extended local C?lIing Scope Arraogenl~nt Traffic" is traffic that 

Mn9.§lL an2.n:"g~ E;X.~nq§l9J.,.QQ..aLc.a.ujnq"§QQQ!iI..6.IT!!.!l9&.!JJl;t!2I,,,.9.rd.ereqp'.YJ~ 

.Qommissio!l.j§,[min.a~!I".QlJt§ide oUh~,I,!§tomer's basi.!;lJ;l~iLf1l#.!i,;?~~~", 


2.49 FCC. 

The Federal Communications Commission. 

2.50 FCC Internet Orders. 

The follOWing FCC orders; (a) Order on Remand and Report and Order, In the 


Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996, intercarrier Compensation for ISP Bound 
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Traffic. FCC 01-131, CC Docket Nos. 96-9B and 99-6B. 16 FCC Red 9151 
(adopted April1B. 2001) (hereinafter the "April 1B, 2001 FCC Internet Order"); 
and. (b) Order on Remand and Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, In the Matter of High-Cost Universal Service Support; Federal-State 
Joint Board on Universal Service; Lifeline and Link Up; Universal Service 
Contribution Methodology; Numbering Resource Optimization; Implementation of 
the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996; 
Developing a Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; Intercarrier 
Compensation for ISP-Bound Traffic; IP-Enabled Services, FCC OB-262, CC 
Docket Nos. 96-45, 96-98, 99-68, 99-200, 01-92, WC Docket Nos. 03-109, 04
36,05-337,06-122 (adopted November 5, 200B) (hereinafter the "November 5, 
200B FCC Internet Order"). 

2.51 FCC Regulationst.aYliJ!ll,,§. 

The unstayed, effective regulations promulgated by the FCC, as amended from 
time to time. including botb..£.CC rules arui..re~ions fQrfT)~.c.Qdifj~jILlh.e. 
!;g5i~gtF§q~r.K!JJ~eg ula.ti.gg.R.!ilgg.f.!;gJ:§.qui(~fT\!intfiijrrmgfii@j;Lin..f.s.;;,g._Q.[ft1il£§l,~ 
[y!'iQg,~Jl\J1J1JlLsp~~f~g· 

2.52 Federal Unbundling Rules. 

Any lawful requirement to provide access to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements that is imposed upon Verizon by 
the FCC pursuant to both 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c}(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. Any 
reference in this Agreement to "Federal Unbundling Rules" shall not include an 
unbundling requirement if the unbundling requirement does not exist under both 
47 U.S.C. § 251 (c}(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. 

2.53 Feeder. 

The fiber optic cable (lit or unlit) or metallic portion of a Loop between a serving 
End Office and a remote terminal or feeder/distribution interface. 

2.54 FNID (Fiber Network Interface Device). 

A passive fiber optic demarcation unit designed for the interconnection and 
demarcation of optical fibers between two separate network providers. 

2.55 FTTP Loop. 

A Loop consisting entirely of fiber optic cable, whether dark or lit, that extends 
from the main distribution frame (or its equivalent) in an end user's serving End 
Office to the demarcation point at the end user's customer premises or to a 
serving area interface at which the fiber optic cable connects to copper or coaxial 
distribution facilities that extend to the end user's customer premises 
demarcation point, provided that all copper or coaxial distribution facilities 
extending from such serving area interface are not more than 500 feet from the 
demarcation point at the respective end users' customer premises; provided, 
however, that in the case of predominantly residential multiple dwelling units 
(MDUs), an FTTP Loop is a Loop consisting entirely of fiber optic cable, whether 
dark or lit, that extends from the main distribution frame (or its equivalent) in the 
End Office that serves the multiunit premises: (a) to or beyond the multiunit 
premises' minimum point of entry (MPOE), as defined in 47 C.F.R. § 68.105; or 
(b) to a serving area interface at which the fiber OptiC cable connects to copper or 
coaxial distribution facilities that extend to or beyond the multiunit premises' 
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MPOE, provided that all copper or coaxial distribution facilities extending from 
such serving area interface are not more than 500 feet from the MPOE at the 
multiunit premises. 

2.56 House and Riser Cable. 

A two-wire metallic distribution facility in Verizon's network between the minimum 
point of entry for a building where a premises of a Customer is located (such a 
point, an "MPOE") and the Rate Demarcation Point for such facility (or NID) if the 
NID is located at such Rate Demarcation Point). 

2.57 Hybrid Loop. 

A Loop composed of both fiber optic cable and copper wire or cable. An FTIP 
Loop is not a Hybrid Loop. 

2.58 IDLC (Integrated Digital Loop Carrier). 

A subscriber Loop carrier system that integrates within the switch at a DS1 level, 
which is twenty-four (24) Loop transmission paths combined into a 1.544 Mbps 
digital signal. 

2.59 ILEC (Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier). 

Shall have the meaning stated in the Act. 

2.60 Information Access. 

The provision of specialized exchange telecommunications services in a LATA in 
connection with the origination, termination, transmission, switching, forwarding 
or routing of telecommunications traffic to or from the facilities of a provider of 
information services.._Such.Hec.,~tLexc.bange lelecQm--'TIUnlca1iQlJ.S~r.'li.Ce~ 
in.~J\Jg.e'L@e(li nec;e!?§g(l(.Jtl~, P.rQY..i.§jQILof~wortf.c.QJJIC!tL§i,Q!:t~Ung, iii[).§!'i!il( 
sUQ,eIlfi!iljOl1,autQmatir;;~{.;.allingJlumj;).~Lid.@Jltificati~qg[IjflJ~t;;Qes~Qde§;;Jesti!l9 
aod maigtenanQe of facilities and th@ provision of information necessa(l( to bill 
.c.J.I.stO.lI)ilf§.. 

2.61 Inside Wire or Inside Wiring. 

All wire, cable, terminals, hardware, and other equipment or materials, on the 
Customer's side of the Rate Demarcation Point. 

2.62 Interconnection Wire Center. 

A building or portion thereof which serves as the premises for one or more End 
Offices, Tandems and related facilities. 

2.63 Internet Traffic. 

JJaffi.c.ln_whicb...a..C..u.s.tom.e.coLe:m:tUs.eL.OLa ..P.arty..e.stabUsb.e.s.jidj.aJ:J.lP 
connection to tbe modems Of functionally equivalent equipment or facilities of an 
lQle(ne.t~e.(X.i¥.f:!.E.(Q\f.!df:!r.J(Ymf:!?ns Qt.ggJlQ~¢.i(ms to lb!tPy.p.lig swit¥.be.<J 
te.le.ph.QQe ne:twQrkJ?fQYid.ed.JQ..the.JnteI!l~tSe.rYic.ePrQv.idef,by.theQtheLP~.~ 

2.64 InterLATA Service. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 
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2.65 	 IntraLATA. 

Telecommunications that originate and terminate within the same LATA. 

2.66 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.67 

2.68 	 IXC (Interexchange Carrier). 

A Telecommunications Carrier that provides, directly or indirectly, InterLATA or 
IntraLATA Telephone Toll Services. 

2.69 	 LATA (Local Access and Transport Area). 


Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 


2.70 	 LEC (Local Exchange Carrier). 


Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 


2.71 	 LERG (Local Exchange Routing Guide). 

A Telcordia Technologies reference containing NPAlNXX routing and homing 
information. 

2.72 	 LlDB (Line Information Data Base). 

Line Information databases which provide, among other things, calling card 
validation functionality for telephone line number cards issued by Verizon and 
other entities and validation data for collect and third number-billed calls (e.g .. 
data for billed number screening). 

2.73 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.74 	 Line Side. 

An End Office connection that provides transmission, switching and optional 
features . .,.QIAQ.lJilllil.!mt..fJdudi.Qns.. suitable for Customer connection to the public 
switched telephone network,which may include without Iimita\:iQn, loop start 
supervision, ground start supervision and signaling for BRI-ISDN service. 

2.75 	 Loop. 

A transmission path that extends from a Main Distribution Frame or functionally 
comparable piece of eqUipment in a Customer's serving End Office, to the Rate 
Demarcation Point (or NID if installed at the Rate Demarcation Point) in or at the 
Customer's premises. The actual transmission facilities used to provide a Loop 
may utilize any of several technologies. 

2.76 	 LSR (Local Service Request). 

An industry standard form, which contains data elements and usage rules, used 
by the Parties to establish, add, change or disconnect Qer:taJnSeJ~M:~~rQ.lI,.iQed 
unger this Agreem@nt including withput IimitallimJesold Telecommunications 
Service""Net\¥(.lrk Elell1entll",L~s1!?.fQr..N..u.n;J.b.e.LPQrting...il1e...e.s.t!!~hn:)enU)f 
Directory Listings and ..,.Qij)er functiQn~. 
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2.77 Maintenance Control Office. 

; -<
Fonnatted: contract 2, Indent: left: 

11 " 

Deleted: a Verizon ) 
Deleted; a Customer 

Deleted: , on that other Party's 
network 

Deleted: Verizon 

Deleted: Venzon local calling areas I 
shall be as defined b y Venzoo. I 

Either Party's center responsible for control of the maintenance and repair of a 
circuit 

[ Fonnatted; Keep with next~ 
2.78 	 MDF (Main Distribution Frame). 

The primary point at which outside plant facilities terminate within an 
Interconnection Wire Center, for interconnection to other J!;Icili!ie,~'.Vtlhln thi! Telecommunlcmlons 
Interconnection Wire Center. The distribution frame used to interconnect cable 
pairs and line trunk equipment terminating on a switching system. 

2,79 	 Measured Internet Traffic. 

Jnternet Traffic originated by a Customer of one Party on that Party's network at a' 

point inJ,b.,i!lei!,~local calling area, and delivered toJ,D..e mgQ§mR or 

fl.l.n~t,i~n~c~,yjy,~JentJl,quipm"1ntQr fa,ciJities",otan Internet Service Provider 

served by the other Party.at a point in the same Jocal calling area y For the 

purposes of this definition, a Verizon local calling area includes a Verizon non

optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement, but does not include a 

Verizon optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. Calls originated on 

a 1+ presubscription basis, or on a casual dialed (10XXX/101XXXX) basis, are 

not considered Measured Internet Traffic. For the avoidance of any doubt, 

Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic) (as defined in the 

Interconnection Attachment) does not constitute Measured Internet Traffic.H.E,o.r 

avoidance of doubt the Partiesexoressly acknowle;dge thaUn..the, Noyember 9... 

4qQ!t,E:'(;'(O!!i,[,g!;),LQrg~r;,1b.~"S;G~~,gJb,filtJ!lt,~m~U+~jg),!l,.,§,y~g,U.g 
ReciprQcaLComperu>aliQ!LandJhaLa§ar.eJi\ult;Re,cj,pIo~CQIDpen§ationIr.affic 
,includes Igterpel Traffic jiubject tQ the FCC's rules and rulings regardiOO 
in,te,[c.aIfleLQQ1llpensatiQI!,ap'pJic.ablf;}.io,,§I.I.m.1r,a~ 

2.80 	 MECAB (Multiple Exchange Carrier Access Billing). 

A document prepared by the Billing Committee of the Ordering and Billing Forum 

(OBF), which functions under the auspices of the Carrier Liaison Committee 

(CLC) of ATIS. The MECAB document, published by ATIS as "ATIS/OBF

MECAB", as revised from time to time, contains the recommended guidelines for 

the billing of an Exchange Access Service provided by two or more LECs, or by 

one LEC in two or more states, within a single LATA. 


2,81 	 MECOD (Multiple Exchange Carriers Ordering and Design Guidelines for Access 

Services - Industry Support Interface). 


A document developed by the Ordering/Provisioning Committee under the 

auspices of the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF). which functions under the 

auspices of the Carrier Liaison Committee (CLC) of A TIS. The MECOD 

document, published by ATIS as "ATIS/OBF-MECOD", as revised from time to 

time, establishes methods for processing orders for Exchange Access Service 

that is to be provided by two or more LECs. 


I'-~~-"~-~-~.----..~---'" 
'i Deleted: <#>llntentionally left 

2.82 	 ~PQjnl Bi!ll.!:l.lUraffic BlankJ.~ 

, , l Fonnattlld: Bullets and Numbering
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.otheLPartv ata POI established under this A9reement.~elille.red by the 

gJb,~,~f;l,r,!Y~JR"~,Q,Jt1,!~r!\1X,!;ru.mg,!:'-~~In~LQ!JQ.l..!§,,g,~J,il{.£lh~g",!?Y",!!!,r,).JJ)ter!ltx,!;b,~!lQ,~ 

Came[tQJllj!;le'lJ::t¥,"i.s..J~xcl:la.ngedJllIitlLttleQtheI.Pw!y .aLaPQ1..,~g§.IW,§,ill;lsi 

l.!Il.d.e(Jbls..Agf!~ement. ao.dJerminates 2Q the network of theQth~~ 
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2.83 	 Mobile Wireless Services. 

Any mobile wireless Telecommunications Service, including any commercial 
mobile radio service. 

2.84 	 NANP (North American Numbering Plan). 

The system of telephone numbering employed in the United States, Canada, 
Bermuda, Puerto Rico and certain Caribbean islands. The NANP format is a 10
digit number that consist of a 3-digit NPA Code (commonly referred to as the 
area code), followed by a 3-digit NXX code and 4 digit line number. 

2.85 	 Network Element. 


Shall have the meaning stated in the Act. 


2.86 	 NID (Network Interface Device). 

~interfaceQ!2Yig.~db.ya.Eg..l1Y.terminating JllatParty'scommunications 
network on the property where the Customer's service is located. at a point 
determined by JheEatl~pIaciruUtle NI[)"..A.Veriz.QuN.LD.shaILc901ainanFCC 
Part 68 registered jack from which Inside Wire may be connected to Verizon's 
network. 

2.87 	 911/E-911 Call(s). 

Call(s) made by the.Bright House !;nd.U&ru by dialing the three digit telephone 
number "911" to facilitate the reporting of an emergency requiring response by a 
public safety agency. 

2.88 	 911/E-911 Service Provider. 

An entity authorized to provide 911/E-911 network and database services within 
a particular jurisdiction. 

2.89 	 Non-Revertive. 

Where traffic is redirected to a protection line because of failure of a working line 
and the working line is repaired, traffic will remain on the protection line until 
there is either manual intervention or a failure of the protection line. 

2.90 	 NPA (Numbering Plan Area). 

Also sometimes referred to as an area code, is the first three-digit indicator of 
each 10-digit telephone number within the NANP. There are two general 
categories of NPA, "Geographic NPAs" and "Non-Geographic NPAs". A 
Geographic NPA is associated with a defined geographic area,. A Non~ 
Geographic NPA, also known as a "Service Access Code" or "SAC Code" is 
typically associated with a specialized Telecommunications Service that may be 
provided across multiple geographic NPA areas. 500, 700, 800, 888 and 900 are 
examples of Non-Geographic NPAs. 

2.91 	 NXX, NXX Code, Central Office Code or CO Code. 

The three-digit switch entity indicator (i.e. the first three digits of a seven-digit 
telephone number). 
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2.92 Order. 

An order or application to provide, change._Qbialn.m.aJntenancewlthre.5.pec.tJQ, 
or terminate a Service (including, but not limited to, a commitment to~a. . 
stated number or minimum number of lines or other Services for a stated period 
or minimum period of time). 

2.93 	 Originating Switched Access Detail Usage Data. 

A category 1101XX record as defined in the EMI Telcordia Practice BR-010-200
010. 

2.94 	 POI (Point of Interconnection). 

The physical location where the Parties' respective facilities physically 

interconnect for the purpose of mutually exchanging their traffic. "p'Q!s includ~t(i} ......... . 

a technically feasible point on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber meet 

point to which the Parties mutually agree under the terms of this Agreement. ~ 


!J11~r.\i,2i.J~,l~t,t,~,",tl.rm.lnl§,~tb,~Par!i!1!§.:,J?',~ljgatiQns..w.ltb"f![~'p'~qt~Q.1M. 
estabJisn.r:aenlQtPQls. 

2.95 	 Primary Reference Source. 

Equipment that provides a timing signal to synchronize gJ.fferente£LuJprneIl1witbln. 
g"network,. 

296 	 Principal Document. 

This document, including, but not limited to, the Title Page, the Table of 
Contents, the Preface, the General Terms and Conditions, the signature page, 
this Glossary, the Attachments, and the Appendices to the Attachments. 

2.97 	 Providing Party. 

A Party offering or providing a Service to the other Party under this Agreement. 

2.98 	 PSAP. 


Public Safety Answering Point. 


2.99 	 Receiving Party. 

A Party requesting or receiving a Service from the other Party under this 
Agreement. 

2100 	 Qualifying UNE. 

An unbundled Network Element or a combination of unbundled Network 
Elements obtained, pursuant to the Federal Unbundling Rules, under this 
Agreement or a Verizon UNE Tariff. 

2.101 	 Qualifying Wholesale Services. 

Wholesale services obtained from Verizon under a Verizon access Tariff or a 
separate wholesale agreement. 

2.102 	 Rate Center Area. 
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The geographic area that has been identified by a given LEC as being 
associated with a particular NPA-NXX code assigned to the LEC for its provision 
of Telephone Exchange Services. _ _._ .......................... 

2.103 Rate Center Point. 

A specific geographic pOint, defined by a V&H coordinate, located within the Rate 
Center Area and used to measure distance for the purpose of billing for distance
sensitive Telephone Exchange Services and Toll Traffic. Pursuant to Telcordia 
Practice BR-795-100-1 00, the Rate Center Point may be an End Office location, 
or a "LEC Consortium Point of Interconnection". 

2.104 Rate Demarcation Point. 

The physical point in a Verizon provided network facility at which Verizon's 
responsibility for maintaining that network facility ends and the Customer's 
responsibility for maintaining the remainder ofthe facility begins, as set forth in 
this Agreement, Verizon's applicable Tariffs, if any, or as otherwise prescribed 
under Applicable Law. 

2.105 Reciprocal Compensation. 

The arrangement for recovering, in accordance with Section 251 (b)(5) of the Act, 
the FCC Internet Orders, and other applicable FCC orders and FCC 
Regulations~~, costs incurred for the transport and termination of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic originating on one Party's network and 
terminating on the other Party's network (as set forth in Section 7 of the 
Interconnection Attachment). 

2.106 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. 

Telecommunications traffic.Gxc.hang.e~lw!:!eflthe.P.a.r.ti.es...?ndi>JJbjed to. ... 
.R-eciprocaI Compensation ,!,lOderA@Hcab.le....l.m'L.,Eor..av9idance..9Lo9ubLthe 
E13.d;i.Ii1.!1 ex;p.ri§~Jy ackn9.:w.le.Q£le.thfl! in the Noy.Ii1I!1.P.s;)E 5 2QQ.lLEQQlnJeUlei 
Order the EC.C...Olled..tha~tI[atficisuQl!ic1to Reciprf.l.c.aI...C,&l,mRens_atiml 
and .that as aJesull, ReciproCji!1 Compensatioo Traffic includes Internet Traffic 
SUbie9.bJ9J.b.@...EQ.s;;.:.§JYJ@s anq_1YHng§.r.@g~rgi!Jg interca[[i,!~.U~2!lJP..eQ§gUQ!l 
applicab.lelos.ucb.Jlaffic-" 

2.107 Retail Prices. 

The prices at which a Service is provided by Verizon at retail to subscribers who 
are not Telecommunications Carriers. 

2.108 Routing Point. 

A speCific geographic point identified by a specific V&H coordinate. The Routing 
Point is used to route inbound traffic to specified NPA-NXXs. The Routing Point 
must be located within the LATA in which the corresponding NPA-NXX is 
located. However, the Routing Point associated with each NPA-NXX need not 
be the same as the corresponding Rate Center POint, nor must it be located 
within the corresponding Rate Center Area, nor must there be a unique and 
separate Routing Point corresponding to each unique and separate Rate Center 
Area. 

2.109 Service. 
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Any Interconnection arrangement, Network Element, Telecommunications 
Service, collocation arrangement, or other service, facility or arrangement, 
offered 9LPIQyided by a Party under this Agreement. 

2,110 [Intentionally Left Blank], 

2,111 SS7 (Signaling System 7). 

The common channel out-of-band signaling protocol developed by the 
Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) and 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Verizon and'!;?''(i,g,hU::lg,!I!!1,@, 
utilize this out-of-band signaling protocol in relation to their routing and 
completion of traffic. 

2.112 Subsidiary, 

A corporation or other person that is controlled by a Party, 

2,113 Sub-Loop Distribution Facility. 

A two-wire or four-wire metallic distribution facility in Verizon's network between a 
Verizon feeder distribution interface (nFDln) and the Rate Demarcation Point for 
such facility (or NID if the NID is located at such Rate Demarcation Point), 

2,114 Switched Exchange Access Service, 

The offering of transmission and switching services for the purpose of the 
origination or termination of Toll Traffic, Switched Exchange Access Services 
include but may not be limited to: Feature Group A, Feature Group B, Feature 
Group D, 700 access, 800 access, 868 access and 900 access. 

2.115 Tandem. 

A switching entity that has billing and recording capabilities and is used to 
connect and switch trunk circuits between and among End Offices and between 
and among End Offices and carriers' aggregation points, points of termination, or 
points of presence, and to provide Switched Exchange Access Services, 
Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone company building in which 
switching systems and telephone equipment are installed, 

2.116 Tariff. 

2,116.1 	 Any federal or state tariff of a Party, as amended from time to time; or 

2,116,2 	 Any standard agreement or other document, as amended from time to 
time, that sets forth the generally available terms, conditions and 
prices under which a Party offers to oroyid§."a $eL'li,c.e,•..fu,ncti,Qn..",Q[ Service 
arrangement. 

2.116.3 	 For aVQ.Ig?!n~of doubt no Service .Q1I~[JilJJ qLR[2l1jg~gY!lg~rJbj§ 
t}gf.eeme.o1..sIlaJLbJuJ,tP.ieQ".either"Pilty:sTariffexceptJQJheextent 
that,1h~"Agre"ementexpre!\>JyatatesJhataPartY'sTaritLr.allw tQWl, 
gr,jU?ggltign ~rovisiQn§.gUbi§".6greement shall apply to ~ 
S.er'l,ic,e.,.", 

The term "Tariff' does not include any Verizon Statement of Generally Available 

Terms (SGAT) which has been approved or is pending approval by the 
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Commission pursuant to Section 252(f) of the Act. 

2.117 	 Telcordia Technologies. 

Telcordia Technologies, Inc., formerly known as Bell Communications Research, 

Inc. (Bellcore). 


2.11 a Telecommunications Carrier. 


Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 


2.119 	 Telecommunications Services. 


Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 


2.120 	 Telephone Exchange Service. 


Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 


2.121 	 Terminating Switched Access Detail Usage Data. 


A category 1101 XX record as defined in the EMI Telcordia Practice BR-01 0-200
010. 

2,122 	 Third Party Claim, 

A Claim where there is (a) a claim, demand, suit or action by a person who is not 
a Party, (b) a settlement with, judgment by, or liability to, a person who is not a 
Party, or (c) a fine or penalty imposed by a person who is not a Party. 

2,123 	 Toll Traffic, 

Traffic that,meeilillliLdefinlti,QosetfQr!hjnJilliM,fo.Ltheterm:Iil.le,pbQoeIo11 Deleted: is originated by a Customer 1 
§er.y.t~:: andt!§.t()~b one of the partiesJ§...I~IQy..lging the.,,§.~rvJ~!.Lto Ib.§. r, of one Party on that Party's network J 

~...EndUse.bOO and ..imJ;!o.singQDSuchJind User's) the...s/~R,a[ate...cbafge, 
, 
i Deleted: terminates 

refJ;l[[ed"tQ..inthatdeJinltiQIL Toll Traffic may be either "IntraLATA Toll Traffic" or 
Deleted: a Customer of the other "InterLATA Toll Traffic", depending on whether the originating and terminating Party on that other Party's network 

points are within the same LATA. ".E,QJJillQidallce of dQJ,j,~t•..traft'i~lhat meets the, f Deleted: is not Reci pracal Q$lfinitioo set forth in the Act for the terlTl"Telephone TolI§etYice" but as to which I Compensation Traffic, Measured 
~g",Pii!!1.}(95!Jfi§1LRL9.V.I!;t@'!.i.Jhli!.§enliggtgJb.1i! affe,21ed E09.Y§e{(il,!;!Pd."i,m.P9ie.§ (1~~~':':~~..!.r.~ffIC, or,,~cilla'Y.!.r..~i~.. .....J 
00 such End,User{s.Ltru1,se.p,aratecbamereferr§J.tto.io.tbatde finitiQoshalLbe 
treated as Meet Point Billing Trame; for purposes of tbis Agreement 

2,124 	 Toxic or Hazardous Substance. 

Any substance designated or defined as toxic or hazardous under any 
"Environmental Law" or that poses a risk to human health or safety, or the 
environment, and products and materials containing such substance. 
"Environmental Laws' means the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act, the Emergency Planning and Community Right
to-Know Act, the Water Pollution Control Act, the Air Pollution Control Act, the 
Toxic Substances Control Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, and aU other Federal, State or local laws or 
governmental regulations or requirements, that are similar to the above
referenced laws or that otherwise govern releases, chemicals, products, 
materials or wastes that may pose risks to human health or safety, or the 
environment, or that relate to the protection of wetlands or other natural 
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resources, 

2.125 Traffic Factor 1 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage calculated by 
dividing the number of minutes of interstate traffic (excluding Measured Internet 
Traffic) by the total number of minutes of interstate and intrastate traffic. 
([Interstate Traffic Total Minutes of Use {excluding Measured Internet Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use} + {Interstate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Intrastate Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use}) x 100). Until the form of a Party's bills is updated to use 
the term "Traffic Factor 1 ", the term "Traffic Factor 1" may be referred to on the 
Party's bills and in billing related communications as "Percent Interstate Usage" 
or "PIU". 

2,126 Traffic Factor 2. 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage calculated by 
dividing the combined total number of minutes of Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic and Ito the extent not already couotedl.Measured Internet Traffic by the 
combined total number of minutes of intrastate traffic and Measured Internet 
Traffic, ([{Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Measured 
Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use} + {Intrastate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + 
Measured Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use}) x 100). Until the form of a 
Party's bills is updated to use the term "Traffic Factor 2", the term "Traffic Factor 
2" may be referred to on the Party's bills and in billing related communications as 
"Percent Local Usage" or "PLU", 

2.127 Triennial Review Remand Order (TRRO). 

The FCC's Order on Remand in WC Docket No, 04-313 and CC Docket No. 01
338, released on February 4. 2005, 

2,128 Trunk Side, 

A Central Office Switch connection that is capable of, and has been programmed 
to treat the circuit as, connecting to another switching entity, for example, to 
another carrier's network, Trunk side connections offer those transmission and 
signaling features appropriate for the connection of SWitching entities and cannot 
be used for the direct connection of ordinary telephone station sets, 

2.129 UDLC (Universal Digital Loop Carrier). 

UDLC arrangements consist of a Central Office Terminal and a Remote Terminal 
located in the outSide plant or at a Customer premises. The Central Office and 
the Remote Terminal units perform analog to digital conversions to allow the 
feeding facility to be digital. UDLC is deployed where the types of services to be 
provisioned by the systems cannot be integrated such as non-switched services 
and UNE Loops. 

2.130 UNE Wire Center. 

Shall have the same meaning as "Wire Center" set forth in 47 C,FR § 51.5. 

2.131 V and H Coordinates Method, 

A method of computing airline miles between two points by utilizing an 
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established formula that is based on the vertical and horizontal coordinates of the 
two points. 

2.132 Voice Grade. 

Either an analog signal of 300 to 3000 Hz or a digital signal of 56/64 kilobits per 
second. When referring to digital Voice Grade service (a 56-64 kbps channel), 
the terms "OSO" or "sub-OS1" may also be used. 

2.133 Y9ig§.QY.§Ltot§{n$!tPr9t9cRI§~fYi@QrygJP§S1!)li@ 

~1h.§\!.\I.,U).!tm\l.~Jng§~UQJltlfQ.LJ!Je ..~Im. ::Jnt~[Y2nn~qt~g.\{,gjf ~.~r)f.i9@" in 11 
C,F.H,~~L~.EQra\!Qjd.anceQfQQubt,.tQthee..~tentthataPartyp[Q\lides 
connectivity to the PSIN to an enjiW (affiliated or otherwisllibiltJ;@.\!'\ges 
ltlt!;"t~9J1!J~,~~g..Y!;tlP,~~J~~~,JP",!;n\i.""t~H~J,iii"",§,liJ;;,!J,J;n..q,,,Y,s~!1?,,s,h~UJ),,~.y;e,!!~..9JQI 
.aJ!..r:H..IJPo.se.s....u.o.deLtbis..Agre.emenUn..the...s.ame...llliilnne.r...auuc.h..Pa.l1Y:s 
Telephone Exchan9§ §e!)lice cu§tgroers woulp be treated aru;Lsucb Party sba.lL.tlsi. 
t£e.aied,JQr.alJpufPQS~.sundeUhis,8gJ:eemenl..asJh,u.lg.bJ1.WeI~U)f.oltldlp,gsuchSeIll.i.c.eto 
.such..End..Users. 

As defined and offered in this Agreement. The small "x" before the letters OSL 
signifies reference to OSL as a generic transmission technology, as opposed to a 
specific OSL "flavor". 
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES ATTACHMENT 

1. 	 Alternate Billed Calls 

1.1 	 The Parties will engage in settlements of intra LA TA intrastate alternate-billed 

calls ~, collect, calling card, and third-party billed calls) originated or 

authorized by their respective Customers in accordance with an arrangement 

mutually agreed to by the Parties. 


2. 	 Dialing Parity· Section 251(b)(3) 

Each Party shall provide the other Party with nondiscriminatory access to such services 

and information as are necessary to allow the other Party to implement local Dialing 

Parity in accordance with the requirements of Section 251 (b)(3) of the Act. 


3. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

4. 	 Directory listing and Directory Distribution 

i/erizon will provide directorYaru:lJ.i.stiruLservices to's'right HQu.semQllaJ.bL~Jl$.Q.oabJ.e rDeleted: ToU;;~~;;I~;;;;i;;b~!1 
ill).!;t!1QJldi.s.c.dmi(1atOll_baru~s reQuimd...~App[icab[e Law ang as specifieg herein. l Applicable Law, -' 

, Del~: '''CLECAC~~ TE~~·. "I 
4.1 	 Listing Information. Such services will be provided in ,Itaccordance wilh the tenn~ ~e: fo;,t~ 

t Z
As used herein, "Listing Information" means a.6.righ1HQUse. Customer's primary . \ Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE·q ...J I 

name, address (including city, state and zip code), telephone number(s), the 
delivery address and number of directories to be delivered, and, in the case of a 
business Customer, the primary business heading under which the business 
Customer desires to be placed, and any other information Verizon deems 
necessary for the publication and delivery of directories. 

4.2 	 Listing Information Supply. 

~t:tLHQ~§, shall provide to Verizonon aregularlys(;hedLJled basis, at no 
charge, and in a format reasonablv.required by Verizon or by a mutually agreed 
upon industry standard (e.g" Ordering and Billing Forum developed) all Listing 
Information !JD.QJ.ydi.ogjjQd.iti.~t.J,;tlaog,e.s.,an.d.deIeUww..and the service address 
for each ..adgJJtj:IQllse. Customer""hose service address location falls within the Deleted: "'CLEC-';';~~Y;;;-~':~I 
geographic area covered by the relevant Verizon directo~ho wishes to be Deleted:. '''CLEC 
incJ.u.de.d...in. .a.. Ve.rjZQru1i~mgoryOLq[I~~lis~ata.bas.e;.~a.r:~btJ:l.Q\l,§"e shall 
also provide to Verizon,as promptly as commercially reasonable but no less 

mm [Deleted: on a J 
{rt1.qY~JJ1!t.!b!;lJ,J.dail~(Cltinf()r01C1tionl?b()YVlll.9 ..aright House9LJsto01~rs. listed ig a 

'. ~eted: basis: 'J)/e.rizQ11..djreclo'fY O,e inclllQ.ed. in.a_Ver.i.zQn.dlrecIDrYinfO,rmatiQu..data.b.a.s.e..who 
, .. ;eted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'" ' have disconnected or terminated their service with,l2riggt I;iQl.!.l\i.Ii;llnc,f (b)delivlilry 

information for each .Ekight.H.Q.u.se Customer notln.cJudedJna.Vl;lril,Q[l ..dire.Q1Q,.ry ~~ '''CLEC Acronym TE=
or direc.m infQrmatjoo datal:las~"Jo enable Verizon to perform its directory ' Deleted: non-listed or non-published 
distribution responsibilities.Ye(i?Q!1 ~.hall.g.i.~triQJltfl.Q.jf$lJ;!9..rL!it§JQJ3r.ig.b..ttl.\?q~!il. '''CLEC Acronym TE'" I
.En.d..JJ.s.e.r.s.J,m...tb.e...s.ame...o.a.s.is....and...on.1lle...li.all.1ycOe.Q.uJe...as...Veriz.Qn.d.is.triP.u.te~ 

r~--·-·-~--directories to its own..Er!.i:L~ Verizon shall promptly provide to.arJ9lli~ ~~eted: '''CLEC Acronym TE'" ) 

(normally within forty·eight (48) hours of receipt by Verizon, excluding non

business days) a query 00 aoy listing that is not acceptable .•6rlghtJj.QJ.!liUh.all 

iJ:ppg§§ ..!1Q...Q.b.f.l...w~s Q,IlYg[i69nJ9[ilfgyjgjJ111 tt1i~Linf2.rmi;lJjpnLgng,~[i6Q.~ 

i.IDRQ,secnJ~",~lJaJ.Q~§,Qti;l,Q~,ii!I!,!~"QIlJ~I.!ghll.i.g,!.!.§.~!.P.Ling[lJl:!iruLlhI§,.in.fgrmati,Q!Lln 

iliLd.i!:ectories and databas§.Jl being acknowledged by bothfatlie.s that each 

e~1J1'i....!;!§D~!it§...tr:2mJh~.JnYl!::!.ii!'.Jm?yj§lQ!LQUh~~ 
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4.3 Listing Inclusion and Distribution. 

Verizon shall include ~Qno.nre.cu.rrjng._mQntbb;J.ru;;UIr.inQ.on1e[jngOLQmer 
PJ2~!>ing.9.L.ptbeLQha~ eith~.r.J.Q.J;Wgh~ H_QJJ§~ qr eIigp~s~'§c..\'!§Wr;g~I§
p.l..&Dd .us,~primary listing. in the appropriate alphabetical directory and, for 
business Customers, in the appropriate classified (Yellow Pages) directory in 
accordance with the directory configuration, scope and schedules determined by 
Verizon in its sole discretion, roreactlBrightHQIJSfLCUslomer/!;;.n_QUseLw..l:lo. 
~ be included in-'Lllliz;~c;wries and shall provide initial distribution 
of such directories to suchJ3Ijgh1..HQ.u.se.C;u!;t9r.TlersilltbE1sal11E1mannerjt 
provides initial distribution of such directories to its own Customers. "Primary 
Listing" means a Customer's primary name, address, and telephone number. 
Listings of.f.1[jghl.l::io.l.Is1il.'SC;u_stClITlE1rSshalll:l~int~rfil~d'Alit~listillg.!l of\lerizon's 
Customers and the Customers of other LECs included in the Verizon directories. 
J2right House snail be entitled to direct Verizon to prOvide for Bright Hopse .... 
C;JJstQ~f§!J;.ndj,!§eLS..aoY .. ~sLdjtiQosJ".J2l.eign,ao.dJ21tl~LJk>tings ..prQqlJcts_li!s.may 
12e available to Wrlton's Customers. under a Verlzon TarifL.J~ 
th<.!l.!?rjgt1.t..IjQJ,tSEtg[de.t§§Y!!l:!.. !ilgQjHQQg.I.I.fQ.~ig!l~tbelJi§liDg§ QCgQJ,Igl§, 
VeIizo.nshalLbiU.and6IjghtHQ.usesbaJLpay;,tbesar.l1eJs.I~sJ,ilLsu..clJHstlrMl 
Q[29Y9.t.§...!l§WQ.yJgj:IQR/yJQ..J~V~ri§gQC;!J.!?!gmlilL9.rdeclng tl:!.lil,.,§!J!<b ..i... §~D.li!!lll* 
QJl:!~t;J.hanltJJL§~meJ&l.!jjf~dcJ1Mj.§sthaL:t!'9uJ\;L~.RgJx1QaVe.Ljzo.nEn~tJ,JlleL 
.Qfde.r)ng such a directory service ~on shall impose nQ charges of any nature. 
Q.O.J2rjgtJ.Ujgy§.§, fg,LiD.9/.\J.5li.Og ~...§Ii.\lht t:!.2.l.Js~.J9.fg.!T£l,§.YQ[U.!LY§.r.i~g.!J.~'§ 
dir.e&tmle.s and datab.ase.s..q!'-fQr.dis.trillutiogJts.diJ:e.c1QIie.s", 

4.4 Verizon Information. 

Upon request by,6right House,\I~rgClnshalilTla~E1aVCiilabl~t(),6right House the 
following information to the extent that Verizon provides such information to its 
own business offices: a directory list of relevant NXX codes, directory and 
Customer Guide close dates, and Yellow Pages headings. Verizon shall also 
make available toariah! HQuse, on Verizon's Wholes.ale website (or, at Verizon's 
option, in writing) Verizon's directory listings standards and speCifications. 

4.5 Confidentiality of listing Information. 

(\l}§.\.JI:)lli/CUR §1,Lb§§9.t.LQo(l;!l, bel9.W Verizon shall accord.f.1rlgh! Hqy'§.~ li!iting .... 
Information the same level of confidentiality that Verizon accords its own listing 
information, and shall use such listing Information solely for the purpose of 
providing directory-related services; provided, however. thatJ.X.9.§p.t~rovjg.fi..g. 
.inj.b.l.~ should Verizon elect to do so, it may use or license.fi[jg.httlol.ts.e 
listing Information for directory publishing, direct marketing. or any other purpose 
for which Verizon uses or licenses its own listing information, so long as.f.1!;jghj 
HQLI~e Customers are not separately identified as such; and provided further that 
Bright HouselTlCllyidentify those ofits Customers who requestthat their names 
not be sold for direct marketing purposes and Verizon shall honor such requests 
to the same extent that it does for its own Customers. Verizon shall not be 
obligated to compensate.f.1flghtt\Q.!d§.§ for Verizon's use or licensing ofJ2right 
!;;!,Q.U.S.!il, listing Information. 

_,.,= tR.I.JrlformstiqQJpgg,r.9i.n9.Jhe nameg.nQ!J:?r..lgs;§tiQn 9f BrJj;j.b.tHou~§ 
2\J.§tom~I~J,lr..Q\lil:le.dtQ..Veriz.Qnjn...co1Lne~iQnwjthfa.cHitatiogtheesta.blishmentoJ 
direcJp~listings~deli\lerv of directories shall be treateq as Confidential 
!.l:l.!g.~!:'Qfi.I\J.QIJJm~.fi.I.!! ~J,!§§gID:.,~p',§Ql~JQr th\i o!.lJR9.§.e...Q.t est!lbli§.hIng.a 
Ji§,tiJ1~1JJ;lLQ,L.Q.elill.~ry..Qf.glr..e.c.tQJi.~stl:L~s~.a.y... be.......EQLtb..e.allJJidanc.e.Qf 
dQubt...utJtiL.sl.lcl:t.tiJ:!1e.. as.the.jqf..Qf.mLill..91Lb~m~~bJ.[gj~llailable.l:lll..~D.gjjJde.cLin 
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Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TP" ; 
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§ direc.\9.f~pr.~Hr.!'ctqQ'.. 9flt.!\l.b..!:l§E.jtl>hallb~il.mil.~j~I .. b.~~9.b ..AUbJ§.Agr!i!.~m!!n!JgJ 
Verizon to provide inform@xign gbtaineg fr2m Bright House in gonn!jlgion wlthJhe. 

.!!st<!,.blisb.rn~ntgf...li§ljglJ§.. gr.Jg.~ de~tgjI§l9.i.9Ds;.§. ..lQ..i1iQX.lleJSQf!j.pivislgp.,"\I.J.li1 

QLQlL~atiQn:witbinV:erjz.QnOLaOy,affmate"OLCQD,tractQL.QfVe[jzQnQtbeLIhan 

§UCb...P!!J§9n§,Qlx.i.§.i2!1§ ,Jdni\§.prpP!il.(i;l1i.21'l1l if)X2fX!ilQ e§J?bH§bIQg/maiIJ1?iOigs;! 
9j(§9!2rie~?p"glgUb!tgJ§!(jb\JtiQn gtdireCi.9ri~§,jQ9!\JQJQQJNJ1boutUmitatign.~ 

per~.QD$.•..dI\ljSJQM,UIJUs..QrQperatiQns.w.ith,..a.. r!.lle.jn.. or.respollsi.b.Hity fQUb.e...5.ale 

gr m?rteting glVerizofJ ..§@.IlI.i.9.!?S to...!;n,g...Users .yerizon!il.I.$.P.I@..§pl¥.iigI\?e§lbJ!~Jn 

the.ilveJJiof..an.aJ:<tYa.LoLthreate.ne.d..br.e.at;;hofthisprovisioo4.andwi,tllQJJ..UimitinQ 

orexcluging any other remedies that Bright House may have undeLthis 

8.1M!il§l.!Ileot9CII.Q9.!!( 8pplip!!lb.!e La.)X~.b.tl::!q\iP1i sh!!llb@@t:nillegJ9JMJ. 

jmme.d.i~te.inJ.uru<tkm..p.r..o.hil:!it,i~erizoo .frgm...pt:Q'Lid,ing sl,lch infgrmatioQ...to...aDY 

such person,. d.ivIsion, unit or operation wjthin Verizon or any affiliate or 

W!1J(~P'~9L.QtY§r.ii.iQIJ....?JJQQ!r§g!!lgJb1iJmm§gi.?!e...f!il~b!rnQLg@§truQ.tiQJ19f ~.Ili:'. 

s.u.ch iofoJ.ma.tiQ.nJhat was prfl.vJousIy.soprovided. 


4.6 Accuracy. 

Both Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the accurate 
publication ofJ;},D9ht HQ.!.lse9u~tomerli~tings. At..!;l...!i.!ID..t Hous'il.'s rfilquest, ..• { Deleted: mClEC Acronym !E"~ 
Verizon shall provide J;},LiQbLHous.e with a report of all.aDgbtHQus.e Customer ·rtleted: '~ClEC Acronym TE'" .
listings in a reasonable timeframe prior to the service order close date for the .. . -;

'. Deleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE~' :applicable directory. Verizon shall process any corrections made by ~ " • .. .•• "t 

J::i<UI~ with respect to its listings, provided such corrections are received prior 10 rDeleted: "'ClEC Acronym TEm 1 
the close date of the particular directory. i )

• Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'~ i 
\.........--,...''' ..-.........--...................,~.~--.-..-.."....." ....... .,; 


4.7 Indemnification. 

,.§[igbLHou.se. shall adhere to all ge.ner.aUy..appJLc..a.b.le.,practices, standards, and 
ethical requirements established by Verizon with regard to listings. By providing 
Verizon with Listing Information,J;},rjg.hLHQJ.lse. warrants to Verizon thatDrjght . ro;;.~-;--···CLEC ACro~~TE..:-·-1 

). .. ~I::io.lJ.s.f; has the right to provide such Listing Information to Verizon on behalf of its 
l~eted: '''ClEC Acronym TE'" ,

Customers. J;},right Hou~ shall makecommerciallyrea!;onable efforts to ensure 
i Deleted: "'ClEC Acronym TEm ~ 

~..._.___.~_._Jthat any business or person to be listed is authorized and has the right (a) to \._,_..._.~,___ 

provide the product or service offered, and (b) to use any personal or corporate 

name, trade name, trademark, service mark or language used in the listing .•.. 

Brlg,ht Hoqse. agrees to release, defend, hold harmless and indemnify Verizon.Jn 

accordance with Section 20 of the Genera! Terms sgg Conditions from and 

against any and all claims, losses, damages, suits, or other actions, or any 

liability whatsoever, suffered, made, instituted, or asserted by any person arising 

out of Verizon's publication or dissemination of the Listing Information as 

provided bY,.§[ight HO.u.s.e. hereunder. 


4.8 Liability. 

It:J,,,,ii!g,c.9.n;!,§J1~l!Yj,tb,,§e,£ljPIl,,,?,~,,,9,,Ub,~,,,~~n,,~AU!;1Im§",!!,gg",~.gJl,q,itignii""Verizon's 
liability to ~.I::lo..u.se. in the event of a Verizon error in or omission of a ~ ~~EC Acronym TE'" -1 
.~ Customer listing shall not exceed the amount actually paid by ~ Deleted: mClEC Acronym TEO.. ~ 
.H.q~~ to Verizon for such listing. ~J::l.QJ.lSe agrees to take all reasonable 

Deleted: '''ClEC Acronym TE~' .Jsteps, including, but not limited to, entering into appropriate contractual 

provisions with its Customers, to ensure that its and Verizon's liability to~ .. Deleted: '''ClEC Acronym TP" 


_••:"':~'t1I1!!lIu:tm:=:lI1Illm"":':'m::m....-mm:m=:;:::lliWjm~!::1pUSJil.'S Customers in the event of a Verizon error in or omission of a listing shall Deleted: mClEe Acronym TE'" J
be subject to the same limitations of liability applicable between Verizon and its 
own Customers as set forth in Verizon's.Tariffs. ( Deleted: apPlicable.__...__J 
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4.9 	 Service Information Pages. 

Verizon shall include all.6rigbtHQus,~ NXX codes associated with the geographic 

areas to which each directory pertains, to the extent it does so for Verizon's own 

NXX codes, in any lists of such codes that are contained in the general reference 


( 	 ~"""'1

portion of each directory . .eright HQj.l~'s NXX codes shall appear in such lists in "j Deleted: mClEC Acronym TP" ~ 
the same manner as Verizon's NXX information. In addition, whenJ'2IlgJJ.ttl&l:!M 
is authorized to, and is offering, local service to Customers located within the 
geographic area covered by a specific directory, at.eright House's reglJElst, 
Verizon shall include, at no charge, in the "Customer Guide" or comparable 
section of the applicable alphabetical directories,.eright Hoyse's critical contact 
information for ..erigh! H,9..Y.§.§.'s installatiorl • repair and Customer service, as 
provided by .§rjghlHQu.s.e.,§lJ<::h(;riti~I..conta(;t inforrTlatiCln..s~UClPp.e~ar 
alphabetically by local exchange carrier and in accordance with Verizon's 
generally applicable policies. ~shallbe responsible for providing the 
necessary information to Verizon by the applicable close date for each affected 
directory. 

4.10 	 Directory Publication. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall require Verizon to publish a directory where it 

would not otherwise do so. 


4.11 	 Other Directory Services . 

.Bright House acknowledges that if.erigh! Hou~~ desires directory services in 

addition to those described herein.,,!!,f,IQJIH!'LY~,[.i'?;QJJj.§.•r!,!~t.QlbJ;~~j§~~!,I.ir,!;l.9..JQ 

~ld.e.un~r.APP!icableJ.a.w, such additional services~S!lI be obtained under 

separate agreement with Verizon's directory publishing company.,)n such event 

\lerjzo.o....ahaJLp{Q.llide....QQwmercialllue~.b.je""CQQReratiQntQ,.BrjgJ:!,tHo.u.se, 
ooY.d.i.'1Q without limitation the provis.ioo of appropriate contact ioform'ltjoo for 

'§!"!9.h djr~Q.iqrXpMRU§hlP.oS5;gJ;np.i.i!Ql,JOJi.i!.9.iJl@t~ ..!;}.rigbt~@..iQ.n§.ltQ1\§tiQg.§\!~ 

a.separaie....a,gre.emellh 


5. 	 Voice Infonnatlon Service Traffic 

5.1 	 For purposes of this Section 5, (a) Voice Information Service means a service 

that provides [i) recorded voice announcement information or Iii) a vocal 

discussion program open to the public, and (b) Voice Information Service Traffic 

means intraLATA switched voice traffic, delivered to a Voice Information Service. 

Voice Information Service Traffic does not include any form of Internet Traffic. 

Voice Information Service Traffic also does not include 555 traffic or similar traffic 

with AIN service interfaces, which traffic shall be subject to separate 

arrangements between the Parties. Voice Information Service Traffic is not 

subject to Reciprocal Compensation charges under Section 7 of the 

Interconnection Attachment. 


5,2 	 If a "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customer is served by resold Verizon dial tone line 

Telecommunications Service, to the extent reasonably feasible, Verizon will route 

Voice Informatioo Service Traffic originating from such Service to the appropriate 

Voice Information Service connected to Verizon's network unless a feature 

blocking such Voice Information Service Traffic has been installed, For such 

Voice Information Service Traffic, ·"CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay to Verizon 

without discount any Voice Information Service provider charges billed by 

Verizon to "'CLEC Acronym TE···. • ... CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay Verizon 


rDeleted: "'ClEC Acronym TP" i 
\............_."""'"'''..~ ...•" ....,•.'''''''''''''MM._.'.... ,.''' .,....""._........h' ._,.) 
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such charges in full regardless of whether or not ***CLEC Acronym TE*** collects 
such charges from its Customer. 

5.3 	 *--CLEC Acronym TE**- shall have the option to route Voice Information Service 
Traffic that originates on its own network to the appropriate Voice Information 
Service connected to Verizon's network. In the event.Bright House exercises 
such option, J3rjght HQ~\¥ill~!Ot~lis~'Cltit!O()\¥"expen!OIil'Clcjedica!ElcjJrlJ"k 
group to the Verizon Voice Information Service serving switch. This trunk group 
will be utilized to allow .Bright Houseto routeVoice Inforll1Citi()n Serviclil IrClffic 
originated on its network to Verizon. For such Voice Information Service Traffic, 
unless.Bright House has entered into a written agreement with Verizon under 
which'/;?'.(!9.tlUjous.lit will collect from.e..right Hoy.§§'sCustomer and remil to 
Verizon the Voice Information Service provider's charges, J3.cight House shall pay 
to Verizon without discount any Voice Information Service provider charges billed 
by Verizon to,6right House Bright Houseshallpay Verizonsuch charges in full 
regardless of whether or not.6righl.Ho.u..se collects such charges from its own 
Customer. 

6. 	 Jlnwntionally left bl!lpkl 

7. 	 Originating Line Number Screening (OLNS) 

Upon.Brighl t;:!9Y§Efs request, Verizon will update its database used to provide originating 
line number screening (the database of information which indicates to an operator the 
acceptable billing methods for calls originating from the calling number (e.g., penal 
institutions, COCOTS). 

8. 	 Operations Support Systems (OSS) Services 

8.1 	 Definitions. 

The terms listed below shall have the meanings stated below: 

8.1.1 	 Verizon Operations Support Systems: Verizon systems for pre
ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair, and biUing...o.f 
!lnY,~f.j;9n§lilf.¥j.P_!iJ~I9,!j9lil9lJDd~L9f.jn ...;;;PQQectioD ..YXit.h...lbi§ 
Agr.eement. 

8.1.2 	 Verizon OSS Services: Access to Verizon Operations Support 
Systems functions. The term "VerizoQ OSS Services" includes, but is 
not limited to: (a) Verizon's provision ofBrighLHo.u.s.e Usage 
Information to.Bright House pursuant to Section 8.3 of this Attachment; 
and, (b) "Verizon OSS Information", as defined in Section 8.1.4 of this 
Attachment. 

8.1.3 	 Verizon OSS Facilities: Any gateways, interfaces, databases, 
facilities, equipment, software, or systems, used by Verizon to provide 
Verizon OSS Services to,/;?(jghLHQuse. 

8.1.4 	 Verizon OSS Information: Any information accessed by, or disclosed 
or provided to,Bright HQlIsethrough orCisCiparjofVeri,z()n aSS. 
Services. The term "Verizon OSS Information" includes, but is not 
limited to: ;any Customer Information rel!ilte<:ttoa, 'JlilrjzonGu!Ot()ll"\eror 
a J3rigI11HQJ.I.seGLJs\()Il1Elraccessed by ,ordiscloljecj orprqvidecj to. 
Bright House through or as a part of Verizon ass Services.accessed 
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providing service to such Customer I 
shall provide a referral announcement j 
("Referral Announcement") on the i 
abandoned telephone number which I 
provides the Customer's new number I 
or other appropriate information, to i 
the extent known to the Party formerly I 
providing service. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, a Party shall not be 
obligated under this Section to . 
provide a Referral Announcement if I 
the Customer owes the Party unpaid I 
overdue amounts or the Customer 
requests that no Referral 
Announcement be provided.lI 
<#>Referral Announcements shall be 
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I b.or disclosed or provided to,,S.righ.t...H.o.u.s.e.......N.o.twi.th.s.ta.nd..in9...the 
fO.regoiog.notlliDll..iD..this.Agre.e.ments.haU..r.e.strict..BIilJht.Ho!..l.se:.s..ri9ht..to 
mi:1kelJ§§9Li:1p~jnfmm?!.igp9twh!<.:;!:JJ;1[igbLt:19J!§§j§PLI:Je.c:;qP]§§?W§fe.P..Y 
means othe.r than access to Verizon ass Verizoo ass Services or Verizoo 
Q$.$..F§cil!!ie§, 

8.1.5 	 Verizon Retail Telecommunications Service: Any Telecommunications 
Service that Verizon provides at retail to subscribers that are not 
Telecommunications Carriers. The term "Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service" does not include any Exchange Access 
service (as defined in Section 3(16) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 153(16)) 
provided by Verizon. 

8.1.6 	 ,6.righLH.o.ulie Usage Information: For a Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service purchased by Bright Houlie pursuant to 
the Resale Attachment, the usage information that Verizon would 
record if Verizon was furnishing such Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service to a Verizon end-user retail Customer. 

8.1.7 	 Customer Information: CPNI of a Customer and any other non-public, 
individually identifiable information about a Customer or the purchase 
by a Customer of the services or products of a Party. 

8.2 Verizon OSS Services. 

8.2.1 	 Upon request by 'srigh.tHouse,Y~ri;zon shall provide to,6.righLH.o.ulie 
Verizon OSS Services. Such Verizon OSS Services will be provided 
in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, Applicable Law, 
ex.c.e.pt.th.aL.toJhe_.exte.nUhat.App.liC.a.ble.l.awremilr.e.s..Y:e.riz.on . .to 
provide a Service to Bright House Y:erizon shall make Y:erizon OSS 
§.§.!Y..i9.§§ ..§.Y..§.H.§..P..!lt!9._Br,[g_b.!...H.9.b!§.§J9...!b.§..§.1S\§Dt..r.§§'.§9.P'§'.P'!Y-..Q~@'.§§.9.JY 
to aJlowBrigbtHouseJoefficientIY .. and.effec;tlv.e.ly-Ordersuch.Service 
and communicate with Wrlzon regarding necessarv mainl§nanql with 
f§§P!=}9!J9.i\· 

8.2.2 	 Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon Operations 
Support Systems, Verizon Operations Support Systems functions, 
Verizon OSS Facilities, Verizon OSS Information, and the Verizon 
OSS Services that will be offered by Verizon, shall be as determined 
by Verizon. Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon 
shall have the right to change Verizon Operations Support Systems, 
Verizon Operations Support Systems functions, Verizon OSS 
Facilities, Verizon OSS Information, and the Verizon OSS Services, 
from time-to-time, without the consent of .Br.ig.b.t...H.o.u.Se.. 

8.2.3 	 .Notwith.s.t.a.nd..iog.. a.nY...oth..er..pr.ov.is.io.D.of.,lb.i.s..Agr.eement...Y:ecizoo...sh..a.I.! 
PJ..ID.'.j9.§..!;!r.l.g.b.LH9.b!§.§.w..i.i.b....§.Y.9.b....§..9Y§..O.9.§....09.1!.9.§..§.§.i§£gmm~L9.i9J!Y. 
re.as,Q.na.ble ..in...the...ciLCums.tanc;e.s...otanY-ffi.ate.ri.al ..c;h.aD.Q§...tQ.any 
Verizon OSS ServiCeS provided. to Brigbt House Without limiting the 
fQ..r.§.g.Q.jQ,g.l_bm,~Lby-.y'!!'§.y'"pJ.,jlIY§\.k§.!.i9Jl9.Jlg.e,l(ampJ§, Verizon will comply 
with Verizon's applicable OSS Change Management Guidelines, as 
such Guidelines are modified from time-to-time, including, but not 
limited to, the provisions of the Guidelines related to furnishing notice 
of changes in Verizon OSS Services. Verizon's OSS Change 
Management Guidelines will be set out on a Verizon website.~ 
.c.h~ng.~".P.Y.".Ylil,r.j'?;Q.nJQ.jl~,,,Q"~~,,~I],!!.lL,b..fil,\!.~jb..~,,,~,ff~&;1"Q.t,C,!!,!.!~jf.1,9,,,a..ny, 
service function or transaction which is not chargeable to Bright 
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83 .6r~ Usage Information. 

8.3.1 	 Upon request by -imght House, V\:ri;zQn. ~hClllprovidtlt().6righ! HQlIse 
SIighLHou§,§ Usage Information. Such.&1r:lgblHQIJ~ Usage 
Information will be provided in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by. Applicable Law. 

8.3.2 	 .6rig.bttlQ~~Usage Information willbe available to.§.!:jg.blljgus~ 
through Netwerk Data Mover (NOM) or other such media as mutually 
agreed by both Parties. 

8.3.3 	 ,B.r.igb.t..l:l.Q.!J..S!! Usage Information will be provided in an ATIS EMI 
format. 

8.3.4 	 Except as stated in this Section 8.3, subject to the reqUirements of 
Applicable Law, the manner in which, and the frequency with which,. 

8.4 Access to and Use of Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.4.1 	 Verizon OSS Facilities may be accessed and used by~H.oM~ 
only to the extent necessary for .6rJQ.htH.Q.!,ls~'~!lcce~s to ancJuseof 
Verizon OSS Services pursuant to this Agreement. 

8.4.2 	 JIQteotioQally lell bll'\!1!$l 

8.4.3 	 e,ri,ll!:1L!:;Ioy.§.§. shall restrict access te and use of Verizon OSS Facilities 
to~..l:i9.use. This Section 8 does not grant to,B.riSlht.t::l.Q.Us.e. any 
right or license to grant sublicenses to other persons, or permission to 
other persons (except,!3right House·s~rl1ployees. agE!ntsand. 
contractors, in accordance with Section 8.4.7 of this Attachment). to 
access or use Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.4.4 	 ,Bright HOy§@shCillnetJa)altE!f.rl1Qdify0fcjarnl;lgE!theyerizen9SS 
Facilities (including. but net limited to, Verizen seftware). (b) cepy. 
remeve. derive, reverse engineer, or decompile. software from the 
Verizon OSS Facilities. or (c) obtain access through Verizon OSS 
Facilities to Verizon databases. facilities, eqUipment. software. or 
systems, which are not .offered for Jld9.I:llli.Q.U.Se.·suselJnderthis 
Section 8. 

8.4.5 	 ,8dght..HQJ,lseshall comply with allcommerclallYr.eaSQDa.bJe...practices 
and procedures established by Verizon for access to and use of 
Verizon OSS Facilities (including. but not limited to. Verizon practices 
and procedures with regard to security and use of access and user 
identification codes). 

8.4.6 	 All practices and procedures for access to and use ofVerizon OSS 
Facilities. and all access and user identification codes for Verizon OSS 
Facilities: (a) shall remain the property of Verizon; (b) shall be used by 
,B.right.l:l.o..u.sa only in connection with,6[ightHQ.UIHfs use ofVerizon 
OSS Facilities permitted by this Section 8; (c) shall be treated by 
,arigbt HOJ.l.SsLa~ Gonfide njia I Information ()fVerizon pursuantto 
Section 10 of the General Terms and Conditions; and. (d) shall be 
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destroyed or returned by ..6rig.ll1J:i.ou.s.e to Verizon upon the earlier of 
request by Verizon or the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

8.4.7 	 ..6rjght H ouse '!>.~l11pl()yees,.liIl:lE'lf'ltslilnd90f'ltrlil<;t().rsl11.aYlil9cE'lSSa,,~ 
use Verizon OSS Facilities only to the extent necessary for ~ ....... 
~'s access to and use of the Verizon OSS Facilities permitted by 
this Agreement. Any access to or use of Verizon OSS Facilities by 
ArjgbLHQuse'sernployees, agents, or contractors, shan be subject to 
the provisions of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, Section 
10 of the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.5.3.2 of this 
Attachment. 

8.5 Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.1 	 Subject to the provisions of this Section 8, in accordance with, but only 
to the extent required by, Applicable Law, Verizon grants to..6rig.ht 
!:;\2l.llie. a non-exclusive license to use Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.2 	 ~.!,I21~.2!J2 ~~cti9rL§Jd:!.!lllyerizon OSS Information shaUat an times 
remain the property ofVerizon. Except as expressly stated in this 
Section 8, Bright House shall. acquire no rights in or to any Verizon 
OSS Information. 

8.5.3 	 The provisions of this Section 8.5.3 shall apply to all Verizon OSS 
Information, except (a) Bright Ho~ Usage Information, (b) CPNI of 
Ar.igj}1j;jQj,[se, an(j(9)CPNI ota \}E'lr.iz()nC:;ustomerorlilJ'iW9ht House 
Customer, to the extent the Customer has authorized ..6r.ightHAuls.e. to 
use the CPNI. 

8.5.3.1 	 Verizon OSS Information may be accessed and used by 
..tlrilJJll..H.Ql,I,li.e only to pro"ide Telecommunications Services 
to Bright Hp.us.e. Customers. 

8.5.3.2 	 ~.r.!gpt ..!:i9l.!§~sht:lU treatVeriz()n.~SS Jnforl11ationthat~ 
designated by Verizon, through written or electronic notice 
(including, but not limited to, through the Verizon OSS 
Services), as "Confidential" or ·Proprietary" as Confidential 
Information of Verizon pursuant to Section 10 of the 
General Terms and Conditions. 

8.5.3.3 	 Except as expressly stated in this Section 8, this Agreement 
does not grant to..6rig.hU:1Quse any right or license to grant 
sublicenses to other persons, or permission to other 
persons (except~llimtHQy~e's el11ployees, agents or 
contractors, in accordance with Section 8.5.3.4 of this 
Attachment), to access, use or disclose Verizon OSS 
Information. 

8.5.3.4 	 ~QU.Sli'S employees, agents and contractors may 
access, use and disclose Verizon OSS Information only to 
the extent necessary for ..6rjghtJ:i.Q.Y§e'~ ac;ces!>.J(),Jlnd usE! 
and disclosure of, Verizon OSS Information permitted by 
this Section 8. Any access to, or use or disclosure of, 
Verizon OSS Information by ~Q.u~'sel11ploy'ees, 
agents or contractors, shall be subject to the provisions of 
this Agreement, including, but not limited to, Section 10 of 
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the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.5.3.2 of 
this Attachment. 

8.5.3.5 	 Bright House'~li~n!;!:lto.lJs!:l't!:lriz()r10§§lnforfTl~ti()n!;ha.n .' 
expire upon the earliest of: (a) the time when the Verizon 
OSS Information is no longer needed by ..adaht H~ to 
provide Telecommunications Services toBright House ........... 
Customers; (b) termination of the license in accordance with 
this Section 8; or (c) expiration or termination of this 
Agreement. 

8.5.3.6 	 All Verizon OSS Information received by ,arig.h1J:l.o.u.s.e shall 
be destroyed or returned by ,aright Hou!?e to Verizon, upon 
expiration. suspension or termination of the license to use 
such Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.4 	 Unless sooner terminated or suspended in accordance with this 

Agreement or this Section 8 (including. but not limited to, Section 2.2 

of the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.6.1 of this 

Attachment),,aright House's access to Verizon OSS Information 

through Verizon OSS Services shall terminate upon the expiration or 

termination of this Agreement. 


8.5.5 	 Audits. 

8.5.5.1 	 Verizon shall have the right (but not the obligation) to audit 
J3tjgbU:fQ.u"~ to ascertain whether .6righ1.HQ.l.I.s.e. is 

complying with the requirements of Applicable Law and this 

Agreement with regard to,arighLHgu§Il.'s access to. and use. 

and disclosure of. Verizon OSS Information. 


8.5.5.2 	 Without in any way limiting any other rights Verizon may 
have under this Agreement or Applicable Law, Verizon shall 
have the right (but not the obligation) to monitor ,aright 
!:fu.u.s.e's access to and use of Verizon OSS Information 
which 'is made available by Verizon to.6Ii@t..H.Q.u.s!il_ 
pursuant to this Agreement, to ascertain whether ~ 
Ho.y§II. is complying with the requirements of Applicable Law 
and this Agreement, with regard to,6rlghtHQ.Wie. 's access 
to, and use and disclosure of. such Verizon OSS 
Information. The foregoing right shall include, but not be 
limited to, the right (but not the obligation) to electronically 
monitorlilright~'s access \0 and use of Verizon OSS 
Information which is made available by Verizon tolilright 
l::J.Q.u~ through Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.5.5.3 	 Information obtained by Verizon pursuant to this Section 
8.5.5 shall be treated by Verizon as Confidential Information 
oflilrigblHQlJ.~ pursuant to Section 10 of the General [ Deleted: '-CLEC-ACrO~YITl2:~'" l 
Terms and Conditions; provided that, Verizon shall have the 
right (but not the obligation) to use and disclose information 
obtained by Verizon pursuant to Section 8,5.5 of this 
Attachment to enforce Verizon's rights under this 
Agreement or Applicable Law. 

8.5.6 	 Bright House acknowledges that the Verizon OSS Information. by its 

nature, is updated and corrected on a continuous basis by Verizon. 
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and therefore that Verizon OSS Information is subject to change from 
time to time. 

8.6 Liabilities and Remedies. 

8.6.1 	 Any breach by ,6right House,()r ,6right Hgyg!;ell1ployees, agents or 
contractors, of the provisions of Sections .8,4 or 8.5 of this Attachment 
shall be deemed a material breach of this Agreement. In addition, if 
~tHQuse ora.l'lemployee, agent orcontr<'l~orof,6rlghLtlQuse at 
any time breaches a provision of Sections 8,4 or 8.5 of this Attachment 
and such breach continues for more than ten (10) days after written 
notice thereof from Verizon, then, except as otherwise required by 
Applicable Law, Verizon shall have the right, upon notice to~.gb1 
tI.p.us~, to suspend the license to use Verizon OSS Information 
granted by Section 8.5.1 of this Attachment and/or the provision of 
Verizon OSS Services, in whole or in part.jUI}~ea!1i!i1§Qj§"i.9J@jil as 
tQW.b.~~b@I.. §IP..@t\'1.cja I .b.lj:laQb...b.@§99qYJr!!!Q, ..~.b.IiLIP..aJl\'1 r §h@HbeJ.r.j:la~q 
a§ a gispute pursuant to Section 14 oUhe General Terms amt 
~O!)J;lili.Q.,o.§. 

8.6.2 	 ,ariQ.btHouae <'Igre~.l>Jhat V~rizonw:()ulcJl:leJrrep<'lra_bty inlLJre.dbya ... 
breach of Sections 8,4 or 8.5 of this Attachment by Bright HOllseor the 
employees, agents or contractors of,arign.\. Hqy§§.. and that Verizon 
shall be entitled to seek equitable relief, including injunctive relief and 
specific performance, in the event of any such breach. Such remedies 
shall not be deemed to be the exclusive remedies for any such breach, 
but shall be in addition to any other remedies available under this 
Agreement or at law or in equity. 

8.7 Relation to Applicable Law. 

The provisions of Sections 8,4, 8.5 and 8.6 of this Attachment with regard to the 
confidentiality of information shall be in addition to and not in derogation of any 
provisions of Applicable Law with regard to the confidentiality of information~ 
theJJs.eot QQJlfidefltiaLJnf.o.[!Jlat[Qjldls.clQs.e.dJ:l¥-omLea.~.ib~ber, including, 
but not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, andpothing in this AgreemenUsJntended to 
constitute a waiver by .either Partv()fill'ly'rightw:ith regar(j\()protecti()llofthe 
confidentiality o~ orJimltatiol1sQQ the.Jl.SttQLthlllnfOIJIlatioD(.rt..~Y.QbP.ar.tYQr 
syc.b P~ID':§ Customers provided by Applicable Law,!;.@ggr.;iilI1V.iJl9[@!i1§J9jlQige 
pY.J;\.ll..[@g\li~.PJ.en1§.9.t1IJ,!,S Q_666...in ..Gg.nn@Gtign.wjlb..JbeJlea9..u:n.~.!J@'Qf th.!:lir 
Q.bli~Qns, ...a.D.d...thE!e.x...erc.is.iLofJheir....dg~J.m.deIJh.is.8greem.e.nt ...am.t..e..a.c[] 
e;arJy..?g@§E.JhaLtl1~~.J:,part.Y.w.g.yJpJ~~..jE,[@l!H'l.r~...i.9.I~w~~turt..thls 
~ect[g.n~J:bXlhe.p,!ilr:tyo.r.jtsemP]o~~""illL'ii!DtaQLc.Q!ltrii!.c.tQr..s.andthaLEi,l,~l1 
Party shall be entitled to. seek equitable relief,jaQluding injunctive relief and 
§p'@gifi!;p~rtorm!i!.nQjil ... in.. lb.~.Iily.e.!lt qt.!!QY§.\,!!;;b. br§!;lgb§l,I.!;b.r~m§.gi~§§.b!;lllJ]gt 
!;1Ji..d.e.em~.to,,Pe.tl1e.exclusjye Jeme.die.s.. Jo.rJU1~h..b.r.e.acMut..sh.aJL~ 
additiQ~..QlhJitJ:amedie$ available uDder this Agrs!'lmeni.2r at law or in 

~MjiY"" 

8.8 Cooperation. 

,a!'.iJ;jl1tJ;;\<.ty~,at,a{lgJjl!:;1QM~'sexpe.nse,.l>han reasQnablyc()operatewitl1 . 
Verizon in using Verizon OSS Services. Such cooperation shall include, but not 
be limited to, the following: 

S.S.1 	 Upon request by Verizon,J2rjghtH.o.use shali!)yno laterthan the 
fifteenth (15th) day of the last month of each Calendar Quarter submit 
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to Verizon reasonable, !J9.!1cl;?,i,lL~good faith estimates of the volume . C Delebld: '''CLEC Acronym TE~-:;;i
of each type of OSS transaction that.£Wght House anticipates .•. < 
submitting in each .m2!l!I!o.fthE! nE!J(tC:alE!l'l~arq!Jarter. ... ~ebld: week ....J 

rDelebld: '''CLEC Acronymlp"l
8.8.2 	 llrigb1J:::1oll§fl shall reasonably cooperate lo'iithVerizon in submitting rDelebld: "'CLEC A;~-;;;;;:E=:--jorders for Verizon Services and otherwise using the Verizon OSS 

Services, in order to avoid exceeding 9Q!lJm!;l~JilUU!;HI.§Q!1pb!~ . i Delebld: '''CLEC Acrooym TE'" < 
limitations.oil..the capacity or capabilities of such Verizon OSS Delebld: '''CLEC Acronym TE-' 
Service-s.-

, Delebld: by the '''CLEC Acronym 

8.8.3 	 ..eIJqb.!HQ!J~ shall participate inc;o()perative testing Of Verizon OSS . ll~~"*~,~ust~~:;-=m=~=m!=m=w="'=~""J 
Services and shall provide assistance to Verizon in identifying and 
correcting mistakes, omissions, interruptions, delays, errors, defects, 
faults, failures, or other defiCiencies, In Verlzon OSS Services. 

8.9 	 Verlzon Access to Information Related to~tlQLlg Customers. 

8.9.1 	 Verizon shall have the right to access, use and disclose information 
related to..a~t!j9lJ§'!;tCl!st(>mersthat isinVerizon'.s possession 
(including, but not limited to, in Verizon OSS Facilities) to the extent 
such access, use andlor disclosure has been authorizedjn the manner 
required by Applicable Law'd~ot\!iith§tqp'dj!:lg,,lI;)e."{Q..r!ijg,gjjJggrj;UJy.I!ling 
eisetn.thts.AQ[e.ement".a.IL.intQImalioa.H1.9ard.ingth(wame..dl.!tdrJ!~~ 
other identifying information of Cu§tomers who balle chosen to takE!. 
l.?li1fYJ~ ..f[,Qmarigp.!.. Hgl!l.?~ qut§_dggtHQySE!... l:lf.tiH1!!~.J;)l,Itgi\lY~.Jl.q.l.y§t 
];L~J.ecet\linQ,.Jillch...se1Vice~.~weJtas.!!ILadvan~lnfQrmalion 
ij;9!!Cdirnl!b.§JirnJOgpJi:l.t!11§1,I9b.C,I,I§.!9mer'§. b§Q.9rnl!l\1 a !?.ci.IlPU;I qJ.l.§~ as may be permitted by ApplicableI
c.u$tomw.lJ:1aL\le1;iz;P.OJI).aJ!..R.QSWUlLcoro.e.to..p,Qs~sa...alUiL~1ti;!f ~wll ...... j
either Party perforrpi09 an~ligati~xergising any rights under rFormatted: Bullets and Numbering l
lb..i.§"b..Q[\3emli.nJJ.h.ilJI.b.§.,ge~ !'~U?§J~r:.i!Wll;;ig'\'!.§~9.l1fj.Q~.,!lYs1 
Info.r.matiQ~nd..\lerwm.llhalJno.tu.e.a,.an:I...au.c.h...iofo.r.mationlt..mpy tDeleted: Cancellations j 
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i: within thirty-one (31) consecutive ~ . calendar days after the original 
.: . service due date.lI 

8.9.2 	 As gf ~~Date, the Partie.a...acknowl~gge that they hay!? .' 
§1.lec.\,!j§ga seo<lJille 'I9J1t§lD.!'t~j1!iDg,~rizon ~2.1!9CEl!?jJ?r.!g.bl .. : (~!!!~~~,~~!'!.~~~be~~~-<
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9.2 	 ,untentiQnallyL..e...fl6IankL 
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10. 	 Telephone Numbers 
'. (apPlicable Tariffs. or. in the ao:~~.-J 
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8.10 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.11 	 .Ltote.nUona.lwft..61anl$1, 

9. 	 ,Poles, Ducts, Conduits and Rights-of-Way 

9.1 	 Verizon shall affordJ2JjgN House non-discriminatory access to poles, ducts, 
conduits and rights-of-way owned or controlled by Verizon . .Ih~q 
aclmo)(4edgethal..as.J2f..tb~tiye Date b@J:eQ,LL~llaY.e.enter.e,cUatQ..a 
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10.1 	 This Section applies in connection with "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customers 
served by Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" for resale. 

1 0.2 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE""s use of telephone numbers shall be subject to 
Applicable Law and the rules of the North American Numbering CounCil, the 
North American Numbering Plan Administrator, the applicable provisions of this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, this Section 10), and Verizon's practices 
and procedures for use and aSSignment of telephone numbers, as amended from 
time-to-time. 

10.3 	 Subject to Sections 10.2 and 10.4 of this Attachment, if a Customer of either 
Verizon or "'CLEC Acronym TE'" who is served by a Verizon 
Telecommunications Service (UVTS") changes the LEC that serves the Customer 
using such VTS (including a change from Verizon to "'CLEC Acronym TE"', 
from "'CLEC Acronym TE'" to Verizon, or from "'CLEC Acronym TE'" to a 
LEC other than Verizon), after such change, the Customer may continue to use 
with such VTS the telephone numbers that were assigned to the VTS for the use 
of such Customer by Verizon immediately prior to the change. 

10.4 	 Verizon shall have the right to change the telephone numbers used by a 
Customer if at any time: (a) the Customer requests service at a new location, 
that is not served by the Verizon switch and the Verizon rate center from which 
the Customer previously had service; (b) continued use of the telephone 
numbers is not technically feasible; or, (c) in the case of Telecommunications 
Service provided by Verizon to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" for resale, the type or 
class of service subscribed to by the Customer changes. 

1 0.5 	 If service on a VTS provided by Verizon to "'CLEC Acronym TE··· under this 
Agreement is terminated and the telephone numbers associated with such VTS 
have not been ported to a ···CLEC Acronym TE"· switch, the telephone 
numbers shall be available for reassignment by Verizon to any person to whom 
Verizon elects to assign the telephone numbers, including, but not limited to, 
Verizon, Verizon Customers, "'CLEC Acronym TE"', or Telecommunications 
Carriers other than Verizon and "'CLEC Acronym TE··'. 

10.6 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE'·· may reserve telephone numbers only to the extent 
Verizon's Customers may reserve telephone numbers. 

11. 	 Routing for Operator Services and Directory Assistance Traffic 

for a Verizon Telecommunications Service dial tone line purchased by "'CLEC Acronym" 
TE'" for resale pursuant to the Resale Attachment, upon request by "'CLEC Acronym 
TE"', Verizon will establish an arrangement that will permit ***CLEC Acronym TE'" to 
route the "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Customer's calls for operator and directory assistance 
services to a provider of operator and directory assistance services selected by "'CLEC 
Acronym TE···. Verizon will provide this routing arrangement in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, Applicable Law. Verizon will provide this routing 
arrangement pursuant to an appropriate written request submitted by "'CLEC Acronym 
TE'" and a mutually agreed-upon schedule. This routing arrangement will be 
implemented at "'CLEC Acronym TE""s expense, with charges determined on an 
individual case basis. In addition to charges for initially establishing the routing 
arrangement, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" will be responsible for ongoing monthly and/or 
usage charges for the routing arrangement. "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall arrange, at its 
own expense, the trunking and other facilities required to transport traffic to "'CLEC 
Acronym TE""s selected provider of operator and directory assistance services. 
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12. Unauthorized Carrier Change Charges 

In the event either Party requests that the other Party install, provide, change, or 
terminate a Customer's Telecommunications Service (including, but not limited to, a 
Customer's selection of a primary Telephone Exchange Service Provider) without having 
obtained authorization from the Customer for such installation, proviSion, selection, 
change or termination in accordance with Applicable Laws, the requesting Party shall be 
liable to the other Party for all charges that would be applicable to the Customer for the 
initial change in the Customer's Telecommunications Service and any charges for 
restoring the Customer's Telecommunications Service to its Customer-authorized 
condition (all such charges together, the "Carrier Change Charges"), including to the 
appropriate primary Telephone Exchange Service provider. Such Carrier Change 
Charges may be assessed on the requesting Party by the other Party at any time after 
the Customer is restored to its Customer-authorized condition. 

13. 
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INTERCONNECTION ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

.1J _._Verjzo~shall provide to,adght HOU£einterconnecti(mat(i) any technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber 
meet point to which the Parties mutually agree under the terms of this Agreement, for the 
transmission and routing of.TelecommunjcatioOG, mBy way of example , ...a technically 
feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA would include an 
applicable Verizon Tandem Interconnection Wire Center or Verizon End Office 
Interconnection Wire Center but. notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement 
or otherwise, would not include a.8right Ho~ Interconnection Wire Center,~ 
/jQ,yg switch or any portion of a transport facility provided by Verizon to,.Brig,hlI::J.QU£eor 
another party between (x) a Verizon Interconnection Wire Center or switch and (y) the 
Interconnection Wire Center or switch of.8r!gh~ or another party. For brevity's 
sake, the foregoing examples of locations that, respectively, are and are not "on 
Verizon's network" shall apply (and are hereby incorporated by reference) each time the 
term "on Verizon's network" is used in this Agreement. 

Points of Interconnection&!!d Interconnection Format 

2.1 Point(s) of Interconnection. 

2.1.1 Each Party, at its own expense, shall provide transport facilities~. 
r~Qbtjr,~.Qd.qcd.e.I,iYJ\lLtni!ttL(;'Jdrla\n!!liJ.]g"q!]"'.Q!J['!!'!1§WP.IL!!:W~.l,!gt1",iJ~ 
n.e.twQr!<. to the technically feasible Poiot of Inte[conneptloo on 
Y!I1i.;'9n.'s n51jV(9L~jD_f:(I.J.,eJ..fi§.§1~~.Q.¥.....e..r.iOOt HQ\I§~ .._T&t 11J§l@lJb i§ 
g.~n,_JiI...P.ar1Y_m.a.l(: 

2..L:L.L provide its own facilities fo( deliverv ()f th~ traffic to the • 
technically feasible POint(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LA T A;andim 

2. 1 . 1 . 2 QbtainIraIlSPQrifQLd_eliv.s;u:yQUhe t!:affictQ.. lheJechIljcaJJ~ 

~¥!.~~::r~~I::&iH"ffi~[:~F.~:= 
SJ.lch...!.raru>~arjff, from the other ~ 
im~l@r~§_\lC!LI~{jfL 

2,1.2 ml§lI@l1!l!tt;.ti.9!1".t9rmil.t 

l\.L~.lJ::j.QI.(S~,J~.PJJgJbtt!!JlP..a!1ie.lt,S.h.aIIJ.D.teIc.onnecUb.e.iLne.tw.QIk.s 
Uilng either TDM (older standard PSIN signaling format) Of §esslQil 
lI!.!ti.g,P@... f'...t9i.QPq.L(§.!I?J..'ffiQ,g!ii!.t[J...l..P,Jljg.!1~..fQrm~I.b~.2i..1.~9. 
m:!1!J]g,~eJ1tuJ.e....de.sc[i,.bectjn.se.ctJQn..3.2.Qf..tbls.Jntfi:l.rcQl1nectIon 
A~i'!.9hm~.P.1 

2,2 Trunk Types And Trunk Adl1;1ini.s.tratioQ. 

2.2.1 In interconnecting their networks pursuant to this Attachment, the 
Parties will use, as appropriate, the following separate and distinct 
trunk groups: 

2.2.1.1 Interconnection Trunks for the transmission and routing of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, translated LEC IntraLATA 
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toll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) traffic, and 
IntraLATA Toll Traffic, between their respective Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers, .,and, Measuredloternet 
Traffic, all in accordance with Sectioos"5 through 8 of this 
Attachment; 

2.2.1.2 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunks for the transmission and 
routing of Exchange Access traffic, including translated 
InterLATA toll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) 
traffic, between .a P..uty'.s End ..Us.e.rs and purchasers of 
Switched Exchange Access Servicejn accordance with 
Sections 9 through 11 of this Attachment; and 

2.2.1.3 	 Miscellaneous Trunk Groups as mutually agreed to by the 
Parties, including, but not limited to: (a) choke trunks for 
traffic congestion and testing; and, (b) untranslated 
IntraLATAllnterLATA toll free service access code (e.g. 
800/888/877) traffic. 

2.2.1.4 	 A trunk group for Ta.o.d.emTransit Traffic inboJJ.n(;Um!)J 
Y(;}rj~p,r;:t,!P",!?,[.ighJ"I;:i.g.IJ,§§,f. 	 "-

2.2.2 	 Other types of trunk groups may be used by the Parties as provided in 
other Attachments to this Agreement (e.g., 911/E-911 Trunks) or in 
other separate agreements between the Parties (e.g., directory 
assistance trunks, operator services trunks, BlV/BlVI trunks or trunks 
for 500/555 traffic) ... In j~gp itiQJ1kii.jJb§rei'!!1Ym9y'lJ1qy~§t~ 
estab.llshment.oi a..Sl%1ara.te...tr.unk..grp.J.lP ..for.Jtle",e~ruJ.Ul.t..any type. 
gf traffic whose techniQaLor billino requirements.make such a separate 
Jrun.~9r.RMR~.W,~J~IiQJ:)i!gle ,JU~~~p.Dotagree 
~~<,1...Q.eriod.n.o.ltQ,.exce~d...sixty (6IDJ1.~..Y§.,J.mJl:l~...~b.lj~hflJ.e.nt.o1..a 
requested separate trunk group then either Party may il)voke the 
Qj~~".!3~!.l,l,!i,9,n.RL9,\1.is.i9,Jl§,,,9,t~~UP.1Ll~,,,91.th~Lg~!l~r,~J,,I§IJllll± 

2.2.3 	 In accordance with the terms of this Agreement, aL6!:jg.htH2Y.s.e.may 
~the Parties will deploy One-Way Interconnection Trunks (trunks 
with traffic going in one direction, including one-way trunks and uni· 
directional two-way trunks) and/or TWO-Way Interconnection Trunks 
(trunks with traffic going in both directions). 

2.2.4 	 .The Parties !lhal' ..estal:l'i!lh,.~tthe techr:lic:a.'lyfeasibleP()int(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA, separate 
Interconnection Trunk group(s) between such POI(s) and each 
Verizon Tandem in a LATA with a subtending End Office(s) to which 
.aright House originates calls for Verizon to terminate. 

2.2.5 	 In the event the volume of traffic between a Verizon End Office and a 
technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a 
LATA, which is carried by a Final Tandem Interconnection Trunk 
group, exceeds (a) the Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) 
busy hour equivalent of one (1) DS1 Js;r thre.ec.o.!lsel:lJ.yye.moolh..§; (b) 
200,000 minutes of use for +bree ....co.nse.cuii'l.e..mQ.!ltb.s.; and/or; (c) 600 
busy hour Centum Call Seconds (BHCCS) of use for &~ 
Q,911§ecy,ti'l.e,mQlllh.s: (i) if One-Way Interconnection Trunks are used, 
the originating Party shall promptly establish new or augment existing 
End Office One-Way Interconnection Trunk groups between the 
Verizon End Office and the technically feasible Point of 
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Interconnection on Verizon's network; or, (ii) if Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks are used,,Bright Hoys§ shall promptly submit 
an ASR to Verizon to establish new or augment existing End Office 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group(s) between that Verizon End 
Office and the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on 
Verizon's network. 

2.2.6 	 Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, the total number 
of Tandem Interconnection Trunks between a technically feasible 
Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network and a Verizon Tandem 
will be limited to a maximum of 240 trunks. In the event that the 
volume of traffic between a technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network and a Verizon Tandem exceeds, 
or reasonably can be expected to exceed, the capacity of the 240 
trunks, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall promptly submit an ASR to 
Verizon to establish new or additional End Office Trunks to insure that 
the volume of traffic between the technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network and the Verizon Tandem does 
not exceed the capacity of the 240 trunks. 

2.2.7 	 In the case of a One-Way Interconn.eQjon Trunk gro~ the Party 
Wi9J.mllilJg.. tI!i.ffi.I<Qll.~r..Jt1eJr4!Jkg[9J1P.§t1a I.Lb..!iY.~m~gIIJiIJJ§tr!itiy§ 
!~§I2QIJ§1~~~tQJ1@iillrulJ~I,I~.§t§dq,~jBPlis.b..IiU.~J!:,iJ!lk,m.QJ,/,P..• 
add trunks to it or [f:mgve trunks from it Briaht J.::io.lJ..s.emshall haye 
fil,d,mlP,i,§,tr~,~"J~§R2.!1§\Q.~jQUllm.illflg,,,r~,Wi,§ttQ"'§,~R,U.§,t1.JI,,,I~,Q;; 
Way Interconnection Trunk group and for initiating requests to add 
Irygk§Jggr r.§mgy.~Jr.Y!Jh§trQ.IJUt 

2.2.8 	 1000k fQJ@~§\§mIb@.e9"Ui~s iil9IillQW!l1.gg!? th~tlil.~LQUb§..,Fmff§¥lil!~ 
Pate..t~.aI.tU~butjnl:!lyse.ndlnglJ:l.excess..QtQne.hundJedmiIlion 
UOQ,POQ,QPQLm.lpJ.lte§ oUf.~ffjc P'2I mgnth 19 each. gttl~r8§ IOQli,Ji!§ 
th.e\loLurne9ttr~ffice.acheartylil.e.ndJi.1Qthe...othe.LP~ex~e.dsQne. 
hundred million (100 OO~Q,QQJlDinutes PlH mgnth and has ex~deJ;! 
lli.!!!U.§¥51Lf9! 1n[f:~(;}1 cPl)§~"\i1ive rpqgJh§ I.JO$lJJ Jh§,eii!r:!i~li: 
fOJ,e.ca.stinQ....Qb.lig.atiQn"lYJ!!1..r.eg!.~tQ.J,r.i.I.nkswlLb.e~~~bEa.rn!, 
~ng the other Party of apy ?nticipruedJ!unking ne~tha( would 
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m2ntl:!."~bJi1mnl.!p,2D.,!.Il~.J~I,!~t2.U!\b.j),L,e~",tI:!~P.ii!..!1ie,§,§h,fillj 
~te reasonable and apPtQQ.rnue forecastill9,,(s!QlJirements If the 
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2.3 One-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.3.1 	 .L.!.!1tentiona.UYJeJtblankJ 

2.3.1.1 	 ~ntiQnalfy left blankJ 

2.3.1.2 	 ~!1J.ig D~1!¥J~f.tblantJ 

2.3.2 	 For each Tandem or End Office One-Way Interconnection Trunk group 
for delivery of traffic fromsme.E'artY.toJh.e.9theLPa.~ with autilization 
level of less than sixty percent (60%) for final trunk groups and eighty
five percent (85%) for high usage trunk groups, unless the Parties 
agree otherwise,.Mll'! Piilrty with administrative responsibility for the. 
1(ynK,gr911.2 will promptly Jnitjate a [egue:;t to the othe~t() 
disconnect a sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to attain a 
utilization level of approximately sixty percent (60%) for all final trunk 
groups and eighty-five percent (85%) for all high usage trunk groups. 
ruhe E'arty wi\h ijgmigis!rative responsibility for IheJ[unk group fqils to 
i.nitiql~Jb.51 E~qlJ.~§1.iiI§.rnqyj~gbY ..thi§§I\\GliQ!LJb~n•. 2[1J1QJ~.§s tOM 
~bjrti(",(;?,Ql"g!i,y,§"W.Jill!i!,!1"!,1"Q,tl~Jll,~t~e~"J')J~y""g.l§~2'(1n.@,gU!le 
ex,cess Inti\lrcor;megtiM,~. 

2.4 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

': 

2.4.1.1 

2.4.1.2 	 ll!;ltentionally left b~ 

2.4.2 

2.4.3 	 Prior to establishing any Two-Way Interconnection Trunks,~ 
HQuse shall meet with Verizon 10 conduct a joint planning meeting 
("Joint Planning Meeting"). At that Joint Planning Meeting, each Party 
shall provide 10 the other Party originating Centum Call Seconds 
(Hundred Call Seconds) information, and the Parties shall mutually 
agree on the appropriate initial number of End Office and Tandem 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks and the interface specifications at 
the technically feasible Point{s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA at which the Parties interconnect for the exchange 
of traffic. Where the Parties have agreed to convert existing One-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, at Ihe 
Joint Planning Meeting, the Parties shall also mutually agree on the 
conversion process and project intervals for conversion of such One
Way Interconnection Trunks to Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.4 	 ,HntentionallyJe..ft...b.lankl 

2.4.5 	 The Parties shall meet (telephonically or in person) from time to time, 
as needed, to review data on End Office and Tandem TWO-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to determine the need for new trunk groups 
and to plan any necessary changes in the number of Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks. 
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2.4.6 	 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks shall have SS7 Common Channel 
Signaling. The Parties~aJ1 utilize at Bright.~ 09tiRa. B8ZS 
and Extended Super Frame (ESF) .!LI,JOking at the DS3 leyel or apgve 
li~ludiffiLQJ;;,:J",QC;:12~QL£)C:4M§,tL')tm£l!i1lL~Sljc.ta~u$ing,at 
!2Ii.g.bt HQu§e:.§.9p.li.9[l,gg'pQeI2IJip!,rpby$J¥.aIJr!!.n~211 facilitie~ 
PS;HeveL.QQDJ1egtLQQ;;· 

2.4.7 	 With respect to End Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, both 
Parties shall use an economic Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call 
Seconds) equal to five (5). Either Party may disconnect End Office 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that, based on reasonable 
engineering criteria and capacity constraints, are not warranted by the 
actual traffic volume experienced. 

2.4.8 	 Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups that connect to a Verizon 
access Tandem shall be engineered using a design blocking objective 
of Neal-Wilkinson B.005 during the average time consistent busy hour. 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups that connect to a Verizon local 
Tandem shall be engineered using a design blocking objective of 
Neal-Wilkinson B.01 during the average time consistent busy hour. 
Verizon and ~tIruJ.!le shall engineer Two-Way Interconnection 
Trunks using Telcordia Notes on the Networks SR 2275 (formerly 
known as BOC Notes on the LEC Networks SR-TSV-002275). 

2.4.9 	 The performance standard for final Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
groups shall be that no such Interconnection Trunk group will exceed 
its design blocking objective (B.005 or B.01, as applicable) for three 
(3) consecutive calendar traffic study months. 

2.4.10 	 .6r19 hI House shaUcje.termine JhenumbElLofTw..o.~WaylntElrconnection 
Trunks that are required to meet the applicable design blocking 
objective for all traffic carried on each Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
group . ..§LightHoillie shanJ:).alleadmini~1rativere$PQnsibility tQr 
eJit.al:l.Jj~ Two-Way InterconnectionJ:\unk 9rouPii.and.lilhaJjjnillate 
ad.ditjons of trunks t~1 of trunks from ~h trunk grQups by 
submitting ASRs to Verizon setting forth the number of Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to be installed and the requested installation 
date~Verizon's lKiLy'ityj!Le1ii.!a!?!ispJn.9,. aqgin9 ..tf.!,mk§J.g,P.Lrempvjgg. 
t!1lnksJ[Qrn:;uch.t(y!1.k.QIQUP~,§j).alJpecpJ].mtent.wi~h.Ve.ri;:Q.!1.'.s 
effective standard intervals or negotiated intervals, as appropriate. 

2.4.11 	 Verlzon may (but shall not be obligated to) monitor Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups using service results for the applicable 
design blocking objective. If Verizon observes blocking in excess of 
the applicable design objective on any Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group andgb.tH,ml.se has not notified Verizon 
that it has corrected such blocking, Verizon may submit to ~ 
t1.QI,/.§e. a Trunk Group Service Request directing,.!;\rjghtl::!.PlJ.se to 
remedy the blocking. Upon receipt of a Trunk Group Service Request, 
,.!;\ri,Qb!...Ij.2~ will complete an ASR to establish or augment the End 
Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group(s), or, if mutually agreed, 
to augment the Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with 
excessive blocking and submit the ASR to Verizon within e.. 
g;)ml!leI.;;iallYreas.Qn~.t.lle,time.. 

2.4.12 	 The Parties will review all Tandem TWO-Way Interconnection Trunk 
groups that reach a utilization level of seventy percent (70%), or 
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i 
greater, to determine whether those groups should be augmented. 
Bright House wilt promptly augment all Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups that reach a utilization level of eighty 
percent (80.%) by submitting ASRs for additional trunks sufficient to 
attain a utilization level of approximately seventy percent (70.%), 
unless the Parties agree that additional trunking is not required. For 
each Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with a utilization 
level of less than sixty percent (60.%), unless the Parties agree 
otherwise, ,6IiQbtHouse will promptly submit ASRs to disconnect a 
sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to attain a utilization level 
of approximately sixty percent (60.%) for each respective group, unless 
the Parties agree that the Two-Way Interconnection Trunks should not 
be disconnected. In the event,6right!::l.o.u.s.e fails to submit an ASR for 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks in conformance with this Section, 
Verizon may •.. QllJlQJes.s..1ha.nlhjrtY..(3.0Ld.a:t5...W[ltte.o.. notiC.e.lo.Jh.e...Qthe.f 
!?§IiY, disconnect the excess Interconnection Trunks, 

2.4.13 	 .L!.!lteQl[gnaUY.l~ft QLaQKl 

2.4.14 	 !;!dl.lll1..tJ.QJ.!.§!i!, will route its traffic to Verizon over the End Office and 
Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunks in accordance with SR
TAP-o.o.o.191, including but not limited to those standards requiring that 
a calt from ,B,pgbLl::lQuae to a Verizon End Office will first be routed to 
the End Office Interconnection Trunk group between Brigbt t;iQ.!J§g and 
the Verizon End Office. 

3. Alternative Interconnection Arrangements 

3.1 Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions. 

3.1.1 	 Afil:1J3( M!i.!i%t arra.!J!l§[)1El,PiJihall be.§.§.lab.Iish~g.ElU.!JJ:UliLg\!~§t2fJ3ri.!1~t 
tl9,1"1,~!i!,.ji!r!'~~,,Q..~,,!lS~gP,.li§heg,att!:J.e.Ieg.IJ.!i!,§.1...9J,~j;;',Q'!:l±J,!P9,Q..,wIjt1~ 
~~eLParty. IUhe Parties have consistently been 
exchanging an amount of applicable traffic (as set forth in Section 
3.1.3 below) in the relevant exchanges equal to at least one (1) OS-3,. 
Any such Fiber Meet arrangement shall be subject to the terms of this 
Agreement. In addition, the establishment of any Fiber Meet 
arrangement is expressly conditioned upon the Parties mutually 
agreeing to the technical specifications and requirements for such 
Fiber Meet arrangement,._sys;b..J!g~emenl J1Q~J9geY!J.~i!~Qn~R!Y 
gg!1dj.tiooed,J,AJjtht1~d,ili!nie.d..Qujmay~ •. including, but not limited to, 
the location of the Fiber Meet points, routing, equipment (e.g., 
specifications of Add/Drop Multiplexers, number of strands of fiber, 
etc.), software, ordering. provisioning, maintenance, repair, testing, 
augment and on any other technical specifications or requirements 
re.al!Qllil.I:!I~{..necessary to implement the Fiber Meet arrangemenLAol, 
disputSl [Slgarding the e§tablishment Of operation of 1'1 Fiber Meet 
filW~!'lg~m,~nt~tl,!!II,J,l~~l.!!;li.~~tJgJO,(;)"Qj,§P.,l,IJIil""B~,gM!2n."P.JQyj§,j2.IJ§9f 
S..ec1iqnJ4 ..otth.e....G.e.ne.r.a.Lle.rm.und... CQnditiQnsQf..th.e...Agreem.ent 
For each Fiber Meet arrangement the Parties agree to implement, the 
Parties will complete and sign a Technical Specifications and 
Requirements document, the form of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A to Section 3 of the Interconnection Attachment Fiber Meet 
Arrangement Provisions. Each such document will be treated as 
Confidential Information. 
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3.1.2 	 The Parties agree to consider the possibility of using existing fiber 
cable with spare capacity, where available, to implement any such 
request for a Fiber Meet arrangement. If existing fiber cable with 
spare capacity is not available, the Parties agree to minimize the 
construction and deployment of fiber cable necessary for any Fiber 
Meet arrangement to which they agree. Except as otherwise agreed 
by the Parties,yerizonshaU not be required to construct or deploy 
more than ~JhQJdJi!.F.!.nd five hundred (Z500) feet of fiber cable for a 
Fiber Meet arrangement. 

3.1.3 	 A Fiber Meet arrangement established under this Agreement may be 
used for the transmission and routing of~trafficJ.haUhftm9.y. 
J.aw.fl.lllY...ex~h.angejn~c.c.QLg~e"wlt.tL8p.,Qjjciillt.r.e...L.aw. 

3.1.4 	 ~,c.h...Ea.rtY,,~Q.a.l~LJt.S...Qwn...cg,s,~,",a.nd...exp.en§J~.~..e.stabJi.~.h.inSta. •. 
FiP§L .M!'1@t9f[iilpg~\I1~!JL Qto~Ub.!ilIJ...p.@r.:mi!l!Jl~...i!J~rC;gJrj!il.( 
C;Qmp'eg~!i!li9.IJ..~h9.rg§§Ji§.. §P.li~iU.§gJp tb.is.Jnt.~r.c;Q..OJl.\ilc;!.iQ.pA~!!i!c;bm§Qt 
neither Part~h.aillm~se any charges (In the ather Parp 
~!1.!,\\?gl2JlY'!jt.bJ.b.!iil...!iil.§tablishm!'1,Q!q[\'!§@J.lfAf.j\;{@r M@§t,i,ilrri.i!!1QWJ)@J]L 

3.1.5 	 Each Party will include traffic to be exchanged over Fiber Meet 
arrangements in its forecasts provided toi!:!!tpther Par1¥..under the 
Agreement, 

3.2 SIP-Based Interconnection 

~8U3rlg.ht H.2.Yl!M.2Plip!1 Brig.ht ti.9Y§!L?.nqY.gJ~9.ILSQ.8I!jD.!St[cqn n@9Jb.~ 
!l~g[Igl.MJ;~~JEJ9.rOliilLall.Q~n~J~~~ru§. 

Ib) SIP interconnectigo shall be provided by means of fiPer or cgpper-pased 
p.b.y§i~!!1 iQWC;Rnnecti9.prn9.jli~ie§,i.i!te[lg_btli9!J§lil'S QQ!;0J] 

{\i.)"Ib,~"m,in,im.!.!m. Qi:ttar~!~.JQl.§,!ej!l~62QJ1!l{;l.gt.iQn.&b~Il.Q..~J,.Q.Q,.MAS~.bj,t§",Q~I 
secoIlQ,...in,EtherneUo[.m.at. 

(d) In a SIp-based intercgnnection lhe Parties soall eXChange all signaling 
jnf(ml1.iltiQQ,,!)..~~.I¥J.&L.ilHg,dli ..e~.I.~!ii,¥:iDg...~I~1Q2QnVj;;IUL if 
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fromJbe.1blrdpartY,...incluOing..wjlbQullimltaUon.AN.!,,,.CN8M.,..a.nd.QC.N 
inf.2nn!!jlQ[I,JQlb~~Y ...(@.Q§iyi.ngJh!!JQ!lffjLJr.L.ii!Q9"ilj9!1JgL.M@el..P9jpt.[:';jiJling , 
lr.affl¥-se.ll~~~n,..SJE"i.nte~ctiQn•. tQe .. ea~ovidlJJ,g,.tb~ndeI!l 
fl.lnct.iona"liD'J2r thethird party IXC shall record all information necessary to al!QW 'i 
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ir)tg.IIDatiQ[lto_JtJeQtheI...Pa~tQtbes.M1J!"~tentJls.~9j,IJ.Q,,.~ItRlY,JQ ..a . .TOM 
format ipterconnection as soecified in Section 10 of this 8ttachment. 
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!Jlatter.s.tb.e.Qjsagr.e.ementssh~llbe.@§SI1y.e.dasRLqY19e.dtQLin,peclion.J4otthe 
G.§pe.r.aLIemls.-'!.fl..QJ&millions Of Ihis Agreement 

4. 	 Initiating Interconnection 

4.1 If.l3r.ig.hLH.o.u..se determines to offer Telephone Exchange Services andl.o.r. 
~Xgb.1iI.D.g~.A9.9..§'§§J!ng to interconnect with Verizon in any LATA in which Verizon 
.off~rs Tl:)lephone Exchange Service~.an~.in.'Iv'hi~~t.heParties . are ootalrE:!<:ldy 
interconnected pursuant to this Agreement, Bright House'shall provide written 
notice to Verizon of the need to establish Interconnection in such LATA pursuant 
to this Agreement. 

4.2 	 The notice provided in Section 4.1 of this Attachment shall include (a) the initial 
Routing Point(s); (b) the applicable technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network to be established in the relevant LATA 
(including in accordance with the terms of this Agreement a designation of a 
Eip§LM§§.t§rn!Dg§m§nt§§§m§§n§9fj.D.t§r9.9nD.§.~i9.n): (c) Brig hi House's 
intended Interconnection activation date; (d) a forecast of.l3rlghLHQu.se's trunking 
requirements conforming to Section 14.2 of this Attachment; and (e) such other 
information as Verizon shall reasonably request in order to facilitate 
Interconnection. 

4.3 	 The interconnection activation date in the new LATA shall be mutually agreed to 
by the Parties after receipt by Verizon of all necessary information as indicated 
above. Within ten (10) Business Days of Verizon's receipt of.l3righLHouse's 
notice provided for in Section 4.,.h()f thisAttachment, Verizoo aod ,!;lr.i.iIl.b.tH.9..Y.§.§. 
shall confirm the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in the new LATA and the mutually agreed upon Interconnection 
activation date for the new LATA. 

Transmission and Routing of.Traffic 

5.1 	 Scope of Traffic. 

Section 5 prescribes parameters for Interconnection Trunks used for 
Interconnection pursuant to Sections 2 through 4 of this Attachment. 

5.2 	 Trunk Group Connections and Ordering. 

5.2.1 	 For both One-Way and Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, if~ 
H.9.\'!'§!i),!i),!~gts to,/?slablis.hanQC=Ie.lleLoLSIP interface.,at the POI, the 
Parties shall negotiate reasonable terms and conditions (including, 
without limitation, rates Dl<.mPJi9.§RI~Land implementation timeframes) 
for such arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms 
and conditions (including, without limitation, rates (if applicable) and 
implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's 
dispute resolution procedures. 

5.2.2 	 When One-Way or TWO-Way Interconnection Trunks are provisioned 
using a DS3 interface facility, ifj3right House calls for the 
eslabJishmenLotmultiplexed DS3 facilities to a Verizon Central Office 
that is not designated in the NECA 4 Tariff as the appropriate 
Intermediate Hub location (I.e., the Intermediate Hub location in the 
appropriate Tandem subtending area based on the LERG), and the 
provision of such facilities to the subject Central Office is technically 
feasible, the Parties shall negotiate in good faith reasonable terms and 
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conditions (including, without limitation, rates (.if..appJ.i.c£bJ1i1,Land 
implementation timeframes) for such arrangement; and, if the Parties 
cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including, without 
limitation, rates LJt...lm~.abJeland implementation timeframes), either 
Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. 

5.2.3 	 Each Party will identify its Carrier Identification Code, a three or four 

digit numeric code obtained from Telcordia, to the other Party when 

ordering a trunk group. 
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5.2.5 	 Each Party will use commercially reasonable efforts to monitor trunk 
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accepted trunk-engineering standards so as to not exceed blocking Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

objectives. Each Party agrees to use modular trunk-engineering 
techniques for trunks subject to this Attachment. 

5.3 	 Switching System Hierarchy and Trunking Requirements. 

For purposes of routing .Brigbt HOl,l§§ traffic to Verizon, thlil subtending 
arrangements between Verizon Tandems and Verizon End Offices shall be the 
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the routing of its own or other carriers' traffic (I.e., traffic will be routed to the 
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5.4 	 Signaling. 
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technical 11l1!lW.i..9~~he..•u.ll.e.QfmuJticfr~~~naliog on any 

trunk/s). for llucbJru.oks each Party will out pulse ten 11.o1gjgjjs to the other 

1:~.!1Y.:,J'!n!.e§§Jb.~"ei!.I1iu,ro..\i..tYilJ.y,,!?,g.1J.1.l:L.91b..~.r;w..i§.e.:.. ,Each Party will provide the 
other Party with access to its databases and associated signaling necessary for Deleted: in accordance with the 
the routing and completion of the other Party's traffic; provisions of this Agreement and any 

applicable Tariff 

:5.A..~"JJJ.e Parti£?s sha II fumlsh..eac.hQth.ecw..itIJ.JheJucl§gig,tLQuJnfQrm.atiQn 
Parameter (JIPUnthe Initial Address Message flAM) according \9 ingustry 
st!ijD9§Co::l§ .. 

5.5 	 Grades of Service. 

The Parties shall initially engineer and shall monitor and augment all trunk 
groups consistent with the Joint Process as set forth in Section 14.1 of this 
Attachment. 

6. 	 Traffic Measurement and Billing over Interconnection Trunks 

6,1 	 For billing purposes, each Party shall pass Calling Party Number (CPN) 

information on at least ninety-five percent (95%) of calls carried over the 

Interconnection Trunks. 


6.1.1 	 As used in this Section 6. "Traffic Rate" means the applicable 

Reciprocal Compensation Traffic rate, Measured Internet Traffic rate. 
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intrastate Switched Exchange Access Service rate. interstate Switched 

Exchange Access Service rate, or intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit 

Traffic rate. as provided in the Pricing Attachment.. 


6.1.2 	 Ifthe originating Party passes CPN on ninety-five percent (95%) or 
more of its calls, the receiving Party shall bill the originating Party the 
Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute of traffic for which CPN 
is passed. For any remaining (up to 5%) calls without CPN 
information, the receiving Party shall bill the originating Party for such 
traffic at the Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute of traffic. in 
direct proportion to the minutes of use of calls passed with CPN 
information. 

6.1.3 	 If the originating Party passes CPN on less than ninety-five percent 
(95%) of its calls and the originating Party chooses to combine 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic and Toll Traffic on the same trunk 
group, the receiving Party shall bill the higher of its interstate Switched 
Exchange Access Service rates or its intrastate Switched Exchange 
Access Services rates for all traffic that is passed without CPN, unless 
the Parties agree that other rates should apply to such traffic . 

.£) 2 8§ of the Effective .Date of this Agreement both Parties havli 1be capability, ~ Deleted: At such lime as a receiving 
on an automated basis, to use such CPN to classify traffic delivered over Party has the 

Interconnection Trunks by the other Party by Traffic Rate type (e.g., Reciprocal Fonnatted: Indent: Left: 1", No 1 
Compensation Traffic/Measured Internet Traffic, intrastate Switched Exchange bullets or numbering _._.._! 
Access Service, interstate Switched Exchange Access Service, or 
intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit Traffi~e.refQIe,e.acbreceiving Party (~~:1:.s~i~__ ....... ___...___J 

shall bill the originating Party the Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute 
of traffic for which CPN is passed. If the E!;1r.tl~~~§l1!b.!j~h iQl~r~g!le~tiggjgjlQY 
LATAinwbichtbereceiving Party lacks the capability, on an automated basis, to 
use CPN information on an automated basis to classify traffic delivered by the 
other Party by Traffic Rate type, the originating Party will supply Traffic Factor 1 

Deleted: accordance with 
and Traffic Factor 2, The Traffic Factors shall be supplied in writing by the 
originating Party within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date and shall be updated . 	Deleted:. Determination as 10 


whether traffic is Reciprocal 
in writing by the originating Party quarterly. Measurement of billing minutes for 
Compensation Traffic or Measured 

purposes of determining terminating compensation shall be in conversation Intemet Traffic shall be made in 

seconds (the time in seconds that the Parties equipment is used for a completed i accordance 


)call, measured from the receipt of answer supervision to the receipt of disconnect 
supervision). Measurement of billing minutes for originating toll free service 
access code (e.g., 800/888/877) calls shall be in.1h.e...sa,ro.e..mann~sAA¥ifi~jn 
,Ule.applicable ~Tariffustablishin9 terrrts Itpd conditions associated wilb 
RIfolYiQ.in9.elS£.f:1.?.o..ll.§...§.!.9g,§l.§§.§@Iy'i@§.jQ9.9H@9.!19.o. with ~11-lrEt€L9.§.!I§.. f.9I 
RMfRose..s....QL.1tJjsAgr.e,~mr;n.t.,~Clru.LrS.u.a.nttQJh.e...::mirrQ.rJng..ru.le::...esla.b.lj.s.heqJ2~ 
tb~....c.C in tbe April..18 2001 FQ.cJnter.n.eiQId.eL.lIDQ...~S1d in tb~. 
NgyemgeI§.~QQ§f.ggln\erDf,!lQa;1eJ,Jb§e§.ni!'l§§hi;lJ!!'l1l.Q.l:!i!Dgl;LlIJLB§Yi.PI991J 
G.QmpensatjQonaff~jnc.lu.dLng,.Me.al>!J[edJnte.rn.etTIaffic•..a.ttbeJSQ,omrz. 
iQ~~riil~.q .. lrim§pgr.t aQ.!:! term!.Q!!!jQ!l...[§\eJ~stablishe!:!JI.~Jb~);Cg5!!Jg§P'§gifj§Q .. i!J 
ihe,..Pricin9..AppendI1!' 

........J,l ..3 .... Each Party reserves the right to audit all Traffic, up to a maximum of~ ~ 
.aud.i1 per Calendar Year, to .b.ftcon!:!ucted in accordance with Section 7 of the General 
II\l,[m,§"?Dd..C.Qnd.itjg,QJ~,...!Q,,,ensure that rates are being applied appropriately; provided, 
however, that either Party shall have the right to conduct additional audit(s) if the 

Deleted: Paragraphs 8 and 79, and 
other applicable provisions, of the 
April 18. 2001 FCC Intemet Order 
(including, but not limited to, in 
accordance with the rebuttable 
presumption established by the April 
18,2001 FCC Internet Order that 
traffic delivered to a carrier that 
exceeds a 3:1 ratio of terminating to 
originating traffic is Measured Internet 
Traffic, and In accordance with the 
process established by the April 18, 
2001 FCC Intemet Order for rebutting I 
such presumption before the ! 
Commission), as modified by the I 
November 5, 2008 FCC Internet . 
Order and other applicable FCC 
orders and FCC Regulations. 

. f Fonnatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No 
preceding audit disclosed material errors or discrepancies. Each Party agrees to provide I bullets or numbering
the necessary Traffic data in conjunction with any such audit in a timely manner. 

I Deleted: two auditstDeleted: •. 
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6,4",,,,,,Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit either Party's ability to 

designate the areas within which that Party's Customers may make calls which that Party 
 i ::~ic~~~~~~~~~~~:ntl. 
rates as "local" in its Customer Tariffs, Customer receives VlFX Traffic, 

"'CLEC Acronym TP" shall 
A.,5.""",,,,,,,Eagb,,,Party represe,[)irill1.a.t.1he..aJrlQlllUltE,X"andfor VlFXarrapg,(;ll'J]ents p[ovided. promptly provide notice thereof to 

by such Pac!y to End Users and Customers and th~amount of traffic origioaliogwilh or Verizon (such notice to include, 
wtthout limrtation, the specific 

p..9und for SY~bjIU1lng§m!i!~j§n2tm1l,t§Jl~JinlighJ,,9f. th€!J{gll:!m§9tlr~ffj¥ exchaQg§~ telephone number(s) that the 
betwe.eo.. the ,EaIUe,$"". JnJklh1.9f.th.at.mutuaLrepre.ientatio.n,...th.e..,Partieiagree..that.all Customer uses for V/FX Traffic, as 
traffic lb§y exchange will be classified and rated based on the CPN or equivalent well as the LATA in which the 

Customers station is actuallyiI!fillm~,liQJl"§\'in\j!lJ;;QI)n~qj,iqn"witb,Jhe1rE"tfj,g""al,i,,,Q,[Q,){,jg\'!.gfO[jn,,,!i1,!;1g,,,§J,J,,gJ\'i,Qt,tq.,§~gi9,f! 
physically located) and shall not bill 6 1 above, Verizon Reciprocal Compensation, 
intercarrier compensation or any ,

7. Reciprocal Compensation Arrangements Pursuant to Section 251 (b){5) of the Act other charges for calls placed by I 
Verizon's Customers to such '-CLE~ I 

7,1 Reciprocal Compensation, 	 , Acronym TEo.. Customers,'Il =-< 
rDeleted: Attachment; it being

The Parties shall exchange Reciprocal Compensation Traffic at the technically understood and agreed that Verizon 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA designated in shall charge (and ···CLEC Acronym 

TE''' shall pay Verizon) the End accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Party originating Reciprocal I Office Reciprocal Compensation rate Compensation Traffic shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport set forth In the Pricing Attachment for 
and termination of such traffic to its Customer ,at the;ate of SO 0007 as §pecified Reciprocal Compensation Traffic 
in the Pricing .AP.P,~,g~i~L ···CLEC Acronym TE··· physically 

delivers to a POI at the Verizon 

Interconnection Wire center.in w.hiC.. h. ..~No additional charges shall be assessed by the terminating Party for the the terminating Verizon End Office is 
transport and termination of such traffic from the technically feasible Point(s) of llocated, and otherwise tha!,Ye;(lm9j 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA to its Customer; provided, Deleted: in accordance with Section 11

however, for the avoidance of any doubt, Bright House shall also pay Verizon, at 251 (b)(5) of the Act 
the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, for any,collocation,servicesthat 

Deleted: equal and symmetrical,ari£i,hU:l,QUse obtains from Verizon.Jncludtng any ,e;[Qis:connectSQLmultipJexlng rates stated 
that Bright House obtains in ,-\Qpnection with a 291lgcation arrangement 

. Deleted: mCLEC Acronym TE·" 

The.d.(;)"te.rrn.ioaliQ[) olwhe.ther . .tra.ffic.be.gjos and endsJn...diffexent.Jo.caImcaIH!lg Deleted: multiplexing, cross 
. . connects or other li!~~m§"bexchglJg§,gI§~§~l for purposes of J!,§"g,§.§Jgoatioo as l.QJI Trafficml;~~lIbe .. 


based on the actual originating and terminating points of the complete end-to-end .\ro;I~: related 


communication, 
 Deleted: '''CLEC Acronym TE'" ! 
Deleted: ' Vllhen Toll Traffic Is I7,2 Traffic Not Subject to Reciprocal Compensation. 
delivered overthe same :~~320Ti 

Deleted: port, transport or other 

the Act applies but only to such traffic, asdetermineg by the rules and rulings of 
Be5;jQ,[Q.caLC.ompe.n§atioo..Mali",aQDlY tQaJJtraffiI<1Q...whic.b§,ectlQf.1~~L5}Qf 

applicable access,;harges r~T~I9f§lftfl 

ttl§.[Q,Q,,,,,,EQ[ aVQida!l~tg,2,ubt for Q.lIm2~§§gfl!Ji1,Agreem~!)L!;l!)gjD.Jb..§ , Deleted: deSignation of traffic as 1,1 

Reciprocal Compensation Traffic absenc.emrum~.c,hangejnAppJi@bJeL.aw.Reciprocal Compensation shall not 
apply toJb§ mll2!:!:igg lYges of traW&.;, Deleted: Reciprocal Compensation 

1Deleted: interstate_ !7.2.1 	 Interstate or intrastate Exchange Access,. 
rDeleted: (including, without : 

7,2,2 Jlntentionally Left Blank] : limitation. Virtual Foreign ExtI!l'rm:nj 

Deleted: <#>Reciprocal 
7.2.3 	 Toll Traffic, including, but not limited to, calls originated on a 1+ Compensation shall not appl~ .1,9 [323] J 

presubscription basis, or on a casual dialed (10XXX/1 01XXXX) basis. . Fonnatt:ed: Bullets and Numbering l 
Deleted: Reciprocal Compensation i 
shall not apply to i 

7.2.4 	 .TrafticJ;)JjginatedJJ.:f,..a,C,iJilomeIota,Pa,rty:s. Optional Extended Local 
Calling Scope Arrangement 

Deleted: Traffic, i 
( , ~7.2.5 	 .speci~1 acCEiss, private line,or any otherJ!liffic thatisnot switched by : Deletad: Reciprocal Compensation I

the terminating Party, shall not apply to special> .......-" .. 
,.,"'~{
l Deleted:_J 
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rDeleted: Reciprocal Compensation 1 
7.2.6 	 .Tandem Transit Traffic. L:~~~?~ apply to ....__..__J 
7.2.7 	 .Voice Information Service Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of the Deleted: Reciprocal compe~;ation 1 

Additional Services Attachment). shall not apply to j 

Deleted: <#>Reciprocal 1 
7.2.8 	 !Iptentjonally left blank] .. Compensation shall not apply 10 I 

traffic that is not subject to Reciprocal 
7.2.9 	 Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (I.e., V/FX Traffic~shall.be..tre.atedas Compensation under Section 

251(b)(5) of the Act.lI ' ~~~ forru...~ctiQn6 5 of this Interconn.ection Attachment, 
Reciprocal Compensation shall nol ,I.. 	 apply to 
~;.";,.,,..,_====.,.w~7.3 

8. 	 Other Types of Traffic 

8.1 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or any Tariff: (a) the 
Parties' rights and obligations with respect to any intercarrier compensation that 
may be due in connection with their exchange of Internet Traffic shall be 
governed by the terms of the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC 
orders and FCC Regulations{B1JljDS'-~; and, (b) a Party shall not be obligated to 
pay any intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic that is in excess of the 
intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic that such Party is required to pay 
under the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC orders and FCC 
RegulationsLB.\,Iliogs..... f...QLtbe...a)l.Q.id.anC~LQf...d.oub.t•..1be".Pa.r.ties.agree and 
~wledge that in the November 5 2008 FCC IntE!rnet Order thtl.C.C..l.i.!.led. 
IblltJni.@fn@tI@ffiJ'is subjeCLt9§!!iQljQ.n.25~(~Lii!J)gj§Ule!:f.l.fQre subjeCUg 
Re.(;;ipJ,Q.c.aLC()mpensati~subject.,,1:I9welle4j2)beJatecilp<ll1dJl]ir[QrjnQ[lJje 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering I 

Deleted: . As used in this 1 
Agreement, "Virtual Foreign 
Exchange Traffic" or "VlFX Traffic" is , 
defined as calls in v..tlich a "'ClEC I 
:~~;;:'~:~'~;~::~~r~~ ~:~ned i 
Code (as set forth in the lERG) I 
associated with an exchange that is I 
different than the exchange (as set 
forth in the lERG) associated with the 
actual physical location of such ' 
Customer's station. For the 
avoidance of any doubt, "'ClEC 
Acronym TE-- i 

Deleted: pay Verizon's originating I 

access charges I 
reaffirmed by the FCC in that order. , Deleted: all VlFX Traffic originated ' ) 

by a Verizon Customer. and ···ClEC ! 
Acronym TE- shall pay Venzon's i 
terminating access charges for all ; 
VlFX Traffic Originated by a 'rl;:~!ij411 

8.2 	 ~tjQn<!llx.leJt blanlrJ 

8.3 	 llmentiml!;!.lb:,,,.leJt..b.lank.] 
Deleted: <#>The Reciprocal I 

M.~~".....Any traffic not specifically addressed in this Agreement shall be,eKcham.1.e.d.oniA ~. I Compensation rates (including, but.. I 
; not limited to, the Reciprocal:'~[325Tj::i;li!J:a!19,;_~§~»_.lla§i§,~iIhJJQ intercarrier compensation.as betw..e~D.J.b.eea.rtie§ 

with.r,espe,eUQ...it ...f;Jth.er..PartY-JItay..r.e.quest.. n.egQtiation...DL~n .. amendm.enUoJbjs i Formatted: Bullets and Numbering J 
Attachment to specify iptercarrieCC1)mpensation other than bill-and-!<.eeof9f any Deleted: <#>Subject to Section 8.1 'I 
i.yp.eJ~f.Jraffjfn2.t§p.e9.jfica Ily .addresse,gjD. ...t.b..i.§...6.Q,re.emeQt agd.pf yv hiph_tb.1i of this Attachment, interstate and . .1 
E'a!lie~ exc.h,!M].ge.atJe.ii!,§t..aJlSJ.:swor.th.QI,\(affic for a per.i.Q.dmQ,f,,~.Uh.an intrastate Exchange Access,I.:,"3i6'· 

1l:J.re.e. (3) CiQQseculive months.!f the Parties cannot agree on such an Formatted: Bullets and Numberi~g J 
~m~Jldm~!1!.. eJ.\I1!;Le1;ltj.)'_m~jQ¥:'Qk.llJhe_Pj§Q\lle...8,e§91Y!!QJ1P'fOceg~ 

. ~ Formatted: Bulle.t.s and Numbering .. )Se_c1!QDJ 4..QLtbeGene.raLI~Jn:H?.andCQnditiQns...Qf. this .Aare.emeIlt,· 
; Deleted: treated as required by the "1 

8.5 	 [Intentionally left blank1. . applicable Tariff of the Party . 
~~n~porting and/or termi~lirrr~l~ 

9. Transmission and Routing of Exchange Access Traffic 	 I Deleted: Varizon's network in a~' 
: lATA established hereunder, for the 

\ exchange of Reciprocal9.1 Scope of Traffic. 	 , ;.~- [328] 

r 	 " , Deleted: that may be due in I 
Section 9 prescribes parameters for certain trunks to be established over the connection J 
Interconnections specified in Sections 2 through 5 of this Attachment for the Deleted: the Parties' exchange of " 
transmission and routing of traffic between .aright House End User§Clnej Intemet Traffic shall be applied at I 
Interexchange Carriers ("Access Toll Connecting Trunks"), in any case where !uCh technically feasible POi(\\,9f[329]1 
Bright tjguse elects to have its End Qffice Switch subtend /ilVerizon Tandem, 'r Deleted: mClEC Acronym TE'" " 
This includes casually-dialed (1010XXX and 101XXXX) traffic. 	 Telephone Exchange Service 

Customers I 
9.2 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunk Group Architecture. G~: ···CLE_C Acr""Y":'.!E=---.J 
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1 

9.2.1 	 .6.r.lg.htH.o.uSe.AllilJLsubtend ,Qne...ar more Verizon access Tandern& 
Bright House shall assign NP~ to subtend the same Verizon 
access Tandem that a Verizon NPAlNXX serving the same Rate 
Center Area subtends as identified in the LERG. 

9.2.2 	 .6righU::louse and'llerizon shall establi~~Access Toll Connecting .. 
Trunks.pg:tween 6(ight House'l'petwo(k and the applica.ble~~y 
which.6rig,htHousewill pro"ide.i!JLPortlonQtSwitched .. Exchang~ 
Access Services to Interexchange Carriers to enable such 
Interexchange Carriers to originate and terminate traffic to and from 
.erigh! Ho~'s Customers. 

9.2.3 	 The Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be two-way trunks. ~ 
~Wh!?HtY.§Ii;;qnJ4[Q.xig.§lttbe tiilI1.gem fUQ~.ii!J.itl(. tt!.J'lM,!i1!i1teQi.!lt 
6iJJing.arrange...rnel'l.UuQbJrunks shall connect the End Office.6rigbt 
~ utilizes to provide Telephone Exchange Service and Switched 
ExChiinge Access to its Customers in a given LATA •. ~~Jbe.!U!QJ.iI<~pl§ 
~ to the access Tandem(s) Verizon utilizes to provide Exchange 
Access in such LATA. For ij;.!ilID.I<YY"b~.!J\le.li}lhltl.!.tl,I.~ILgI9,¥.lg§§Jb~ 
~!;IJl.mJuncti.onatityjnJ:!'.,MeetP'ojntt;3.jJHng arrangeme~~ 
~L90nnect from Bright House's switch to eaph applicable Verizon 
!;pg,Q:ff.jqe 

9,2.4 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be used solely for the 
transmission and routing of Exchange Access to aliowBrlghl Housa's 
Customers to connect to or be connected to the interexchange trunks 
of any Interexchange Carrier which Is connected to a Verizon access 
Tandem, 

~,'~~".""". 	 !i9Jbiggin,"tlJ.j§.~\i~9.fJbi§IQI~EI<9Jl!J.~Q,\ipJlAttal<bm.~ 
MY,tar.ifLsbaILpe..construe!;l,Jo..i.mpQ.se..up.onBr.klhtHous~ 
gbJlg,atiQn to cgmpensare,,'{erizoQ for any Veri?on facilities or services 
tb,ii!tY.e~I;l".rnj,~lblpI9,\\ig,!LjIL~QIJ.n§,Q,\ig,[J."w,i,tbJ.t:l,§ g§1i'(~rY=Ql~Y,t"j~9h,~g 
Exchange Access traffic between Briailt House's network and 
loterexchange Carrier!!, it being understood and acknoYY,ledg.e.d.Jb.at 
Y~2.n~,Lr~99¥~L,<.m~m,§,\!~~il &oQ]Q§,[J.§~ti,QnJrQ,m",:s),\&h 
Inl!::rexc;hflnge Carriers, asproyided in Section 10 of this 
1D.$.Slr!i'..Qnn~~lgn..8U.g,9,b,m~Il.t 

10. 	 Meet-Point Billing (MPB) Arrangements 

10,1 "Brig.hLHo.u.se and Verizon will establish MPB arrangements in order to provide a 
common transport option to Switched Exchange Access Services customers via 
a Verizon access Tandem Switch+.."QL\\,j!.1..tt!!'l,...t~n,g.!!m".f.\dJ]ctionaIi1y.otiWa.h.t
Ho.us.e.:.s switcil, in accordance with the MPB guidelines contained in the OBF's 
MECAB and MECOD documents. The arrangements described in this Section 
10 are intended to be used to provide Switched Exchange Access Service where 
a Ronion of the transport component of the Switched Exchange Access Service 
is routed through an access Tandem Switch that is provided by,S1llil. Party .bJ..tt 
theJ~maiD~LQUh,etr.aQsPQrtcQmpQJJenLi:lm.tall,..Q,ther~~,lsoLt~ 
Switched Exchange Access Service is provided by tbe other Par~ 

10.2 	 In each LATA, the Parties shall establish MPB arrangements for the applicable, 
Routing Pointl.,Serving Interconnection Wire Center combinations. 

10,3 Interconnection for the MPB arrangement shall occur at each.Verizon access 
..l'snqem ir.JJb.fi1J"AJ.l~!tj,H\LYtQ.i~h§Iig,b.tHgY§fi1Jlas suJ;l,l!i1ngJ~.9.t§1SC;b~§§,~ng 
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lilleaQiL.BrmLH.o.U.iie..oSw.Hm in the LA TAaii.l0.whichDlrect.EncLOffiJ:;fLI[I.!J].KsJo. 

gQ!{ }le(i?on End Office Sw.itches has ..peen established. 


1 0.4 	 Brighi Hou se.anci\l~ri;Z()I'"I~il.l.lJs~rea!;()r1I:lI?I~~ff()rt!;!il'"lclividuaIlYl:lncl mmmmmm 

collectively, to maintain provisions in their respective state access Tariffs, and/or 

provisions within the National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA) Tariff No.. 4, 

or any successor Tariff sufficient to. reflect the MPB arrangements established 

pursuant to. this Agreement. 


10.5 	 In general, there are four alternative MPB arrangements possible, which are: 

Single Bill/Single Tariff, Multiple Bill/Single Tariff, Multiple Bill/Multiple Tariff, and 

Single Bill/Multiple Tariff, as outlined in the OBF MECAB Guidelines. 


Each Party shall implement the "Multiple Bill/Single Tariff' er "Multiple Bill/Multiple 

Tariff' option, as appropriate, in order to bill an IXC for the pertion of the MPB 

arrangement provided by that Party. Alternatively, in former Bell Atlantic service 

areas, upon agreement of the Parties, each Party may use the New York State 

Access Pool on its behalf to implement the Single Bill/Multiple Tariff or Single 

Bill/Single Tariff option, as appropriate, in erder to bill an IXC fer the portien of 

the MPB arrangement previded by that Party. 


10.6 	 The rates to be billed by each Party to..th.e..JXCJer the pertion ef the MPB 

arrangement provided by it shall be as set ferth in that Party's applicable Tariffs, 

er ether document that contains the terms under which that Party's access 

services are offered. For each.Routing Point$erving Intercennection Wire 

Center cembination. the MPB billing percentages for transpert between the 

.Routing Point and the,serving Interconnection Wire Center shall be calculated in 

accerdance with the formula set forth in Section 10.17 ef this Attachment. 


10.7 	 Each Party shall provide the ether Party with the billing name, billing address, 

and Carrier Identification Code (CIC) of the IXC, and identification ef the 

Jnterconnection Wire Center serving the IXC in order to. cemply with the MPB 

notification process as outlined in the MECAB document. 


1 0.8 	 ~EartypLQyjdingJande.!l1JlJllQ1iQnaJit){shI:lUprovid~ jhe. ..QJhe.rParty= with the 

Terminating Switched Access Detail Usage Data (EMI categery 1101XX records) 

recorded at the Verizon access Tandem on cartridge or via such ether media as 

the Parties may agree to, no later than ten (10) Business Days after the date the 

usage eccurred. 


10.9 	 .'Ille. Party pr~\lk!Jng End Office fugctiOQality,. shall provide,1he other Pa~ with the 

Originating Switched Access Detail Usage Data (EMI category 1101 XX records) 

en cartridge or via such other media as the Parties may agree, no later than ten 

(10) Business Days after the date the usage occurred. 

10.10 	 All usage data to be provided pursuant to Sections 10.8 and 10.9 of this 

Attachment shall be sent to the following addresses: 


. (Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE.=:=J 
TeBright House: 

For Verizon: 

Verizon Data Services 
ATTN: MPB 
1 East Telecom Parkway 
Dock D 
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Temple Terrace, FL 33637 

Either Party may change its address for receiving usage data by notifying the 
other Party in writing pursuant to Section 29 of the General Terms and 
Conditions. 

10.11 	 Bri9hLHQ.u.~~ and Verizon shall coordinate and exchange the billing account :o;;Jeted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'" J\
'------..------~-..--.~----.------~....---~-~-reference (BAR) and billing account cross reference (BACR) numbers or 

Operating Company Number ("OCN"), as appropriate, for the MPB arrangements 
described in this Section 10. Each Party shall notify the other if the level of billing 
or other BAR/BACR elements change, resulting in a new BAR/BACR number, or 
if the OCN changes. 

10.12 	 Each Party agrees to provide the other Party with notification of any errors it 

discovers in MPB data within thirty (30) calendar days of the receipt of the 

original data. The other Party shall attempt to correct the error and resubmit the 

data within ten (10) Business Days of the notification. In the event the errors 

cannot be corrected within such ten- (10) Business-Day period, the erroneous 

data will be considered lost. In the event of a loss of data, whether due to 

uncorrectable errors or otherwise, both Parties shall cooperate to reconstruct the 

lost data and, if such reconstruction is not pOSSible, shall accept a reasonable 

estimate ofthe lost data based upon prior usage data. 


10.13 	 Either Party may request a review or audit of the various components of access 

recording up to a maximum of two (2) audits per calendar year. All costs 

associated with each review and audit shall be borne by the requesting Party. 

Such review or audit shall be conducted subject to Section 7 of the General 

Terms and Conditions and during regular business hours. A Party may conduct 

additional audits, at its expense, upon the other Party's consent, which consent 

shall not be unreasonably withheld. 


10.14 	 Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, nothing contained in this Section 

10 shall create any liability for damages, losses, claims, costs, injuries, expenses 

or other liabilities whatsoever on the part of either Party. 


10.15 	 MPB will apply for all traffic bearing the 500, 900, toll free service access code 
(e.g. 800/888/877) (to the extent provided by an IXC) or any other non

geographic NPA which may be designated for such traffic in the future. 


1Q.16 	 In the event..6right HQuse determinesto offer Telephone Exchange Services in a P' 

LATA in which Verizon operates an access Tandem Switch, Verizon shall permit 
.-----~

and enable.Bright~ to subtend theyerizon access Tandem SWitch(es) Deleted: "'CLEe Acronym TE'" ' 
designated for the Verizon End Offices in the area where there are 10cated..6Iight. 

Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TP"HQ..LISe. Routing Point(s) associated with the NPA NXX(s) to/from which the , ._---_.} 


Switched Exchange Access Services are homed ..J;~r.ight Housg ~.b.g.!lPJ9.)!.ig~ 


Lec.jpr.o.c.al~[rilO~n\S fQ~r.ik9.n, 


10.17 	 Except as otherwise mutually agreed by the Parties, the MPB billing percentages 

for each Routing PoinWerizon Serving Interconnection Wire Center combination 

shall be calculated according to the following formula, unless as mutually agreed 

to by the Parties: 


a/(a+b) ~right House Billing Percentage 

and 

b / (a + b) Verizon Billing Percentage 
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where: 

a the airline mileage between~[ightHQuse. Routing Point and the 
actual point of interconnection for the MPB arrangement; and 

b = the airline mileage between the Verizon Serving Interconnection 
Wire Center and the actual point of interconnection for the MPB arrangement. 

jILQaSes where Srigh! House performs tbg tandem switching functionality the 
~1.fmnlJ.!.9.. ;;QE!.II...b.~...!'!§~Ji!i1.t.~rQ1iD.fi.Jb.~ ...e~r.1i~§: ..r!;Hi.p.~J;;ljy.~tli.lI'[)g 
R@r.ce[)lage.ll.•..S.Y,b.s.titutinQ..,:aIighLHo.uf.ie.:.'JQL~.:V..e.r~QD" aoctJli.~ ..\l.ersajnJ~ 
formula specifm~ 

1O. 18 	 FQL.LAIA . .xXX,wJthintbjrtyJ~QLga¥§_Qfthe.. Effe.ct!lleDate±andJQL<l.O¥,Qtber 
kA:ffi"",~.!Ib..iI!..lbJ~gt9!!y"§9ftb~ dat.§9P)A.(blph I?JjghtJj9Y.§~...PRtlfi~~..,Y,§rig:pJ) 
gtit§jpt~lgll,tg"iJ:),!Si1f.~,!i.l«1..i!)"~cI.,.8I8,,,1~111,!il,§,,§,t1,~ns§1gYlliltli,,,aJ),Q 
exchi:lOge the billing percentages which should aoply for MPBarrangements 
mLQJ,AI8_oMm Within ten (10) Business Days of~,Y.b. delivery"Jjl~tP.~r1ifil? 
shall confirm the Routing Pointl,Serving Interconnection Wire Center 
.&pmbinations and billing percentages. 

11. 	 Toll Free Service Access Code (e.g., 800/8881877) Traffic 

The following terms shall apply when either Party delivers toll free service access code 
(e.g., 800/877/888)("8YY") calls to the other Party. For the purposes of this Section 11, 
the terms "translated" and "untranslated" refers to those toll free service access code 
calls that have been queried ("translated") or have not been queried ("untranslated") to 
an 8YY database. Except as otherwise agreed to by the Parties, all,§right Hoy§e 
originating "untranslated" 8YY traffic will be routed over a separate One-Way 
miscellaneous Trunk group. 

11.1 	 When,aright House delivers tran~ICltf'!(jn8YYc!Ust()Yf'!rizon to.. bElc()l11plf'!!Eldby 

11.1.1 	 an IXC: 

11.1.1 .1 ~rjgl:ltHQuse will provide an appropriate EM I record to 
Verizon; 

11.1.1.2 	 ,aright HQuse""inbili the IXC,6right HQuse's applicable 
Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges and ,6r.illhl 
J:::tQu.s.e's applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.1.1.3 	 Verizon will bill the IXC Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.1.2 	 Verizon: 

11.1.2.1 	 .Brig~ will proVicleanappropriate EMI record to 
Verizon; and 

11.1.2.2 	 ,6r.i!JhUj.Q-yse will bill Verizon ~rigbt.H.o~e's Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and.8Iig,btJ:::tQu.s.e's 
applicable Tariff query charge. 

11.1.3 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 
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l 

11.1.3.1 	 J;}rjgb.tJ:iQuse. will provide an appropriate EMI record to 
Verizon and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.1.3.2 	 ,BrigOtHQ.lJSe will bill the toll free service access code 
service provider Bright HQuse'sapplicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and,B[igbt House's 
applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.1.3.3 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges. 

112 	 When Verizon performs the query and delivers translated ayy calls, originated 
by Verizon's Customer or another LEC's Customer to,.B[ight HQuse .to bf!_ 
completed by 

11.2.1 	 ,Bright House' 

11.2.1.1 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to~ 
)::!m.I§~; and 

11.2.1.2 	 Verizon will bill ,.BrighU::I.Quse Verizon'S applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable 
Tariff query charges. 

11.2.2 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.2.2.1 	 Verizon wilt provide an appropriate EMI record 10,Bc(gOt 
l:lQ.\.Lae. and the loll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.2.2.2 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable Tariff query 
charges; and 

11.2.2.3 	 .J2!1gbtHgy§§ will bill the loll free service a~sl>code 
service provider ,BriM1Hous.e's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.3 	 When Bright House delivers untranslated SVY callsl()yerizon to be completed 
by 

11.3.1 	 an IXC: 

11.3.1.1 	 Verizon will query the call and route the call to the 
appropriate IXC; 

11.3.1.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to,Bfigh.t 
House; 

11.3.1.3 	 Verizon will bill the IXC Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable 
Tariff query charges; and 

11.3.1.4 	 J;lrigQ@Y~ will bill the IXCJ;lCi9btH2Yse'S applicable 
Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

I Brighl House-Verizon Arbilration .. Verizon Draft ICA Marked-Up.dO~..........."."""...",..m.mm ========m73 ." 
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11.3.2 	 Verizon: 

11.3.2.1 	 Verizon will query the call and complete the call; 

11.3.2.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to~ 
H2Y§~; 

11.3.2.3 	 ,srighLHol.ls.e will bill Verizon,sriMtH.o.!J.se's applicable 
Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.3.3 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.3.3.1 	 Verizon will query the call and route the call to the 
appropriate toll free service access code service provider; 

11.3.3.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to~ .. 
~ and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.3.3.3 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff and Verizon's applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.3.3.4 	 Bright House will bill the toll free service access code 
service provider .6rigbt HO.Y§!il.'s applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.4 	 Verizon will not direct untranslated toll free service access code calls to~ 

12. 	 Tandem Transit Traffic 

12.1 	 As used in this Section, Tandem Transit Traffic is Telephone Exchange Service 
traffic that originates on .6lliLbttl9,\!§§'S network., andistransportl:d thr()ljgh 
Verizon's Tandem to the subtending End Office or its equivalent of another 
carrier (ClEC, IlEC other than Verizon, Commercial Mobile Radio Service 
(CMRS) carrier, or other lEC ("Other Carrier"). Neither the originating nor 
terminating customer is a Customer of Verizon Subtending End Offices shall be 
determined in accordance with and as identified in the local Exchange Routing 
Guide (lERG). For the avoidance of any doubt, under no circumstances shall 
Verizon be required to transit traffic through a Verizon Tandem to a Central 
Office that the lERG does not identify as subtending that particular Verizon 
Tandem. Switched Exchange Access Service traffic is not Tandem Transit 
Traffic. 

12,2 	 Tandem Transit Traffic Service provides Bright HQUS6Yiiththetransp()rt()f 
Tandem Transit Traffic as provided below. 

12.3 	 Tandem Transit Traffic may be routed over the Interconnection Trunks described 
in Sections 2 through 6 of this Attachment. Bright Hous.e shall deliver each 
Tandem Transit Traffic call to Verizon's Tandem with CCS and the appropriate 
Transactional Capabilities Application Part (,TCAP") message to facilitate full 
interoperability of CLASS Features and billing functions. 
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12.5 	 BrigbtHllUS.e. shall pay Verizon for Tandem Transit Traffic Service at the rates 
specified in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon will not be liable for compensation to 
any Other Carrier for any traffic that is transported through Verizon's Tandem". 

12.6 	 If~ig.h1.HQ.use. uses Tandem Transit Traffic Service for traffic volumes that 
exceed the Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) busy hour equivalent 
of 200,000 combined minutes of use per month (a DS1 equivalent) to the 
subtending End Office of a particular Other Carrier for any month (the "Threshold 
Leve[') Brignt ~ shall use good faith efforts to establish direct 
interconnection with such Other Carrier and reduce such traffic volumes below 
the Threshold Level. If Verizon believes that.Bright HoYs.a has not exercised 
good faith efforts promptly to obtain such direct interconnection, either Party may 
use the Dispute Resolution processes of this Agreement. 

12.7 	 JtEl[ighU:!oJ.lse fails to complywith Section 12 of this Attachment, suchfailure 
shall be a material breach of a material provision of this Agreement and Verizon 
may exercise any and all remedies under this Agreement and Applicable Law for 
such breach. 

12.8 	 If or when a third party carrier plans to subtend a.6.rjgbLl::lo.u.s.e switch, then 
.t3JJJil.iJtH2.use shall provide written notice to Verizon at least ninety (90) days 
before such subtending service arrangement becomes effective so that Verizon 
may negotiate and establish direct interconnection with such third party carrier. 
Upon written request from Verizon.,6right.l:iQ.!Js.e. shall offer to Verizon a service 
arrangement equivalent to or the same as Tandem Transit Traffic Service 
provided by Verizon to,6right HO\J!;;.eal)define(jinthis SectionsYc:h that Verizon 
may terminate calls to a Central Office or its equivalent of a CLEC, ILEC other 
than Verizon, CMRS carrier. or other LEC, that subtends a..!2!.:[gbIJ;lQuse Central 
Office or its equivalent ("Reciprocal Tandem Transit Service") . ..Bright Hoyse 
shall offer such Reciprocal Transit Service arrangements under terms and 
conditions of an amendment to this Agreement or a separate agreement no less 
favorable than those provided in this Section. 

12.9 	 Neither Party shall take any actions to prevent the other Party from entering into 
a direct and reciprocal traffic exchange arrangement with any carrier to which it 
originates, or from which it terminates, traffic, 

13. 	 Number Resources, Rate Center Areas and Routing Points 

13.1 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit or otherwise adversely 
affect in any manner either Party's right to employ or to request and be assigned 
any Central Office Codes ("NXX") pursuant to the Central Office Code 
Assignment Guidelines and any relevant FCC or Commission orders, as may be 
amended from time to time, or to establish, by Tariff or otherwise, Rate Center 
Areas and Routing Points corresponding to such NXX codes. 

13.2 	 It shall be the responsibility of each Party to program and update its own 
switches and network systems pursuant to information provided on ASRs as well 
as the LERG in order to recognize and route traffic to the other Party's assigned 
~x.§./1QQQ§b.IQck§.t:leithf,';.I Party shall impose anyfees or charges whatsoever 
on the other Party for such activities. 

13.3 	 Unless otherwise required by Commission order, the Rate Center Areas will be 
the same for each Party. During the term ofthis Agreement,,§[iQhLt1.Q.\J.§@.shall 
adopt the Rate Center Area and Rate Center Points that the Commission has 
approved for Verizon within the LATA and Tandem serving area, ,§right House 
shall assign whole ..lqgQsJ219~J()each Rate Center Area unless ()therwise 
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ordered by the FCC, the Commission or another governmental entity of 
appropriate jurisdiction, or the LEC industry adopts alternative methods of 
utilizing NXXsLLQQQ!iQI29ks. 

13.4 ~LI:i!J.u.se. will also designate a Routing Point for each ~.de.QJ...1Q.Q!l§ 
block assigned J:Q. it. Bright ~ shall designate one location for each Rate 
Center Area in which the~~ has establis~ed NXX code(s) QL1..Q.Q.QJ2 ... 
b..lQcl$sas the Routing Point for the NPA-NXXsl1.QQOsJ:21QC~ associated with that 
Rate Center Area, and such Routing Point shall be within the same LATA as the 
Rate Center Area but not necessarily within the Rate Center Area itself. Unless 
specified otherwise, calls to subsequent NXXs~llLcJ.<J; of.Bright House will 
be routed in the same manner as calls toJ.2Jjg.bLl:;lQl,lse's initial NXXsl1QQ.Q;;. 
bl99~~· 

13.5 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, nothing in this 
Agreement is intended, and nothing in this Agreement shall be construed, to in 
any way constrain J2~1 Hq,l.LSe'schoices regarding the size of thi'l I()cal calling 
area{s) thatJ.2rigbt House may establish for its Customers, which local calling 
areas may be larger than, smaller than, or identical to Verizon's local calling 
areas. 

14. Joint Network Implementation and Grooming Process; Forecasting 

14.1 Joint Network Implementation and Grooming Process. 

Upon request of either Party, the Parties shall jointly develop an implementation 
and grooming process (the "Joint Grooming Process" or "Joint Process") which 
may define and detail, inter alia: 

14.1.1 standards to ensure that Interconnection Trunks experience a grade of 
service, availability and quality which is comparable to that achieved 
on interoffice trunks within Verizon's network and in accord with all 
appropriate relevant industry-accepted quality, reliability and 
availability standards. Except as otherwise stated in this Agreement, 
trunks provided by either Party for Interconnection services will be 
engineered using a design-blocking objective of B.01. 

14.1.2 the respective duties and responsibilities of the Parties with respect to 
the administration and maintenance of the trunk groups, including, but 
not limited to, standards and procedures for notification and 
discoveries of trunk disconnects; 

14.1.3 disaster recovery proviSion escalations; 

14.1.4 additional technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA as provided in Section 2 of this Attachment; and 

14.1.5 such other matters as the Parties may agree, including, e.g., End 
Office to End Office high usage trunks as good engineering practices 
may dictate. 

14.2 Trunk Forecasting Requirements. 
r~·"'~"··'.,"""'..""'''.-~ n""."".·"n··'m··~__"" .••.") 

14.2.1 Initial Trunk Forecast Requirements. At least ninety (90) days before Deleted: "·eLEe Acronym TE··· ! 
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time to time . .Eac.hP'jI.r:ii~ initial traffic forecast will provide the amount 
of traffic to be delivered J;l.etw.rum1l1e.Earti.es in eacl:), direction over 
each of the Interconnection Trunk groups in the LATA over the next 
eight (8) quarters, 

14.2.2 	 Ongoing Trunk Forecast Reqyjrements. Where the Parties have 
already established interconnection in a LATA,~.shallproyidea 
new or revised traffic forecast that complies with the Verizon 
Interconnection Trunking Forecast Guide when .that Partydevel()ps 
plans or becomes aware of information that will materially affect the 
Parties' interconnection in that LATA. Instances that require a new or 
revised forecast include, but are not limited to: {a)U!illlM:l?,plansto Deleted: '''ClEC Acronym TP" 
deploy a new switch; (b)~Pa.~plal1stoimplelT1~.,tan~\NP()IIjL .. Deleted: mClEC Acronym TE'" 
network architecture; (c)4) Party's plans to rearrange its network; (d) ". 
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Interconnection Trunk group; or (f)~ expe¢s a significant 
change in interconnection traffic volume. In addition, upon request by 
either Party, the Parties shall meet to: (i) review traffic and usage data 
on End Office and Tandem Interconnection Trunk groups and (ii) 
determine whether the Parties should establish new Interconnection 
Trunk groups, augment existing Interconnection Trunk groups, or 
disconnect existing Interconnection Trunks. 

14.2.3 	 Use of Trunk Forecasts. Trunk forecasts provided pursuant to this 

Agreement must be prepared in good faith but are not otherwise 
 ( Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym fP*" J 
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15. Number Portability - Section 251 (8)(2) 

15.1 Scope. 

The Parties shall provide Number Portability (NP) in accordance with rules and 

regulations as from time to time prescribed by the FCC. 


15.2 Procedures for Providing LNP ("Local Number Portability"), 

The Parties will follow the LNP provisioning process.J[)clu.!iJn.g~JL~§tg,bli§h!!!.g 


intervals and rules for distinguishing simple from cgmplex ports adopted by the 

FCC (including t!:lQse recommended by the North American Numbering Council 

(NANC) and the Industry Numbering Council (INCJ1.)n ad~iti()I1,t.~E!Parti~~ 
agree to follow the LNP ordering procedures established at the OBF. The 

Parties shall provide LNP on a reciprocal basis ... For a~§2.U1.Q\,Ibl.Ib,g 


PJese.nceoJa...V:eriz.tl[l.DSl.oLsimiiarserv.iceQoaJine.Jio'eSDg,tCQ.!l'l.e.rtan, 
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§.ggJ,p.~~~pe.I:I:(~~~!lth.£1...E'iilUj~.~ .. fQL?n1.'.~.N.e~IJ.1lilt§:;L~§rvi~&Q.J 
f!,lDctiQMjlle.¥.m.a~LR[Qvjq~tQeq9.JLQtbeLliJl.Q(Q.JJQ.escll~the(sc..ustgmer§[t;!l!;i 
!.Jsers including willlQlJ1limit@tion coordinated ports o[JlQl1s.ill\ll:llliing mul~ 
IjD..~r !lY!!lQliJ:,§,QIil,§g CY§lg.t:n~t;i!lgm.Wse(: UPQ.gmr~\lY..<1l?t a...Eli.I!K.l?.D.!l.l.l 
~\lWbe.qll:!.~[P.~J:lY...lIY.i1tL.amde§gctp.ti!2LL..ID"pQ!Ill:Dercjatl.ue.ilS.Qnsble,.detslL ..Qf 
that Party's procedures and policies for reserving numbe(SJor~...aoJllat 
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15.2.1 

15.2.2 

15.2.3 

15.2.4 

15.2.5 

15.2.6 

15.2.7 

I Bright House·Verizon Arbitration 

A Customer of one Party ("Party A") elects to become a Customer of 
the other Party ("Party B"). The Customer elects to utilize the original 
telephone number(s) corresponding to the~(s)JIJ)re."i()usly 
received from Party A, in conjunction with the,ser.v.ICi:l(s) it wUl now 
receive from Party B. After Party B has received authorization from 
the Customer in accordance with Applicable Law and sends an LSR to 
Party A, Parties A and B will work together to port the Customer's 
telephone number(s) from Party A's network to Party B's network'c.m 
a.cc.QJ.dancewjtbJlJjsAgr.![j/:lmeot•.. and~[cable Lawa.ear.ty"'j~,ru.:Lth.e 
Party's Egg User obtaining interconnecte.dVoIP Ser.v.lce..wlth.PpTN 
gQnQe.ctiyAY...I2[Qyig@..QQ},.!!p.l;tr;ty. sb.!1t.!Lb.e..gllljtl~d to fuH~ 
p.Qrtabllity.righls.•...arui..t.tJ.e.rtyJQ.s.ingJbe...c.IJ,§19mer,.~.a.ll b~yeJ.uJl. 
responsibilities regarding LNP~ 

When a telephone number is ported out of Party A's network, Party A 
will remove any non-proprietary line based calling card(s) associated 
with the ported number(s) from its Line Information Database (L1DB). 
Reactivation of the line-based calling card in another L1D8, if desired, 
is the responsibility of Party B or Party 8's Customer. 

When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone numbers to Party 8 
and the Customer has previously secured a reservation of line 
numbers from Party A for possible activation at a future point, these 
reserved but inactive numbers may be ported along with the active 
numbers to be ported provided the numbers have been reserved for 
the Customer. Party B may request that Party A port all reserved 
numbers aSSigned to the Customer or that Party A port only those 
numbers listed by Party B. As long as Party 8 maintains reserved but 
inactive numbers ported for the Customer, Party A shall not reassign 
those numbers. Party B shall not reassign the reserved numbers to 
another Customer. 

When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone numbers to Party B, 
in the process of porting the Customer's telephone numbers, Party A 
shall implement the ten-digit trigger feature where it is available. 
When Party A receives the porting request, the unconditional trigger 
shall be applied to the Customer's line before the due date of the 
porting activity ..an.<i..shall remainJn.. plal:'eJOLaUeasLtellOOtdays 
fQlloWU19JI:!~.J!rm (m;t![jr.9gmJ!lit01~[1tgil\iltil\§§9CI?!~gy'!!'j!bJh~RR..rt 
~§lilI,t!9.Q§,,!~~r;\,1,2Y.!!.Il§.sQil\J.L~!:l,jml2!~m~n.~,\t,jIl,,1:5;U::1;y.~§",g~,Q[~ 
until after the port is completed. When the ten-digit unconditional 
trigger is not available, Party A and Party 8 must coordinate the 
disconnect activity. 

.)I)lhetU1.CustClll1flf..QfJ'arty A is porting 12.or more telepJ1onet;l~ .>. 
~e!!dy!?,uWQ§~.e!lqyJ;r~I§qy!;1§t..§.!19.ii!t!199D.g,[ge to .!ilItber p.~ 
Q(J;1,i.tp.~,y,!?t9"m~UheJ~.ar.tif;L~a,b.au.J;QQ,(ctillfi!Jf1Jb~,cul~'l.~r, 

Where LNP is commercially available, the NXXs in the office shall be 
defined as portable, except as noted in 15.2.7, and translations will be 
changed in the Parties' switches to open those NXXs for database 
queries in all applicable LNP capable offices within the LATA of the 
given switch(es). On a prospective basis, all newly deployed switches 
will be equipped with LNP capability and so noted in the LERG. 

All NXXs assigned to LNP capable switches are to be designated as 
portable unless a.pode is not portablEW,rw,lccordanQ§ wilh Ap~ 
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.LiilY.L NXX codes assigned to mass calling on a choked network may 
not be ported using LNP technology but are portable using methods 
established by the NANC and adopted by the FCC. On a prospective 
basis, newly assigned codes in switches capable of porting shall 
become commercially available for porting with the effective date in 
the network. 

15.2.8 	 Both Parties' use of LNP shall meet the performance criteria specified 
by the FCC. Both Parties will act as the default carrier for the other 
Party in the event that either Party is unable to perform the routing 
necessary for LNP. 

15.3 	 Procedures for Providing NP Through Full NXX Code Migration. 

Where a Party has activated an entire NXX for a single Customer, or activated at 
least eighty percent (80%) of an NXX for a single Customer, with the remaining 
numbers in that NXX either reserved for future use by that Customer or otherwise 
unused, if such Customer chooses to receive~ frorTltheotherParty, the 
first Party shall cooperate with the second Party to have the entire NXX 
reassigned in the LERG (and associated industry databases, routing tables, etc.) 
to an End Office operated by the second Party. Such transfer will be 
accomplished with appropriate coordination between the Parties and subject to 
appropriate industry lead times for movements of NXXs from one switch to 
another. Neither Party shall charge the other in connection with this coordinated 
transfer. 

15.4 	 Procedures for LNP Request. 

The Parties shall provide for the requesting of End Office LNP capability on a 
reciprocal basis through a written request. The Parties acknowledge that Verizon 
has deployed LNP throughout its network in compliance with FCC 96-286 and 
other applicable FCC Regulations/EuliJlg~. 

15.4.1 	 If Party B desires to have LNP capability deployed in an End Office of 
Party A, which is not currently capable, Party B shall issue a LNP 
request to Party A. Party A will respond to the Party B, within ten (10) 
days of receipt of the request, with a date for which LNP will be 
available in the requested End Office. Party A shall proceed to 
provide for LNP in compliance with the procedures and timelines set 
forth in FCC 96-286, Paragraph 80, and FCC 97-74, Paragraphs 65 
through 67. 

15.4.2 	 The Parties acknowledge that each can determine the LNP-capable 
End Offices of the other through the Local Exchange Routing Guide 
(LERG). In addition, the Parties shall make information available upon 
request showing their respective LNP-capable End Offices, as set 
forth in this Section 15.4. 

15.5 	 .6riWltJ:1ouse shall submit orders to port numbers electronically using an LSR via 
the Verizon web Graphical User Interface (nGUI") or Electronic Data Interface 
(nEDI") pursuant to the instructions, business rules and guidelines set forth on the 
Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale 
website). 

16	 "Facilitation of Direct Connectioos with Affiliates
1 . 
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RESALE AlTACHMENT 

1. 	 General 

Verizon shall provide to Bright HousE¥..!.ir1acc::()rd~n~'lViththisAgreel1'l!L!nt.andJhemm 
requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon's Telecommunications Services for resale by 
.§righLHoyse; provided, that notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, 

Verizon shall be obligated to provide Telecommunications Services to'§[i,Q.bltjgy§~onIy 
 , Deleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE'" . 
to the extent required by Applicable Law and may decline to provide a >==. . .~= -==< 
Telecommunications Service to.§right H~ to the extent that provision of such hDeleted: ~"ClEC Acronym TE'" . ) 

Telecommunications Service is not required by Applicable Law. 	 Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TP** 1 
.~_m . ) 

2. 	 Use of Verizon Telecommunications Services 

2.1 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services may be purchased by »JlgbtHQus~uflder 
this Resale Attachment only for the purpose of resale by .§dghtHQ.u.se. as a 
Telecommunications Carrier. Verizon Telecommunications Services to be 
purchased by .§riSlht House for ()therplJrp()tI~tI(iflc::llJcling,t)lJtnot)imit~dto. Deleted: ""ClEC Acronym TE'" 

.Brig,hU::Iou.se's own use) must be purchased by.Bright House. pursuant to other Deleted: '''CLEC Acronym TE*'" 
applicable Attachments to this Agreement (if any), or separate written 

.. " Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Iagreements, including, but not limited to, applicable Verizon Tariffs. \,.......... . .... . ............................._.............)rDeleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE'~;-:~.__..___.. ,____.....J 
2.2 	 ~HQI,I,§~shalln()t resell: 

2.2.1 	 Residential service to persons not eligible to subscribe to such service 
from Verizon (including, but not limited to, business or other 
nonresidential Customers); 

2.2.2 	 Lifeline, Link Up America, or other means-tested service offerings, to 
persons not eligible to subscribe to such service offerings from 
Verizon; 

2.2.3 	 Grandfathered or discontinued service offerings to persons not eligible 
to subscribe to such service offerings from Verizon; or 

2.2.4 	 Jlptentionally left blank). .;:' 

2.2.5 	 In addition to any other actions taken bY»JiWlJj:iQI"t~ to comply with 
this Section 2.2, .6.r.iShl/::l.Q.\.W1 shall take those actions required by 
Applicable Law to determine the eligibility of,.§gmttJg!d§~ Customers 

Deleted: <#>Any other Verizon ! 
service in violation of a restriction 
stated in this Agreement (Including, 
but not IIm~ed 10. a Verizon Tariff) 
thai is not prohibited by Applicable 
Law 11 

to purchase a service, including, but not limited to, obtaining any proof 
or certification of eligibility to purchase Lifeline, Link Up America, or ('~~~~~~~'~;~;;~i:~:"?=l 
other means-tested services, required by Applicable Law. ~ .. rDeleted: mClEC Acronym TE'" 1 
.l:tQ.U.s~ shall indemnify Verizon from any Claims resulting from,.§ri9.ht 

1 Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TP**~'s failure to take such actions required by Applicable Law. 
Deleted: '''ClEC Acronym TP'" 

2.2.6 	 Verizon may perform audits to confirmJ2rjght House's conformity to 'I Deleted: '''ClEC Acronym TE'"
the provisions of this Section 2.2. Such audits may be performed,pnce 

Deleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE'"per calendar year and shall be performed in accordance with Section 7 
ofthe General Terms and Conditions. , Deleted: twice -..J 

2.3 	 ..elight !;louse shall be subject to the same limitations that\lerizon's CustolTlers 

are subject to with respect to any Telecommunications SerVice that Verizon . 

grandfathers or discontinues offering. Without limiting the foregoing, except to 
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the extent that Verizon follows a different practice for Verizon Customers in 
regard to a grandfathered Telecommunications Service, such grandfathered 
Telecommunications Service: (a) shall be available only to a Customer that 
already has such Telecommunications Service; (b) may not be moved to a new 
service location; and (c) will be furnished only to the extent that facilities continue 
to be available to provide such Telecommunications Service. 

2.4 	 J?ri.ghtJ::l~~e. shall not be eligible to participate in any Verizon plan or. program 
under which Verizon Customers may obtain products or services, which are not 
Verizon Telecommunications Services, in return for trying, agreeing to purchase, 
purchasing, or using Verizon Telecommunications Services. 

2.5 	 In accordance with 47 CFR § 51.617(b), Verizon shall be entitled to all charges 
for Verizon Exchange Access services used by interexchange carriers to provide 
service to,ElJjghLHo..l.l.s.e Customers. 

3. 	 Availability of Verizon Telecommunications Services 

3.1 	 Verizon will provide a Verizon Telecommunications Service to,eIilIDUiQ,Y§.§. for 
resale pursuant to this Attachment where and to the same extent, but only where 
and to the same extent that such Verizon Telecommunications Service is 
provided to Verizon's Customers. 

3.2 	 Except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, subject to Section 3.1 of this 
Attachment, Verizon shall have the right to add, modify, grandfather, discontinue 
or withdraw Verizon Telecommunications Services at any time, without the 
consent of~1..I:iRU.Se.. 

3.3 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law, the Verizon Telecommunications 
Services to be provided to.J~rJ.Qh!):iQ~ for resale pursuant to this Attachment 
will include a Verizon Telecommunications Service customer-specific contract 
service arrangement ("CSA") (such as a customer specific pricing arrangement 
or individual case based pricing arrangement) that Verizon is providing to a 
Verizon Customer at the time the CSA is requested by J2Iighi.HQIJS~.. 

4. 	 Responsibility for Charges 

4.1 	 .Brig~ shall beresponsiblElforandpay to Verizon aU valid charges forany 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided by persons other 
than Verizon and billed for by Verizon, that are ordered, activated or used by 
..§right House Bright HOUge CLJst()m.ers or any other pe_rsons,through,llyme~ns 
of, or in association with, Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to 
J2rigb1J::l.oJ.ts.e pursuant to this Resale Attachment. 

4.2 	 Upon request by ~.bt Housg,\lerizon\iVillpro.yiclElJo.ruse on resoldVElrizon 
retail Telecommun ications Service dial tone lines purchased by ..6Iigh.tHQu~e. 
such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call blocking and call screening 
services as Verizon provides to its own,!;nd Userretail Cust0nlerl),\iVhere andto 
the extent Verizon provides such Verizon retail Telecommunications SeNice call 
blocking services to Verizon's own ,!;nd User retailc;ustomers, J2right House 
understands and agrees that certain of Verizon's call blocking and call screening 
services are not guaranteed to block or screen all calls and that notwithstanding 
~IiW1tHQ~'s purchase of suchblocking or screening services, ~rjght ttouse'll. 
f.ru1J.!.s.er Customers or other persons ordering, activating or using 
Telecommunications Services on the resold dial tone lines may complete or 
accept calls whichJ3.J:jWltH"9.lJ~ intended to block. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing,.arightHo.us.e shall be responsible for and shall pay Verizon all 
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charges for Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided by 
persons other than Verizon and billed for by Verizon in accordance with the 
terms of Section 4.1 above. 

5. Operations Matters 

5.1 Facilities. 

5.1.1 	 Verizon and its suppliers shall retain all of their right, title and interest 

in all facilities, eqUipment, software, information, and wiring used to 

provide Verizon Telecommunications Services. 


5.1.2 	 Verizon shall have access at all reasonable times toBright~ 
Customer locations for the purpose of installing, inspecting, 
maintaining, repairing, and removing, facilities, equipment, software, 
and wiring used to provide the Verizon Telecommunications Services, .......~...·.. ·.~_~.·······H.H·~·········~·"'· .···.."'1 
J2rjght HQuse!;h<JIILat~Quse'se)(PEin~eJ()btCllil1~Cinyrightsal1d Deleted: mClEC Acronym TE'" ! 

authorizations necessary for such access. ~eted: "'ClEC ~cron~ TE'" ""] 
"--."~---..~~.. - 

5.1.3 	 Except as otherwise agreed to in writing by Verizon, Verizon shall not 

be responsible for the installation, inspection, repair, maintenance, or 

removal of facilities, equipment, software, or wiring provided by ~r.ight 


~ or BrightH.Q"IIS'iCu!;tomersJorusEi'o.Vith Verizon 

Telecommunications Services. 


5.2 Branding. 

5.2.1 	 Except as stated in Section 5.2.2 of this Attachment, in providing 
Verizon Telecommunications Services to~right House,Veriz()l1shall . 
have the right (but not the obligation) to identify the Verizon 
Telecommunications Services with Verizon's trade names, trademarks 
and service marks ("Verizon Marks"), to the same extent that these 
Services are identified with Verizon's Marks when they are provided to 
Verizon's Customers. Any such identification of Verizon's 
Telecommunications Services shall not constitute the grant of a ( Deleted: '''ClEC Acronym TE'" i---_._--_.__.__._/

license or other right toBright 1-.J.Ql.u;!i to use Verizon's Marks. 

5,2.2 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law, upon request by~ c.i);I;;:!~~·;CLEC·A~Y~-TE:::-·J
HQ.u.se: and at prices, terms and conditions to be negotiated by .aLight lDeleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE'" I 

~~.~-.."""",.--.~.~.-.--~,,------~--.--"l:iml.s.e and Verizon, Verizon shall provide Verizon 
Telecommunications Services for resale that are identified by~ 
tiQys.e's trade name, or that are not identified by trade name, 
trademark or service mark. 

5.2.3 	 If Verizon uses a third-party contractor to provide Verizon operator 

services or Verizon directory assistance,J,kigh.U:l.Qus.e. will be 

responsible for entering into a direct contractual arrangement with the 

third-party contractor at~htHouse'sEi)(PEil1se{a1t() optain 

identification of Verizon operator services or Verizon directory 

assistance purchased by §rigb! H~ for resale with Brigh~'s 


trade name, or (b) to obtain removal ofVerizon Marks from Verizon 

operator services or Verizon directory assistance purchased by ~ 


~ for resale. 


6. Rates and Charges 

The rates and charges for Verizon Telecommunication Services purchased by .Bright 
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l 
H9.11.s.e for resale pursuant to this Attachment shall be as provided in this Attachment and 

thiPricing Attachment. 
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NETWORK ELEMENTS ATTACHMENT 

1. 	 General 

1,1 	 Verizon shall provide to,6rigbt House,in ,acCQrdance .....ith this,6.greernent,anclJ~~ 
requirements of the Federal Unbundling Rules, access to Verizon's Network 
Elements on an unbundled basis and in combinations (Combinations), and UNEs 
commingled with wholesale services ("Commingling"); provided, however, that 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated 
to provide access to unbundled Network Elements (UNEs), Combinations, and 
Commingling to .6.rig.htHQ,\.l,s,oalJl1,~~rt~~t~rrnIlQft~~~r~~f1:l~l1tonIYJ(lJhe 
extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules and may decline to provide 
access to UNEs, Combinations, or Commingling toEright Hou5at(lth~m~)(t~l1t 
that provision of such UNEs, Combinations, or Commingling is not required by 
the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

1.2 	 Verizon shall be obligated to combine UNEs that are not already combined in 
Verizon's network only to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
Except as otherwise required by this Agreement and the Federal Unbundling 
Rules: (a) Verizon shall be obligated to provide a UNE or Combination pursuant 
to this Agreement only to the extent such UNE or Combination, and the 
equipment and facilities necessary to provide such UNE or Combination, are 
already available in Verizon's network; and (b) Verizon shall have no obligation to 
construct, mOdify, or deploy facilities or equipment to offer any UNE or 
Combination, 

1.3 	 .erigh! Hou5arnayullE! .CiLJI'J1: or Cgf1:li)i"ation/or ~urpgsesfo.r .....hicl1;;uc;h . 
UNE or CombinationJ11..Q'yJ~f us!'!&! cQosiste.otwlthARRli.cableJ"lIw, Without 
limiting the foregoing, J,?r.i,gbl..House mCiYl1gi!ic:9ElssaUNI:0r Combi"Citi(lnfgr 
the exclusive provision of Mobile Wireless Services or Interexchange Services. 
For purposes of this section, "Interexchange Services" shall have the meaning 
set forth in the Triennial Review Remand Order and subsequent applicable FCC 
orders. 

1,3.1 	 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide to ,J;}right House, and btu; 
~~ shall not request from Verizon, access to a proprietary 
advanced intelligent network service. 

1.4 	 II.n.tentiQoaJJyJeftbJanIsJ. 

1,5 	 If as the result ofJ,?right House. Customer actions (e.g.,qustorner Not Ready 
("CNR"», Verizon cannot complete requested work activity when a technician 
has been dispatched to the Eright House Customer premises,Eright House will 
be assessed a non-recurring charge associated with this visit. This charge will 
be the sum of the applicable Service Order charge as provided in the Pricing 
Attachment and the Customer Not Ready Charge provided for in the Pricing 
Attachment (or, in the absence of a Customer Not Ready Charge, the Premises 
Visit Charge as provided inJhe Pricing Attachment). 

1,6 	 Absence or Cessation of Unbundlina Obligation and Related Provisions. The 
following provisions shall apply notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement or any Verizon Tariff or SGAT: 
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1.6,1 	 Discontinued Facilities. 

1.6,1,1 	 Verizon may cease offering or providingJ3right I::i.o.u.se. with {Deleted:·"CLEC Acronym TE···~ 
access on an unbundled basis at rates prescribed under 
Section 251 of the Act to any facility that is or becomes a 
Discontinued Facility, whether as a stand-alone UNE, as 
part of a Combination, or otherwise. To the extent Verizon 
has not already ceased offering or providing unbundled 
access to a particular Discontinued Facility that is a 
Discontinued Facility as of the Effective Date, Verizon may 
cease offering or providing unbundled access to such 
Discontinued Facility immediately upon the Effective Date 
without further notice to.6riQ.hUiQ.use.§LJPj!1lc:tto.§~c:tion 
1.7 below, if a facility on or at any time after the Effective 

Date is or becomes a Discontinued Facility, Verizon, to the 

extent it has not already ceased providing unbundled 

access to such Discontinued Facility, and provided it has 

given at least ninety (90) days written notice of 

discontinuance in cases where it has not already ceased 

providing such access, will continue to provide unbundled 

access to such Discontinued Facility under the Agreement 

only through the effective date of the notice of 

discontinuance, and not beyond that date, 


1,6.1 .2 	 Where Verizon is permitted to cease providing a 

Discontinued Facility pursuant to Section 1.6.1 above and 
 (._............_..................................................................._...._ ..., 
,e,!1W:!..t House has not sU.bfl1itted an LSRorASR, as l Deleted: "'CLEC ~cronym TE·" J 
appropriate, to Verizon requesting disconnection of the 
Discontinued Facility and has not separately secured from 
Verizon an alternative arrangement to replace the 
Discontinued Facility, then Verizon, to the extent it has not 
already done so, may disconnect the subject Discontinued 
Facility without further notice toar/ght House,lnJieLJof 
disconnecting the subject Discontinued Facility in the 
foregoing circumstances, Verizon, in its sole discretion, may 
elect to: (a) convert the subject Discontinued Facility to an 
arrangement available under a Verizon access tariff (in 
which case month-to-month rates shall apply unless a 
different rate applies under an applicable special access 
termlliolume plan or other special access tariff arrangement ............................~-..- ............ '.. '.....................-."'; 
in which.6rightJ:Jousei~then el'lto.lled), a resale. . (Deleted: ···CLEe Acronym Tp·· ! 
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arrangement, or other analogous arrangement that Verizon 
shall identify or has identified in writing to.6.(jght i:jgy§§, or 
(b) in lieu of such a conversion, reprice the subject 
Discontinued Facility by application of a new rate (or, in 
Verizon's sole discretion, by application of a surcharge to an 
existing rate) to be equivalent to an arrangement available 
under a Verizon access tariff (at month-to-month rates 
unless a different rate applies under an applicable special 
access term/volume plan or other special access tariff 
arrangement in whichJ31:jgj)l!;lQY;;W is then enrolled), a 
resale arrangement, or other analogous arrangement that 
Verizon shall identify or has identified in writing to~ 
l:iQ.~: provided, however, that Verizon may disconnect the 
subject Discontinued Facility (or the replacement service to 
which the Discontinued Facility has been converted) if 
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,aIjgJl~ fails to pay when due any applicable new rate 
or surcharge billed by Verizon. 

1.7 TRRO Certification and Related Provisions. 

1.7.1 	 TRRO Certification. Before requesting unbundled access to a DS1 
Loop, a DS3 Loop, DS1 Dedicated Transport, DS3 Dedicated 
Transport, or Dark Fiber Transport, including, but not limited to, any of 
the foregoing elements that constitute part of a Combination or that 
"·CLEC Acronym TE··· seeks to convert from another wholesale 
service to an unbundled network element (collectively, "TRRO 
Certification Elements"), ···CLEC Acronym TE··· must undertake a 
reasonably diligent inquiry and, based on that inquiry, certify that, to 
the best of its knowledge, "'CLEC Acronym TE""s request is 
consistent with the requirements of the TRRO and that "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" is entitled to unbundled access to the subject element 
pursuant to section 251 (c)(3) of the Act. '·'CLEC Acronym TE·" shall 
provide such certification using the automated method that Verizon 
makes available for that purpose. "'CLEC Acronym TE····s 
reasonably diligent inquiry must include, at a minimum, consideration 
of any list of non-impaired UNE Wire Centers that Verizon makes or 
has made available to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" by notice and/or by 
publication on Verizon's wholesale website (the "Wire Center List") 
and any back-up data that Verizon provides or has provided to 
"·CLEC Acronym TE'" under a non-disclosure agreement or that is 
otherwise available to '··CLEC Acronym TE···. 

1.7.2 	 Provision-then-Dispute Requirements. 

1.7.2.1 	 Upon receiving a request from "'CLEC Acronym TE··· for 
unbundled access to a TRRO Certification Element and the 
certification required by Section 1.7.1 above, and except as 
provided in Section 1.7.2.3 below, Verizon shall process the 
request in accordance with any applicable standard 
intervals. IfVerizon wishes to challenge '·'CLEC Acronym 
TE"*'s right to obtain unbundled access to the subject 
element pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3), then (except as 
provided in Section 1.7.2.3 below) Verizon must provision 
the subject element as a UNE and then seek resolution of 
the dispute by the Commission or the FCC, or through such 
other dispute resolution process that Verizon elects to 
invoke under the dispute resolution provisions of this 
Agreement. 

1.7.2.2 	 If a dispute pursuant to section 1.7.2.1 above is resolved in 
Verizon's favor, then "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall 
compensate Verizon for the additional charges that would 
apply if '''CLEC Acronym TEn. had ordered the subject 
facility or service on a month-to-month term under Verizon's 
interstate special access tariff (except as provided in section 
1.7.2.2.1 belOW as to Dark Fiber Transport) and any other 
applicable charges, applicable back to the date of 
provisioning (including, but not limited to, late payment 
charges for the unpaid difference between UNE and access 
tariff rates). The month-to-month rates shall apply until 
such time as ··'CLEC Acronym TE"· requests 
disconnection of the subject facility or an alternative term 
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that Verizon offers under its interstate special access tariff 
for the subject facility or service. 

1,7.2.2.1 	 In the case of Dark Fiber Transport (there being 
no analogous service under Verizon's access 
tariffs), the monthly recurring charges that 
Verizon may charge, and that "'CLEC Acronym 
TE··· shall be obligated to pay, for each circuit 
shall be shall be the charges for the commercial 
service that Verizon, in its sole discretion. 
determines to be analogous to the subject Dark 
Fiber Transport and, unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Parties, Verizon may, without 
further notice. disconnect the subject dark fiber 
facility within thirty (30) days of the date on 
which the dispute is resolved in Verizon's favor. 
In any case where ·"CLEC Acronym TE···. 
within thirty (30) days of the date on which the 
dispute is resolved in Verizon's favor. submits a 
valid ASR for a "'it" service to replace the 
subject Dark Fiber Transport faCility. Verizon 
shall continue to provide the Dark Fiber 
Transport facility at the rates specified above. 
but only for the duration of the standard interval 
for installation of the "lit" service. 

1.7.2.3 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement. 
Verizon may reject a "·CLEC Acronym TE··· order for a 
TRRO Certification Element without first seeking dispute 
resolution: (a) in any case where ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s 
order conflicts with a provision of a Verizon Tariff. (b) in any 
case where ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s order conflicts with a 
non-impaired UNE Wire Center designation set forth in a 
Wire Center List that Verizon has made available to 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· by notice and/or by publication on 
Verizon's wholesale website. (c) in any case where 
···CLEC Acronym TE····s order conflicts with a non
impaired UNE Wire Center designation that the Commission 
or the FCC has ordered or approved or that has otherwise 
been confirmed through previous dispute resolution 
(regardless of whether ···CLEC Acronym TE··· was a party 
to such dispute resolution). or (d) as otherwise permitted 
under the Federal Unbundling Rules (including. but not 
limited to. upon a determination by the Commission. the 
FCC. or a court of competent jurisdiction that Verizon may 
reject orders for TRRO Certification Elements without first 
seeking dispute resolution), 

1.8 	 Limitation With Respect to Replacement Arrangements. Notwithstanding any 
other provision ofthis Agreement, any negotiations regarding any UNE
replacement arrangement, facility. service or the like that Verizon is not required 
to provide under the Federal Unbundling Rules (including without limitation any 
arrangement, facility, service or the like that Verizon offers under an access tariff) 
shall be deemed not to have been conducted pursuant to the Agreement. 47 
U.S.C. § 252(a)(1), or 47 C.F.R. Part 51, and shall not be subject to arbitration or 
other requirements under to 47 U.S ,C. § 252(b). Any reference in this 
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Attachment to Verizon's provision of a arrangement, facility, service or the like 
that Verizon is not required to provide under the Federal Unbundling Rules is 
solely for the convenience of the Parties and shall not be construed to require or 
permit: (a) arbitration pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 252(b) of the rates, terms, or 
conditions upon which Verizon may provide such arrangement, facility, service or 
the like, or (b) application of 47 U.S.C. § 252 in any other respect. 

2. 	 Verizon's Provision of Network Elements 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide .J2rJgtH 

access to the following: 

2.1 	 Loops, as set forth in Section 3 of this Attachment; 

2.2 	 Une Splitting (also referred to as "Loop Sharing"), as setforth in Section 4 ofthis 
Attachment; 

2.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 

2.4 	 Sub-Loops, as set forth in Section 6 of this Attachment: 

2.5 	 Sub-Loop for Multiunit Tenant Premises Access, as set forth in Section 7 of this 
Attachment; 

2.6 	 Dark Fiber Transport (sometimes referred to as "Dark Fiber IOF"), as set forth in 
Section 8 of this Attachment; 

2.7 	 Network Interface Device, as set forth in Section 9 of this Attachment; 

2.8 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 

2.9 	 Dedicated Transport (may also be referred to as "Interoffice Transmission 
Facilities") (or "IOF"), as set forth in Section 11 of this Attachment; 

2.10 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 

2.11 	 Operations Support Systems, as set forth in Section 13 of this Attachment; and 

2.12 	 Other UNEs in accordance with Section 14 of this Attachment. 

3. 	 Loop Transmission Types 

3.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, Verizon shall 
allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to access Loops unbundled from local switching 
and local transport, in accordance with this Section 3 and the rates and charges 
provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall allow "'CLEC Acronym TE*** 
access to Loops in accordance with, but only to extent required by, the Federal 
Unbundling Rules. Subject to the foregoing and the provisions regarding FTTP 
Loops, in Section 3.5 below, and Hybrid Loops. in Section 3.6 below. the 
available Loop types are as set forth below: 

3.1.1 	 "2 Wire Analog Voice Grade Loop" or "Analog 2W' provides an 
effective 2-wire channel with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is 
suitable for the transport of analog Voice Grade (nominal 300 to 3000 
Hz) signals and loop-start signaling. This Loop type is more fully 
described in Verizon Technical Reference (TR)-72565. as revised from 
time-to-time. If "Customer-Specified Signaling" is requested, the Loop 
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3.1.2 

3.1.3 

3.1.4 

3.1.5 

I Bright House-Verizon Arb"ration 

will operate with one of the following signaling types that may be 
specified when the Loop is ordered: loop-start, ground-start, loop
reverse-battery, and no signaling. Customer specified signaling is 
more fully described in Verizon TR-72570, as revised from time-to
time. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing facilities 
except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

"4-Wire Analog Voice Grade Loop" or "Analog 4W' provides an 
effective 4-wire channel with 4-wire interfaces at each end that is 
suitable for the transport of analog Voice Grade (nominal 300 to 3000 
Hz) signals. This Loop type will operate with one of the following 
signaling types that may be specified when the Loop is ordered: loop
start, ground-start, loop-reverse-battery, duplex, and no signaling. 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR-72570, as 
revised from time-to-time. Verizon will not build new facilities or 
modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of 
this Attachment. 

"2-Wire ISDN Digital Grade Loop" or "BRIISDN" provides a channel 
with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is suitable for the transport of 
160 kbps digital services using the ISDN 2B10 line code. This Loop 
type is more fully described in American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) T1.601-1998 and Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time-to
time. In some cases loop extension equipment may be necessary to 
bring the line loss within acceptable levels. Verizon will provide loop 
extension equipment only upon request. A separate charge will apply 
for loop extension equipment. The 2-Wire ISDN Digital Grade Loop is 
available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service Areas. In the former 
GTE Service Areas only, "'CLEC Acronym TE··· may order a 2-Wire 
Digital Compatible Loop using 2-wire ISDN ordering codes to provide 
similar capability. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing 
facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire ADSL-Compatible Loop" or "ADSL 2W" provides a channel 
with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is suitable for the transport of 
digital signals up to 8 Mbps toward the Customer and up to 1 Mbps 
from the Customer. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon 
TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. ADSL-Compatible Loops will 
be available only where existing copper facilities are available and 
meet applicable specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities or 
modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 
or 17 of this Attachment. The upstream and downstream ADSL power 
spectral density masks and dc line power limits in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. The 2-Wire ADSL
Compatible Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service 
Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using 2-wire ADSL 
ordering codes to provide similar capability. 

"2-Wire HDSL-Compatible Loop" or "HDSL 2W' consists of a single 2
wire non-loaded, twisted copper pair that meets the carrier serving 
area design criteria. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon 
TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. The HDSL power spectral 
density mask and dc line power limits referenced in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. 2-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loops will be provided only where existing facilities are available and 
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3.1.6 

3.1.7 

3.1.8 
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can meet applicable specifications. The 2-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service areas. In the 
former GTE Service Areas only, *"CLEC Acronym TE·" may order a 
2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using 2-Wire HDSL ordering codes to 
provide similar capability. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify 
existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 or 17 of 
this Attachment. 

"4-Wire HDSL-Compatible Loop" or "HDSL 4W· consists of two 2-wire 
non-loaded, twisted copper pairs that meet the carrier serving area 
design criteria. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR
72575, as revised from time-to-time. The HDSL power spectral 
density mask and dc line power limits referenced in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. 4-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loops will be provided only where existing facilities are available and 
can meet applicable specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities 
or modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 
3.2 or 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire IDSL-Compatible Metallic Loop" consists of a single 2-wire 
non-loaded, twisted copper pair that meets revised resistance design 
criteria. This Loop is intended to be used with very-low band 
symmetric DSL systems that meet the Class 1 signal power limits and 
other criteria in the T1 E1,4 loop spectrum management standard 
(T1 E1.4/2000-002R3) and are not compatible with 2B1 Q 160 kbps 
ISDN transport systems. The actual data rate achieved depends upon 
the performance of CLEC-provided modems with the electrical 
characteristics associated with the loop. This Loop type is more fully 
described in T1 E1,4/2000-002R3, as revised from time-to-time. This 
loop cannot be provided via UDLC. The 2-Wire IDSL-Compatible 
Metallic Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service 
Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using ISDN 
ordering codes to provide similar capability. Verizon will not build new 
facilities or modify existing facilities except to the extent required in 
Sections 3.2 or 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire SDSL-Compatible Loop", is intended to be used with low band 
symmetric DSL systems that meet the Class 2 signal power limits and 
other criteria in the T1 E 1.4 loop spectrum management standard 
(T1 E1,4/2000-002R3). This Loop consists of a single 2-wire non
loaded, twisted copper pair that meets Class 2 length limit in 
T1 E1,4/2000-002R3. The data rate achieved depends on the 
performance of the CLEC-provided modems with the electrical 
characteristics associated with the loop. This Loop type is more fully 
described in T1 E1.4/2000-002R3, as revised from time-to-time. The 
2-Wire SDSL-Compatible Loop is available only in the former Bell 
Atlantic Service Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop 
to provide similar capability. SDSL-compatible local loops will be 
provided only where facilities are available and can meet applicable 
specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing 
facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 or 17 of this 
Attachment. 
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3.1.9 	 "4-Wire 56 kbps Loop" is a 4-wire Loop that provides a transmission 
path that is suitable for the transport of digital data at a synchronous 
rate of 56 kbps in opposite directions on such Loop simultaneously. A 
4-Wire 56 kbps Loop consists of two pairs of non-loaded copper wires 
with no intermediate electronics or it consists of universal digital loop 
carrier with 56 kbps DOS dataport transport capability. Verizon shall 
provide 4-Wire 56 kbps Loops to ***CLEC Acronym TE**' in 
accordance with, and subject to, the technical specifications set forth 
in Verizon TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. Verizon will not 
build new facilities or modify existing facilities except to the extent 
required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

3.1.10 	 "OS1 Loops" provide a digital transmission channel suitable for the 
transport of 1.544 Mbps digital signals. This Loop type is more fully 
described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time to time. The OS1 
Loop includes the electronics necessary to provide the OS1 
transmission rate. If, at the requested installation date, the electronics 
necessary to provide the OS1 transmission rate are not available for 
the requested OS1 Loop, then Verizon will not install new electronics 
except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. Verizon 
will not build new facilities and will not modify existing facilities except 
to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. Ifthe 
electronics necessary to provide Clear Channel (B8ZS) signaling are 
at the requested installation date available for a requested OS1 Loop, 
upon request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, the OS1 Loop will be 
furnished with Clear Channel (B8ZS) signaling. Verizon will not install 
new electronics to furnish Clear Channel (B8ZS) signaling. For 
purposes of provisions implementing any right Verizon may have to 
cease providing unbundled access to OS1-capacity Loops under the 
TRRO pursuant to Section 1 of this Attachment, the term "OS 1 Loop" 
further includes any type of Loop described in Section 3.1 of the 
Network Elements Attachment that provides a digital transmission 
channel suitable for the transport of 1.544 Mbps digital signals, 
regardless of whether the subject Loop meets the specific definition of 
a OS1 Loop set forth in this section. 

3.1.11 	 "OS3 Loops' will support the transmission of iSOChronous bipolar serial 
data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 OS1 channels). 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised 
from time to time. The OS3 Loop includes the electronics necessary 
to provide the DS3 transmission rate. If, at the requested installation 
date, the electronics necessary to provide the OS3 transmission rate 
are not available for the requested OS3 Loop, then Verizon will not 
install new electronics except to the extent required in Section 17 of 
this Attachment. Verizon will not build new facilities and will not modify 
existing facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of this 
Attachment. For purposes of provisions implementing any right 
Verizon may have to cease providing unbundled access to OS3
capacity loops under the TRRO pursuant to Section 1 of this 
Attachment, the tenm "OS3 Loop" further includes any type of Loop 
described in Section 3.1 of the Network Elements Attachment that 
provides a digital transmission channel suitable for the transport of 
44.736 Mbps digital signals, regardless of whether the subject Loop 
meets the specific definition of a DS3 Loop set forth in this section. 
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3.1.12 	 In the former Bell Atlantic Service Areas only, "Digital Designed Loops" 
are comprised of designed loops that meet specific ···CLEC Acronym 
TE*·· requirements for metallic loops over 18k ft. or for conditioning of 
ADSL, HDSL, SDSL, IDSL, or BRIISDN Loops. "Digital Designed 
Loops" may include requests for: 

3.1.12.1 	 a 2W Digital Designed Metallic Loop with a total loop length 
of 18k to 30k ft., unloaded, with the option to remove 
bridged tap; 

3.1 .12.2 a 2W ADSL Loop of 12k to 18k ft. with an option to remove 
bridged tap (such a Loop with the bridged tap so removed 
shall be deemed to be a "2W ADSL Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.12.3 	 a 2W ADSL Loop of less than 12k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap (such a Loop with the bridged tap so 
removed shall be deemed to be a "2W ADSL Compatible 
Loop"); 

3.1.12.4 	 a 2W HDSL Loop of less than 12k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap: 

3.1.12.5 	 a 4W HDSL Loop of less than 12k ft with an option to 
remove bridged tap; 

3.1.12.6 	 a 2 W Digital Designed Metallic Loop with Verizon-placed 
ISDN loop extension electronics; 

3.1.12.7 	 a 2W SDSL Loop with an option to remove bridged tap; and 

3.1.12.8 	 a 2W tDSL Loop of less than 18k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap; 

3.1.13 	 Verizon shall make Digital Designed Loops avaitable "·CLEC 
Acronym TE**· at the rates as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

3.1.14 	 In the former GTE Service Areas only, "Conditioned Loops" are 
comprised of designed loops that meet specific ···CLEC Acronym 
TE*'· requirements for metallic loops over 12k ft. or for conditioning of 
2-wire or 4-wire digital or BRIISDN Loops. "Conditioned Loops· may 
Include requests for: 

3.1.14.1 	 a 2W Digital Loop with a total loop length of 12k to 30k ft., 
unloaded, with the option to remove bridged tap (such a 
Loop, unloaded, with bridged tap so removed shall be 
deemed to be a "2W Digital Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.2 	 a 2W Digital Loop of 12k to 18k ft. with an option to remove 
load coils and/or bridged tap (such a Loop with load coils 
and/or bridged tap so removed shall be deemed to be a 
"2W Digital Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.3 	 a 2W Digital or 4W Digital Loop of less than 12k ft. with an 
option to remove bridged tap (such a 2W Loop with bridged 
tap so removed shall be deemed to be a "2W Digital 
Compatible Loop"); 
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3.1.14.4 	 a 2W Digital Loop with Verizon-placed ISDN loop extension 
electronics (such a Loop with ISDN loop extension 
electronics so placed shall be deemed to be a "2W Digital 
Compatible Loop"). 

3.1.15 	 Verizon shall make Conditioned Loops available to ***CLEC Acronym 
TE**· at the rates as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

3.2 	 The following ordering procedures shall apply to xDSL Compatible Loops, Digital 
Designed and Conditioned Loops: 

3.2.1 	 "·CLEC Acronym TE**· shall place orders for xDSL Compatible 
Loops, Digital Designed and Conditioned Loops by delivering to 
Verizon a valid electronic transmittal Service Order or other mutually 
agreed upon type of Service Order. Such Service Order shall be 
provided in accordance with industry format and specifications or such 
format and specifications as may be agreed to by the Parties. 

3.2.2 	 In former Bell Atlantic Service Areas, Verizon is conducting a 
mechanized survey of existing Loop facilities, on a Central Office by 
Central Office baSiS, to identify those Loops that meet the applicable 
technical characteristics established by Verizon for compatibility with 
xDSL Compatible or BRIISDN signals. The results of this survey will 
be stored in a mechanized database and made available to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE··· as the process is completed in each Central Office. 
···CLEC Acronym TE'·' must utilize this mechanized loop qualification 
database, where available, in advance of submitting a valid electronic 
transmittal Service Order for an xDSL Compatible or BRI ISDN Loop. 
Charges for mechanized loop qualification information are set forth in 
the Pricing Attachment. In former GTE Service Areas, Verizon 
provides access to mechanized xDSL loop qualification information to 
help identify those loops that meet applicable technical characteristics 
for compatibility with xDSL Services that the CLEC may wish to offer 
to its end user Customers. ***CLEC Acronym TE'*' must access 
Verizon's mechanized loop qualification system through the use of the 
on-line computer interface at www.verizon.comlwise in advance of 
submitting a valid electronic transmittal Service Order for xDSL service 
arrangements. The loop qualification information prOVided by Verizon 
gives "'CLEC Acronym TE'" the ability to determine loop 
composition and loop length, and may provide other loop 
characteristics, when present, that may indicate incompatibility with 
xDSL Services such as load coils or Digital Loop Carrier. Information 
provided by the mechanized loop qualification system also indicates 
whether loop conditioning may be necessary. It is the responsibility of 
"*CLEC Acronym TE'*' to evaluate the loop qualification information 
provided by Verizon and determine whether a loop meets "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" requirements for xDSL Service, including determining 
whether conditioning should be ordered, prior to submitting an Order. 

3,2.3 	 If the Loop is not listed in the mechanized database described in 
Section 3,2,2 of this Attachment, ·"CLEC Acronym TE'·' must 
request a manual loop qualification, where such qualification is 
available, prior to submitting a valid electronic Service Order for an 
xDSL Compatible or SRI ISDN Loop. In general, Verizon will complete 
a manual loop qualification request within three (3) Business Days, 
although Verizon may require additional time due to poor record 
conditions, spikes in demand, or other unforeseen events. The 
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manual loop qualification process is currently available in the former 
Bell Atlantic Service Areas only. 

3.2.4 	 If a query to the mechanized loop qualification database or manual 
loop qualification indicates that a Loop does not qualify (e.g., because 
it does not meet the applicable technical parameters set forth in the 
Loop descriptions above), ···CLEC Acronym TE··· may request an 
Engineering Query, where available, as described in Section 3.2.7 of 
this Attachment, to determine whether the result is due to 
characteristics of the loop itself (e.g., specific number and location of 
bridged taps, the specific number of load coils, or the gauge of the 
cable). 

3.2.5 	 Once a Loop has been pre-qualified, *"CLEC Acronym TE··· will 
submit a Service Order pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of this Attachment if 
it wishes to obtain the Loop. 

3.2.5.1 	 If the Loop is determined to be xDSL Compatible and if the 
Loop serving the serving address is usable and available to 
be assigned as a xDSL Compatible Loop, Verizon will 
initiate standard Loop provisioning and installation 
processes, and standard Loop provisioning intervals will 
apply. 

3.2.5.2 	 If the Loop is determined to be xDSL Compatible. but the 
Loop serving the service address is unusable or unavailable 
to be assigned as an xDSL Compatible Loop, Verizon will 
search the Customer's serving terminal for a suitable spare 
facility. If an xDSL Compatible Loop is found within the 
serving terminal, Verizon will perform a Line and Station 
Transfer (or "pair swap") whereby the Verizon technician will 
transfer the Customer's existing service from one existing 
Loop facility onto an alternate existing xDSL Compatible 
Loop facility serving the same location. Verizon performs 
Line and Station Transfers in accordance with the 
procedures developed in the DSL Collaborative in the State 
of New York, NY PSC Case OO-C-0127. Standard intervals 
do not apply when Verizon performs a Line and Station 
Transfer, and additional charges shall apply as set forth in 
the Pricing Attachment. 

3.2.6 	 If ···CLEC Acronym TE**· submits a Service Order for an xDSL 
Compatible or BRIISDN Loop that has not been prequalified, Verizon 
will query the Service Order back to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· for 
qualification and will not accept such Service Order until the Loop has 
been prequalified on a mechanized or manual basis. If ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··· submits a Service Order for an xDSL Compatible or 
BRI ISDN Loop that is, in fact. not compatible with the requested 
service (e.g. ADSL, HDSL etc.) in its existing condition. Verizon will 
respond back to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· with a "Nonqualified" 
indicator and with information showing whether the non-qualified result 
is due to the presence of load coils, presence of digital loop carrier, or 
loop length (including bridged tap). 

3.2.7 	 Where ···CLEC Acronym TE'" has followed the prequalification 
procedure described above and has determined that a Loop is not 
compatible with xDSL technologies or BRI ISDN service in its existing 
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condition. it may either request an Engineering Query. where 
available. to determine whether conditioning may make the Loop 
compatible with the applicable service; or if '''CLEC Acronym TE··· is 
already aware of the conditioning required (e.g .. where ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··· has previously requested a qualification and has 
obtained loop characteristics). ···CLEC Acronym TE··· may submit a 
Service Order for a Digital Designed Loop. Verizon will undertake to 
condition or extend the Loop in accordance with this Section 3.2 of this 
Attachment upon receipt of ···CLEC Acronym TE····s valid. accurate 
and pre-qualified Service Order for a Digital Designed Loop. 

3.2,8 	 The Parties will make reasonable efforts to coordinate their respective 
roles in order to minimize provisioning problems. In general. where 
conditioning or loop extensions are requested by ···CLEC Acronym 
TE···. an interval of eighteen (18) BUSiness Days will be required by 
Verizon to complete the loop analysis and the necessary construction 
work involved in conditioning and/or extending the loop as follows: 

3.2.8.1 	 Three (3) Business Days will be required following receipt of 
···CLEC Acronym TE····s valid. accurate and pre-qualified 
Service Order for a Digital Designed or Conditioned Loop to 
analyze the loop and related plant records and to create an 
Engineering Work Order. 

3.2.8.2 	 Upon completion of an Engineering Work Order. Verizon 
will initiate the construction order to perform the 
changes/modifications to the Loop requested by ···CLEC 
Acronym TE···. Conditioning activities are. in most cases. 
able to be accomplished within fifteen (15) Business Days. 
Unforeseen conditions may add to this interval. 

After the engineering and conditioning tasks have been completed. the 
standard Loop provisioning and installation process will be initiated. 
subject to Verizon's standard provisioning intervals. 

3.2.9 	 If "·CLEC Acronym TE··· requires a change in scheduling. it must 
contact Verizon to issue a supplement to the original Service Order. If 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· cancels the request for conditioning after a 
loop analysis has been completed but prior to the commencement of 
construction work. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall compensate Verizon 
for an Engineering Work Order charge as set forth in the Pricing 
Attachment. If ···CLEC Acronym TE··· cancels the request for 
conditioning after the loop analysis has been completed and after 
construction work has started or is complete. "'CLEC Acronym TE·" 
shall compensate Verizon for an Engineering Work Order charge as 
well as the charges associated with the conditioning tasks performed 
as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

3.3 	 Conversion of Live Telephone Exchange Service to Analog 2W Unbundled Local 
Loops (Analog 2W Loops). 

3.3.1 	 The following coordination procedures shall apply to "live" cutovers of 
Verizon Customers who are converting their Telephone Exchange 
Services to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· Telephone Exchange Services 
provisioned over Analog 2W Loops to be provided by Verizon to 
···CLEC Acronym TE···: 
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3.3,1,1 	 Coordinated cutover charges shall apply to conversions of 
live Telephone Exchange Services to Analog 2W Loops. 
When an outside dispatch is required to perform a 
conversion, additional charges may apply. If ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** does not request a coordinated cutover, 
Verizon will process ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s order as a 
new installation subject to applicable standard provisioning 
intervals. 

3.3.1.2 	 "-CLEC Acronym TE*** shall request Analog 2W Loops for 
coordinated cutover from Verizon by delivering to Verizon a 
valid electronic Local Service Request ("LSR"), Verizon 
agrees to accept from "*CLEC Acronym TE*** the date and 
time for the conversion designated on the LSR ("Scheduled 
Conversion Time"), provided that such designation is within 
the regularly scheduled operating hours of the Verizon 
Regional CLEC Control Center ("RCCC") and subject to the 
availability ofVerizon's work force. In the event that 
Verizon's work force is not available, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** and Verizon shall mutually agree on a New 
Conversion Time, as defined below, "-CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall designate the Scheduled Conversion Time 
subject to Verizon standard provisioning intervals as stated 
in the Verizon CLEC Handbook, as may be revised from 
time to time. Within three (3) Business Days of Verizon's 
receipt of such valid LSR, or as otherwise required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide "*CLEC 
Acronym TE*** the scheduled due date for conversion of 
the Analog 2W Loops covered by such LSR. 

3.3.1.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide dial tone at the 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** collocation site at least forty-eight 
(48) hours prior to the Scheduled Conversion Time, 

3.3.1.4 	 Either Party may contact the other Party to negotiate a new 
Scheduled Conversion Time (the "New Conversion Time"); 
provided, however, that each Party shall use commercially 
reasonable efforts to provide four (4) business hours' 
advance notice to the other Party of its request for a New 
Conversion Time. Any Scheduled Conversion Time or New 
Conversion Time may not be rescheduled more than one 
(1) time in a Business Day, and any two New Conversion 
Times for a particular Analog 2W Loop shall differ by at 
least eight (8) hours, unless otherwise agreed to by the 
Parties. 

3.3.1.5 	 If the New Conversion Time is more than one (1) business 
hour from the original Scheduled Conversion Time or from 
the previous New Conversion Time, the Party requesting 
such New Conversion Time shall be subject to the following: 

3,3,1.5.1 	 If Verizon requests to reschedule outside of the 
one (1) hour time frame above, the Analog 2W 
Loops Service Order Charge for the original 
Scheduled Conversion Time or the previous 
New Conversion Time shall be credited upon 
request from *--CLEC Acronym TE***; and 
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3.3.1.5.2 	 If "'CLEC Acronym TE'" requests to 
reschedule outside the one (1) hour time frame 
above, ·'·CLEC Acronym TE'·· shall be 
charged an additional Analog 2W Loops Service 
Order Charge for rescheduling the conversion to 
the New Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.6 	 If "'CLEC Acronym TE'" is not ready to accept service at 
the Scheduled Conversion Time or at a New Conversion 
Time, as applicable, an additional Service Order Charge 
shall apply. If Verizon is not available or ready to perform 
the conversion within thirty (30) minutes of the Scheduled 
Conversion Time or New Conversion Time, as applicable, 
Verizon and "'CLEC Acronym TE·** will reschedule and, 
upon request from '·'CLEC Acronym TE'··. Verizon will 
credit the Analog 2W Loop Service Order Charge for the 
original Scheduled Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.7 	 The standard time interval expected from disconnection of a 
live Telephone Exchange Service to the connection of the 
Analog 2W Loops to ·*·CLEC Acronym TE'-' is fifteen (15) 
minutes per Analog 2W Loop for all orders consisting of 
twenty (20) Analog 2W Loops or less. Orders involving 
more than twenty (20) Loops will require a negotiated 
interval. 

3.3.1.8 	 Conversions involving LNP will be completed according to 
North American Numbering Council (NAN C) standards, via 
the regional Number Portability Administration Center 
(NPAC). 

3.3.1.9 	 If '**CLEC Acronym TE'" requires Analog 2W Loop 
conversions outside of the regularly scheduled Verizon 
RCCC operating hours, such conversions shall be 
separately negotiated. Additional charges (e.g. overtime 
labor charges) may apply for desired dates and times 
outside of regularly scheduled RCCC operating hours. 

3.4 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

3.5 FTTP Loops. 

3.5.1 	 New Builds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or 
any Verizon Tariff, ·**CLEC Acronym TE··· shall not be entitled to 
obtain access to a FTTP Loop, or any segment thereof, on an 
unbundled basis when Verizon deploys such a Loop to the Customer 
premises of an end user that has not been served by any Verizon 
Loop other than a FTTP Loop. 

3.5.2 	 Overbuilds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or 
any Verizon Tariff, if (a) Verizon deploys an FTTP Loop to replace a 
copper Loop previously used to serve a particular end user's customer 
premises, and (b) Verizon retires that copper Loop and there are no 
other available copper Loops or Hybrid Loops for "'CLEC Acronym 
TE-"'s provision of a voice grade service to that end user's customer 
premises, then in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, 
the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide ···CLEC 
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Acronym TE'" with nondiscriminatory access on an unbundled basis 
to a transmission path capable of providing DSO voice grade service to 
that end user's customer premises. 

3.6 Hybrid Loops. 

3.6.1 	 Packet Switched Features, Functions, and Capabilities. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or any Verizon 
Tariff or SGAT, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall not be entitled to obtain 
access to the Packet Switched features, functions, or capabilities of 
any Hybrid Loop on an unbundled basis. 

3.6.2 	 Broadband Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment, when ···CLEC Acronym TE··· seeks access to a 
Hybrid Loop for the provision of "broadband services", as such term is 
defined by the FCC, then in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· with unbundled access to the existing time 
division multiplexing features, functions, and capabilities of that Hybrid 
Loop, including DS1 or DS3 capacity (but only where impairment has 
been found to exist, which, for the avoidance of any doubt, does not 
include instances where Verizon is not required to provide unbundled 
access to a DS1 Loop or a DS3 Loop under Section 1 of this 
Attachment) to establish a complete time division multiplexing 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or equivalent) 
in a Verizon End Office serving an end user to the demarcation point 
at the end user's Customer premises. This access includes access to 
all features, functions, and capabilities of the Hybrid Loop that are not 
used to transmit packetized information. 

3.6.3 	 Narrowband Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 
of this Attachment, when ···CLEC Acronym TE··· seeks access to a 
Hybrid Loop for the provision to its Customer of "narrowband 
services", as such term is defined by the FCC, then in accordance 
with, but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, 
Verizon shall, in its sole discretion, either (a) provide access to a spare 
home-run copper Loop serving that Customer on an unbundled basis, 
or (b) provide access, on an unbundled basis, to a DSO voice-grade 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or equivalent) 
in the end user's serving End Office and the end user's Customer 
premises, using time division multiplexing technology. 

3.6.4 	 IDLC Hybrid Loops and Loops Provisioned via Loop Concentrator. 
Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, if 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· requests, in order to provide narrowband 
services, unbundling of a 2 wire analog or 4 wire analog Loop currently 
provisioned via Integrated Digital Loop Carrier (over a Hybrid Loop) or 
via Remote Switching technology deployed as a Loop concentrator 
Verizon shall, in accordance with but only to the extent required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, provide ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
unbundled access to a Loop capable of voice-grade service to the end 
user Customer served by the Hybrid Loop. 

3.6.4.1 	 Verizon will endeavor to provide '''CLEC Acronym TEo•• 
with an existing copper Loop or a Loop served by existing 
Universal Digital Loop Carrier ("UDLC"). Standard recurring 
and non-recurring Loop charges will apply. In addition, a 
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non-recurring charge will apply whenever a line and station 
transfer is performed. 

3.6.4.2 	 If neither a copper Loop nor a Loop served by UDLC is 
available, Verizon shall, upon request of "'CLEC Acronym 
TE"·, provide unbundled access to a DSO voice-grade 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or 
equivalent) in the end user's serving End Office and the end 
user's Customer premises via such technically feasible 
alternative that Verizon in its sole discretion may elect to 
employ. In addition to the rates and charges payable in 
connection with any unbundled Loop so provisioned by 
Verizon, ·'·CLEC Acronym TE'·' shall be responsible for 
any of the following charges that apply in the event the 
technically feasible option involves construction, installation, 
or modification of facilities: (a) an engineering query charge 
for preparation of a price quote; (b) upon ·"CLEC Acronym 
TE*'·'s submission of a firm construction order, an 
engineering work order nonrecurring charge; and (c) 
construction charges, as set forth in the price quote. If the 
order is cancelled by *"CLEC Acronym TE**' after 
construction work has started, -'-CLEC Acronym TE··' 
shaH be responsible for cancellation charges and a pro
rated charge for construction work performed prior to the 
cancellation. 

3.6.4.3 	 Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with 
providing unbundled Loops pursuant to this Section 3.6.4 
from standard provisioning intervals and performance 
measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Agreement 
or elsewhere. 

4. 	 Line Splitting (also referred to as "Loop Sharing") 

4.1 	 Line Splitting is a process in which one CLEC provides narrowband voice service 
over the low frequency portion of an unbundled copper Loop obtained from 
Verizon (such CLEC may be referred to as the "VLEC") and a second CLEC 
provides digital subscriber line service over the high frequency portion of that 
same Loop (such CLEC may be referred to as the "DLEC"). Line Splitting is 
accomplished through the use of a splitter collocated at the Verizon central office 
where the Loop terminates into a distribution frame or its equivalent. 

4.2 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, "'CLEC 
Acronym TE··· may engage in Line Splitting, in accordance with this Section 4 
and the rates and charges provided for in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall 
provide access to Line Splitting in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

4.3 	 Any Line Splitting between ·"CLEC Acronym TE**' and another CLEC shall be 
accomplished by prior negotiated arrangement between '··CLEC Acronym TE'" 
and the other CLEC. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall give Verizon written notice of 
this arrangement through the Verizon Partner Solutions Local Service Customer 
Profile Form (formerly referred to as the Verizon Wholesale Local Service 
Customer Profile Form) on the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 
referred to as the Verizon wholesale website), or such other electronic notice 
mechanism that Verizon may make available, at least thirty (30) days prior to 
placing an order for a Line Splitting arrangement with such other CLEC. The 
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other CLEC must have an interconnection agreement with Verizon that permits it 
to engage in Line Splitting with "'CLEC Acronym TE···. The VLEC shall be 
responsible for all rates and charges associated with the subject Loop as well as 
rates and charges associated with the DLEC's use of the high frequency portion 
of the Loop, including, but not limited to, service order charges, provisioning and 
installation charges, central office wiring. loop qualification charges, and OSS 
charges. 

4.4 	 In order to facilitate "'CLEC Acronym TE""s engaging in Line Splitting pursuant 
to this Section 4, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" may order for use in a Line Splitting 
arrangement. those Network Elements, Combinations. Collocation arrangements. 
services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, appropriate for Line Splitting. 
that are offered to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" by Verizon under the other sections 
of this Agreement. Such Network Elements, Combinations, Collocation 
arrangements, services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, will be provided 
to "'CLEC Acronym TEo" in accordance with, and subject to. the rates and 
charges and other provisions of this Agreement and Verizon's applicable Tariffs. 
Verizon shall be obligated to provide Network Elements, Combinations, 
Collocation arrangements, services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, for 
Line Splitting only to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules, 

4.5 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" andlor the other participating CLEC shall provide any 
splitters andlor Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers used in a Line 
Splitting arrangement. 

4.6 	 The standard provisioning interval for the Line Splitting arrangement shall be as 
set out in the Verizon Product Interval Guide; provided that the standard 
provisioning interval for a Line Splitting arrangement shalt not exceed the 
shortest of the following intervals; (1) the standard provisioning interval for a Line 
Splitting arrangement if stated in an applicable Verizon Tariff; or, (2) the standard 
provisioning interval for a Line Splitting arrangement, if any. established in 
accordance with the Federal Unbundling Rules. The standard provisioning 
interval for a Line Splitting arrangement shall commence only after any required 
engineering and conditioning tasks have been completed, The standard 
provisioning interval shall not apply where a Line and Station Transfer is 
performed. 

4,7 	 Verizon shall not be liable for any claims, damages. penalties, liabilities or the 
like of any kind for disruptions to either "'CLEC Acronym TE""s or the other 
CLEC's respective voice or data services over a Line Splitting arrangement. 

5. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

6. 	 Sub-Loop 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon request by 
"'CLEC Acronym TE"', Verizon shall allow "'CLEC Acronym TE"'* to access Sub
Loops unbundled from local switching and transport, in accordance with the terms of this 
Section 6 and the rates and charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall 
allow """CLEC Acronym TE*" access to Sub-Loops in accordance with, but only to the 
extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. The available Sub-Loop types are as 
set forth below, 

6,1 	 Unbundled Sub-Loop Arrangement- Distribution (US LA), 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by "'CLEC Acronym TE"', Verizon shall provide "'CLEC Acronym 
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TE'" with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with, and 
subject to, the terms and provisions of this Section 6.1, the rates set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment, and the rates, terms and conditions set forth in Verizon's 
applicable Tariffs. Verizon shall provide "'CLEC Acronym TE'" with access to 
a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

6.1.1 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE*- may request that Verizon reactivate (if 
available) an unused drop and NID or provide "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
with access to a drop and NID that, at the time of "'CLEC Acronym 
TE""s request, Verizon is using to provide service to the Customer 
(as such term is hereinafter defined). 

6.1.2 	 Upon site-specific request, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" may obtain 
access to the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility at a technically feasible 
access point located near a Verizon remote terminal equipment 
enclosure at the rates and charges provided for in the Pricing 
Attachment. It is not technically feasible to access the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility if a technician must access the facility by removing 
a splice case to reach the wiring within the cable. "'CLEC Acronym 
TE'" may obtain access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility through 
any method required by the Federal Unbundling Rules, in addition to 
existing methods such as from a Telecommunications outside plant 
interconnection cabinet (TOPIC) or, if "'CLEC Acronym TE'" is 
collocated at a remote terminal equipment enclosure and the FDI for 
such Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is located in such enclosure, from 
the collocation arrangement of "'CLEC Acronym TE'" at such 
terminal. If "'CLEC Acronym TE'" obtains access to a Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility from a TOPIC, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall 
install a TOPIC on an easement or Right of Way obtained by "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" within 1 00 feet of the Verizon FDI to which such Sub
Loop Distribution Facility is connected. A TOPIC must comply with 
applicable industry standards. Subject to the terms of applicable 
Verizon easements, Verizon shall furnish and place an interconnecting 
cable between a Verizon FDI and a "'CLEC Acronym TE'" TOPIC 
and Verizon shall install a termination block within such TOPIC. 
Verizon shall retain title to and maintain the interconnecting cable. 
Verizon shall not be responsible for building, maintaining or servicing 
the TOPIC and shall not provide any power that might be required by 
'''CLEC Acronym TE'" for any of "'CLEC Acronym TE""s 
electronics in the TOPIC. "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall provide any 
easement, Right of Way or trenching or supporting structure required 
for any portion of an interconnecting cable that runs beyond a Verizon 
easement. 

6.1.3 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" may request from Verizon by submitting a 
loop make-up engineering query to Verizon, and Verizon shall provide 
to "'CLEC Acronym TE"', the following information regarding a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility that serves an identified Customer: the Sub
Loop Distribution Facility's length and gauge; whether the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility has loading and bridged tap; the amount of bridged 
tap (if any) on the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility; and, the location of 
the FDI to which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facllity is connected. 

6.1.4 	 To order access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility from a TOPIC, 
'''CLEC Acronym TE'" must first request that Verizon connect the 
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6.1.5 

6.1.6 

6.1.7 

I Brighl House-Verizon Arbilralion 

Verizon FDI to which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is connected to 
a ···CLEC Acronym TE'" TOPIC. To make such a request, ···CLEC 
Acronym TE·'· must submit to Verizon an application (a "Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Application") that identifies the FDI 
at which "'CLEC Acronym TE'" wishes to access the Sub·Loop 
Distribution Facility. A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection 
Application shall state the location of the TOPIC, the size of the 
interconnecting cable and a description of the cable's supporting 
structure. A Sub·Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application 
shall also include a five-year forecast of "'CLEC Acronym TE""s 
demand for access to Sub-Loop Distribution Facilities at the requested 
FDI. "'CLEC Acronym TE'" must submit the application fee set forth 
in the Pricing Attachment attached hereto and Verizon's applicable 
Tariffs (a "Sub·Loop Distribution Facility Application Fee") with Sub
Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application. '·'CLEC 
Acronym TE··· must submit Sub-Loop Interconnection Applications to: 

[For VZEast States]: 

Collocation Applications 
Verizon 
Room 503 
185 Franklin Street 
Boston, MA 02110 
E-Mail: collocation.applications@Verizon.com 

[For VZWest States]: 

·_·CLEC Acronym TE···'s Account Manager 

Within sixty (60) days after it receives a complete Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Application for access to a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility and the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
Application Fee for such application, Verizon shall provide to -"CLEC 
Acronym TE··· a work order that describes the work that Verizon must 
perform to provide such access (a "Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Work 
Order") and a statement of the cost of such work (a "Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Cost Statement"). 

'''CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay to Verizon fifty percent (50%) of the 
cost set forth in a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Cost 
Statement within sixty (60) days of "'CLEC Acronym TE*··'s receipt 
of such statement and the associated Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
Work Order, and Verizon shall not be obligated to perform any of the 
work set forth in such order until Verizon has received such payment. 
A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application shall be 
deemed to have been withdrawn if ···CLEC Acronym TE··· breaches 
its payment obligation under this Section. Upon Verizon 's completion 
of the work that Verizon must perform to provide ···CLEC Acronym 
TE'" with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility, Verizon shall bill 
···CLEC Acronym TE···, and ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay to 
Verizon, the balance of the cost set forth in the Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facility Interconnection Cost Statement for such access. 

After Verizon has completed the installation of the interconnecting 
cable to a ···CLEC Acronym TE··· TOPIC and ···CLEC Acronym 
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6.1.8 

6.1.9 

6.1.10 

6.1.11 

TE*** has paid the full cost of such installation, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** can request the connection of Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facilities to the *"CLEC Acronym TE'·· TOPIC. At the same time, 
···CLEC Acronym TE'·' shall advise Verizon of the services that 
··'CLEC Acronym TE··' plans to provide over the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility, request any conditioning of the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility and assign the pairs in the interconnecting cable. 
'··CLEC Acronym TE··· shall run any crosswires within the TOPIC. 

If ·*·CLEC Acronym TE*** requests that Verizon reactivate an unused 
drop and NID, then "'CLEC Acronym TE*" shall provide dial tone (or 
its DSL equivalent) on the '*'CLEC Acronym TE"· side of the 
applicable Verizon FDI at least twenty-four (24) hours before the due 
date. On the due date, a Verizon technician will run the appropriate 
cross connection to connect the Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
to the ·"CLEC Acronym TE··· dial tone or equivalent from the TOPIC. 
If ·*'CLEC Acronym TE··· requests that Verizon provide '··CLEC 
Acronym TE*'* with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility that, at 
the time of ···CLEC Acronym TE·'·'s request, Verizon is using to 
provide service to a Customer, then, after *··CLEC Acronym TE··· has 
looped two interconnecting pairs through the TOPIC and at least 
twenty four (24) hours before the due date, a Verizon technician shall 
crosswire the dial tone from the Verizon central office through the 
Verizon side of the TOPIC and back out again to the Verizon FDI and 
Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility using the "loop through" 
approach. On the due date, *'·CLEC Acronym TE**' shall disconnect 
Verizon's dial tone, crosswire its dial tone to the Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facility and submit ·"CLEC Acronym TP'·'s LNP request. 

Verizon will not provide access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility if 
Verizon is using the loop of which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is 
a part to provide line sharing service to another CLEC or a service that 
uses derived channel technology to a Customer unless such other 
CLEC first terminates the Verizon-provided line sharing or such 
Customer first disconnects the service that utilizes derived channel 
technology. 

Verizon shall provide '·'CLEC Acronym TE··· with access to a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with negotiated intervals 

Verizon shall repair and maintain a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility at 
the request of ···CLEC Acronym TE**· and subject to the time and 
material rates set forth in Pricing Attachment and the rates, terms and 
conditions of Verizon's applicable Tariffs. ···CLEC Acronym TE**' 
accepts responsibility for initial trouble isolation for Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facilities and providing Verizon with appropriate dispatch 
information based on its test results. If (a) ···CLEC Acronym TE*** 
reports to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) ·'·CLEC Acronym TE*·* 
requests a dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such 
trouble was not caused by Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
facilities or equipment in whole or in part, ···CLEC Acronym TE*'· 
shall pay Verizon the charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment and 
Verizon's applicable Tariffs for time associated with said dispatch. In 
addition, these charges also apply when the Customer contact as 
designated by ***CLEC Acronym TE*'· is not available at the 
apPOinted time. If as the result of "·CLEC Acronym TE*" 
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instructions, Verizon is erroneously requested to dispatch to a site on 
Verizon company premises ("dispatch in"), the charges set forth in 
Pricing Attachment and Verizon's applicable Tariffs will be assessed 
per occurrence to "'ClEC Acronym TE'" by Verizon, If as the result 
of "'ClEC Acronym TE'" instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site outside of Verizon company premises 
("dispatch out"), the charges set forth in Pricing Attachment and 
Verizon's applicable Tariffs will be assessed per occurrence to 
"'ClEC Acronym TE··· by Verizon, 

6,2 	 [Intentionally left Blank], 

6,3 	 Collocation in Remote Terminals, 

To the extent required by Applicable law, Verizon shall allow ·**ClEC Acronym 

TE··· to collocate equipment in a Verizon remote terminal equipment enclosure 

in accordance with, and subject to, the rates, terms and conditions set forth in the 

Collocation Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 


7. 	 Sub-loop for Multiunit Tenant Premises Access 

7,1 	 Upon request by ~b.tH9!J§E1!Verizon shall provide to J3Ii,g,bt,tJ.R.\!'§lE9I.~\e.ngbi 
j::jQuse'.s..d.ir.ectiQQ,and,oIlJts",b,e,ha,lt",a,/?rigbt..HQuse,affiliate..pr.ov,td.inQJa.cll,i.ti,e,$ 
used to provide BCigbtHoyse End Users with interconnected YOIP services (for 
P\iJP'9.!?_e!!,gUbj§.S§RU2rLZ,Qt!hi§.,6U.S!.9.,b,flI'@'JlL~:§d9.bLHQ.\,I§.1:0, access to the Sub
loop for Multiunit Premises Access in accordance witl\47 U.S.C, § 251 (c)(3) and • Deleted: , but only to the extent I 
47 C.F.R. Part 51. l reqUired by, _ ) 

7,1,1 	 House and Riser, Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment and upon request by .arjghi~,. Verizon shall 
provide to.Bright House access to a House ,and Ri,serGable, in 
accordance with this Section 7 and the rates and charges provided in 
the Pricing Attachment. Verizon will provide access to a House and 
Riser Cable #.bere. sy'ch.~j~j§~y~iJe9.JeJ'ln!tw.)'lp'J§Y!!;J~gn(ii!) rDeleted: only If Venzon 
owns, operates, maintains and controls such facility ,pr.(blQtheL'!YJ.il~, Deleted: and only where such facility 1
hastheJegaLrjahttomanage.operste, QccontrQLsuchfaciJity,Bright is available, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" I 

"-. 	 ~"'---"~ 

Deleted: "'CLEC 

~may access a House and Riser Cable only between the MPOE 
for such cable and the demarcation point at a technically feasible 
access pOint. 

7,1.1.1 J3[ight House mLJstsatisfy the following conditions before 
ordering access to a House and Riser Cable from Verizon: 

, 
7.1.1.1.1 .§r.igblHQ,LlSe shall locate its facilities within 

Deleted: It is not technically 
feasible to access inside wire sub
loop if a technician must access the 
facility by removing a splice case to 
reach the wiring within the cable, 

Deleted: '''CLEC Acronym TE'" 

\ Deleted: mCLEC Acronym TEO.' I 
cross connect distance of the point of ,) 

interconnection on such cable. Facilities are 
within cross connect distance of a point of 
interconnection if they are located in the same 
room (not including a hallway) or within twelve 
(12) feet of such point of interconnection. 

(~;:" 	 ..... '."""".'.....' ............... "'''''''''.......... 'J" 

7.1.1.1.2 	 If suitable space is available . .e.ri,g,g,Lt.!.Q,y'§,§ shall ~eted: •..~LEC Acronym .!..'::.:.:'__ 

install its facilities no closer than fourteen (14) 
inches of the point of interconnection for such 
cable, unless otherwise agreed by the Parties. 
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-··--....·..·_-··.._·_·_........·..---,

7.1.1.1.3 	 Brigh! Hoys.e.'s facilities cannot be attached, Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Ir""....._____._H_.._.___~_._............."_"......n<,~'''' ., .."' __}


otherwise affixed or adjacent to Verizon's 
facilities or equipment, cannot pass through or 
otherwise penetrate Verizon's facilities or and cannot be installed so 
equipment. "'CLEC Acronym TE· ..·s 

facilities or equipment are located in a 
space where Verizon plans to locate 7.1 .1 .1.4 ~olJ.S.e. shall identify itsfacHities as those 
its facilities or eqUipment of.f.}rightH.ouse by means of permanently


affixed externally-visible signage or markings. Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 


Deleted: '''CLEC Acronym TE*" 
7.1.1.1.5 To provide~!lw.bt House with access to a House 

Deleted: mCLEC Acronym TE'"and Riser Cable, Verizon shall not be obligated 
to (a) move any Verizon equipment, (b) secure 
any right of way for Bright HousSl,(c;Lsecure 
space for .f.}righU:louae.inany building, (d) 
secure access to any portion of a building for 
Bright House or(e}reserlll:l5.p1.Ic;e inany . 
building for .f.}right House. 

7.1.1.1.6 Verizon shall perform cutover of a Customer to 
,J2rJghtt.;:t2~ servicl:I byme1.lnlS.ofa House and . 
Riser Cable subject to a negotiated interval. 
Verizon shall install a jumper cable to connect 
the appropriate Verizon House and Riser Cable 
pair to,J2right House's faCilities, and Verizon rDeleted: mCLEC Acronym TE*** i 
shall ~@l¥,..determine how to perform such 

, .~ 

installation. ,J2r.igh.tHQuse shall coordinate with 
Verizon to ensure that House and Riser Cable 
facilities are converted toJ;l~Housein ("Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE··~---l 
accordance with ..§rig.tltHou.s.e's order for such 

,. ~ 
( Deleted: mCLEC Acronym TE'" j

services. 

7.1.1.2 	 If proper .I3righLHouse facilities are not. availal)le atJheJime Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
of installation, Verizon shall bill Bright House, and ~ 
t:!.o..u.se. shall pay to Verizon, the Not Ready Charge set forth 

"'CLEC Acronym TE'"in the Agreement and the Parties shall establish a new 
cutover date. 

7.1.1.3 	 Verizon shall perform all installation work on Verizon 
equipment in connection with ..§rililJt House'SLJs~of rDeleted: mCLEC Acronym TE'" 1 
Verizon's House and Riser Cable. AII,J2righLHO'!.ts.e. ( Deleted: "'CLEC Ac~ny~ ,:~
equipment connected to a House and Riser Cable shall 
comply with applicable industry standards. 

7.1.1.4 	 Verizon shall repair and maintain a House and Riser Cable ,.--"--- ...........,......._-..,........,........_---- '"......,.....""\ 
at the request of.Brig,ht HO!:l.§.~J~J;j,g,ht HqJ,lJ!§shall be solely . i Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE·... i 
responsible for investigating and determining the source of lmCL§C Acronym TEm _....._..___ . ___ j 
all troubles and for providing Verizon with appropriate 
dispatch information based on its test results. Verizon shall 
repair a trouble only when the cause of the trouble is a 
Verizon House and Riser Cable. If (a) Bright House reports 
to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) ,Bright HQusereqlJ~sts.a 
dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such 
trouble was not caused by a Verizon House and Riser 
Cable in whole or in part, then..§rio.hLtlQuse shal.1 pay [Deleted: "'CLEC Acronym TE*" 1l ..~......_..._.,...,_._~.~.",...,.................._..__...,.,....._...._.._1

Verizon the charge set forth in the Agreement for time 
associated with said dispatch. In addition, this charge also 
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applies when the Customer contact as designated by ~ 
l::i!llisfl is not available at the appointed time. If as the result 
of Brig h.t House. instruct.i()ns, Verizonil; erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site on Verizon company 
premises ("dispatch in"), a charge set forth in the 
Agreement will be assessed per occurrence to.6right House 
by Verizon. If as the result ofBrightHQ~ instructions, 
Verizon is erroneously requested to dispatch to a site 
outside ofVerizon company premises ("dispatch out"), a 
charge set forth in the Agreement will be assessed per 
occurrence to ~o!JsebY\ferizol1' 

7.1.2 	 Single Point of Interconnection. In accordance with, but only to the 
extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, upon request by 
Bright House and prQ..-idedthat theconditioll.ssetforth in §ubsections 
7.1.2.1 and 7.1.2.2 are satisfied, the Parties shall negotiate in good 
faith an amendment to the Agreement memorializing the terms, 
conditions and rates under which Verizon will provide a single point of 
interconnection at a multiunit premises suitable for use by multiple 
carriers: 

7.1.2.1 	 Verizon has distribution facilities to the multiunit premises, 
and either owns and controls, or leases and controls, the 
House and Riser Cable at the multiunit premises; and 

7.1.2.2 	 JildghU:I.o~ ..certi~~st~<ltitv.'illpla~anor~~rforEiccesst() 
an unbundled Sub-Loop network element under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules via the newly provided single point of 
interconnection. 

8. Dark Fiber Transport and Transitional Provision of Embedded Dark Fiber Loops 

8.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by ·'·CLEC Acronym TP", Verizon shall provide "'CLEC Acronym 
TE'" with access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport in accordance with, and 
subject to, the rates, terms and conditions provided in the Pricing Attachment and 
rates, terms and conditions of Verizon's applicable Tariffs. Verizon shall not be 
required to provide, and "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall not request or obtain, 
unbundled access to any dark fiber facility that does not meet the definition of 
Dark Fiber Transport (except to the extent Verizon is required to provide "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" with unbundled access to '··CLEC Acronym TE···'s embedded 
base of Dark Fiber Loops under Section 8.3 below). For the avoidance of any 
doubt, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a Verizon Tariff, or 
otherwise, Verizon shall not be required to provide, and ··'CLEC Acronym TE'" 
shall not request or obtain, Dark Fiber Transport that does not connect a pair of 
Verizon UNE Wire Centers. Access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport will be 
provided by Verizon only where existing facilities are available except as 
provided in Section 17 below. Access to Dark Fiber Transport will be provided in 
accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. Dark Fiber Transport consists of Verizon optical transmission facilities 
without attached multiplexers, aggregation or other electronics. To the extent 
Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport contains any lightwave repeaters (e.g., 
regenerators or optical amplifiers) installed thereon, Verizon shall not remove the 
same. Except as otherwise required by the Federal Unbundling Rules, the 
following terms and conditions apply to Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport offerings. 
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8.2 	 In addition to the other terms and conditions of this Agreement, the following 

terms and conditions shall apply to Dark Fiber Transport: 


8.2.1 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.2.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may access Dark Fiber Transport only at a 
pre-existing Verizon accessible terminal of such Dark Fiber Transport, 
and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may not access Dark Fiber Transport at 
any other point, including, but not limited to, a splice point or case. 
Dark Fiber Transport is not available to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
unless such Dark Transport is already terminated on an existing 
Verizon accessible terminal. Unused fibers located in a cable vault or 
a controlled environment vault, manhole or other location outside the 
Verizon UNE Wire Center, and not terminated to a fiber patch panel, 
are not available to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

8.2.3 	 Except if and, to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules 
and Section 17 below, Verizon will not perform splicing (e.g., introduce 
additional splice pOints or open existing splice points or cases) to 
accommodate ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s request. 

8.2.4 	 Verizon shall perform all work necessary to install a cross connect or a 
fiber jumper from a Verizon accessible terminal to a ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** collocation arrangement. 

8.2.5 	 A "Dark Fiber Inquiry Form" must be submitted prior to submitting an 
ASR. Upon receipt of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s completed Dark Fiber 
Inquiry Form, Verizon will initiate a review of its cable records to 
determine whether Dark Fiber Transport may be available between the 
locations and in the quantities specified. Verizon will respond within 
fifteen (15) Business Days from receipt of the ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s Dark Fiber Inquiry Form, indicating whether Dark Fiber 
Transport may be available (if so available, an "Acknowledgement") 
based on the records search except that for voluminous requests or 
large, complex projects, Verizon reserves the right to negotiate a 
different interval. The Dark Fiber Inquiry is a record search and does 
not guarantee the availability of Dark Fiber Transport. Where a direct 
Dark Fiber Transport route is not available, Verizon will provide, where 
available, Dark Fiber Transport via a reasonable indirect route that 
passes through intermediate Verizon Central Offices at the rates set 
forth in the Pricing Attachment. In cases where Verizon provides Dark 
Fiber Transport via an indirect route as described in this section, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not be permitted to access the Dark 
Fiber Transport at any intermediate central office between the two 
Verizon central offices that are the end points of the route. In no event 
shall Verizon be required to provide Dark Fiber Transport between two 
central offices that are the end points of a route on which Verizon is 
not required under the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide Dark Fiber 
Transport to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. Verizon reserves the right to 
limit the number of intermediate Verizon Central Offices on an indirect 
route consistent with limitations in Verizon's network design and/or 
prevailing industry practices for optical transmission applications. Any 
limitations on the number of intermediate Verizon Central Offices will 
be discussed with ***CLEC Acronym TE***. If access to Dark Fiber 
Transport is not available, Verizon will notify ***CLEC Acronym TE***, 
within fifteen (15) Business Days, that no spare Dark Fiber Transport 
is available over the direct route nor any reasonable alternate indirect ( Deleted: 
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route. except that for voluminous requests or large. complex projects, 
Verizon reserves the right to negotiate a different interval. Where no 
available route was found during the record review. Verizon will 
identify the first blocked segment on each alternate indirect route and 
which segment(s) in the alternate indirect route are available prior to 
encountering a blockage on that route. at the rates set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment. 

8,2,5,1 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall indicate on the Dark Fiber 
Inquiry Form whether the available Dark Fiber should be 
reserved. at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, 
pending receipt of an order for the Dark Fiber. 

8.2.5.2 	 Upon request from ***CLEC Acronym TE··· as indicated on 
the Dark Fiber Inquiry Fonm, Verizon shall hold such 
requested Dark Fiber Transport for '··CLEC Acronym 
TE""s use for ten (10) Business Days from ·**CLEC 
Acronym TE**··s receipt of Acknowledgement and may not 
allow any other party (including Verizon) to use such fiber 
during that time period. 

8.2.5.3 	 ··*CLEC Acronym TE**· shall submit an order for the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport as soon as possible using 
the standard ordering process or parallel provisioning 
process as described in Section 8.2.5.5. The standard 
ordering process shall be used when ·*·CLEC Acronym 
TE'" does not have additional requirements for collocation. 
The parallel provisioning process shall be used when 
*"CLEC Acronym TE*·* requires new collocation facilities 
or changes to existing collocation arrangements. 

8.2.5.4 	 If no order is received from '**CLEC Acronym TE*** for the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport within ten (10) Business 
Days from "'CLEC Acronym TE····s receipt of 
Acknowledgement. Verizon shall return to spare the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport that Verizon previously 
notified "'CLEC Acronym TEo.* are available. Should 
···CLEC Acronym TE*" submit an order to Verizon after 
the ten (10) Business Day reservation period for access to 
Dark Fiber Transport that Verizon has previously notified 
·"CLEC Acronym TE·'· was available. ···CLEC Acronym 
TE'" assumes all risk that such Dark Fiber Transport will 
no longer be available. 

8.2.5,5 	 Upon "'CLEC Acronym TE···'s request, the Parties will 
conduct parallel provisioning of collocation and Dark Fiber 
Transport in accordance with the following terms and 
conditions: 

8.2.5.5.1 	 ···CLEC Acronym TEO.' will use existing 
interfaces and Verizon's current applications and 
order forms to request collocation and Dark 
Fiber Transport. 

8.2.5.5,2 	 Verizon will parallel process ···CLEC Acronym 
TE····s requests for collocation, including 
augments. and Dark Fiber Transport. 
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8,2,5,5,3 

8.2.5.5.4 

8.2,5,5.5 

8.2.5,5,6 

8.2,5.5.7 

8.2.5.5.8 

Before ···CLEC Acronym TE··· submits a 
request for parallel provisioning of collocation 
and Dark Fiber Transport, ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· will: 

8,2,5,5,3.1 submit a Dark Fiber Inquiry Form 
and receive an Acknowledgement 
from Verizon; and 

8,2,5,5.3.2 submit a collocation application 
for the Verizon Central Office(s) 
where the Dark Fiber Transport 
terminates and receive 
confirmation from Verizon that 
···CLEC Acronym TE*··'s 
collocation application has been 
accepted. 

o.·CLEC Acronym TEO.· will prepare requests 
for parallel provisioning of collocation and Dark 
Fiber Transport in the manner and form 
reasonably specified by Verizon. 

If Verizon rejects ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s 
Dark Fiber Transport request, '··CLEC Acronym 
TE··· may cancel its collocation application 
within five (5) Business Days of such rejection 
and receive a refund of the collocation 
application fee paid by ·'·CLEC Acronym TE"', 
less the costs Verizon incurred to date, 

If Verizon accepts ··'CLEC Acronym TE···'s 
Dark Fiber Transport request. Verizon will 
parallel provision the Dark Transport to a 
temporary location in Verizon's Central Office(s), 
Verizon will charge and ···CLEC Acronym TE'·· 
will pay for parallel provisioning of such Dark 
Fiber Transport at the rates specified in the 
Pricing Attachment beginning on the date that 
Verizon accepts each Dark Fiber Transport 
request 

Within ten (10) days after Verizon completes a 
···CLEC Acronym TE'" collocation application, 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall submit a Dark 
Fiber change request to reposition Dark Fiber 
Transport from the temporary location in that 
Verizon Central Office(s) to the permanent 
location at ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s collocation 
arrangement in such Verizon Central Office(s). 
···CLEC Acronym TE'" will prepare such 
request(s) in the manner and form specified by 
Verizon. 

If "'CLEC Acronym TE'·' cancels its collocation 
application, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· must also 
submit a cancellation for the unbundled Dark 
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Fiber Transport provisioned to the temporary 
location in the Verizon Central Office(s). 

8.2.6 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall order Dark Fiber Transport by sending 
to Verizon a separate ASR for each A to Z route. 

8.2.7 	 Where a collocation arrangement can be accomplished in a Verizon 
premises, access to Dark Fiber Transport that terminates in a Verizon 
premises must be accomplished via a collocation arrangement in that 
Verizon premises. In circumstances where a collocation arrangement 
cannot be accomplished in a Verizon premises, the Parties agree to 
negotiate for possible alternative arrangements. 

8.2.8 	 Except as provided in Section 17 below, Dark Fiber Transport will be 
offered to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" in the condition that it is available in 
Verizon's network at the time that "'CLEC Acronym TE'" submits its 
request (Le., "as is"). In addition, Verizon shall not be required to 
convert lit fiber to Dark Fiber Transport for "'CLEC Acronym TE""s 
use. 

8.2.9 	 Spare wavelengths on fiber strands, where Wave Division Multiplexing 
(WDM) or Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) equipment is 
deployed, are not considered to be Dark Fiber Transport, and, 
therefore, will not be offered to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" as Dark Fiber 
Transport. 

8.2.10 	 Fiber that has been assigned to fulfill a Customer order for 
maintenance purposes or for Verizon's lit fiber optic systems will not 
be offered to "'CLEC Acronym TE'" as Dark Fiber Transport. 

8.2.11 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall be responsible for providing all 
transmission, terminating and lightwave repeater equipment necessary 
to light and use Dark Fiber Transport. 

8.2.12 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE'" may not resell Dark Fiber Transport, 
purchased pursuant to this Agreement to third parties. 

8.2.13 	 Except to the extent that Verizon is required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules to provide Dark Fiber Transport to "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" for use for Special or Switched Exchange Access 
Services, "'CLEC Acronym TE'" shall not use Dark Fiber Transport, 
for Special or Switched Exchange Access Services. 

8.2.14 	 In order to preserve the efficiency of its network, Verizon may, upon a 
showing of need to the Commission, limit "'CLEC Acronym TE'" to 
leasing up to a maximum of twenty-five percent (25%) of the Dark 
Fiber Transport in any given segment of Verizon's network. In 
addition, except as otherwise required by the Federal Unbundling 
Rules, Verizon may take any of the following actions, notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this Agreement: 

8.2.14.1 	 Revoke Dark Fiber Transport leased to "'CLEC Acronym 
TE'" upon a showing of need to the Commission and 
twelve (12) months' advance written notice to "'CLEC 
Acronym TE"'; and 
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8.2.15 

8.2.16 

8.2.17 

8.2.18 

8.2.19 

I Bright House-Verizon Arbitration 

8.2.14.2 	 Verizon reserves and shall not waive, Verizon's right to 
claim before the Commission that Verizon should not have 
to fulfill a ···CLEC Acronym TE··· order for Dark Transport 
because that request would strand an unreasonable amount 
of fiber capacity, disrupt or degrade service to Customers or 
carriers other than ···CLEC Acronym TE···, or impair 
Verizon's ability to meet a legal obligation. 

Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· may not reserve Dark Fiber Transport. 

···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall be solely responsible for: (a) 
determining whether or not the transmission characteristics of the Dark 
Fiber Transport accommodate the requirements of ···CLEC Acronym 
TE···; (b) obtaining any Rights of Way, governmental or private 
property permit, easement or other authorization or approval required 
for access to the Dark Fiber Transport; (c) installation of fiber optic 
transmission equipment needed to power the Dark Fiber Transport to 
transmit permitted traffic; and (d) except as set forth with respect to the 
parallel provisioning process addressed above, ···CLEC Acronym 
TE···'s collocation arrangements with any proper optical cross 
connects or other equipment that ···CLEC Acronym TE··· needs to 
access Dark Fiber Transport before it submits an order for such 
access. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· hereby represents and warrants that 
it shall have all such rights of way, authorizations and the like 
applicable to the location at which it wishes to establish a demarcation 
point for Dark Fiber Transport, on or before the date that ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··· places an order for the applicable Dark Fiber 
Transport, and that it shall maintain the same going forward. 

···CLEC Acronym TE··· is responsible for trouble isolation before 
reporting trouble to Verizon. Verizon will restore continuity to Dark 
Fiber Transport that has been broken. Verizon will not repair Dark 
Fiber Transport that is capable of transmitting light, even if the 
transmission characteristics of the Dark Fiber Transport has changed. 

[Intentionally Left Blank]. 

···CLEC Acronym TE··· may request the following, which shall be 
provided on a time and materials basis (as set forth in the Pricing 
Attachment): 

8.2.19.1 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.2.19.2 	 A field survey that shows the availability of Dark Fiber 
Transport between two or more Verizon Central Offices, 
shows whether or not such Dark Fiber Transport is 
defective, shows whether or not such Dark Fiber Transport 
has been used by Verizon for emergency restoration 
activity, and tests the transmission characteristics of 
Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport. If a field survey shows that 
Dark Fiber Transport is available, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
may reserve the Dark Fiber Transport, as applicable, for ten 
(10) Business Days from receipt of Verizon's field survey 
results. If ···CLEC Acronym TE··· submits an order for 
access to such Dark Fiber Transport after passage of the 
foregoing ten (10) Business Day reservation period, Verizon 
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does not guarantee or warrant the Dark Fiber Transport will 
be available when Verizon receives such order, and 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** assumes all risk that the Dark 
Fiber Transport will not be available. Verizon shall perform 
a field survey subject to a negotiated interval. If a ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** submits an order for Dark Fiber Transport 
without first obtaining the results of a field survey of such 
Dark Fiber Transport, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** assumes all 
risk that the Dark Fiber Transport will not be compatible with 
***CLEC Acronym TE***'s equipment, including, but not 
limited to, order cancellation charges. 

B.3 	 Transitional Provision of Embedded Dark Fiber Loops. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon is not required to 
provide, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may not obtain, unbundled access to any 
Dark Fiber Loop; provided, however, that if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** leased a 
Dark Fiber Loop from Verizon as of March 11, 2005, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
may continue to lease that Dark Fiber Loop at transitional rates provided for in 
the TRRO until September 10, 2006, and not beyond that date. The Parties 
acknowledge that Verizon, prior to the Effective Date, has provided ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** with any required notices of discontinuance of Dark Fiber Loops, 
and that no further notice is required for Verizon to exercise its rights with respect 
to discontinuance of Dark Fiber Loops. 

9. 	 Network Interface Device 

9.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by,6rigl1~, Verizon shall permit,6right House to connect a~ 
!iQ.US~ Loop to the Inside Wiring of a Customer's premises through the use of a 
Verizon NID in accordance with this Section 9 and the rates and charges 
provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall provide,6rjghtHo.use with 
access to NIDs in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the 
Federal Unbundling Rules. J.?.r.!ll.bt.tlQ..\:!.§§ may access a Verizon NID either by 
means of a connection (but only if the use of such connection is technically 
feasible) from an adjoining.BriQht House NID deployed byBright House or, if an 
entrance module is available in the Verizon NID, by connecting aJ.?.r.is..b..tH.Q..\:!.§§. 
Loop to the Verizon NID. When necessary, Verizon will rearrange its facilities to 
provide access to an existing Customer's Inside Wire. An entrance module is 
available only if facilities are not connected to it. 

9.2 	 In no case shall,6r.jght..H.Qus.e. access, remove, disconnect or in any other way 
rearrange Verizon's Loop facilities from Verizon's NIDs, enclosures, or 
protectors. 

9.3 	 In no case shallJ.?.r.iQ.h.t..Ho.u.s.e access, r~rnove, disconl1~c:t()r inanyotherway 
rearrange, a Customer's Inside Wiring from Verizon's NIDs, enclosures, or 
protectors where such Customer Inside Wiring is used in the provision of ongoing 
Telecommunications Service to that Customer. 

9.4 	 In no case shallJ.?right House remove or disconnect ground wires from Verizon's 
NIDs, enclosures, or protectors. 

9.5 	 In no case shallJ.?.r.iQ.h.LH.Q.u.s.e remove or disconnect NID modules, protectors, or 
terminals from Verizon's NID enclosures. 
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9.6 	 Maintenance and control of premises Inside Wiring is the responsibility of the 
Customer. Any conflicts between service providers for access to the Customer's 
Inside Wiring must be resolved by the person who controls use of the wiring 
(e.g., the Customer). 

9.7 	 WhenB[ight H'lY§e is connecting aBright HQy§§-provided Loop to the Inside 
Wiring of a Customer's premises through the Customer's side of the Verizon NID, 
.6rig.ht.Ho.u.s.e. does not need to submit a request to Verizon and Verizon shall not 
chargeBright H~ for access to the Verizon NID. InsLichil1stances, ~ 
t!2,M~!i shall comply with the provisions of Sections 9.2 through 9.7 of this 
Attachment and shall access the Customer's Inside Wire in the manner set forth 
in Section 9.8 of this Attachment. 

9.8 	 Due to the wide variety of NIDs utilized by Verizon (based on Customer size and 
environmental considerations), arjghLHouse. may access the Customer's Inside 
Wiring, acting as the agent of the Customer by any of the following means: 

9.8.1 	 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is present and 
environmental conditions permit, .6rigbLHouse. may ,withQuLc.ootacting 
Verizon and without charge remove the Inside Wiring from the 
Customer's side of the Verizon NID and connect that Inside Wiring to 

NID. 

9.8.2 	 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is not present or 
environmental conditions do not permit,Bright House may.....w.it.tl.Q. . 
C.Qnt~tLQlLVerizof\ a()dHw.ithQYLc.har~ enter the Customer side of the 
Verizon NID enclosure for the purpose of removing the Inside Wiring 
from the terminals ofVerizon's NID and connecting a connectorized or 
spliced jumper wire from a suitable "punch out" hole of such NID 
enclosure to the Inside Wiring within the space of the Customer side of 
the Verizon NID. Such connection shall be electrically insulated and 
shall not make any contact with the connection points or terminals 
within the Customer side of the Verizon NID . 

9.8.3 	 .6rig.b1..H.Q.!JS.e may request Verizon to make other rearrangements to 
the Inside Wiring terminations or terminal enclosure on a time and 
materials cost basis to be charged to the requesting party (i.e.~ 
.H.Q.u.s.e., its agent, the building owner or the Customer). If .6rigntHQus.e 
accesses the Customer's Inside Wiring as described in this Section 
9.8.3, time and materials charges will be billed to the requesting party 
(i.e. its agent, the building owner or the Customer). 

10. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

11. 	 Dedicated Transport 

11.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, where facilities 
are available. at "'CLEC Acronym TE···'s request, Verizon shall provide 
"·CLEC Acronym TE··· with Dedicated Transport unbundled from other Network 
Elements at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall provide 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· with such Dedicated Transport in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. Except as 
provided in Section 17 below, Verizon will not install new electronics, and Verizon 
will not build new faCilities. For the avoidance of any doubt. notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall not be required to provide, and 
"'CLEC Acronym TE··· shall not request or obtain. unbundled access to shared 
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(or common) transport, or any other interoffice transport facility that does not 
meet the definition of Dedicated Transport. 

11.2 	 If and, to the extent that, "'CLEC Acronym TE*·· has purchased (or purchases) 
transport from Verizon under a Verizon Tariff or otherwise, and "'CLEC 
Acronym TE'" has a right under the Federal Unbundling Rules to convert (and 
wishes to convert) such transport to unbundled Dedicated Transport under this 
Agreement, it shall give Verizon written notice of such request (including, without 
limitation, through submission of ASRs ifVerizon so requests) and provide to 
Verizon all information (including, without limitation, a listing ofthe specific 
circuits in question) that Verizon reasonably requires to effectuate such 
conversion. In the case of any such conversion, "'CLEC Acronym TE*" shall 
pay any and all conversion charges (e.g., non-recurring charges), as well as any 
and all termination liabilities, minimum service period charges and like charges in 
accordance with Verizon's applicable Tariffs. If the transport to be converted 
comprises a portion of a High Capacity EEL (as defined in Section 16.2.1 below), 
the applicable provisions of Section 16 below shall apply. 

12. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

13. 	 Operations Support Systems 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section.1 of this Attachment and in Section 13 of the 
Additional Services Attachment, Verizon shall provideBriS/ol t;jQuse with acc~ss via 
electronic interfaces to databases required for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, 
maintenance and repair, and billing. Verizon shall provideJ3rightH.QUS~ with such access 
in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. All 
such transactions shall be submitted by ,l;?rightl::l.mi.s.e. through Sligh electronic interfaces. 

14. 	 Availability of Other Network Elements on an Unbundled Basis 

14.1 	 Any request by,l;?right House for Clt:(;(,!Si! t()aVeri:Z()I1N~t\V()rkE:lelT1E;l1t thl'lt i!)n()t 
already available and that Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to 
provide on an unbundled basis shall be treated as a Network Element Bona Fide 
Request pursuant to Section 14.3, of this AttachmentT 

14.2 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 14, .v.erizgrr,shall not be 
required to provide a proprietary Network Element toBrlS/hl Hgy§@ under this 
Section 14 except as required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

14.3 	 Network Element Bona Fide Request (BFR). 

14.3.1 	 ~ shall promptly consider and analyze access to a new 
unbundled Network Element in response to the submission of a 
Network Element Bona Fide Request byJ3,dghU:1.Q.u.s.e hereunder. The. 
Network Element Bona Fide Request process set forth herein does not 
apply to those services requested pursuant to Report & Order and 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 91-141 (reI. Oct. 19, 1992) '11259 and 
n.603 or subsequent orders. 

14.3.2 	 A Network Element Bona Fide Request shall be submitted in writing 
and shall include a technical description of each requested Network 
Element. 

14.3.3 	 .aright House may cancel aNetw()~kElelT1entBona Fide RequE;stClt" 
any time, but shall pay .:.t.er~o.n.:.s. reasonable and demonstrable costs 
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: Deleted: --CLEe Acronym TE'" 1 

( Deleted: meLEe Acronym ni-,· J 
. ('Deleted: "'CLEe Acronym ~~~::~:J 

Deleted: meLEe Acronym TE'" 1 
shall provide Verizon access to its 'I 

Network Elements as mutually agreed 
by the Parties or as required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules J 



of processing and/or implementing the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request up to the date of cancellation. 

~-----'-'-"-~-'-"-'-,14,3.4 	 Within ten (10) Business Days of its receipt,~shaIL " ,t Deleted: the receiving Party J 
acknowledge receipt of the Network Element Bona Fide Request. 

14,3,5 	 Except under extraordinary circumstances, within thirty (30) days of its 

receipt of a Network Element Bona Fide Request.~ri,?;g!1 shall 

provide to,SrighLHouse a preliminary analysis of such Network 

Element Bona Fide Request. The preliminary analysis shall confirm 

that~ will offeracc;~ss to the Network Element or will provide a 

detailed explanation that access to the Network Element is not 

technically feasible and/or that the request does not qualify as a 

Network Element that is required to be provided by the Federal 

Unbundling Rules, 


14.3.6 	 If~dE!termines that the Network Element Bona Fide Request is ,rDeleted: the receiving Party '---J 
technically feasible and access to the Network Element is required to 
be provided by the Federal Unbundling Rules. it shall promptly 
proceed with developing the Network Element Bona Fide Request 
upon receipt of written authorization from~l::I.qL,l§~" When it Deleted: th:,~~,:~ting party,-~~]
receives such authorization .•Verj~Qn shall promptly develop the 

~1~:~r:.~~I~ing Party ~ requested services. determine their availability, calculate the 
applicable prices and establish installation intervals, Unless the Parties 
otherwise agree. the Network Element requested must be priced in 
accordance with Section 252(d)(1) of the Act, 

14.3,7 	 As soon as feasible, but not more than ninety (90) days after its receipt 
of authorization to proceed with developing the Network Element Bona 
Fide Request, ~.s~Clllpr-,,\,i(jE!t().Bright House a Network Deleted: the receiving Party 
Element Bona Fide Request quote which will include, at a minimum, a Deleted: the requesting Party 
description of each Network Element, the availability. the applicable 
rates, and the installation intervals. 

14,3.8 	 Within thirty (30) days of its receipt of the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request quote,Bright House must either confirm its,order for the { Deleted: the requesti~g~~ 
Network Element Bona Fide Request pursuant to the Network Element 
Bona Fide Request quote or seek arbitration by the Commission 
pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 

14,3,9 	 If a Party to a Network Element Bona Fide Request believes that the 

other Party is not requesting, negotiating or processing the Network 

Element Bona Fide Request in good faith, or disputes a determination, 

or price or cost quote, or is failing to act in accordance with Section 

251 of the Act, such Party may seek mediation or arbitration by the 

Commission pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 


15. Maintenance of Network Elements 
~-~'-----'--' 

, ~: "'ClEC Acronym TE'" JIf (a),,6right,Iio!.I.~ reports to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b)@bil::i.o..u.&.e requests a 
dispatch, (cl Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such trouble was not caused by 'l Deleted: mClEC Acronym TE'" ~ 
Verizon's facilities or equipment in whole or in part, then.Bright House shal,1 pay Verizon a I Deleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE'" J 
charge set forth in the Pricing Attachment for time associated with said dispatch. In ~ , 	 ) 

~ Deleted: mClEC Acronym TE'" ~ addition. this charge also applies when the Customer contact as designated by 's.r.ig,bl 
!;;!q,~ is not available at the appointed time . .6rjghU:::lous~ accepts responsibility for Deleted: "'ClEC Acronym TE'" i 

~"""'--- ---_. ""--)
initial trouble isolation and providing Verizon with appropriate dispatch information based Deleted: "'ClEe Acronym TE'" J 
on its test results, If, as the result ofBright 1:l.Q~ instructions, Verizon is erroneously COei~: "'" "'" 'J 
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requested to dispatch to a site on Verizon company premises ("dispatch in"), a charge set 
forth in the Pricing Attachment will be assessed per occurrence to,/;?[jght House by 
Verizon. If as the result of~h.tHouse instruc;ti()lls, Veri;Z()lli!\uerrorleously requested to 
dispatch to a site outside of Verizon company premises ("dispatch out"},a cha'rge se!' 
forth in the Pricing Attachment will be assessed per occurrence to,J.;j.r.i.g.b.Ltl.2Y.§f:. by 
Verizon. Verizon agrees to respond to,6right HQusetr()ubler~port!\on a non~ 
discriminatory basis consistent with the manner in which it provides service to its own 
retail Customers or to any other similarly situated Telecommunications Carrier. 

16. 	 Combinations, Commingling, and Conversions 

16.1 	 Subject to and without limiting the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this 
Attachment: 

16.1.1 	 Verizon will not prohibit the commingling of a Qualifying UNE with 
Qualifying Wholesale Services, but only to the extent and so long as 
commingling and provision of such Network Element (or combination 
of Network Elements) is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
Moreover, to the extent and so long as required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall. upon request of ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, perform the functions necessary to commingle Qualifying UNEs 
with Qualifying Wholesale Services. The rates, terms and conditions 
of the applicable access Tariff or separate non-251 agreement will 
apply to the Qualifying Wholesale Services, and the rates, terms and 
conditions of the Agreement or the Verizon UNE Tariff, as applicable, 
will apply to the Qualifying UNEs; provided, however, that a 
nonrecurring charge will apply for each UNE circuit that is part of a 
commingled arrangement, as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. In 
addition, if any commingling requested by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
requires Verizon to perform physical work that Verizon is required to 
perform under the Federal Unbundling Rules, then Verizon's standard 
charges for such work shall apply or, in the absence of a standard 
charge, a fee calculated using Verizon's standard time and materials 
rates shall apply until such time as a standard charge is established 
pursuant to the terms set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

16.1.2 	 Ratcheting, i.e., a pricing mechanism that involves billing a single 
circuit at multiple rates to develop a single, blended rate, shall not be 
required. UNEs that are commingled with Wholesale Services are not 
included in the shared use provisions of the applicable Tariff, and are 
therefore not eligible for adjustment of charges under such provisions. 
Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with the 
provisioning of commingled facilities and services from standard 
provisioning intervals and from performance measures and remedies, 
if any, contained in the Agreement or elsewhere. 

16.1.3 	 Limitation on Section 16.1. Section 16.1 is intended only to address 
the Parties' rights and obligations as to combining and/or commingling 
of UNEs that Verizon is already required to provide to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*·· under the Agreement and the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. Nothing contained in Section 16.1 shall be deemed to limit any 
right of Verizon under the Agreement to cease providing a facility that 
is or becomes a Discontinued Facility. 
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16.2 	 Service Eligibility Criteria for Certain Combinations and Commingled Facilities 

and Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Sections 1 and 16.1 of this 

Attachment: 


16.2.1 	 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide: 

16.2.1.1 	 an unbundled DS1 Loop in combination with unbundled 
DS1 or DS3 Dedicated Transport, or commingled with DS1 
or DS3 access services; 

16.2.1.2 	 an unbundled DS3 Loop in combination with unbundled 
DS3 Dedicated Transport, or commingled with DS3 access 
services; 

16.2.1.3 	 unbundled DS 1 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS 1 
channel termination access service; 

16.2.1.4 	 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS 1 
channel termination access service; or 

16.2.1.5 	 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS3 
channel termination service, 

(individually and collectively "High Capacity EELs") except to the extent 
Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to do so, and then 
not unless and until ···CLEC Acronym TE···, using an ASR, certifies to 
Verizon that each combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 
equivalent circuit of a High Capacity EEL satisfies each of the service 
eligibility criteria on a circuit-by-circuit basis as set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 
51.318. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· must remain in compliance with said 
service eligibility criteria for so long as ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
continues to receive the aforementioned combined or commingled 
facilities and/or services from Verizon and ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall 
immediately notify Verizon at such time as a certification ceases to be 
accurate. The service eligibility criteria shall be applied to each 
combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit of a High 
Capacity EEL. If any combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 
equivalent circuit of a High Capacity EEL is, becomes, or is subsequently 
determined to be, noncompliant, the noncompliant High Capacity EEL 
circuit will be treated as described in Section 16.2.2 below. The 
foregoing shall apply whether the High Capacity EEL circuits in question 
are being provisioned to establish a new circuit or to convert an existing 
wholesale service, or any part thereof, to unbundled network elements. 
For existing High Capacity EEL circuits, ···CLEC Acronym TE···, within 
thirty (30) days of the Effective Date to the extent it has not already done 
so prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, must re-certify, using an 
ASR, that each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit satisfies the service 
eligibility criteria on a circuit-by-circuit basis as set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 
51.318. Any existing High Capacity EEL circuits that ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· leased from Verizon as of the Effective Date of this Agreement that 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· fails to re-certify as required by this Section by 
the end of such 30-day period shall be treated as a non-compliant circuit 
as described under Section 16.2.2 below effective as of the Effective 
Date of this Agreement. 

16.2.2 	 Without limiting any other right Verizon may have to cease providing 

circuits that are or become Discontinued Facilities, if a High Capacity 
 .(_~_I_~--:------------~ 
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EEL circuit is or becomes noncompliant as described in this Section 
16.2 and "'CLEC Acronym TE'" has not submitted an LSR or ASR, 
as appropriate, to Verizon requesting disconnection of the 
noncompliant facility and has not separately secured from Verizon an 
alternative arrangement to replace the noncompliant High Capacity 
EEL circuit, then Verizon, to the extent it has not already done so prior 
to execution of this Agreement, shall reprice the subject High Capacity 
EEL circuit (or portion thereof that had been previously billed at UNE 
rates), effective beginning on the date on which the circuit became 
non-compliant by application of a new rate (or, in Verizon's sole 
discretion, by application of a surcharge to an existing rate) to be 
equivalent to an analogous access service or other analogous 
arrangement that Verizon shall identify in a written notice to "'CLEC 
Acronym TE···. 

16.2.3 	 Each certification to be provided by "'CLEC Acronym TE··· pursuant 
to Section 16.2.1 above must contain the following information for 
each OS1 circuit or OS1 equivalent: (a) the local number assigned to 
each OS1 circuit or OS1 equivalent; (b) the local numbers assigned to 
each OS3 circuit (must have 28 local numbers assigned to it); (c) the 
date each circuit was established in the 911/E-911 database; (d) the 
collocation termination connecting facility assignment for each circuit, 
showing that the collocation arrangement was established pursuant to 
47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(6), and not under a federal collocation tariff; (e) the 
interconnection trunk circuit identification number that serves each 
OS1 circuit. There must be one such identification number per every 
24 OS1 circuits; and (f) the local switch that serves each OS1 circuit. 
When submitting an ASR for a circuit, this information must be 
contained in the Remarks section of the ASR, unless provisions are 
made to populate other fields on the ASR to capture this information. 

16.2.4 	 The charges for conversions are as specified in the Pricing Attachment 
and apply for each circuit converted. 

16.2.5 	 All ASR-driven conversion requests will result in a change in circuit 
identification (circuit 10) from access to UNE or UNE to access. If 
such change in circuit 10 requires that the affected circuit(s) be 
retagged, then a retag fee per circuit will apply as specified in the 
Pricing Attachment. 

16.2.6 	 All requests for conversions will be handled in accordance with 
Verizon's conversion guidelines. Each request will be handled as a 
project and will be excluded from all ordering and provisioning metrics. 

16.3 	 Once per calendar year, Verizon may obtain and pay for an independent auditor 
to audit ···CLEC Acronym TE""s compliance in all material respects with the 
service eligibility criteria applicable to High Capacity EELs. Any such audit shall 
be performed in accordance with the standards established by the American 
Institute for Certified Public Accountants, and may include, at Verizon's 
discretion, the examination of a sample selected in accordance with the 
independent auditor's judgment. To the extent the independent auditor's report 
concludes that "'CLEC Acronym TE'" failed to comply with the service eligibility 
criteria, then (without limiting Verizon's rights under Section 16.2.2 above) 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· must convert all noncompliant circuits to the appropriate 
service, true up any difference in payments, make the correct payments on a 
going-forward basis, and reimburse Verizon for the cost of the independent 
auditor within thirty (30) days after receiving a statement of such costs from 
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Verizon. Should the independent auditor confirm ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s 
compliance with the service eligibility criteria, then ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall 
provide to the independent auditor for its verification a statement of ···CLEC 
Acronym TE···'s out-of-pocket costs of complying with any requests of the 
independent auditor, and Verizon shall, within thirty (30) days of the date on 
which ···CLEC Acronym TE··· submits such costs to the auditor, reimburse 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· for its out-of-pocket costs verified by the auditor. 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall maintain records adequate to support its 
compliance with the service eligibility criteria for each DS1 or DS1 equivalent 
circuit for at least eighteen (18) months after the service arrangement in question 
is terminated. 

17. 	 Routine Network Modifications 

17.1 	 General Conditions. In accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, and subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment: 

17.1.1 	 Verizon shall make such routine network modifications, at the rates 
and charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment, as are necessary to 
permit access by ···CLEC Acronym TE··· to the Loop, Dedicated 
Transport, or Dark Fiber Transport facilities available under the 
Agreement (including DS1 Loops and DS1 Dedicated Transport, and 
DS3 Loops and DS3 Dedicated Transport), where the facility has 
already been constructed. Routine network modifications applicable to 
Loops or Transport are those modifications that Verizon regularly 
undertakes for its own Customers and may include, but are not limited 
to: rearranging or splicing of in-place cable at existing splice points; 
adding an equipment case; adding a doubler or repeater; installing a 
repeater shelf; deploying a new multiplexer or reconfiguring an existing 
multiplexer; accessing manholes; and deploying bucket trucks to reach 
aerial cable. Routine network modifications applicable to Dark Fiber 
Transport are those modifications that Verizon regularly undertakes for 
its own Customers and may include, but are not limited to, splicing of 
in-place dark fiber at existing splice points; accessing manholes; 
deploying bucket trucks to reach aerial cable; and routine activities, if 
any, needed to enable ···CLEC Acronym TE··· to light a Dark Fiber 
Transport facility that it has obtained from Verizon under the 
Agreement. Verizon shall not be obligated to provide optronics for the 
purpose of lighting Dark Fiber Transport. Routine network 
modifications do not include the construction of a new Loop or new 
Transport facilities, trenching, the pulling of cable, the installation of 
new aerial, buried, or underground cable for a requesting 
telecommunications carrier, the placement of new cable, securing 
permits or rights-of-way, or constructing and/or placing new manholes 
or conduits. Verizon shall not be required to build any time division 
multiplexing (TDM) capability into new packet-based networks or into 
existing packet-based networks that do not already have TDM 
capability. Verizon shall not be required to perform any routine 
network modifications to any facility that is or becomes a Discontinued 
Facility. 

17.2 	 Performance Plans. Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with the 
provisioning of Loops or Transport (including Dark Fiber Transport) for which 
routine network modifications are performed from standard provisioning intervals 

. [ Deleted: 
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and performance measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Agreement or 
elsewhere, 

17.3 	 Nothing contained in this Section 17 shall be deemed: (a) to establish any 
obligation of Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules any facility that this Agreement does not otherwise require 
Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal Unbundling Rules, 
(b) to obligate Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, for any period of time not required under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, access to any Discontinued Facility, or (c) to limit any right of 
Verizon under the Agreement, any Verizon Tariff or SGAT, or otherwise, to cease 
providing a Discontinued Facility. 

18. 	 Rates and Charges 

The rates and charges for UNEs, Combinations, Commingling, routine network 
modifications, and other services, facilities and arrangements, offered under this 
Attachment shall be as provided in this Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 

19	 '[Igtentjona!!x Left Blank]
1 . 

Deleted: <#>Good Faith 
Performance1) 
If and. to the extent that, Verizon, 
prior to the Effective Date of this 
Agreement, has not provided in the 
State of (State) a Service offered 
under this Attachment, Verizon 
reserves the right to negotiate in good 
ta~h with --CLEC Acronym TE'" 
reasonable terms and conditions 
(including. without limitation, rates 
and implementation timetrames) for 
such Service: and, if the Parties 
cannot agree to such terms and 
conditions (including, without 
limitation, rates and implementation 
timeframes). either Pany may utilize 
the Agreement's dispute resolution 
procedures.,!! 

Fonnatted: Bullets and "lumb'''ing 
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COLLOCATION ATTACHMENT 

1. Verizon's Provision of Collocation 

Verizon shall provide to.Brigh! ~,in accordance'vVith this.,Agr~~I11~nt,Veriz()n's .... 
applicable federal and state Tariffs and the requirements of Applicable Law, Collocation 
for the purpose of facilitating@.i2ht House'sinterconnecti()n'vVith\lElri~()n~nder47 U.S,C:. 
§ 251 (c)(2) or access to Unbundled Network Elements of Verizon; provided, that 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or a Tariff, Verizon shall be 
obligated to provide Collocation to..§J.i9.b.tJ::j.QY§e only tothElElx:tElnLrequire(jby.,AppUcable 
Law and may decline to provide Collocation to,arjgb1HQl.Ise to the extent that provision of 
Collocation is not required by Applicable Law. Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement or a Tariff, nothing in this Agreement or a Tariff shall be deemed to require 
Verizon to provide (and, for the avoidance of any doubt, Verizon may decline to provide 
and/or cease providing) Collocation that, if provided by Verizon, would be used by ~ 
~ to obtain unbundled access to any network element: (a) that Verizon is not 
required to unbundle under 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c}(3) or (b) that Verizon is not required to 
unbundle under 47 C.F.R. Part 51. 
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911 AnACHMENT 

1. 	 911/E·911 Arrangements 

1.1 	 9111E-911 arrangements provide a caller access to the appropriate PSAP by 
dialing a 3-digit universal telephone number "911". Verizon provides and 
maintains such equipment and software at the 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s), Verizon interface point(s) and ALI Database as is 
necessary for 911/E·911 Calls in areas where Verizon is the designated 911 IE
911 Service Provider. 

1.2 	 Verizon shall make the following information available to.6rightJ:iQuse, to the 
extent permitted by Applicable law. Such information is provided at the Verizon 
Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale 
website): 

1.2.1 	 a listing of the ClLl code (and SS7 point code when applicable) of 
each 911 IE-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) and associated 
geographic location served for areas where Verizon is the designated 
911/E-911 Service Provider; 

1.2.2 	 a listing of appropriate Verizon contact telephone numbers and 
organizations that currently have responsibility for operations and 
support of Verizon's 911/E-911 network and ALI Database systems; 
and 

1.2.3 	 where Verizon maintains a Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) on 
behalf of the Controlling 911 Authority, Verizon shall provide to~r.igbl 
tio\J.s.e. a complete luUYmachjne:[eadabJ~copy of such MSAG,aLoo 
l!.b.ar~ upon written request for each county within the lATA(s) in the 
State of fJ9_dSiiij, where J;?..illlbtJ::j"guse is providing Telephone Exchange 
Service, provided that Verizon is permitted to do so by Controlling 911 
Authority. 

2. 	 ALI Database 

2.1 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, information regarding the ALI 
Database is provided electronically at the Verizon Partner Solutions website 
(formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale website). 

2.2 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, Verizon shall: 

2.2.1 	 store,eright HOJ.!S.eJ~.D.cLU.s.eI data provided by .B.rjghLHo.use in the ALI 
Database; 

2.2.2 	 provideJ2rJg,bLHplJ.§§ access to the ALI Database for the initial loading 
and updating of .6righLtiQuseEJld.U.s.er records in accordance with 
information contained in the Verizon Partner Solutions website 
(formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale website); and 

2.2.3 	 provide,erightHouse an error and status report based on updates to 
the ALI Database received from.Bright House. 

2.3 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database,,eright HQusel\hall: 

2.3.1 	 provide MSAG valid E-911 data for each of itS,End Users for the initial 
loading of, and any and all updates to the ALI database; 
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2.3.2 	 utilize the appropriate Verizon electronic interface to update E-911 
data in the ALI Database related its End Users (and all such database 
information in the ALI Database shall conform to Verizon standards, 
which are provided at the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 
referred to as the Verizon wholesale website»; 

2.3.3 	 use its company ID on aliEnd User records in accordance with NENA 
standards; 	 . ........ . 


2.3.4 	 correct any errors that occur during the entry of E-911 data in the ALI 
Database; and 

2.3.5 	 enter E-911 data into the ALI Database in accordance with NENA 
standards for LNP. This includes, but is not limited to, using~ 
~'s NENA 10 to lock and unlock records and the posting of the 
.Brig,hlH.o.u.sa NENA 10 to the ALI Database record where such locking 
and unlocking feature for E-911 records is available, or as defined by 
local standards. ~ is required to promptly unlock and 
migrate its E-911 records in accordance with NENA standards. In the 
event that Bright House discontinues providing Telephon~ Exchal1ge 
Service to any of its,!;m;ll,)!jers,itshall ensure !hat i.tsE-~11r~(;()rcls 
for such.End Users are unlocked in accordan~with NENA standards. 
II:!@.J::gr.!j~§,..§b..iJU!Jlly comply with aIIN8t.:J.C.g!Jjgti!JiI!@..§.I@..g~[QmgJI:!@ 
PIQCe.SSe.sJQI...lQcking and u nJ.Qcklngf.c9UH:lCQIo.s ..and..tb.e..ill.te.r:Y..als 
applicable to such processes 

2.4 	 In the event,ari.gblHgJ,§§ uses an Agent to input~!!,.Egg User'§ E-911 data to the 
ALI Database through the appropriate Verizon electronic interface, J3,cightH.Qus.e. 
shall provide a Letter of Authorization, in a form acceptable to Verizon, identifying 
and authorizing jts Agent. 

3. 	 911/E-911 Interconnection 

3.1 	 ,arightH.Q.u.s.e may, in accordance with Applicable Law, interconnect to the 
Verizon 9111E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface 
point(s). Verizon shall designate interface point(s), e.g., digital cross connect 
systems (DCS), where Bright House l11ay interconnect with Verizonforthe 
transmission and routing of 911/E-911 Calls to all subtending PSAPs that serve 
the areas in which.BrigbtHo.u.s.e provides Telephone Exchange Services ..aru:tLar 
Bright House EncJl.1SeJ§()ptain iQ1!,~r9QDDl'!9Ied VolP se r:Y. ice. 

3.2 	 In order to interconnect with Verizon for the transmission and routing of 911/E
911 Calls, .BrightHolJse. shall: 

3.2.1 	 interconnect with each Verizon 9111E-911 Tandem Office/Selective 
Router or Verizon interface point that serves the exchange areas in 
which.6rightH.Quse is authorized to and will provide Telephone 
Exchange Service; 

3.2.2 	 provide a minimum of two (2) one-way outgoing 911/E-911 trunks over 
diversely routed facilities that are dedicated for originating 911/E-911 
Calls from theBright House switch to each designated Verizon 911/E
911 Tandem Office/Selective Router or Verizon interface point, using 
SS7 signaling where available, as necessary; 

3.2.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 
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3.2.4 	 provide sufficient trunks and facilities to route 911/E-911 Calls from 
.Bright House to the designated Verizon 911/E-91l Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s). ~ 
HQu!!e, is responsible for requesting that trunks and facilities be routed 
diversely for 911/E-91l interconnection; 

3.2.5 	 determine the proper quantity of trunks and facilities from its switch(es) 
to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or 
Verizon interface point(s); 

3.2.6 	 engineer its 911/E-911 trunks and facilities to attain a minimum P.Ol 
grade of service as measured using the "busy day/busy hour" criteria 
or at such other minimum grade of service as required by Applicable 
Law or the ContrOlling 911 Authority; 

3.2.7 	 monitor its 911/E-911 trunks and facilities for the purpose of 
determining originating network traffic volumes. If the .Brig ht House 
traffic study indicates that additional trunks and/or facilities are needed 
to meet the current level of 911/E-91l Call volumes,.fki9.btHQ.Ys~ 
shall order or otherwise provide adequate additional trunks and/or 
facilities; 

3.2.8 	 promptly test all 911/E-9l1 trunks and facilities between the~ 
.I::ioJJ.s.e. network and the Verizon 91l/E-9l1 Tandem Office(s)/Selective 
Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s) to assure proper functioning of 
911/E-9l1 arrangements. ,ar,iQ,ht.Ho.u.&e shall not transmit or route live 
911/E-911 Calls until successful testing is completed; and 

3.2.9 	 isolate, coordinate and restore all 91l/E-911 network maintenance 
problems from its switch(es) to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface points. ~~ 
shall advise Verizon of the circuit identification when notifying Verizon 
of a failure or outage. 

4. 	 911/E·911 General 

4.1 	 Verizon andJ?rfght.l::ioJJ.s.e. shaUwork C()()p~raJivelYt() ar~~ngefl1eetingswith the 
Controlling 911 Authorities to answer any technical questions the PSAPs, or 
county or municipal coordinators may have regarding the initial 911/E-911 
arrangements 

4.2 	 ,Br.igbJHQ,u,se, shall compensate Verizon for provision of 911/E-911 Services 
pursuant to the Pricing Attachment of this Agreement. 

4.3 	 .,§ri9bLtJ,Q,\l,§§!, and Verizon shal,1 comply with all Applicable Law (ir1c:ILJclir'1g911 
taxes and surcharges as defined by Applicable Law) pertaining to 911/E-911 
arrangements. 

4.4 	 .,§Iigbttl2Y§§ shall collect and remit, as required, any 911/E-911 applicable 
surcharges from its,!;.od...,~r.li in accordance with Applicable Law. .,

5. 	 IlntentlQnally Left Blank] 
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PRICING AlTACHMENT 

1. 	 General 

1.1 As used in this Attachment, the term "Charges" means the rates, fees, charges 
and prices for a Service. 

1.2 	 ,[intentionaUyJeftbJankt 

1 .3 	 lInJ§r1li9~811Y,1§t.lt.?18r1!s.1 

1.4 	 Charges for a Service shall be,as stated in Appendix A of this Pricing 
Attach me nt. ,E;x.ce.pUo.. the...exte.nt...e.xf,lJ.e.s.s.lY...and...s.pe.cific.a.lJy...provid.ed . ..in... this. 
Pricing Attachment any rate ele.r.nent service. or activity for which no price is 
§P§9ifi§9h§I§jJ1P'\.!\y'¥piqhJ§ J§qqir~qJ9t.?~PJ9Yi9~9I,lnq\'HJh~t~Im§9fJhi§ 
Asreement.sbaJlbeprQvide.d.atnocharge,iLbeinQagre.e.d . .tb.at.thePar.iie.s 
nl,lm§rQl,I§m\.!IWJI9.p.Jig9Ii9n§YD.g~LJhj§AgE~§m~ntq9D.§titYJ§Jl,Illiil,f1gqQr.ml!§t§ 
.gQmR~Jls.~.~tQn"JQL§.l,I.g.h."r!!J~t,,~J~.m~nt.(,s},.,,§~.!yjq~(,§)9L.iil,.C.~j,\(j.ty{j~.s).. 

1.5 	 ,Exceptto.. tbe...e.xtentJhat..Append.ixAottbis..Pricing..Atta.cbm.ent ..expr.ess.lY..and • 
specifically, states that a particular charge Shall be as specified in a ParN's tariff no 
9h.ii!r.9~....i.n"App.~g.giX"A"Q.f..!b.is".e.Li9.ifl.9"b.t!8.gh.m~nt9Lii!ny"Qt.h~LprQy.i.s.i.g!l.9.f..th.i,s.
Agreement shall be affected by any Tariff 

1.6 	 [Intentionally left blank] 

1.8 	 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 
through 1.7 of this Attachment, the Charges for the Service shall be mutually 
agreed to by the Parties in writing. 

I 2. 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services Provided to"Brigbt House for Resale 
Pursuant to the Resale Attachment 

2.1 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services for which Verizon is Required to Provide a 
Wholesale Discount Pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.1 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service purchased by 
Bright House for resale for....,hichVerizon is required to providEla 
wholesale discount pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be 
the Retail Price for such Service set forth in Verizon's applicable 
Tariffs (or, if there is no Tariff Retail Price for such Service, Verizon's 
Retail Price for the Service that is generally offered to Verizon's 
Customers), less, to the extent required by Applicable Law: (a) the 
applicable wholesale discount stated in Verizon's Tariffs for Verizon 
Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act; or (b) in the absence of an applicable 
Verizon Tariff wholesale discount for Verizon Telecommunications 
Services purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act, 
the applicable wholesale discount stated in Appendix A for Verizon 
Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.2 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service Customer 
Specific Arrangement ("CSA") purchased by .J2rigbtHous~ for resale 
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pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Resale Attachment for which Verizon is 
required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to Section 251 (c){4) 
of the Act shall be the Retail Price for the CSA, less. to the extent 
required by Applicable Law: (a) the applicable wholesale discount 
stated in Verizon's Tariffs for Verizon Telecommunications Services 
purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act; or (b) in 
the absence of an applicable Verizon Tariff wholesale discount for 
Verizon Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant 
to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act, the applicable discount stated in 
Appendix A for Verizon Telecommunications Services purchased for 
resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, in accordance with, and to the extent permitted by 
Applicable Law, Verizon may establish a wholesale discount for a CSA 
that differs from the wholesale discount that is generally applicable to 
Telecommunications Services provided to,E}rJghLH.Q.Y.se. for resale 
pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.3 	 Notwithstanding Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this Attachment, in 
accordance with, and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, 
Verizon may at any time establish a wholesale discount for a 
Telecommunications Service (including, but not limited to, a CSA) that 
differs from the wholesale discount that is generally applicable to 
Telecommunications Services provided to,j;lright House for resale 
pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.4 	 The wholesale discount stated in Appendix A shall be automatically 
superseded by any new wholesale discount when such new wholesale 
discount is required by any order of the Commission or the FCC, 
approved by the Commission or the FCC, or otherwise allowed to go 
into effect by the Commission or the FCC, provided such new 
wholesale discount is not subject to a stay issued by any court of 
competent jurisdiction. 

2.1.5 	 The wholesale discount provided for in Sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.3 of 
this Attachment shall not be applied to: 

2.1.5.1 	 Short term promotions as defined in 47 CFR § 51.613; 

2.1.5,2 	 Except as otherwise provided by Applicable Law, Exchange 
Access servicesJt.P,~IDg",y,[)g~J.§~QQg.i.l..mt~gI~eQJ.Q ..t1~...I.b.e 
PaItie.s...tb.a.t.tb.e...prQllis.iQll..9f..RO.int:.to.:pO.int..::.Spe.Q.taIAc.c.ess':. 
~ryi.S&§.J.9....~n.g...!.i..§~niiJgLP..\.!.!li.Q§fa§"g!",g~19Jr!ilQ§mi.§§.i9.n9.g 
DQtCQI1stitute::.ExchangeAc1<§§!:~.se.!yj,~JLlgLShis~Y1P"Qse; 

2.1.5.3 	 Subscriber Line Charges, Federal Line Cost Charges, end 
user common line Charges, taxes, and government 
Charges and assessment (including, but not limited to, 9-1
1 Charges and Dual Party Relay Service Charges). 

2.1.5.4 	 Any other service or Charge that the Commission, the FCC, 
or other governmental entity of appropriate jurisdiction 
determines is not subject to a wholesale discount under 
Section 251 (c)(4) ofthe Act. 

2.2 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services for which Verizon is Not Required to 
Provide a Wholesale Discount Pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 
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2.2.1 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service for which 
Verizon is not required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be the Charges stated in Verizon's 
Tariffs for such Verizon Telecommunications Service (or, if there are 
no Verizon Tariff Charges for such Service, Verizon's Charges for the 
Service that are generally offered by Verizon). 

2.2.2 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service customer 
specific contract service arrangement ("CSA") purchased by ~ 
tj,2,!,J.l1~. pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Resale Attachment for which 
Verizon is not required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be the Charges provided for in the 
CSA and any other Charges that Verizon could bill the person to 
whom the CSA was originally provided (including, but not limited to, 
applicable Verizon Tariff Charges). 

2.3 Other Charges. 

2.3.1 	 .6.rigbtHQus.e shall pay, or collect and remit to Verizon, without 
discount, all Subscriber Line Charges, Federal Line Cost Charges, and 
end user common line Charges, associated with Verizon 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon toBright House. 

3. ..!;!right House Prices 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Charges that~ H.o..u..s.e 
bills Verizon for .Bcigb.t..H.Q.u.s.e.'s Services shall not exceed the Charges for Verizon's 
comparable Services, except to the extent thatBright Hou.s..e's cost to provide such~ 
.t:I.Q.lJ.s..e's Services to Verizon exceeds the Charges for Verizon's comparable Services and 
,sikihiHQus.e has demonstrated such cost to Verizon, or, at Verizon's request, to the 
Commission or the FCC. 

4. [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

5. Regulatory Review of Prices 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Party reserves its respective 
rights to institute an appropriate proceeding with the FCC, the Commission or other 
governmental body of appropriate jurisdiction: (a) with regard to the Charges for its 
Services (including, but not limited to, a proceeding to change the Charges for its 
services, whether provided for in any of its Tariffs, in Appendix A, or otherwise); and (b) 
with regard to the Charges of the other Party (including, but not limited to, a proceeding 
to obtain a reduction in such Charges and a refund of any amounts paid in excess of any 
Charges that are reduced). 
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EXHIBIT A TO SECTION 3.1 (FIBER MEET ARRANGEMENT) OF THE INTERCONNECTION 

ATTACHMENT 


Technical Specifications and Requirements 

for 

Brigh! Hoy§g - """VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT-"" 

Fiber Meet Arrangement No. [XX] 


The following technical specifications and requirements will apply toJ?right...Ho!J.s.e - ***Verizon 
Company Full Name 1 TXT*** Fiber Meet Arrangement [NUMBER] ("FM No. [XX]"): 

1. 	 FM No. [XX] will provide interconnection facilities for the exchange ofJraffic (as set forth 
in the Amendment) between Verizon's [NAME OF TANDEM/END OFFICE] and~r.ig.b.l 
HQ.u.s.e.'s [NAME OF TANDEM/END OFFICE] in the State of florid.a... A diagram of FM 
No. [XX] is included as Exhibit A-1. 

2. 	 Fiber Meet Points ("FMPs"). 

2.1 	 FM No. [XX] will be configured as shown on Exhibit A-1. FM No. [XX] will have 
two FMPs.• 

2.2 	 Verizon will provision a Fiber Network Interface Device ("FNID") at [POLE XX, 
STREET yy, TOWN ZZ, STATE] and terminate L.--l strands of its fiber optic 
cable in the FNID. The FNID provisioned by Verizon will be a 
[MANUFACTURER, MODEL]. Verizon will bear the cost of 9.§p..J.9..Y..i.o.9...i1§..!i.!?.§L.\Q 
tb.e...f.N.I.D.•. .<l.s....w.e..I.1...as...th.e....Qo.s.l...of.,installing and maintaining its FNID. The fiber 
patch panel within Verizon's FNID will serve as FMP NO.1. Verizon will provide 
a fiber stub at the fiber patch panel in Verizon's FNID for Bright Houseto conn~ct 
L.--l strands of its fiber cable L-] connectors. Verizon's FNID will be locked, 
but Verizon and~rig.b.tt!.9.\J.§.§willhavEl24houraccess to their respective side of 
the fiber patch panel located in Verizon's FNID. 

2.3 	 Bright House. will provision a FNID at [POLE XX, STREET yy, TOWN ZZ, 
STATE] and terminate L.--l strands of its fiber optic cable in the FNID. The 
FNID provisioned by J?rightHouse will be a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL]. J?righ! 
.~ will bear the cost of <J.li1plgyjngils.JiPe.LloJbliilF'NIQ;jls.we.II!!§Jbe.90s1 
installing and maintaining its FNID. The fiber patch panel withinJ?.r.igh.t...H..Q..u.s.e.'s 
FNID will serve as FMP NO.2. ,erightJ:::I.Ql.I.S.e. will provide a fiber stub at the fiber 
patch panel in J?right House's FNID for Verizon to connect L.--l strands of its 
fiber cable. J?rightHo.u.se's FNID will be locked, butJ?righ.t...House. and Verizon 
will have 24 hour access to their respective side of the fiber patch panel located 
in J2.~Jll House'sF'NID... 

3. 	 Transmission Characteristics. 

3.1 	 FM No. [XX] will be built [as a ring configuration]. 

3.2 	 The transmission interface for FM No. [XX] will be [Synchronous Optical Network 
("SONET")]. 
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3.3 	 Terminating equipment shall comply with [SONET transmission requirements as 
specified in Telcordia Technologies document GR-253 CORE (Tables 4-3 
through 4-11)]. 

3.4 	 The optical transmitters and receivers shall provide adequate power for the end
to-end length of the fiber cable to be traversed. 

3.5 	 The optical transmission rate will be [Unidirectional] OC-[XX]. 

3.6 	 The path switch protection shall be set as [Non·Revertive]. 

3.7 	 Verizon and.Bright .1::iJ:llise. shall provide [Primary Reference Source traceable 
timing]. 

4. 	 Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.1 	 Verizon will, at its own cost, obtain and install (at its own premise) its own Add 
Drop Multiplexer. Verizon will use a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL} Add Drop 
Multiplexer with firmware release of [X.X] at the network level. Before making 
any upgrade or change to the firmware of its Add Drop Multiplexer, Verizon must 
provide.Bright H2\!.§,~ with fourteen (14) days advance written notice that 
describes the upgrade or change to its firmware and states the date on which 
such firmware will be activated in Verizon's Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.2 	 .aright Houjle will'l1lt its own cost, obtain and install (at its own premise) its own 
Add Drop Multiplexer . ..,§rlghLHouse will use a [MANUFACTURER. MODEL] Add 
Drop Multiplexer with firmware release of [X-X1 at the network level. Before 
making any upgrade or change to the firmware of its Add Drop Multiplexer, .aright 
1:::Iol.!s.e. must provide Verizon with fourteen (14) days advance written notice that 
describes the upgrade or change to its firmware and states the date on which 
such firmware or software will be activated Add Drop 
Multiplexer. 

4.3 	 Bright Hou.s.e. and Verizon will monitor all firmware upgrades and changes to 
observe for any failures or anomalies adversely affecting service or 
administration. If any upgrade or change to firmware adversely affects service or 
administration of FM No. [XX1. the firmware will be removed from the Add Drop 
Multiplexer and will revert to the previous version of firmware. 

4.4 	 The Data Communication Channel shall be disabled between the Verizon and 
~~~~ Add Drop Multiplexers of FM No. [XX]. 

5. 	 Testing. 

5.1 	 Prior to turn-up of FM No. [XX}. Verizon and J3right House will mutually develop 
and implement testing procedures for FM No. [XX] 

6. 	 Connecting Facility Assignment ("CFA") and Slot Assignment Allocation ("SAA") 

6.1 	 For one-way and two-way trunk arrangements. the SAA information will be 
turned over to J3J!gb! .. H.9!r!§~ as a final step of turn up of the FM No. [XX]. 

6.2 	 For one-way trunk arrangements. Verizon will control the CFA for the subtending 
facilities and trunks connected to Verizon's slots and .eright Ho.u..se. will control the 
CFA for the subtending facilities and trunks connected toJ3righLHouse'~~I()ts. 
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..liliigbtHQ.I.!~e. will place facility orders against the first half of the fully configured 

slots (for example, slots 1-6 of a fully configured OC12) and Verizon will place 

orders against the second half of the slots (for example, slots 7-12). If either 

Party needs the other Party's additional slot capacity to place orders, this will be 

negotiated and assigned on a case-by-case basis. For SAA, Verizon and.Ji}.JJld.h1 

~ shall jOintly designate the slot aSSignments for Verizon's Add Drop 

Multiplexers and J?rightHQuse's Add Drop Multiplexer in FM No. [XX]. 


6.3 	 For two-way trunk arrangements, ..6.r.ighLHouseshall CC)ntrol the CFA for the 
subtending facilities and trunks connected to FM No. [XX]. ..6.rjghLHQus.e shall 
place facility and trunk orders against the total available SAA capacity of FM No. 
[XX). 

7. 	 Inventorv. Provisioning and Maintenance. Surveillance, and Restoration. 

7.1 	 Verizon and .,6righttlo.\J.se will inventory FM No. [XX] in their operational support 
systems before the order flow begins. 

7.2 	 Verizon and..6rigblJio.Y..Se. will notify each other's respective Maintenance Control 
Office of all troubleshooting and scheduled maintenance activity to be performed 
on FM No. [XX] facilities prior to undertaking such work, and will advise each 
other ofthe trouble reporting and maintenance control point contact numbers and 
the days and hours of operation. Each Party shall provide a timely response to 
the other Party's action requests or status inquiries. 

7.3 	 Verizon will be responsible for the provisioning and maintenance of the FM No. 
[XX] transport facilities on Verizon's side of the FMPs, as well as delivering its 
applicable traffic to the FMPs . .Ji}.right House will be responsible for the 
provisioning and maintenance of the FM No. [XX] transport facilities on the .a.r.!Il..O.! 
HO.u.s.e's side of the FMPs, as well as delivering its applicable traffic to the FMPs. 
As such, other than payment of any applicable intercarrier compensation charges 
pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, neither Party shall have any obligation to 
pay the other Party any charges in connection with FM No. [XX]. 

7.4 	 Verizon and..liliillb1 House will provide alarm surveillance for their respective FM 
No. [XX] transport facilities. Verizon and,J;3JiID:!tHQus.e will notify each other's 
respective maintenance control office of all troubleshooting and scheduled 
maintenance activity to be performed on the facility prior to undertaking such 
work, and will advise each other of the trouble reporting and maintenance control 
point contact numbers and the days and hours of operation. 

8. 	 Cancellation or Modification of FM No. !XX]' 

8.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Section 8, all expenses and costs 
associated with the construction, operation, use and maintenance of FM No. [XX] 
on each Party's respective side of the FMPs will be borne by such Party. 

8.2 	 If either Party terminates the construction of the FM No. [XX] before it is used to 
exchange traffic, the Party terminating the construction of FM No. [XX] will 
compensate the other Party for that Party's reasonable actual incurred 
construction and/or implementation expenses. 

8.3 	 If either Party proposes to move or change FM No. [XX] as set forth in this 
document, at any time before or after it is used to exchange traffic, the Party 
requesting the move or change will compensate the other Party for that Party's 

.( Deleted: 
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reasonable actual incurred construction and/or implementation expenses.Jl,r..jr;;.in.9 
fr.!LmJhe move or change. Augments, moves and changes to FM No. [XX] as set 
forth in this document must be mutually agreed upon by the Parties in writing. 

"""CLEC Full Name TE""" ""*VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT*"" 

~ I····· 
By: 

TO BE EXECUTED AT A LATER DATE 

Date 
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Exhibit A-1 

Bright House - """Vf;~IZON C()MPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT""" 
Fiber Meet Arrangement No. [XX) 

City, State 
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Assurance of Payment 

Upon request by Verizon, """CLEC Acronym TE"'" shall, at any time and from time to 
time, provide to Verizon adequate assurance of payment of amounts due (or to 
become due) to Verizon hereunder, 

Assurance of payment of charges may be requested by Verizon if **"CLEC Acronym 
TE*** (a) prior to the Effective Date, has failed to timely pay a bill rendered to 
""""CLEC Acronym TE"** by Verizon or its Affiliates, (b) on or after the Effective 
Date, fails to timely pay a bill rendered to **"CLEC Acronym TEu 

" by Verizon or 
its Affiliates, (c) in Verizon's reasonable judgment, at the Effective Date or at any 
time thereafter, is unable to demonstrate that it is creditworthy, or (d) admits its 
inability to pay its debts as such debts become due, has commenced a voluntary 
case (or has had a case commenced against it) under the U,S, Bankruptcy Code 
or any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, winding-up, 
composition or adjustment of debts or the like, has made an assignment for the 
benefit of creditors or is subject to a receivership or similar proceeding, 

Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, the assurance of payment shall consist of an 
unconditional, irrevocable standby letter of credit naming Verizon as the 
beneficiary thereof and otherwise in form and substance satisfactory to Verizon 
from a financial institution acceptable to Verizon, The letter of credit shall be in 
an amount equal to two (2) months anticipated charges (including, but not limited 
to, both recurring and non-recurring charges), as reasonably determined by 
Verizon, for the Services to be provided by Verizon to ""'''CLEC Acronym TE*" in 
connection with this Agreement If ***CLEC Acronym TE""" meets the condition 
in subsection 6.2(d) above or has failed to timely pay two or more bills rendered 
by Verizon or a Verizon Affiliate in any twelve (12)-month period, Verizon may, at 
its option, demand (and **·CLEC Acronym TE""" shall provide) additional 
assurance of payment, consisting of monthly advanced payments of estimated 
charges as reasonably determined by Verizon, with appropriate true-up against 
actual billed charges no more frequently than once per Calendar Quarter. 

"'""'""""'""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,"'''',,,''',,--------, 
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Verizon may (but is not obligated to) draw on the letter of credit upon notice to """CLEC 

Acronym TE""" in respect of any amounts to be paid by """CLEC Acronym TE"·" 
hereunder that are not paid within thirty (30) days of the date that payment of 
such amounts is required by this Agreement. 

If Verizon draws on the letter of credit, upon request by Verizon, ""CLEC Acronym TE""" 
shall provide a replacement or supplemental letter of credit conforming to the 
requirements of Section 6,3. 

Notwithstanding anything else set forth in this Agreement, if Verizon makes a request for 
assurance of payment in accordance with the terms of this Section, then Verizon 
shall have no obligation thereafter to perform under this Agreement until such 
time as ""·CLEC Acronym TE"*" has provided Verizon with such assurance of 
payment. 



The fact that a letter of credit is requested by Verizon hereunder shall in no way relieve 
"**CLEC Acronym TE"** from compliance with the requirements of this 
Agreement (including. but not limited to. any applicable Tariffs) as to advance 
payments and payment for Services. nor constitute a waiver or modification of 
the terms herein pertaining to the discontinuance of Services for nonpayment of 
any amounts payment of which is required by this Agreement. 

Page 19: [312] Deleted Author 
Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties. if a Service purchased by a Party 

under a prior interconnection or resale agreement between the Parties pursuant 
to Section 252 of the Act was subject to a contractual commitment that it would 
be purchased for a period of longer than one month. and such period had not yet 
expired as of the Effective Date and the Service had not been terminated prior to 
the Effective Date, to the extent not inconsistent with this Agreement. such 
commitment shall remain in effect and the Service will be purchased under this 
Agreement; provided. that if this Agreement would materially alter the terms of 
the commitment, either Party may elect to cancel the commitment. 

If either Party elects to cancel the commitment pursuant to the proviso in Section 33.2. 
the Purchasing Party shall not be liable for any termination charge that would 
otherwise have applied. However. if the commitment was cancelled by the 
Purchasing Party, the Providing Party shall be entitled to payment from the 
Purchasing Party of the difference between the price of the Service that was 
actually paid by the Purchasing Party under the commitment and the price of the 
Service that would have applied if the commitment had been to purchase the 
Service only until the time that the commitment was cancelled. 
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Intercept and Referral Announcements 

When a Customer changes its service provider from Verizon to ""CLEC Acronym TE*"*, 
or from "*"CLEC Acronym TE"** to Verizon. and does not retain its original 
telephone number, the Party formerly providing service to such Customer shall 
provide a referral announcement ("Referral Announcement") on the abandoned 
telephone number which provides the Customer's new number or other 
appropriate information, to the extent known to the Party formerly providing 
service. Notwithstanding the foregoing. a Party shall not be obligated under this 
Section to provide a Referral Announcement if the Customer owes the Party 
unpaid overdue amounts or the Customer requests that no Referral 
Announcement be provided. 

Referral Announcements shall be provided, in the case of business Customers, for a 
period of not less than one hundred and twenty (120) days after the date the 
Customer changes its telephone number, and, in the case of residential 
Customers, not less than thirty (30) days after the date the Customer changes its 
telephone number; provided that if a longer time period is required by Applicable 
Law, such longer time period shall apply. Except as otherwise provided by 
Applicable Law, the period for a referral may be shortened by the Party formerly 
providing service if a number shortage condition requires reassignment of the 
telephone number. 

This referral announcement will be provided by each Party at no charge to the other 
Party; provided that the Party formerly providing service may bill the Customer its 
standard Tariff charge, if any, for the referral announcement. 
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; and, (b) any "'CLEC Acronym TE'" Usage Information (as defined in Section 
8.1.6 of this Attachment) 

Page 54: [315] Deleted 

'··CLEC Acronym TE··· shall afford Verizon non-discriminatory access to poles, ducts, 
conduits and rights-of-way owned or controlled by ···CLEC Acronym TE···. 
Such access shall be provided pursuant to ··*CLEC Acronym TE**·'s applicable 
Tariffs, or, in the absence of an applicable ·**CLEC Acronym TE·** Tariff, 
·*·CLEC Acronym TE***'s generally offered form of license agreement. or, in the 
absence of such a Tariff and license agreement. a mutually acceptable 
agreement to be negotiated by the Parties. The terms, conditions and prices 
offered to Verizon by "··CLEC Acronym TE**· for such access shall be no less 
favorable than the terms, conditions and prices offered to ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··" by Verizon for access to poles, ducts, conduits and rights of way owned or 
controlled by Verizon. 

-::---,----:c--...--..-.--.-.--..-.------. 
Page 60: [316] Deleted Author 

Where the Parties use Two-Way Interconnection Trunks for the exchange of 
traffic between Verizon and ···CLEC Acronym TE*", ·"CLEC 
Acronym TE*··, at its own expense, shall: 

provide its own facilities to the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA; andlor 

obtain transport to the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection 
on Verizon's network in a LATA (a) from a third party, or, (b) 
if Verizon offers such transport pursuant to a Verizon 
access Tariff, from Verizon. 

Where the Parties use Two-Way Interconnection Trunks for the exchange of 
traffic between Verizon and ··-CLEC Acronym TE···, Verizon, at its 
own expense, shall provide its own facilities to the technically feasible 
POint(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA. 

Page 60: [317] Deleted Author 
On a semi-annual basis, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall submit a good faith 

forecast to Verizon of the number of End Office and Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks that ···CLEC Acronym TE·"* anticipates 
Verizon will need to provide during the ensuing two (2) year period for 
the exchange of traffic between ·"·CLEC Acronym TE·*· and Verizon. 
-··CLEC Acronym TE·_·'s trunk forecasts shall conform to the Verizon 
CLEC trunk forecasting guidelines as in effect at that time. 

Page 63: [318] 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic between the Parties' respective 

Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

Translated LEC IntraLATA toll free service access code (e.g., 
800/888/877) traffic between the Parties' respective 
Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

IntraLATA Toll Traffic between the Parties' respective Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers; 



Tandem Transit Traffic; and 

Measured Internet Traffic. 

To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under this 
Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of traffic of the 
types set forth in Sections 3.1.3.1 and/or 3.1.3.5, other than the 
obligation to pay intercarrier compensation charges pursuant to the 
terms of the Agreement, neither Party shall have any obligation to pay 
the other Party any charges in connection with any Fiber Meet 
arrangements established under this Agreement. To the extent that a 
Fiber Meet arrangement established under this Agreement is used for 
the transmission and routing of traffic of the type set forth in Section 
3.1.3.2, the transport and termination of such traffic shall be subject to 
the rates and charges set forth in the Agreement and applicable 
Tariffs. To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established 
under this Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of traffic 
of the type setforth in Section 3.1.3.3, the Party originating such traffic 
shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport and 
termination of such traffic at the rates and charges set forth in the 
Agreement and applicable Tariffs. To the extent that a Fiber Meet 
arrangement established under this Agreement is used for the 
transmission and routing of traffic of the type set forth in Section 
3.1.3.4, Verizon shall charge (and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay) 
Verizon's applicable rates and charges as set forth in the Agreement 
and Verizon's applicable Tariffs, including transport charges to the 
terminating Verizon Tandem. 

At ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s written request, a Fiber Meet arrangement 
established under this Agreement may be used for the transmission 
and routing of the following traffic types over the following trunk types: 

Operator services traffic from ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers to an operator services 
provider over operator services trunks; 

Directory assistance traffic from ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers to a directory assistance 
provider over directory assistance trunks; 

911 traffic from ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s Telephone Exchange 
Service Customers to 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) over 911 trunks; and 

Jointly-provided Switched Exchange Access Service traffic, including 
translated InterLATA toll free service access code (e.g., 
800/888/877) traffic, between ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
Telephone Exchange Service Customers and third-party 
purchasers of Switched Exchange Access Service via a 
Verizon access Tandem over Access Toll Connecting 
Trunks. 

To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under this 
Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of any traffic of the 
types set forth in this Section 3.1.4 Verizon may bill (and ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall pay) Verizon's applicable Tariff rates and 
charges. Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties or as 



expressly set forth in Sections 3.1.3 and/or 3.1.4 of this 
Interconnection Attachment, access services (switched and 
unswitched) and unbundled network elements shall not be provisioned 
on or accessed through Fiber Meet arrangements. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** 

Page 67: [319] Deleted Author 

Attachment; it being understood and agreed that Verizon shall charge (and 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay Verizon) the End Office Reciprocal 
Compensation rate set forth in the Pricing Attachment for Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic ***CLEC Acronym TE*** physically delivers to a POI at the 
Verizon Interconnection Wire Center in which the terminating Verizon End Office 
is located, and otherwise that Verizon shall charge (***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
shall pay Verizon) the Tandem Reciprocal Compensation rate set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment for Reciprocal Compensation Traffic ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
delivers to Verizon; it also being understood and agreed that ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall charge (and Verizon shall pay ***CLEC Acronym TE***) the End 
Office Reciprocal Compensation rate set forth in the Pricing Attachment for 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Verizon delivers to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 
These rates are to be applied at the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA at which the Parties 
interconnect, whether such traffic is delivered by Verizon for termination by 
***CLEC Acronym TE***, or delivered by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for termination 
by Verizon. 

Page 67: [320] Deleted Author 
. When Toll Traffic is delivered over the same Interconnection Trunks as 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, 

Page 67: [321] Deleted Author 
port, transport or other applicable access charges related to the delivery of Toll 
Traffic from the technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network 
in a LATA to the terminating Party's Customer shall be prorated so as to apply 
only to the Toll Traffic. 

Page 67: [322] Deleted Author 
(including, without limitation, Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic), 

Information Access, or exchange services for Exchange Access or 
Information Access 

Page 67: [323] Deleted Author 
Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Internet Traffic. 

Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to 

Page 68: [324] Deleted Author 



all V/FX Traffic originated by a Verizon Customer, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
shall pay Verizon's terminating access charges for all V/FX Traffic 
originated by a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer. 

Page 68: [325] Deleted Author 
The Reciprocal Compensation rates (including, but not limited to, the Reciprocal 

Compensation per minute of use charges) billed by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to 
Verizon shall not exceed the Reciprocal Compensation rates (including, but not 
limited to, Reciprocal Compensation per minute of use charges) billed by Verizon 
to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

Page 68: [326] Deleted Author 
Subject to Section 8.1 of this Attachment, interstate and intrastate Exchange Access, 

Information Access, exchange services for Exchange Access or Information 
Access, and Toll Traffic, shall be governed by the applicable provisions of this 
Agreement and applicable Tariffs. 

For any traffic originating with a third party carrier and delivered by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** to Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay Verizon the same amount 
that such third party carrier would have been obligated to pay Verizon for 
termination of that traffic at the location the traffic is delivered to Verizon by 
***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

Page 68: [327] Deleted Author 
treated as required by the applicable Tariff of the Party transporting and/or terminating 

the traffic. 

The Parties may also exchange Internet Traffic at the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection 

Page 68: [328] Deleted Author 
Verizon's network in a LATA established hereunder for the exchange of Reciprocal 

Compensation Traffic. Any 

Page 68: [329] Deleted Author 
the Parties' exchange of Internet Traffic shall be applied at such technically feasible Point 

of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA in accordance with the FCC 
Internet Orders and other applicable FCC orders and FCC Regulations 

Page 128: [330] Deleted Author 
The Charges stated in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment shall be automatically 

superseded by any applicable Tariff Charges. The Charges stated in Appendix A 
of this Pricing Attachment also shall be automatically superseded by any new 
Charge(s) when such new Charge(s) are required by any order of the 
Commission or the FCC, approved by the Commission or the FCC, or otherwise 
allowed to go into effect by the Commission or the FCC (including, but not limited 
to, in a Tariff that has been filed with the Commission or the FCC), provided such 
new Charge(s) are not subject to a stay issued by any court of competent 
jurisdiction. 



In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 through 1.5 
of this Attachment, if Charges for a Service are otherwise expressly provided for 
in this Agreement. such Charges shall apply. 

In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 through 1.6 
of this Attachment. the Charges for the Service shall be the Providing Party's 
FCC or Commission approved Charges. 
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[AMENDED, EXTENDED AND RESTATED] AGREEMENT] 

PREFACE 

This [Amended, Extended and Restated] Agreement ("Agreement") shall be deemed effective as 
of """Date DT**" (the "Effective Date"), between *""CLEC Full Name TE""" (,,*""CLEC Acronym 
TE·"*"), a corporation organized under the laws of the """CLEC Incorporation State
Commonwealth TE" .... of .....CLEC State of Incorporation MC ...... , with offices at ......CLEC Address 
1 TE"''' , ......CLEC City TE"''', ......CLEC State MC""" ......CLEC Zip TP"" and " ....Verizon Company 
Full Name 1 TXT .... ("Verizon"), a corporation organized under the laws of the """Incorporation 
State-Commonwealth TXT"''' of ...... Incorporation State TXT""" with offices at ...."Verizon Address 
TXT""" (Verizon and ......CLEC Acronym Tp.... may be referred to hereinafter, each, individually as 
a "Party", and, collectively, as the "Parties"). 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

In consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, and intending to be legally 
bound, pursuant to Section 252 of the Act, Verizon and " ....CLEC Acronym TE ...... hereby agree as 
follows: 

1. 	 The Agreement 

1.1 	 This Agreement includes: (a) the Principal Document; (b) the Tariffs of each 
Party applicable to the Services that are offered for sale by it in the Principal 
Document (which Tariffs are incorporated into and made a part of this Agreement 
by reference); and, (c) an Order by a Party that has been accepted by the other 
Party. 

1.2 	 Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Principal Document (including, but 
not limited to, the Pricing Attachment), conflicts among provisions in the Principal 
Document, Tariffs, and an Order by a Party that has been accepted by the other 
Party, shall be resolved in accordance with the following order of precedence. 
where the document identified in subsection "(a)" shall have the highest 
precedence: (a) the Principal Document; (b) the Tariffs; and, (c) an Order by a 
Party that has been accepted by the other Party. The fact that a provision 
appears in the Principal Document but not in a Tariff, or in a Tariff but not in the 
Principal Document, shall not be interpreted as, or deemed grounds for finding, a 
conflict for the purposes of this Section 1.2. 

1.3 	 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties on the 
subject matter hereof, and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous 
agreement, understanding, or representation, on the subject matter hereof, 
provided, however, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or 
otherwise, this Agreement is an amendment, extension and restatement of the 
Parties' prior interconnection and resale agreement(s), if any, and, as such, this 
Agreement is not intended to be, nor shall it be construed to create, a novation or 
accord and satisfaction with respect to any prior interconnection or resale 
agreements and, accordingly, all monetary obligations of the Parties to one 
another under any prior interconnection or resale agreements shall remain in full 
force and effect and shall constitute monetary obligations of the Parties under 
this Agreement (provided, however, that nothing contained in this Agreement 
shall convert any claim or debt that would otherwise constitute a prepetition claim 
or debt in a bankruptcy case into a postpetition claim or debt). In connection with 
the foregOing, Verizon expressly reserves all of its rights under the Bankruptcy 
Code and Applicable Law to seek or oppose any relief in respect of the 
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assumption, assumption and assignment, or rejection of any interconnection or 
resale agreements between Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

1.4 	 Except as otherwise provided in the Principal Document, the Principal Document 
may not be waived or modified except by a written document that is signed by 
the Parties. Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, a Party shall have 
the right to add, modify, or withdraw, its Tariff(s) at any time, without the consent 
of, or notice to, the other Party. 

2. 	 Term and Termination 

2.1 	 This Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Date and, unless cancelled 
or terminated earlier in accordance with the terms hereof, shall continue in effect 
until ***Date CO*** (the "Initial Term"). Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue 
in force and effect unless and until cancelled or terminated as provided in this 
Agreement. 

2.2 	 Either ***CLEC Acronym TE*** or Verizon may terminate this Agreement 
effective upon the expiration of the Initial Term or effective upon any date after 
expiration of the Initial Term by providing written notice of termination at least 
ninety (90) days in advance of the date of termination. 

2.3 	 If either ***CLEC Acronym TE*** or Verizon provides notice of termination 
pursuant to Section 2.2 and on or before the proposed date of termination either 
"'*CLEC Acronym TE*** or Verizon has requested negotiation of a new 
interconnection agreement, unless this Agreement is cancelled or terminated 
earlier in accordance with the terms hereof (including, but not limited to, pursuant 
to Section 12), this Agreement shall remain in effect until the earlier of: (a) the 
effective date of a new interconnection agreement between ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** and Verizon; or, (b) the date one (1) year after the proposed date of 
termination. 

2.4 	 If either *"'CLEC Acronym TE*** or Verizon provides notice of termination 
pursuant to Section 2.2 and by 11 :59 PM Eastern Time on the proposed date of 
termination neither ***CLEC Acronym TE*** nor Verizon has requested 
negotiation of a new interconnection agreement, (a) this Agreement will terminate 
at 11 :59 PM Eastern Time on the proposed date of termination, and (b) the 
Services being provided under this Agreement at the time of termination will be 
terminated, except to the extent that the Purchasing Party has requested that 
such Services continue to be provided pursuant to an applicable Tariff or 
Statement of Generally Available Terms (SGAT). 

3. 	 Glossary and Attachments 

The Glossary and the following Attachments are a part of this Agreement: 

Additional Services Attachment 

Interconnection Attachment 

Resale Attachment 

Network Elements Attachment 

Coliocation Attachment 

911 Attachment 

Pricing Attachment 
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4. 	 Applicable Law 

4.1 	 The construction, interpretation and performance of this Agreement shall be 
governed by (a) the laws of the United States of America and (b) the laws of the 
State of [State], without regard to its conflicts of laws rules. All disputes relating 
to this Agreement shall be resolved through the application of such laws. 

4.2 	 Each Party shall remain in compliance with Applicable Law in the course of 
performing this Agreement. 

4.3 	 Neither Party shall be liable for any delay or failure in performance by it that 
results from requirements of Applicable Law, or acts or failures to act of any 
governmental entity or official. 

4.4 	 Each Party shall promptly notify the other Party in writing of any governmental 
action that limits, suspends, cancels, withdraws, or otherwise materially affects, 
the notifying Party's ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement. 

4.5 	 If any provision of this Agreement shall be invalid or unenforceable under 
Applicable Law, such invalidity or unenforceability shall not invalidate or render 
unenforceable any other provision of this Agreement, and this Agreement shall 
be construed as if it did not contain such invalid or unenforceable provision; 
provided, that if the invalid or unenforceable provision is a material provision of 
this Agreement, or the invalidity or unenforceability materially affects the rights or 
obligations of a Party hereunder or the ability of a Party to perform any material 
provision of this Agreement, the Parties shall promptly renegotiate in good faith 
and amend in writing this Agreement in order to make such mutually acceptable 
revisions to this Agreement as may be required in order to conform the 
Agreement to Applicable Law. 

4.6 	 If any legislative, regulatory, judicial or other governmental deciSion, order, 
determination or action, or any change in Applicable Law, materially affects any 
material provision of this Agreement. the rights or obligations of a Party 
hereunder, or the ability of a Party to perform any material provision of this 
Agreement, the Parties shall promptly renegotiate in good faith and amend in 
writing this Agreement in order to make such mutually acceptable revisions to 
this Agreement as may be required in order to conform the Agreement to 
Applicable Law. If within thirty (30) days of the effective date of such decision, 
determination, action or change, the Parties are unable to agree in writing upon 
mutually acceptable revisions to this Agreement, either Party may pursue any 
remedies available to it under this Agreement, at law, in equity, or otherwise, 
including, but not limited to, instituting an appropriate proceeding before the 
Commission, the FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction, without first pursuing 
dispute resolution in accordance with Section 14 of this Agreement. 

4.6.1 	 Notwithstanding Section 4.6 above, to the extent Verizon is required 
by a change in Applicable Law to provide to u*CLEC Acronym TP*- a 
Service that is not offered under this Agreement to ***CLEC Acronym 
TE"*, the terms, conditions and prices for such Service (including, but 
not limited to, the terms and conditions defining the Service and 
stating when and where the Service will be available and how it will be 
used, and terms, conditions and prices for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, repair, maintenance and billing) shall be as provided in 
an applicable Verizon Tariff, or, in the absence of an applicable 
Verizon Tariff, as mutually agreed by the Parties in a written 
amendment to the Agreement that, upon the request of either Party, 
the Parties shall negotiate in accordance with the requirements of 
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Section 252 of the Act. In no event shall Verizon be required to 
provide any such Service in the absence of such a Verizon Tariff or 
amendment. 

4.7 	 Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, if, as a result of any 
legislative, judicial, regulatory or other governmental decision, order, 
determination or action, or any change in Applicable Law, Verizon is not required 
by Applicable Law to provide any Service, payment or benefit, otherwise required 
to be provided to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** hereunder, then Verizon may 
discontinue the provision of any such Service, payment or benefit, and ......CLEC 
Acronym TE...... shall reimburse Verizon for any payment previously made by 
Verizon to ""'CLEC Acronym TE*"* that was not required by Applicable Law. 
Verizon will provide thirty (30) days prior written notice to ""*CLEC Acronym 
TE*** of any such discontinuance of a Service, unless a different notice period or 
different conditions are specified in this Agreement (including, but not limited to, 
in the Networks Element Attachment or an applicable Tariff) or Applicable Law 
for termination of such Service in which event such specified period and/or 
conditions shall apply. For the avoidance of any doubt, this Section 4.7 is self
effectuating and no amendment to this Agreement shall be required to implement 
it. 

5. 	 Assignment 

Neither Party may assign this Agreement or any right or interest under this Agreement, 
nor delegate any obligation under this Agreement, without the prior written consent of the 
other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 
Any attempted assignment or delegation in violation of this Section 5 shall be void and 
ineffective and constitute default of this Agreement. 

6. 	 Assurance of Payment 

6.1 	 Upon request by Verizon, *"CLEC Acronym TE*'" shall, at any time and from 
time to time, provide to Verizon adequate assurance of payment of amounts due 
(or to become due) to Verizon hereunder. 

6.2 	 Assurance of payment of charges may be requested by Verizon if **"CLEC 
Acronym TE*** (a) prior to the Effective Date, has failed to timely pay a bill 
rendered to "'*CLEC Acronym TE*** by Verizon or its Affiliates, (b) on or after the 
Effective Date, fails to timely pay a bill rendered to "**CLEC Acronym TE*** by 
Verizon or its Affiliates, (c) in Verizon's reasonable judgment, at the Effective 
Date or at any time thereafter, is unable to demonstrate that it is creditworthy, or 
(d) admits its inability to pay its debts as such debts become due, has 
commenced a voluntary case (or has had a case commenced against it) under 
the U.S. Bankruptcy Code or any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, winding-up, composition or adjustment of debts or the like, has 
made an assignment for the benefit of creditors or is subject to a receivership or 
similar proceeding. 

6.3 	 Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, the assurance of payment shall consist 
of an unconditional, irrevocable standby letter of credit naming Verizon as the 
beneficiary thereof and otherwise in form and substance satisfactory to Verizon 
from a financial institution acceptable to Verizon. The letter of credit shall be in 
an amount equal to two (2) months anticipated charges (including, but not limited 
to, both recurring and non-recurring charges), as reasonably determined by 
Verizon, for the Services to be provided by Verizon to *"'CLEC Acronym TEu* in 
connection with this Agreement. If *"*CLEC Acronym TE ...... meets the condition 
in subsection 6.2(d) above or has failed to timely pay two or more bills rendered 
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by Verizon or a Verizon Affiliate in any twelve (12)-month period, Verizon may, at 
its option, demand (and ***ClEC Acronym TEm shall provide) additional 
assurance of payment, consisting of monthly advanced payments of estimated 
charges as reasonably determined by Verizon, with appropriate true-up against 
actual billed charges no more frequently than once per Calendar Quarter. 

6.4 	 [Intentionally left Blank]. 

6.5 	 [Intentionally left Blank]. 

6.6 	 Verizon may (but is not obligated to) draw on the letter of credit upon notice to 
*"ClEC Acronym TE*** in respect of any amounts to be paid by ***ClEC 
Acronym TE*** hereunder that are not paid within thirty (30) days of the date that 
payment of such amounts is required by this Agreement. 

6.7 	 If Verizon draws on the letter of credit. upon request by Verizon, ***ClEC 
Acronym TE*** shall provide a replacement or supplemental letter of credit 
conforming to the requirements of Section 6.3. 

6.8 	 Notwithstanding anything else set forth in this Agreement, ifVerizon makes a 
request for assurance of payment in accordance with the terms of this Section, 
then Verizon shall have no obligation thereafter to perform under this Agreement 
until such time as ***ClEC Acronym TE*** has provided Verizon with such 
assurance of payment. 

6.9 	 The fact that a letter of credit is requested by Verizon hereunder shall in no way 
relieve ***ClEC Acronym TE*" from compliance with the requirements of this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, any applicable Tariffs) as to advance 
payments and payment for Services, nor constitute a waiver or modification of 
the terms herein pertaining to the discontinuance of Services for nonpayment of 
any amounts payment of which is required by this Agreement. 

7. 	 Audits 

7.1 	 Except as may be otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, either Party 
("Auditing Party") may audit the other Party's ("Audited Party") books, records, 
documents, facilities and systems for the purpose of evaluating the accuracy of 
the Audited Party's bills. Such audits may be performed once in each Calendar 
Year; provided, however, that audits may be conducted more frequently (but no 
more frequently than once in each Calendar Quarter) if the immediately 
preceding audit found previously uncorrected net inaccuracies in billing in favor 
of the Audited Party having an aggregate value of at least $1 ,000,000. 

7.2 	 The audit shall be performed by independent certified public accountants 
selected and paid by the Auditing Party. The accountants shall be reasonably 
acceptable to the Audited Party. Prior to commencing the audit. the accountants 
shall execute an agreement with the Audited Party in a form reasonably 
acceptable to the Audited Party that protects the confidentiality of the information 
disclosed by the Audited Party to the accountants. The audit shall take place at 
a time and place agreed upon by the Parties; provided, that the Auditing Party 
may require that the audit commence no later than sixty (60) days after the 
Auditing Party has given notice of the audit to the Audited Party. 

7.3 	 Each Party shall cooperate fully in any such audit, providing reasonable access 
to any and all employees. books, records. documents, facilities and systems, 
reasonably necessary to assess the accuracy of the Audited Party's bills. 
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7.4 	 Audits shall be performed at the Auditing Party's expense, provided that there 
shall be no charge for reasonable access to the Audited Party's employees, 
books, records, documents, facilities and systems necessary to assess the 
accuracy of the Audited Party's bills. 

8. 	 Authorization 

8.1 Verizon represents and warrants that it is a corporation duly organized, validly 
existing and in good standing under the laws of the ***Incorporation State
Commonwealth TXT*** of ***Incorporation State TXT*** and has full power and 
authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations 
under this Agreement. 

8.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym lEu * represents and warrants that it is a corporation duly 
organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the ***CLEC 
Incorporation State-Commonwealth TEm of ***CLEC State of Incorporation 
MC***, and has full power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement 
and to perform its obligations under this Agreement. 

8.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Certification. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall have no 
obligation to perform under this Agreement until such time as ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** has obtained such FCC and Commission authorization as may be required 
by Applicable Law for conducting business in the State of [State]. ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall not place any Orders under this Agreement until it has 
obtained such authorization. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide proof of such 
authorization to Verizon upon request. 

9. 	 Billing and Payment; Disputed Amounts 

9.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement. each Party shall submit to the 
other Party on a monthly basis in an itemized form, statement(s) of charges 
incurred by the other Party under this Agreement. 

9.2 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, payment of amounts billed for 
Services provided under this Agreement, whether billed on a monthly basis or as 
otherwise provided in this Agreement, shall be due, in immediately available U.S. 
funds, on the later of the following dates (the "Due Date"): (a) the due date 
specified on the billing Party's statement; or (b) twenty (20) days after the date 
the statement is received by the billed Party. Payments shall be transmitted by 
electronic funds transfer. 

9.3 	 If any portion of an amount billed by a Party under this Agreement is subject to a 
good faith dispute between the Parties, the billed Party shall give notice to the 
billing Party of the amounts it disputes ("Disputed Amounts") and include in such 
notice the specific details and reasons for disputing each item. A Party may also 
dispute prospectively with a single notice a class of charges that it disputes. 
Notice of a dispute may be given by a Party at any time, either before or after an 
amount is paid, and a Party's payment of an amount shall not constitute a waiver 
of such Party's right to subsequently dispute its obligation to pay such amount or 
to seek a refund of any amount paid. The billed Party shall pay by the Due Date 
all undisputed amounts. Billing disputes shall be subject to the terms of Section 
14, Dispute Resolution. 

9.4 	 Charges due to the billing Party that are not paid by the Due Date, shall be 
subject to a late payment charge. The late payment charge shall be in an 
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amount specified by the billing Party which shall not exceed a rate of one-and
one-half percent (1.5%) of the overdue amount (including any unpaid previously 
billed late payment charges) per month. 

9.5 	 Although it is the intent of both Parties to submit timely statements of charges, 
failure by either Party to present statements to the other Party in a timely manner 
shall not constitute a breach or default, or a waiver of the right to payment of the 
incurred charges, by the billing Party under this Agreement, and, except for 
assertion of a provision of Applicable Law that limits the period in which a suit or 
other proceeding can be brought before a court or other governmental entity of 
appropriate jurisdiction to collect amounts due, the billed Party shall not be 
entitled to dispute the billing Party's statement(s) based on the billing Party's 
failure to submit them in a timely fashion. 

10. 	 Confidentiality 

10.1 	 As used in this Section 10, "Confidential Information" means the following 
information that is disclosed by one Party ("Disclosing Party") to the other Party 
("Receiving Party") in connection with, or anticipation of, this Agreement: 

10.1.1 	 Books, records, documents and other information disclosed in an audit 
pursuant to Section 7; 

10.1.2 	 Any forecasting information provided pursuant to this Agreement; 

10.1.3 	 Customer Information (except to the extent that (a) the Customer 
information is published in a directory, (b) the Customer information is 
disclosed through or in the course of furnishing a Telecommunications 
Service. such as directory assistance. operator service. Caller ID or 
similar service, or LlDB service. or (c) the Customer to whom the 
Customer Information is related has authorized the Receiving Party to 
use and/or disclose the Customer Information); 

10.1.4 	 information related to specific facilities or equipment (including, but not 
limited to, cable and pair information); 

10.1.5 	 any information that is in written, graphic. electromagnetic, or other 
tangible form, and marked at the time of disclosure as "Confidential" or 
"Proprietary"; and 

10.1.6 	 any information that is communicated orally or visually and declared to 
the Receiving Party at the time of disclosure. and by written notice with 
a statement of the information given to the Receiving Party within ten 
(10) days after disclosure. to be "Confidential" or "Proprietary". 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a Party shall have the 
right to refuse to accept receipt of information which the other Party has identified 
as Confidential Information pursuant to Sections 10.1.5 or 10.1.6. 

10.2 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, the Receiving Party shall: 

10.2.1 	 use the Confidential Information received from the Disclosing Party 
only in performance of this Agreement; and 

10.2.2 	 using the same degree of care that it uses with similar confidential 
information of its own (but in no case a degree of care that is less than 
commercially reasonable), hold Confidential Information received from 
the Disclosing P arty in confidence and restrict disclosure of the 
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Confidential Information solely to those of the Receiving Party's 
Affiliates and the directors, officers, employees, Agents and 
contractors of the Receiving Party and the Receiving Party's Affiliates, 
that have a need to receive such Confidential Information in order to 
perform the Receiving Party's obligations under this Agreement. The 
Receiving Party's Affiliates and the directors, officers, employees, 
Agents and contractors of the Receiving Party and the Receiving 
Party's Affiliates, shall be required by the Receiving Party to comply 
with the provisions of this Section 10 in the same manner as the 
Receiving Party. The Receiving Party shall be liable for any failure of 
the Receiving Party's Affiliates or the directors, officers, employees, 
Agents or contractors of the Receiving Party or the Receiving Party's 
Affiliates, to comply with the provisions of this Section 10. 

10.3 	 The Receiving Party shall return or destroy all Confidential Information received 
from the Disclosing Party, including any copies made by the Receiving Party, 
within thirty (30) days after a written request by the Disclosing Party is delivered 
to the Receiving Party, except for (a) Confidential Information that the Receiving 
Party reasonably requires to perform its obligations under this Agreement, and 
(b) one copy for archival purposes only. 

10.4 	 Unless otherwise agreed, the obligations of Sections 10.2 and 10.3 do not apply 
to information that: 

10.4.1 	 was, at the time of receipt, already in the possession of or known to 
the Receiving Party free of any obligation of confidentiality and 
restriction on use; 

10.4.2 	 is or becomes publicly available or known through no wrongful act of 
the Receiving Party, the Receiving Party's Affiliates, or the directors, 
officers, employees, Agents or contractors of the Receiving Party or 
the Receiving Party's Affiliates; 

10.4.3 	 is rightfully received from a third person having no direct or indirect 
obligation of confidentiality or restriction on use to the Disclosing Party 
with respect to such information; 

10.4.4 	 is independently developed by the Receiving Party; 

10.4.5 	 is approved for disclosure or use by written authorization of the 
Disclosing Party (including, but not limited to, in this Agreement); or 

10.4.6 	 is required to be disclosed by the Receiving Party pursuant to 
Applicable Law, provided that the Receiving Party shall have made 
commercially reasonable efforts to give adequate notice of the 
requirement to the Disclosing Party in order to enable the Disclosing 
Party to seek protective arrangements. 

10.5 	 Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 10.1 through 10.4, the Receiving 
Party may use and disclose Confidential Information received from the Disclosing 
Party to the extent necessary to enforce the Receiving Party's rights under this 
Agreement or Applicable Law. In making any such disclosure, the Receiving 
Party shall make reasonable efforts to preserve the confidentiality and restrict the 
use of the Confidential Information while it is in the possession of any person to 
whom it is disclosed, including, but not limited to, by requesting any 
governmental entity to whom the Confidential Information is disclosed to treat it 
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as confidential and restrict its use to purposes related to the proceeding pending 
before it. 

10.6 	 The Disclosing Party shall retain all of the Disclosing Party's right, title and 
interest in any Confidential Information disclosed by the Disclosing Party to the 
Receiving Party. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no 
license is granted by this Agreement with respect to any Confidential Information 
(including, but not limited to, under any patent, trademark or copyright), nor is 
any such license to be implied solely by virtue of the disclosure of Confidential 
Information. 

10.7 	 The provisions of this Section 10 shall be in addition to and not in derogation of 
any provisions of Applicable Law, including, but not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, 
and are not intended to constitute a waiver by a Party of any right with regard to 
the use, or protection of the confidentiality of, CPNI provided by Applicable Law. 

10.8 	 Each Party's obligations under this Section 10 shall survive expiration, 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

11. 	 Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. 

12. 	 Default 

If either Party ("Defaulting Party") fails to make a payment required by this Agreement 
(including, but not limited to, any payment required by Section 9.3 of undisputed amounts 
to the billing Party) or materially breaches any other material provision of this Agreement. 
and such failure or breach continues for thirty (30) days after written notice thereof from 
the other Party, the other Party may, by written notice to the Defaulting Party, (a) 
suspend the provision of any or all Services hereunder, or (b) cancel this Agreement and 
terminate the provision of all Services hereunder. 

13. 	 Discontinuance of Service by ··'"CLEC Acronym TE'"·· 

13.1 	 If .... CLEC Acronym TE· .... proposes to discontinue. or actually discontinues. its 
provision of service to all or substantially all of its Customers, whether voluntarily, 
as a result of bankruptcy, or for any other reason, ·"CLEC Acronym TE .... shall 
send written notice of such discontinuance to Verizon. the Commission, and each 
of ""'CLEC Acronym TE"""s Customers. • ....CLEC Acronym TE""· shall provide 
such notice such number of days in advance of discontinuance of its service as 
shall be required by Applicable Law. Unless the period for advance notice of 
discontinuance of service required by Applicable Law is more than thirty (30) 
days, to the extent commercially feasible, ·"'CLEC Acronym TE ....• shall send 
such notice at least thirty (30) days prior to its discontinuance of service. 

13.2 	 Such notice must advise each .... CLEC Acronym TE m Customer that unless 
action is taken by the ···CLEC Acronym TE"" Customer to switch to a different 
carrier prior to """CLEC Acronym TE""··s proposed discontinuance of service, the 
**"CLEC Acronym TE""· Customer will be without the service provided by 
•....CLEC Acronym TE" .... to the .... CLEC Acronym TE·.... Customer. 

13.3 	 Should a .....CLEC Acronym TE"'" Customer subsequently become a Verizon 
Customer, """CLEC Acronym TE·'" shall provide Verizon with all information 
necessary for Verizon to establish service for the ·**CLEC Acronym TE"·" 
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Customer, including, but not limited to, the ***CLEC Acronym TE..... Customer's 
billed name, listed name, service address, and billing address, and the services 
being provided to the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer. 

13.4 	 Nothing in this Section 13 shall limit Verizon's right to cancel or terminate this 
Agreement or suspend provision of Services under this Agreement. 

14. 	 Dispute Resolution 

14.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any dispute between the Parties 
regarding the interpretation or enforcement of this Agreement or any of its terms 
shall be addressed by good faith negotiation between the Parties. To initiate 
such negotiation, a Party must provide to the other Party written notice of the 
dispute that includes both a detailed description of the dispute or alleged 
nonperformance and the name of an individual who will serve as the initiating 
Party's representative in the negotiation. The other Party shall have ten 
Business Days to designate its own representative in the negotiation. The 
Parties' representatives shall meet at least once within 45 days after the date of 
the initiating Party's written notice in an attempt to reach a good faith resolution 
of the dispute. Upon agreement, the Parties' representatives may utilize other 
alternative dispute resolution procedures such as private mediation to assist in 
the negotiations. 

14.2 	 If the Parties have been unable to resolve the dispute within 45 days of the date 
of the initiating Party's written notice, either Party may pursue any remedies 
available to it under this Agreement, at law, in equity, or otherwise, including, but 
not limited to, instituting an appropriate proceeding before the Commission, the 
FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction. 

15. 	 Force Majeure 

15.1 	 Neither Party shall be responsible for any delay or failure in performance which 
results from causes beyond its reasonable control ("Force Majeure Events"), 
whether or not foreseeable by such Party. Such Force Majeure Events include, 
but are not limited to, adverse weather conditions, flood, fire, explosion, 
earthquake, volcanic action, power failure, embargo, boycott, war, revolution, civil 
commotion, act of public enemies, labor unrest (including, but not limited to, 
strikes, work stoppages, slowdowns, picketing or boycotts), inability to obtain 
equipment, parts, software or repairs thereof, acts or omissions of the other 
Party, and acts of God. 

15.2 	 If a Force Majeure Event occurs, the non-performing Party shall give prompt 
notification of its inability to perform to the other Party. During the period that the 
non-performing Party is unable to perform, the other Party shall also be excused 
from performance of its obligations to the extent such obligations are reciprocal 
to, or depend upon, the performance of the non-performing Party that has been 
prevented by the Force Majeure Event. The non-performing Party shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts to avoid or remove the cause(s) of its non
performance and both Parties shall proceed to perform once the cause(s) are 
removed or cease. 

15.3 	 Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 15.1 and 15.2, in no case shall a 
Force Majeure Event excuse either Party from an obligation to pay money as 
required by this Agreement. 
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15.4 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall require the non-performing Party to settle any 
labor dispute except as the non-performing Party, in its sole discretion, 
determines appropriate. 

16. 	 Forecasts 

In addition to any other forecasts required by this Agreement, upon request by Verizon, 
***ClEC Acronym TE*** shall provide to Verizon forecasts regarding the Services that 
***ClEC Acronym TE*** expects to purchase from Verizon, including, but not limited to, 
forecasts regarding the types and volumes of Services that ***ClEC Acronym TE*** 
expects to purchase and the locations where such Services will be purchased. 

17. 	 Fraud 

*....ClEC Acronym TE**" assumes responsibility for all fraud associated with its 
Customers and accounts. Verizon shall bear no responsibility for, and shall have no 
obligation to investigate or make adjustments to **"ClEC Acronym TE***'s account in 
cases of, fraud by ......ClEC Acronym TE**"'s Customers or other third parties. 

18. 	 Good Faith Performance 

The Parties shall act in good faith in their performance of this Agreement. Except as 
otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement (including, but not limited to, where 
consent, approval, agreement or a similar action is stated to be within a Party's sole 
discretion), where consent, approval, mutual agreement or a similar action is required by 
any provision of this Agreement, such action shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed. If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of 
this Agreement, has not provided in the State of [State) a Service offered under this 
Agreement, Verizon reserves the right to negotiate in good faith with ""*ClEC Acronym 
TE.... reasonable terms and conditions (including, without limitation, rates and 
implementation timeframes) for such Service; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such 
terms and conditions (including, without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes), 
either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. 

19. 	 Headings 

The headings used in the Principal Document are inserted for convenience of reference 
only and are not intended to be a part of or to affect the meaning of the Principal 
Document. 

20. 	 Indemnification 

20.1 	 Each Party ("Indemnifying Party") shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the 
other Party ("Indemnified Party"), the Indemnified Party's Affiliates, and the 
directors, officers and employees of the Indemnified Party and the Indemnified 
Party's Affiliates, from and against any and all Claims that arise out of bodily 
injury to or death of any person, or damage to, or destruction or loss of, tangible 
real and/or personal property of any person, to the extent such injury, death, 
damage, destruction or loss, was proximately caused by the grossly negligent or 
intentionally wrongful acts or omissions of the Indemnifying Party, the 
Indemnifying Party's Affiliates, or the directors, officers, employees, Agents or 
contractors (excluding the Indemnified Party) of the Indemnifying Party or the 
Indemnifying Party's Affiliates, in connection with this Agreement. 

20.2 	 Indemnification Process. 
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20.2.1 

20.2.2 

20.2.3 

20.2.4 

20.2.5 

20.2.6 

20.2.7 

As used in this Section 20, "Indemnified Person" means a person 
whom an Indemnifying Party is obligated to indemnify, defend and/or 
hold harmless under Section 20.1. 

An Indemnifying Party's obligations under Section 20.1 shall be 
conditioned upon the following: 

The Indemnified Person: (a) shall give the Indemnifying Party notice 
of the Claim promptly after becoming aware thereof (including a 
statement of facts known to the Indemnified Person related to the 
Claim and an estimate of the amount thereof); (b) prior to taking any 
material action with respect to a Third Party Claim, shall consult with 
the Indemnifying Party as to the procedure to be followed in defending, 
settling, or compromising the Claim; (c) shall not consent to any 
settlement or compromise of a Third Party Claim without the written 
consent of the Indemnifying Party; (d) shall permit the Indemnifying 
Party to assume the defense of a Third Party Claim (including, except 
as provided below, the compromise or settlement thereof) at the 
Indemnifying Party's own cost and expense, provided, however, that 
the Indemnified Person shall have the right to approve the 
Indemnifying Party's choice of legal counsel. 

Ifthe Indemnified Person fails to comply with Section 20.2.3 with 
respect to a Claim, to the extent such failure shall have a material 
adverse effect upon the Indemnifying Party, the Indemnifying Party 
shall be relieved of its obligation to indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless the Indemnified Person with respect to such Claim under this 
Agreement. 

Subject to 20.2.6 and 20.2.7, below, the Indemnifying Party shall have 
the authority to defend and settle any Third Party Claim. 

With respect to any Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Person shall be 
entitled to participate with the I ndemnifying Party in the defense of the 
Claim if the Claim requests equitable relief or other relief that could 
affect the rights of the Indemnified Person. In so participating, the 
Indemnified Person shall be entitled to employ separate counsel for 
the defense at the Indemnified Person's expense. The Indemnified 
Person shall also be entitled to participate, at its own expense, in the 
defense of any Claim, as to any portion of the Claim as to which it is 
not entitled to be indemnified, defended and held harmless by the 
Indemnifying Party. 

In no event shall the Indemnifying Party settle a Third Party Claim or 
consent to any judgment with regard to a Third Party Claim without the 
prior written consent of the Indemnified Party, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. In the event the 
settlement or judgment requires a contribution from or affects the 
rights of an Indemnified Person, the Indemnified Person shall have the 
right to refuse such settlement or judgment with respect to itself and, 
at its own cost and expense, take over the defense against the Third 
Party Claim, provided that in such event the Indemnifying Party shall 
not be responsible for, nor shall it be obligated to indemnify or hold 
harmless the Indemnified Person against, the Third Party Claim for 
any amount in excess of such refused settlement or judgment. 
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20.2.8 	 The Indemnified Person shall, in all cases, assert any and all 
provisions in applicable Tariffs and Customer contracts that limit 
liability to third persons as a bar to, or limitation on, any recovery by a 
third-person claimant. 

20.2.9 	 The Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Person shall offer each 
other all reasonable cooperation and assistance in the defense of any 
Third Party Claim. 

20.3 	 Each Party agrees that it will not implead or bring any action against the other 
Party, the other Party's Affiliates, or any of the directors, officers or employees of 
the other Party or the other Party's Affiliates, based on any claim by any person 
for personal injury or death that occurs in the course or scope of employment of 
such person by the other Party or the other Party's Affiliate and that arises out of 
performance of this Agreement. 

20.4 	 Each Party's obligations under this Section 20 shall survive expiration, 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

21. 	 Insurance 

21.1 	 ·*"CLEC Acronym Tp·* shall maintain during the term of this Agreement and for 
a period of two years thereafter all insurance required to satisfy its obligations 
under this Agreement (including, but not limited to, its obligations set forth in 
Section 20 hereof) and all insurance required by Applicable Law. The insurance 
shall be obtained from an insurer having an A.M. Best insurance rating of at least 
A-, financial size category VII or greater. At a minimum and without limiting the 
foregoing undertaking, *··CLEC Acronym TE**" shall maintain the following 
insurance: 

21.1.1 	 Commercial General Liability Insurance, on an occurrence basis, 
including but not limited to, premises-operations, broad form property 
damage, products/completed operations. contractual liability, 
independent contractors. and personal injury, with limits of at least 
$2,000,000 combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.2 	 Commercial Motor Vehicle Liability Insurance covering all owned, 
hired and non-owned vehicles, with limits of at least $2,000,000 
combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.3 	 Excess Liability Insurance, in the umbrella form, with limits of at least 
$10,000.000 combined single limit for each occurrence. 

21.1.4 	 Worker's Compensation Insurance as required by Applicable Law and 
Employer's Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $2,000,000 
per occurrence. 

21.1.5 	 All risk property insurance on a full replacement cost basis for all of 
·**CLEC Acronym TE**·'s real and personal property located at any 
Collocation site or otherwise located on or in any Verizon premises 
(whether owned, leased or otherwise occupied by Verizon), facility, 
equipment or right-of-way. 

21.2 	 Any deductibles, self-insured retentions or loss limits ("Retentions") for the 
foregoing insurance must be disclosed on the certificates of insurance to be 
provided to Verizon pursuant to Sections 21.4 and 21.5, and Verizon reserves 
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the right to reject any such Retentions in its reasonable discretion. All Retentions 
shall be the responsibility of ""ClEC Acronym TE***. 

21.3 	 ....ClEC Acronym TE*** shall name Verizon and Verizon's Affiliates as additional 
insureds on the foregoing liability insurance. 

21.4 	 ***ClEC Acronym TE*** shall, within two (2) weeks of the Effective Date hereof 
at the time of each renewal of, or material change in, ***ClEC Acronym TE***'s 
insurance policies, and at such other times as Verizon may reasonably specify, 
furnish certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance reasonably 
acceptable to Verizon. The certificates or other proof of the foregoing insurance 
shall be sent to: Director-Negotiations, Verizon Partner Solutions, 600 Hidden 
Ridge, HQEWMNOTICES, Irving, TX 75038. 

21.5 	 **"ClEC Acronym TE"** shall require its contractors, if any, that may enter upon 
the premises or access the facilities or equipment of Verizon or Verizon's 
affiliates to maintain insurance in accordance with Sections 21.1 through 21.3 
and, if requested, to furnish Verizon certificates or other adequate proof of such 
insurance acceptable to Verizon in accordance with Section 21.4. 

21.6 	 Failure of u*ClEC Acronym TE*** or ""*ClEC Acronym TP**'s contractors to 
maintain insurance and provide certificates of insurance as required in Sections 
21.1 through 21.5, above, shall be deemed a material breach of this Agreement. 

21.7 	 Certificates furnished by "*ClEC Acronym TE*** or "'*ClEC Acronym TE***'s 
contractors shall contain a clause stating: "**"Verizon Company Full Name 1 
TXT*"" shall be notified in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation of, 
or any material change in, the insurance." 

22. 	 Intellectual Property 

22.1 	 Except as expressly stated in this Agreement, this Agreement shall not be 
construed as granting a license with respect to any patent, copyright, trade 
name, trademark, service mark, trade secret or any other intellectual property, 
now or hereafter owned, controlled or licensable by either Party. Except as 
expressly stated in this Agreement, neither Party may use any patent, 
copyrightable materials, trademark, trade name, trade secret or other intellectual 
property right, of the other Party except in accordance with the terms of a 
separate license agreement between the Parties granting such rights. 

22.2 	 Except as stated in Section 22.4, neither Party shall have any obligation to 
defend, indemnify or hold harmless, or acquire any license or right for the benefit 
of. or owe any other obligation or have any liability to, the other Party or its 
Affiliates or Customers based on or ariSing from any Third Party Claim alleging or 
asserting that the provision or use of any service, facility, arrangement, or 
software by either Party under this Agreement. or the performance of any service 
or method. either alone or in combination with the other Party, constitutes direct, 
vicarious or contributory infringement or inducement to infringe, or misuse or 
misappropriation of any patent, copyright. trademark, trade secret, or any other 
proprietary or intellectual property right of any Party or third person. Each Party. 
however, shall offer to the other reasonable cooperation and assistance in the 
defense of any such claim. 

22.3 	 NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE 
PARTIES AGREE THAT NEITHER PARTY HAS MADE, AND THAT THERE 
DOES NOT EXIST, ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. THAT THE 
USE BY EACH PARTY OF THE OTHER'S SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER 
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THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT GIVE RISE TO A CLAIM OF INFRINGEMENT, 
MISUSE, OR MISAPPROPRIATION OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
RIGHT. 

22.4 	 ·"CLEC Acronym TE"** agrees that the Services provided by Verizon hereunder 
shall be subject to the terms, conditions and restrictions contained in any 
applicable agreements (including, but not limited to software or other intellectual 
property license agreements) between Verizon and Verizon's vendors. Verizon 
agrees to advise ***CLEC Acronym TE"**, directly or through a third party, of any 
such terms, conditions or restrictions that may limit any ***CLEC Acronym TE·*" 
use of a Service provided by Verizon that is otherwise permitted by this 
Agreement. At "·CLEC Acronym TE·"'s written request, to the extent required 
by Applicable Law, Verizon will use Verizon's best efforts, as commercially 
practicable, to obtain intellectual property rights from Verizon's vendor to allow 
**"CLEC Acronym TE.... to use the Service in the same manner as Verizon that 
are coextensive with Verizon's intellectual property rights, on terms and 
conditions that are equal in quality to the terms and conditions under which 
Verizon has obtained Verizon's intellectual property rights. ""CLEC Acronym 
TE"" shall reimburse Verizon for the cost of obtaining such rights. 

23. 	 Joint Work Product 

The PrinCipal Document is the joint work product of the Parties, has been negotiated by 
the Parties, and shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its terms. In the event of 
any ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against either Party. 

24. 	 Law Enforcement 

24.1 	 Each Party may cooperate with law enforcement authorities and national security 
authorities to the full extent required or permitted by Applicable Law in matters 
related to Services provided by it under this Agreement, including, but not limited 
to, the production of records, the establishment of new lines or the installation of 
new services on an existing line in order to support law enforcement and/or 
national security operations, and, the installation of wiretaps, trap-and-trace 
facilities and equipment, and dialed number recording facilities and equipment. 

24.2 	 A Party shall not have the obligation to inform the other Party or the Customers 
of the other Party of actions taken in cooperating with law enforcement or 
national security authorities, except to the extent required by Applicable Law. 

24.3 	 Where a law enforcement or national security request relates to the 
establishment of lines (including, but not limited to, lines established to support 
interception of communications on other lines), or the installation of other 
services, facilities or arrangements, a Party may act to prevent the other Party 
from obtaining access to information concerning such lines, services, facilities 
and arrangements, through operations support system interfaces. 

25. 	 Liability 

25.1 	 As used in this Section 25, "Service Failure" means a failure to comply with a 
direction to install, restore or terminate Services under this Agreement, a failure 
to provide Services under this Agreement, and failures, mistakes, omissions, 
interruptions, delays, errors, defects or the like, occurring in the course of the 
provision of any Services under this Agreement. 

25.2 	 Except as otherwise stated in Section 25.5, the liability, if any, of a Party, a 
Party's Affiliates, and the directors, officers and employees of a Party and a 
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Party's Affiliates, to the other Party, the other Party's Customers, and to any 
other person, for Claims arising out of a Service Failure shall not exceed an 
amount equal to the pro rata applicable monthly charge for the Services that are 
subject to the Service Failure for the period in which such Service Failure occurs. 

25.3 	 Except as otherwise stated in Section 25.5, a Party, a Party's Affiliates, and the 
directors, officers and employees of a Party and a Party's Affiliates, shall not be 
liable to the other Party, the other Party's Customers, or to any other person, in 
connection with this Agreement (including, but not limited to, in connection with a 
Service Failure or any breach, delay or failure in performance, of this Agreement) 
for special, indirect, incidental, consequential, reliance, exemplary, punitive, or 
like damages, including, but not limited to, damages for lost revenues, profits or 
savings, or other commercial or economic loss, even if the person whose liability 
is excluded by this Section has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

25.4 	 The limitations and exclusions of liability stated in Sections 25.1 through 25.3 
shall apply regardless of the form of a claim or action, whether statutory, in 
contract, warranty, strict liability, tort (including, but not limited to, negligence of a 
Party), or otherwise. 

25.5 	 Nothing contained in Sections 25.1 through 25.4 shall exclude or limit liability: 

25.5.1 	 under Sections 20, Indemnification, or 41, Taxes. 

25.5.2 	 for any obligation to indemnify, defend and/or hold harmless that a 
Party may have under this Agreement. 

25.5.3 	 for damages arising out of or resulting from bodily injury to or death of 
any person, or damage to, or destruction or loss of, tangible real 
and/or personal property of any person, or Toxic or Hazardous 
Substances, to the extent such damages are otherwise recoverable 
under Applicable Law; 

25.5.4 	 for a claim for infringement of any patent, copyright, trade name, trade 
mark, service mark, or other intellectual property interest; 

25.5.5 	 under Section 258 of the Act or any order of FCC or the Commission 
implementing Section 258; or 

25.5.6 	 under the financial incentive or remedy provisions of any service 
quality plan required by the FCC or the Commission. 

25.6 	 In the event that the liability of a Party, a Party's Affiliate, or a director, officer or 
employee of a Party or a Party's Affiliate, is limited and/or excluded under both 
this Section 25 and a provision of an applicable Tariff, the liability of the Party or 
other person shall be limited to the smaller of the amounts for which such Party 
or other person would be liable under this Section or the Tariff provision. 

25.7 	 Each Party shall, in its tariffs and other contracts with its Customers, provide that 
in no case shall the other Party, the other Party's Affiliates, or the directors, 
officers or employees of the other Party or the other Party's Affiliates, be liable to 
such Customers or other third-persons for any special, indirect. incidental, 
consequential, reliance, exemplary, punitive or other damages, arising out of a 
Service Failure. 

26. 	 Network Management 
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27. 

28. 

26.1 	 Cooperation. The Parties will work cooperatively in a commercially reasonable 
manner to install and maintain a reliable network. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** and 
Verizon will exchange appropriate information (e.g., network information, 
maintenance contact numbers, escalation procedures, and information required 
to comply with requirements of law enforcement and national security agencies) 
to achieve this desired reliability. In addition, the Parties will work cooperatively 
in a commercially reasonable manner to apply sound network management 
principles to alleviate or to prevent traffic congestion and subject to Section 17, to 
minimize fraud associated with third number billed calls, calling card calls, and 
other services related to this Agreement. 

26.2 	 Responsibility for Following Standards. Each Party recognizes a responsibility to 
follow the standards that may be agreed to between the Parties and to employ 
characteristics and methods of operation that will not interfere with or impair the 
service, network or facilities of the other Party or any third parties connected with 
or involved directly in the network or facilities of the other. 

26.3 	 Interference or Impairment. If a Party ("Impaired Party") reasonably determines 
that the services, network, facilities, or methods of operation, of the other Party 
("Interfering Party") will or are likely to interfere with or impair the Impaired Party's 
provision of services or the operation of the Impaired Party's network or facilities. 
the Impaired Party may interrupt or suspend any Service provided to the 
Interfering Party to the extent necessary to prevent such interference or 
impairment, subject to the following: 

26.3.1 	 Except in emergency situations (e.g., situations involving a risk of 
bodily injury to persons or damage to tangible property, or an 
interruption in Customer service) or as otherwise provided in this 
Agreement, the Impaired Party shall have given the Interfering Party at 
least ten (10) days' prior written notice of the interference or 
impairment or potential interference or impairment and the need to 
correct the condition within said time period; and taken other actions, if 
any, required by Applicable Law; and, 

26.3.2 	 Upon correction of the interference or impairment, the Impaired Party 
will promptly restore the interrupted or suspended Service. The 
Impaired Party shall not be obligated to provide an out-of-service 
credit allowance or other compensation to the Interfering Party in 
connection with the suspended Service. 

26.4 	 Outage Repair Standard. In the event of an outage or trouble in any Service 
being provided by a Party hereunder, the Providing Party will follow Verizon's 
standard procedures for isolating and clearing the outage or trouble. 

Non-Exclusive Remedies 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, each of the remedies 
provided under this Agreement is cumUlative and is in addition to any other remedies that 
may be available under this Agreement or at law or in equity. 

Notice of Network Changes 

If a Party makes a change in the information necessary for the transmission and routing 
of services using that Party's facilities or network. or any other change in its facilities or 
network that will materially affect the interoperability of its facilities or network with the 
other Party's facilities or network, the Party making the change shall publish notice of the 
change at least ninety (90) days in advance of such change. and shall use reasonable 
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efforts. as commercially practicable. to publish such notice at least one hundred eighty 
(180) days in advance of the change; provided. however. that if an earlier publication of 
notice of a change is required by Applicable Law (including. but not limited to. 47 CFR 
51.325 through 51.335) notice shall be given at the time required by Applicable Law. 

29. 	 Notices 

29.1 	 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement. notices given by one Party to 
the other Party under this Agreement: 

29.1.1 	 shall be in writing; 

29.1.2 	 shall be delivered (a) personally. (b) by express delivery service with 
next Business Day delivery. (c) by first class. certified or registered 
U.S. mail. postage prepaid. or (d) by facsimile telecopy. with a copy 
delivered in accordance with (a). (b) or (c). preceding; and 

29.1.3 	 shall be delivered to the following addresses of the Parties: 

To ·"CLEC Acronym TE***: 

To Verizon: 

Director·Negotiations 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
600 Hidden Ridge 
HQEWMNOTICES 
Irving. TX 75038 
Facsimile Number: (972) 719·1519 
Internet Address: wmnotices@verizon.com 

with a copy to: 
Vice President and Deputy General Counsel 
Verizon Partner Solutions 
1320 North Court House Road 
9th Floor 
Arlington, VA 22201 
Facsimile: (703) 351·3656 

or to such other address as either Party shall designate by proper notice. 

Notices will be deemed given as of the earlier of (a) where there is personal 
delivery of the notice, the date of actual receipt. (b) where the notice is sent via 
express delivery service for next Business Day delivery, the next Business Day 
after the notice is sent, (c) where the notice is sent via First Class U.S. Mail. 
three (3) Business Days after mailing. (d) where notice is sent via certified or 
registered U.S. mail. the date of receipt shown on the Postal Service receipt, and 
(e) where the notice is sent via facsimile telecopy, if the notice is sent on a 
Business Day and before 5 PM. in the time zone where it is received, on the date 
set forth on the telecopy confirmation. or if the notice is sent on a non·Business 
Day or if the notice is sent after 5 PM in the time zone where it is received. the 
next Business Day after the date set forth on the telecopy confirmation. 

···CLEC Acronym Tp·· shall notify Verizon. by written notice pursuant to this 
Section 29, of any changes in the addresses or other ..··CLEC Acronym TE··· 
contact information identified under Section 29.1.3 above. 
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30. 	 Ordering and Maintenance 

***CLEC Acronym TE....* shall use Verizon's electronic Operations Support System 
access platforms to submit Orders and requests for maintenance and repair of Services, 
and to engage in other pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair 
transactions. If Verizon has not yet deployed an electronic capability for ***CLEC 
Acronym TE* .... to perform a pre-ordering. ordering. provisioning. maintenance or repair, 
transaction offered by Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall use such other processes 
as Verizon has made available for performing such transaction (including, but not limited. 
to submission of Orders by telephonic facsimile transmission and placing trouble reports 
by voice telephone transmission). 

31. 	 Performance Standards 

31.1 	 Verizon shall provide Services under this Agreement in accordance with the 
performance standards required by Applicable Law, including, but not limited to, 
Section 251(c) of the Act. 

31.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide Services under this Agreement in 
accordance with the performance standards required by Applicable Law. 

32. 	 Point of Contact for ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers 

32.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE* .... shall establish telephone numbers and mailing 
addresses at which "**CLEC Acronym TE...... Customers may communicate with 
*"CLEC Acronym TE*** and shall advise ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers of 
these telephone numbers and mailing addresses. 

32.2 	 Except as otherwise agreed to by Verizon, Verizon shall have no obligation, and 
may decline, to accept a communication from a "**CLEC Acronym TE*** 
Customer, including, but not limited to. a "*CLEC Acronym TE*"* Customer 
request for repair or maintenance of a Verizon Service provided to "·CLEC 
Acronym TE***. 

33. 	 Predecessor Agreements 

33.1 	 Except as stated in Section 33.2 or as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties: 

33.1.1 	 Further to the provisions of Section 1 of the General Terms and 
Conditions of this Agreement, any prior interconnection or resale 
agreement between the Parties for the State of [State] pursuant to 
Section 252 of the Act and in effect prior to the Effective Date is 
hereby amended. extended and restated; and 

33.1.2 	 any Services that were purchased by one Party from the other Party 
under a prior interconnection or resale agreement between the Parties 
for the State of [State] pursuant to Section 252 of the Act and in effect 
prior to the Effective Date, shall as of the Effective Date be subject to 
and purchased under this Agreement. 

33.2 	 Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, if a Service purchased by a 
Party under a prior interconnection or resale agreement between the Parties 
pursuant to Section 252 of the Act was subject to a contractual commitment that 
it would be purchased for a period of longer than one month, and such period 
had not yet expired as of the Effective Date and the Service had not been 
terminated prior to the Effective Date. to the extent not inconsistent with this 
Agreement, such commitment shall remain in effect and the Service will be 
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purchased under this Agreement; provided. that if this Agreement would 
materially alter the terms of the commitment, either Party may elect to cancel the 
commitment. 

33.3 	 If either Party elects to cancel the commitment pursuant to the proviso in Section 
33.2, the Purchasing Party shall not be liable for any termination charge that 
would otherwise have applied. However, if the commitment was cancelled by the 
Purchasing Party, the Providing Party shall be entitled to payment from the 
Purchasing Party of the difference between the price of the Service that was 
actually paid by the Purchasing Party under the commitment and the price of the 
Service that would have applied if the commitment had been to purchase the 
Service only until the time that the commitment was cancelled. 

34. 	 Publicity and Use of Trademarks or Service Marks 

34.1 	 A Party, its Affiliates, and their respective contractors and Agents, shall not use 
the other Party's trademarks, service marks, logos or other proprietary trade 
dress, in connection with the sale of products or services, or in any advertising, 
press releases, publicity matters or other promotional materials. unless the other 
Party has given its written consent for such use, which consent the other Party 
may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. 

34.2 	 Neither Party may imply any direct or indirect affiliation with or sponsorship or 
endorsement of it or its services or products by the other Party. 

34.3 	 Any violation of this Section 34 shall be considered a material breach of this 
Agreement. 

35. 	 References 

35.1 	 All references to Sections, Appendices and Exhibits shall be deemed to be 
references to Sections, Appendices and Exhibits of this Agreement unless the 
context shall otherwise require. 

35.2 	 Unless the context shall otherwise require, any reference to a Tariff, agreement, 
technical or other document (including Verizon or third party guides, practices or 
handbooks), or provision of Applicable Law, is to such Tariff, agreement, 
document, or provision of Applicable Law, as amended and supplemented from 
time to time (and, in the case of a Tariff or provision of Applicable Law, to any 
successor Tariff or provision). 

36. 	 Relationship of the Parties 

36.1 	 The relationship of the Parties under this Agreement shall be that of independent 
contractors and nothing herein shall be construed as creating any other 
relationship between the Parties. 

36.2 	 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall make either Party the employee of the 
other, create a partnership, joint venture, or other similar relationship between 
the Parties, or grant to either Party a franchise, distributorship or similar interest. 

36.3 	 Except for provisions herein expressly authorizing a Party to act for another 
Party, nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a Party as a legal representative 
or Agent of the other Party, nor shall a Party have the right or authority to 
assume, create or incur any liability or any obligation of any kind, express or 
implied, against, in the name or on behalf of the other Party unless otherwise 
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expressly permitted by such other Party in writing, which permission may be 
granted or withheld by the other Party in its sole discretion. 

36.4 	 Each Party shall have sole authority and responsibility to hire, fire, compensate, 
supervise, and otherwise control its employees. Agents and contractors. Each 
Party shall be solely responsible for payment of any Social Security or other 
taxes that it is required by Applicable Law to pay in conjunction with its 
employees. Agents and contractors, and for withholding and remitting to the 
applicable taxing authorities any taxes that it is required by Applicable Law to 
collect from its employees. 

36.5 	 Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no Party undertakes 
to perform any obligation of the other Party. whether regulatory or contractual, or 
to assume any responsibility for the management of the other Party's business. 

36.6 	 The relationship of the Parties under this Agreement is a non-exclusive 
relationship. 

37. 	 Reservation of Rights 

37.1 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, neither Party waives, 
and each Party hereby expressly reserves, its rights: (a) to appeal or otherwise 
seek the reversal of and changes in any arbitration decision associated with this 
Agreement; (b) to challenge the lawfulness of this Agreement and any provision 
of this Agreement; (c) to seek changes in this Agreement (including. but not 
limited to, changes in rates, charges and the Services that must be offered) 
through changes in Applicable Law; (d) to challenge the lawfulness and propriety 
of. and to seek to change, any Applicable Law, including. but not limited to any 
rule. regulation. order or decision of the Commission, the FCC, or a court of 
applicable jurisdiction; and (e) to collect debts owed to it under any prior 
interconnection or resale agreements. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
deemed to limit or prejudice any position a Party has taken or may take before 
the Commission. the FCC, any other state or federal regulatory or legislative 
bodies, courts of applicable jurisdiction, or industry fora. The provisions of this 
Section shall survive the expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Agreement. 

37.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** acknowledges ***CLEC Acronym TE*** has been 
advised by Verizon that it is Verizon's position that this Agreement contains 
certain provisions which are intended to reflect Applicable Law and Commission 
and/or FCC arbitration decisions. 

38. 	 Subcontractors 

A Party may use a contractor of the Party (including, but not limited to, an Affiliate of the 
Party) to perform the Party's obligations under this Agreement; provided, that a Party's 
use of a contractor shall not release the Party from any duty or liability to fulfill the Party's 
obligations under this Agreement. 

39. 	 Successors and Assigns 

This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the Parties and their 
respective legal successors and permitted assigns. 

40. 	 Survival 
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The rights, liabilities and obligations of a Party for acts or omissions occurring prior to the 
expiration, cancellation or termination of this Agreement, the rights, liabilities and 
obligations of a Party under any provision of this Agreement regarding confidential 
information (including but not limited to, Section 10), indemnification or defense 
(including, but not limited to, Section 20), or limitation or exclusion of liability (including, 
but not limited to, Section 25), and the rights, liabilities and obligations of a Party under 
any provision of this Agreement which by its terms or nature is intended to continue 
beyond or to be performed after the expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Agreement, shall survive the expiration, cancellation or termination of this Agreement. 

41. 	 Taxes 

41.1 	 In General. With respect to any purchase of Services under this Agreement, if 
any federal, state or local tax, fee, surcharge or other tax-like charge, excluding 
any tax levied on property or net income, (a "Tax") is required or permitted by 
Applicable Law or a Tariff to be collected from the Purchasing Party by the 
Providing Party, then (a) the Providing Party shall bill the Purchasing Party for 
such Tax, as a separately stated item on the invoice, (b) the Purchasing Party 
shall timely remit such Tax to the Providing Party and (c) the Providing Party 
shall timely remit such collected Tax to the applicable taxing authority as and to 
the extent required by Applicable Law. 

41.2 	 Taxes Imposed on the Providing Party or Receipts. With respect to any 
purchase of Services under this Agreement, if any federal, state or local Tax is 
imposed by Applicable Law on the receipts of the Providing Party, and such 
Applicable Law permits the Providing Party to exclude certain receipts received 
from sales to a public utility, distributor, telephone company, local exchange 
carrier, telecommunications company or other communications company 
("Telecommunications Company"), such exclusion being based on the fact that 
the Purchasing Party is also subject to a tax based upon receipts ("Receipts 
Tax"), then the Purchasing Party shall pay and remit the Receipts Tax as 
required by Applicable Law. 

41.3 	 Taxes Imposed on Subscriber. With respect to any purchase of Services under 
this Agreement that are resold to a third party, if any federal. state or local Tax is 
imposed by Applicable Law on the subscriber, end-user, customer or ultimate 
consumer ("Subscriber") in connection with any such purchase, which a 
Telecommunications Company is required to impose andlor collect from a 
Subscriber, or if any federal, state or local Tax is imposed on the Providing Party 
and required by Applicable Law to be passed through to the Subscriber, then the 
PurchaSing Party (a) shall impose andlor collect such Tax from the Subscriber 
and (b) shall timely remit such Tax to the applicable taxing authority. 

41.4 	 Tax Exemptions and Exemption Certificates. If Applicable Law clearly exempts a 
purchase hereunder from a Tax, and if such Applicable Law also provides an 
exemption procedure, such as an exemption certificate requirement. then, if the 
Purchasing Party complies with such procedure, the Providing Party shall not 
collect such Tax during the effective period of such exemption. Such exemption 
shall be effective upon receipt of the exemption certificate or affidavit in 
accordance with the terms set forth in Section 41.7. If Applicable Law clearly 
exempts a purchase hereunder from a Tax, but does not also provide an 
exemption procedure, then the Providing Party shall not collect such Tax jf the 
Purchasing Party (a) furnishes the Providing Party with a letter signed by an 
officer requesting such an exemption and citing the provision in the Applicable 
Law which clearly allows such exemption and (b) supplies the Providing Party 
with an indemnification agreement, acceptable to the Providing Party, which 
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41.5 

41.6 

holds the Providing Party harmless on an after-tax basis with respect to its 
forbearing to coliect such Tax. 

Liability for Uncollected Tax, Interest and Penalty. 

41.5.1 	 If the Providing Party has not received an exemption certificate from 
the Purchasing Party and the Providing Party fails to bill the 
Purchasing Party for any Tax as required by Section 41.1, then, as 
between the Providing Party and the Purchasing Party, (a) the 
Purchasing Party shall remain liable for such unbilled Tax and any 
interest assessed thereon and (b) the Providing Party shall be liable 
for any penalty assessed with respect to such unbilled Tax by a taxing 
authority. 

41.5.2 	 If the Providing Party properly bills the Purchasing Party for any Tax 
but the Purchasing Party fails to remit such Tax to the Providing Party 
as required by Section 41.2, then, as between the Providing Party and 
the Purchasing Party, the Purchasing Party shall be liable for such 
uncollected Tax and any interest assessed thereon, as well as any 
penalty assessed with respect to such uncollected Tax by the 
applicable taxing authority. 

41.5.3 	 If the Providing Party does not collect any Tax as required by Section 
41.1 because the Purchasing Party has provided such Providing Party 
with an exemption certificate that is later found to be inadequate, 
invalid or inapplicable by a taxing authority, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the Purchasing Party, the Purchasing Party shall 
be liable for such uncollected Tax and any interest assessed thereon, 
as well as any penalty assessed with respect to such uncollected Tax 
by the applicable taxing authority. 

41.5.4 	 If the Purchasing Party fails to pay the Receipts Tax as required by 
Section 41.2, then, as between the Providing Party and the 
Purchasing Party, (a) the Providing Party shall be liable for any Tax 
imposed on its receipts and (b) the Purchasing Party shall be liable for 
any interest assessed thereon and any penalty assessed upon the 
Providing Party with respect to such Tax by the applicable taxing 
authority. 

41.5.5 	 If the Purchasing Party fails to impose and/or collect any Tax from 
Subscribers as required by Section 41.3, then, as between the 
Providing Party and the Purchasing Party, the Purchasing Party shall 
remain liable for such uncollected Tax and any interest assessed 
thereon, as well as any penalty assessed with respect to such 
uncollected Tax by the applicable taxing authority. With respect to any 
Tax that the Purchasing Party has agreed to pay, or is required to 
impose on and/or collect from Subscribers, the Purchasing Party 
agrees to indemnify and hold the Providing Party harmless on an after
tax basis for any costs incurred by the Providing Party as a result of 
actions taken by the applicable taxing authority to recover the Tax 
from the Providing Party due to the failure of the Purchasing Party to 
timely pay, or collect and timely remit, such Tax to such authority. 

Audit Cooperation. In the event either Party is audited by a taxing authority, the 
other Party agrees to cooperate fully with the Party being audited in order to 
respond to any audit inquiries in a proper and timely manner so that the audit 
and/or any resulting controversy may be resolved expeditiously. 
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41.7 	 Notices. All notices, affidavits, exemption-certificates or other communications 
required or permitted to be given by either Party to the other, for purposes of this 
Section 41, shall be made in writing and shall be delivered in person or sent by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, or registered mail, or a courier service 
providing proof of service, and sent to the addressees set forth in Section 29 as 
well as to the following: 

To Verizon: 

Verizon Communications 
Tax Department 
One Verizon Way, VC53S-221 
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 

To *"'ClEC Acronym TE***: 

"**ClEC Tax Notification Contact TE""" 

Each Party may from time to time designate another address or other 
addressees by giving notice in accordance with the terms of this Section. Any 
notice or other communication shall be deemed to be given when received. 

42. 	 Technology Upgrades 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall have the right to 
deploy, upgrade, migrate and maintain its network at its discretion. The Parties 
acknowledge that Verizon, at its election, may deploy fiber throughout its network and 
that such fiber deployment may inhibit or facilitate """ClEC Acronym TE""*'s ability to 
provide service using certain technologies. Nothing in this Agreement shall limit 
Verizon's ability to modify its network through the incorporation of new equipment or 
software or otherwise. """ClEC Acronym TE*"* shall be solely responsible for the cost 
and activities associated with accommodating such changes in its own network. 

43. 	 Territory 

43.1 	 This Agreement applies to the territory in which Verizon operates as an 
Incumbent local Exchange Carrier in the State of [State]. Verizon shall be 
obligated to provide Services under this Agreement only within this territory. 

43.2 	 Notwithstanding any other provision ofthis Agreement, Verizon may terminate 
this Agreement as to a specific operating territory or portion thereof ifVerizon 
sells or otherwise transfers its operations in such territory or portion thereof to a 
third-person. Verizon shall provide """ClEC Acronym TEU * with at least 90 
calendar days prior written notice of such termination, which shall be effective 
upon the date specified in the notice. 

44. 	 Third Party Beneficiaries 

Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, this Agreement is for the sole benefit of 
the Parties and their permitted assigns, and nothing herein shall create or be construed 
to provide any third-persons (including, but not limited to, Customers or contractors of a 
Party) with any rights (including, but not limited to, any third-party beneficiary rights) 
hereunder. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, a Party shall have no liability 
under this Agreement to the Customers of the other Party or to any other third person. 

45. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 
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46. 	 252(i) Obligations 

To the extent required by Applicable Law. each Party shall comply with Section 252(i) of 
the Act. To the extent that the exercise by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** of any rights it may 
have under Section 252(i) results in the rearrangement of Services by Verizon, ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall be solely liable for all costs associated therewith, as well as for any 
termination charges associated with the termination of existing Verizon Services. 

47. 	 Use of Service 

Each Party shall make commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that its Customers 
comply with the provisions of this Agreement (including, but not limited to the provisions 
of applicable Tariffs) applicable to the use of Services purchased by it under this 
Agreement. 

48. 	 Waiver 

A failure or delay of either Party to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement. or 
any right or remedy available under this Agreement or at law or in equity. or to require 
performance of any of the provisions of this Agreement. or to exercise any option which is 
provided under this Agreement. shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such 
provisions. rights, remedies or options. 

49. 	 Warranties 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT. NEITHER PARTY MAKES 
OR RECEIVES ANY WARRANTY. EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. WITH RESPECT TO THE 
SERVICES PROVIDED, OR TO BE PROVIDED. UNDER THIS AGREEMENT AND THE 
PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY OTHER WARRANTIES. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO. 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY. WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE WARRANTIES AGAINST INFRINGEMENT. AND 
WARRANTIES ARISING BY TRADE CUSTOM. TRADE USAGE. COURSE OF 
DEALING OR PERFORMANCE, OR OTHERWISE. 

50. 	 Withdrawal of Services 

50.1 	 Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement. except as otherwise 
required by Applicable Law. Verizon may terminate its offering and/or provision of 
any Service under this Agreement upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to 
***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

50.2 	 Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement. except as otherwise 
required by Applicable Law, Verizon may with thirty (3~} days prior written notice 
to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** terminate any provision of this Agreement that 
provides for the payment by Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** of compensation 
related to traffic. including. but not limited to. Reciprocal Compensation and other 
types of compensation for termination of traffic delivered by Verizon to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***. Following such termination. except as otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Parties. Verizon shall be obligated to provide compensation to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** related to traffic only to the extent required by 
Applicable Law. If Verizon exercises its right of termination under this Section. 
the Parties shall negotiate in good faith appropriate substitute provisions for 
compensation related to traffic; provided. however, that except as otherwise 
voluntarily agreed by Verizon in writing in its sole discretion, Verizon shall be 
obligated to provide compensation to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** related to traffic 
only to the extent required by Applicable Law. If within thirty (30) days after 
Verizon's notice of termination the Parties are unable to agree in writing upon 
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mutually acceptable substitute provisions for compensation related to traffic, 
either Party may submit their disagreement to dispute resolution in accordance 
with Section 14 of this Agreement. 
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SIGNATURE PAGE 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of 
the Effective Date. 

***CLEC Full Name TE*** ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT*** 

By: By: 


Printed: ***CLEC Signing Party TE*** Printed: ***Verizon Signing Party's Name MC*** 


Title: ***CLEC Signing Party's Title TE*** Title: ***Verizon Signing Party's Title MC*** 
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GLOSSARY 

1. General Rule 

1,1 	 The provisions of Sections 1.2 through 1.4 and Section 2 apply with regard to the 
Principal Document. Terms used in a Tariff shall have the meanings stated in 
the Tariff, 

1.2 	 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, when a term listed in this Glossary 
is used in the Principal Document, the term shall have the meaning stated in this 
Glossary. A defined term intended to convey the meaning stated in this Glossary 
is capitalized when used, Other terms that are capitalized, and not defined in this 
Glossary or elsewhere in the Principal Document, shall have the meaning stated 
in the Act. Additional definitions that are specific to the matters covered in a 
particular provision of the Principal Document may appear in that provision, To 
the extent that there may be any conflict between a definition set forth in this 
Glossary and any definition in a specific provision, the definition set forth in the 
specific provision shall control with respect to that provision. 

1.3 	 Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, any term defined in this Glossary 
which is defined or used in the singular shall include the plural, and any term 
defined in this Glossary which is defined or used in the plural shall include the 
singular. 

1.4 	 The words "shall" and ·will" are used interchangeably throughout the Principal 
Document and the use of either indicates a mandatory requirement. The use of 
one or the other shall not confer a different degree of right or obligation for either 
Party. 

2. 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 Act. 

The Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. §151 et seq.), as from time to time 
amended (including, but not limited to, by the Telecommunications Act of 1996). 

2.2 	 Advanced Services. 

As a general matter, shall have the meaning set forth by the FCC. 

2.3 	 Affiliate. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.4 	 Agent. 

An agent or servant. 

2.5 	 Agreement. 

This Agreement, as defined in Section 1 of the General Terms and Conditions. 

2.6 	 ALI (Automatic Location Identification) Database. 

The emergency services (E-911) database controlled by Verizon containing 
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caller addressllocation information including the carrier name, National 
Emergency Numbering Administration ("NENA") 10, Call Back Number, and other 
carrier information used to process caller location records. 

2.7 	 Ancillary Traffic. 

All traffic that is destined for ancillary services, or that may have special billing 
requirements, including but not limited to the following: directory assistance, 
911/E-911, operator services (lntraLATA call completion), IntraLATA third party, 
collect and calling card, 800/888 database query and L1DB. 

2.8 	 ANI (Automatic Number Identification). 

The signaling parameter that refers to the number transmitted through the 
network identifying the billing number of the calling party. 

2.9 	 Applicable Law. 

All effective laws, government regulations and government orders, applicable to 
each Party's performance of its obligations under this Agreement. For the 
avoidance of any doubt, when used in relation to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements, the term "Applicable Law" means 
the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

2.10 	 ASR (Access Service Request). 

An industry standard form, which contains data elements and usage rules used 
by the Parties to add, establish, change or disconnect services or trunks for the 
purposes of interconnection. 

2.11 	 ATIS. 

The Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions. 

2.12 	 BFR (Bona Fide Request). 

The process described in the Network Element Attachment that prescribes the 
terms and conditions relating to a Party's request that the other Party provide a 
UNE that it is not otherwise required to provide under the terms of this 
Agreement. 

2.13 	 Business Day. 

Monday through Friday, except for holidays observed by Verizon. 

2.14 	 Calendar Quarter. 

January through March, April through June, July through September, or October 
through December. 

2.15 	 Calendar Year. 

January through December. 

2.16 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.17 	 Call Back Number. 
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A telephone number that can be used by the PSAP to re-contact the location 
from which a 911fE-911 Call was placed. The telephone number mayor may not 
be the telephone number of the station used to originate the 911 fE-911 Call. 

2.18 	 CCS (Common Channel Signaling). 

A method of transmitting call set-up and network control data over a digital 
signaling network separate from the public switched telephone network facilities 
that carry the actual voice or data content of the call. 

2.19 	 Central Office. 

An End Office or Tandem. Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone 
company building in which switching systems and telephone equipment are 
installed. 

2.20 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.21 	 Claims. 

Any and all claims, demands, suits, actions, settlements, judgments, fines, 
penalties, liabilities, injuries, damages, losses, costs (including, but not limited to, 
court costs), and expenses (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney's 
fees). 

2.22 	 CLEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier). 

Any Local Exchange Carrier other than Verizon that is operating as a Local 
Exchange Carrier in the territory in which Verizon operates as an ILEC in the 
State of [State]. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is or shortly will become a CLEC. 

2.23 	 CLLI Codes. 

Common Language Location Identifier Codes. 

2.24 	 CMDS (Centralized Message Distribution System). 

The billing record and clearing house transport system that LECs use to 
exchange out collects and in collects as well as Carrier Access Billing System 
(CABS) records. 

2.25 	 Commission. 

'···State Commission TXT"'". 

2.26 	 Controlling 911 Authority, 

The duly authorized state, county or local government agency empowered by law 
to oversee the 911fE-911 services, operations and systems within a defined 
jurisdiction. 

2.27 	 CPN (Calling Party Number). 

A CCS parameter that identifies the calling party's telephone number. 

2.28 	 CPNI (Customer Proprietary Network Information). 
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Shall have the meaning set forth in Section 222 of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 222. 

2.29 	 Cross Connection. 

For a collocation arrangement, the facilities between the collocating Party's 
equipment and the equipment or facilities of the housing Party (such as the 
housing Party's digital signal cross connect, Main Distribution Frame, or other 
suitable frame or panel). 

2.30 	 Customer. 

A third party residence or business end-user subscriber to Telephone Exchange 
Services provided by either of the Parties. 

2.31 	 Dark Fiber Loop. 

Consists of fiber optiC strand(s) in a Verizon fiber optic cable between Verizon's 
accessible terminal. such as the fiber distribution frame, or its functional 
equivalent, located within a Verizon End Office, and Verizon's accessible 
terminal located in Verizon's main termination point at a Customer premises, 
such as a fiber patch panel, and that Verizon has not activated through 
connection to electronics that "light" it and render it capable of carrying 
Telecommunications Services. 

2.32 	 Dark Fiber Transport. 

An optical transmission facility, within a LATA, that Verizon has not activated by 
attaching multiplexing, aggregation or other electronics, between Verizon 
switches (as identified in the LERG) or UNE Wire Centers. 

2.33 	 Dedicated Transport. 

A DSO-, DS1-, or DS3-capacity transmission facility between Verizon switches 
(as identified in the LERG) or UNE Wire Centers, within a LATA, that is dedicated 
to a particular end user or carrier. Dedicated Transport is sometimes referred to 
as dedicated interoffice facilities ("IOF"). Dedicated Transport does not include 
any facility that does not connect a pair of Verizon UNE Wire Centers. 

2.34 	 Default PSAP. 

The PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive a 911/E-911 
Call when it is not feasible to route that 9111E-911 Call to the Designated PSAP. 

2.35 	 Designated PSAP. 

The primary PSAP designated by the Controlling 911 Authority to receive a 
911/E-911 Call based upon the geographic location of the end user. 

2.36 	 Digital Signal Level. 

One of several transmission rates in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.37 	 Discontinued Facility. 

Any facility, element, arrangement or the like that the Federal Unbundling Rules 
do not require Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis to ......CLEe Acronym 
Tp.... , whether because the facility was never subject to an unbundling 
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requirement under the Federal Unbundling Rules, because the facility by 
operation of law has ceased or ceases to be subject to an unbundling 
requirement under the Federal Unbundling Rules, or otherwise. 

2.38 	 DSO (Digital Signal Level 0). 

The 64kbps zero-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.39 	 DS1 (Digital Signal Level 1). 

The 1.544 Mbps first-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.40 	 DS1 Dedicated Transport. 

Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 1.544 Mbps. 

2.41 	 DS3 (Digital Signal Level 3). 

The 44.736 Mbps third-level signal in the time-division multiplex hierarchy. 

2.42 	 DS3 Dedicated Transport. 

Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 44.736 Mbps. 

2.43 	 DS3 Loop. 

A digital transmission channel, between the main distribution frame (or its 
equivalent) in an end user's serving UNE Wire Center and the demarcation point 
at the end user customer's premises, suitable for the transport of isochronous 
bipolar serial data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 DS 1 channels). 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time 
to time. A DS3 Loop requires the electronics necessary to provide the DS3 
transmission rate. 

2.44 	 EMI (Exchange Message Interface). 

Standard used for the interexchange of telecommunications message information 

between local exchange carriers and interexchange carriers for billable, non

billable, sample, settlement and study data. Data is provided between 

companies via a unique record layout that contains Customer billing information, 

account summary and tracking analysis. EMI format is contained in document 

SR-320 published by ATIS. 


2.45 	 End Office. 

A switching entity that is used for connecting lines to lines or lines to trunks for 
the purpose of originating/terminating calls. Sometimes this term is used to refer 
to a telephone company building in which switching systems and telephone 
equipment are installed. 

2.46 	 [Intentionally Left BlankJ. 

2.47 	 Exchange Access. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.48 	 Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. 
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An arrangement that provides a Customer a local calling scope (Extended Area 
Service, "EAS"), outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area. 
Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangements may be either optional or non
optional. "Optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement Traffic" is traffic 
that under an optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement chosen by the 
Customer terminates outside of the Customer's basic exchange serving area. 

2.49 FCC. 

The Federal Communications Commission. 

2.50 FCC Internet Orders. 

The following FCC orders: (a) Order on Remand and Report and Order, In the 
Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Intercarrier Compensation for ISP Bound 
Traffic, FCC 01-131, CC Docket Nos. 96-98 and 99-68,16 FCC Rcd 9151 
(adopted April 18, 2001) (hereinafter the "April 18,2001 FCC Internet Order"); 
and, (b) Order on Remand and Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, In the Matter of High-Cost Universal Service Support; Federal-State 
Joint Board on Universal Service; Lifeline and Link Up; Universal Service 
Contribution Methodology; Numbering Resource Optimization; Implementation of 
the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996; 
Developing a Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; Intercarrier 
Compensation for ISP-Bound Traffic; IP-Enabled Services, FCC 08-262, CC 
Docket Nos. 96-45, 96-98, 99-68, 99-200, 01-92, WC Docket Nos. 03-109, 04
36,05-337,06-122 (adopted November 5,2008) (hereinafter the "November 5, 
2008 FCC Internet Order"). 

2.51 FCC Regulations. 

The unstayed, effective regulations promulgated by the FCC, as amended from 
time to time. 

2.52 Federal Unbundling Rules. 

Any lawful requirement to provide access to unbundled Network Elements or 
Combinations of unbundled Network Elements that is imposed upon Verizon by 
the FCC pursuant to both 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. Any 
reference in this Agreement to "Federal Unbundling Rules" shall not include an 
unbundling requirement if the unbundling requirement does not exist under both 
47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51. 

2.53 Feeder. 

The fiber optic cable (lit or unlit) or metallic portion of a Loop between a serving 
End Office and a remote terminal or feeder/distribution interface. 

2.54 FNID (Fiber Network Interface Device). 

A passive fiber optic demarcation unit designed for the interconnection and 
demarcation of optical fibers between two separate network providers. 

2.55 FTTP Loop. 

A Loop consisting entirely of fiber optic cable, whether dark or lit, that extends 
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from the main distribution frame (or its equivalent) in an end user's serving End 
Office to the demarcation point at the end user's customer premises or to a 
serving area interface at which the fiber optic cable connects to copper or coaxial 
distribution facilities that extend to the end user's customer premises 
demarcation point, provided that all copper or coaxial distribution facilities 
extending from such serving area interface are not more than 500 feet from the 
demarcation point at the respective end users' customer premises; provided, 
however, that in the case of predominantly residential multiple dwelling units 
(MDUs), an FTTP Loop is a Loop consisting entirely of fiber optic cable, whether 
dark or lit, that extends from the main distribution frame (or its equivalent) in the 
End Office that serves the multiunit premises: (a) to or beyond the multiunit 
premises' minimum point of entry (MPOE), as defined in 47 C.F.R. § 68.105; or 
(b) to a serving area interface at which the fiber optic cable connects to copper or 
coaxial distribution facilities that extend to or beyond the multiunit premises' 
MPOE, provided that all copper or coaxial distribution facilities extending from 
such serving area interface are not more than 500 feet from the MPOE at the 
multiunit premises. 

2.56 House and Riser Cable. 

A two-wire metallic distribution facility in Verizon's network between the minimum 
point of entry for a building where a premises of a Customer is located (such a 
point, an "MPOEn 

) and the Rate Demarcation Point for such facility (or NID) if the 
NID is located at such Rate Demarcation Point). 

2.57 Hybrid Loop. 

A Loop composed of both fiber optiC cable and copper wire or cable. An FTTP 
Loop is not a Hybrid Loop. 

2.58 IDLC (Integrated Digital Loop Carrier). 

A subscriber Loop carrier system that integrates within the switch at a DS1 level, 
which is twenty-four (24) Loop transmission paths combined into a 1.544 Mbps 
digital signal. 

2.59 ILEC (Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier). 

Shall have the meaning stated in the Act. 

2.60 Information Access. 

The provision of specialized exchange telecommunications services in 
connection with the origination, termination, transmission, switching, forwarding 
or routing of telecommunications traffic to or from the facilities of a provider of 
information services, including a provider of Internet access or Internet 
transmission services. 

2.61 Inside Wire or Inside Wiring. 

All wire, cable, terminals, hardware, and other equipment or materials, on the 
Customer's side of the Rate Demarcation Point. 

2.62 Interconnection Wire Center. 

A building or portion thereof which serves as the premises for one or more End 
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Offices, Tandems and related facilities. 

2.63 Internet Traffic. 

Any traffic that is transmitted to or returned from the Internet at any point during 
the duration of the transmission. 

2.64 InterLATA Service. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.65 Intra LATA. 

Telecommunications that originate and terminate within the same LATA. 

2.66 [Intentionally Left Blank). 

2.67 ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network). 

A switched network service providing end-to-end digital connectivity for the 
simultaneous transmission of voice and data. Basic Rate Interface-ISDN (BRI
ISDN) provides for digital transmission of two (2) 64 kbps bearer channels and 
one (1) 16 kbps data and signaling channel (2B+D). Primary Rate Interface
ISDN (PRI-ISDN) provides for digital transmission of twenty-three (23) 64 kbps 
bearer channels and one (1) 64 kbps data and signaling channel (23B+D). 

2.68 IXC (lnterexchange Carrier). 

A Telecommunications Carrier that provides, directly or indirectly, InterLA TA or 
IntraLATA Telephone Toll Services. 

2.69 LATA (Local Access and Transport Area). 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.70 LEC (Local Exchange Carrier). 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.71 LERG (Local Exchange Routing Guide). 

A Telcordia Technologies reference containing NPAlNXX routing and homing 
information. 

2.72 LlDB (Line Information Data Base). 

Line Information databases which provide, among other things, calling card 
validation functionality for telephone line number cards issued by Verizon and 
other entities and validation data for collect and third number-billed calls (e.g., 
data for billed number screening). 

2.73 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.74 Line Side. 

An End Office connection that provides transmission, switching and optional 
features suitable for Customer connection to the public switched network, 
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including loop start supervision, ground start supervision and signaling for BRI
ISDN service. 

2.75 	 Loop. 

A transmission path that extends from a Main Distribution Frame or functionally 
comparable piece of equipment in a Customer's serving End Office, to the Rate 
Demarcation Point (or NID if installed at the Rate Demarcation Point) in or at the 
Customer's premises. The actual transmission facilities used to provide a Loop 
may utilize any of several technologies. 

2.76 	 LSR (Local Service Request). 

An industry standard form, which contains data elements and usage rules, used 
by the Parties to establish, add, change or disconnect resold 
Telecommunications Services and Network Elements. 

2.77 	 Maintenance Control Office. 

Either Party's center responsible for control of the maintenance and repair of a 
circuit. 

2.78 	 MDF (Main Distribution Frame). 

The primary point at which outside plant facilities terminate within an 
Interconnection Wire Center. for interconnection to other Telecommunications 
facilities within the Interconnection Wire Center. The distribution frame used to 
interconnect cable pairs and line trunk equipment terminating on a switching 
system. 

2.79 	 Measured Internet Traffic. 

Dial-up, switched Internet Traffic originated by a Customer of one Party on that 
Party's network at a point in a Verizon local calling area. and delivered to a 
Customer or an Internet Service Provider served by the other Party. on that other 
Party's network at a point in the same Verizon local calling area. Verizon local 
calling areas shall be as defined by Verizon. For the purposes of this definition, a 
Verizon local calling area includes a Verizon non-optional Extended Local Calling 
Scope Arrangement, but does not include a Verizon optional Extended Local 
Calling Scope Arrangement. Calls originated on a 1 + presubscription basis, or 
on a casual dialed (1 OXXX/1 01 XXXX) basis, are not considered Measured 
Internet Traffic. For the avoidance of any doubt. Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic 
(I.e.• V/FX Traffic) (as defined in the Interconnection Attachment) does not 
constitute Measured Internet Traffic. 

2.80 	 MECAB (Multiple Exchange Carrier Access Billing). 

A document prepared by the Billing Committee of the Ordering and Billing Forum 
(OBF), which functions under the auspices of the Carrier Liaison Committee 
(CLC) of ATIS. The MECAB document, published by ATIS as "ATIS/OBF
MECAB". as revised from time to time, contains the recommended guidelines for 
the billing of an Exchange Access Service provided by two or more LECs. or by 
one LEC in two or more states. within a single LATA. 

2.81 	 MECOD (Multiple Exchange Carriers Ordering and Design Guidelines for Access 
Services - Industry Support Interface). 
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A document developed by the Ordering/Provisioning Committee under the 
auspices of the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF), which functions under the 
auspices of the Carrier Liaison Committee (ClC) of ATIS. The MECOD 
document, published by ATIS as "ATIS/OBF-MECOD", as revised from time to 
time, establishes methods for processing orders for Exchange Access Service 
that is to be provided by two or more lECs. 

2.82 [Intentionally left Blank]. 

2.83 Mobile Wireless Services. 

Any mobile wireless Telecommunications Service, including any commercial 
mobile radio service. 

2.84 NANP (North American Numbering Plan). 

The system of telephone numbering employed in the United States, Canada, 
Bermuda, Puerto Rico and certain Caribbean islands. The NANP format is a 10
digit number that consist of a 3-digit NPA Code (commonly referred to as the 
area code), followed by a 3-digit NXX code and 4 digit line number. 

2.85 Network Element. 

Shall have the meaning stated in the Act. 

2.86 NID (Network Interface Device). 

The Verizon provided interface terminating Verizon's Telecommunications 
network on the property where the Customer's service is located at a point 
determined by Verizon. The NID contains an FCC Part 68 registered jack from 
which Inside Wire may be connected to Verizon's network. 

2.87 911/E-911 Call(s). 

Call(s) made by the ""ClEC Acronym TE*** end user by dialing the three digit 
telephone number "911" to facilitate the reporting of an emergency requiring 
response by a public safety agency. 

2.88 911/E-911 Service Provider. 

An entity authorized to provide 911/E-911 network and database services within 
a particular jurisdiction. 

2.89 Non-Revertive. 

Where traffic is redirected to a protection line because of failure of a working line 
and the working line is repaired, traffic will remain on the protection line until 
there is either manual intervention or a failure of the protection line. 

2.90 NPA (Numbering Plan Area). 

Also sometimes referred to as an area code, is the first three-digit indicator of 
each 1 O-digit telephone number within the NANP. There are two general 
categories of NPA, "Geographic NPAs" and "Non-Geographic NPAs". A 
Geographic NPA is associated with a defined geographic area, and all telephone 
numbers bearing such NPA are associated with services provided within that 
geographic area. A Non-Geographic NPA, also known as a "Service Access 
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Code" or "SAC Code" is typically associated with a specialized 
Telecommunications Service that may be provided across multiple geographic 
NPA areas. 500,700,800,888 and 900 are examples of Non-Geographic 
NPAs. 

2.91 NXX, NXX Code, Central Office Code or CO Code. 

The three-digit switch entity indicator (Le. the first three digits of a seven-digit 
telephone number). 

2.92 Order. 

An order or application to provide, change or terminate a Service (including, but 
not limited to, a commitment to purchase a stated number or minimum number of 
lines or other Services for a stated period or minimum period of time). 

2.93 Originating Switched Access Detail Usage Data. 

A category 1101XX record as defined in the EMI Telcordia Practice BR-010-200
010. 

2.94 POI (Point of Interconnection). 

The physical location where the Parties' respective facilities physically 
interconnect for the purpose of mutually exchanging their traffic. As set forth in 
the Interconnection Attachment, a Point of Interconnection shall be at (i) a 
technically feasible point on Verizon's network in a LATA and/or (ii) a fiber meet 
pOint to which the Parties mutually agree under the terms of this Agreement. By 
way of example, a technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA would include an applicable Verizon Tandem Interconnection 
Wire Center or Verizon End Office Interconnection Wire Center but, 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or otherwise, would not 
include a *"'*CLEC Acronym TE*- Interconnection Wire Center, ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** switch or any portion of a transport facility provided by Verizon to 
***CLEC Acronym TE**'" or another party between (x) a Verizon Interconnection 
Wire Center or switch and (y) the Interconnection Wire Center or switch of 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** or another party. 

2.95 Primary Reference Source. 

Equipment that provides a timing signal to synchronize network elements. 

2.96 Principal Document. 

This document, including, but not limited to, the Title Page, the Table of 
Contents, the Preface, the General Terms and Conditions, the signature page, 
this Glossary, the Attachments, and the Appendices to the Attachments. 

2.97 Providing Party. 

A Party offering or providing a Service to the other Party under this Agreement. 

2.98 PSAP. 

Public Safety Answering Point. 

2.99 Purchasing Party. 
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A Party requesting or receiving a Service from the other Party under this 
Agreement. 

2.100 Qualifying UNE. 

An unbundled Network Element or a combination of unbundled Network 
Elements obtained, pursuant to the Federal Unbundling Rules, under this 
Agreement or a Verizon UNE Tariff. 

2.101 Qualifying Wholesale Services. 

Wholesale services obtained from Verizon under a Verizon access Tariff or a 
separate wholesale agreement. 

2.102 Rate Center Area. 

The geographic area that has been identified by a given LEC as being 
associated with a particular NPA-NXX code assigned to the LEC for its provision 
of Telephone Exchange Services. The Rate Center Area is the exclusive 
geographic area that the LEC has identified as the area within which it will 
provide Telephone Exchange Services bearing the particular NPA-NXX 
designation associated with the specific Rate Center Area. 

2.103 Rate Center Point. 

A specific geographic point, defined by a V&H coordinate, located within the Rate 
Center Area and used to measure distance for the purpose of billing for distance
sensitive Telephone Exchange Services and Toll Traffic. Pursuant to Telcordia 
Practice BR-795-100-100, the Rate Center Point may be an End Office location, 
or a "LEC Consortium Point of Interconnection" 

2.104 Rate Demarcation Point. 

The physical point in a Verizon provided network facility at which Verizon's 
responsibility for maintaining that network facility ends and the Customers 
responsibility for maintaining the remainder of the facility begins, as set forth in 
this Agreement, Verizon's applicable Tariffs, if any, or as otherwise prescribed 
under Applicable Law. 

2.105 Reciprocal Compensation. 

The arrangement for recovering, in accordance with Section 251 (b)(5) of the Act, 
the FCC Internet Orders, and other applicable FCC orders and FCC Regulations, 
costs incurred for the transport and termination of Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic originating on one Party's network and terminating on the other Party's 
network (as set forth in Section 7 of the Interconnection Attachment). 

2.106 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. 

Telecommunications traffic originated by a Customer of one Party on that Party's 
network and terminated to a Customer of the other Party on that other Party's 
network, except for Telecommunications traffic that is interstate or intrastate 
Exchange Access, Information Access, or exchange services for Exchange 
Access or Information Access. The determination of whether 
Telecommunications traffic is Exchange Access or Information Access shall be 
based upon Verizon's local calling areas as defined by Verizon. Reciprocal 
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Compensation Traffic does not include the following traffic (it being understood 
that certain traffic types will fall into more than one (1) of the categories below 
that do not constitute Reciprocal Compensation Traffic): (1) any Internet Traffic; 
(2) traffic that does not originate and terminate within the same Verizon local 
calling area as defined by Verizon, and based on the actual originating and 
terminating points of the complete end-to-end communication; (3) Toll Traffic. 
including. but not limited to, calls originated on a 1+ presubscription basis, or on 
a casual dialed (1 OXXX/1 01XXXX) basis; (4) Optional Extended Local Calling 
Scope Arrangement Traffic; (5) special access. private line. Frame Relay, ATM, 
or any other traffic that is not switched by the terminating Party; (6) Tandem 
Transit Traffic; (7) Voice Information Service Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of 
the Additional Services Attachment): or, (8) Virtual Foreign Exchange Traffic (or 
VlFX Traffic) (as defined in the Interconnection Attachment). For the purposes of 
this definition, a Verizon local calling area includes a Verizon non-optional 
Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement, but does not include a Verizon 
optional Extended Local Calling Scope Arrangement. 

2.107 Retail Prices. 

The prices at which a Service is provided by Verizon at retail to subscribers who 
are not Telecommunications Carriers. 

2.108 Routing Point. 

A specific geographic point identified by a specific V&H coordinate. The Routing 
Point is used to route inbound traffic to specified NPA-NXXs. The Routing Point 
must be located within the LATA in which the corresponding NPA-NXX is 
located. However, the Routing Point associated with each NPA-NXX need not 
be the same as the corresponding Rate Center Point. nor must it be located 
within the corresponding Rate Center Area, nor must there be a unique and 
separate Routing Point corresponding to each unique and separate Rate Center 
Area. 

2.109 Service. 

Any Interconnection arrangement, Network Element. Telecommunications 

Service, collocation arrangement. or other service, facility or arrangement. 

offered by a Party under this Agreement. 

2.110 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

2.111 SS7 (Signaling System 7). 

The common channel out-of-band signaling protocol developed by the 
Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) and 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Verizon and ***CLEC 
Acronym TE**" utilize this out-of-band signaling protocol in relation to their 
routing and completion of traffic. 

2.112 Subsidiary. 

A corporation or other person that is controlled by a Party. 

2.113 Sub-Loop Distribution Facility. 

A two-wire or four-wire metallic distribution facility in Verizon's network between a 
Verizon feeder distribution interface ("FDI") and the Rate Demarcation Point for 
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such facility (or NID if the NID is located at such Rate Demarcation Point). 

2.114 	 Switched Exchange Access Service. 

The offering of transmission and switching services for the purpose of the 
origination or termination of Toll Traffic. Switched Exchange Access Services 
include but may not be limited to: Feature Group A, Feature Group B, Feature 
Group D, 700 access, 800 access, 888 access and 900 access. 

2.115 	 Tandem. 

A switching entity that has billing and recording capabilities and is used to 
connect and switch trunk circuits between and among End Offices and between 
and among End Offices and carriers' aggregation points, points of termination, or 
pOints of presence, and to provide Switched Exchange Access Services. 
Sometimes this term is used to refer to a telephone company building in which 
switching systems and telephone equipment are installed. 

2.116 	 Tariff. 

2.116.1 	 Any applicable Federal or state tariff of a Party, as amended from time 
to time; or 

2.116.2 	 Any standard agreement or other document, as amended from time to 
time, that sets forth the generally available terms, conditions and 
prices under which a Party offers a Service. 

The term "Tariff' does not include any Verizon Statement of Generally Available 
Terms (SGAT) which has been approved or is pending approval by the 
Commission pursuant to Section 252(f) of the Act. 

2.117 	 Telcordia Technologies. 

Telcordia Technologies, Inc., formerly known as Bell Communications Research, 
Inc. (Bellcore). 

2.118 	 Telecommunications Carrier. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.119 	 Telecommunications Services. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.120 	 Telephone Exchange Service. 

Shall have the meaning set forth in the Act. 

2.121 	 Terminating Switched Access Detail Usage Data. 

A category 1101XX record as defined in the EMI Telcordia Practice BR-010-200
010. 

2.122 	 Third Party Claim. 

A Claim where there is (a) a claim, demand, suit or action by a person who is not 
a Party, (b) a settlement with, judgment by, or liability to, a person who is not a 
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Party, or (c) a fine or penalty imposed by a person who is not a Party. 

2.123 Toll Traffic. 

Traffic that is originated by a Customer of one Party on that Party's network and 
terminates to a Customer of the other Party on that other Party's network and is 
not Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, Measured Internet Traffic, or Ancillary 
Traffic. Toll Traffic may be either "lntraLATA Toll Traffic" or "lnterLATA Toll 
Traffic", depending on whether the originating and terminating points are within 
the same LATA. 

2.124 Toxic or Hazardous Substance. 

Any substance designated or defined as toxic or hazardous under any 
"Environmental Law" or that poses a risk to human health or safety, or the 
environment, and products and materials containing such substance. 
"Environmental Laws" means the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act, the Emergency Planning and Community Right
to-Know Act, the Water Pollution Control Act, the Air Pollution Control Act, the 
Toxic Substances Control Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, and all other Federal, State or local laws or 
governmental regulations or requirements, that are similar to the above
referenced laws or that otherwise govern releases, chemicals, products, 
materials or wastes that may pose risks to human health or safety, or the 
environment, or that relate to the protection of wetlands or other natural 
resources. 

2.125 Traffic Factor 1. 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage calculated by 
dividing the number of minutes of interstate traffic (excluding Measured Internet 
Traffic) by the total number of minutes of interstate and intrastate traffic. 
([Interstate Traffic Total Minutes of Use {excluding Measured Internet Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use} + {Interstate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Intrastate Traffic 
Total Minutes of Use}] x 100). Until the form of a Party's bills is updated to use 
the term "Traffic Factor 1", the term "Traffic Factor 1 " may be referred to on the 
Party's bills and in billing related communications as "Percent Interstate Usage" 
or "PIU". 

2.126 Traffic Factor 2. 

For traffic exchanged via Interconnection Trunks, a percentage calculated by 
dividing the combined total number of minutes of Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic and Measured Internet Traffic by the combined total number of minutes of 
intrastate traffic and Measured Internet Traffic. ([{Reciprocal Compensation 
Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Measured Internet Traffic Total Minutes of Use} + 
{Intrastate Traffic Total Minutes of Use + Measured Internet Traffic Total Minutes 
of Use}] x 100). Until the form of a Party's bills is updated to use the term "Traffic 
Factor 2", the term "Traffic Factor 2" may be referred to on the Party's bills and in 
billing related communications as "Percent Local Usage" or "PLU". 

2.127 Triennial Review Remand Order (TRRO). 

The FCC's Order on Remand in WC Docket No. 04-313 and CC Docket No. 01
338, released on February 4, 2005. 
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2.128 Trunk Side. 

A Central Office Switch connection that is capable of, and has been programmed 
to treat the circuit as, connecting to another switching entity, for example, to 
another carrier's network. Trunk side connections offer those transmission and 
signaling features appropriate for the connection of switching entities and cannot 
be used for the direct connection of ordinary telephone station sets. 

2.129 UDLC (Universal Digital Loop Carrier). 

UDLC arrangements consist of a Central Office Terminal and a Remote Terminal 
located in the outside plant or at a Customer premises. The Central Office and 
the Remote Terminal units perform analog to digital conversions to allow the 
feeding facility to be digital. UDLC is deployed where the types of services to be 
provisioned by the systems cannot be integrated such as non-switched services 
and UNE Loops. 

2.130 UNE Wire Center. 

Shall have the same meaning as "Wire Center" set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. 

2.131 V and H Coordinates Method. 

A method of computing airline miles between two points by utilizing an 
established formula that is based on the vertical and horizontal coordinates of the 
two pOints. 

2.132 Voice Grade. 

Either an analog signal of 300 to 3000 Hz or a digital signal of 56/64 kilobits per 
second. When referring to digital Voice Grade service (a 56-64 kbps channel), 
the terms "DSO" or "sub-DS1" may also be used. 

2.133 xDSL. 

As defined and offered in this Agreement. The small "x" before the letters DSL 
signifies reference to DSL as a generic transmission technology, as opposed to a 
specific DSL "flavor". 
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES ATTACHMENT 

1. Alternate Billed Calls 

1.1 	 The Parties will engage in settlements of intraLATA intrastate alternate-billed 
calls (ft.:.Q.,., collect, calling card, and third-party billed calls) originated or 
authorized by their respective Customers in accordance with an arrangement 
mutually agreed to by the Parties. 

2. 	 Dialing Parity· Section 2S1(b)(3) 

Each Party shall provide the other Party with nondiscriminatory access to such services 
and information as are necessary to allow the other Party to implement local Dialing 
Parity in accordance with the requirements of Section 251 (b)(3) of the Act. 

3. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

4. 	 Directory Listing and Directory Distribution 

To the extent required by Applicable Law, Verizon will provide directory services to 
··-CLEC Acronym TE"· Such services will be provided in accordance with the terms 
set forth herein. 

4.1 	 Listing Information. 

As used herein, "Listing Information" means a "·CLEC Acronym TE-" 
Customer's primary name, address (including city, state and zip code), telephone 
number(s), the delivery address and number of directories to be delivered, and, 
in the case of a business Customer, the primary business heading under which 
the business Customer desires to be placed, and any other information Verizon 
deems necessary for the publication and delivery of directories. 

4.2 	 Listing Information Supply. 

"'CLEC Acronym TE**· shall provide to Verizon on a regularly scheduled basis, 
at no charge, and in a format required by Verizon or by a mutually agreed upon 
industry standard (e.g., Ordering and Billing Forum developed) all Listing 
Information and the service address for each ··-CLEC Acronym TE--· Customer 
whose service address location falls within the geographic area covered by the 
relevant Verizon directory. ·"CLEC Acronym TE*** shall also provide to Verizon 
on a daily basis: (a) information showing "·CLEC Acronym TE*"· Customers 
who have disconnected or terminated their service with --'CLEC Acronym TE"'; 
and (b) delivery information for each non-listed or non-published -"CLEC 
Acronym TE*"· Customer to enable Verizon to perform its directory distribution 
responsibilities. Verizon shall promptly provide to ***CLEC Acronym TE*"· 
(normally within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt by Verizon, excluding non
business days) a query on any listing that is not acceptable. 

4.3 	 Listing Inclusion and Distribution. 

Verizon shall include each ···CLEC Acronym TE*"* Customer's primary listing in 
the appropriate alphabetical directory and, for business Customers, in the 
appropriate classified (Yellow Pages) directory in accordance with the directory 
configuration, scope and schedules determined by Verizon in its sole discretion, 
and shall provide initial distribution of such directories to such ·'·CLEC Acronym 
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TE*** Customers in the same manner it provides initial distribution of such 
directories to its own Customers. "Primary Listing" means a Customer's primary 
name, address, and telephone number. Listings of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
Customers shall be interfiled with listings ofVerizon's Customers and the 
Customers of other LECs included in the Verizon directories. -*CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall pay Verizon's Tariffed charges for additional, foreign, and other 
listings products (as documented in local Tariff) for ***CLEC Acronym TE"*"'s 
Customers. 

4.4 Verizon Information. 

Upon request by """CLEC Acronym TE""", Verizon shall make available to 
**"CLEC Acronym TE""" the following information to the extent that Verizon 
provides such information to its own business offices: a directory list of relevant 
NXX codes, directory and Customer Guide close dates, and Yellow Pages 
headings. Verizon shall also make available to """CLEC Acronym TE""", on 
Verizon's Wholesale website (or, at Verizon's option, in writing) Verizon's 
directory listings standards and specifications. 

4.5 Confidentiality of Listing Information. 

Verizon shall accord **"CLEC Acronym TE*"" Listing Information the same level 
of confidentiality that Verizon accords its own listing information, and shall use 
such Listing Information solely for the purpose of providing directory-related 
services; provided, however, that should Verizon elect to do so, it may use or 
license """CLEC Acronym TE""" Listing Information for directory publishing, direct 
marketing, or any other purpose for which Verizon uses or licenses its own listing 
information, so long as **"CLEC Acronym TE"*" Customers are not separately 
identified as such; and provided further that **"CLEC Acronym TE""" may identify 
those of its Customers who request that their names not be sold for direct 
marketing purposes and Verizon shall honor such requests to the same extent 
that it does for its own Customers. Verizon shall not be obligated to compensate 
"""CLEC Acronym TE""" for Verizon's use or licensing of """CLEC Acronym TE"" 
Listing Information. 

4.6 Accuracy. 

Both Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the accurate 
publication of """CLEC Acronym TE""" Customer listings. At """CLEC Acronym 
TE*""'s request, Verizon shall provide """CLEC Acronym TE**" with a report of all 
**"CLEC Acronym TE**" Customer listings in a reasonable timeframe prior to the 
service order close date for the applicable directory. Verizon shall process any 
corrections made by ......CLEC Acronym TE"*" with respect to its listings, provided 
such corrections are received prior to the close date of the particular directory. 

4.7 Indemnification. 

"""CLEC Acronym TE""" shall adhere to all practices, standards, and ethical 
requirements established by Verizon with regard to listings. By providing Verizon 
with Listing Information, """CLEC Acronym TE*"" warrants to Verizon that 
"**CLEC Acronym TE""" has the right to provide such Listing Information to 
Verizon on behalf of its Customers. """CLEC Acronym TE""" shall make 
commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that any business or person to be 
listed is authorized and has the right (a) to provide the product or service offered, 
and (b) to use any personal or corporate name, trade name, trademark, service 
mark or language used in the listing. """CLEC Acronym TE""" agrees to release, 
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defend, hold harmless and indemnify Verizon from and against any and all 
claims, losses, damages, suits, or other actions, or any liability whatsoever, 
suffered, made, instituted, or asserted by any person arising out ofVerizon's 
publication or dissemination of the Listing Information as provided by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** hereunder. 

4.8 Liability. 

Verizon's liability to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in the event of a Verizon error in or 
omission of a ***CLEC Acronym TE·** Customer listing shall not exceed the 
amount actually paid by **·CLEC Acronym TE*** to Verizon for such listing. 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** agrees to take all reasonable steps, including, but not 
limited to, entering into appropriate contractual provisions with its Customers, to 
ensure that its and Verizon's liability to ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s Customers in 
the event of a Verizon error in or omission of a listing shall be subject to the 
same limitations of liability applicable between Verizon and its own Customers as 
set forth in Verizon's applicable Tariffs. 

4.9 Service Information Pages. 

Verizon shall include all ***CLEC Acronym TE*** NXX codes associated with the 
geographic areas to which each directory pertains, to the extent it does so for 
Verizon's own NXX codes, in any lists of such codes that are contained in the 
general reference portion of each directory. ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s NXX 
codes shall appear in such lists in the same manner as Verizon's NXX 
information. In addition, when ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is authorized to. and is 
offering, local service to Customers located within the geographic area covered 
by a specific directory. at ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s request. Verizon shall 
include, at no charge. in the "Customer Guide" or comparable section of the 
applicable alphabetical directories, ·**CLEC Acronym TE·**'s critical contact 
information for ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s installation. repair and Customer 
service, as provided by **"CLEC Acronym TE ....•. Such critical contact 
information shall appear alphabetically by local exchange carrier and in 
accordance with Verizon's generally applicable policies. ·"CLEC Acronym TE*** 
shall be responsible for providing the necessary information to Verizon by the 
applicable close date for each affected directory. 

4.10 Directory Publication. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall require Verizon to publish a directory where it 
would not otherwise do so. 

4.11 Other Directory Services. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** acknowledges that if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** desires 
directory services in addition to those described herein, such additional services 
must be obtained under separate agreement with Verizon's directory publishing 
company. 

5. Voice Information Service Traffic 

For purposes of this Section 5. (a) Voice Information Service means a service 
that provides [i] recorded voice announcement information or [ii] a vocal 
discussion program open to the public, and (b) Voice Information Service Traffic 
means intraLATA switched voice traffic, delivered to a Voice Information Service. 
Voice Information Service Traffic does not include any form of Internet Traffic. 
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Voice Information Service Traffic also does not include 555 traffic or similar traffic 
with AIN service interfaces, which traffic shall be subject to separate 
arrangements between the Parties. Voice Information Service Traffic is not 
subject to Reciprocal Compensation charges under Section 7 of the 
Interconnection Attachment. 

5.2 	 If a """CLEC Acronym TE**" Customer is served by resold Verizon dial tone line 
Telecommunications Service, to the extent reasonably feasible, Verizon will route 
Voice Information Service Traffic originating from such Service to the appropriate 
Voice Information Service connected to Verizon's network unless a feature 
blocking such Voice Information Service Traffic has been installed. For such 
Voice Information Service Traffic, "·CLEC Acronym TE**" shall pay to Verizon 
without discount any Voice Information Service provider charges billed by 
Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE··". ""·CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay Verizon 
such charges in full regardless of whether or not "··CLEC Acronym TE··· collects 
such charges from its Customer. 

5.3 	 ··"CLEC Acronym TE"** shall have the option to route Voice Information Service 
Traffic that originates on its own network to the appropriate Voice Information 
Service connected to Verizon's network. In the event ""CLEC Acronym TE··· 
exercises such option, ···CLEC Acronym TE**" will establish, at its own expense, 
a dedicated trunk group to the Verizon Voice Information Service serving switch. 
This trunk group will be utilized to allow ···CLEC Acronym TE·.... to route Voice 
Information Service Traffic originated on its network to Verizon. For such Voice 
Information Service Traffic, unless ···CLEC Acronym TE·..• has entered into a 
written agreement with Verizon under which ···CLEC Acronym TE··· will collect 
from ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s Customer and remit to Verizon the Voice 
Information Service provider'S charges, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay to 
Verizon without discount any Voice Information Service provider charges billed 
by Verizon to ···CLEC Acronym TE....... ···CLEC Acronym TE·.... shall pay 
Verizon such charges in full regardless of whether or not ·"CLEC Acronym 
TE··" collects such charges from its own Customer. 

6. 	 Intercept and Referral Announcements 

6.1 	 When a Customer changes its service provider from Verizon to ··"CLEC 
Acronym TE·"", or from ···CLEC Acronym TE··· to Verizon, and does not retain 
its original telephone number, the Party formerly providing service to such 
Customer shall provide a referral announcement ("Referral Announcement") on 
the abandoned telephone number which provides the Customer's new number or 
other appropriate information, to the extent known to the Party formerly providing 
service. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Party shall not be obligated under this 
Section to provide a Referral Announcement if the Customer owes the Party 
unpaid overdue amounts or the Customer requests that no Referral 
Announcement be provided. 

6.2 	 Referral Announcements shall be provided, in the case of business Customers, 
for a period of not less than one hundred and twenty (120) days after the date the 
Customer changes its telephone number, and, in the case of residential 
Customers, not less than thirty (30) days after the date the Customer changes its 
telephone number; provided that if a longer time period is required by Applicable 
Law, such longer time period shall apply. Except as otherwise provided by 
Applicable Law, the period for a referral may be shortened by the Party formerly 
providing service if a number shortage condition requires reassignment of the 
telephone number. 
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6.3 	 This referral announcement will be provided by each Party at no charge to the 
other Party; provided that the Party formerly providing service may bill the 
Customer its standard Tariff charge, if any. for the referral announcement. 

7. 	 Originating Line Number Screening (OlNS) 

Upon ""'CLEC Acronym TE......·s request, Verizon will update its database used to provide 
originating line number screening {the database of information which indicates to an 
operator the acceptable billing methods for calls originating from the calling number (e.g .• 
penal institutions. COCOTS). 

8. 	 Operations Support Systems (OSS) Services 

8.1 	 Definitions. 

The terms listed below shall have the meanings stated below: 

8.1.1 	 Verizon Operations Support Systems: Verizon systems for pre
ordering, ordering. provisioning, maintenance and repair. and billing. 

8.1.2 	 Verizon OSS Services: Access to Verizon Operations Support 
Systems functions. The term "Verizon OSS Services" includes. but is 
not limited to: (a) Verizon's provision of .... CLEC Acronym TE...... 
Usage Information to ......CLEC Acronym TE·..• pursuant to Section 8.3 
of this Attachment; and, (b) "Verizon OSS Information", as defined in 
Section 8.1.4 of this Attachment. 

8.1.3 	 Verizon OSS Facilities: Any gateways, interfaces, databases, 
facilities, equipment, software, or systems, used by Verizon to provide 
Verizon OSS Services to ···CLEC Acronym TE···. 

8.1.4 	 Verizon OSS Information: Any information accessed by, or disclosed 
or provided to, ···CLEC Acronym Tp·· through or as a part of Verizon 
OSS Services. The term "Verizon OSS Information" includes, but is 
not limited to: (a) any Customer Information related to a Verizon 
Customer or a ....·CLEC Acronym TE ..... Customer accessed by, or 
disclosed or provided to. • ..·CLEC Acronym TE ..•• through or as a part 
of Verizon OSS Services; and. (b) any • ....CLEC Acronym TE··· Usage 
Information (as defined in Section 8.1.6 of this Attachment) accessed 
by, or disclosed or provided to, .....CLEC Acronym Tp.... 

8.1.5 	 Verizon Retail Telecommunications Service: Any Telecommunications 
Service that Verizon provides at retail to subscribers that are not 
Telecommunications Carriers. The term "Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service" does not include any Exchange Access 
service (as defined in Section 3(16) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 153(16» 
provided by Verizon. 

8.1.6 	 • ... CLEC Acronym TE·" Usage Information: For a Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service purchased by ......CLEC Acronym TE.... 
pursuant to the Resale Attachment. the usage information that Verizon 
would record if Verizon was furnishing such Verizon Retail 
Telecommunications Service to a Verizon end-user retail Customer. 

8.1.7 	 Customer Information: CPNI of a Customer and any other non-public, 
individually identifiable information about a Customer or the purchase 
by a Customer of the services or products of a Party. 
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8.2 Verizon OSS Services. 

8.2.1 	 Upon request by -*-CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall provide to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** Verizon OSS Services. Such Verizon OSS 
Services will be provided in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, Applicable Law. 

8.2.2 	 Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon Operations 
Support Systems, Verizon Operations Support Systems functions, 
Verizon OSS Facilities, Verizon OSS Information, and the Verizon 
OSS Services that will be offered by Verizon, shall be as determined 
by Verizon. Subject to the requirements of Applicable Law, Verizon 
shall have the right to change Verizon Operations Support Systems, 
Verizon Operations Support Systems functions, Verizon OSS 
Facilities, Verizon OSS Information, and the Verizon OSS Services, 
from time-to-time, without the consent of ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

8.2.3 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law, in providing Verizon OSS 
Services to --*CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon will comply with 
Verizon's applicable OSS Change Management Guidelines, as such 
Guidelines are modified from time-to-time, including, but not limited to, 
the provisions ofthe Guidelines related to furnishing notice of changes 
in Verizon OSS Services. Verizon's OSS Change Management 
Guidelines will be set out on a Verizon website. 

8.3 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Usage Information. 

8.3.1 	 Upon request by ***CLEC Acronym TE"**, Verizon shall provide to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** --*CLEC Acronym TE*** Usage Information. 
Such ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Usage Information will be provided in 
accordance with, but only to the extent required by, Applicable Law. 

8.3.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Usage Information will be available to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** through Network Data Mover (NOM) or other 
such media as mutually agreed by both Parties. 

8.3.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Usage Information will be provided in an 
ATIS EMI format. 

8.3.4 	 Except as stated in this Section 8.3, subject to the requirements of 
Applicable Law, the manner in which, and the frequency with which, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*"* Usage Information will be provided to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be determined by Verizon. 

8.4 Access to and Use ofVerizon OSS Facilities. 

8.4.1 	 Verizon OSS Facilities may be accessed and used by .... CLEC 
Acronym TE"** only to the extent necessary for "*CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s access to and use ofVerizon OSS Services pursuant to this 
Agreement. 

8.4.2 	 Verizon OSS Facilities may be accessed and used by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** only to provide Telecommunications Services to 
"*CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers. 

8.4.3 	 **-CLEC Acronym TE*** shall restrict access to and use ofVerizon 
OSS Facilities to *"CLEC Acronym TE***. This Section 8 does not 
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grant to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** any right or license to grant 
sublicenses to other persons, or permission to other persons (except 
*'"'"CLEC Acronym TE***'s employees, agents and contractors, in 
accordance with Section 8.4.7 of this Attachment), to access or use 
Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.4.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not (a) alter, modify or damage the 
Verizon OSS Facilities (including, but not limited to, Verizon software), 
(b) copy, remove, derive, reverse engineer, or decompile, software 
from the Verizon OSS Facilities, or (c) obtain access through Verizon 
OSS Facilities to Verizon databases, facilities, equipment, software, or 
systems, which are not offered for '"'"*CLEC Acronym TE***'s use 
under this Section 8. 

8.4.5 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall comply with all practices and 
procedures established by Verizon for access to and use of Verizon 
OSS Facilities (including, but not limited to, Verizon practices and 
procedures with regard to security and use of access and user 
identification codes). 

8.4.6 	 All practices and procedures for access to and use of Verizon OSS 
Facilities, and all access and user identification codes for Verizon OSS 
Facilities: (a) shall remain the property of Verizon; (b) shall be used by 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** only in connection with ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s use of Verizon OSS Facilities permitted by this Section 8; (c) 
shall be treated by ***CLEC Acronym TE"** as Confidential 
Information of Verizon pursuant to Section 10 of the General Terms 
and Conditions; and, (d) shall be destroyed or returned by ......CLEC 
Acronym TE**" to Verizon upon the earlier of request by Verizon or the 
expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

8.4.7 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s employees, agents and contractors may 
access and use Verizon OSS Facilities only to the extent necessary 
for ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s access to and use of the Verizon OSS 
Facilities permitted by this Agreement. Any access to or use of 
Verizon OSS Facilities by *"'CLEC Acronym TE***'s employees, 
agents, or contractors, shall be subject to the provisions of this 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, Section 10 of the General 
Terms and Conditions and Section 8.5.3.2 ofthis Attachment. 

8.5 Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.1 	 Subject to the provisions of this Section 8, in accordance with, but only 
to the extent required by, Applicable Law, Verizon grants to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** a non-exclusive license to use Verizon OSS 
Information. 

8.5.2 	 All Verizon OSS Information shall at all times remain the property of 
Verizon. Except as expressly stated in this Section 8, "**CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall acquire no rights in or to any Verizon OSS 
Information. 

8.5.3 	 The provisions of this Section 8.5.3 shall apply to all Verizon OSS 
Information, except (a) ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Usage Information, (b) 
CPNI of ***CLEC Acronym TE"**, and (c) CPNI of a Verizon Customer 
or a ***CLEC Acronym TE**" Customer, to the extent the Customer 
has authorized **"CLEC Acronym TE* .... to use the CPNI. 
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8.5.3.1 	 Verizon ass Information may be accessed and used by 
···CLEC Acronym TE·" only to provide 
Telecommunications Services to **·CLEC Acronym TE··* 
Customers. 

8.5.3.2 	 ·"CLEC Acronym TE*"* shall treat Verizon ass 
Information that is designated by Verizon, through written or 
electronic notice (including, but not limited to, through the 
Verizon ass Services), as "Confidential" or "Proprietary" as 
Confidential Information of Verizon pursuant to Section 10 
of the General Terms and Conditions. 

8.5.3.3 	 Except as expressly stated in this Section 8, this Agreement 
does not grant to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** any right or 
license to grant sublicenses to other persons, or permission 
to other persons (except ***CLEC Acronym TE·**'s 
employees, agents or contractors, in accordance with 
Section 8.5.3.4 of this Attachment), to access, use or 
disclose Verizon ass Information. 

8.5.3.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s employees, agents and 
contractors may access, use and disclose Verizon ass 
Information only to the extent necessary for ***CLEC 
Acronym TE"'*'s access to, and use and disclosure of, 
Verizon ass Information permitted by this Section 8. Any 
access to, or use or disclosure of, Verizon ass Information 
by ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s employees, agents or 
contractors, shall be subject to the provisions of this 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, Section 10 of the 
General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.5.3.2 of this 
Attachment. 

8.5.3.5 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*·*'s license to use Verizon ass 
Information shall expire upon the earliest of: (a) the time 
when the Verizon ass Information is no longer needed by 
***CLEC Acronym TE·** to provide Telecommunications 
Services to *"CLEC Acronym TE·" Customers; (b) 
termination of the license in accordance with this Section 8; 
or (c) expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

8.5.3.6 	 All Verizon ass Information received by ... ·CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall be destroyed or returned by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE·** to Verizon, upon expiration, suspension or termination 
of the license to use such Verizon ass Information. 

8.5.4 	 Unless sooner terminated or suspended in accordance with this 
Agreement or this Section 8 (including, but not limited to, Section 2.2 
of the General Terms and Conditions and Section 8.6.1 of this 
Attachment), ***CLEC Acronym TE**·'s access to Verizon ass 
Information through Verizon ass Services shall terminate upon the 
expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

8.5.5 Audits. 

8.5.5.1 Verizon shall have the right (but not the obligation) to audit 
*··CLEC Acronym TE·" to ascertain whether ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*·· is complying with the requirements of 
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Applicable Law and this Agreement with regard to ***CLEC 
Acronym TP**'s access to, and use and disclosure of, 
Verizon OSS Information. 

8.5.5.2 	 Without in any way limiting any other rights Verizon may 
have under this Agreement or Applicable Law, Verizon shall 
have the right (but not the obligation) to monitor ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s access to and use of Verizon OSS 
Information which is made available by Verizon to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** pursuant to this Agreement, to ascertain 
whether ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is complying with the 
requirements of Applicable Law and this Agreement, with 
regard to ***CLEC Acronym TP** 's access to, and use and 
disclosure of, such Verizon OSS Information. The foregoing 
right shall include, but not be limited to, the right (but not the 
obligation) to electronically monitor *··CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s access to and use of Verizon OSS Information 
which is made available by Verizon to * .....CLEC Acronym 
TE*** through Verizon OSS Facilities. 

8.5.5.3 	 Information obtained by Verizon pursuant to this Section 
8.5.5 shall be treated by Verizon as Confidential Information 
of *·"CLEC Acronym TE**" pursuant to Section 1 0 of the 
General Terms and Conditions; provided that, Verizon shall 
have the right (but not the obligation) to use and disclose 
information obtained by Verizon pursuant to Section 8.5.5 of 
this Attachment to enforce Verizon's rights under this 
Agreement or Applicable Law. 

8.5.6 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** acknowledges that the Verizon OSS 
Information, by its nature, is updated and corrected on a continuous 
basis by Verizon, and therefore that Verizon OSS Information is 
subject to change from time to time. 

8.6 Liabilities and Remedies. 

8.6.1 	 Any breach by *"CLEC Acronym TE***, or ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
employees, agents or contractors, of the provisions of Sections 8.4 or 
8.5 of this Attachment shall be deemed a material breach of this 
Agreement. In addition, if ***CLEC Acronym TP** or an employee, 
agent or contractor of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** at any time breaches a 
provision of Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of this Attachment and such breach 
continues for more than ten (1 0) days after written notice thereof from 
Verizon, then, except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, 
Verizon shall have the right, upon notice to **·CLEC Acronym TE***, 
to suspend the license to use Verizon OSS Information granted by 
Section 8.5.1 of this Attachment and/or the provision of Verizon OSS 
Services, in whole or in part. 

8.6.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** agrees that Verizon would be irreparably 
injured by a breach of Sections 8.4 or 8.5 of this Attachment by 
•....CLEC Acronym TE··* or the employees, agents or contractors of 
***CLEC Acronym TE""", and that Verizon shall be entitled to seek 
equitable relief, including injunctive relief and specific performance, in 
the event of any such breach. Such remedies shall not be deemed to 
be the exclusive remedies for any such breach, but shall be in addition 
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to any other remedies available under this Agreement or at law or in 
equity. 

8.7 Relation to Applicable Law. 

The provisions of Sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 of this Attachment with regard to the 
confidentiality of information shall be in addition to and not in derogation of any 
provisions of Applicable Law with regard to the confidentiality of information, 
including, but not limited to, 47 U.S.C. § 222, and are not intended to constitute a 
waiver by Verizon of any right with regard to protection of the confidentiality of 
the information of Verizon or Verizon Customers provided by Applicable Law. 

8.8 Cooperation. 

***CLEC Acronym TE***, at ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s expense, shall reasonably 
cooperate with Verizon in using Verizon OSS Services. Such cooperation shall 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 

8.8.1 	 Upon request by Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall by no later 
than the fifteenth (15th) day of the last month of each Calendar 
Quarter submit to Verizon reasonable, good faith estimates of the 
volume of each type of OSS transaction that ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
anticipates submitting in each week of the next Calendar Quarter. 

8.8.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall reasonably cooperate with Verizon in 
submitting orders for Verizon Services and otherwise using the 
Verizon OSS Services, in order to avoid exceeding the capacity or 
capabilities of such Verizon OSS Services. 

8.8.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall participate in cooperative testing of 
Verizon OSS Services and shall provide assistance to Verizon in 
identifying and correcting mistakes, omissions, interruptions, delays, 
errors, defects, faults, failures, or other deficiencies, in Verizon OSS 
Services. 

8.9 Verizon Access to Information Related to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers. 

8.9.1 	 Verizon shall have the right to access, use and disclose information 
related to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers that is in Verizon's 
possession (including, but not limited to, in Verizon OSS Facilities) to 
the extent such access, use and/or disclosure has been authorized by 
the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer in the manner required by 
Applicable Law. 

8.9.2 	 Upon request by Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall negotiate in 
good faith and enter into a contract with Verizon, pursuant to which 
Verizon may obtain access to ***CLEC Acronym TE""*'s operations 
support systems (including, systems for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, maintenance and repair, and billing) and information 
contained in such systems, to permit Verizon to obtain information 
related to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customers (as authorized by the 
applicable ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer), to permit Customers to 
transfer service from one Telecommunications Carrier to another, and 
for such other purposes as may be permitted by Applicable Law. 

8.10 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 
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8.11 	 Cancellations. 

Verizon may cancel orders for service which have had no activity within thirty-one 
(31) consecutive calendar days after the original service due date. 

9. 	 Poles, Ducts, Conduits and Rights-of-Way 

9.1 Verizon shall afford ·"CLEC Acronym TE"· non-discriminatory access to poles, 
ducts, conduits and rights-of-way owned or controlled by Verizon. Such access 
shall be provided in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, 
Applicable Law, pursuant to Verizon's applicable Tariffs. or, in the absence of an 
applicable Verizon Tariff, Verizon's generally offered form of license agreement, 
or, in the absence of such a Tariff and license agreement, a mutually acceptable 
agreement to be negotiated by the Parties. 

9.2 	 *"CLEC Acronym TE"· shall afford Verizon non-discriminatory access to poles, 
ducts, conduits and rights-of-way owned or controlled by .... CLEC Acronym 
TE***. Such access shall be provided pursuant to """CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
applicable Tariffs, or, in the absence of an applicable **"CLEC Acronym TE*"" 
Tariff, ***CLEC Acronym TE**"'s generally offered form of license agreement, or, 
in the absence of such a Tariff and license agreement, a mutually acceptable 
agreement to be negotiated by the Parties. The terms, conditions and prices 
offered to Verizon by **"CLEC Acronym TE*** for such access shall be no less 
favorable than the terms, conditions and prices offered to "**CLEC Acronym 
TE*** by Verizon for access to poles. ducts. conduits and rights of way owned or 
controlled by Verizon. 

10. 	 Telephone Numbers 

10.1 	 This Section applies in connection with ***CLEC Acronym TE""" Customers 
served by Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to """CLEC 
Acronym TE*"" for resale. 

1 0.2 	 *""CLEC Acronym TE""*'s use of telephone numbers shall be subject to 
Applicable Law and the rules of the North American Numbering Council, the 
North American Numbering Plan Administrator, the applicable provisions of this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, this Section 10), and Verizon's practices 
and procedures for use and assignment of telephone numbers, as amended from 
time-to-time. 

10.3 	 Subject to Sections 10.2 and 10.4 of this Attachment, if a Customer of either 
Verizon or *""CLEC Acronym TE**" who is served by a Verizon 
Telecommunications Service ("VTS") changes the LEC that serves the Customer 
using such VTS (including a change from Verizon to "··CLEC Acronym TE*·", 
from ""*CLEC Acronym TE""* to Verizon, or from ·**CLEC Acronym TE*** to a 
LEC other than Verizon), after such change, the Customer may continue to use 
with such VTS the telephone numbers that were assigned to the VTS for the use 
of such Customer by Verizon immediately prior to the change. 

10.4 	 Verizon shall have the right to change the telephone numbers used by a 
Customer if at any time: (a) the Customer requests service at a new location, 
that is not served by the Verizon switch and the Verizon rate center from which 
the Customer previously had service; (b) continued use of the telephone 
numbers is not technically feasible; or, (c) in the case of Telecommunications 
Service provided by Verizon to *""CLEC Acronym TE**" for resale, the type or 
class of service subscribed to by the Customer changes. 
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10.5 	 If service on a VTS provided by Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** under this 
Agreement is terminated and the telephone numbers associated with such VTS 
have not been ported to a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** switch, the telephone 
numbers shall be available for reassignment by Verizon to any person to whom 
Verizon elects to assign the telephone numbers, including, but not limited to, 
Verizon, Verizon Customers, ***CLEC Acronym TE***, or Telecommunications 
Carriers other than Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

10.6 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may reserve telephone numbers only to the extent 
Verizon's Customers may reserve telephone numbers. 

11. 	 Routing for Operator Services and Directory Assistance Traffic 

For a Verizon Telecommunications Service dial tone line purchased by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** for resale pursuant to the Resale Attachment, upon request by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, Verizon will establish an arrangement that will permit ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to 
route the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer's calls for operator and directory assistance 
services to a provider of operator and directory assistance services selected by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***. Verizon will provide this routing arrangement in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, Applicable Law. Verizon will provide this routing 
arrangement pursuant to an appropriate written request submitted by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** and a mutually agreed-upon schedule. This routing arrangement will be 
implemented at ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s expense, with charges determined on an 
individual case basis. In addition to charges for initially establishing the routing 
arrangement, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will be responsible for ongoing monthly and/or 
usage charges for the routing arrangement. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall arrange, at its 
own expense, the trunking and other facilities required to transport traffic to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s selected provider of operator and directory assistance services. 

12. 	 Unauthorized Carrier Change Charges 

In the event either Party requests that the other Party install, provide, change, or 
terminate a Customer's Telecommunications Service (including, but not limited to, a 
Customer's selection of a primary Telephone Exchange Service Provider) without having 
obtained authorization from the Customer for such installation, provision, selection, 
change or termination in accordance with Applicable Laws, the requesting Party shall be 
liable to the other Party for all charges that would be applicable to the Customer for the 
initial change in the Customer's Telecommunications Service and any charges for 
restoring the Customer's Telecommunications Service to its Customer-authorized 
condition (all such charges together, the "Carrier Change Charges"), including to the 
appropriate primary Telephone Exchange Service provider. Such Carrier Change 
Charges may be assessed on the requesting Party by the other Party at any time after 
the Customer is restored to its Customer-authorized condition. 

13. 	 Good Faith Performance 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, has not 
provided in the State of [State] a Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves 
the right to negotiate in good faith with ·**CLEC Acronym TE**· reasonable terms and 
conditions (including, without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for such 
Service; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including, without 
limitation, rates and implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's 
dispute resolution procedures. 
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INTERCONNECTION ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

Each Party shall provide to the other Party, in accordance with this Agreement, but only 
to the extent required by Applicable law, interconnection at (I) any technically feasible 
Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a lATA and/or (ii) a fiber meet point to 
which the Parties mutually agree under the terms of this Agreement, for the transmission 
and routing of Telephone Exchange Service and Exchange Access. By way of example, 
a technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA would 
include an applicable Verizon Tandem Interconnection Wire Center or Verizon End Office 
Interconnection Wire Center but, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement 
or otherwise, would not include a "·ClEC Acronym TE·" Interconnection Wire Center, 
"'ClEC Acronym TE·" switch or any portion of a transport facility provided by Verizon 
to ·"ClEC Acronym TE··* or another party between (x) a Verizon Interconnection Wire 
Center or switch and (y) the Interconnection Wire Center or switch of "·ClEC Acronym 
TE·.... or another party. For brevity's sake, the foregoing examples of locations that, 
respectively, are and are not "on Verizon's network" shall apply (and are hereby 
incorporated by reference) each time the term "on Verizon's network" is used in this 
Agreement. 

2. Points of Interconnection and Trunk Types 

2.1 Point(s} of Interconnection. 

2.1.1 	 Each Party. at its own expense, shall provide transport facilities to the 
technically feasible Point(s} of Interconnection on Verizon's network in 
a LATA selected by ···ClEC Acronym TE....•. 

2.2 Trunk Types. 

2.2.1 	 In interconnecting their networks pursuant to this Attachment, the 
Parties will use, as appropriate, the following separate and distinct 
trunk groups: 

2.2.1.1 	 Interconnection Trunks for the transmission and routing of 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, translated lEC IntraLATA 
toll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) traffic, and 
IntraLA TA Toll Traffic, between their respective Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers, Tandem Transit Traffic, and, 
Measured Internet Traffic, all in accordance with Sections 5 
through 8 of this Attachment; 

2.2.1,2 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunks for the transmission and 
routing of Exchange Access traffic. including translated 
InterLATA toll free service access code (e.g., 800/888/877) 
traffic, between ·"ClEC Acronym TE*** Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers and purchasers of Switched 
Exchange Access Service via a Verizon access Tandem in 
accordance with Sections 9 through 11 of this Attachment; 
and 

2.2.1.3 	 Miscellaneous Trunk Groups as mutually agreed to by the 
Parties, including, but not limited to: (a) choke trunks for 
traffic congestion and testing; and, (b) untranslated 
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IntraLATNlnterLATA toll free service access code (e.g. 
800/888/877) traffic. 

2.2.2 	 Other types of trunk groups may be used by the Parties as provided in 
other Attachments to this Agreement (e.g., 911/E-911 Trunks) or in 
other separate agreements between the Parties (e.g., directory 
assistance trunks, operator services trunks, SLV/SLVI trunks or trunks 
for 500/555 traffic). 

2.2.3 	 In accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Parties will deploy 
One-Way Interconnection Trunks (trunks with traffic going in one 
direction, including one-way trunks and uni-directional two-way trunks) 
andlor Two-Way Interconnection Trunks (trunks with traffic going in 
both directions). 

2.2.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall establish, at the technically feasible 
Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA, separate 
Interconnection Trunk group(s) between such POI(s) and each 
Verizon Tandem in a LATA with a subtending End Office(s) to which 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** originates calls for Verizon to terminate. 

2.2.5 	 In the event the volume of traffic between a Verizon End Office and a 
technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a 
LATA, which is carried by a Final Tandem Interconnection Trunk 
group, exceeds (a) the Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) 
busy hour equivalent of one (1) DS1 at any time; (b) 200,000 minutes 
of use for a single month; and/or; (c) 600 busy hour Centum Call 
Seconds (BHCCS) of use for a single month: (i) if One-Way 
Interconnection Trunks are used, the originating Party shall promptly 
establish new or augment existing End Office One-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups between the Verizon End Office and the 
technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network; or, 
(ii) if Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are used, "'*CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall promptly submit an ASR to Verizon to establish new or 
augment existing End Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group(s) 
between that Verizon End Office and the technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network. 

2.2.6 	 Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, the total number 
of Tandem Interconnection Trunks between a technically feasible 
Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network and a Verizon Tandem 
will be limited to a maximum of 240 trunks. In the event that the 
volume of traffic between a technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network and a Verizon Tandem exceeds, 
or reasonably can be expected to exceed, the capacity of the 240 
trunks, *"'CLEC Acronym TE*** shall promptly submit an ASR to 
Verizon to establish new or additional End Office Trunks to insure that 
the volume of traffic between the technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network and the Verizon Tandem does 
not exceed the capacity of the 240 trunks. 

2.3 One-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.3.1 	 Where the Parties use One-Way Interconnection Trunks for the 
delivery of traffic from ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to Verizon, ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***, at ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s own expense, shall: 
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2.3.1.1 	 provide its own facilities for delivery of the traffic to the 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA; and/or 

2.3.1.2 	 obtain transport for delivery of the traffic to the technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in 
a LATA (a) from a third party, or, (b) ifVerizon offers such 
transport pursuant to a Verizon access Tariff, from Verizon. 

2.3.2 	 For each Tandem or End Office One-Way Interconnection Trunk group 
for delivery of traffic from ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to Verizon with a 
utilization level of less than sixty percent (60%) for final trunk groups 
and eighty-five percent (85%) for high usage trunk groups, unless the 
Parties agree otherwise, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will promptly submit 
ASRs to disconnect a sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to 
attain a utilization level of approximately sixty percent (60%) for all 
final trunk groups and eighty-five percent (85%) for all high usage 
trunk groups. In the event ***CLEC Acronym TE*** fails to submit an 
ASR to disconnect One-Way Interconnection Trunks as required by 
this Section, Verizon may disconnect the excess Interconnection 
Trunks or bill (and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay) for the excess 
Interconnection Trunks at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

2.3.3 	 Where the Parties use One-Way Interconnection Trunks for the 
delivery of traffic from Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon, at 
Verizon's own expense, shall provide its own facilities for delivery of 
the traffic to the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on 
Verizon's network in a LATA. 

2.4 Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

2.4.1 	 Where the Parties use Two-Way Interconnection Trunks for the 
exchange of traffic between Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE***, 
***CLEC Acronym TE***, at its own expense, shall: 

2.4.1.1 	 provide its own facilities to the technically feasible Point(s) 
of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA; and/or 

2.4.1.2 	 obtain transport to the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA (a) from a 
third party, or, (b) if Verizon offers such transport pursuant 
to a Verizon access Tariff, from Verizon. 

2.4.2 	 Where the Parties use Two-Way Interconnection Trunks for the 
exchange of traffic between Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE***, 
Verizon, at its own expense, shall provide its own facilities to the 
technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in 
a LATA. 

2.4.3 	 Prior to establishing any Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall meet with Verizon to conduct a joint planning 
meeting ("JOint Planning Meeting"). At that Joint Planning Meeting, 
each Party shall provide to the other Party originating Centum Call 
Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) information, and the Parties shall 
mutually agree on the appropriate initial number of End Office and 
Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunks and the interface 
specifications at the technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on 
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2.4.4 

2.4.5 

2.4.6 

2.4.7 

2.4.S 

2.4.9 

2.4.10 

Verizon's network in a LATA at which the Parties interconnect for the 
exchange of traffic. Where the Parties have agreed to convert existing 
One-Way Interconnection Trunks to Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, 
at the Joint Planning Meeting, the Parties shall also mutually agree on 
the conversion process and project intervals for conversion of such 
One-Way Interconnection Trunks to Two-Way Interconnection Trunks. 

On a semi-annual basis, ""'CLEC Acronym TE"'" shall submit a good 
faith forecast to Verizon of the number of End Office and Tandem 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that ···CLEC Acronym TE"'" 
anticipates Verizon will need to provide during the ensuing two (2) 
year period for the exchange of traffic between ""CLEC Acronym 
TE"· and Verizon. ··"CLEC Acronym TE·"'s trunk forecasts shall 
conform to the Verizon CLEC trunk forecasting guidelines as in effect 
at that time. 

The Parties shall meet (telephonically or in person) from time to time, 
as needed, to review data on End Office and Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks to determine the need for new trunk groups 
and to plan any necessary changes in the number of Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks. 

Two-Way Interconnection Trunks shall have SS7 Common Channel 
Signaling. The Parties agree to utilize BSZS and Extended Super 
Frame (ESF) DS1 facilities, where available. 

With respect to End Office Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, both 
Parties shall use an economic Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call 
Seconds) equal to five (5). Either Party may disconnect End Office 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that, based on reasonable 
engineering criteria and capacity constraints, are not warranted by the 
actual traffic volume experienced. 

Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups that connect to a Verizon 
access Tandem shall be engineered using a deSign blocking objective 
of Neal-Wilkinson B.005 during the average time consistent busy hour. 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups that connect to a Verizon local 
Tandem shall be engineered using a design blocking objective of 
Neal-Wilkinson B.01 during the average time consistent busy hour. 
Verizon and ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall engineer Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks using Telcordia Notes on the Networks SR 
2275 (formerly known as BOC Notes on the LEC Networks SR-TSV
002275). 

The performance standard for final Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
groups shall be that no such Interconnection Trunk group will exceed 
its deSign blocking objective (B.005 or B.01, as applicable) for three 
(3) consecutive calendar traffic study months. 

"'·CLEC Acronym TE··* shall determine and order the number of 
Two-Way Interconnection Trunks that are required to meet the 
applicable design blocking objective for all traffic carried on each Two
Way Interconnection Trunk group. "·CLEC Acronym TE··· shall 
order Two-Way Interconnection Trunks by submitting ASRs to Verizon 
setting forth the number of Two-Way Interconnection Trunks to be 
installed and the requested installation dates within Verizon's effective 
standard intervals or negotiated intervals, as appropriate. ***CLEC 
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Acronym TEoo. shall complete ASRs in accordance with OBF 
Guidelines as in effect from time to time. 

2.4.11 	 Verizon may (but shall not be obligated to) monitor Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups using service results for the applicable 
design blocking objective. IfVerizon observes blocking in excess of 
the applicable design objective on any Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group and "'·CLEC Acronym TEo•• has not 
notified Verizon that it has corrected such blocking, Verizon may 
submit to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· a Trunk Group Service Request 
directing ···CLEC Acronym TE··· to remedy the blocking. Upon 
receipt of a Trunk Group Service Request, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
will complete an ASR to establish or augment the End Office Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group(s), or, if mutually agreed, to augment the 
Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with excessive 
blocking and submit the ASR to Verizon within five (5) Business Days. 

2.4.12 	 The Parties will review all Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
groups that reach a utilization level of seventy percent (70%), or 
greater, to determine whether those groups should be augmented. 
··"CLEC Acronym TE··" will promptly augment all Tandem Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunk groups that reach a utilization level of eighty 
percent (80%) by submitting ASRs for additional trunks sufficient to 
attain a utilization level of approximately seventy percent (70%), 
unless the Parties agree that additional trunking is not required. For 
each Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunk group with a utilization 
level of less than sixty percent (60%), unless the Parties agree 
otherwise, ......CLEC Acronym TE"** will promptly submit ASRs to 
disconnect a sufficient number of Interconnection Trunks to attain a 
utilization level of approximately Sixty percent (60%) for each 
respective group, unless the Parties agree that the Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks should not be disconnected. In the event 
·""CLEC Acronym TE··· fails to submit an ASR for Two-Way 
Interconnection Trunks in conformance with this Section, Verizon may 
disconnect the excess Interconnection Trunks or bill (and """CLEC 
Acronym TE**" shall pay) for the excess Interconnection Trunks at the 
applicable Verizon rates. 

2.4.13 	 Because Verizon will not be in control of when and how many Two
Way Interconnection Trunks are established between its network and 
"""CLEC Acronym TE·""'s network, Verizon's performance in 
connection with these Two-Way Interconnection Trunk groups shall 
not be subject to any performance measurements and remedies under 
this Agreement, and, except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, 
under any FCC or Commission approved carrier-to-carrier 
performance assurance guidelines or plan. 

2.4.14 	 "'''CLEC Acronym TE·o. will route its traffic to Verizon over the End 
Office and Tandem Two-Way Interconnection Trunks in accordance 
with SR-TAP-000191, including but not limited to those standards 
requiring that a call from .....CLEC Acronym TE*** to a Verizon End 
Office will first be routed to the End Office Interconnection Trunk group 
between • ....CLEC Acronym TE*** and the Verizon End Office. 

3. Alternative Interconnection Arrangements 

3.1 Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions. 
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3.1.1 	 Each Party may request a Fiber Meet arrangement by providing 
written notice thereof to the other Party if each of the following 
conditions has been met: (a) the Parties have consistently been 
exchanging an amount of applicable traffic (as set forth in Section 
3.1.3 below) in the relevant exchanges equal to at least one (1) DS-3 
and (b) neither ......CLEC Acronym TE ...... nor any of ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s affiliates has an overdue balance on any bill rendered to 
....*CLEC Acronym TE*** or ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s affiliates for 
charges that are not subject to a good faith dispute. Any such Fiber 
Meet arrangement shall be subject to the terms of this Agreement. In 
addition, the establishment of any Fiber Meet arrangement is 
expressly conditioned upon the Parties mutually agreeing to the 
technical specifications and requirements for such Fiber Meet 
arrangement including, but not limited to, the location of the Fiber Meet 
points, routing. equipment (e.g., specifications of AddlDrop 
Multiplexers, number of strands of fiber, etc.), software, ordering, 
provisioning, maintenance, repair, testing, augment and on any other 
technical specifications or requirements necessary to implement the 
Fiber Meet arrangement. For each Fiber Meet arrangement the 
Parties agree to implement. the Parties will complete and sign a 
Technical Specifications and Requirements document, the form of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A to Section 3 of the 
Interconnection Attachment Fiber Meet Arrangement Provisions. Each 
such document will be treated as Confidential Information. 

3.1.2 	 The Parties agree to consider the possibility of using existing fiber 
cable with spare capacity, where available, to implement any such 
request for a Fiber Meet arrangement. If existing fiber cable with 
spare capacity is not available, the Parties agree to minimize the 
construction and deployment of fiber cable necessary for any Fiber 
Meet arrangement to which they agree. Except as otherwise agreed 
by the Parties, any and all Fiber Meet points established between the 
Parties shall extend no further than three (3) miles from an applicable 
Verizon Tandem or End Office and Verizon shall not be required to 
construct or deploy more than five hundred (500) feet of fiber cable for 
a Fiber Meet arrangement. 

3.1.3 	 A Fiber Meet arrangement established under this Agreement may be 
used for the transmission and routing of only the following traffic types 
(over the Interconnection Trunks): 

3.1.3.1 	 Reciprocal Compensation Traffic between the Parties' 
respective Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

3.1.3.2 	 Translated LEC IntraLA TA toll free service access code 
(e.g., 800/888/877) traffic between the Parties' respective 
Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

3.1.3.3 	 IntraLATA Toll Traffic between the Parties' respective 
Telephone Exchange Service Customers; 

3.1.3.4 	 Tandem Transit Traffic; and 

3.1.3.5 	 Measured Internet Traffic. 

To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under this 
Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of traffic of the 
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3.1.4 

types set forth in Sections 3.1.3.1 and/or 3.1.3.5, other than the 
obligation to pay intercarrier compensation charges pursuant to the 
terms of the Agreement, neither Party shall have any obligation to pay 
the other Party any charges in connection with any Fiber Meet 
arrangements established under this Agreement. To the extent that a 
Fiber Meet arrangement established under this Agreement is used for 
the transmission and routing of traffic of the type set forth in Section 
3.1.3.2, the transport and termination of such traffic shall be subject to 
the rates and charges set forth in the Agreement and applicable 
Tariffs. To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established 
under this Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of traffic 
of the type set forth in Section 3.1.3.3, the Party originating such traffic 
shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport and 
termination of such traffic at the rates and charges set forth in the 
Agreement and applicable Tariffs. To the extent that a Fiber Meet 
arrangement established under this Agreement is used for the 
transmission and routing of traffic of the type set forth in Section 
3.1.3.4, Verizon shall charge (and ···ClEC Acronym TE"* shall pay) 
Verizon's applicable rates and charges as set forth in the Agreement 
and Verizon's applicable Tariffs, including transport charges to the 
terminating Verizon Tandem. 

At "*ClEC Acronym TP**'s written request, a Fiber Meet 
arrangement established under this Agreement may be used for the 
transmission and routing of the following traffic types over the following 
trunk types: 

3.1.4.1 	 Operator services traffic from ·*·ClEC Acronym TE*·*'s 
Telephone Exchange Service Customers to an operator 
services provider over operator services trunks; 

3.1.4.2 	 Directory assistance traffic from ·**ClEC Acronym TEo*·,s 
Telephone Exchange Service Customers to a directory 
assistance provider over directory assistance trunks; 

3.1.4.3 	 911 traffic from "·ClEC Acronym TE**·'s Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers to 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) over 911 trunks; and 

3.1.4.4 	 Jointly-provided Switched Exchange Access Service traffic, 
including translated InterLA T A toll free service access code 
(e.g., 800/888/877) traffic. between "'ClEC Acronym 
TE"""'s Telephone Exchange Service Customers and third
party purchasers of Switched Exchange Access Service via 
a Verizon access Tandem over Access Toll Connecting 
Trunks. 

To the extent that a Fiber Meet arrangement established under this 
Agreement is used for the transmission and routing of any traffic of the 
types set forth in this Section 3.1.4 Verizon may bill (and "'ClEC 
Acronym TEo,,* shall pay) Verizon's applicable Tariff rates and 
charges. Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties or as 
expressly set forth in Sections 3.1.3 and/or 3.1.4 of this 
Interconnection Attachment. access services (switched and 
unswitched) and unbundled network elements shall not be provisioned 
on or accessed through Fiber Meet arrangements. 
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3.1.5 	 "*CLEC Acronym TE*** will include traffic to be exchanged over Fiber 
Meet arrangements in its forecasts provided to Verizon under the 
Agreement. 

4. 	 Initiating Interconnection 

If * ....CLEC Acronym TE"''' determines to offer Telephone Exchange Services 
and to interconnect with Verizon in any LATA in which Verizon also offers 
Telephone Exchange Services and in which the Parties are not already 
interconnected pursuant to this Agreement, * ....CLEC Acronym TE....• shall 
provide written notice to Verizon of the need to establish Interconnection in such 
LATA pursuant to this Agreement. 

4.2 	 The notice provided in Section 4.1 of this Attachment shall include (a) the initial 
Routing Point(s): (b) the applicable technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network to be established in the relevant LATA in 
accordance with this Agreement; (c) .... CLEC Acronym TE· ....'s intended 
Interconnection activation date; (d) a forecast of ... ·CLEC Acronym TEu",s 
trunking requirements conforming to Section 14.2 of this Attachment; and (e) 
such other information as Verizon shall reasonably request in order to facilitate 
Interconnection. 

4.3 	 The interconnection activation date in the new LATA shall be mutually agreed to 
by the Parties after receipt by Verizon of all necessary information as indicated 
above. Within ten (10) Business Days of Verizon's receipt of "·CLEC Acronym 
TE·"'s notice provided for in Section 4.10fthis Attachment, Verizon and 
·"CLEC Acronym TE.... shall confirm the technically feasible Point of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in the new LATA and the mutually agreed 
upon Interconnection activation date for the new LATA. 

5. 	 Transmission and Routing of Telephone Exchange Service Traffic 

5.1 	 Scope of Traffic. 

Section 5 prescribes parameters for Interconnection Trunks used for 

Interconnection pursuant to Sections 2 through 4 of this Attachment. 


5.2 	 Trunk Group Connections and Ordering. 

5.2.1 	 For both One-Way and Two-Way Interconnection Trunks, if ***CLEC 
Acronym Tp·· wishes to use a technically feasible interface other 
than a DS1 or a DS3 facility at the POI, the Parties shall negotiate 
reasonable terms and conditions (including, without limitation, rates 
and implementation timeframes) for such arrangement; and, if the 
Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including, without 
limitation, rates and implementation timeframes), either Party may 
utilize the Agreement's dispute resolution procedures. 

5.2.2 	 When One-Way or Two-Way Interconnection Trunks are provisioned 
using a DS3 interface facility, if ···CLEC Acronym Tp·· orders the 
multiplexed DS3 facilities to a Verizon Central Office that is not 
designated in the NECA 4 Tariff as the appropriate Intermediate Hub 
location (i.e., the Intermediate Hub location in the appropriate Tandem 
subtending area based on the LERG), and the provision of such 
facilities to the subject Central Office is technically feasible, the Parties 
shall negotiate in good faith reasonable terms and conditions 
(including, without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for 
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such arrangement; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and 
conditions (including, without limitation, rates and implementation 
timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute 
resolution procedures. 

5.2.3 	 Each Party will identify its Carrier Identification Code, a three or four 
digit numeric code obtained from Telcordia, to the other Party when 
ordering a trunk group. 

5.2.4 	 For multi-frequency (MF) signaling each Party will out pulse ten (10) 
digits to the other Party, unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise. 

5.2.5 	 Each Party will use commercially reasonable efforts to monitor trunk 
groups under its control and to augment those groups using generally 
accepted trunk-engineering standards so as to not exceed blocking 
objectives. Each Party agrees to use modular trunk-engineering 
techniques for trunks subject to this Attachment. 

5.3 	 Switching System Hierarchy and Trunking Requirements. 

For purposes of routing ·"CLEC Acronym TE·" traffic to Verizon, the 
subtending arrangements between Verizon Tandems and Verizon End Offices 
shall be the same as the Tandem/End Office subtending arrangements Verizon 
maintains for the routing of its own or other carriers' traffic (Le., traffic will be 
routed to the appropriate Verizon Tandem subtended by the terminating End 
Office serving the Verizon Customer). For purposes of routing Verizon traffic to 
·"CLEC Acronym TE..·, the subtending arrangements between ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··· Tandems and ·"CLEC Acronym TP** End Offices shall be the 
same as the Tandem/End Office subtending arrangements that ···CLEC 
Acronym TEu 

• maintains for the routing of its own or other carriers' traffic. 

5.4 	 Signaling. 

Each Party will provide the other Party with access to its databases and 
associated signaling necessary for the routing and completion of the other 
Party's traffic in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and any 
applicable Tariff. 

5.5 	 Grades of Service. 

The Parties shall initially engineer and shall monitor and augment all trunk 
groups consistent with the Joint Process as set forth in Section 14.1 of this 
Attachment. 

6. 	 Traffic Measurement and Billing over Interconnection Trunks 

6.1 	 For billing purposes, each Party shall pass Calling Party Number (CPN) 
information on at least ninety-five percent (95%) of calls carried over the 
Interconnection Trunks. 

6.1.1 	 As used in this Section 6, "Traffic Rate" means the applicable 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic rate, Measured Internet Traffic rate, 
intrastate Switched Exchange Access Service rate, interstate Switched 
Exchange Access Service rate, or intrastate/interstate Tandem Transit 
Traffic rate, as provided in the Pricing Attachment. an applicable Tariff, 
or, for Measured Internet Traffic, the FCC Internet Orders. 
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6.1.2 	 If the originating Party passes CPN on ninety-five percent (95%) or 
more of its calls, the receiving Party shall bill the originating Party the 
Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute of traffic for which CPN 
is passed. For any remaining (up to 5%) calls without CPN 
information, the receiving Party shall bill the originating Party for such 
traffic at the Traffic Rate applicable to each relevant minute of traffic, in 
direct proportion to the minutes of use of calls passed with CPN 
information. 

6.1.3 	 If the originating Party passes CPN on less than ninety-five percent 
(95%) of its calls and the originating Party chooses to combine 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic and Toll Traffic on the same trunk 
group, the receiving Party shall bill the higher of its interstate Switched 
Exchange Access Service rates or its intrastate Switched Exchange 
Access Services rates for all traffic that is passed without CPN, unless 
the Parties agree that other rates should apply to such traffic. 

6.2 	 At such time as a receiving Party has the capability, on an automated baSiS, to 
use such CPN to classify traffic delivered over Interconnection Trunks by the 
other Party by Traffic Rate type (e.g., Reciprocal Compensation Traffic/Measured 
Internet Traffic, intrastate Switched Exchange Access Service, interstate 
Switched Exchange Access Service, or intrastatelinterstate Tandem Transit 
Traffic), such receiving Party shall bill the originating Party the Traffic Rate 
applicable to each relevant minute of traffic for which CPN is passed. If the 
receiving Party lacks the capability, on an automated basis, to use CPN 
information on an automated basis to classify traffic delivered by the other Party 
by Traffic Rate type, the originating Party will supply Traffic Factor 1 and Traffic 
Factor 2. The Traffic Factors shall be supplied in writing by the originating Party 
within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date and shall be updated in writing by the 
originating Party quarterly. Measurement of billing minutes for purposes of 
determining terminating compensation shall be in conversation seconds (the time 
in seconds that the Parties equipment is used for a completed call, measured 
from the receipt of answer supervision to the receipt of disconnect supervision). 
Measurement of billing minutes for originating toll free service access code (e.g., 
800/888/877) calls shall be in accordance with applicable Tariffs. Determination 
as to whether traffic is Reciprocal Compensation Traffic or Measured Internet 
Traffic shall be made in accordance with Paragraphs 8 and 79, and other 
applicable provisions, of the April 18, 2001 FCC Internet Order (including, but not 
limited to, in accordance with the rebuttable presumption established by the April 
18, 2001 FCC Internet Order that traffic delivered to a carrier that exceeds a 3:1 
ratio of terminating to originating traffic is Measured Internet Traffic, and in 
accordance with the process established by the April 18, 2001 FCC Internet 
Order for rebutting such presumption before the Commission), as modified by the 
November 5, 2008 FCC Internet Order and other applicable FCC orders and 
FCC Regulations. 

6.3 	 Each Party reserves the right to audit all Traffic, up to a maximum of two audits 
per Calendar Year, to ensure that rates are being applied appropriately; 
provided, however, that either Party shall have the right to conduct additional 
audit(s) if the preceding audit disclosed material errors or discrepancies. Each 
Party agrees to provide the necessary Traffic data in conjunction with any such 
audit in a timely manner. 

6.4 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit either Party's ability to 
designate the areas within which that Party's Customers may make calls which 
that Party rates as "local" in its Customer Tariffs. 
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6.5 	 If and, to the extent that, a ···CLEC Acronym TE··· Customer receives V/FX 
Traffic, "'·CLEC Acronym TE··· shall promptly provide notice thereof to Verizon 
(such notice to include, without limitation, the specific telephone number(s) that 
the Customer uses for V/FX Traffic, as well as the LATA in which the Customer's 
station is actually physically located) and shall not bill Verizon Reciprocal 
Compensation, intercarrier compensation or any other charges for calls placed 
by Verizon's Customers to such "·CLEC Acronym Tp·· Customers. 

7. 	 Reciprocal Compensation Arrangements Pursuant to Section 251(b)(5) of the Act 

7.1 	 Reciprocal Compensation. 

The Parties shall exchange Reciprocal Compensation Traffic at the technically 
feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA designated in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Party originating Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic shall compensate the terminating Party for the transport 
and termination of such traffic to its Customer in accordance with Section 
251 (b)(5) of the Act at the equal and symmetrical rates stated in the Pricing 
Attachment; it being understood and agreed that Verizon shall charge (and 
"'·CLEC Acronym TE"'· shall pay Verizon) the End Office Reciprocal 
Compensation rate set forth in the Pricing Attachment for Reciprocal 
Compensation Traffic ···CLEC Acronym TE*·· physically delivers to a POI at the 
Verizon Interconnection Wire Center in which the terminating Verizon End Office 
is located, and otherwise that Verizon shall charge ( ... ·CLEC Acronym TP** 
shall pay Verizon) the Tandem Reciprocal Compensation rate set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment for ReCiprocal Compensation Traffic ···CLEC Acronym TE·" 
delivers to Verizon; it also being understood and agreed that *"'CLEC Acronym 
TP*· shall charge (and Verizon shall pay ···CLEC Acronym TE"·) the End 
Office Reciprocal Compensation rate set forth in the Pricing Attachment for 
Reciprocal Compensation Traffic Verizon delivers to ... ·CLEC Acronym TE*·*. 
These rates are to be applied at the technically feasible Point(s) of 
Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA at which the Parties 
interconnect, whether such traffic is delivered by Verizon for termination by 
... ·CLEC Acronym TE*·*, or delivered by ··*CLEC Acronym TE·*· for termination 
by Verizon. No additional charges shall be assessed by the terminating Party for 
the transport and termination of such traffic from the technically feasible Point(s) 
of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA to its Customer; provided, 
however, for the avoidance of any doubt, "**CLEC Acronym TE*** shall also pay 
Verizon, at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, for any multiplexing, 
cross connects or other collocation related Services that **·CLEC Acronym TE"· 
obtains from Verizon. When Toll Traffic is delivered over the same 
Interconnection Trunks as Reciprocal Compensation Traffic, any port, transport 
or other applicable access charges related to the delivery of Toll Traffic from the 
technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA to 
the terminating Party's Customer shall be prorated so as to apply only to the Toll 
Traffic. The designation of traffic as Reciprocal Compensation Traffic for 
purposes of Reciprocal Compensation shall be based on the actual originating 
and terminating points of the complete end-to-end communication. 

7.2 	 Traffic Not Subject to Reciprocal Compensation. 

7.2.1 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to interstate or intrastate 
Exchange Access (including, without limitation, Virtual Foreign 
Exchange Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic), Information Access, or exchange 
services for Exchange Access or Information Access. 
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7.2.2 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Internet Traffic. 

7.2.3 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Toll Traffic, including, but 
not limited to, calls originated on a 1 + presubscription basis, or on a 
casual dialed (10XXXJ1 01XXXX) basis. 

7.2.4 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Optional Extended Local 
Calling Scope Arrangement Traffic. 

7.2.5 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to special access, private 
line, or any other traffic that is not switched by the terminating Party. 

7.2.6 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Tandem Transit Traffic. 

7.2.7 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Voice Information Service 
Traffic (as defined in Section 5 of the Additional Services Attachment). 

7.2.8 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to traffic that is not subject to 
Reciprocal Compensation under Section 251 (b)(5) of the Act. 

7.2.9 	 Reciprocal Compensation shall not apply to Virtual Foreign Exchange 
Traffic (i.e., V/FX Traffic). As used in this Agreement, "Virtual Foreign 
Exchange Traffic" or "V/FX Traffic" is defined as calls in which a 
*·*CLEC Acronym TE*** Customer is assigned a telephone number 
with an NXX Code (as set forth in the LERG) associated with an 
exchange that is different than the exchange (as set forth in the LERG) 
associated with the actual physical location of such Customer's 
station. For the avoidance of any doubt, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
pay Verizon's originating access charges for all V/FX Traffic originated 
by a Verizon Customer, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay 
Verizon's terminating access charges for all V/FX Traffic originated by 
a ***CLEC Acronym TP** Customer. 

7.3 	 The Reciprocal Compensation rates (including, but not limited to, the Reciprocal 
Compensation per minute of use charges) billed by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to 
Verizon shall not exceed the Reciprocal Compensation rates (including, but not 
limited to, Reciprocal Compensation per minute of use charges) billed by Verizon 
to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

8. 	 Other Types of Traffic 

8.1 	 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or any Tariff: (a) the 
Parties' rights and obligations with respect to any intercarrier compensation that 
may be due in connection with their exchange of Internet Traffic shall be 
governed by the terms of the FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC 
orders and FCC Regulations; and, (b) a Party shall not be obligated to pay any 
intercarrier compensation for Internet Traffic that is in excess of the intercarrier 
compensation for Internet Traffic that such Party is required to pay under the 
FCC Internet Orders and other applicable FCC orders and FCC Regulations. 

8.2 	 Subject to Section 8.1 of this Attachment, interstate and intrastate Exchange 
Access, Information Access, exchange services for Exchange Access or 
Information Access, and Toll Traffic, shall be governed by the applicable 
provisions of this Agreement and applicable Tariffs. 

8.3 	 For any traffic originating with a third party carrier and delivered by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** to Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay Verizon the same 
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amount that such third party carrier would have been obligated to pay Verizon for 
termination of that traffic at the location the traffic is delivered to Verizon by 
"*CLEC Acronym TE***. 

8.4 	 Any traffic not specifically addressed in this Agreement shall be treated as 
required by the applicable Tariff of the Party transporting and/or terminating the 
traffic. 

8.5 	 The Parties may also exchange Internet Traffic at the technically feasible POint(s) 
of Interconnection on Verizon's network in a LATA established hereunder for the 
exchange of Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. Any intercarrier compensation 
that may be due in connection with the Parties' exchange of Internet Traffic shall 
be applied at such technically feasible Point of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA in accordance with the FCC Internet Orders and other 
applicable FCC orders and FCC Regulations. 

9. 	 Transmission and Routing of Exchange Access Traffic 

9.1 	 Scope of Traffic. 

Section 9 prescribes parameters for certain trunks to be established over the 
Interconnections specified in Sections 2 through 5 of this Attachment for the 
transmission and routing of traffic between ***CLEC Acronym TE**" Telephone 
Exchange Service Customers and Interexchange Carriers ("Access Toll 
Connecting Trunks"), in any case where "*CLEC Acronym TE*** elects to have 
its End Office Switch subtend a Verizon Tandem. This includes casually-dialed 
(1 01 OXXX and 101XXXX) traffic. 

9.2 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunk Group Architecture. 

9.2.1 	 If***CLEC Acronym TE* .... chooses to subtend a Verizon access 
Tandem, "**CLEC Acronym TE"""'s NPAlNXX must be assigned by 
.....CLEC Acronym TE""" to subtend the same Verizon access Tandem 
that a Verizon NPA/NXX serving the same Rate Center Area subtends 
as identified in the LERG. 

9.2.2 	 ......CLEC Acronym TE**" shall establish Access Toll Connecting 
Trunks pursuant to applicable access Tariffs by which it will provide 
Switched Exchange Access Services to Interexchange Carriers to 
enable such Interexchange Carriers to originate and terminate traffic to 
and from "'''CLEC Acronym TE ......'s Customers. 

9.2.3 	 The Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be two-way trunks. Such 
trunks shall connect the End Office "*CLEC Acronym TE* .... utilizes to 
provide Telephone Exchange Service and Switched Exchange Access 
to its Customers in a given LATA to the access Tandem(s) Verizon 
utilizes to provide Exchange Access in such LATA. 

9.2.4 	 Access Toll Connecting Trunks shall be used solely for the 
transmission and routing of Exchange Access to allow * ....CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s Customers to connect to or be connected to the 
interexchange trunks of any Interexchange Carrier which is connected 
to a Verizon access Tandem. 

10. 	 Meet-Point Billing (MPB) Arrangements 
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10.1 	 mClEC Acronym TE*" and Verizon will establish MPB arrangements in order to 
provide a common transport option to Switched Exchange Access Services 
customers via a Verizon access Tandem Switch in accordance with the MPB 
guidelines contained in the OBF's MECAB and MECOD documents, except as 
modified herein, and in Verizon's applicable Tariffs. The arrangements described 
in this Section 10 are intended to be used to provide Switched Exchange Access 
Service where the transport component of the Switched Exchange Access 
Service is routed through an access Tandem Switch that is provided by Verizon. 

10.2 	 In each lATA, the Parties shall establish MPB arrangements for the applicable 
***ClEC Acronym TE*** Routing PoinWerizon Serving Interconnection Wire 
Center combinations. 

10.3 	 Interconnection for the MPB arrangement shall occur at each of the Verizon 
access Tandems in the LATA, unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties. 

10.4 	 ***ClEC Acronym TE*** and Verizon will use reasonable efforts, individually and 
collectively, to maintain provisions in their respective state access Tariffs, and/or 
provisions within the National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA) Tariff No.4, 
or any successor Tariff sufficient to reflect the MPB arrangements established 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

10.5 	 In general, there are four alternative MPB arrangements possible, which are: 
Single Bill/Single Tariff, Multiple Bill/Single Tariff, Multiple Bill/Multiple Tariff, and 
Single Bill/Multiple Tariff, as outlined in the OBF MECAB Guidelines. 

Each Party shall implement the "Multiple Bill/Single Tariff' or "Multiple Bill/Multiple 
Tariff' option, as appropriate, in order to bill an IXC for the portion of the MPB 
arrangement provided by that Party. Alternatively, in former Bell Atlantic service 
areas, upon agreement of the Parties, each Party may use the New York State 
Access Pool on its behalf to implement the Single Bill/Multiple Tariff or Single 
Bill/Single Tariff option, as appropriate, in order to bill an IXC for the portion of 
the MPB arrangement provided by that Party. 

10.6 	 The rates to be billed by each Party for the portion of the MPB arrangement 
provided by it shall be as set forth in that Party's applicable Tariffs, or other 
document that contains the terms under which that Party's access services are 
offered. For each "*ClEC Acronym TE*** Routing PoinWerizon Serving 
Interconnection Wire Center combination, the MPB billing percentages for 
transport between the ***ClEC Acronym TE*** Routing Point and the Verizon 
Serving Interconnection Wire Center shall be calculated in accordance with the 
formula set forth in Section 10.17 of this Attachment. 

10.7 	 Each Party shall provide the other Party with the billing name, billing address, 
and Carrier Identification Code (CIC) ofthe IXC, and identification of the Verizon 
Interconnection Wire Center serving the IXC in order to comply with the MPB 
notification process as outlined in the MECAB document. 

10.8 	 Verizon shall provide ***ClEC Acronym TE*** with the Terminating Switched 
Access Detail Usage Data (EMI category 1101 XX records) recorded at the 
Verizon access Tandem on cartridge or via such other media as the Parties may 
agree to, no later than ten (10) Business Days after the date the usage occurred. 

10.9 	 ···ClEC Acronym TE··· shall provide Verizon with the Originating Switched 
Access Detail Usage Data (EMI category 1101 XX records) on cartridge or via 
such other media as the Parties may agree, no later than ten (10) Business Days 
after the date the usage occurred. 
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10.10 	 All usage data to be provided pursuant to Sections 10.8 and 10.9 of this 
Attachment shall be sent to the following addresses: 

To "'**CLEC Acronym TE"''''''': 

For Verizon: 

Verizon Data Services 

ATTN: MPB 

1 East Telecom Parkway 

Dock D 

Temple Terrace, FL 33637 


Either Party may change its address for receiving usage data by notifying the 
other Party in writing pursuant to Section 29 of the General Terms and 
Conditions. 

10.11 	 mCLEC Acronym TE"''''''' and Verizon shall coordinate and exchange the billing 
account reference (BAR) and billing account cross reference (BACR) numbers or 
Operating Company Number ("OCN"), as appropriate, for the M PB arrangements 
described in this Section 10. Each Party shall notify the other if the level of billing 
or other BAR/BACR elements change, resulting in a new BAR/BACR number, or 
if the OCN changes. 

10.12 	 Each Party agrees to provide the other Party with notification of any errors it 
discovers in MPB data within thirty (30) calendar days of the receipt of the 
original data. The other Party shall attempt to correct the error and resubmit the 
data within ten (10) Business Days of the notification. In the event the errors 
cannot be corrected within such ten- (10) Business-Day period, the erroneous 
data will be considered lost. In the event of a loss of data, whether due to 
uncorrectable errors or otherwise, both Parties shall cooperate to reconstruct the 
lost data and, if such reconstruction is not possible, shall accept a reasonable 
estimate of the lost data based upon prior usage data. 

10.13 	 Either Party may request a review or audit of the various components of access 
recording up to a maximum of two (2) audits per calendar year. All costs 
associated with each review and audit shall be borne by the requesting Party. 
Such review or audit shall be conducted subject to Section 7 of the General 
Terms and Conditions and during regular business hours. A Party may conduct 
additional audits, at its expense, upon the other Party's consent, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

10.14 	 Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, nothing contained in this Section 
10 shall create any liability for damages, losses, claims, costs, injuries, expenses 
or other liabilities whatsoever on the part of either Party. 

10.15 	 MPB will apply for all traffic bearing the 500, 900, toll free service access code 
(e.g. 800/888/877) (to the extent provided by an IXC) or any other non
geographic NPA which may be designated for such traffic in the future. 

10.16 	 In the event "'''''''CLEC Acronym TE"''' determines to offer Telephone Exchange 
Services in a LATA in which Verizon operates an access Tandem Switch, 
Verizon shall permit and enable ""'CLEC Acronym TE"'''''' to subtend the Verizon 
access Tandem Switch{es) designated for the Verizon End Offices in the area 
where there are located "'''CLEC Acronym TE""'''' Routing Point{s) associated 
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with the NPA NXX(s) to/from which the Switched Exchange Access Services are 
homed. 

10.17 	 Except as otherwise mutually agreed by the Parties, the MPB billing percentages 
for each Routing PoinWerizon Serving Interconnection Wire Center combination 
shall be calculated according to the following formula, unless as mutually agreed 
to by the Parties: 

a / (a + b) = ""CLEC Acronym TE·" Billing Percentage 

and 

b/(a+b) = Verizon Billing Percentage 

where: 

a = the airline mileage between "·*CLEC Acronym TE··* Routing 
Point and the actual point of interconnection for the MPB arrangement; and 

b = the airline mileage between the Verizon Serving Interconnection 
Wire Center and the actual point of interconnection for the MPB arrangement. 

10.1B 	 ·**CLEC Acronym TE*** shall inform Verizon of each LATA in which it intends to 
offer Telephone Exchange Services and its calculation of the billing percentages 
which should apply for such arrangement. Within ten (10) Business Days of 
***CLEC Acronym TE***'s delivery of notice to Verizon, Verizon and ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall confirm the Routing PoinWerizon Serving Interconnection 
Wire Center combination and billing percentages. 

11. 	 Toll Free Service Access Code (e.g., 800/888/877) Traffic 

The following terms shall apply when either Party delivers toll free service access code 
(e.g., BOO/877/888)("8YY") calls to the other Party. For the purposes of this Section 11, 
the terms "translated" and "untranslated" refers to those toll free service access code 
calls that have been queried ("translated") or have not been queried ("untranslated") to 
an BYY database. Except as otherwise agreed to by the Parties, all ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** originating "untranslated" 8YY traffic will be routed over a separate One-Way 
miscellaneous Trunk group. 

11.1 	 When ***CLEC Acronym TE*·· delivers translated BYY calls to Verizon to be 
completed by 

11.1.1 	 an IXC: 

11.1.1.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE**· will provide an appropriate EM I 
record to Verizon; 

11.1.1.2 	 ·**CLEC Acronym TE*** will bill the IXC the "'*CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges and the ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s applicable 
Tariff query charges; and 

11.1.1.3 	 Verizon will bill the IXC Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.1.2 	 Verizon: 
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11.1.2.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will provide an appropriate EMI 
record to Verizon; and 

11.1.2.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will bill Verizon the ·**CLEC 
Acronym TE*"'s Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges 
and the "·CLEC Acronym TP**'s applicable Tariff query 
charge. 

11.1.3 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.1.3.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TP** will provide an appropriate EM I 
record to Verizon and the toll free service access code 
service provider; 

11.1.3.2 	 ""CLEC Acronym TE*** will bill the toll free service access 
code service provider the """CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
applicable Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges and 
the "**CLEC Acronym TE*"*'s applicable Tariff query 
charges; and 

11.1.3.3 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges. 

11.2 	 When Verizon performs the query and delivers translated 8YY calls, originated 
by Verizon's Customer or another LEC's Customer to "·CLEC Acronym TE"· to 
be completed by 

11.2.1 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE···: 

11.2.1.1 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EM I record to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***; and 

11.2.1.2 	 Verizon will bill ·"'CLEC Acronym TE·"· Verizon's 
applicable Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges and 
Verizon's applicable Tariff query charges. 

11.2.2 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.2.2.1 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to "·CLEC 
Acronym TE"·· and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.2.2.2 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable Tariff query 
charges; and 

11.2.2.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will bill the toll free service access 
code service provider the "'*CLEC Acronym TE·**·s 
applicable Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.3 	 When **"CLEC Acronym TE*** delivers untranslated 8YY calls to Verizon to be 
completed by 

11.3.1 	 an IXC: 
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11.3.1.1 	 Verizon will query the call and route the call to the 
appropriate IXC; 

11.3.1.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EM I record to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE"*·; 

11.3.1 .3 Verizon will bill the IX C Verizon's applicable Switched 
Exchange Access Tariff charges and Verizon's applicable 
Tariff query charges; and 

11.3.1 .4 ···CLEC Acronym TE... • will bill the IXC "·CLEC Acronym 
TE...·s applicable Switched Exchange Access Tariff 
charges. 

11.3.2 	 Verizon: 

11.3.2.1 	 Verizon will query the call and complete the call; 

11.3.2.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EMI record to *"CLEC 
Acronym TE**"; 

11.3.2.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE**" will bill Verizon the *"CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff charges. 

11.3.3 a toll free service access code service provider in that LATA: 

11.3.3.1 	 Verizon will query the call and route the call to the 
appropriate toll free service access code service provider; 

11.3.3.2 	 Verizon will provide an appropriate EM I record to *"CLEC 
Acronym TE""· and the toll free service access code service 
provider; 

11.3,3.3 	 Verizon will bill the toll free service access code service 
provider Verizon's applicable Switched Exchange Access 
Tariff and Verizon's applicable Tariff query charges; and 

11.3.3.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will bill the toll free service access 
code service provider the ""CLEC Acronym TE"**'s 
applicable Switched Exchange Access Tariff charges. 

11.4 	 Verizon will not direct untranslated toll free service access code calls to ·""CLEC 
Acronym TE***. 

12. 	 Tandem Transit Traffic 

12.1 	 As used in this Section. Tandem Transit Traffic is Telephone Exchange Service 
traffic that originates on ""*CLEC Acronym TE***'s network, and is transported 
through Verizon's Tandem to the subtending End Office or its equivalent of 
another carrier (CLEC, ILEC other than Verizon, Commercial Mobile Radio 
Service (CMRS) carrier, or other LEC ("Other Carrier"). Neither the originating 
nor terminating customer is a Customer of Verizon. Subtending End Offices shall 
be determined in accordance with and as identified in the Local Exchange 
Routing Guide (LERG). For the avoidance of any doubt, under no circumstances 
shall Verizon be required to transit traffic through a Verizon Tandem to a Central 
Office that the LERG does not identify as subtending that particular Verizon 
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Tandem. Switched Exchange Access Service traffic is not Tandem Transit 
Traffic. 

12.2 	 Tandem Transit Traffic Service provides ***CLEC Acronym TE*** with the 
transport of Tandem Transit Traffic as provided below. 

12.3 	 Tandem Transit Traffic may be routed over the Interconnection Trunks described 
in Sections 2 through 6 of this Attachment. mCLEC Acronym TE"* shall deliver 
each Tandem Transit Traffic call to Verizon's Tandem with CCS and the 
appropriate Transactional Capabilities Application Part ("TCAP") message to 
facilitate full interoperability of CLASS Features and billing functions. 

12.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may use Tandem Transit Traffic Service only for traffic 
that originates on *··CLEC Acronym TE***'s network and only to send traffic to 
an Other Carrier with whom ···CLEC Acronym TE··· has a reciprocal traffic 
exchange arrangement (either via written agreement or mutual tariffs) that 
provides for the Other Carrier, to terminate or complete traffic originated by 
···CLEC Acronym TE·"" and to bill ·*·CLEC Acronym TE"·, and not to bill 
Verizon, for such traffic. ···CLEC Acronym TE*·· agrees not to use Verizon's 
Tandem Transit Traffic Service to send traffic to an Other Carrier with whom 
***CLEC Acronym TE*·· does not have such a reciprocal traffic exchange 
arrangement or to send traffic that does not originate on ·"CLEC Acronym 
TE*"'s network. 

12.5 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE"· shall pay Verizon for Tandem Transit Traffic Service at 
the rates specified in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon will not be liable for 
compensation to any Other Carrier for any traffic that is transported through 
Verizon's Tandem and Verizon reserves the right to assess to ***CLEC Acronym 
TE·" any additional charges or costs any Other Carrier imposes or levies on 
Verizon for the delivery or termination of such traffic, including any Switched 
Exchange Access Service charges. If Verizon is billed by any Other Carrier for 
any traffic originated by ··*CLEC Acronym TE·", Verizon may provide notice to 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· of such billing. Upon receipt of such notice, *··CLEC 
Acronym TE**· shall immediately stop using Verizon's Tandem Transit Traffic 
Service to send any traffic to such Other Carrier until it has provided to Verizon 
certification that the Other Carrier has removed such billed charges from its bill to 
Verizon and that the Other Carrier will not bill Verizon for any traffic originated by 
***CLEC Acronym TE*·*. Such certification must be signed by an authorized 
officer or agent of the Other Carrier and must be in a form acceptable to Verizon. 

12.6 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE·*" uses Tandem Transit Traffic Service for traffic 
volumes that exceed the Centum Call Seconds (Hundred Call Seconds) busy 
hour equivalent of 200,000 combined minutes of use per month (a DS1 
equivalent) to the subtending End Office of a particular Other Carrier for any 
month (the "Threshold Level"). ·**CLEC Acronym TE*** shall use good faith 
efforts to establish direct interconnection with such Other Carrier and reduce 
such traffic volumes below the Threshold Level. If Verizon believes that ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** has not exercised good faith efforts promptly to obtain such direct 
interconnection, either Party may use the Dispute Resolution processes of this 
Agreement. 

12.7 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*" fails to comply with Section 12 of this Attachment, 
such failure shall be a material breach of a material provision of this Agreement 
and Verizon may exercise any and all remedies under this Agreement and 
Applicable Law for such breach. 
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12.8 	 If or when a third party carrier plans to subtend a "'*CLEC Acronym TE*** switch, 
then ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide written notice to Verizon at least 
ninety (90) days before such subtending service arrangement becomes effective 
so that Verizon may negotiate and establish direct interconnection with such third 
party carrier. Upon written request from Verizon, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
offer to Verizon a service arrangement equivalent to or the same as Tandem 
Transit Traffic Service provided by Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** as defined 
in this Section such that Verizon may terminate calls to a Central Office or its 
equivalent of a CLEC, ILEC other than Verizon, CMRS carrier, or other LEC, that 
subtends a *'"*CLEC Acronym TE*** Central Office or its equivalent ("Reciprocal 
Tandem Transit Service"). *'"*CLEC Acronym TE*** shall offer such Reciprocal 
Transit Service arrangements under terms and conditions of an amendment to 
this Agreement or a separate agreement no less favorable than those provided in 
this Section. 

12.9 	 Neither Party shall take any actions to prevent the other Party from entering into 
a direct and reciprocal traffic exchange arrangement with any carrier to which it 
originates, or from which it terminates, traffic. 

13. 	 Number Resources, Rate Center Areas and Routing Points 

13.1 	 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit or otherwise adversely 
affect in any manner either Party's right to employ or to request and be assigned 
any Central Office Codes ("NXX") pursuant to the Central Office Code 
Assignment Guidelines and any relevant FCC or Commission orders, as may be 
amended from time to time, or to establish, by Tariff or otherwise, Rate Center 
Areas and Routing Points corresponding to such NXX codes. 

13.2 	 It shall be the responsibility of each Party to program and update its own 
switches and network systems pursuant to information provided on ASRs as well 
as the LERG in order to recognize and route traffic to the other Party's assigned 
NXX codes. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, neither Party shall 
impose any fees or charges whatsoever on the other Party for such activities. 

13.3 	 Unless otherwise required by Commission order, the Rate Center Areas will be 
the same for each Party. During the term of this Agreement, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall adopt the Rate Center Area and Rate Center Points that the 
Commission has approved for Verizon within the LATA and Tandem serving 
area. '"""CLEC Acronym TE*** shall assign whole NPA-NXX codes to each Rate 
Center Area unless otherwise ordered by the FCC, the Commission or another 
governmental entity of appropriate jurisdiction, or the LEC industry adopts 
alternative methods of utilizing NXXs. 

13.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will also designate a Routing Point for each assigned 
NXX code. ***CLEC Acronym TE""* shall designate one location for each Rate 
Center Area in which the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** has established NXX code(s) 
as the Routing Point for the NPA-NXXs associated with that Rate Center Area, 
and such Routing Point shall be within the same LATA as the Rate Center Area 
but not necessarily within the Rate Center Area itself. Unless specified 
otherwise, calls to subsequent NXXs of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will be routed in 
the same manner as calls to ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s initial NXXs. 

13.5 	 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, nothing in this 
Agreement is intended, and nothing in this Agreement shall be construed, to in 
any way constrain ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s choices regarding the size of the 
local calling area(s) that ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may establish for its 
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Customers, which local calling areas may be larger than, smaller than, or 
identical to Verizon's local calling areas. 

14. Joint Network Implementation and Grooming Process; Forecasting 

14.1 Joint Network Implementation and Grooming Process. 

Upon request of either Party, the Parties shall jointly develop an implementation 
and grooming process (the "Joint Grooming Process· or "Joint Process") which 
may define and detail, inter alia: 

14.1.1 	 standards to ensure that Interconnection Trunks experience a grade of 
service, availability and quality which is comparable to that achieved 
on interoffice trunks within Verizon's network and in accord with all 
appropriate relevant industry-accepted quality, reliability and 
availability standards. Except as otherwise stated in this Agreement, 
trunks provided by either Party for Interconnection services will be 
engineered using a design-blocking objective of B.01. 

14.1.2 	 the respective duties and responsibilities of the Parties with respect to 
the administration and maintenance of the trunk groups, including, but 
not limited to, standards and procedures for notification and 
discoveries of trunk disconnects; 

14.1.3 	 disaster recovery provision escalations; 

14.1.4 	 additional technically feasible Point(s) of Interconnection on Verizon's 
network in a LATA as provided in Section 2 of this Attachment; and 

14.1.5 	 such other matters as the Parties may agree, including, e.g., End 
Office to End Office high usage trunks as good engineering practices 
may dictate. 

14.2 Trunk Forecasting Requirements. 

14.2.1 	 Initial Trunk Forecast Requirements. At least ninety (90) days before 
initiating interconnection in a LATA, *""CLEC Acronym TE ..... shall 
provide Verizon a two (2)-year traffic forecast that complies with the 
Verizon Interconnection Trunking Forecast Guide, as revised from 
time to time. This initial traffic forecast will provide the amount of 
traffic to be delivered to and from Verizon over each of the 
Interconnection Trunk groups in the LATA over the next eight (8) 
quarters. 

14.2.2 	 Ongoing Trunk Forecast Requirements. Where the Parties have 
already established interconnection in a LATA, "'*CLEC Acronym 
TP*" shall provide a new or revised traffic forecast that complies with 
the Verizon Interconnection Trunking Forecast Guide when """CLEC 
Acronym TE*** develops plans or becomes aware of information that 
will materially affect the Parties' interconnection in that LATA. 
Instances that require a new or revised forecast include, but are not 
limited to: (a) "*"CLEC Acronym TE*"" plans to deploy a new switch; 
(b) """CLEC Acronym TE*"" plans to implement a new POI or network 
architecture; (c) """CLEC Acronym TE""" plans to rearrange its 
network; (d) ""CLEC Acronym TE""" plans to convert a One-Way 
Interconnection Trunk group to a Two-Way Interconnection Trunk 
group; (e) ""CLEC Acronym TE""" plans to convert a Two-Way 
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Interconnection Trunk group to a One-Way Interconnection Trunk 
group; or (f) ***CLEC Acronym TE*"" expects a significant change in 
interconnection traffic volume. In addition, upon request by either 
Party, the Parties shall meet to: (i) review traffic and usage data on 
End Office and Tandem Interconnection Trunk groups and (ii) 
determine whether the Parties should establish new Interconnection 
Trunk groups, augment existing Interconnection Trunk groups, or 
disconnect existing Interconnection Trunks. 

14.2.3 	 Use of Trunk Forecasts. Trunk forecasts provided pursuant to this 
Agreement must be prepared in good faith but are not otherwise 
binding on .....CLEC Acronym TE*** or Verizon. 

15. Number Portability - Section 251(8)(2) 

15.1 Scope. 

The Parties shall provide Number Portability (NP) in accordance with rules and 
regulations as from time to time prescribed by the FCC. 

15.2 Procedures for Providing LNP ("Local Number Portability"). 

The Parties will follow the LNP provisioning process recommended by the North 
American Numbering Council (NANC) and the Industry Numbering Council (INC), 
and adopted by the FCC. In addition, the Parties agree to follow the LNP 
ordering procedures established at the 08F. The Parties shall provide LNP on a 
reciprocal basis. 

15.2.1 	 A Customer of one Party ("Party A") elects to become a Customer of 
the other Party ("Party 8"). The Customer elects to utilize the original 
telephone number(s) corresponding to the Telephone Exchange 
Service(s) it previously received from Party A, in conjunction with the 
Telephone Exchange Service(s) it will now receive from Party 8. After 
Party 8 has received authorization from the Customer in accordance 
with Applicable Law and sends an LSR to Party A, Parties A and 8 will 
work together to port the Customer's telephone number(s) from Party 
A's network to Party 8's network. 

15.2.2 	 When a telephone number is ported out of Party A's network, Party A 
will remove any non-proprietary line based calling card(s) associated 
with the ported number(s) from its Line Information Database (LlD8). 
Reactivation of the line-based calling card in another LlD8, if desired, 
is the responsibility of Party 8 or Party 8's Customer. 

15.2.3 	 When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone numbers to Party 8 
and the Customer has previously secured a reservation of line 
numbers from Party A for possible activation at a future point, these 
reserved but inactive numbers may be ported along with the active 
numbers to be ported provided the numbers have been reserved for 
the Customer. Party 8 may request that Party A port all reserved 
numbers assigned to the Customer or that Party A port only those 
numbers listed by Party 8. As long as Party 8 maintains reserved but 
inactive numbers ported for the Customer, Party A shall not reassign 
those numbers. Party 8 shall not reassign the reserved numbers to 
another Customer. 
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15.2.4 	 When a Customer of Party A ports their telephone numbers to Party B, 
in the process of porting the Customer's telephone numbers, Party A 
shall implement the ten-digit trigger feature where it is available. 
When Party A receives the porting request, the unconditional trigger 
shall be applied to the Customer's line before the due date of the 
porting activity. When the ten-digit unconditional trigger is not 
available, Party A and Party B must coordinate the disconnect activity. 

15.2.5 	 The Parties shall furnish each other with the Jurisdiction Information 
Parameter (JIP) in the Initial Address Message (lAM), according to 
industry standards. 

15.2.6 	 Where LNP is commercially available. the NXXs in the office shall be 
defined as portable, except as noted in 15.2.7, and translations will be 
changed in the Parties' switches to open those NXXs for database 
queries in all applicable LNP capable offices within the LATA of the 
given switch(es}. On a prospective basis, all newly deployed switches 
will be equipped with LNP capability and so noted in the LERG. 

15.2.7 	 All NXXs assigned to LNP capable switches are to be deSignated as 
portable unless a NXX(s) has otherwise been designated as non
portable. Non-portable NXXs include NXX codes assigned to paging 
services; NXX codes assigned for internal testing and official use, and 
any other NXX codes required to be deSignated as non-portable by the 
rules and regulations of the FCC. NXX codes assigned to mass 
calling on a choked network may not be ported using LNP technology 
but are portable using methods established by the NANC and adopted 
by the FCC. On a prospective basis, newly assigned codes in 
switches capable of porting shall become commercially available for 
porting with the effective date in the network. 

15.2.8 	 Both Parties' use of LNP shall meet the performance criteria specified 
by the FCC. Both Parties will act as the default carrier for the other 
Party in the event that either Party is unable to perform the routing 
necessary for LNP. 

15.3 Procedures for Providing NP Through Full NXX Code Migration. 

Where a Party has activated an entire NXX for a single Customer, or activated at 
least eighty percent (80%) of an NXX for a single Customer, with the remaining 
numbers in that NXX either reserved for future use by that Customer or otherwise 
unused, if such Customer chooses to receive Telephone Exchange Service from 
the other Party, the first Party shall cooperate with the second Party to have the 
entire NXX reassigned in the LERG (and associated industry databases, routing 
tables, etc.) to an End Office operated by the second Party. Such transfer will be 
accomplished with appropriate coordination between the Parties and subject to 
appropriate industry lead times for movements of NXXs from one switch to 
another. Neither Party shall charge the other in connection with this coordinated 
transfer. 

15.4 Procedures for LNP Request 

The Parties shall provide for the requesting of End Office LNP capability on a 
reciprocal basis through a written request. The Parties acknowledge that Verizon 
has deployed LNP throughout its network in compliance with FCC 96-286 and 
other applicable FCC Regulations. 
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15.4.1 	 If Party B desires to have LNP capability deployed in an End Office of 
Party A, which is not currently capable, Party B shall issue a LNP 
request to Party A. Party A will respond to the Party B, within ten (10) 
days of receipt of the request, with a date for which LNP will be 
available in the requested End Office. Party A shall proceed to 
provide for LNP in compliance with the procedures and time lines set 
forth in FCC 96-286, Paragraph 80, and FCC 97-74, Paragraphs 65 
through 67. 

15.4.2 	 The Parties acknowledge that each can determine the LNP-capable 
End Offices of the other through the Local Exchange Routing Guide 
(LERG). In addition, the Parties shall make information available upon 
request showing their respective LNP-capable End Offices, as set 
forth in this Section 15.4. 

15.5 	 ......CLEC Acronym TE..... shall submit orders to port numbers electronically using 
an LSR via the Verizon web Graphical User Interface ("GUI") or Electronic Data 
Interface ("EDI") pursuant to the instructions, business rules and guidelines set 
forth on the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the 
Verizon wholesale website). 

16. 	 Good Faith Performance 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, has not 
provided in the State of [State] a Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves 
the right to negotiate in good faith with """CLEC Acronym TE*** reasonable terms and 
conditions (including, without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for such 
Service; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including, without 
limitation, rates and implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's 
dispute resolution procedures. 
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RESALE ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

Verizon shall provide to **"CLEC Acronym TE""", in accordance with this Agreement 
(including, but not limited to, Verizon's applicable Tariffs) and the requirements of 
Applicable Law, Verizon's Telecommunications Services for resale by *"*CLEC Acronym 
TE***; provided. that notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall 
be obligated to provide Telecommunications Services to "'*CLEC Acronym TE""* only to 
the extent required by Applicable Law and may decline to provide a Telecommunications 
Service to *""CLEC Acronym TE*"" to the extent that provision of such 
Telecommunications Service is not required by Applicable Law. 

2. 	 Use of Verizon Telecommunications Services 

2.1 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services may be purchased by *""CLEC Acronym 
TE""" under this Resale Attachment only for the purpose of resale by *"*CLEC 
Acronym TE*** as a Telecommunications Carrier. Verizon Telecommunications 
Services to be purchased by """CLEC Acronym TE"*" for other purposes 
(including, but not limited to, *""CLEC Acronym TE*""'s own use) must be 
purchased by """CLEC Acronym TE...... pursuant to other applicable Attachments 
to this Agreement (if any). or separate written agreements, including, but not 
limited to, applicable Verizon Tariffs. 

2.2 	 """CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not resell: 

2.2.1 	 Residential service to persons not eligible to subscribe to such service 
from Verizon (including, but not limited to. business or other 
nonresidential Customers); 

2.2.2 	 Lifeline. Link Up America. or other means-tested service offerings, to 
persons not eligible to subscribe to such service offerings from 
Verizon; 

2.2.3 	 Grandfathered or discontinued service offerings to persons not eligible 
to subscribe to such service offerings from Verizon; or 

2.2.4 	 Any other Verizon service in violation of a restriction stated in this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to. a Verizon Tariff) that is not 
prohibited by Applicable Law. 

2.2.5 	 In addition to any other actions taken by """CLEC Acronym TE""" to 
comply with this Section 2.2, """CLEC Acronym TE*** shall take those 
actions required by Applicable Law to determine the eligibility of 
"....CLEC Acronym TE*"" Customers to purchase a service. including, 
but not limited to. obtaining any proof or certification of eligibility to 
purchase Lifeline, Link Up America, or other means-tested services, 
required by Applicable Law. *....CLEC Acronym TE"*" shall indemnify 
Verizon from any Claims resulting from """CLEC Acronym TE**"'s 
failure to take such actions required by Applicable Law. 

2.2.6 	 Verizon may perform audits to confirm ...."CLEC Acronym TE*"*'s 
conformity to the provisions of this Section 2.2. Such audits may be 
performed twice per calendar year and shall be performed in 
accordance with Section 7 of the General Terms and Conditions. 
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2.3 	 """CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be subject to the same limitations that Verizon's 
Customers are subject to with respect to any Telecommunications Service that 
Verizon grandfathers or discontinues offering. Without limiting the foregoing, 
except to the extent that Verizon follows a different practice for Verizon 
Customers in regard to a grandfathered Telecommunications Service, such 
grandfathered Telecommunications Service: (a) shall be available only to a 
Customer that already has such Telecommunications Service; (b) may not be 
moved to a new service location; and (c) will be furnished only to the extent that 
facilities continue to be available to provide such Telecommunications Service. 

2.4 	 """CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not be eligible to participate in any Verizon plan or 
program under which Verizon Customers may obtain products or services, which 
are not Verizon Telecommunications Services, in return for trying, agreeing to 
purchase, purchasing, or using Verizon Telecommunications Services. 

2.5 	 In accordance with 47 CFR § 51.617(b), Verizon shall be entitled to all charges 
for Verizon Exchange Access services used by interexchange carriers to provide 
service to ""CLEC Acronym TE""" Customers. 

3. 	 Availability ofVerizon Telecommunications Services 

3.1 	 Verizon will provide a Verizon Telecommunications Service to """CLEC Acronym 
TE""" for resale pursuant to this Attachment where and to the same extent, but 
only where and to the same extent that such Verizon Telecommunications 
Service is provided to Verizon's Customers. 

3.2 	 Except as otherwise required by Applicable Law, subject to Section 3.1 of this 
Attachment, Verizon shall have the right to add, mOdify, grandfather, discontinue 
or withdraw Verizon Telecommunications Services at any time, without the 
consent of """CLEC Acronym TE"", 

3.3 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law, the Verizon Telecommunications 
Services to be provided to """CLEC Acronym TE""" for resale pursuant to this 
Attachment will include a Verizon Telecommunications Service customer-specific 
contract service arrangement ("CSA") (such as a customer specific pricing 
arrangement or individual case based pricing arrangement) that Verizon is 
providing to a Verizon Customer at the time the CSA is requested by "**CLEC 
Acronym TE"·. 

4. 	 Responsibility for Charges 

4.1 	 "'''CLEC Acronym TE""" shall be responsible for and pay to Verizon all charges 
for any Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided by 
persons other than Verizon and billed for by Verizon, that are ordered, activated 
or used by """CLEC Acronym TE""", """CLEC Acronym TE""" Customers or any 
other persons, through, by means of, or in association with, Telecommunications 
Services provided by Verizon to "**CLEC Acronym TE'"'' pursuant to this Resale 
Attachment. 

4.2 	 Upon request by ""CLEC Acronym TE···, Verizon will provide for use on resold 
Verizon retail Telecommunications Service dial tone lines purchased by """CLEC 
Acronym TE"" such Verizon retail Telecommunications Service call blocking and 
call screening services as Verizon provides to its own end user retail Customers, 
where and to the extent Verizon provides such Verizon retail 
Telecommunications Service call blocking services to Verizon's own end user 
retail Customers. """CLEC Acronym TE""" understands and agrees that certain 
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of Verizon's call blocking and call screening services are not guaranteed to block 
or screen all calls and that notwithstanding """CLEC Acronym TP""'s purchase 
of such blocking or screening services, """CLEC Acronym TE*"*'s end user 
Customers or other persons ordering, activating or using Telecommunications 
Services on the resold dial tone lines may complete or accept calls which 
"""CLEC Acronym TE*** intended to block. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
""*CLEC Acronym TP** shall be responsible for and shall pay Verizon all 
charges for Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon or provided by 
persons other than Verizon and billed for by Verizon in accordance with the 
terms of Section 4.1 above. 

5. Operations Matters 

5.1 Facilities. 

5.1.1 	 Verizon and its suppliers shall retain all of their right, title and interest 
in all facilities, equipment, software, information, and wiring used to 
provide Verizon Telecommunications Services. 

5.1.2 	 Verizon shall have access at all reasonable times to """CLEC Acronym 
TE*"* Customer locations for the purpose of installing, inspecting, 
maintaining, repairing, and removing, facilities, equipment, software, 
and wiring used to provide the Verizon Telecommunications Services. 
""*CLEC Acronym TE"*" shall, at *"CLEC Acronym TE"*"'s expense, 
obtain any rights and authorizations necessary for such access. 

5.1.3 	 Except as otherwise agreed to in writing by Verizon, Verizon shall not 
be responsible for the installation, inspection, repair, maintenance, or 
removal of facilities, equipment, software, or wiring provided by 
""*CLEC Acronym TE**" or "*"CLEC Acronym TE""* Customers for 
use with Verizon Telecommunications Services. 

5.2 Branding. 

5.2.1 	 Except as stated in Section 5.2.2 of this Attachment, in providing 
Verizon Telecommunications Services to """CLEC Acronym TE"*", 
Verizon shall have the right (but not the obligation) to identify the 
Verizon Telecommunications Services with Verizon's trade names, 
trademarks and service marks ("Verizon Marks"), to the same extent 
that these Services are identified with Verizon's Marks when they are 
provided to Verizon's Customers. Any such identification of Verizon's 
Telecommunications Services shall not constitute the grant of a 
license or other right to ***CLEC Acronym TE**" to use Verizon's 
Marks. 

5.2.2 	 To the extent required by Applicable Law, upon request by *"*CLEC 
Acronym TE*"" and at prices, terms and conditions to be negotiated by 
*"*CLEC Acronym TE**" and Verizon, Verizon shall provide Verizon 
Telecommunications Services for resale that are identified by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s trade name, or that are not identified by trade name, 
trademark or service mark. 

5.2.3 	 IfVerizon uses a third-party contractor to provide Verizon operator 
services or Verizon directory assistance, *""CLEC Acronym TE*** will 
be responsible for entering into a direct contractual arrangement with 
the third-party contractor at **"CLEC Acronym TE***'s expense (a) to 
obtain identification of Verizon operator services or Verizon directory 
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assistance purchased by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for resale with 
***CLEC Acronym TE*""s trade name, or (b) to obtain removal of 
Verizon Marks from Verizon operator services or Verizon directory 
assistance purchased by • ... CLEC Acronym TEu * for resale. 

6. Rates and Charges 

The rates and charges for Verizon Telecommunication Services purchased by ·"'CLEC 
Acronym TE**· for resale pursuant to this Attachment shall be as provided in this 
Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 

7. Good Faith Performance 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, has not 
provided in the State of [State] a Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves 
the right to negotiate in good faith with "'*CLEC Acronym TE*** reasonable terms and 
conditions (including, without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for such 
Service; and, if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including. without 
limitation, rates and implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's 
dispute resolution procedures. 
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1.1 

NETWORK ELEMENTS ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

Verizon shall provide to "·CLEC Acronym TE···, in accordance with this 
Agreement (including, but not limited to, Verizon's applicable Tariffs) and the 
requirements of the Federal Unbundling Rules, access to Verizon's Network 
Elements on an unbundled basis and in combinations (Combinations), and UNEs 
commingled with wholesale services ("Commingling"); provided, however, that 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall be obligated 
to provide access to unbundled Network Elements (UNEs), Combinations, and 
Commingling to ·"CLEC Acronym TE··· under the terms of this Agreement only 
to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules and may decline to 
provide access to UNEs, Combinations, or Commingling to ···CLEC Acronym 
TE··· to the extent that provision of such UNEs, Combinations, or Commingling 
is not required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

1.2 	 Verizon shall be obligated to combine UNEs that are not already combined in 
Verizon's network only to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
Except as otherwise required by this Agreement and the Federal Unbundling 
Rules: (a) Verizon shall be obligated to provide a UNE or Combination pursuant 
to this Agreement only to the extent such UNE or Combination, and the 
equipment and facilities necessary to provide such UNE or Combination, are 
already available in Verizon's network; and (b) Verizon shall have no obligation to 
construct, modify, or deploy facilities or equipment to offer any LINE or 
Combination. 

1.3 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE"·· may use a UNE or Combination only for those purposes 
for which Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide such 
UNE or Combination to *"CLEC Acronym TE*··. Without limiting the foregoing, 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· may not access a UNE or Combination for the exclusive 
provision of Mobile Wireless Services or Interexchange Services. For purposes 
of this section, "Interexchange Services" shall have the meaning set forth in the 
Triennial Review Remand Order and subsequent applicable FCC orders. 

1.3.1 	 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide to ···CLEC Acronym TE··", 
and ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall not request from Verizon, access to 
a proprietary advanced intelligent network service. 

1.4 	 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute an agreement 
by Verizon that any item identified in this Agreement as a Network Element is (i) 
a Network Element under the Federal Unbundling Rules, or (ii) a Network 
Element Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide to 
"·CLEC Acronym TE"'** on an unbundled basis or in combination with other 
Network Elements. 

1.5 	 If as the result of "*CLEC Acronym TE·" Customer actions (e.g., Customer Not 
Ready ("CNR")), Verizon cannot complete requested work activity when a 
technician has been dispatched to the ···CLEC Acronym TE**· Customer 
premises, ....*CLEC Acronym TE··"' will be assessed a non-recurring charge 
associated with this visit. This charge will be the sum of the applicable Service 
Order charge as provided in the Pricing Attachment and the Customer Not Ready 
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Charge provided for in the Pricing Attachment (or, in the absence of a Customer 
Not Ready Charge, the Premises Visit Charge as provided in Verizon's 
applicable retail or wholesale Tariff or in the Pricing Attachment). 

1.6 	 Absence or Cessation of Unbundling Obligation and Related Provisions. The 
following provisions shall apply notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement or any Verizon Tariff or SGAT: 

1.6.1 	 Discontinued Facilities. 

1.6.1.1 	 Verizon may cease offering or providing ·"CLEC Acronym 
Tp·· with access on an unbundled basis at rates 
prescribed under Section 251 of the Act to any facility that is 
or becomes a Discontinued Facility, whether as a stand
alone UNE, as part of a Combination, or otherwise. To the 
extent Verizon has not already ceased offering or providing 
unbundled access to a particular Discontinued Facility that 
is a Discontinued Facility as of the Effective Date, Verizon 
may cease offering or providing unbundled access to such 
Discontinued Facility immediately upon the Effective Date 
without further notice to ···CLEC Acronym TE ..•. Subject 
to Section 1.7 below, if a facility on or at any time after the 
Effective Date is or becomes a Discontinued Facility, 
Verizon, to the extent it has not already ceased providing 
unbundled access to such Discontinued Facility, and 
provided it has given at least ninety (90) days written notice 
of discontinuance in cases where it has not already ceased 
providing such access, will continue to provide unbundled 
access to such Discontinued Facility under the Agreement 
only through the effective date of the notice of 
discontinuance, and not beyond that date. 

1.6.1.2 	 Where Verizon is permitted to cease providing a 
Discontinued Facility pursuant to Section 1.6.1 above and 
···CLEC Acronym TE··· has not submitted an LSR or ASR, 
as appropriate, to Verizon requesting disconnection of the 
Discontinued Facility and has not separately secured from 
Verizon an alternative arrangement to replace the 
Discontinued Facility, then Verizon, to the extent it has not 
already done so, may disconnect the subject Discontinued 
Facility without further notice to ···CLEC Acronym TE ..•. In 
lieu of disconnecting the subject Discontinued Facility in the 
foregoing circumstances, Verizon, in its sole discretion, may 
elect to: (a) convert the subject Discontinued Facility to an 
arrangement available under a Verizon access tariff (in 
which case month-to-month rates shall apply unless a 
different rate applies under an applicable special access 
term/volume plan or other special access tariff arrangement 
in which ·""CLEC Acronym TP"· is then enrolled), a resale 
arrangement, or other analogous arrangement that Verizon 
shall identify or has identified in writing to "·CLEC Acronym 
TE**·, or (b) in lieu of such a conversion. reprice the subject 
Discontinued Facility by application of a new rate (or, in 
Verizon's sole discretion, by application of a surcharge to an 
existing rate) to be equivalent to an arrangement available 
under a Verizon access tariff (at month-to-month rates 
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unless a different rate applies under an applicable special 
access term/volume plan or other special access tariff 
arrangement in which *"CLEC Acronym TE*** is then 
enrolled), a resale arrangement, or other analogous 
arrangement that Verizon shall identify or has identified in 
writing to ***CLEC Acronym TE***; provided, however, that 
Verizon may disconnect the subject Discontinued Facility 
(or the replacement service to which the Discontinued 
Facility has been converted) if***CLEC Acronym TE*** fails 
to pay when due any applicable new rate or surcharge billed 
by Verizon. 

1.7 TRRO Certification and Related Provisions. 

1.7.1 	 TRRO Certification. Before requesting unbundled access to a DS 1 
Loop, a DS3 Loop, DS1 Dedicated Transport, DS3 Dedicated 
Transport, or Dark Fiber Transport, including, but not limited to, any of 
the foregoing elements that constitute part of a Combination or that 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** seeks to convert from another wholesale 
service to an unbundled network element (collectively, "TRRO 
Certification Elements"), ***CLEC Acronym TE*** must undertake a 
reasonably diligent inquiry and, based on that inquiry, certify that, to 
the best of its knowledge, ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s request is 
consistent with the requirements of the TRRO and that ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** is entitled to unbundled access to the subject element 
pursuant to section 251 (c)(3) of the Act. ***CLEC Acronym TP** shall 
provide such certification using the automated method that Verizon 
makes available for that purpose. "*CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
reasonably diligent inquiry must include, at a minimum, consideration 
of any list of non-impaired UNE Wire Centers that Verizon makes or 
has made available to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** by notice and/or by 
publication on Verizon's wholesale website (the "Wire Center List") 
and any back-up data that Verizon provides or has provided to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** under a non-disclosure agreement or that is 
otherwise available to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. 

1.7.2 	 Provision-then-Dispute Requirements. 

1.7.2.1 	 Upon receiving a request from ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for 
unbundled access to a TRRO Certification Element and the 
certification required by Section 1.7.1 above, and except as 
provided in Section 1.7.2.3 below, Verizon shall process the 
request in accordance with any applicable standard 
intervals. If Verizon wishes to challenge ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s right to obtain unbundled access to the subject 
element pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) , then (except as 
provided in Section 1.7.2.3 below) Verizon must provision 
the subject element as a: UNE and then seek resolution of 
the dispute by the Commission or the FCC, or through such 
other dispute resolution process that Verizon elects to 
invoke under the dispute resolution provisions of this 
Agreement. 

1.7.2.2 	 If a dispute pursuant to section 1.7.2.1 above is resolved in 
Verizon's favor, then ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
compensate Verizon for the additional charges that would 
apply if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** had ordered the subject 
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1.7.2.3 

facility or service on a month-to-month term under Verizon's 
interstate special access tariff (except as provided in section 
1.7.2.2.1 below as to Dark Fiber Transport) and any other 
applicable charges, applicable back to the date of 
provisioning (including, but not limited to, late payment 
charges for the unpaid difference between UNE and access 
tariff rates). The month-to-month rates shall apply until 
such time as ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requests 
disconnection of the subject facility or an alternative term 
that Verizon offers under its interstate special access tariff 
for the subject facility or service. 

1.7.2.2.1 	 In the case of Dark Fiber Transport (there being 
no analogous service under Verizon's access 
tariffs), the monthly recurring charges that 
Verizon may charge, and that ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall be obligated to pay, for each circuit 
shall be shall be the charges for the commercial 
service that Verizon, in its sole discretion, 
determines to be analogous to the subject Dark 
Fiber Transport and, unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Parties, Verizon may, without 
further notice, disconnect the subject dark fiber 
facility within thirty (30) days of the date on 
which the dispute is resolved in Verizon's favor. 
In any case where ***CLEC Acronym TE***, 
within thirty (30) days of the date on which the 
dispute is resolved in Verizon's favor, submits a 
valid ASR for a "lit" service to replace the 
subject Dark Fiber Transport facility, Verizon 
shall continue to provide the Dark Fiber 
Transport facility at the rates specified above, 
but only for the duration of the standard interval 
for installation of the "lit" service. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement, 
Verizon may reject a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** order for a 
TRRO Certification Element without first seeking dispute 
resolution: (a) in any case where u*CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
order conflicts with a provision of a Verizon Tariff, (b) in any 
case where ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s order conflicts with a 
non-impaired UNE Wire Center deSignation set forth in a 
Wire Center List that Verizon has made available to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** by notice and/or by publication on 
Verizon's wholesale website, (c) in any case where 
***CLEC Acronym TE***'s order conflicts with a non
impaired UNE Wire Center deSignation that the Commission 
or the FCC has ordered or approved or that has otherwise 
been confirmed through previous dispute resolution 
(regardless of whether ***CLEC Acronym TE*** was a party 
to such dispute resolution), or (d) as otherwise permitted 
under the Federal Unbundling Rules (including, but not 
limited to, upon a determination by the Commission, the 
FCC, or a court of competent jurisdiction that Verizon may 
reject orders for TRRO Certification Elements without first 
seeking dispute resolution). 
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1.8 	 Limitation With Respect to Replacement Arrangements. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Agreement, any negotiations regarding any UNE
replacement arrangement, facility, service or the like that Verizon is not required 
to provide under the Federal Unbundling Rules (including without limitation any 
arrangement, facility, service or the like that Verizon offers under an access tariff) 
shall be deemed not to have been conducted pursuant to the Agreement, 47 
U.S.C. § 252(a)(1), or 47 C.F.R. Part 51, and shall not be subject to arbitration or 
other requirements under to 47 U.S.C. § 252(b). Any reference in this 
Attachment to Verizon's provision of a arrangement, facility, service or the like 
that Verizon is not required to provide under the Federal Unbundling Rules is 
solely for the convenience of the Parties and shall not be construed to require or 
permit: (a) arbitration pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 252(b) of the rates, terms, or 
conditions upon which Verizon may provide such arrangement, facility, service or 
the like, or (b) application of 47 U.S.C. § 252 in any other respect. 

2. 	 Verizon's Provision of Network Elements 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** access to the following: 

2.1 	 Loops, as set forth in Section 3 of this Attachment; 

2.2 	 Line Splitting (also referred to as "Loop Sharing"), as set forth in Section 4 of this 
Attachment; 

2.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank); 

2.4 	 Sub-Loops, as set forth in Section 6 of this Attachment; 

2.5 	 Sub-Loop for Multiunit Tenant Premises Access, as set forth in Section 7 of this 
Attachment; 

2.6 	 Dark Fiber Transport (sometimes referred to as "Dark Fiber IOF"), as set forth in 
Section 8 of this Attachment; 

2.7 	 Network Interface Device, as set forth in Section 9 of this Attachment; 

2.8 	 [Intentionally Left Blank); 

2.9 	 Dedicated Transport (may also be referred to as "Interoffice Transmission 
Facilities") (or "IOF"), as set forth in Section 11 of this Attachment; 

2.10 	 [Intentionally Left Blank); 

2.11 	 Operations Support Systems, as set forth in Section 13 of this Attachment; and 

2.12 	 Other UNEs in accordance with Section 14 of this Attachment. 

3. 	 Loop Transmission Types 

3.1 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, Verizon shall 
allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to access Loops unbundled from local switching 
and local transport, in accordance with this Section 3 and the rates and charges 
provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
access to Loops in accordance with, but only to extent required by, the Federal 
Unbundling Rules. Subject to the foregOing and the provisions regarding FTTP 
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Loops, in Section 3.5 below, and Hybrid Loops, in Section 3.6 below, the 
available Loop types are as set forth below: 

3.1.1 	 "2 Wire Analog Voice Grade Loop" or "Analog 2W' provides an 
effective 2-wire channel with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is 
suitable for the transport of analog Voice Grade (nominal 300 to 3000 
Hz) signals and loop-start signaling. This Loop type is more fully 
described in Verizon Technical Reference (TR)-72565. as revised from 
time-to-time. If "Customer-Specified Signaling" is requested. the Loop 
will operate with one of the following signaling types that may be 
specified when the Loop is ordered: loop-start. ground-start. loop
reverse-battery. and no signaling. Customer specified signaling is 
more fully described in Verizon TR-72570. as revised from time-to
time. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing facilities 
except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

3.1.2 	 "4-Wire Analog Voice Grade Loop" or "Analog 4W' provides an 
effective 4-wire channel with 4-wire interfaces at each end that is 
suitable for the transport of analog Voice Grade (nominal 300 to 3000 
Hz) signals. This Loop type will operate with one of the following 
signaling types that may be specified when the Loop is ordered: loop
start. ground-start, loop-reverse-battery, duplex, and no Signaling. 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR-72570. as 
revised from time-to-time. Verizon will not build new facilities or 
modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of 
this Attachment. 

3.1.3 	 "2-Wire ISDN Digital Grade Loop" or "BRI ISDN" provides a channel 
with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is suitable for the transport of 
160 kbps digital services using the ISDN 2B1Q line code. This Loop 
type is more fully described in American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) T1.601-1998 and Verizon TR 72575. as revised from time-to
time. In some cases loop extension equipment may be necessary to 
bring the line loss within acceptable levels. Verizon will provide loop 
extension equipment only upon request. A separate charge will apply 
for loop extension equipment. The 2-Wire ISDN Digital Grade Loop is 
available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service Areas. In the former 
GTE Service Areas only .....CLEC Acronym TE*** may order a 2-Wire 
Digital Compatible Loop using 2-wire ISDN ordering codes to provide 
similar capability. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing 
facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

3.1.4 	 "2-Wire ADSL-Compatible Loop" or "ADSL 2W" provides a channel 
with 2-wire interfaces at each end that is suitable for the transport of 
digital signals up to 8 Mbps toward the Customer and up to 1 Mbps 
from the Customer. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon 
TR-72575. as revised from time-to-time. ADSL-Compatible Loops will 
be available only where existing copper facilities are available and 
meet applicable speCifications. Verizon will not build new facilities or 
modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 
or 17 of this Attachment. The upstream and downstream ADSL power 
spectral density masks and dc line power limits in Verizon TR 72575. 
as revised from time-to-time. must be met. The 2-Wire ADSL
Compatible Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service 
Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, ***CLEC Acronym 
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3.1.5 

3.1.6 

3.1.7 

3.1.8 

TE*** may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using 2-wire ADSL 
ordering codes to provide similar capability. 

"2-Wire HDSL-Compatible Loop" or "HDSL 2W' consists of a single 2
wire non-loaded, twisted copper pair that meets the carrier serving 
area design criteria. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon 
TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. The HDSL power spectral 
density mask and dc line power limits referenced in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. 2-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loops will be provided only where existing facilities are available and 
can meet applicable specifications. The 2-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service areas. In the 
former GTE Service Areas only, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may order a 
2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using 2-Wire HDSL ordering codes to 
provide similar capability. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify 
existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 or 17 of 
this Attachment. 

"4-Wire HDSL-Compatible Loop" or "HDSL 4W' consists of two 2-wire 
non-loaded, twisted copper pairs that meet the carrier serving area 
design criteria. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR
72575, as revised from time-to-time. The HDSL power spectral 
density mask and dc line power limits referenced in Verizon TR 72575, 
as revised from time-to-time, must be met. 4-Wire HDSL-Compatible 
Loops will be provided only where existing facilities are available and 
can meet applicable specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities 
or modify existing facilities except to the extent required in Sections 
3.2 or 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire IDSL-Compatible Metallic Loop" consists of a single 2-wire 
non-loaded, twisted copper pair that meets revised resistance design 
criteria. This Loop is intended to be used with very-low band 
symmetric DSL systems that meet the Class 1 signal power limits and 
other criteria in the T1 E 1.4 loop spectrum management standard 
(T1 E1.4/2000-002R3) and are not compatible with 2B 1 Q 160 kbps 
ISDN transport systems. The actual data rate achieved depends upon 
the performance of CLEC-provided modems with the electrical 
characteristics associated with the loop. This Loop type is more fully 
described in 1'1 E1.4/2000-002R3, as revised from time-to-time. This 
loop cannot be provided via UDLC. The 2-Wire IDSL-Compatible 
Metallic Loop is available only in the former Bell Atlantic Service 
Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop using ISDN 
ordering codes to provide similar capability. Verizon will not build new 
facilities or modify existing facilities except to the extent required in 
Sections 3.2 or 17 of this Attachment. 

"2-Wire SDSL-Compatible Loop", is intended to be used with low band 
symmetric DSL systems that meet the Class 2 signal power limits and 
other criteria in the T1 E 1.4 loop spectrum management standard 
(T1 E1.4/2000-002R3). This Loop consists of a single 2-wire non
loaded, twisted copper pair that meets Class 2 length limit in 
T1 E1.4/2000-002R3. The data rate achieved depends on the 
performance of the CLEC-provided modems with the electrical 
characteristics associated with the loop. This Loop type is more fully 
described in T1 E1.4/2000-002R3, as revised from time-to-time. The 
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3.1.9 

3.1.10 

3.1.11 

2-Wire SDSL-Compatible Loop is available only in the former Bell 
Atlantic Service Areas. In the former GTE Service Areas only, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** may order a 2-Wire Digital Compatible Loop 
to provide similar capability. SDSL-compatible local loops will be 
provided only where facilities are available and can meet applicable 
specifications. Verizon will not build new facilities or modify existing 
facilities except to the extent required in Sections 3.2 or 17 of this 
Attachment. 

"4-Wire 56 kbps Loop" is a 4-wire Loop that provides a transmission 
path that is suitable for the transport of digital data at a synchronous 
rate of 56 kbps in opposite directions on such Loop simultaneously. A 
4-Wire 56 kbps Loop consists of two pairs of non-loaded copper wires 
with no intermediate electronics or it consists of universal digital loop 
carrier with 56 kbps DDS dataport transport capability. Verizon shall 
provide 4-Wire 56 kbps Loops to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in 
accordance with, and subject to, the technical specifications set forth 
in Verizon TR-72575, as revised from time-to-time. Verizon will not 
build new facilities or modify existing facilities except to the extent 
required in Section 17 of this Attachment. 

"DS1 Loops" provide a digital transmission channel suitable for the 
transport of 1.544 Mbps digital signals. This Loop type is more fully 
described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time to time. The DS1 
Loop includes the electronics necessary to provide the DS1 
transmission rate. If, at the requested installation date, the electronics 
necessary to provide the DS1 transmission rate are not available for 
the requested DS1 Loop, then Verizon will not install new electronics 
except to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. Verizon 
will not build new facilities and will not modify existing facilities except 
to the extent required in Section 17 of this Attachment. If the 
electronics necessary to provide Clear Channel (B8lS) signaling are 
at the requested installation date available for a requested DS1 Loop, 
upon request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, the DS1 Loop will be 
furnished with Clear Channel (B8lS) signaling. Verizon will not install 
new electronics to furnish Clear Channel (B8lS) signaling. For 
purposes of provisions implementing any right Verizon may have to 
cease providing unbundled access to DS1-capacity Loops under the 
TRRO pursuant to Section 1 of this Attachment, the term "DS1 Loop" 
further includes any type of Loop described in Section 3.1 of the 
Network Elements Attachment that provides a digital transmission 
channel suitable for the transport of 1.544 Mbps digital signals, 
regardless of whether the subject Loop meets the specific definition of 
a DS1 Loop set forth in this section. 

"DS3 Loops" will support the transmission of isochronous bipolar serial 
data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 DS1 channels). 
This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised 
from time to time. The DS3 Loop includes the electronics necessary 
to provide the DS3 transmission rate. If, at the requested installation 
date, the electronics necessary to provide the DS3 transmission rate 
are not available for the requested DS3 Loop, then Verizon will not 
install new electronics except to the extent required in Section 17 of 
this Attachment. Verizon will not build new facilities and will not modify 
existing facilities except to the extent required in Section 17 of this 
Attachment. For purposes of provisions implementing any right 
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3.1.12 

3.1.13 

3.1.14 

Verizon may have to cease providing unbundled access to DS3
capacity loops under the TRRO pursuant to Section 1 of this 
Attachment, the term "DS3 Loop" further includes any type of Loop 
described in Section 3.1 of the Network Elements Attachment that 
provides a digital transmission channel suitable for the transport of 
44.736 Mbps digital signals, regardless of whether the subject Loop 
meets the specific definition of a DS3 Loop set forth in this section. 

In the former Bell Atlantic Service Areas only, "Digital Designed Loops" 
are comprised of designed loops that meet specific "'CLEC Acronym 
TE*** requirements for metallic loops over 18k ft. or for conditioning of 
ADSL. HDSL, SDSL. IDSL. or BRI ISDN Loops. "Digital Designed 
Loops" may include requests for: 

3.1 .12.1 a 2W Digital Designed Metallic Loop with a total loop length 
of 18k to 30k ft., unloaded, with the option to remove 
bridged tap; 

3.1.12.2 a 2W ADSL Loop of 12k to 18k ft. with an option to remove 
bridged tap (such a Loop with the bridged tap so removed 
shall be deemed to be a "2W ADSL Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.12.3 a 2W ADSL Loop of less than 12k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap (such a Loop with the bridged tap so 
removed shall be deemed to be a "2W ADSL Compatible 
Loop"); 

3.1.12.4 a 2W HDSL Loop of less than 12k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap: 

3.1.12.5 a 4W HDSL Loop of less than 12k ft with an option to 
remove bridged tap; 

3.1.12.6 a 2 W Digital Designed Metallic Loop with Verizon-placed 
ISDN loop extension electronics; 

3.1.12.7 a 2W SDSL Loop with an option to remove bridged tap; and 

3.1.12.8 a 2W IDSL Loop of less than 18k ft. with an option to 
remove bridged tap; 

Verizon shall make Digital Designed Loops available ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** at the rates as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

In the former GTE Service Areas only, "Conditioned Loops" are 
comprised of designed loops that meet specific ···CLEC Acronym 
TE*** requirements for metallic loops over 12k ft. or for conditioning of 
2-wire or 4-wire digital or BRI ISDN Loops. "Conditioned Loops" may 
include requests for: 

3.1.14.1 	 a 2W Digital Loop with a total loop length of 12k to 30k ft., 
unloaded, with the option to remove bridged tap (such a 
Loop, unloaded, with bridged tap so removed shall be 
deemed to be a "2W Digital Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.2 	 a 2W Digital Loop of 12k to 18k ft. with an option to remove 
load coils and/or bridged tap (such a Loop with load coils 
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and/or bridged tap so removed shall be deemed to be a 
"2W Digital Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.3 	 a 2W Digital or 4W Digital Loop of less than 12k ft. with an 
option to remove bridged tap (such a 2W Loop with bridged 
tap so removed shall be deemed to be a "2W Digital 
Compatible Loop"); 

3.1.14.4 	 a 2W Digital Loop with Verizon-placed ISDN loop extension 
electronics (such a Loop with ISDN loop extension 
electronics so placed shall be deemed to be a "2W Digital 
Compatible Loop"). 

3.1.15 	 Verizon shall make Conditioned Loops available to ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** at the rates as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

3.2 	 The following ordering procedures shall apply to xDSL Compatible Loops, Digital 
Designed and Conditioned Loops: 

3.2.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall place orders for xDSL Compatible 
Loops, Digital Designed and Conditioned Loops by delivering to 
Verizon a valid electronic transmittal Service Order or other mutually 
agreed upon type of Service Order. Such Service Order shall be 
provided in accordance with industry format and specifications or such 
format and specifications as may be agreed to by the Parties. 

3.2.2 	 In former Sell Atlantic Service Areas, Verizon is conducting a 
mechanized survey of existing Loop facilities, on a Central Office by 
Central Office basis, to identify those Loops that meet the applicable 
technical characteristics established by Verizon for compatibility with 
xDSL Compatible or SRI ISDN signals. The results of this survey will 
be stored in a mechanized database and made available to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** as the process is completed in each Central Office. 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** must utilize this mechanized loop qualification 
database, where available, in advance of submitting a valid electronic 
transmittal Service Order for an xDSL Compatible or SRI ISDN Loop. 
Charges for mechanized loop qualification information are set forth in 
the Pricing Attachment. In former GTE Service Areas, Verizon 
provides access to mechanized xDSL loop qualification information to 
help identify those loops that meet applicable technical characteristics 
for compatibility with xDSL Services that the CLEC may wish to offer 
to its end user Customers. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** must access 
Verizon's mechanized loop qualification system through the use of the 
on-line computer interface at www.verizon.com/wise in advance of 
submitting a valid electronic transmittal Service Order for xDSL service 
arrangements. The loop qualification information provided by Verizon 
gives ***CLEC Acronym TE*** the ability to determine loop 
composition and loop length, and may provide other loop 
characteristics, when present, that may indicate incompatibility with 
xDSL Services such as load coils or Digital Loop Carrier. Information 
provided by the mechanized loop qualification system also indicates 
whether loop conditioning may be necessary. It is the responsibility of 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** to evaluate the loop qualification information 
provided by Verizon and determine whether a loop meets ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** requirements for xDSL Service, including determining 
whether conditioning should be ordered, prior to submitting an Order. 
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3.2.3 

3.2.4 

3.2.5 

3.2.6 

If the Loop is not listed in the mechanized database described in 
Section 3.2.2 of this Attachment, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** must 
request a manual loop qualification, where such qualification is 
available, prior to submitting a valid electronic Service Order for an 
xDSL Compatible or BRIISDN Loop. In general, Verizon will complete 
a manual loop qualification request within three (3) Business Days, 
although Verizon may require additional time due to poor record 
conditions, spikes in demand, or other unforeseen events. The 
manual loop qualification process is currently available in the former 
Bell Atlantic Service Areas only. 

If a query to the mechanized loop qualification database or manual 
loop qualification indicates that a Loop does not qualify (e.g., because 
it does not meet the applicable technical parameters set forth in the 
Loop descriptions above), ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may request an 
Engineering Query, where available, as described in Section 3.2.7 of 
this Attachment, to determine whether the result is due to 
characteristics of the loop itself (e.g., specific number and location of 
bridged taps, the specific number of load coils, or the gauge of the 
cable). 

Once a Loop has been pre-qualified, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will 
submit a Service Order pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of this Attachment if 
it wishes to obtain the Loop. 

3.2.5.1 	 If the Loop is determined to be xDSL Compatible and if the 
Loop serving the serving address is usable and available to 
be assigned as a xDSL Compatible Loop, Verizon will 
initiate standard Loop provisioning and installation 
processes, and standard Loop provisioning intervals will 
apply. 

3.2.5.2 	 If the Loop is determined to be xDSL Compatible, but the 
Loop serving the service address is unusable or unavailable 
to be assigned as an xDSL Compatible Loop, Verizon will 
search the Customer's serving terminal for a suitable spare 
facility. If an xDSL Compatible Loop is found within the 
serving terminal, Verizon will perform a Line and Station 
Transfer (or "pair swap") whereby the Verizon technician will 
transfer the Customer's existing service from one existing 
Loop facility onto an alternate existing xDSL Compatible 
Loop facility serving the same location. Verizon performs 
Line and Station Transfers in accordance with the 
procedures developed in the DSL Collaborative in the State 
of New York, NY PSC Case OO-C-0127. Standard intervals 
do not apply when Verizon performs a Line and Station 
Transfer, and additional charges shall apply as set forth in 
the Pricing Attachment. 

If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** submits a Service Order for an xDSL 
Compatible or BRIISDN Loop that has not been prequalified, Verizon 
will query the Service Order back to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for 
qualification and will not accept such Service Order until the Loop has 
been prequalified on a mechanized or manual basis. If ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** submits a Service Order for an xDSL Compatible or 
BRI ISDN Loop that is, in fact, not compatible with the requested 
service (e.g. ADSL, HDSL etc.) in its existing condition, Verizon will 
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3.2.7 

3.2.8 

3.2.9 

respond back to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** with a "Nonqualified" 
indicator and with information showing whether the non-qualified result 
is due to the presence of load coils, presence of digital loop carrier, or 
loop length (including bridged tap). 

Where ***CLEC Acronym TE*** has followed the prequalification 
procedure described above and has determined that a Loop is not 
compatible with xDSL technologies or BRI ISDN service in its existing 
condition, it may either request an Engineering Query, where 
available, to determine whether conditioning may make the Loop 
compatible with the applicable service; or if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is 
already aware of the conditioning required (e.g., where ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** has previously requested a qualification and has 
obtained loop characteristics), ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may submit a 
Service Order for a Digital Designed Loop. Verizon will undertake to 
condition or extend the Loop in accordance with this Section 3.2 of this 
Attachment upon receipt of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s valid, accurate 
and pre-qualified Service Order for a Digital Designed Loop. 

The Parties will make reasonable efforts to coordinate their respective 
roles in order to minimize provisioning problems. In general, where 
conditioning or loop extensions are requested by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, an interval of eighteen (18) Business Days will be required by 
Verizon to complete the loop analysis and the necessary construction 
work involved in conditioning and/or extending the loop as follows: 

3.2.8.1 	 Three (3) Business Days will be required following receipt of 
***CLEC Acronym TP**'s valid, accurate and pre-qualified 
Service Order for a Digital Designed or Conditioned Loop to 
analyze the loop and related plant records and to create an 
Engineering Work Order. 

3.2.8.2 	 Upon completion of an Engineering Work Order, Verizon 
will initiate the construction order to perform the 
changes/modifications to the Loop requested by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***. Conditioning activities are, in most cases, 
able to be accomplished within fifteen (15) Business Days. 
Unforeseen conditions may add to this interval. 

After the engineering and conditioning tasks have been completed, the 
standard Loop provisioning and installation process will be initiated, 
subject to Verizon's standard provisioning intervals. 

If ***CLEC Acronym TP** requires a change in scheduling, it must 
contact Verizon to issue a supplement to the original Service Order. If 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** cancels the request for conditioning after a 
loop analysis has been completed but prior to the commencement of 
construction work, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall compensate Verizon 
for an Engineering Work Order charge as set forth in the Pricing 
Attachment. If ***CLEC Acronym TE"* cancels the request for 
conditioning after the loop analysis has been completed and after 
construction work has started or is complete, ***CLEC Acronym TE*" 
shall compensate Verizon for an Engineering Work Order charge as 
well as the charges associated with the conditioning tasks performed 
as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 
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3.3 	 Conversion of Live Telephone Exchange Service to Analog 2W Unbundled Local 
Loops (Analog 2W Loops). 

3.3.1 	 The following coordination procedures shall apply to "liven cutovers of 
Verizon Customers who are converting their Telephone Exchange 
Services to ""CLEC Acronym TE*** Telephone Exchange Services 
provisioned over Analog 2W Loops to be provided by Verizon to 
**"CLEC Acronym TE"*": 

3.3.1.1 	 Coordinated cutover charges shall apply to conversions of 
live Telephone Exchange Services to Analog 2W Loops. 
When an outside dispatch is required to perform a 
conversion, additional charges may apply. If **"CLEC 
Acronym TE*** does not request a coordinated cutover, 
Verizon will process *"CLEC Acronym TE""'s order as a 
new installation subject to applicable standard provisioning 
intervals. 

3.3.1.2 	 ·**CLEC Acronym TE""" shall request Analog 2W Loops for 
coordinated cutover from Verizon by delivering to Verizon a 
valid electronic Local Service Request ("LSR"). Verizon 
agrees to accept from """CLEC Acronym TE""" the date and 
time for the conversion designated on the LSR ("Scheduled 
Conversion Timen), provided that such designation is within 
the regularly scheduled operating hours of the Verizon 
Regional CLEC Control Center ("RCCCn) and subject to the 
availability ofVerlzon's work force. In the event that 
Verizon's work force is not available, """CLEC Acronym 
TE**" and Verizon shall mutually agree on a New 
Conversion Time, as defined below. """CLEC Acronym 
TE"** shall designate the Scheduled Conversion Time 
subject to Verizon standard provisioning intervals as stated 
in the Verizon CLEC Handbook, as may be revised from 
time to time. Within three (3) Business Days ofVerizon's 
receipt of such valid LSR, or as otherwise required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide *"*CLEC 
Acronym TE*"" the scheduled due date for conversion of 
the Analog 2W Loops covered by such LSR. 

3.3.1.3 	 """CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide dial tone at the 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** collocation site at least forty-eight 
(48) hours prior to the Scheduled Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.4 	 Either Party may contact the other Party to negotiate a new 
Scheduled Conversion Time (the "New Conversion Time"): 
provided, however, that each Party shall use commercially 
reasonable efforts to provide four (4) business hours' 
advance notice to the other Party of its request for a New 
Conversion Time. Any Scheduled Conversion Time or New 
Conversion Time may not be rescheduled more than one 
(1) time in a Business Day, and any two New Conversion 
Times for a particular Analog 2W Loop shall differ by at 
least eight (8) hours, unless otherwise agreed to by the 
Parties. 

3.3.1.5 	 If the New Conversion Time is more than one (1) business 
hour from the original Scheduled Conversion Time or from 
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the previous New Conversion Time, the Party requesting 
such New Conversion Time shall be subject to the following: 

3.3.1.5.1 	 If Verizon requests to reschedule outside of the 
one (1) hour time frame above, the Analog 2W 
Loops Service Order Charge for the original 
Scheduled Conversion Time or the previous 
New Conversion Time shall be credited upon 
request from ***CLEC Acronym TE***; and 

3.3.1.5.2 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requests to 
reschedule outside the one (1) hour time frame 
above, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be 
charged an additional Analog 2W Loops Service 
Order Charge for rescheduling the conversion to 
the New Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.6 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is not ready to accept service at 
the Scheduled Conversion Time or at a New Conversion 
Time, as applicable, an additional Service Order Charge 
shall apply. If Verizon is not available or ready to perform 
the conversion within thirty (30) minutes of the Scheduled 
Conversion Time or New Conversion Time, as applicable, 
Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will reschedule and, 
upon request from ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon will 
credit the Analog 2W Loop Service Order Charge for the 
original Scheduled Conversion Time. 

3.3.1.7 	 The standard time interval expected from disconnection of a 
live Telephone Exchange Service to the connection of the 
Analog 2W Loops to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is fifteen (15) 
minutes per Analog 2W Loop for all orders consisting of 
twenty (20) Analog 2W Loops or less. Orders involving 
more than twenty (20) Loops will require a negotiated 
interval. 

3.3.1.8 	 Conversions involving LNP will be completed according to 
North American Numbering Council (NANC) standards, via 
the regional Number Portability Administration Center 
(NPAC). 

3.3.1.9 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requires Analog 2W Loop 
conversions outside of the regularly scheduled Verizon 
RCCC operating hours, such conversions shall be 
separately negotiated. Additional charges (e.g. overtime 
labor charges) may apply for desired dates and times 
outside of regularly scheduled RCCC operating hours. 

3.4 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

3.5 FTTP Loops. 

3.5.1 	 New Builds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or 
any Verizon Tariff, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not be entitled to 
obtain access to a FTTP Loop, or any segment thereof, on an 
unbundled basis when Verizon deploys such a Loop to the Customer 
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premises of an end user that has not been served by any Verizon 
Loop other than a FTTP Loop. 

3.5.2 	 Overbuilds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or 
any Verizon Tariff, if (a) Verizon deploys an FTTP Loop to replace a 
copper Loop previously used to serve a particular end user's customer 
premises, and (b) Verizon retires that copper Loop and there are no 
other available copper Loops or Hybrid Loops for "·CLEC Acronym 
TE·..·s provision of a voice grade service to that end user's customer 
premises, then in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, 
the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide ·""CLEC 
Acronym TE·" with nondiscriminatory access on an unbundled basis 
to a transmission path capable of providing DSO voice grade service to 
that end user's customer premises. 

3.6 Hybrid Loops. 

3.6.1 	 Packet Switched Features. Functions. and Capabilities. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or any Verizon 
Tariff or SGAT, mCLEC Acronym TE*** shall not be entitled to obtain 
access to the Packet Switched features, functions, or capabilities of 
any Hybrid Loop on an unbundled basis. 

3.6.2 	 Broadband Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment, when ·"CLEC Acronym TE'" seeks access to a 
Hybrid Loop for the provision of "broadband services". as such term is 
defined by the FCC, then in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall provide 
···CLEC Acronym TE...... with unbundled access to the existing time 
division multiplexing features, functions, and capabilities of that Hybrid 
Loop. including DS 1 or DS3 capacity (but only where impairment has 
been found to exist. which. for the avoidance of any doubt, does not 
include instances where Verizon is not required to provide unbundled 
access to a DS1 Loop or a DS3 Loop under Section 1 of this 
Attachment) to establish a complete time division multiplexing 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or equivalent) 
in a Verizon End Office serving an end user to the demarcation point 
at the end user's Customer premises. This access includes access to 
all features, functions, and capabilities of the Hybrid Loop that are not 
used to transmit packetized information. 

3.6.3 	 Narrowband Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 
of this Attachment, when """CLEC Acronym TE""" seeks access to a 
Hybrid Loop for the provision to its Customer of "narrowband 
services", as such term is defined by the FCC, then in accordance 
with. but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, 
Verizon shall, in its sole discretion. either (a) provide access to a spare 
home-run copper Loop serving that Customer on an unbundled basis, 
or (b) provide access, on an unbundled basis, to a DSO voice-grade 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or equivalent) 
in the end user's serving End Office and the end user's Customer 
premises, using time division multiplexing technology. 

3.6.4 	 IDLC Hybrid Loops and Loops Provisioned via Loop Concentrator. 
Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, if 
.....CLEC Acronym TE*** requests, in order to provide narrowband 
services, unbundling of a 2 wire analog or 4 wire analog Loop currently 
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provisioned via Integrated Digital Loop Carrier (over a Hybrid Loop) or 
via Remote Switching technology deployed as a Loop concentrator 
Verizon shall, in accordance with but only to the extent required by the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, provide "'CLEC Acronym TE*** 
unbundled access to a Loop capable of voice-grade service to the end 
user Customer served by the Hybrid Loop. 

3.6.4.1 	 Verizon will endeavor to provide "'''CLEC Acronym TE"** 
with an existing copper Loop or a Loop served by existing 
Universal Digital Loop Carrier ("UDLC"). Standard recurring 
and non-recurring Loop charges will apply. In addition, a 
non-recurring charge will apply whenever a line and station 
transfer is performed. 

3.6.4.2 	 If neither a copper Loop nor a Loop served by UDLC is 
available, Verizon shall, upon request of """CLEC Acronym 
TE"**, provide unbundled access to a DSO VOice-grade 
transmission path between the main distribution frame (or 
equivalent) in the end user's serving End Office and the end 
user's Customer premises via such technically feasible 
alternative that Verizon in its sole discretion may elect to 
employ. In addition to the rates and charges payable in 
connection with any unbundled Loop so provisioned by 
Verizon, """CLEC Acronym TE""" shall be responsible for 
any of the following charges that apply in the event the 
technically feasible option involves construction, installation, 
or modification of facilities: (a) an engineering query charge 
for preparation of a price quote; (b) upon """CLEC Acronym 
TE*""'s submission of a firm construction order, an 
engineering work order nonrecurring charge; and (c) 
construction charges, as set forth in the price quote. If the 
order is cancelled by " ....CLEC Acronym TE"** after 
construction work has started, """CLEC Acronym TE**" 
shall be responsible for cancellation charges and a pro
rated charge for construction work performed prior to the 
cancellation. 

3.6.4.3 	 Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with 
providing unbundled Loops pursuant to this Section 3.6.4 
from standard provisioning intervals and performance 
measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Agreement 
or elsewhere. 

4. 	 Line Splitting (also referred to as "Loop Sharing") 

4.1 	 Line Splitting is a process in which one CLEC provides narrowband voice service 
over the low frequency portion of an unbundled copper Loop obtained from 
Verizon (such CLEC may be referred to as the "VLEC") and a second CLEC 
provides digital subscriber line service over the high frequency portion of that 
same Loop (such CLEC may be referred to as the "DLEC"). Line Splitting is 
accomplished through the use of a splitter collocated at the Verizon central office 
where the Loop terminates into a distribution frame or its equivalent. 

4.2 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, """CLEC 
Acronym TE**" may engage in Line Splitting, in accordance with this Section 4 
and the rates and charges provided for in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall 
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provide access to Line Splitting in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

4.3 	 Any Line Splitting between ···CLEC Acronym TE··· and another CLEC shall be 
accomplished by prior negotiated arrangement between ···CLEC Acronym TE··· 
and the other CLEC. ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall give Verizon written notice of 
this arrangement through the Verizon Partner Solutions Local Service Customer 
Profile Form (formerly referred to as the Verizon Wholesale Local Service 
Customer Profile Form) on the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 
referred to as the Verizon wholesale website), or such other electronic notice 
mechanism that Verizon may make available, at least thirty (30) days prior to 
placing an order for a Line Splitting arrangement with such other CLEC. The 
other CLEC must have an interconnection agreement with Verizon that permits it 
to engage in Line Splitting with ···CLEC Acronym TE···. The VLEC shall be 
responsible for all rates and charges associated with the subject Loop as well as 
rates and charges associated with the DLEC's use of the high frequency portion 
of the Loop, including, but not limited to, service order charges, provisioning and 
installation charges, central office wiring, loop qualification charges, and OSS 
charges. 

4.4 	 In order to facilitate ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s engaging in Line Splitting pursuant 
to this Section 4, ···CLEC Acronym TE··· may order for use in a Line Splitting 
arrangement, those Network Elements, Combinations, Collocation arrangements, 
services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, appropriate for Line Splitting, 
that are offered to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· by Verizon under the other sections 
of this Agreement. Such Network Elements, Combinations, Collocation 
arrangements, services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, will be provided 
to ···CLEC Acronym TE··· in accordance with, and subject to, the rates and 
charges and other provisions of this Agreement and Verizon's applicable Tariffs. 
Verizon shall be obligated to provide Network Elements, Combinations, 
Collocation arrangements, services, facilities, equipment and arrangements, for 
Line Splitting only to the extent required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

4.5 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE··· and/or the other participating CLEC shall provide any 
splitters and/or Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers used in a Line 
Splitting arrangement. 

4.6 	 The standard provisioning interval for the Line Splitting arrangement shall be as 
set out in the Verizon Product Interval Guide; provided that the standard 
provisioning interval for a Line Splitting arrangement shall not exceed the 
shortest of the following intervals: (1) the standard provisioning interval for a Line 
Splitting arrangement if stated in an applicable Verizon Tariff; or, (2) the standard 
provisioning interval for a Line Splitting arrangement, if any, established in 
accordance with the Federal Unbundling Rules. The standard provisioning 
interval for a Line Splitting arrangement shall commence only after any required 
engineering and conditioning tasks have been completed. The standard 
provisioning interval shall not apply where a Line and Station Transfer is 
performed. 

4.7 	 Verizon shall not be liable for any claims, damages, penalties, liabilities or the 
like of any kind for disruptions to either ···CLEC Acronym TE···'s or the other 
CLEC's respective voice or data services over a Line Splitting arrangement. 

5. 	 rrhis Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

6. 	 Sub.Loop 
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Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon request by 
***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to access Sub
Loops unbundled from local switching and transport, in accordance with the terms of this 
Section 6 and the rates and charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall 
allow ***CLEC Acronym TE*** access to Sub-Loops in accordance with, but only to the 
extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. The available Sub-Loop types are as 
set forth below. 

6.1 Unbundled Sub-Loop Arrangement- Distribution (USLA). 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with, and 
subject to, the terms and provisions of this Section 6.1, the rates set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment, and the rates, terms and conditions set forth in Verizon's 
applicable Tariffs. Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym TE*** with access to 
a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with, but only to the extent 
required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

6.1.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may request that Verizon reactivate (if 
available) an unused drop and NID or provide ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
with access to a drop and NID that, at the time of ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s request, Verizon is using to provide service to the Customer 
(as such term is hereinafter defined). 

6.1.2 	 Upon site-specific request, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may obtain 
access to the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility at a technically feasible 
access point located near a Verizon remote terminal equipment 
enclosure at the rates and charges provided for in the Pricing 
Attachment. It is not technically feasible to access the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility if a technician must access the facility by removing 
a splice case to reach the wiring within the cable. ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** may obtain access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility through 
any method required by the Federal Unbundling Rules, in addition to 
existing methods such as from a Telecommunications outside plant 
interconnection cabinet (TOPIC) or, if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is 
collocated at a remote terminal equipment enclosure and the FDI for 
such Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is located in such enclosure, from 
the collocation arrangement of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** at such 
terminal. If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** obtains access to a Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility from a TOPIC, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
install a TOPIC on an easement or Right of Way obtained by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** within 100 feet of the Verizon FDI to which such Sub
Loop Distribution Facility is connected. A TOPIC must comply with 
applicable industry standards. Subject to the terms of applicable 
Verizon easements, Verizon shall furnish and place an interconnecting 
cable between a Verizon FDI and a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** TOPIC 
and Verizon shall install a termination block within such TOPIC. 
Verizon shall retain title to and maintain the interconnecting cable. 
Verizon shall not be responsible for building, maintaining or servicing 
the TOPIC and shall not provide any power that might be required by 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** for any of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
electronics in the TOPIC. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide any 
easement, Right of Way or trenching or supporting structure required 
for any portion of an interconnecting cable that runs beyond a Verizon 
easement. 
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6.1.3 

6.1.4 

6.1.5 

6.1.6 

Bright House-Verizon Arbitration 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** may request from Verizon by submitting a 
loop make-up engineering query to Verizon, and Verizon shall provide 
to ***CLEC Acronym TE***, the following information regarding a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility that serves an identified Customer: the Sub
Loop Distribution Facility's length and gauge; whether the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility has loading and bridged tap; the amount of bridged 
tap (if any) on the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility; and, the location of 
the FDI to which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is connected. 

To order access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility from a TOPIC, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** must first request that Verizon connect the 
Verizon FDI to which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is connected to 
a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** TOPIC. To make such a request. ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** must submit to Verizon an application (a "Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Application") that identifies the FDI 
at which ***CLEC Acronym TE*** wishes to access the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility. A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection 
Application shall state the location of the TOPIC, the size of the 
interconnecting cable and a description of the cable's supporting 
structure. A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application 
shall also include a five-year forecast of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
demand for access to Sub-Loop Distribution Facilities at the requested 
FDI. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** must submit the application fee set forth 
in the Pricing Attachment attached hereto and Verizon's applicable 
Tariffs (a "Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Application Fee") with Sub
Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application. ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** must submit Sub-Loop Interconnection Applications to: 

[For VZEast States]: 

Collocation Applications 
Verizon 
Room 503 
185 Franklin Street 
Boston, MA 02110 
E-Mail: collocation.applications@Verizon.com 

[For VZWest States]: 

***CLEC Acronym TE***'s Account Manager 

Within sixty (60) days after it receives a complete Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Application for access to a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility and the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
Application Fee for such application, Verizon shall provide to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** a work order that describes the work that Verizon must 
perform to provide such access (a "Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Work 
Order") and a statement of the cost of such work (a "Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility Interconnection Cost Statement"). 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay to Verizon fifty percent (50%) of the 
cost set forth in a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Cost 
Statement within sixty (60) days of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s receipt 
of such statement and the associated Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
Work Order, and Verizon shall not be obligated to perform any of the 
work set forth in such order until Verizon has received such payment. 
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6.1.7 

6.1.8 

6.1.9 

6.1.10 

6.1.11 

Bright House-Verizon Arbitration 

A Sub-Loop Distribution Facility Interconnection Application shall be 
deemed to have been withdrawn if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** breaches 
its payment obligation under this Section. Upon Verizon 's completion 
of the work that Verizon must perform to provide ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility, Verizon shall bill 
***CLEC Acronym TE***, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay to 
Verizon, the balance of the cost set forth in the Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facility Interconnection Cost Statement for such access. 

After Verizon has completed the installation of the interconnecting 
cable to a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** TOPIC and ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** has paid the full cost of such installation, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** can request the connection of Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facilities to the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** TOPIC. At the same time, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall advise Verizon of the services that 
"*CLEC Acronym TE*** plans to provide over the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility, request any conditioning of the Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facility and assign the pairs in the interconnecting cable. 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall run any crosswires within the TOPIC. 

If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requests that Verizon reactivate an unused 
drop and NID, then ***CLEC Acronym TE**" shall provide dial tone (or 
its DSL equivalent) on the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** side of the 
applicable Verizon FDI at least twenty-four (24) hours before the due 
date. On the due date, a Verizon technician will run the appropriate 
cross connection to connect the Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
to the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** dial tone or equivalent from the TOPIC. 
If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requests that Verizon provide ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** with access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility that, at 
the time of ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s request, Verizon is using to 
provide service to a Customer, then, after ***CLEC Acronym TE*** has 
looped two interconnecting pairs through the TOPIC and at least 
twenty four (24) hours before the due date, a Verizon technician shall 
crosswire the dial tone from the Verizon central office through the 
Verizon side of the TOPIC and back out again to the Verizon FDI and 
Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility using the "loop through" 
approach. On the due date, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall disconnect 
Verizon's dial tone, crosswire its dial tone to the Sub-Loop Distribution 
Facility and submit ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s LNP request. 

Verizon will not provide access to a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility if 
Verizon is using the loop of which the Sub-Loop Distribution Facility is 
a part to provide line sharing service to another CLEC or a service that 
uses derived channel technology to a Customer unless such other 
CLEC first terminates the Verizon-provided line sharing or such 
Customer first disconnects the service that utilizes derived channel 
technology. 

Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym TE*** with access to a Sub
Loop Distribution Facility in accordance with negotiated intervals 

Verizon shall repair and maintain a Sub-Loop Distribution Facility at 
the request of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** and subject to the time and 
material rates set forth in Pricing Attachment and the rates, terms and 
conditions of Verizon's applicable Tariffs. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
accepts responsibility for initial trouble isolation for Sub-Loop 
Distribution Facilities and providing Verizon with appropriate dispatch 
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information based on its test results. If (a) ··*CLEC Acronym TE*** 
reports to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) ***CLEC Acronym TE*" 
requests a dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such 
trouble was not caused by Verizon Sub-Loop Distribution Facility 
facilities or equipment in whole or in part, ***CLEC Acronym TP** 
shall pay Verizon the charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment and 
Verizon's applicable Tariffs for time associated with said dispatch. In 
addition, these charges also apply when the Customer contact as 
designated by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is not available at the 
appointed time. If as the result of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
instructions, Verizon is erroneously requested to dispatch to a site on 
Verizon company premises ("dispatch in"), the charges set forth in 
Pricing Attachment and Verizon's applicable Tariffs will be assessed 
per occurrence to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** by Verizon. If as the result 
of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site outside ofVerizon company premises 
("dispatch out"), the charges set forth in Pricing Attachment and 
Verizon's applicable Tariffs will be assessed per occurrence to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** by Verizon. 

6.2 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

6.3 	 Collocation in Remote Terminals. 

To the extent required by Applicable Law, Verizon shall allow ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** to collocate equipment in a Verizon remote terminal equipment enclosure 
in accordance with, and subject to, the rates, terms and conditions set forth in the 
Collocation Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 

7. 	 Sub-Loop for Multiunit Tenant Premises Access 

7.1 	 Upon request by "*CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall provide to "*CLEC 
Acronym TE*** access to the Sub-Loop for Multiunit Premises Access in 
accordance with, but only to the extent required by, 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) and 47 
C.F.R. Part 51. 

7.1.1 	 House and Riser. Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment and upon request by **·CLEC Acronym TE"*, Verizon 
shall provide to *·*CLEC Acronym TE"* access to a House and Riser 
Cable in accordance with this Section 7 and the rates and charges 
provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon will provide access to a 
House and Riser Cable only if Verizon owns, operates, maintains and 
controls such facility and only where such facility is available. 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** may access a House and Riser Cable only 
between the MPOE for such cable and the demarcation point at a 
technically feasible access point. It is not technically feasible to 
access inside wire sub-loop if a technician must access the facility by 
removing a splice case to reach the wiring within the cable. 

7.1.1.1 	 "*CLEC Acronym TE*** must satisfy the following 
conditions before ordering access to a House and Riser 
Cable from Verizon: 

7.1.1.1.1 	 .... CLEC Acronym TE**· shall locate its facilities 
within cross connect distance of the point of 
interconnection on such cable. Facilities are 
within cross connect distance of a point of 
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7.1.1.2 

7.1.1.3 

interconnection if they are located in the same 
room (not including a hallway) or within twelve 
(12) feet of such point of interconnection. 

7.1.1.1.2 	 If suitable space is available, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall install its facilities no closer than 
fourteen (14) inches of the point of 
interconnection for such cable, unless otherwise 
agreed by the Parties. 

7.1.1.1.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s facilities cannot be 
attached, otherwise affixed or adjacent to 
Verizon's facilities or eqUipment, cannot pass 
through or otherwise penetrate Verizon's 
facilities or equipment and cannot be installed so 
that ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s facilities or 
equipment are located in a space where Verizon 
plans to locate its facilities or eqUipment. 

7.1.1.1.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall identify its 
facilities as those of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** by 
means of permanently-affixed externally-viSible 
signage or markings. 

7.1.1.1.5 	 To provide ***CLEC Acronym TE*** with access 
to a House and Riser Cable, Verizon shall not 
be obligated to (a) move any Verizon eqUipment. 
(b) secure any right of way for ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, (c) secure space for ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** in any building, (d) secure access to any 
portion of a building for ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
or (e) reserve space in any building for ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***. 

7.1.1.1.6 	 Verizon shall perform cutoverofa Customer to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** service by means of a 
House and Riser Cable subject to a negotiated 
interval. Verizon shall install a jumper cable to 
connect the appropriate Verizon House and 
Riser Cable pair to ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
facilities, and Verizon shall determine how to 
perform such installation. ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall coordinate with Verizon to ensure 
that House and Riser Cable facilities are 
converted to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in 
accordance with ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
order for such services. 

If proper ***CLEC Acronym TE*** facilities are not available 
at the time of installation, Verizon shall bill ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay to 
Verizon, the Not Ready Charge set forth in the Agreement 
and the Parties shall establish a new cutover date. 

Verizon shall perform all installation work on Verizon 
eqUipment in connection with ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s use 
of Verizon's House and Riser Cable. All ***CLEC Acronym 
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TE*** equipment connected to a House and Riser Cable 
shall comply with applicable industry standards. 

7.1.1.4 	 Verizon shall repair and maintain a House and Riser Cable 
at the request of ***CLEC Acronym TE***. ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall be solely responsible for investigating 
and determining the source of all troubles and for providing 
Verizon with appropriate dispatch information based on its 
test results. Verizon shall repair a trouble only when the 
cause of the trouble is a Verizon House and Riser Cable. If 
(a) ***CLEC Acronym TE*** reports to Verizon a Customer 
trouble, (b) ***CLEC Acronym TE*** requests a dispatch, (c) 
Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such trouble was 
not caused by a Verizon House and Riser Cable in whole or 
in part, then ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall pay Verizon the 
charge set forth in the Agreement for time associated with 
said dispatch. In addition, this charge also applies when the 
Customer contact as designated by ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** is not available at the appointed time. If as the result 
of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** instructions, Verizon is 
erroneously requested to dispatch to a site on Verizon 
company premises ("dispatch in"), a charge set forth in the 
Agreement will be assessed per occurrence to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** by Verizon. If as the result of ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site outside of Verizon company 
premises ("dispatch out"), a charge set forth in the 
Agreement will be assessed per occurrence to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** by Verizon. 

7.1.2 	 Single Point of Interconnection. In accordance with, but only to the 
extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules, upon request by 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** and provided that the conditions set forth in 
Subsections 7.1.2.1 and 7.1.2.2 are satisfied, the Parties shall 
negotiate in good faith an amendment to the Agreement memorializing 
the terms, conditions and rates under which Verizon will provide a 
single point of interconnection at a multiunit premises suitable for use 
by multiple carriers: 

7.1 .2.1 Verizon has distribution facilities to the multiunit premises, 
and either owns and controls, or leases and controls, the 
House and Riser Cable at the multiunit premises; and 

7.1.2.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** certifies that it will place an order 
for access to an unbundled Sub-Loop network element 
under the Federal Unbundling Rules via the newly provided 
single point of interconnection. 

8. Dark Fiber Transport and Transitional Provision of Embedded Dark Fiber Loops 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** with access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport in accordance with, and 
subject to, the rates, terms and conditions provided in the Pricing Attachment and 
rates, terms and conditions of Verizon's applicable Tariffs. Verizon shall not be 
required to provide, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not request or obtain, 
unbundled access to any dark fiber facility that does not meet the definition of 
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Dark Fiber Transport (except to the extent Verizon is required to provide ""CLEC 
Acronym TE"*" with unbundled access to """CLEC Acronym TE"""'s embedded 
base of Dark Fiber Loops under Section 8.3 below). For the avoidance of any 
doubt. notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement. a Verizon Tariff. or 
otherwise. Verizon shall not be required to provide. and ,,*"CLEC Acronym TE"*" 
shall not request or obtain. Dark Fiber Transport that does not connect a pair of 
Verizon UNE Wire Centers. Access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport will be 
provided by Verizon only where existing facilities are available except as 
provided in Section 17 below. Access to Dark Fiber Transport will be provided in 
accordance with. but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. 	 Dark Fiber Transport consists of Verizon optical transmission facilities 
without attached multiplexers. aggregation or other electronics. To the extent 
Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport contains any lightwave repeaters (e.g .• 
regenerators or optical amplifiers) installed thereon, Verizon shall not remove the 
same. Except as otherwise required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. the 
following terms and conditions apply to Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport offerings. 

8.2 	 In addition to the other terms and conditions of this Agreement, the following 
terms and conditions shall apply to Dark Fiber Transport: 

8.2.1 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]. 

8.2.2 	 "**CLEC Acronym TE**" may access Dark Fiber Transport only at a 
pre-existing Verizon accessible terminal of such Dark Fiber Transport, 
and "'''CLEC Acronym TE"'''* may not access Dark Fiber Transport at 
any other point, including, but not limited to, a splice point or case. 
Dark Fiber Transport is not available to **"CLEC Acronym TE""" 
unless such Dark Transport is already terminated on an existing 
Verizon accessible terminal. Unused fibers located in a cable vault or 
a controlled environment vault. manhole or other location outside the 
Verizon UNE Wire Center. and not terminated to a fiber patch panel. 
are not available to """CLEC Acronym TE"**. 

8.2.3 	 Except if and. to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules 
and Section 17 below. Verizon will not perform splicing (e.g., introduce 
additional splice points or open existing splice points or cases) to 
accommodate "'''CLEC Acronym TE***'s request. 

8.2.4 	 Verizon shall perform all work necessary to install a cross connect or a 
fiber jumper from a Verizon accessible terminal to a "**CLEC Acronym 
TE**" collocation arrangement. 

8.2.5 	 A "Dark Fiber Inquiry Form" must be submitted prior to submitting an 
ASR. Upon receipt of """CLEC Acronym TE*"*'s completed Dark Fiber 
Inquiry Form. Verizon will initiate a review of its cable records to 
determine whether Dark Fiber Transport may be available between the 
locations and in the quantities specified. Verizon will respond within 
fifteen (15) Business Days from receipt of the ***CLEC Acronym 
TE"''''''s Dark Fiber Inquiry Form. indicating whether Dark Fiber 
Transport may be available (if so available, an "Acknowledgement") 
based on the records search except that for voluminous requests or 
large, complex projects, Verizon reserves the right to negotiate a 
different interval. The Dark Fiber Inquiry is a record search and does 
not guarantee the availability of Dark Fiber Transport. Where a direct 
Dark Fiber Transport route is not available, Verizon will provide, where 
available. Dark Fiber Transport via a reasonable indirect route that 
passes through intermediate Verizon Central Offices at the rates set 
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forth in the Pricing Attachment. In cases where Verizon provides Dark 
Fiber Transport via an indirect route as described in this section, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not be permitted to access the Dark 
Fiber Transport at any intermediate central office between the two 
Verizon central offices that are the end points of the route. In no event 
shall Verizon be required to provide Dark Fiber Transport between two 
central offices that are the end points of a route on which Verizon is 
not required under the Federal Unbundling Rules to provide Dark Fiber 
Transport to ***CLEC Acronym TE***. Verizon reserves the right to 
limit the number of intermediate Verizon Central Offices on an indirect 
route consistent with limitations in Verizon's network design and/or 
prevailing industry practices for optical transmission applications. Any 
limitations on the number of intermediate Verizon Central Offices will 
be discussed with ***CLEC Acronym TE***. If access to Dark Fiber 
Transport is not available, Verizon will notify *··CLEC Acronym TE·**, 
within fifteen (15) Business Days, that no spare Dark Fiber Transport 
is available over the direct route nor any reasonable alternate indirect 
route, except that for voluminous requests or large, complex projects, 
Verizon reserves the right to negotiate a different interval. Where no 
available route was found during the record review, Verizon will 
identify the first blocked segment on each alternate indirect route and 
which segment(s} in the alternate indirect route are available prior to 
encountering a blockage on that route, at the rates set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment. 

8.2.5.1 	 **·CLEC Acronym TE*** shall indicate on the Dark Fiber 
Inquiry Form whether the available Dark Fiber should be 
reserved, at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment, 
pending receipt of an order for the Dark Fiber. 

8.2.5.2 	 Upon request from ·"CLEC Acronym TE*** as indicated on 
the Dark Fiber Inquiry Form, Verizon shall hold such 
requested Dark Fiber Transport for ·**CLEC Acronym 
TE*·*'s use for ten (10) Business Days from ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s receipt of Acknowledgement and may not 
allow any other party (including Verizon) to use such fiber 
during that time period. 

8.2.5.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall submit an order for the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport as soon as possible using 
the standard ordering process or parallel provisioning 
process as described in Section 8.2.5.5. The standard 
ordering process shall be used when ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** does not have additional requirements for collocation. 
The parallel provisioning process shall be used when 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** requires new collocation facilities 
or changes to existing collocation arrangements. 

8.2.5.4 	 If no order is received from ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport within ten (10) Business 
Days from **·CLEC Acronym TE***'s receipt of 
Acknowledgement, Verizon shall return to spare the 
reserved Dark Fiber Transport that Verizon previously 
notified ***CLEC Acronym TE*** are available. Should 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** submit an order to Verizon after 
the ten (10) Business Day reservation period for access to 
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Dark Fiber Transport that Verizon has previously notified 
......CLEC Acronym TE* .... was available, *"CLEC Acronym 
TE*** assumes all risk that such Dark Fiber Transport will 
no longer be available. 

8.2.5.5 	 Upon ....·CLEC Acronym Tp·..·s request. the Parties will 
conduct parallel provisioning of collocation and Dark Fiber 
Transport in accordance with the following terms and 
conditions: 

8.2.5.5.1 

8.2.5.5.2 

8.2.5.5.3 

8.2.5.5.4 

8.2.5.5.5 

8.2.5.5.6 

"*CLEC Acronym TE""* will use existing 
interfaces and Verizon's current applications and 
order forms to request collocation and Dark 
Fiber Transport. 

Verizon will parallel process "*"CLEC Acronym 
TE*"*'s requests for collocation, including 
augments, and Dark Fiber Transport. 

Before "*"CLEC Acronym TE*** submits a 
request for parallel provisioning of collocation 
and Dark Fiber Transport, ·*"CLEC Acronym 
TE**· will: 

8.2.5.5.3.1 	 submit a Dark Fiber Inquiry Form 
and receive an Acknowledgement 
from Verizon; and 

8.2.5.5.3.2 	 submit a collocation application 
for the Verizon Central Office(s) 
where the Dark Fiber Transport 
terminates and receive 
confirmation from Verizon that 
"""CLEC Acronym TP"*'s 
collocation application has been 
accepted. 

*"CLEC Acronym TP*· will prepare requests 
for parallel provisioning of collocation and Dark 
Fiber Transport in the manner and form 
reasonably specified by Verizon. 

If Verizon rejects ""*CLEC Acronym TE**"'s 
Dark Fiber Transport request. ""CLEC Acronym 
TE""* may cancel its collocation application 
within five (5) Business Days of such rejection 
and receive a refund of the collocation 
application fee paid by """CLEC Acronym TE***, 
less the costs Verizon incurred to date. 

IfVerizon accepts ""CLEC Acronym TE*"*'s 
Dark Fiber Transport request, Verizon will 
parallel provision the Dark Transport to a 
temporary location in Verizon's Central Office(s). 
Verizon will charge and """CLEC Acronym TE**" 
will pay for parallel provisioning of such Dark 
Fiber Transport at the rates specified in the 
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8.2.6 

8.2.7 

8.2.8 

8.2.9 

8.2.10 

8.2.11 

8.2.12 

Pricing Attachment beginning on the date that 
Verizon accepts each Dark Fiber Transport 
request. 

8.2.5.5.7 	 Within ten (10) days after Verizon completes a 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** collocation application, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall submit a Dark 
Fiber change request to reposition Dark Fiber 
Transport from the temporary location in that 
Verizon Central Office(s) to the permanent 
location at ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s collocation 
arrangement in such Verizon Central Office(s). 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** will prepare such 
request(s) in the manner and form specified by 
Verizon. 

8.2.5.5.8 	 If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** cancels its collocation 
application, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** must also 
submit a cancellation for the unbundled Dark 
Fiber Transport provisioned to the temporary 
location in the Verizon Central Office(s). 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall order Dark Fiber Transport by sending 
to Verizon a separate ASR for each A to Z route. 

Where a collocation arrangement can be accomplished in a Verizon 
premises, access to Dark Fiber Transport that terminates in a Verizon 
premises must be accomplished via a collocation arrangement in that 
Verizon premises. In circumstances where a collocation arrangement 
cannot be accomplished in a Verizon premises, the Parties agree to 
negotiate for possible alternative arrangements. 

Except as provided in Section 17 below, Dark Fiber Transport will be 
offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in the condition that it is available in 
Verizon's network at the time that ***CLEC Acronym TE*** submits its 
request (Le., "as is"). In addition, Verizon shall not be required to 
convert lit fiber to Dark Fiber Transport for ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
use. 

Spare wavelengths on fiber strands, where Wave Division Multiplexing 
(WDM) or Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) equipment is 
deployed, are not considered to be Dark Fiber Transport, and, 
therefore, will not be offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** as Dark Fiber 
Transport. 

Fiber that has been assigned to fulfill a Customer order for 
maintenance purposes or for Verizon's lit fiber optic systems will not 
be offered to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** as Dark Fiber Transport. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be responsible for providing all 
transmission, terminating and lightwave repeater equipment necessary 
to light and use Dark Fiber Transport. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** may not resell Dark Fiber Transport, 
purchased pursuant to this Agreement to third parties. 
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8.2.13 

8.2.14 

8.2.15 

8.2.16 

8.2.17 

8.2.18 

Except to the extent that Verizon is required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules to provide Dark Fiber Transport to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** for use for Special or Switched Exchange Access 
Services, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not use Dark Fiber Transport, 
for Special or Switched Exchange Access Services. 

In order to preserve the efficiency of its network, Verizon may, upon a 
showing of need to the Commission, limit ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to 
leasing up to a maximum of twenty-five percent (25%) of the Dark 
Fiber Transport in any given segment of Verizon's network. In 
addition, except as otherwise required by the Federal Unbundling 
Rules, Verizon may take any of the following actions, notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this Agreement: 

8.2.14.1 	 Revoke Dark Fiber Transport leased to ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** upon a showing of need to the Commission and 
twelve (12) months' advance written notice to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***; and 

8.2.14.2 	 Verizon reserves and shall not waive, Verizon's right to 
claim before the Commission that Verizon should not have 
to fulfill a ***CLEC Acronym TE*** order for Dark Transport 
because that request would strand an unreasonable amount 
of fiber capacity, disrupt or degrade service to Customers or 
carriers other than ***CLEC Acronym TE***, or impair 
Verizon's ability to meet a legal obligation. 

Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** may not reserve Dark Fiber Transport. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall be solely responsible for: (a) 
determining whether or not the transmission characteristics of the Dark 
Fiber Transport accommodate the requirements of ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***; (b) obtaining any Rights of Way, governmental or private 
property permit, easement or other authorization or approval required 
for access to the Dark Fiber Transport; (c) installation of fiber optic 
transmission equipment needed to power the Dark Fiber Transport to 
transmit permitted traffic; and (d) except as set forth with respect to the 
parallel provisioning process addressed above, ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s collocation arrangements with any proper optical cross 
connects or other equipment that ***CLEC Acronym TE*** needs to 
access Dark Fiber Transport before it submits an order for such 
access. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** hereby represents and warrants that 
it shall have all such rights of way, authorizations and the like 
applicable to the location at which it wishes to establish a demarcation 
point for Dark Fiber Transport, on or before the date that ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** places an order for the applicable Dark Fiber 
Transport, and that it shall maintain the same going forward. 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** is responsible for trouble isolation before 
reporting trouble to Verizon. Verizon will restore continuity to Dark 
Fiber Transport that has been broken. Verizon will not repair Dark 
Fiber Transport that is capable of transmitting light, even if the 
transmission characteristics of the Dark Fiber Transport has changed. 

[Intentionally Left Blank]. 
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8.2.19 	 "'CLEC Acronym TE*** may request the following, which shall be 
provided on a time and materials basis (as set forth in the Pricing 
Attachment): 

8.2.19.1 	 [Intentiona"y Left Blank]. 

8.2.19.2 	 A field survey that shows the availability of Dark Fiber 
Transport between two or more Verizon Central Offices, 
shows whether or not such Dark Fiber Transport is 
defective, shows whether or not such Dark Fiber Transport 
has been used by Verizon for emergency restoration 
activity, and tests the transmission characteristics of 
Verizon's Dark Fiber Transport. If a field survey shows that 
Dark Fiber Transport is available, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
may reserve the Dark Fiber Transport, as applicable, for ten 
(10) Business Days from receipt ofVerizon's field survey 
results. If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** submits an order for 
access to such Dark Fiber Transport after passage of the 
foregoing ten (10) Business Day reservation period, Verizon 
does not guarantee or warrant the Dark Fiber Transport will 
be available when Verizon receives such order, and 
*""CLEC Acronym TE*** assumes all risk that the Dark 
Fiber Transport will not be available. Verizon shall perform 
a field survey subject to a negotiated interval. If a ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** submits an order for Dark Fiber Transport 
without first obtaining the results of a field survey of such 
Dark Fiber Transport, *"'CLEC Acronym TE*** assumes all 
risk that the Dark Fiber Transport will not be compatible with 
***CLEC Acronym TE""s equipment, including, but not 
limited to, order cancellation charges. 

8.3 	 Transitional Provision of Embedded Dark Fiber Loops. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Verizon is not required to 
provide, and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may not obtain, unbundled access to any 
Dark Fiber Loop; provided, however, that if ***CLEC Acronym TE*** leased a 
Dark Fiber Loop from Verizon as of March 11,2005, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
may continue to lease that Dark Fiber Loop at transitional rates provided for in 
the TRRO until September 10, 2006, and not beyond that date. The Parties 
acknowledge that Verizon, prior to the Effective Date, has provided ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** with any required notices of discontinuance of Dark Fiber Loops, 
and that no further notice is required for Verizon to exercise its rights with respect 
to discontinuance of Dark Fiber Loops. 

9. 	 Network Interface Device 

91 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and upon 
request by ***CLEC Acronym TE***, Verizon shall permit ""CLEC Acronym 
TE*** to connect a "*"CLEC Acronym TE*** Loop to the Inside Wiring of a 
Customer's premises through the use of a Verizon NID in accordance with this 
Section 9 and the rates and charges provided in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon 
shall provide *""CLEC Acronym TE"** with access to NIDs in accordance with, 
but only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** may access a Verizon NID either by means of a connection (but 
only if the use of such connection is technically feasible) from an adjoining 
*"CLEC Acronym TE*** NID deployed by "**CLEC Acronym TE"** or, if an 
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entrance module is available in the Verizon NID, by connecting a ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** Loop to the Verizon NID. When necessary, Verizon will 
rearrange its facilities to provide access to an existing Customer's Inside Wire. 
An entrance module is available only if facilities are not connected to it. 

9.2 	 In no case shall ***CLEC Acronym TE*** access, remove, disconnect or in any 
other way rearrange Verizon's Loop facilities from Verizon's NIDs, enclosures, or 
protectors. 

9.3 	 In no case shall ***CLEC Acronym TE*** access, remove, disconnect or in any 
other way rearrange, a Customer's Inside Wiring from Verizon's NIDs, 
enclosures, or protectors where such Customer Inside Wiring is used in the 
provision of ongoing Telecommunications Service to that Customer. 

9.4 	 In no case shall ***CLEC Acronym TE*** remove or disconnect ground wires 
from Verizon's NIDs, enclosures, or protectors. 

9.5 	 In no case shall ***CLEC Acronym TE*** remove or disconnect NID modules, 
protectors, or terminals from Verizon's NID enclosures. 

9.6 	 Maintenance and control of premises Inside Wiring is the responsibility of the 
Customer. Any conflicts between service providers for access to the Customer's 
Inside Wiring must be resolved by the person who controls use of the wiring 
(e.g., the Customer). 

9.7 	 When ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is connecting a ***CLEC Acronym TE***-provided 
Loop to the Inside Wiring of a Customer's premises through the Customer's side 
of the Verizon NID, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** does not need to submit a request 
to Verizon and Verizon shall not charge ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for access to 
the Verizon NID. In such instances, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall comply with 
the provisions of Sections 9.2 through 9.7 of this Attachment and shall access 
the Customer's Inside Wire in the manner set forth in Section 9.8 of this 
Attachment. 

9.8 	 Due to the wide variety of NIDs utilized by Verizon (based on Customer size and 
environmental considerations), ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may access the 
Customer's Inside Wiring, acting as the agent of the Customer by any of the 
following means: 

9.8.1 	 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is present and 
environmental conditions permit, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may remove 
the Inside Wiring from the Customer's side of the Verizon NID and 
connect that Inside Wiring to ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s NID. 

9.8.2 	 Where an adequate length of Inside Wiring is not present or 
environmental conditions do not permit, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may 
enter the Customer side of the Verizon NID enclosure for the purpose 
of removing the Inside Wiring from the terminals of Verizon's NID and 
connecting a connectorized or spliced jumper wire from a suitable 
"punch out" hole of such NID enclosure to the Inside Wiring within the 
space of the Customer side of the Verizon NID. Such connection shall 
be electrically insulated and shall not make any contact with the 
connection points or terminals within the Customer side of the Verizon 
NID. 

9.8.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may request Verizon to make other 
rearrangements to the Inside Wiring terminations or terminal enclosure 
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on a time and materials cost basis to be charged to the requesting 
party (Le. ***CLEC Acronym TE***. its agent, the building owner or the 
Customer). If ***CLEC Acronym TE*** accesses the Customer's 
Inside Wiring as described in this Section 9.8.3. time and materials 
charges will be billed to the requesting party (i.e. ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, its agent. the building owner or the Customer). 

10. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

11. 	 Dedicated Transport 

11.1 	 Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment, where facilities 
are available, at ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s request, Verizon shall provide 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** with Dedicated Transport unbundled from other Network 
Elements at the rates set forth in the Pricing Attachment. Verizon shall provide 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** with such Dedicated Transport in accordance with, but 
only to the extent required by, the Federal Unbundling Rules. Except as 
provided in Section 17 below, Verizon will not install new electronics, and Verizon 
will not build new facilities. For the avoidance of any doubt. notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Agreement, Verizon shall not be required to provide, and 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall not request or obtain. unbundled access to shared 
(or common) transport, or any other interoffice transport facility that does not 
meet the definition of Dedicated Transport. 

11.2 	 If and. to the extent that, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** has purchased (or purchases) 
transport from Verizon under a Verizon Tariff or otherwise, and ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** has a right under the Federal Unbundling Rules to convert (and 
wishes to convert) such transport to unbundled Dedicated Transport under this 
Agreement, it shall give Verizon written notice of such request (including, without 
limitation, through submission of ASRs if Verizon so requests) and provide to 
Verizon all information (including, without limitation, a listing of the specific 
circuits in question) that Verizon reasonably requires to effectuate such 
conversion. In the case of any such conversion, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
pay any and all conversion charges (e.g., non-recurring charges), as well as any 
and all termination liabilities, minimum service period charges and like charges in 
accordance with Verizon's applicable Tariffs. Ifthe transport to be converted 
comprises a portion of a High Capacity EEL (as defined in Section 16.2.1 below), 
the applicable provisions of Section 16 below shall apply. 

12. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

13. 	 Operations Support Systems 

Subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of this Attachment and in Section 8 of the 
Additional Services Attachment, Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym TE-* with 
access via electronic interfaces to databases required for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, maintenance and repair, and billing. Verizon shall provide ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** with such access in accordance with, but only to the extent required by, 
the Federal Unbundling Rules. All such transactions shall be submitted by ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** through such electronic interfaces. 

14. 	 Availability of Other Network Elements on an Unbundled Basis 

14.1 	 Any request by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for access to a Verizon Network 
Element that is not already available and that Verizon is required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules to provide on an unbundled basis shall be treated as a 
Network Element Bona Fide Request pursuant to Section 14.3, of this 
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14.2 

14.3 

Attachment. ......CLEC Acronym TE ...... shall provide Verizon access to its Network 
Elements as mutually agreed by the Parties or as required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 14, a Party shall not be 
required to provide a proprietary Network Element to the other Party under this 
Section 14 except as required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

Network Element Bona Fide Request (BFR). 

14.3.1 	 Each Party shall promptly consider and analyze access to a new 
unbundled Network Element in response to the submission of a 
Network Element Bona Fide Request by the other Party hereunder. 
The Network Element Bona Fide Request process set forth herein 
does not apply to those services requested pursuant to Report & 
Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 91-141 (reI. Oct. 19, 1992) 
11' 259 and n.603 or subsequent orders. 

14.3.2 	 A Network Element Bona Fide Request shall be submitted in writing 
and shall include a technical description of each requested Network 
Element. 

14.3.3 	 The requesting Party may cancel a Network Element Bona Fide 
Request at any time, but shall pay the other Party's reasonable and 
demonstrable costs of processing and/or implementing the Network 
Element Bona Fide Request up to the date of cancellation. 

14.3.4 	 Within ten (10) Business Days of its receipt, the receiving Party shall 
acknowledge receipt of the Network Element Bona Fide Request. 

14.3.5 	 Except under extraordinary circumstances, within thirty (30) days of its 
receipt of a Network Element Bona Fide Request, the receiving Party 
shall provide to the requesting Party a preliminary analysis of such 
Network Element Bona Fide Request. The preliminary analysis shall 
confirm that the receiving Party will offer access to the Network 
Element or will provide a detailed explanation that access to the 
Network Element is not technically feasible and/or that the request 
does not qualify as a Network Element that is required to be provided 
by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 

14.3.6 	 If the receiving Party determines that the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request is technically feasible and access to the Network Element is 
required to be provided by the Federal Unbundling Rules, it shall 
promptly proceed with developing the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request upon receipt of written authorization from the requesting 
Party. When it receives such authorization, the receiving Party shall 
promptly develop the requested services, determine their availability, 
calculate the applicable prices and establish installation intervals. 
Unless the Parties otherwise agree, the Network Element requested 
must be priced in accordance with Section 252(d)(1) of the Act. 

14.3.7 	 As soon as feasible, but not more than ninety (90) days after its receipt 
of authorization to proceed with developing the Network Element Bona 
Fide Request, the receiving Party shall provide to the requesting Party 
a Network Element Bona Fide Request quote which will include, at a 
minimum, a description of each Network Element, the availability, the 
applicable rates, and the installation intervals. 
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14.3.8 	 Within thirty (30) days of its receipt of the Network Element Bona Fide 
Request quote, the requesting Party must either confirm its order for 
the Network Element Bona Fide Request pursuant to the Network 
Element Bona Fide Request quote or seek arbitration by the 
Commission pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 

14.3.9 	 If a Party to a Network Element Bona Fide Request believes that the 
other Party is not requesting, negotiating or processing the Network 
Element Bona Fide Request in good faith, or disputes a determination, 
or price or cost quote, or is failing to act in accordance with Section 
251 ofthe Act, such Party may seek mediation or arbitration by the 
Commission pursuant to Section 252 of the Act. 

15, 	 Maintenance of Network Elements 

If (a) "'CLEC Acronym TP** reports to Verizon a Customer trouble, (b) ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*·· requests a dispatch, (c) Verizon dispatches a technician, and (d) such 
trouble was not caused by Verizon's facilities or equipment in whole or in part, then 
***CLEC Acronym TP** shall pay Verizon a charge set forth in the Pricing Attachment for 
time associated with said dispatch. In addition, this charge also applies when the 
Customer contact as designated by ""CLEC Acronym TE··* is not available at the 
appointed time. ***CLEC Acronym TP** accepts responsibility for initial trouble isolation 
and providing Verizon with appropriate dispatch information based on its test results. If, 
as the result of *·*CLEC Acronym TP** instructions, Verizon is erroneously requested to 
dispatch to a site on Verizon company premises ("dispatch in"), a charge set forth in the 
Pricing Attachment will be assessed per occurrence to ""*CLEC Acronym TE*·· by 
Verizon. If as the result of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** instructions, Verizon is erroneously 
requested to dispatch to a site outside of Verizon company premises ("dispatch out"), a 
charge set forth in the Pricing Attachment will be assessed per occurrence to *·*CLEC 
Acronym TE*** by Verizon. Verizon agrees to respond to *"*CLEC Acronym TE*** 
trouble reports on a non-discriminatory basis consistent with the manner in which it 
provides service to its own retail Customers or to any other similarly situated 
Telecommunications Carrier. 

16. 	 Combinations, Commingling, and Conversions 

16.1 	 Subject to and without limiting the conditions setforth in Section 1 of this 
Attachment: 

16.1.1 	 Verizon will not prohibit the commingling of a Qualifying UNE with 
Qualifying Wholesale Services, but only to the extent and so long as 
commingling and provision of such Network Element (or combination 
of Network Elements) is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules. 
Moreover, to the extent and so long as required by the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, Verizon shall, upon request of ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***, perform the functions necessary to commingle Qualifying UNEs 
with Qualifying Wholesale Services. The rates, terms and conditions 
of the applicable access Tariff or separate non-251 agreement will 
apply to the Qualifying Wholesale Services, and the rates, terms and 
conditions of the Agreement or the Verizon UNE Tariff, as applicable, 
will apply to the Qualifying UNEs; provided, however, that a 
nonrecurring charge will apply for each UNE circuit that is part of a 
commingled arrangement, as set forth in the Pricing Attachment. In 
addition, if any commingling requested by "*CLEC Acronym TE*** 
requires Verizon to perform physical work that Verizon is required to 
perform under the Federal Unbundling Rules, then Verizon's standard 
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charges for such work shall apply or, in the absence of a standard 
charge, a fee calculated using Verizon's standard time and materials 
rates shall apply until such time as a standard charge is established 
pursuant to the terms set forth in the Pricing Attachment. 

16.1.2 	 Ratcheting, i.e., a pricing mechanism that involves billing a single 
circuit at multiple rates to develop a single, blended rate, shall not be 
required. UNEs that are commingled with Wholesale Services are not 
included in the shared use provisions of the applicable Tariff, and are 
therefore not eligible for adjustment of charges under such provisions. 
Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with the 
provisioning of commingled facilities and services from standard 
provisioning intervals and from performance measures and remedies, 
if any, contained in the Agreement or elsewhere. 

16.1.3 	 Limitation on Section 16.1. Section 16.1 is intended only to address 
the Parties' rights and obligations as to combining and/or commingling 
of UNEs that Verizon is already required to provide to """CLEC 
Acronym TP** under the Agreement and the Federal Unbundling 
Rules. Nothing contained in Section 16.1 shall be deemed to limit any 
right of Verizon under the Agreement to cease providing a facility that 
is or becomes a Discontinued Facility. 

16.2 	 Service Eligibility Criteria for Certain Combinations and Commingled Facilities 
and Services. Subject to the conditions set forth in Sections 1 and 16.1 of this 
Attachment: 

16.2.1 	 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide: 

16.2.1.1 	 an unbundled DS1 Loop in combination with unbundled 
DS1 or DS3 Dedicated Transport, or commingled with DS1 
or DS3 access services; 

16.2.1.2 	 an unbundled DS3 Loop in combination with unbundled 
DS3 Dedicated Transport, or commingled with DS3 access 
services; 

16.2.1.3 	 unbundled DS1 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS1 
channel termination access service; 

16.2.1.4 	 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS1 
channel termination access service; or 

16.2.1.5 	 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport commingled with DS3 
channel termination service, 

(individually and collectively "High Capacity EELs") except to the extent 
Verizon is required by the Federal Unbundling Rules to do so, and then 
not unless and until """CLEC Acronym TE"**, using an ASR, certifies to 
Verizon that each combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 
equivalent circuit of a High Capacity EEL satisfies each of the service 
eligibility criteria on a circuit-by-circuit basis as set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 
51.318. ""·CLEC Acronym TE"*" must remain in compliance with said 
service eligibility criteria for so long as "*'"CLEC Acronym TE"*" 
continues to receive the aforementioned combined or commingled 
facilities and/or services from Verizon and ·""CLEC Acronym TE*"" shall 
immediately notify Verizon at such time as a certification ceases to be 
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16.2.2 

16.2.3 

16.2.4 

accurate. The service eligibility criteria shall be applied to each 
combined or commingled DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit of a High 
Capacity EEL. If any combined or commingled DS1 circuit or OS 1 
equivalent circuit of a High Capacity EEL is, becomes, or is subsequently 
determined to be, noncompliant, the noncompliant High Capacity EEL 
circuit will be treated as described in Section 16.2.2 below. The 
foregoing shall apply whether the High Capacity EEL circuits in question 
are being provisioned to establish a new circuit or to convert an existing 
wholesale service, or any part thereof, to unbundled network elements. 
For existing High Capacity EEL circuits, ***CLEC Acronym TE***, within 
thirty (3D) days of the Effective Date to the extent it has not already done 
so prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, must re-certify, using an 
ASR, that each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit satisfies the service 
eligibility criteria on a circuit-by-circuit basis as set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 
51.318. Any existing High Capacity EEL circuits that ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** leased from Verizon as of the Effective Date of this Agreement that 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** fails to re-certify as required by this Section by 
the end of such 3D-day period shall be treated as a non-compliant circuit 
as described under Section 16.2.2 below effective as of the Effective 
Date of this Agreement. 

Without limiting any other right Verizon may have to cease providing 
circuits that are or become Discontinued Facilities, if a High Capacity 
EEL circuit is or becomes noncompliant as described in this Section 
16.2 and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** has not submitted an LSR or ASR, 
as appropriate, to Verizon requesting disconnection of the 
noncompliant facility and has not separately secured from Verizon an 
alternative arrangement to replace the noncompliant High Capacity 
EEL circuit, then Verizon, to the extent it has not already done so prior 
to execution of this Agreement, shall reprice the subject High Capacity 
EEL circuit (or portion thereof that had been previously billed at UNE 
rates), effective beginning on the date on which the circuit became 
non-compliant by application of a new rate (or, in Verizon's sale 
discretion, by application of a surcharge to an existing rate) to be 
equivalent to an analogous access service or other analogous 
arrangement that Verizon shall identify in a written notice to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***. 

Each certification to be provided by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** pursuant 
to Section 16.2.1 above must contain the following information for 
each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent: (a) the local number assigned to 
each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent; (b) the local numbers assigned to 
each DS3 circuit (must have 28 local numbers assigned to it); (c) the 
date each circuit was established in the 911/E-911 database; (d) the 
collocation termination connecting facility assignment for each circuit. 
showing that the collocation arrangement was established pursuant to 
47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(6) , and not under a federal collocation tariff; (e) the 
interconnection trunk circuit identification number that serves each 
DS1 circuit. There must be one such identification number per every 
24 DS1 circuits; and (f) the local switch that serves each DS1 circuit. 
When submitting an ASR for a circuit, this information must be 
contained in the Remarks section of the ASR, unless provisions are 
made to populate other fields on the ASR to capture this information. 

The charges for conversions are as specified in the Pricing Attachment 
and apply for each circuit converted. 
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16.2.5 	 All ASR-driven conversion requests will result in a change in circuit 
identification (circuit 10) from access to UNE or UNE to access, If 
such change in circuit 10 requires that the affected circuit(s) be 
retagged, then a retag fee per circuit will apply as specified in the 
Pricing Attachment. 

16.2.6 	 All requests for conversions will be handled in accordance with 
Verizon's conversion guidelines. Each request will be handled as a 
project and will be excluded from all ordering and provisioning metrics. 

16.3 	 Once per calendar year, Verizon may obtain and pay for an independent auditor 
to audit ......CLEC Acronym Tp.... 's compliance in all material respects with the 
service eligibility criteria applicable to High Capacity EELs. Any such audit shall 
be performed in accordance with the standards established by the American 
Institute for Certified Public Accountants, and may include, at Verizon's 
discretion, the examination of a sample selected in accordance with the 
independent auditor's judgment. To the extent the independent auditor's report 
concludes that **"CLEC Acronym TEu* failed to comply with the service eligibility 
criteria, then (without limiting Verizon's rights under Section 16.2.2 above) 
***CLEC Acronym TE*"" must convert all noncompliant circuits to the appropriate 
service, true up any difference in payments, make the correct payments on a 
going-forward basis, and reimburse Verizon for the cost of the independent 
auditor within thirty (30) days after receiving a statement of such costs from 
Verizon. Should the independent auditor confirm """CLEC Acronym TE***'s 
compliance with the service eligibility criteria, then ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall 
provide to the independent auditor for its verification a statement of "'-CLEC 
Acronym TEu-,s out-of-pocket costs of complying with any requests of the 
independent auditor, and Verizon shall, within thirty (30) days of the date on 
which "'''CLEC Acronym TE""" submits such costs to the auditor, reimburse 
--·CLEC Acronym TE··· for its out-of-pocket costs verified by the auditor. 
-··CLEC Acronym TE·-- shall maintain records adequate to support its 
compliance with the service eligibility criteria for each DS1 or DS1 equivalent 
circuit for at least eighteen (18) months after the service arrangement in question 
is terminated. 

17. 	 Routine Network Modifications 

17.1 	 General Conditions. In accordance with, but only to the extent required by, the 
Federal Unbundling Rules, and subject to the conditions set forth in Section 1 of 
this Attachment: 

17.1.1 	 Verizon shall make such routine network modifications, at the rates 
and charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment, as are necessary to 
permit access by ·"·CLEC Acronym TE..•• to the Loop, Dedicated 
Transport, or Dark Fiber Transport facilities available under the 
Agreement (including DS1 Loops and DS1 Dedicated Transport, and 
DS3 Loops and DS3 Dedicated Transport), where the facility has 
already been constructed. Routine network modifications applicable to 
Loops or Transport are those modifications that Verizon regularly 
undertakes for its own Customers and may include, but are not limited 
to: rearranging or splicing of in-place cable at existing splice points; 
adding an equipment case; adding a doubler or repeater; installing a 
repeater shelf; deploying a new multiplexer or reconfiguring an existing 
multiplexer; accessing manholes; and deploying bucket trucks to reach 
aerial cable. Routine network modifications applicable to Dark Fiber 
Transport are those modifications that Verizon regularly undertakes for 
its own Customers and may include, but are not limited to, splicing of 
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in-place dark fiber at existing splice pOints; accessing manholes; 
deploying bucket trucks to reach aerial cable; and routine activities, if 
any, needed to enable ""'CLEC Acronym TE""" to light a Dark Fiber 
Transport facility that it has obtained from Verizon under the 
Agreement. Verizon shall not be obligated to provide optronics for the 
purpose of lighting Dark Fiber Transport. Routine network 
modifications do not include the construction of a new Loop or new 
Transport facilities, trenching, the pulling of cable, the installation of 
new aerial, buried, or underground cable for a requesting 
telecommunications carrier, the placement of new cable, securing 
permits or rights-of-way, or constructing and/or placing new manholes 
or conduits. Verizon shall not be required to build any time division 
multiplexing (TOM) capability into new packet-based networks or into 
existing packet-based networks that do not already have TOM 
capability. Verizon shall not be required to perform any routine 
network modifications to any facility that is or becomes a Discontinued 
Facility. 

17.2 	 Performance Plans. Verizon may exclude its performance in connection with the 
provisioning of Loops or Transport (including Dark Fiber Transport) for which 
routine network modifications are performed from standard provisioning intervals 
and performance measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Agreement or 
elsewhere. 

17.3 	 Nothing contained in this Section 17 shall be deemed: (a) to establish any 
obligation of Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules any facility that this Agreement does not otherwise require 
Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal Unbundling Rules, 
(b) to obligate Verizon to provide on an unbundled basis under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, for any period of time not required under the Federal 
Unbundling Rules, access to any Discontinued Facility, or (c) to limit any right of 
Verizon under the Agreement, any Verizon Tariff or SGAT, or otherwise, to cease 
providing a Discontinued Facility. 

18. 	 Rates and Charges 

The rates and charges for UNEs, Combinations, Commingling, routine network 
modifications, and other services, facilities and arrangements. offered under this 
Attachment shall be as provided in this Attachment and the Pricing Attachment. 

19. 	 Good Faith Performance 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, has not 
provided in the State of [State] a Service offered under this Attachment. Verizon reserves 
the right to negotiate in good faith with ""CLEC Acronym TE"** reasonable terms and 
conditions (including, without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for such 
Service; and. if the Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including. without 
limitation, rates and implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's 
dispute resolution procedures. 
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COLLOCATION ATTACHMENT 

1. Verizon's Provision of Collocation 

Verizon shall provide to ***CLEC Acronym TE***, in accordance with this Agreement, 
Verizon's applicable federal and state Tariffs and the requirements of Applicable Law, 
Collocation for the purpose of facilitating ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s interconnection with 
Verizon under 47 U.S .C. § 251 (c)(2) or access to Unbundled Network Elements of 
Verizon; provided, that notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or a Tariff, 
Verizon shall be obligated to provide Collocation to ***CLEC Acronym TEu * only to the 
extent required by Applicable Law and may decline to provide Collocation to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** to the extent that provision of Collocation is not required by Applicable 
Law. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or a Tariff, nothing in this 
Agreement or a Tariff shall be deemed to require Verizon to provide (and, for the 
avoidance of any doubt, Verizon may decline to provide and/or cease providing) 
Collocation that, if provided by Verizon, would be used by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** to 
obtain unbundled access to any network element: (a) that Verizon is not required to 
unbundle under 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(3) or (b) that Verizon is not required to unbundle 
under 47 C.F.R. Part 51. 
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911 ATTACHMENT 

1. 911/E-911 Arrangements 

1.1 	 911/E-911 arrangements provide a caller access to the appropriate PSAP by 
dialing a 3-digit universal telephone number "911". Verizon provides and 
maintains such equipment and software at the 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s). Verizon interface point(s) and ALI Database as is 
necessary for 911/E-911 Calls in areas where Verizon is the designated 911/E
911 Service Provider. 

1.2 	 Verizon shall make the following information available to "·ClEC Acronym 
TE·... to the extent permitted by Applicable law. Such information is provided at 
the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon 
wholesale website): 

1.2.1 	 a listing of the ClLl code (and SS7 point code when applicable) of 
each 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) and associated 
geographic location served for areas where Verizon is the designated 
911/E-911 Service Provider; 

1.2.2 	 a listing of appropriate Verizon contact telephone numbers and 
organizations that currently have responsibility for operations and 
support ofVerizon's 911/E-911 network and ALI Database systems; 
and 

1.2.3 	 where Verizon maintains a Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) on 
behalf of the Controlling 911 Authority. Verizon shall provide to 
"·ClEC Acronym TE·" a complete copy of such MSAG annually 
upon written request for each county within the LA T A(s) in the State of 
[State]. where "·ClEC Acronym TE"· is providing Telephone 
Exchange Service, provided that Verizon is permitted to do so by 
Controlling 911 Authority. 

2. 	 ALI Database 

2.1 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, information regarding the ALI 
Database is provided electronically at the Verizon Partner Solutions website 
(formerly referred to as the Verizon wholesale website). 

2.2 	 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, Verizon shall: 

2.2.1 	 store "'ClEC Acronym TEm end user data provided by mClEC 
Acronym TE·" in the ALI Database; 

2.2.2 	 provide ···ClEC Acronym TE"· access to the ALI Database for the 
initial loading and updating of ***CLEC Acronym TE*** end user 
records in accordance with information contained in the Verizon 
Partner Solutions website (formerly referred to as the Verizon 
wholesale website); and 

2.2.3 	 provide ·"ClEC Acronym TE*** an error and status report based on 
updates to the ALI Database received from ···ClEC Acronym TE**·. 

2.3 Where Verizon manages the ALI Database, ***ClEC Acronym TE*** shall: 
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2.3.1 provide MSAG valid E-911 data for each of its end users for the initial 
loading of, and any and all updates to the ALI database; 

2.3.2 	 utilize the appropriate Verizon electronic interface to update E-911 
data in the ALI Database related its end users (and all such database 
information in the ALI Database shall conform to Verizon standards, 
which are provided at the Verizon Partner Solutions website (formerly 
referred to as the Verizon wholesale website»; 

2.3.3 	 use its company 10 on all end user records in accordance with NENA 
standards; 

2.3.4 	 correct any errors that occur during the entry of E-911 data in the ALI 
Database; and 

2.3.5 	 enter E-911 data into the ALI Database in accordance with NENA 
standards for LNP. This includes, but is not limited to, using ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s NENA 10 to lock and unlock records and the posting 
of the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** NENA 10 to the ALI Database record 
where such locking and unlocking feature for E-911 records is 
available, or as defined by local standards. ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is 
required to promptly unlock and migrate its E-911 records in 
accordance with NENA standards. In the event that ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** discontinues providing Telephone Exchange Service to any of 
its end users, it shali ensure that its E-911 records for such end users 
are unlocked in accordance with NENA standards. 

2.4 	 In the event ***CLEC Acronym TE*** uses an Agent to input its end user's E-911 
data to the ALI Database through the appropriate Verizon electronic interface, 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall provide a Letter of Authorization, in a form 
acceptable to Verizon, identifying and authorizing its Agent. 

3. 	 911/E-911 Interconnection 

3.1 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may, in accordance with Applicable Law, interconnect to 
the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface 
point(s). Verizon shall designate interface point(s), e.g., digital cross connect 
systems (DCS), where ***CLEC Acronym TE*** may interconnect with Verizon 
for the transmission and routing of 911/E-911 Calls to all subtending PSAPs that 
serve the areas in which ***CLEC Acronym TE*** provides Telephone Exchange 
Services. 

3.2 	 In order to interconnect with Verizon for the transmission and routing of 911 /E
911 Calis, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall: 

3.2.1 	 interconnect with each Verizon 911 /E-911 Tandem Office/Selective 
Router or Verizon interface point that serves the exchange areas in 
which ***CLEC Acronym TE*** is authorized to and will provide 
Telephone Exchange Service; 

3.2.2 	 provide a minimum of two (2) one-way outgoing 911/E-911 trunks over 
diversely routed facilities that are dedicated for originating 911/E-911 
Calls from the ***CLEC Acronym TE*** switch to each designated 
Verizon 911 /E-911 Tandem Office/Selective Router or Verizon 
interface point, using SS? signaling where available, as necessary; 

3.2.3 	 [Intentionally Left Blank]; 
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3.2.4 	 provide sufficient trunks and facilities to route 911/E-911 Calls from 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** to the designated Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s). ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** is responsible for requesting that trunks and facilities 
be routed diversely for 911/E-911 interconnection; 

3.2.5 	 determine the proper quantity of trunks and facilities from its switch(es) 
to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or 
Verizon interface point(s); 

3.2.6 	 engineer its 911/E-911 trunks and facilities to attain a minimum P.01 
grade of service as measured using the "busy day/busy hour" criteria 
or at such other minimum grade of service as required by Applicable 
Law or the Controlling 911 Authority; 

3.2.7 	 monitor its 911/E-911 trunks and facilities for the purpose of 
determining originating network traffic volumes. If the ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** traffic study indicates that additional trunks and/or 
facilities are needed to meet the current level of 911/E-911 Call 
volumes, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall order or otherwise provide 
adequate additional trunks and/or facilities; 

3.2.8 	 promptly test all 911/E-911 trunks and facilities between the ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** network and the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface point(s) to assure 
proper functioning of 911/E-911 arrangements. ***CLEC Acronym 
TE*** shall not transmit or route live 911/E-911 Calls until successful 
testing is completed; and 

3.2.9 	 isolate, coordinate and restore all 911/E-911 network maintenance 
problems from its switch(es) to the Verizon 911/E-911 Tandem 
Office(s)/Selective Router(s) or Verizon interface points. ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall advise Verizon of the circuit identification when 
notifying Verizon of a failure or outage. 

4. 	 911/E-911 General 

4.1 	 Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall work cooperatively to arrange 
meetings with the Controlling 911 Authorities to answer any technical questions 
the PSAPs, or county or municipal coordinators may have regarding the initial 
911/E-911 arrangements 

4.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall compensate Verizon for provision of 911/E-911 
Services pursuant to the Pricing Attachment of this Agreement. 

4.3 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** and Verizon shall comply with all Applicable Law 
(including 911 taxes and surcharges as defined by Applicable Law) pertaining to 
911/E-911 arrangements. 

4.4 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall collect and remit, as required, any 911/E-911 
applicable surcharges from its end users in accordance with Applicable Law. 

5. 	 Good Faith Performance 

If and, to the extent that, Verizon, prior to the Effective Date, has not provided in the State 
of [State] a Service offered under this Attachment, Verizon reserves the right to negotiate 
in good faith with ***CLEC Acronym TE*** reasonable terms and conditions (including, 
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without limitation, rates and implementation timeframes) for such Service; and, if the 
Parties cannot agree to such terms and conditions (including, without limitation, rates and 
implementation timeframes), either Party may utilize the Agreement's dispute resolution 
procedures. 
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PRICING ATTACHMENT 

1. General 

1.1 As used in this Attachment, the term "Charges" means the rates, fees, charges 
and prices for a Service. 

1.2 	 Except as stated in Section 2 or Section 3 of this Attachment, Charges for 
Services shall be as stated in this Section 1. 

1.3 	 The Charges for a Service shall be the Charges for the Service stated in the 
Providing Party's applicable Tariff. 

1.4 	 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Section 1.3 of 
this Attachment, the Charges shall be as stated in Appendix A of this Pricing 
Attachment. For rate elements provided in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment 
that do not include a Charge, either marked as "TBD" or otherwise, Verizon is 
developing such Charges and has not finished developing such Charges as of 
the Effective Date of this Agreement ("Effective Date"). When Verizon finishes 
developing such a Charge, Verizon shall notify ***CLEC Acronym TE*** in writing 
of such Charge in accordance with, and subject to, the notices provisions of this 
Agreement and thereafter shall bill ***CLEC Acronym TE***, and ***CLEC 
Acronym TE*** shall pay to Verizon, for Services provided under this Agreement 
on the Effective Date and thereafter in accordance with such Charge. Any notice 
provided by Verizon to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** pursuant to this Section 1.4 shall 
be deemed to be a part of Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment immediately 
after Verizon sends such notice to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** and thereafter. 

1.5 	 The Charges stated in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment shall be 
automatically superseded by any applicable Tariff Charges. The Charges stated 
in Appendix A of this Pricing Attachment also shall be automatically superseded 
by any new Charge(s) when such new Charge(s) are required by any order of the 
Commission or the FCC, approved by the Commission or the FCC, or otherwise 
allowed to go into effect by the Commission or the FCC (including, but not limited 
to, in a Tariff that has been filed with the Commission or the FCC), provided such 
new Charge(s) are not subject to a stay issued by any court of competent 
jurisdiction. 

1.6 	 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 
through 1.5 of this Attachment, if Charges for a Service are otherwise expressly 
provided for in this Agreement, such Charges shall apply. 

1.7 	 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 
through 1 .6 of this Attachment, the Charges for the Service shall be the Providing 
Party's FCC or Commission approved Charges. 

1.8 	 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.3 
through 1.7 of this Attachment, the Charges for the Service shall be mutually 
agreed to by the Parties in writing. 

2. 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services Provided to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for 
Resale Pursuant to the Resale Attachment 

2.1 Verizon Telecommunications Services for which Verizon is Required to Provide a 
Wholesale Discount Pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 
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2.1.1 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service purchased by 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** for resale for which Verizon is required to 
provide a wholesale discount pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act 
shall be the Retail Price for such Service set forth in Verizon's 
applicable Tariffs (or, if there is no Tariff Retail Price for such Service, 
Verizon's Retail Price for the Service that is generally offered to 
Verizon's Customers), less, to the extent required by Applicable Law: 
(a) the applicable wholesale discount stated in Verizon's Tariffs for 
Verizon Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant 
to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act; or (b) in the absence of an applicable 
Verizon Tariff wholesale discount for Verizon Telecommunications 
Services purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act, 
the applicable wholesale discount stated in Appendix A for Verizon 
Telecommunications Services purchased for resale pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.1.2 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service Customer 
Specific Arrangement ("CSA") purchased by ***CLEC Acronym TE*** 
for resale pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Resale Attachment for which 
Verizon is required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) ofthe Act shall be the Retail Price for the CSA, less, 
to the extent required by Applicable Law: (a) the applicable wholesale 
discount stated in Verizon's Tariffs for Verizon Telecommunications 
Services purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act; 
or (b) in the absence of an applicable Verizon Tariff wholesale 
discount for Verizon Telecommunications Services purchased for 
resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act, the applicable discount 
stated in Appendix A for Verizon Telecommunications Services 
purchased for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c}(4) of the Act. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in accordance with, and to the extent 
permitted by Applicable Law, Verizon may establish a wholesale 
discount for a CSA that differs from the wholesale discount that is 
generally applicable to Telecommunications Services provided to 
***CLEC Acronym TE*** for resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the 
Act. 

2.1.3 	 Notwithstanding Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this Attachment, in 
accordance with, and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, 
Verizon may at any time establish a wholesale discount for a 
Telecommunications Service (including, but not limited to, a CSA) that 
differs from the wholesale discount that is generally applicable to 
Telecommunications Services provided to ***CLEC Acronym TE*** for 
resale pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) oftheAct. 

2.1.4 	 The wholesale discount stated in Appendix A shall be automatically 
superseded by any new wholesale discount when such new wholesale 
discount is required by any order of the Commission or the FCC, 
approved by the Commission or the FCC, or otherwise allowed to go 
into effect by the Commission or the FCC, provided such new 
wholesale discount is not subject to a stay issued by any court of 
competent jurisdiction. 

2.1.5 	 The wholesale discount provided for in Sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.3 of 
this Attachment shall not be applied to: 

2.1.5.1 Short term promotions as defined in 47 CFR § 51.613; 
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2.1.5.2 	 Except as otherwise provided by Applicable Law, Exchange 
Access services; 

2.1.5.3 	 Subscriber Line Charges, Federal Line Cost Charges, end 
user common line Charges, taxes, and government 
Charges and assessment (including, but not limited to, 9-1
1 Charges and Dual Party Relay Service Charges). 

2.1.5.4 	 Any other service or Charge that the Commission, the FCC, 
or other governmental entity of appropriate jurisdiction 
determines is not subject to a wholesale discount under 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act. 

2.2 	 Verizon Telecommunications Services for which Verizon is Not Required to 
Provide a Wholesale Discount Pursuant to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act 

2.2.1 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service for which 
Verizon is not required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant to 
Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be the Charges stated in Verizon's 
Tariffs for such Verizon Telecommunications Service (or, if there are 
no Verizon Tariff Charges for such Service, Verizon's Charges for the 
Service that are generally offered by Verizon). 

2.2.2 	 The Charges for a Verizon Telecommunications Service customer 
specific contract service arrangement ("CSA") purchased by •....CLEC 
Acronym TE*** pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Resale Attachment for 
which Verizon is not required to provide a wholesale discount pursuant 
to Section 251 (c)(4) of the Act shall be the Charges provided for in the 
CSA and any other Charges that Verizon could bill the person to 
whom the CSA was originally provided (including, but not limited to, 
applicable Verizon Tariff Charges). 

2.3 	 Other Charges. 

2.3.1 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE··· shall pay, or collect and remit to Verizon, 
without discount, all Subscriber Line Charges, Federal Line Cost 
Charges, and end user common line Charges, associated with Verizon 
Telecommunications Services provided by Verizon to ···CLEC 
Acronym TE***. 

3. 	 ......CLEC Acronym TE...... Prices 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Charges that ···CLEC 
Acronym TE··· bills Verizon for ···CLEC Acronym TE***'s Services shall not exceed the 
Charges for Verizon's comparable Services, except to the extent that ***CLEC Acronym 
TE***'s cost to provide such ·"CLEC Acronym TE***'s Services to Verizon exceeds the 
Charges for Verizon's comparable Services and ·**CLEC Acronym TE**· has 
demonstrated such cost to Verizon, or, at Verizon's request. to the Commission or the 
FCC. 

4. 	 [This Section Intentionally Left Blank] 

5. 	 Regulatory Review of Prices 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Party reserves its respective 
rights to institute an appropriate proceeding with the FCC, the Commission or other 
governmental body of appropriate jurisdiction: (a) with regard to the Charges for its 
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Services (including, but not limited to, a proceeding to change the Charges for its 
services, whether provided for in any of its Tariffs, in Appendix A, or otherwise); and (b) 
with regard to the Charges of the other Party (including, but not limited to, a proceeding 
to obtain a reduction in such Charges and a refund of any amounts paid in excess of any 
Charges that are reduced), 
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[INSERT APPLICABLE STATE APPENDIX A HERE] 
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EXHIBIT A TO SECTION 3.1 (FIBER MEET ARRANGEMENT) OF THE INTERCONNECTION 
ATTACHMENT 

Technical Specifications and Requirements 

for 

***CLEC Acronym TE*** • ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT*** 
Fiber Meet Arrangement No. [XX] 

The following technical specifications and requirements will apply to ''''''CLEC Acronym TE"'·'" 
"'**Verizon Company Full Name 1 TXT'" Fiber Meet Arrangement [NUMBER] ("FM No. [XX]"): 

1. 	 FM No. [XX] will provide interconnection facilities for the exchange of applicable traffic (as 
set forth in the Amendment) between Verizon's [NAME OF TANDEM/END OFFICE] and 
"'**CLEC Acronym TE"'**'s [NAME OF TANDEM/END OFFICE] in the State of [State]. A 
diagram of FM No. [XX] is included as Exhibit A·1. 

2. 	 Fiber Meet Points ("FMPs''). 

2.1 	 FM No. [XX] will be configured as shown on Exhibit A-1. FM No. [XX] will have 
two FMPs. Neither FMP is more than three (3) miles from the nearest Verizon 
Tandem or End Office. 

2.2 	 Verizon will provision a Fiber Network Interface Device rFNID") at [POLE XX, 
STREET YY, TOWN ZZ, STATE] and terminate L-1 strands of its fiber optiC 
cable in the FNID. The FNID provisioned by Verizon will be a 
[MANUFACTURER, MODEL]. Verizon will bear the cost of installing and 
maintaining its FNID. The fiber patch panel within Verizon's FNID will serve as 
FMP NO.1. Verizon will provide a fiber stub at the fiber patch panel in Verizon's 
FNID for "'''''''CLEC Acronym TE"'** to connect L-1 strands of its fiber cable 

connectors. Verizon's FNID will be locked, but Verizon and *"''''CLEC 
Acronym TE**'" will have 24 hour access to their respective side of the fiber patch 
panel located in Verizon's FNID. 

2.3 	 "'*"'CLEC Acronym TE"'" will provision a FNID at [POLE XX, STREET YY, TOWN 
ZZ, STATE] and terminate L-1 strands of its fiber optic cable in the FNI D. The 
FNID provisioned by "'''''''CLEC Acronym TE"''''''' will be a [MANUFACTURER, 
MODEL]. *""'CLEC Acronym TE*** will bear the cost of installing and maintaining 
its FNID. The fiber patch panel within ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s FNID will serve 
as FMP No.2. "''''*CLEC Acronym TE"''''* will provide a fiber stub at the fiber patch 
panel in ··"'CLEC Acronym TE"**'s FNID for Verizon to connect L-1 strands of 
its fiber cable. ***CLEC Acronym TE***'s FNID will be locked, but ··*CLEC 
Acronym TE*** and Verizon will have 24 hour access to their respective side of 
the fiber patch panel located in "*CLEC Acronym TE***'s FNID. 

3. 	 Transmission Characteristics. 

FM No. [XX] will be built [as a ring configuration]. 

3.2 	 The transmission interface for FM No. [XX] will be [Synchronous Optical Network 
("SaNEr)]. 
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3.3 	 Terminating equipment shall comply with [SO NET transmission requirements as 
specified in Telcordia Technologies document GR-253 CORE (Tables 4-3 
through 4-11)]. 

3.4 	 The optical transmitters and receivers shall provide adequate power for the end
to-end length of the fiber cable to be traversed. 

3.5 	 The optical transmission rate will be [Unidirectional] OC-[XX]. 

3.6 	 The path switch protection shall be set as [Non-Revertive]. 

3.7 	 Verizon and *"CLEC Acronym TE*" shall provide [Primary Reference Source 
traceable timing]. 

4. 	 Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.1 	 Verizon will, at its own cost, obtain and install (at its own premise) its own Add 
Drop Multiplexer. Verizon will use a [MANUFACTURER, MODEL] Add Drop 
Multiplexer with firmware release of [X.x] at the network level. Before making 
any upgrade or change to the firmware of its Add Drop Multiplexer, Verizon must 
provide "*CLEC Acronym TE*** with fourteen (14) days advance written notice 
that describes the upgrade or change to its firmware and states the date on 
which such firmware will be activated in Verizon's Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.2 	 ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will, at its own cost, obtain and install (at its own 
premise) its own Add Drop Multiplexer. "*CLEC Acronym TE*** will use a 
[MANUFACTURER, MODEL] Add Drop Multiplexer with firmware release of [X.x] 
at the network level. Before making any upgrade or change to the firmware of its 
Add Drop Multiplexer, ***ClEC Acronym TE**· must provide Verizon with 
fourteen (14) days advance written notice that describes the upgrade or change 
to its firmware and states the date on which such firmware or software will be 
activated in "'ClEC Acronym TE·*·'s Add Drop Multiplexer. 

4.3 	 ···CLEC Acronym TE**· and Verizon will monitor all firmware upgrades and 
changes to observe for any failures or anomalies adversely affecting service or 
administration. If any upgrade or change to firmware adversely affects service or 
administration of FM No. [XX], the firmware will be removed from the Add Drop 
Multiplexer and will revert to the previous version of firmware. 

4.4 	 The Data Communication Channel shall be disabled between the Verizon and 
···CLEC Acronym TE*** Add Drop Multiplexers of FM No. [XX]. 

5. 	 Testing. 

5.1 	 Prior to turn-up of FM No. [XX], Verizon and ·**ClEC Acronym TE**· will 
mutually develop and implement testing procedures for FM No. [XX] 

6. 	 Connecting Facility Assignment ("CFA") and Slot Assignment Allocation ("SAA"). 

6.1 	 For one-way and two-way trunk arrangements, the SAA information will be 
turned over to "·CLEC Acronym TE*** as a final step of turn up of the FM No. 
[XX]. 

6.2 	 For one-way trunk arrangements, Verizon will control the CFA for the subtending 
facilities and trunks connected to Verizon's slots and ***ClEC Acronym TE*** will 
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control the CFA for the subtending facilities and trunks connected to ***CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s slots. ""·CLEC Acronym TE*""* will place facility orders against 
the first half of the fully configured slots (for example, slots 1-6 of a fully 
configured OC12) and Verizon will place orders against the second half of the 
slots (for example, slots 7-12). If either Party needs the other Party's additional 
slot capacity to place orders, this will be negotiated and assigned on a case-by
case basis. For SAA, Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE·** shall jointly 
designate the slot assignments for Verizon's Add Drop Multiplexers and *"CLEC 
Acronym TE***'s Add Drop Multiplexer in FM No. [XX]. 

6.3 	 For two-way trunk arrangements, ***CLEC Acronym TE*** shall control the CFA 
for the subtending facilities and trunks connected to FM No. [XX]. *"'CLEC 
Acronym TE·** shall place facility and trunk orders against the total available 
SAA capacity of FM No. [XX]. 

7. 	 Inventorv. Provisioning and Maintenance. Surveillance. and Restoration. 

7.1 	 Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE*** will inventory FM No. [XX] in their 
operational support systems before the order flow begins. 

7.2 	 Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TE··· will notify each other's respective 
Maintenance Control Office of all troubleshooting and scheduled maintenance 
activity to be performed on FM No. [XX] facilities prior to undertaking such work, 
and will advise each other of the trouble reporting and maintenance control pOint 
contact numbers and the days and hours of operation. Each Party shall provide 
a timely response to the other Party's action requests or status inquiries. 

7.3 	 Verizon will be responsible for the provisioning and maintenance of the FM No. 
[XX] transport facilities on Verizon's side of the FMPs, as well as delivering its 
applicable traffic to the FMPs. ···CLEC Acronym TE"· will be responsible for the 
provisioning and maintenance of the FM No. [XX] transport facilities on the 
·"CLEC Acronym TE···'s side of the FMPs, as well as delivering its applicable 
traffic to the FMPs. As such, other than payment of any applicable intercarrier 
compensation charges pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, neither Party 
shall have any obligation to pay the other Party any charges in connection with 
FM No. [XX]. 

7.4 	 Verizon and ···CLEC Acronym TE··· will provide alarm surveillance for their 
respective FM No. [XX] transport facilities. Verizon and ···CLEC Acronym TE... • 
will notify each other's respective maintenance control office of all 
troubleshooting and scheduled maintenance activity to be performed on the 
facility prior to undertaking such work, and will advise each other of the trouble 
reporting and maintenance control point contact numbers and the days and 
hours of operation. 

8. 	 Cancellation or Modification of FM No. [XX]. 

Except as otherwise provided in this Section 8, all expenses and costs 
associated with the construction, operation, use and maintenance of FM No. [XX] 
on each Party's respective side of the FMPs will be borne by such Party. 

8.2 	 If either Party terminates the construction of the FM No. [XX] before it is used to 
exchange traffic, the Party terminating the construction of FM No. [XX] will 
compensate the other Party for that Party's reasonable actual incurred 
construction andlor implementation expenses. 
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8.3 	 If either Party proposes to move or change FM No. [XX] as set forth in this 
document, at any time before or after it is used to exchange traffic, the Party 
requesting the move or change will compensate the other Party for that Party's 
reasonable actual incurred construction and/or implementation expenses. 
Augments, moves and changes to FM No. [XX] as set forth in this document 
must be mutually agreed upon by the Parties in writing. 

***CLEC Full Name TE*** 	 ***VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT*** 

By: 

TO BE EXECUTED AT A LATER DATE 

Date: 
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Exhibit A·1 

***CLEC Acronym TE ............ VERIZON COMPANY FULL NAME 1 TXT* .... 
Fiber Meet Arrangement No. [XX] 

City, State 
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EXHIBIT 6 

Email dated May 31, 2009 from C. Savage (Bright House) 
to M. Daly, et al. (Verizon) 
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Savage, Christopher 

From: Savage, Christopher 

Sent: Sunday, May 31,20092:23 PM 

To: 'contract.management@verizon.com'; michaeLa.daly@core.verizon.com 

Cc: craig.cowden@bhnis.com; 'Klineberg, Geoffrey M.'; Buell, Keith; 'Harrison, Cody' 

Subject: RE: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC 
(FL-052709) 

Hi all, 

Another important matter that we'd like to know before we get started: 

As some of you know, this negotiation was initiated as a result of a settlement of a dispute under the parties' 
current agreement. In discussions leading up to the settlement, if I understood Verizon's counsel correctly, 
Verizon was going to want to take some time to review its generic/template agreement with an eye towards 
customizing it for the specific circumstances of a cable-based interconnector, whose needs for (e.g.) resale and 
UNEs will be limited at best. 

It does not appear from the materials attached to your email that Verizon has done so - yet. A key question, 
then, is whether you are planning to undertake that effort and send us a differenUrevised template from the 
generic one. If not, that's fine - we will begin reviewing this one. But if Verizon has another template either 
planned or in progress that might be more directly suitable for Bright House's circumstances, it doesn't make any 
sense for Bright House to undertake the time/expense of looking over this one. 

In this regard, if you think about it for a bit, the interconnection needs/arrangements suitable for a cable-based 
interconnector like Bright House, on some level, are probably a lot closer to the kinds of interconnection 
arrangements you have with wireless carriers than with a resale or UNE-based CLEC. To that end, please 
provide us with a copy of your current generic wireless interconnection template for our review. We 
recognize of course that there are important differences between our situation and that of a wireless carrier, but 
we may be able to substantially advance our negotiations - and more quickly reach an amicable conclusion - if 
we could have that document as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you. Again, I'd also appreciate it if whomever is going to be the lead negotiator for 
Verizon to contact me as soon as convenient so we can sort through some of these issues. 

Thanks, 

Chris S. 

From: kathleen.robertson@core.verizon.com [mailto:kathleen.robertson@core.verizon.com] On Behalf Of 
contract.management@verizon.com 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 20094:55 PM 
To: craig.cowden@bhnis.com; Savage, Christopher 
Cc: michael.a.daly@core.verizon.com 
Subject: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC (FL
052709) 

Craig and Chris, 

Verizon has received Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC's request for negotiations for a 
replacement CLEC comprehensive agreement for the state of Florida. The start date for this negotiation is May 27, 2009. 
Please complete and return via e-mail the attached Information Request Form in order to provide Verizon with the necessary 
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Email dated June 1,2009 from W. Carnell (Verizon) 
to C. Savage (Bright House) 
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Savage, Christopher 

From: Carnell, William Sayle [william.s.carnell@verizon.com] 

Sent: Monday, June 01,200912:20 PM 

To: Savage, Christopher 

Cc: craig.cowden@bhnis.com; charrrison@sbandq.com; Daly, Michael A (Mike) 

Subject: FW: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC 
(FL-OS2709) 

Chris, Mike Daly forwarded this to me. I'll be the lawyer for Verizon in this negotiation. My contact information is 
below. You're correct that Mike will be the lead negotiator. You have his email; his telephone is 703-974-4552; 
he's at the same address as me. 

I had not planned to to take the first shot at revising the template towards the specific needs of BH or of cable 
operators in general (and I know of no other effort to do so). Obviously we're happy to entertain any revision you 
care to propose, My sense is that the most significant modifications would be stripping out portions that don't 
apply (e.g. UNEs) -- a significant change, but one that's not hard to accomplish. 

As for the wireless template, I really don't think that will be helpful to you. I believe that the wireless template 
mostly is the CLEC model with certain sections removed (again, like UNEs), and with some substantive changes 
that wouldn't apply in your case (e.g, the MTA rule). The wireless template also doesn't get updated nearly as 
frequently as the CLEC template, so there may be a few parts that are somewhat stale. So I really don't think 
you'd benefit from reviewing the wireless agreement. With that said, if you really want to review a copy I'm OK 
with that; let Kathy know whether you still want a copy, and she can send you one for informational purposes 

William S, Carnell 
Assistant General Counsel 
Verizon 
1320 N, Court House Road 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-351-3180 

From: Daly, Michael A (Mike) 
Sent: Monday, June 01,20099:12 AM 
To: Carnell, William Sayle 
Subject: FW: Request for Negotiations Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC (FL
052709) 

From: Savage, Christopher [mailto:ChrisSavage@dwt.com] 
Sent: Sunday, May 31, 2009 2:23 PM 
To: contract management; Daly, Michael A (Mike) 
Cc: craig.cowden@bhnis.com; Klineberg, Geoffrey M.; Buell, Keith C; Harrison, Cody 
Subject: RE: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC (FL
052709) 
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Hi ali, 

Another important matter that we'd like to know before we get started: 

As some of you know, this negotiation was initiated as a result of a settlement of a dispute under the parties' 
current agreement. In discussions leading up to the settlement, if I understood Verizon's counsel correctly, 
Verizon was going to want to take some time to review its generic/template agreement with an eye towards 
customizing it for the specific circumstances of a cable-based interconnector, whose needs for (e.g.) resale and 
UNEs will be limited at best. 

It does not appear from the materials attached to your email that Verizon has done so - yet. A key question, 
then, is whether you are planning to undertake that effort and send us a different/revised template from the 
generic one. If not, that's fine - we will begin reviewing this one. But if Verizon has another template either 
planned or in progress that might be more directly suitable for Bright House's circumstances, it doesn't make any 
sense for Bright House to undertake the time/expense of looking over this one. 

In this regard, if you think about it for a bit. the interconnection needs/arrangements suitable for a cable-based 
interconnector like Bright House, on some level, are probably a lot closer to the kinds of interconnection 
arrangements you have with wireless carriers than with a resale or UNE-based CLEC. To that end, please 
provide us with a copy of your current generic wireless interconnection template for our review. We 
recognize of course that there are important differences between our situation and that of a wireless carrier, but 
we may be able to substantially advance our negotiations - and more quickly reach an amicable conclusion - if 
we could have that document as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you. Again, I'd also appreciate it if whomever is going to be the lead negotiator for 
Verizon to contact me as soon as convenient so we can sort through some of these issues. 

Thanks, 

Chris S. 

From: kathleen.robertson@core.verizon.com [mailto:kathleen.robertson@core.verizon.com] On Behalf Of 
contract. management@verizon.com 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 20094:55 PM 
To: craig.cowden@bhnis.com; Savage, Christopher 
Cc: michael.a.daly@core.verizon.com 
Subject: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC (FL
052709) 

Craig and Chris, 

Verizon has received Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC's request for negotiations for a 
replacement CLEC comprehensive agreement for the state of Florida. The start date for this negotiation is May 27, 2009. 
Please complete and return via e-mail the attached Information Request Form in order to provide Verizon with the necessary 
information to proceed with this request. 

In addition to reviewing the attachments hereto, please navigate to the Verizon Support Website 
(www.verizon.com/partnersolutions). which provides Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC with: 

• 	 Resources and information to get started on doing business with Verizon, including information on ordering local 
services, trouble administration, training, provisioning, and billing 
(www22. verizon.com/ wholesale/locall order/gettingstarted/). 

• 	 If Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC doesn't already have an Account Manager, an Online 
Request form to request an Account Manager assignment 
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(hllj.,~:lf}\~~v.~1J'v'cti~)I1~<::om£\¥b(2! c~aJf;/Uip!con LU.ct._ f~)rm!(),,3 ,00.h1m I). 
• 	 Information on the CPSST (Customer Profile Self-Service Tool). CPSST enables Bright Jlouse Networks 

Information Services (Florida), LLC to establish an account profile with Verizon (or update Bright House Networks 
Information Services (Florida), LLC's existing profile) so that when negotiations are complete and Bright House 
Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC has an effective agreement in place, Bright House Networks 
Information Services (Florida), LLC can place local service request (LSR) orders under the new agreement 
(btlp;L~",\V;2~v~rlz11lhcombvhillc~illc{bJ1~ iJ}-;;).~Ll(lc:ill£c~J'lhlish/hQm;;Ll"J.OQ.l1 tmj). Questions regard ing the CPS ST 
tool, should be directed to your Account Manager or to profile.management@verizon.com. 

Pursuant to your request for negotiations, I have attached for your review a draft and state-specific pricing for the purpose of 
initiating negotiations between Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC and Verizon. In addition, I have 
attached the Verizon State Specific Guide and draft Traffic Exchange Attachment. This state-specific guide and Traffic 
Exchange Attachment should be used in conjunction with the draft documents. The attached documents are not executable
ready agreements, and are subject to change throughout the negotiation process. 

In accordance with the FCC's interim compensation rules for dial-up Internet tfatTic (see Order on Remand and Report and 
Order, CC Docket Nos. 96-98, 99-68 adopted April 18,2001 and Order on Remand and Report and Order and Further 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, CC Docket No. 99-68 adopted November 5, 2008), Verizon offers to all CLECs and 
CMRS providers an optional reciprocal compensation rate plan for termination of non-Internet traffic subject to Section 251 
(b)(5). Under this optional plan, such traffic exchanged between Verizon and a CLEC or CMRS provider in a given state 
will be subject to compensation at the same rate applicable to Internet tramc in that state under the terms of the Order. 
Verizon refers to this optional plan as a Rate Plan B amendment, which I can provide, upon request from Bright House 
Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC, for review. 

After you have reviewed the attached documents, please contact your assigned Negotiator, Mike Daly (copied on this email) 
to discuss specific areas of the contract and/or propose negotiated changes. 

Thank you! 

Kathy 

Kathy Robertson 
Manager-Contract Management 
Verizon Partner Solutions 

(See attachedfile: Verizon Comprehensive Agreement-v3.3-032709.doc) (5'ee attachedfile: 
comprehensive state specific guide-v3.2-111308.doc)(See attachedfile: CLEC Traffic Exchange 
Attachment-032709.doc)(See attachedfile: appa-comp-jl.doc)(See attachedfile: IKF·~Jun08.doc) 
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Savage, Christopher 

From: Savage, Christopher 

Sent: Monday, September 21,20093:11 PM 

To: 'wiiliam.s,carnell@verizon.com' 

Cc: Frappier, Danielle; 'Marva.Johnson@mybrighthouse,com'; 'michael.a.daly@verizon.com'; Harrison, 
Cody 

Subject: RE: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida). LLC 
(FL-OS2709) 

William, 


I'm off my blackberry and have a bit more connectivity here. 


First, I'm not surprised about the extent of the mark-up compared to what you have seen. In my conversations 

with Keith Buell and your outside counsel in the course of litigating our directory listings dispute last sping, a 

recurring point was that the agreements that were "out there" had not really been written with or adapted to the 

business needs of a full facilities-based competitor. The things we are concerned about are just not the same 

things as the kinds of CLECs who were involved in the interconnection battles of the late 1990s-early 2000s. 


Second, that said, as I meant to imply in my short note, while there are many different places where we think the 

wording of the agreement needs to be changed to reflect current market realities, there really are only a realtively 

small number of "concerns" or "issues" that underlie the changes. Part of what I hope to accomplish in a call later 

this week (and Thurdsay at 3pm seems to be our choice) is to go over some of those larger issues and get a 

schedule in place to get the discussions moving ahead quickly. 


Third, I certainly understand that you will not yet have had time to come up with your responses to the various 

changes we propose, and we do not expect that (although obviously if you have any sUbstantive points you would 

like to tell us about, we would be happy to hear them). 


Fourth, one of the reasons we took the time and trouble to prepare a DPL to start the process is to make it easier 

for you to respond to individual changes and proposals in writing and without the need for a meeting on each 

one. So you should feel free (in fact I encourage you) to have your various staff people who will be working this 

start looking at our specific proposed changes and generating specific responses, even if only on the DPL chart. 

Then when we get to our filing deadline we will all know exactly where we stand. 


Thanks, 


Chris S. 


From: Savage, Christopher 

Sent: Mon 9/21/2009 2:11 PM 

To: 'william.s.carnell@verizon.com' 

Cc: 'charrrison@sbandq.com'; Frappier, Danielle; 'Marva.Johnson@mybrighthouse.com'; 

'michael.a.daly@verizon.com' 

Subject: Re: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC (FL
052709) 


William; let's definitely have a call. There are many fewer "issues" than there are word changes, if you get what I 

mean, Please coordinate a time with Danniele; I can make any time work. 

Chris S. 
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From; Carnell, William Sayle 
To; Savage, Christopher 
Cc; charrrison@sbandq.com ; Frappier, Danielle; Johnson, Marva B. ; Daly, Michael A (Mike) 
Sent; Mon Sep 21 11:53:262009 
Subject: RE: Request for Negotiations Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida), LLC (FL
052709) 

Thanks, Chris, We'll review these materials carefully. 

Candidly, this is the most extensive mark-up I've seen in years. It took Bright House three and a half months to 
raise these several hundred issues; I expect it will take Verizon more than two weeks to respond, 

You suggest a call later this week, We will not have completed our review of your mark-up by then, With that 
said, if there are conceptual points that you'd like to raise orally we can make ourselves availab:e, With 
the understanding that we will not be in a position to substantively respond, This Thursday we're 
available starting at 3:00; on Friday we could do 1 :00 or 2:00. 

William S. Carnell 
Assistant General Counsel 
Verizon 
1320 N, Court House Road 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-351-3180 

From: Savage, Christopher [mailto:ChrisSavage@dwt.com] 

Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 5:16 PM 

To: Carnell, William Sayle; Daly, Michael A (Mike) 

Cc: charrrison@sbandq,com; Frappier, Danielle; Johnson, Marva B. 

Subject: Request for Negotiations - Verizon/Bright House Networks Information Services (Florida)/ LLC (FL
052709) 

William, Mike et aL: 

Back in May when Verizon first sent us its template interconnection agreement, we had understood that Verizon 
was going to look over the generic template and update it and customize it to deal with Bright House's status as a 
facilities-based competitor. As it turned out, however, that did not occur; we received Verizon's standard, generic 
template, 

Since that time we have been carefully reviewing the template and identifying changes that are appropriate. 
Broadly speaking those changes are necessary either to comply with applicable law, to take account of the nature 
of the facilities-based competition that Bright House provides to Verizon, or simply to reflect a fairer or more 
workable business relationship in light of the quite substantial customer base that each carrier has in Florida. You 
will doubtless recognize a few familiar themes to our proposed changes, in light of the two companies' various 
litigated disputes over the last couple of years. 

Three documents accompany this email. First is a "blackline" contract showing the changes that Bright House is 
proposing, This was generated by using the Microsoft Word "Document Compare" function, Given the length of 
the contract and its somewhat involved formatting, we cannot fully guarantee the accuracy of the blacklining, 
although we have no particular reason to doubt it. Second is a "clean" version of how the contract would look if all 
of our proposed changes were adopted, 

To move the ball forward, however, we have also prepared and are attaching a full "Decision Point List" that 
indicates each of Bright House's proposed changes in standard "legislative" format, along with a brief explanation 
of why we believe the change is appropriate, This will allow Verizon to see each proposed change in context and 
to understand the reason for each proposed change. (That said, we have not tried to write a full brief supporting 
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each proposed change, and we of course reserve the right to clarify and expand on our explanation as we get into 
discussions, and get closer to the arbitration deadline.) 

The 160th day for this negotiation is, by our count, Tuesday November 3. Given the detailed nature of the 
materials we are providing you, we are fully confident that Verizon will be able to review them and give us its 
responses well in advance of that deadline. We should then be able to quickly identify any matters that require 
more in-depth negotiation. 

To that end, we request that Verizon be available for a conference call next Thursday, September 24, or Friday, 
September 25, to discuss our proposals at a high level and to establish a specific schedule for additional calls and 
meetings between now and November 3. In addition, we request that Verizon provide us with written responses 
to our proposed changes (by adding its own comments to the far-right-hand column of the OPL document. We 
can agree next week on when that written response should be provided, but it should certainly be no later than 
close of business on Friday, October 3. 

We look forward to hearing from you as to times for our call next week. 

Christopher W. Savage 
Counsel for Bright House 
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Savage, Christopher 

From: 	 Savage, Christopher 

Sent: 	 Monday, October 26,2009 1 :55 PM 

To: 	 'Carnell, William Sayle'; 'Daly, Michael A (Mike)' 

Cc: 	 'Johnson, Marva B.'; Frappier, DanieUe; 'CHarrison@sbandg.com' 

Subject: 	 CORRECTED VERSION :: Status of Bright House-Verizon Florida ICA Negotiations :: 

Impending November 3 Deadline 


Attachments: header.htm 

Bill & Mike, 

As I have mentioned in our last several negotiating sessions, it seems fairly clear that at our current pace we are 
not going to have time to talk through each and every proposed change we made to Verizon's template in the 
time we have left. I have suggested that Verizon could give us written responses to our proposed changes, since 
we gave you a DPL that included a description of the logic underlying each of those changes. Thus far we have 
not received any written responses from Verizon, although we welcome hearing from you if you would like. 

Given this, I would propose that we spend tomorrow's session (1-4 pm) focusing on the Interconnection 
Attachment, which is probably the most significant item we have not yet discussed. I would also suggest that we 
extend that discussion from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. even later. 

I am out of town Wednesday but am prepared to devote all day Thursday (say, 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.) to focus on 
these issues as well. 

Also. although I had earlier suggested that we use Friday (October 30) as the "cut-off' day for discussions. given 
the November 3 deadline for the arbitration petition, I can and will make myself available all day Friday to continue 
our discussions, and I propose that Verizon do so as well. 

Finally, in practical terms, for logistical reasons we will have to have our arbitration petition completely finalized by 
close-of-business on Monday November 2. Bright House will consider any written responses that Verizon would 
like to send to us by 9:00 a.m. on the morning of Monday November 2. 

Let me know at your earliest convenience if you are available for any of these additions to our existing scheduled 
discussions. 

Thanks, 

Chris S. 
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Savage, Christopher 

From: Carnell, William Sayle [william.s.carnell@verizon.com] 

Sent: Monday, October 26,20095:54 PM 

To: Savage, Christopher 

Cc: Johnson, Marva B.; Frappier, Danielle; CHarrison@sbandg.com; Daly, Michael A (Mike) 

Subject: RE: CORRECTED VERSION :: Status of Bright House-Verizon Florida ICA Negotiations :: 
Impending November 3 Deadline 

Chris, 

I agree (as I've said before) that on November 3, we won't be anywhere near resolution of all the issues that we 
could reasonably hope to resolve. 

Verizon provided a proposed ICA to Bright House on May 29. Bright House took all of June, July, and August, 
and half of September, to review and respond to that document. That's not because you were slow; it's 
because the proposed mark-up is just that extensive (115 page DPL, etc.). It takes time to review language, 
coordinate internally, develop a response, and draft any proposed modifications. In this case, it took Bright House 
about 16 weeks. 

On November 3, it will have been about 6 weeks since we received Bright House's proposal. Mike and I have 
been working during that time to review the proposal, coordinate internally, and develop our response. At the 
same time, of course, we've been discussing the proposal with you. But the issue here is not the amount of time 
we've spent discussing the proposal; the issue is the amount of time it takes to develop a response. Verizon can't 
be expected to do in 6 weeks to do what you did in 16. 

More, or longer, negotiating sessions will not bring us to resolution by November 3. We're still working on take
backs from our previous discussions, to say nothing of preparing for new ones. Thus, to your specific question, 
we will not be available for more than the two sessions we've already planned. 

As I've said before, I think we should give ourselves a significant extension of time to seek resolution of the 
outstanding issues. Our companies are currently operating just fine under an existing ICA (though of course we 
both want to improve it). I sincerely think that it would be premature to file for arbitration on the third, in that we'd 
be asking the Commission to decide issues that we'd have a good chance of resolving, if we gave ourselves 
some more time. 

William S. Carnell 
Assistant General Counsel 
Verizon 
1320 N. Court House Road 
Arlington, VA 22201 
703-351-3180 

From: Savage, Christopher [mailto:ChrisSavage@dwt.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 1:55 PM 
To: Carneli, William Sayle; Daly, Michael A (Mike) 
Cc: Johnson, Marva B.; Frappier, Danielle; CHarrison@sbandg,com 
Subject: CORRECTED VERSION:: Status of Bright House-Verizon Florida ICA Negotiations:: Impending 
November 3 Deadline 

Bill & Mike, 

As I have mentioned in our last several negotiating sessions, it seems fairly clear that at our current pace we are 
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not going to have time to talk through each and every proposed change we made to Verizon's template in the 
time we have left. I have suggested that Verizon could give us written responses to our proposed changes, since 
we gave you a DPL that included a description of the logic underlying each of those changes. Thus far we have 
not received any written responses from Verizon, although we welcome hearing from you if you would like. 

Given this, I would propose that we spend tomorrow's session (1-4 pm) focusing on the Interconnection 
Attachment, which is probably the most significant item we have not yet discussed. I would also suggest that we 
extend that discussion from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. even later. 

I am out of town Wednesday but am prepared to devote all day Thursday (say, 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.) to focus on 
these issues as well. 

Also, although I had earlier suggested that we use Friday (October 30) as the "cut-off' day for discussions, given 
the November 3 deadline for the arbitration petition, I can and will make myself available all day Friday to continue 
our discussions, and I propose that Verizon do so as well. 

Finally. in practical terms, for logistical reasons we will have to have our arbitration petition completely finalized by 
close-of-business on Monday November 2. Bright House will consider any written responses that Verizon would 
like to send to us by 9:00 a.m. on the morning of Monday November 2. 

Let me know at your earliest convenience if you are available for any of these additions to our existing scheduled 
discussions. 

Thanks, 

Chris S. 
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